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Introduction
This book outlines and analyses the ambitions and plans to radicalise and
organise the militant maritime transport workers during the interwar period.
The focus is to trace the operations and structural setup of the International
Propaganda Committee of Transport Workers during the 1920s as well as those
of the International of Seamen and Harbour Workers during the 1930s. Both
organisations operated on various scales, ranging from local actors and groups,
national sections and unions to transregional bureaus and secretariats as well
as international headquarters. Both organisations were at the same time part
of the hierarchical organisational setup of the Red International of Labour
Unions or rilu and the Third (Communist) International or Comintern. Some
local actors were party members, the regional bureaus cooperated with other
rilu regional bureaus, the headquarters of the International Propaganda
Committee of Transport Workers and the International of Seamen and
Harbour Workers operated in tandem with the rilu headquarters in Moscow.
Local actors and groups as well as national sections, especially the revolutionary trade union oppositions, were usually part of the national trade unions and
tried to influence politics and tactics of the unions, (most of) the national maritime transport workers’ unions, in turn, were affiliated to the International
Transport Workers’ Federation or itf. Operationally, the International
Propaganda Committee of Transport Workers and the International of Seamen
and Harbour Workers tried to link up with local and national units all over the
world and sought to embrace radical mariners who sailed on the Seven Seas
disregarding colour or nationality.
The vision of the International of Seamen and Harbour Workers or ish
was global: “The ish must become the militant organisation of seamen and
dockers of all countries, races, and continents.”1 Its ambition was to create
a radical global space or globality parallel to and in contrast/confrontation
to those of the itf, the bourgeois or labour/social democratic governments
in power, and the capitalist/colonial world-order. The declaration was not a
novel one but rather a continuation of earlier attempts by the International
Propaganda Committee of Transport Workers and the rilu to engage with
and radicalise non-white organised and unorganised so-called semi-colonial,
colonial and ‘coloured’ maritime transport workers –Arab, black, Chinese,
Indian, Indonesian and Japanese. Referred as “work among colonial seamen”
1 rilu, Resolution on the ish, February 1931, 534/5/220, 75, rgaspi.
© Holger Weiss, 2021 | DOI:10.1163/9789004463288_002
This is an open access chapter distributed under the terms of the CC BY 4.0 license.
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in contemporary documents, this “work” started in the early 1920s in Indonesia
and China and opened towards black seamen in 1928. Applying a ‘forward-
reading’ of the history of the 1920s and 1930s, this book traces the vicissitudes
as well as connections and disconnections of the ‘framing, making and –eventually –unmaking’ of the global radical waterfront. Its contours were almost
visible already by the mid-1920s but the onslaught on the communists in
Indonesia and China in 1926 and 1927 shattered its first outline. Its next manifestation was the World Congress of the ish in 1932. One year later, the course
of events in Germany started a process that resulted in the paralysation of the
ish and its final liquidation in 1937.
A collage on the cover of the April 1932-issue of the journal The Negro
Worker visualises the call for radical global action by maritime transport workers.2 Three persons, one Asian, one black and one Caucasian, point towards
the catchword “Strike!” and a red flag carrying a logo containing the globe and
an anchor and the letters ‘I –S –H’ written in them. On the background is
a photograph of the Hamburg waterfront, identified by the silhouette of the
tower of St. Michael’s church. A series of slogans catch the eye below the
collage: “not a gun for the imperialist war mongers! hands off
china! defend the soviet union!”3 The message was directed to seamen
and harbour workers throughout the world; its sender was the International
of Seamen and Harbour Workers, calling the maritime transport workers to
fight for better working conditions and against the lowering of tariffs and salaries (“strike”) and for unified actions against Japanese imperialism in China
(“Hands off China”). International proletarian solidarity portrayed as global
and ‘colour-blind’: white and non-white workers were to join hands and form a
unified front against capitalist, colonial and imperial exploitation.
The establishment of the International of Seamen and Harbour Workers in
October 1930 was the fulfilment of a process that started in the early 1920s. It
started initially as syndicalist project to launch a global organisation for militant and radical seamen but the Bolsheviks in Moscow torpedoed the plan in
1921. Instead, the outcome of the initial project was the section for agitation

2 The Negro Worker was the mouthpiece of the International Trade Union Committee of Negro
Workers or itucnw. Similar to the ish, the itucnw had been established by and was linked
to the rilu. The two organisations cooperated closely, their headquarters being located at 8,
Rothesoodstrasse in Hamburg. The April 1932-issue of The Negro Worker included an appeal
to black seamen and harbour workers to join the national sections of the ish (see further
Chapter 7.2.1), it is not farfetched to assume that someone in Hamburg or Berlin had produced the cover collage.
3 Cover of The Negro Worker 4, no. 2 (April 1932).
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and propaganda among maritime transport workers of the International
Propaganda Committee of Transport Workers. Renamed in 1928 as the
International Propaganda and Action Committee of Transport Workers, the
unit was rather a propaganda tool than an outright organisation with national
sections and affiliated radical trade union opposition groups, see Appendix i.
Nevertheless, the International Propaganda Committee of Transport Workers
consisted of an organisational apparatus, including its headquarters in Moscow,
several offices usually linked to a bureau of the rilu outside Soviet Russia as
well as a network of so-called Port Bureaus and International Seamen’s Clubs
or Interclubs. The latter ones served as legal and visible agitation and propaganda centres of which the majority were located in Soviet ports and a few
outside Soviet Russia.
The main difference between the International Propaganda and Action
Committee of Transport Workers and the International of Seamen and
Harbour Workers was their target group. While the former addressed both land
and maritime transport workers, opposition groups and unions, the latter one
concentrated on revolutionary trade union opposition groups within maritime
transport workers unions, including those of the seamen or crew members
above deck, those of the stokers or crew members below deck, and those of
the dockers or harbour workers. In line with the ‘Class-Against-Class’-doctrine
adopted by the Comintern and rilu in 1928, the International Propaganda and
Action Committee of Transport Workers and the International of Seamen and
Harbour Workers propagated for the establishment of ‘red’ seamen’s unions
although this was realised in only a few cases. Also, in line with the ‘Class-
Against-Class’-doctrine, both organisations applied the so-called ‘confrontation’-tactics, meaning launching vigorous attacks on the itf and the socialist/
social democratic leaders and functionaries of national maritime trade unions.
By 1934, it was evident that the ‘confrontation’-tactics had ended in a cul-de-
sac; in retrospect, it widened the gap between the ultra-left minority and the
left/politically non-aligned majority within the trade unions and presented the
communists as those who split rather than unified the interwar working class
and trade union movement.
The International Propaganda Committee of Transport Workers and the
International of Seamen and Harbour Workers were international, global
and world organisations. The Interclubs were projected to co-operate internationally, to represent different national maritime unions (this was mainly
the case during the 1920s, rather seldom during the 1930s), and to disseminate
bulletins and journals of the various opposition groups (at least in Chinese,
English, Estonian, Finnish, French, German, Japanese, Latvian, Spanish,
and Scandinavian languages). Boycotts in support of national strikes were
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organised internationally especially during the 1930s by the International
of Seamen and Harbour Workers (although usually without achieving their
intended effect). In principle, both organisations aspired a worldwide outreach and both presented themselves as global players. The objective of the
International Propaganda Committee of Transport Workers was to form and
strengthen the militant and revolutionary opposition within the national
trade unions anywhere on the globe; the International of Seamen and Harbour
Workers’ ambition was to gather all maritime revolutionary trade union oppositions and red unions under its umbrella. Both organisations articulated a
message of anti-imperialism, anti-colonialism, anti-racism, anti-segregation
and anti-discrimination, and presented the communist alternative as being
strictly against the white chauvinism of the day that dominated and permeated the existing national unions in Europe, North America and Australia.
However, both organisations were part of and bound to the ideological and
rhetoric space of the Comintern and its worldview (and ultimately, Soviet foreign policy). Consequently, the internationalism and globalism of both organisations rested on an uncompromising and one-sided interpretation of class
struggle as the driving force in world history; class rather than race being interpreted as the unifying factor of the working class on a global scale.
Research on the International Propaganda Committee of Transport Workers
and the International of Seamen and Harbour Workers is very rudimentary.
The former unit and its ambition to radicalise the global waterfront has not
been studied in any greater detail apart from Josephine Fowler’s seminal work
on the push of the rilu into the East Asia and the Pacific ocean during the
1920s.4 In contrast, there exists a few studies outlining the national, regional
and even meta/trans-regional aspects of the International of Harbour and
Seamen. Ludwig Eiber’s, Constance Margain’s and Dieter Nelles’ works address
the activities of the ish in Germany and the activities of the German exile
sections after 1933. J. Manley and Kevin Morgan provide a critical assessment
of George Hardy, the leader of the Seamen Minority Movement in the United
Kingdom, and his futile attempt to establish a red seafarer’s union in the
United Kingdom.5 The Seamen’s Minority Movement’s engagement with and

4 Josephine Fowler, Japanese & Chinese Immigrant Activists. Organizing in American &
International Communist Movements, 1919–1933 (New Brunswick, NJ & London: Rutgers
University Press 2007).
5 J. Manley, “Moscow Rules? ‘Red’ Unionism and ‘Class Against Class’ in Britain, Canada and
the United States, 1928–1935,” Labour/Le Travail 56 (2005): 4–49; Kevin Morgan, “The Trouble
with Revisionism: or Communist History with the History Left In,” Labour/Le Travail 63
(2009): 131–155.
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organisation of black seamen in Britain is critically discussed by Hakim Adi,
David Featherstone, Christian Høgsbjerg as well as Marika Sherwood.6 Vernon
L. Pedersen has focussed on George Mink’s activities as organiser of the radical waterfront in the USA and head of the Marine Workers’ Industrial Union
(mwiu), the ish Section in the USA.7 In addition, there is Bruce Nelson’s ‘history from below’ of the red waterfront in the USA and of the 1934 harbour workers’ strike in San Francisco and the role of the mwiu.8 At least two studies focus
on the operations of the ish or L’Internationale des marins et des dockers, as
the ish was known in French, in France. Marie-Paule Dhaille-Hervieu’s mono
graph provides a general overview of communist activities, including those of
the ish, in Le Havre from a local, national and international perspective as
well as a sub-chapter providing local comments on Jan Valtins’ a.k.a. Richard
Krebs’ critical remarks concerning the French communist (and ish Instructor)
Pierre Villon.9 The other available study is Constance Margain’s PhD thesis on
the ish and its national sections. Her tour de force is the first empirical analysis of the organisation’s objectives and activities and includes a biography
of some 500 activists.10 The focus of her thesis is on the German section, the
Einheitsverband, its organisation as well as its anti-fascist engagement after
1933.11 Josephine Fowler’s detailed assessment of the trans-Pacific activities
6

7

8
9
10

11

For example, Hakim Adi, Pan-Africanism and Communism: The Communist International,
Africa and the Diaspora, 1919–1939 (Trenton: Africa World Press, 2013); David Featherstone,
“Maritime Labour and Subaltern Geographies of Internationalism: Black Internationalist
Seafarers’ Organising in the Interwar Period,” Political Geography 49 (2015): 7–16; David
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of both the ish and its forerunner is singular in its transnational and global
approach;12 Niels Erik Rosenfelt critically discusses the activities of the ish in
Copenhagen and its links to the Comintern’s Foreign Liaison Department.13
My own research has, among others, focussed on the northern outreach of
the ish. The structure and actions of the national sections in Northern Europe
(the Scandinavian countries, Finland, Estonia and Latvia) have been relatively
unknown except for their involvement in various maritime strikes. Tracing
the activities of the ish and its national sections is challenging as neither of
them have an existing archive, either being destroyed during the 1930s or, as in
the case of the illegal Finnish and Estonian sections, never existing. To some
extent, I have been able to reconstruct the missing archives by making use of
material filed in the Comintern archives in Moscow. The archives of the British,
Finnish, German, and Swedish security authorities also contain copies of letter
correspondence to and from the ish Secretariat. In addition, the national sections produced journals and magazines that reprinted calls and resolutions of
the ish and its national sections. Occasionally, the national communist press
even published resolutions and calls of the ish and its national sections. The
existing source material therefore provided the source material in my previous
reconstruction of the networks, operations and outreach of the ish and its
national sections in northern Europe.14 The present investigation on the global
outreach of the International Propaganda Committee of Transport Workers
and its successor, the International of Seamen and Harbour Workers, contains
additional archival material from the Comintern Archives.
A ‘total’ presentation and analysis of the global history the two organisations would require mastering of multiple languages and tracing empirical
sources in local, regional and national archives on five continents. As the
capacities of the author were limited, I decided to unearth the superstructure well knowing that the result can only be rudimentary. Empirical data has
been analysed for the intermediate scale of operations, namely that of the
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of Sailors and Harbour Workers,” in Weimar Communism as Mass Movement 1918–1933, eds.
Ralf Hoffrogge and Norman LaPorte (London: Lawrence & Wishart, 2017), 170–186.
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Niels Erik Rosenfeldt, Verdensrevolutionens generalstad. Komintern og det hemmelige apparat (Copenhagen: Gads forlag, 2011); Niels Erik Rosenfeldt, “Komintern og det hemmelige
apparat”, in Jesper Jørgensen, Alexander Chubaryan, Andrei Sorokin & Thomas Wegener
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aba, 2012), 81–128.
Holger Weiss, För kampen internationellt! Transportarbetarnas globala kampinternational
och dess verksamhet i Nordeuropa under 1930-talet (Helsinki: Työväen historian ja perinteen tutkimuksen seura, 2019).
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International Propaganda Committee of Transport Workers’, the International
Seamen’s Clubs’ and the International of Seamen and Harbour Workers’ work
among maritime transport workers. I have tried to address some actions and
activities of local groups and national sections by making use of existing
investigations but in many cases, a close analysis of their operations has to
wait for forthcoming studies. This is especially the case of the attempt to radicalise the waterfront in Southern and Central America that requires a critical
assessment of the source material both in Moscow and in various national
archives.
The main challenge to outline and analyse the International of Seamen and
Harbour Workers and its forerunner concerns the availability of documentary
sources. Although the files of the International Propaganda Committee of
Transport Workers and the International of Seamen and Harbour Workers can
be consulted in the Comintern Archives in Moscow, the latter ones do not constitute the archive of the ish Secretariat but rather its unit in Moscow, the ish
Sovbureau. The documentary material available in Moscow consists of reports
and letters authored by members of the ish Secretariat and either sent to the
rilu bureau in Berlin (before February 1933) which in turn forwarded the documents to the rilu headquarters in Moscow or were sent directly or via Paris
(since March 1933) to Moscow. The correspondence of the ish Secretariat with
the national sections is mostly missing; some of it is filed in original or as copies
in the archives of national intelligence and security authorities, others in the
archives of national communist parties. On the other hand, dispatches from
headquarters in Moscow as well as instructions and policy papers (usually as
draft versions, often in several languages) are filed in the Comintern Archives.
The archives of the national sections of the ish, the Interclubs and the
revolutionary trade union opposition are in most cases missing or have been
destroyed. This is at least the case with the British, German, Scandinavian
and US American sections, although some material is localised in the party
archives and in the archives of the national security authorities, which enables
further investigations.
Most of the filed material in Moscow can be defined as “invisible” documents as they were not to be disseminated in public. However, as outlined in
Appendix ii, a critical evaluation of the material, especially the letters and
reports, opens up for the identification of actors and networks. Such “invisible” documents are the reports and correspondence produced by the various
units of the rilu, especially those of its bureau in Berlin. Other key documents are those produced by the central units of the Comintern, the Executive
Committee (ecci) and its Political Commission (PolCom), as these units made
the final decisions concerning work among maritime transport workers.
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Similarly “invisible” is the material of the various national security organisations of which those in Britain and Sweden contain much interesting material.
British intelligence kept personal files and dossiers on several of the key activists of the ish. The Swedish material, in turn, contains confiscated original and
copied documents and correspondence. Police reports on the 1932 ish World
Congress, including draft versions of all resolutions passed at the congress,
are filed in the archives of the Prussian state police of Schleswig-Holstein in
Schleswig.
Important sources are also the “visible” material, namely the various flyers, leaflets, bulletins, magazines, journals, pamphlets and booklets published
(sometimes cyclostyled and mimeographed) by local trade union opposition
groups, Interclubs, and national sections. Consulting and evaluating the “visible” material is important as it enables a discussion about local, national and
international activities and campaigns. However, none of the printed material has been systematically collected and archived. Some national archives
and libraries carry copies of the publications of the national sections of the
ish but this usually an exception. For example, the Danish Labour Movement
Archives has a collection of leaflets and documents on the Swedish seamen’s
strike of 1933, while the Finnish National Library, the archives of the Finnish
state police and the People’s Archives each holds copies of a different issue of
Majakka, the magazine of the Finnish ish section.
The source material on International Propaganda Committee of Transport
Workers and the International of Seamen and Harbour Workers provides a
clue to their structural outline and operational frameworks. The rilu envisioned both organisations to operate on a global, national and local level, the
difference being that the former organisation focussed on the dissemination
of propaganda while the rilu projected the latter organisation as a ‘mass-
organisation’ with affiliated national sections. The national sections constituted the branches of the global network of the International of Seamen and
Harbour Workers in the same way that the various national communist parties
were ‘satellites’ in the Comintern’s ‘solar system’. In tandem with the hierarchical structure of the Comintern and the rilu, the core unit of the International
of Seamen and Harbour Workers was its Secretariat (ish Secretariat) and its
parallel, secret or illegal secretariat (ish Illegal Secretariat), see Appendix i.
A key issue was the extent to which the ish Secretariat sought to influence,
govern and control individual national sections. Contemporary security
reports from the 1930s as well as investigations from the 1950s constructed
the image of a hierarchical and top-down organisation. Recent critical studies on the Comintern, the rilu and various communist international mass
and sympathising organisations have re-evaluated this image and instead
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emphasised the national actors’ capacity and opportunity for (limited) independent action.15 How should one assess the ish and its operations? To what
extent did local and national conditions dictate strategic considerations, most
importantly the organisation of the maritime transport workers and their fight
for wage settlements? To what extent did the ish Secretariat interfere at the
national and local level? What room for manoeuvre did the activists have in
the national sections and at a local level? What kind of interaction, asymmetrical and rudimentary perhaps, existed at different levels within the organisations? Should the International Propaganda Committee for Transport Workers
and the International of Seamen and Harbour Workers be analysed within a
framework of connections or rather disconnections?
1

Identifying Individuals and the Use of Aliases and Pseudonyms

Working with material of the International Propaganda Committee of
Transport Workers (ipc-t w/i pac-t w) and the International of Seamen and
Harbour Workers (ish) filed in the Comintern Archives is connected with several challenges. One is the fact that the files of the Red International of Labour
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Unions (rilu) of opis 534 are only available on microfilm. Or, to be correct,
this was the case until I conducted my last research in Moscow in November
2019 as I then, for the first time, received files with the original documents
of opis 534. Thus, while I was able to make an examination of the external
qualities of the documents (paper, ink, etc.), this was not possible during my
earlier visits to Moscow. Another challenge is the –sometimes –poor quality
of the rolls of microfilm. In addition, it is unclear whether a roll contains all
documents physically contained in a folder. Finally, yet importantly, individual documents can have multiple page numbers, which means that they have
been integrated and ordered at different times and may have been attached to
other documents or files.
However, the biggest challenge is that several documents lack senders and
receivers, usually even dating. In some cases, these are typed reports or letters containing the author’s or authors’ signatures or initials –usually an alias
or a pseudonym –and which have been addressed to “Werter Genosse” (Best
comrade) or “Liebe Freunde” (Dear friends). Some of the letters also contain
an (sometimes handwritten) add “Für Alexander” (to Alexander), most likely
to be identified as rilu General Secretary Solomon Abramovich Lozovsky
(1878–1952) as he used the pseudonym Alexander. However, a critical analysis
of such documents points to the fact that the document itself was not usually
addressed directly to Lozovsky but that the receiving unit of the document,
either the rilu Berlin Bureau or the rilu Secretariat in Moscow, made the
add and passed the document to the notice of Lozovsky.
The identification of aliases and pseudonyms is crucial if an investigation
focuses on the activities and perspectives of a particular actor. If, on the other
hand, a study concentrates solely on reconstructing the structures and forms
of the operations of an organisation, emphasis is on the collective actions and
the ideological goals that the organisation in corpore says it stands for or wants
to achieve. In this case, the ish and its national sections would constitute the
object of study and the individual persons remain in the background. Mariners
go on strike, establish strike committees, the revolutionary opposition and/
or the national sections plan activities, the ish Secretariat issues orders and
publishes guidelines and pamphlets. However, the source material for this
study provides an opportunity to penetrate the facade of the collective and
trace the actions of key actors. The ish Secretariat counted a limited number of individuals who received instructions from liaison officers in Berlin or
directly from the rilu Secretariat in Moscow. The ish Secretariat decides to
send an instructor to a country to intervene in the activities of a national section or to organise the management during a strike. Actors write letters and
reports, and if one can identify the sender and the recipient, one can start the
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reconstruction of an actor’s network. Identifying the location of an actor is
important if the person is a member of inner circle of an organisation: Was
the report or letter written in Hamburg, Paris or Moscow? Who did the person
meet, when and where? Finally, the identification of the individual behind a
pseudonym allows, at best, localising and positioning the person in a historical
context.
The use of aliases and pseudonyms was a precaution taken by the Comintern
to hinder the identification of a person by the authorities, especially if the person was involved in illegal activities or travelled with a forged passport. If a
person was enrolled in Moscow at one of the Comintern’s higher education
institutions, such as Lenin School, he or she was given a pseudonym. Others
used the names of persons whose passport they were using. For example, the
Surinamese communist Otto Huiswoud used the cover name Charles Woodson
when he was secretary of the International Trade Union Committee of Negro
Workers or itucnw. At the same time, he carried a passport issued to Edward
Mason. In his correspondence with the rilu Secretariat, he used the pseudonym Edward. The Dutch former ish activist Joseph Schaap used the pseudonyms Fritz and Friman when he was engaged with the Wollweber League
during the latter half of the 1930s. Ernst Wollweber used the aliases Schmidt
while working at ish Secretary in Copenhagen in 1934, and Ernst Behrend
when stationed at the Interclub in Leningrad in 1934/35. Government security
authorities, in turn, were well aware of the use of aliases and pseudonyms by
the communists. The German security authorities, for example, circulated lists
of known and suspected aliases and pseudonyms that they had managed to
identify during the 1930s.
A systematic review of the ish material archived in Moscow shows that it
contains a limited group of senders. Some of them are easy to identify. Albert
Walter used the initials Y and aw when signing his reports, while Adolf Shelley
signed his letters and reports with either Adolf or the initial Ad. Max Ziese at
the Berlin rilu Bureau used the alias Paul; the alias George/Georges was used
by Adolf Shelley after the ish Illegal Secretariat had moved to Paris, see further
Appendix ii.
A major challenge is the identification of the pseudonyms Henri/Henry,
Leo, and André. According to Constance Margain, Henry or Maurice Henry was
the pseudonym used by French communist Octave Rabaté (1899–1964) who
Margain claims to have belonged to ish leadership. Rabaté was a mechanic in
his profession and was active in the metalworkers’ union in France. From 1928
to 1932, he worked at the rilu headquarters, was its instructor in Spain (1928)
and South America (1932) and was responsible, using the aliases Augustine and
Centurion, for contacts to the Spanish-speaking world. The fact that a person
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used many aliases and pseudonyms was typical for someone working in the
Comintern or rilu apparatus.16 Margain’s interpretation is possible but a close
analysis of the documents in Moscow reveal that Henry/Henry Maurice was
the pseudonym of the Italian communist and ish functionary Luigi Polano,
see further Appendix ii.
The problem with identifying the pseudonym Henri/Henry is that it is
unclear whether it is one or two person(s) although I consider the pseudonym
to refer to the same person as demonstrated in Appendix ii. According to a
report written in 1934, ish leaders Adolf Shelley and Adolf Deter (André) noted
that Comrade Henry Maurice had been elected to the secretariat “of our company” (i.e., the ish) at the 1932 World Congress and the same Henry Maurice
was then a member of the ish Executive Committee.17 According to British
contemporary intelligence reports, the pseudonym Henry was used by Italian
communist Luigi Polano.18 According to Polano’s personal file in Moscow, he
had been an instructor for the Interclubs in Odessa, Novorossiysk and Batumi
in the 1920s before moving to the rilu headquarters in Moscow. From 1932 he
began to work for ish as instructor under the pseudonym Henri Maurice in various European countries, including Spain and Portugal in the spring of 1932,19
and from 1933 at the ish Sovbureau in Moscow.20 In Margain’s dissertation,
however, Polano plays a minor role and is not associated with the activities of
the ish in Southern Europe.
Nevertheless, the difficulty in the identification the pseudonym of Henri
and Henry as Luigi Polano is that the contemporary sources give a contradictory picture. Most of the letters or reports are signed by Henri,21 i.e., probably
by Luigi Polano. Some specific documents refer to the pseudonym Henry, in
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some cases even to both Henri and Henry.22 In the former case, it may be that
the writer meant Polano but used an English/German spelling of the pseudonym;23 inter alia, both Shelley and Deter did this in their letters.24 In one letters, however, reference is made to two separate persons who used the pseudonym Henry.25 Unfortunately, I have not been able to establish the identity of
the “second” or “other” Henry, although I assume that the author of the letter
refers to one and the same person.
I my opinion, it is doubtful if Octave Rabaté really can be identified as the
“other” Henry. One possible candidate could be Etkar André who used the pseudonym when working as a functionary at the Hamburg Interclub. According
to information provided by André when the police interrogated him, he was
responsible for the Interclub’s international work from 1929 until he was
arrested on March 5, 1933. In this capacity, he frequently travelled to Belgium
and France; in the latter country, he claimed to have been responsible for
organising the seamen in Le Havre and Marseille. His last assignment in France,
however, came to an abrupt end when he was expelled by the French authorities in December 1932.26 Whether and what pseudonym André used was not
disclosed in the interrogation report. On the other hand, his stays in Belgium
and France correlate with the assignments that Henry, according to Walter and
Shelley, performed (or was blamed for not performing).27 If André was Henry, it
could also explain why Henry, i.e., Etkar André, commented on the Interclub’s
activities at the second plenum of the ish Executive Committee in September
1931. Besides, Octave Rabaté had never worked for the Hamburg Interclub. On
the other hand, Henri –and not Henry –was arrested by the French authorities
in September 1932 and expelled a few months later,28 charged with possession
of a forged passport. Moreover, Henry figures in Hamburg in December 1932.
However, it is quite possible that both Polano and André were arrested and
expelled by the French authorities. Nevertheless, as noted above, the problem
22
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with the hypothesis that Henry was Etkar André’s alias is that the pseudonym
Henry is also used after André was arrested in 1933.
Margain, who only uses Russian and German source material and relies
on Krebs’ statements, identifies Leo with certain a Léon Purman, who died in
1933.29 However, this seems unlikely since the alias Leo signs letters and reports
as late as 1934. Leo was a leading player in the rilu Berlin Bureau until 1933, and
was Albert Walter’s contact person and the person responsible for monitoring
the operations of the ipac-t w and the ish. After moving to Copenhagen in
1933, he became a member of the ish’s (illegal) secretariat. In 1934, Leo was a
member of the rilu Paris Bureau though still linked to the ish. Contemporary
British and German intelligence reports claim that Leo was the alias of Leo
Smolianski alias Leo Pechmann.30 Also, “Purmann” and “Smoljanski”, i.e.,
Purman and Smolianski, were both members of the rilu Berlin Bureau, the
latter one being nominated to the bureau by the ecci in September 1930.31
Margain, for her part, thinks that Pechmann was the pseudonym of a certain
Hermann Schubert (1886–1938).32 I think this is unlikely, as I have not found
any such person in documents relating to the rilu Berlin Bureau.
I am equally critical of Margain’s conclusion that the German communist
Etkar André (1894–1936) used the alias André.33 As noted above, Etkar André
had worked for the ish before the German police arrested him in March 1933.
He the spent two years in concentration camp before and was executed after a
show trial in 1936. What speaks against her identification is that the personal
files of the Comintern demonstrate that the German communist Gustav Adolf
Deter used the pseudonym André when he worked within ish from 1933 to
1937.34 Margain, on the other hand, rightly claims that Deter used the alias
29
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Rudolf. In fact, Deter had been elected to the ish Executive Committee in 1933
under the pseudonym André Rudolf !35 It is also likely that Deter used different
cover names depending on his position when writing a report. As a member of
the ish secretariat, he figured under the alias André, among other things when
he visited Sweden in 1935. On the other hand, he signed letters and reports as
member of the rilu bureau in in Copenhagen with the alias Rudolf/Rudolph.36
2

The Negative Image: A Subversive Organisation for the World
Revolution

At least the Finnish and Swedish security authorities received in September
1937 a report on the International of Seamen and Harbour Workers. Compiled
by the German security authorities, the report presented the organisation as
an international sabotage organisation based in Copenhagen, which engaged
in subversive agitation and spread communist propaganda among seafarers
and harbour workers. According to the report, the organisation had about
300,000 members in the Soviet Union and about 100,000 in the rest of the
world in 1934, “the numbers today are expected to be higher.” In sixteen countries, ish had affiliated red or communist-controlled maritime unions. In
another twelve countries, its sections were said to be so-called Revolutionary
Trade Union Opposition (rtuo) units within the maritime unions.37
The German security police defined the ish to be an international communist sabotage organisation and accused it for being the mastermind behind
series of terrorist acts against German, Italian and Japanese vessels. Its members placed dynamite charges with clock-set triggers on board a ship. The
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intention was that the blast occurred after the vessel had left the port, creating maximum damage but not jeopardising the lives of its crew or passengers.
A series of startling explosions on the high seas followed: the Italian freighter
Felice sank in the Gulf of Taranto while the Japanese ship Tajima Maru sank
on its way to Germany shortly after leaving Rotterdam. In addition, explosions
damaged the German vessel Claus Böge, the Dutch Westplein, the Japanese
Kazi Maru and the Romanian Bessarabia. The Germans took the incidents
very seriously and suspected that the organisation included underground cells
operating in Amsterdam, Bremen, Copenhagen, Danzig, Hamburg, Oslo, Riga,
Rotterdam and Tallinn. In addition, they claimed that cells in Sweden had provided the dynamite for the sabotage actions.38
The German security authorities called on the Belgian, Dutch and Nordic
police authorities to work together to trace the alleged communist terror network. However, the German security authorities’ report on the ish overlooked
that the organisation no longer existed in September 1937. Instead, it turned out
that the attacks had been carried out by a regular sabotage organisation set up
in 1935 and headed by the German Ernst Wollweber. Nevertheless, the connection between the so-called Wollweber League or Wollweber Group, officially
called the ‘Organisation against Fascism and in Support of the ussr’ but usually referred to as the Organisation Bernhard, and the ish was not far-fetched.
Wollweber held a leading position within the ish until 1934 and all members
of his organisation had previously been members of a national section of the
ish and a national communist party.39 According to him, the objective of his
38
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no/boker/wollweber_komplett_b5.pdf (checked 1.8.2018). See also Lars Borgersrud, Die
Wollweber-Organisation und Norwegen (Berlin: Karl Dietz Verlag, 2001). On its operations
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van een communistische sabotagegroep in Antwerpen en Rotterdam: De organisatie
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organisation was to implement militant anti-fascism in contrast to the earlier
‘civil’ anti-fascism of demonstrations and boycotts. Whether his superior and
instigator in Moscow interpreted it in the same way is another matter as Soviet
foreign policy and realpolitik seldom backed anti-fascist and anti-imperialist
campaigns by the Comintern and rilu.
The German security authorities regarded the ish to be a subversive organisation and a threat to the prevailing political and societal order. The negative image gained momentum after the Nazis seized power and the ban on the
communists in Germany in 1933. An internal memorandum of the Geheime
Staatspolizei (Gestapo) in 1936 labelled the organisation as particularly dangerous as it tried to convert mariners and port workers to communism and
to organise them according to communist, meaning subversive, principles.
The memorandum claimed that the organisation maintained a network of
secret trustees aboard ships for the global dissemination of illegal literature.
Furthermore, the memorandum outlined the organisation as hierarchically
structured with an international central and a number of regional bureaus.
Before 1933, the memorandum noted, the centre had been in Hamburg, then in
Copenhagen from where it moved to Antwerp, and finally to Paris; its regional
bureaus were located in Copenhagen, Odessa, Rotterdam, San Francisco and
Vladivostok. Below the regional bureaus, there was a dense network of local
nodes of operation, the International Seamen’s Clubs or Interclubs, claimed to
exist in all major ports around the globe, see Figure 1.40
The German security police based its analysis on data compiled from published material of the ish and its national sections. The police would not have
had access to internal documents as raids conducted in 1931 and 1932 on the
ish headquarters in Hamburg rarely resulted in the confiscation of classified material. When the German police authorities closed the operations in
Hamburg in early March 1933, the ish Secretariat had already moved its documents to a safe place and the police was never able to get hold on them.
Consequently, the German security authorities were keen to update and clarify their information on the operations of the ish. For this purpose, they used
finks and informants, which the security authorities tried –and sometimes
succeeded –to infiltrate into the organisation whose leadership was in exile
in Copenhagen.
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f igure 1	
The organisation of the ish according to the Gestapo in 1937. The figure is a
modified version of a chart attached to the Gestapo report on the International
of Seamen and Harbour Workers (ish), Die Internationale der Seeleute und
Hafenarbeiter –ish, sent to the Nordic police authorities in September 1937.
A copy of the report is filed in the archives of the Swedish state police, säpo viii
3 Interklub och Röd Marin Pärm 5, sna; another copy of the chart is filed in the
German confiscated archival material, 458/9/130, 9, rgaspi. The German outline
of the global outreach of the ish in 1937 is pure fiction and at best resembles the
situation in ca 1933/34 when the ish Secretariat was located in Copenhagen, the
ish Secretariat was moved to Antwerp during spring 1934. Apart from its bureau
in Moscow, the ish Sovbureau, the other regional bureaus and units listed in
the chart never existed as units attached to the ish. The ‘International Negro
Committee’ was a separate unit attached to the Red International of Labour
Unions or rilu, known as the International Trade Union Committee of Negro
Workers (itucnw); its headquarters was moved from Hamburg to Paris in 1933
and relocated to Antwerp in 1934, to Amsterdam in 1935, and back to Paris in 1936.
The ‘Pan-Pacific Bureau’ is identical with the Pan-Pacific Secretariat of the rilu,
a ‘Pan-American Bureau’ and ‘Continental and English Bureau’ never existed.

The Gestapo’s most important informant was the German Richard Krebs.
He had worked for ish before the Nazi takeover and had a good insight on
the activities of the Interclubs; he had been in charge of the Interclubs in
Bremen and Hamburg and had worked as an ish instructor in England and
Scandinavia.41 However, he did not belong to the inner circle of the ish. In
41
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addition, his information reflected the state of affairs in late 1933. Krebs could
not have had any information on the subsequent operational changes of the
ish as the Hamburg police arrested him in November 1933 and he then spent a
couple of years in a concentration camp. After his release, he started to cooperate with the Gestapo and provided them information on the ish. However,
rather than providing up to date information of an existing organisation, the
Gestapo created a phantom image about a global propaganda and sabotage
organisation in 1936/37 that no longer existed when the German security
police called for international countermeasures. Chased by both the Nazis and
communists, Krebs managed to flee to the United States where he published
his autobiography under the pseudonym Jan Valtin.42
Krebs continued to paint the phantom image of ish as a subversive organisation in his autobiography and in later interrogations with the US Army security service, the US Army Counter Intelligence Corps. The autobiography Out of
the Night was published in 1941 and immediately became a bestseller, and was
judged by historians during the Cold War to give an authentic picture of the
organisation.43 Thus, in the Cold War standard work on the Comintern, Günther
Nollau relied entirely on Krebs’/Valtin’s descriptions of the ish as did Michael
Rohrwasser in his standard work on the revelations of the renegades on the inner
essence of the Comintern and Stalinism.44 The tenor in Out of the Night was negative, highlighting the poisoned atmosphere in and illegality of the organisation.
Most notably, Krebs/Valtin portrayed Ernst Wollweber as an unscrupulous tactician who protected no means and sacrificed human life to achieve his goals.
One of the early attempts to correct the phantom image of Krebs/Valtin
was the Danish communist Richard Jensen. He was one of the leaders of the
Danish Stokers’ Union and belonged to inner circle of the ish during the 1930s.
In his publication Frem i lyset, Jensen claimed that Krebs had been a Gestapo
agent and that his revelations about ish were pure fiction. Yet few historians
have made use of Jensen’s pamphlet as well as his own autobiography, En
omtumlet tilværelse, in their assessment of communist engagement with the
radical waterfront during the interwar period.45 One of the few who did so
42
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was the Danish journalist Erik Nørgaard who, in his four-part work on the ish
and the activities of the Wollweber League in Denmark, sought to combine the
testimonies of Krebs/Valtin and Jensen, added with Danish archival material
and interviews with Richard Jensen.46 So did Per Madsen in his essay on the
activities of the Wollweber League in Norway.47
A critical re-evaluation of Krebs’ autobiography only started after the end
of the Cold War. Based on German archival material, Dieter Nelles provided
a critical assessment of Krebs’ activities after 1933, especially his relationship
with the Gestapo, and argued that Krebs had been a Gestapo agent in 1937
and 1938. In addition, he questioned the reliability and validity of Kreb’s autobiography in toto and dismissed it as fiction.48 Nelles’ negative account was
subsequently challenged by Ernst von Waldenfels who was the first to use
German, Russian, British and American archival material in his discussion
of Kreb’s engagement with the ish and his activities after 1933.49 Waldenfels’
attempt to neutralise Krebs’ activities after he was jailed by the Gestapo in 1933
has been criticised by Dieter Nelles as being an uncritical interpretation of the
German and Russian sources.50 Nelles’ critical contention is supported by Lars
Borgersrud and Guillaume Bourgeois, who claim that Krebs’ autobiography is
heavily biased, subjective and unreliable, if not sometimes even fictitious.51
Interestingly, however, Vernon L. Pedersen claims the opposite: “it has proven
accurate where it can be compared with Party records.”52 Constance Margain,
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too, makes use of Krebs’ autobiography (“autobiographie romancée”) in her
reconstruction of the ish.53
The main problem with Krebs’ account is that his autobiography is fictitious. Already in his reply when interrogated by the US Army Counter
Intelligence Corps in 1950, Krebs stressed that his book had been written as
an adventure story and contained several deliberate distortions and inaccuracies,54 especially about the role of the key ish leaders Albert Walter, Adolf
Shelley and Ernst Wollweber. I therefore decided not to make use the autobiography as some of his claims, such as his account of James W. Ford’s and
George Padmore’s interaction with the ish and the Hamburg Interclub are distorted and extremely unreliable. Instead, the evaluation of existing documentary sources and published contemporary texts gives enough empirical data to
address the complex history of the ish and its forerunner, the International
Propaganda Committee of Transport Workers.
The insights of Nørgaard and above all those of Nelles and Borgersrud open
for a re-evaluation of ish. All three authors stress the difference between ish
and the Wollweber League. While the former was a radical organisation for
revolutionary trade union opposition groups within maritime transport workers’ unions as well as red unions, the latter was explicitly and solely a militant anti-fascist sabotage organisation. The former organisation originated
from the International Propaganda Committee of Transport Worker and the
Comintern leadership liquidated it in 1937. The latter was set up in the autumn
of 1935 as a secret organisation officially detached from the Comintern and
the Communist parties and remained active until 1939/1940 when the German,
Danish and Swedish police authorities managed to arrest most of its activists
including Ernst Wollweber. What connected the two organisations were individual actors –all leading members of Wollweber League were mariners and
had a background in the national sections of the ish.
The legacy of the International of Seamen and Harbour Workers was not
its claimed subversive outreach but its role in the radicalisation of the global
waterfront and militant engagement during the Spanish Civil War. The constant
calls for international proletarian solidarity during the 1920s and 1930s had radicalised a generation of mariners and resulted in them enlisting as volunteers in
the International Brigades. Most of them either were communists or had been
(non-communist) members of the revolutionary trade union opposition; most
of them had been radicalised during the 1930s as an outcome of the agitation
53
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f igure 2	
Organisational chart of the ish, ca 1932. The diagram shows the position of the
ish Secretariat within the hierarchy of the Red International of Labour Unions
(rilu), the rilu Berlin Bureau and the ish Sovbureau. The ish Secretariat
in Hamburg had direct contacts, marked [–––], with its major sub-divisions,
initially referred to as regional secretariats, in London (headquarters of the
smm), New York (headquarters of the mwiu), Paris (headquarters of the ish
Latin Secretariat), Oslo (headquarters of the ish Scandinavian Secretariat until
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and propaganda efforts of the International of Seamen and Harbour Workers,
its national sections and the Interclubs. This book, therefore, seeks to present an
alternative history of organising and radicalising the maritime transport workers during the interwar period. Focus is on the macro and intermediate level,
the international headquarters (secretariat) of the International of Seamen and
Harbour Workers and its forerunner. Both units constituted the central node
within their own circuit (macro level) but were at the same time intermediate units within the hierarchical structures of the rilu (and ultimately, the
Comintern and the Kremlin). The circuit of the International of Seamen and
Harbour Workers and its forerunner consisted of its regional bureaus, national
sections and local groups and activists. The local Port Bureaus and Interclubs,
whose main task was to agitate among foreign crew members while visiting a
port, were an exception as they in theory but seldom in practice were not subordinate to the regional bureaus and national sections but constituted extraterritorial units monitored by the International Secretariat. On the other hand,
the local opposition group of the maritime transport workers’ unions consisted
of members of the communist party, non-party members and (seldom) members of other parties; seamen and stokers, who were members of the communist
party, were part of the party’s sea cell or unit for the mariners. The communist party, in turn, was a section of the Comintern, which centre was located in
Moscow and with operated regional bureaus at various locations outside Soviet
Russia, including Berlin, Buenos Aires, London, New York, Paris and Shanghai to
oversee the activities of the national parties, see further Figure 2.

April 1930, and headquarters of the revolutionary trade union opposition of the
Norwegian Seamen’s and Stokers’ Union), and Vienna (headquarters of the ish
Danube Committee). Connections to other regional hubs were indirect, marked
[⋯], and the ish Secretariat had few means of intervening or monitoring
activities there, including Montevideo (headquarters of the cmpla as well as
site of an Interclub), San Francisco (headquarters of the American Bureau of the
Pan-Pacific Trade Union Secretariat as well as site of an Interclub), Sydney (site
of an Interclub), and Vladivostok (headquarters of the tost as well as site of an
Interclub). The ish Secretariat instructed the national sections and, ideally, also
the International Seamen’s Clubs or Interclubs. A national section incorporated
the revolutionary trade union opposition (rtuo) as well as the ship cells, i.e.,
a rtuo unit on board a vessel. The waterfront units of a national communist
party, in turn, comprised the communist members of the rtuo and the sea
cell, i.e., party members who were also members in a union. The Interclubs, in
turn, consisted of sections for different language or national groups, such as a
Baltic, colonial, English, French, German, Italian or Scandinavian one. Ideally, an
Interclub was controlled by the ish Secretariat but operated by a local group of a
national section.
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The history of the International of Seamen and Harbour Workers and its
forerunner is the sum of the actions of their headquarters, their national
sections, and actors engaged at various levels of the organisations. The units
established and operated a complex and multi-layered network in which various actors tried to control, direct, implement and monitor activities and campaigns, mediate directives, and author guidelines and pamphlets. Only a few of
them acted under their own name, instructions and resolutions were usually
signed by the “Secretariat” or a “national” section. Some of them were visible
spokespersons for the organisation in places and countries where they could
operate legally, others were invisible and left only traces in internal reports or
the archives of the security authorities, in general by using an alias or pseudonym, sometimes even signing a document in their own name. However,
the sum of the preserved and available documentation for this book makes
it possible to grasp the actors behind the organisations, to identify and reconstruct their networks and actions, and to define the space they both created
and worked in and which limitations they sought to challenge and overcome.
3

The Limitations of the Sources –The Absence of Women and
Individual Voices

The history of the International of Seamen and Harbour Workers and its forerunner consists of multiple flows and networks, actors and spaces. Members at headquarters and the regional bureaus drafted directives and guidelines, discussed
them behind closed doors in smaller circles and disseminated them to the national
sections and local groups, who in turn reported to the regional bureau and headquarters about successful and failed actions and campaigns. Local liaison officers
received instructions from headquarters to carry out, but in practice perhaps never
did. Some actors are visible; many remain invisible in the written sources.
The documents and texts on which this study is based were written by men
and concerned men. Yet it is not a conscious choice or a determined attempt
to neglect gender or the perspective of women –women worked aboard ships,
they resided in the ports, many of the mariners and harbour workers were
married, women frequented, visited and occasionally operated the Interclubs.
Nevertheless, they do not appear in the documentary sources albeit sometimes
on photos and in texts published in contemporary journals and magazines.
International as well as national maritime transport workers’ organisations, communist as well as non-communist ones, were predominantly male
domains during the interwar period. Most, if not all published material of the
ish and its sections is gendered –written by men, addressed to men, always
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concerning class struggle and the confrontation with the (male) union leaders. Nevertheless, it is obvious that there was a woman next to (almost) all
the male actors who figure in this book. Sometimes they pop up, for example,
when Luigi Polano travelled to France together with his wife and children or
when Albert Walter refused to go into political exile in 1934 because he did
not want to leave his mother alone in Hamburg. However, there are few traces
of women in the source material of the International Propaganda Committee
of Transport Workers or the International of Seamen and Harbour Workers.
It is likely that the technical staff of both the ish Secretariat as well as in the
secretariats of the national sections listed women, such as stenographers and
technical assistants, but they are seldom if ever mentioned. On the other hand,
the government security authorities collected information about women who
were functionaries in communist organisations. One of them was Gertrud
Gläser, who was employed by the editorial board of the Norddeutsches Echo in
Hamburg and worked for the ish Secretariat during the evenings. After the ish
had moved its (illegal) secretariat to Copenhagen in March/April 1933, she and
her husband Richard Rast worked full-time in the ish office.55 Other women
participated in the design of print articles –Hermine Krebs, wife of Richard
Krebs, drew caricatures for German (and Danish?) pamphlets and magazines published by the Hamburg Interclub and the ish (illegal) Secretariat in
Copenhagen. It is difficult to identify her drawings as she did not sign them.
The voices of rank-and-file maritime transport workers is as difficult to detect
in the documentary sources. Maritime transport workers worked on board
ships and in the ports. A range of associations and trade unions safeguarded
the interests of these two separate occupational groups. This poses a challenge
for a study of the politicisation of maritime transport workers during the interwar period. Mariners and harbour workers may briefly meet one another when
a the vessel calls at a port. Nevertheless, their situation differs markedly when
they reside in the same place as mariners then disembark the ship and are
not working while harbour workers are at work. The reverse situation applies
when the ship leaves the port. The meetings of mariners and harbour workers on land are therefore asymmetrical. A foreign mariner, i.e., one who is not
a resident of the locality, is staying ashore either because he is spending his
leisure time and then returns to the same vessel or because he has disembarked and is waiting to board a new ship. If the disembarked mariner is lucky,
the waiting time on land is a short one; if he has bad luck, it will be a long one
55
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and he is unemployed. A mariner who lives in the port may choose to visit his
family and stay for a period at home, but this choice may also be an enforced
one if there are no jobs on board the ships. Thus, for mariner, time spent ashore
is an intermediate one or a period of waiting. The harbour worker, on the other
hand works in the port and his intermediate time is the period when there is
no demand for his work in the harbour.
4

Radicalising Maritime Transport Workers during the Age of
Steamships

The ‘transport revolution’ that steam power made possible during the 19th century meant a significant increase in high sea shipping. World tonnage increased
exponentially, the frequency of travel also, the transportation times shrunk
and the connections became regular and followed schedules. The maritime
transport system was undergoing a major change following the introduction of
steamers, adding a completely new category of occupations below deck. Among
others, as trimmers who shovelled coal to the stokers who, in turn, shovelled the
coal into the boiler, as well as machine personnel such as oilers, donkey men
and engineers. The crews above and below deck on the vessels of the major
interwar merchant fleets, including the British, French, German, Norwegian and
US American, were multinational and at the same time strictly hierarchical and
segregated. At the top where the white seamen followed by the white stokers
who were members of a national union. At the bottom was the non-white un-
organised and low-paid auxiliary staff who worked below deck. The recruitment
of mariners re-enforced the hierarchical segregation on board the vessels, as is
reflected in the social composition on board Scandinavian steamers. Seamen
and sailors were recruited mainly from the coastal population while the crew
below deck was recruited from the lower strata of cities and industrial communities. Maritime law regulated life on board the merchant fleet. In practice,
the captain ruled his ship and the crew were his subordinates. The captain was
responsible to the shipowners; his task was to ensure that the ship and its cargo
were transported from point A to point B. A member of the crew could easily
be replaced, he was not allowed to leave the ship without the permission of the
captain and refusal to obey was interpreted and punished as mutiny.56
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The steam and transport revolution propelled the collective organisation of
(white) mariners and the establishment of trade unions for the various occupational groups on board steamers, in general one for the seamen and another
for the stokers. Later, trade unions were also set up for other staff groups who
worked aboard a ship, such as the deck and kitchen staff. Their objective was to
improve and/or defend the working conditions and salaries of their own members; the idea of “proletarian solidarity” or cooperation across national borders
and between different unions was seldom articulated before 1914. Also, the collaboration between the seamen’s and stokers’ unions was initially hardly existing as a consequence of the strict hierarchy on board the steamers.57
The steam and transport revolution also affected the waterfront of the port
cities. The harbour areas diversified due to the expansion of freight and passenger traffic across the seas, resulting in separate areas for free trade, passengers, general cargo, mass cargo, coal, oil, industrial products and warehousing. In addition, there were private loading places. The diversification in the
various ports was equalled by the emergence of various stowage, freight and
handling companies that employed stevedores that loaded and unloaded the
vessels. Other parts of the port areas were occupied by the shipyards and the
docks with their various occupational groups; some of the shipyards built new
vessels, others repaired or broke up old ones. The stevedores and others who
were engaged in the loading and unloading of the ships were picked from the
ever-expanding reserve made up of unskilled labourers who had arrived in the
port city in the hope of a better life. They were hired on chords, gathered in the
morning at the exclamation offices and competed among themselves to get a
job. There were no common interests that would have unified the waterfront;
the dock, harbour and yard workers each formed unions to defend their own
interests.58
The history of trade unionism among mariners or harbour workers during
the first half of the twentieth century is usually framed in a local and national
context. Local struggles resulted in the emergence of the various national
unions, the struggles of the national unions resulted in improved working
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conditions and wages, the introduction of an 8-hour working day and paid
vacation, sick pay and retirement pension. The history of trade unions is
intimately linked to the growth of the welfare state in its various frames and
shapes in the Global North as well as the Global South. The fight for better
living and working conditions took place on two arenas, namely the local and
the national. Strikes are local or national, their outcome and effects are local or
national. Individual shipping companies are boycotted, negotiations are held
with shipowners and the representatives of the shipping industry. The juridical and legislative framework is national; maritime laws were discussed at and
enacted by national parliaments.59
The national framework was challenged by the emergence of international
trade unions such as the International Secretariat of National Trade Union
Centres (founded 1901) and its successors, the International Federation of
Trade Unions or the Amsterdam International (iftu; founded 1919). Equally
important were the various supra-
national industrial organisations or
International Trade Secretariats, among others the International Transport
Workers’ Federation or itf, founded in 1896 as an association for trade unions
in the transport industry. However, the hallmark of engagements of itf during
the interwar period was that it did not seek to confront the national framework
for trade union activities; instead, the itf acted primarily as a trans-and international forum for national trade union leaders.60
The capacities of the itf to intervene in local and national conflicts were
limited during the interwar period. This was a consequence of the scope of
action of its affiliated member associations and unions as they were bound
to national territory and legislation. Attempts by the itf to coordinate trans-
and international boycotts and support campaigns were often blocked due
conflicting interests of the various national unions. Most notable, however,
was the attitude of the itf to whether the struggle for better living and wage
conditions on board and ashore was merely a union issue or whether it was
also a political one. This question had already divided national unions. At one
end were the syndicalists who claimed that the union was the only means of
59
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waging the class struggle to abolish the capitalist state. At the other end were
the socialists (later: social democrats) who decided to distinguish between
trade union and political party work: the trade union would focus on the interests of its members while the party was to spearhead the change towards a
socialist society in parliament. The communists took an intermediate position: all union struggle was also political and the party would strive for the
abolition of the capitalist order and the bourgeois state through political and
extra-parliamentary action.
Trade union work among and union organisation of mariners, especially,
was a challenge. The mariner’s profession was (and is) by definition transboundary; they were and are translocal and transnational globetrotters with
multiple identities. They spend a large part of the year away from their place
of residence. The ship constituted, on the one hand, a closed ‘national’ territory: National maritime law was applied according to the flag of the vessel. On
the other hand, the crew on merchant vessels was a multinational group of
individuals, some with rights and being members of unions, others defined
as foreigners who were excluded from membership in the national unions of
the vessel’s flag. Mariners encountered new cultures, ideas, people and practices during their travels: On board the ship and ashore in foreign ports. Union
functionaries and officials, on the other hand, operated in specific locations
and national contexts. This posed structural barriers for union work among
mariners. They seldom resided for longer periods at home or were unemployed
and could not pay the membership fee to the union. Trade union work, on the
other hand, was more or less impossible on board; instead, it would take place
on land. The crux of the matter was how to politicise mariners and get them
to join the local section of a national union if they were home for only a short
period. The politicisation and radicalisation among maritime transport workers started during the age of the steamship. In the wake of the division of the
working class during the First World War, some of them came to uphold the
communist credo of an uncompromising class struggle to liberate the proletariat from the exploitation of capitalists and capitalism.61
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Introduction to Part 1
The principal aim of the Bolsheviks and the Third (Communist) International
or Comintern in the early years after the Great War was to ignite and promote
World Revolution by supporting uncompromising class struggle on a global
scale. Although revolutions had failed in Finland, Germany, Estonia and
Hungary in 1918/1919, the Bolsheviks and their comrades in Moscow clung to
the idea of spreading the Revolution to Europe until it faded away with the
failed attempts in Germany and Bulgaria in 1923. Although it seemed unlikely
that the revolutionary, i.e., communist, working-class movement would take
power in the West, a new promising territory for igniting the revolutionary
spark was sighted among the ‘semi-colonial’ and ‘colonial’ exploited workers of
the East –in Central Asia, China, Korea, Indochina, India and Indonesia. The
vision of World Revolution turned global in the aftermath of the Second World
Congress of the Comintern when the delegates rushed to Baku in Azerbaijan
and attended the Congress of the Peoples of the East in September 1920. While
the founding of the Comintern in 1919 marked the beginning of the Western
or European and North American dimension of interwar radical international
proletarian solidarity, the Baku Congress in 1920 paved the way for its global
dimension. Consequently, World Revolution and the freedom of the toiling
masses from capitalist exploitation was to remain on top of the agenda of the
communists during the coming decade(s).1
Nevertheless, it was not the idea of World Revolution that constituted the
framework for the communist agenda outside Russia after 1917. A deep gorge
had divided the labour movement into two camps due to the fateful nationalistic turn of the European labour parties in 1914. Denouncing the leaders
of the labour parties as betrayers of the workers and for being the lackeys of
the bourgeoisie, capitalists and warmongers, the ultra-left minority defined
itself as the true and only champion of class struggle and propagators of proletarian solidarity. Although the ultra-left minority –soon to be known as the
communists –established national political parties, contested parliamentary
elections and engaged in political activities all over the world wherever it was
1 Robert J. C. Young, Postcolonialism. An historical introduction (Oxford: Blackwell Publishing,
2001); Erez Manela, The Wilsonian Moment. Self-determination and the international origins of
anticolonial nationalism (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2007). On the Baku Congress and
its aftermath, see Mario Kessler, Für unsere und eure Freiheit. Der Kongress der Ostvölker in
Baku nach 100 Jahren, in: Internationales Willi Münzenberg Forum, 14.8.2020, https://www.
muenzenbergforum.de/exponat/fuer-unsere-und-eure-freiheit/ (checked 18.12.2020).
© Holger Weiss, 2021 | DOI:10.1163/9789004463288_003
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legally possible, its guiding line was the doctrine of revolutionary socialism.
By this, they declared that revolutionary upheaval –World Revolution –was
a necessary precondition for the structural changes to transform a capitalist
system into a socialist and eventually a communist one. Mainstream labour –
socialist or social democratic –parties would in their party programmes have
paragraphs mentioning class struggle and upheaval but had already before 1914
moved towards what their ultra-left critics defined as reformism, namely working within the parliamentary system and through existing political institutions
to achieve political, economic and social changes in society.2
The rift of the working-class affected not only the socialist parties but also
the labour and trade unions. These two were not necessary intertwined before
1914. While the dominant political organisation of the working class, the
labour party, split into (at least) two rivalling blocs of mainstream and majority socialist and minority ultra-left ones, the labour union movement comprised of rivalling anarchist, Christian, craft, socialist and syndicalist directions. Anarchist and syndicalist groups and associations rejected political
work through parties and parliamentary politics in contrast to the Christian
and socialist ones; syndicalists regarded the general strike to be the supreme
revolutionary weapon. Globally, it was syndicalism rather than socialism,
which was the leitmotiv of revolutionary industrial unionism before 1914.
Strong syndicalist organisations had emerged in Europe, North and South
America, most notably the Confédération générale du travail or cgt in
France and the Industrial Workers of the World or iww in North America. In
other countries, socialist labour unions dominated and socialists controlled
the national trade union organisations such as the Allgemeiner Deutscher
Gewerkschaftsbund (adgb) in Germany and the Trades Union Congress
(tuc) in the United Kingdom. This was also the case with the umbrella organisations of national and industrial labour unions, the International Federation
of Trade Unions or iftu. Established in 1903, the iftu had its headquarters
in Amsterdam.3
2 Werner Schmidt, Kommunismens rötter i första världskrigets historiska rum. En studie kring
arbetarrörelsens historiska misslyckande (Stockholm: B. Östlings bokförlag Symposion,
1996); Geoff Eley, Forging Democracy: The history of the left in Europe, 1850–2000 (Oxford
and New York: Oxford University Press, 2002); Neil Redfern, Class or Nation: Communists,
Imperialism, and Two World Wars (London, New York: Tauris Academic Studies, 2006); Neil
Redfern, “The Comintern and Imperialism: A Balance Sheet,” Journal of Labor and Society 20
(2017): 43–60.
3 See further Dimitris Stevis, “Global Union Organisations, 1889–2019: The Weight of History and
the Challenges of the Present,” in The Internationalization of the Labour Question: Ideological
Antagonism, Workers’ Movements and the ILO since 1919, eds. Stefano Bellucci and Holger
Weiss (London and New York: Palgrave MacMillan, 2020), 25–28.
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The iftu had strong links with the Second International, renamed Labour
and Socialist International (lsi) in 1923, although the iftu comprised of
socialist as well as non-political organisations. However, the iftu congress in
Amsterdam in July 1919 cemented the socialist orientation of the organisation.
This congress also paved the way for defining the itfu and its member organisations as bulwarks against the confrontations of the ultra-left minority, syndicalist or non-political members within the unions.4 The minority groups constituted the opposition within the unions and they became the main target for
Bolshevik and communist agitation and propaganda. If the establishment of
the Comintern in 1919 propelled the political split of the working-class movement, the Comintern further deepened the rift through the establishment of
the International Trade Union Council or ituc in 1920. In part, this was an
effort of the communists to pave the way for a compromise between their concept of the revolutionary party and the syndicalist demand for union auto
nomy. The main objective of the Bolsheviks and communists was to impel individual unions and federations of unions to break with the iftu and to join an
envisioned ‘red’ international of labour unions. This process culminated in July
1921 with the founding of the Red International of Labour Unions or rilu in
Moscow. While syndicalist delegates fiercely opposed the connections between
the rilu and the Comintern, the Congress approved a resolution with manifested the intimate links between the two organisations as well as the unity
between revolutionary unions and communist parties on the national level.5
The International Trade Secretariats were a main target in the tug of war
between the rilu and the iftu. Existing since the 1890s, the International
Trade Secretariats were confederations of autonomous, national trade unions
of certain branches, craft, and industry or employee groups. Peter Rüttgers
distinguishes between two early types of trade secretariats, namely those
representing status-oriented professions and those representing branches or
industries. Soon, however, the branch principle dominated and became an
important prerequisite for the trade secretariats. In 1913, the iftu registered
32 trade secretariats, most of them comprising only European trade unions
although some also listed trade unions in the USA as member associations.6
4
5

6

See further Geert Van Goethem, The Amsterdam International. The World of the International
Federation of Trade Unions (IFTU), 1913–1943 (Aldershot and Burlington, VT: Ashgate, 2006).
See further Ralph Darlington, Syndicalism and the Transition to Communism. An
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One of the largest and most influential International Trade Secretariat was the
International Transport Workers’ Federation or itf.7 With the exception of the
itf, national labour unions and their international organisations had limited,
if any, global aspirations and appeared in the early 1920s as exclusively white
and mostly male dominated.8 Socialists controlled most of the International
Trade Secretariats and as an attempt to counteract the influence of the ultra-
left minority, the itfu stipulated in 1922 that only an iftu-affiliated union
could join an International Trade Secretariat.9
The establishment of the rilu, the communist agenda of exporting the
World Revolution to the colonial and semi-colonial countries, combined with
their anti-racialist and anti-discriminatory demands of opening the unions
for non-white members, was a challenge the international trade union movement. The rilu developed a double strategy for its global outreach. The core
objective was not the establishment of independent, rivalling units outside a
trade union; rather, the aim was to unify the opposition within a union under
the leadership of the communist fraction10. The first part of the grand strategy focused on internal mobilisation within the unions. The rilu ordered the
communist fractions within a union to establish cells at the workplaces. The
cells would form the core unit of the revolutionary trade union opposition, and
the communist members were to be in control of the cell but at the same time
be subordinated to the national communist party apparatus. The revolutionary trade union opposition was to apply the ‘United front from below’-tactic
which basically meant attacking and challenging the (socialist) leadership of
the unions while at the same time cooperating with socialist, syndicalist or
even Christian and non-partisan rank-and-file members.11

7

8
9
10
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Schweißhelm, Rüdiger Zimmermann (Bonn: Friedrich-Ebert-Stiftung, no date), 9–27,
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Seen from Moscow’s perspective, external agitation and propaganda was
crucial for the formation and control of a revolutionary opposition within the
unions. This formed the second part of the grand strategy. The key vehicle for
the rilu to supervise the infiltration of trade unions as well as the organisation of the opposition within the unions were the so-called International
Propaganda Committees of which fifteen of them had been established by
1922. Almost all of them had its headquarters in Moscow and had a Russian
as its secretary. As Reiner Tosstorff notes, the objective of the International
Propaganda Committees was to do revolutionary work both inside the
International Trade Secretariats as well as inside the national trade unions.
Their job would be to join revolutionary minorities within the unions and
co-ordinate their national and international activities, to propagate the class
struggle within the International Trade Secretariats and, ultimately, to take
control of the latter.12
Most of the International Propaganda Committees had by a short but hectic existence. Most of them fell short in achieving any lasting results as the
iftu and the corresponding International Trade Secretariats mainly blocked
their ambitions during the early 1920s. However, there was one exception,
namely the International Propaganda Committee for Transport Workers or
ipc-t w. Capitalists as well as political and labour leaders from the extreme
Left to the extreme Right realised that the transport workers were of utmost
importance for industry and commerce, nationally as well as internationally.
They controlled the railways and seaways that connected factories with consumers as well as the transportation of armaments and war equipment. The
waterfront evolved as a battleground during the 1920s and early 1930s where
shipowners and national governments tried to reduce wages and cut expenses
as well as to block the radicalisation of the maritime workers and the spread of
revolutionary ideas among them. On the other hand, a fundamental guideline
amongst the Bolsheviks in Moscow was to inhibit an attack against the Soviet
Union by the so-called ‘imperialists and their lackeys’. From Moscow’s perspective, therefore, the maritime transport workers were crucial allies, not only
for adverting an attack on the Soviet Union but also as potential couriers for
secret dispatches and transfers as they criss-crossed the Seven Seas and called
at ports that were outside the reach of the Soviet Russian merchant fleet.
12
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Maritime workers constituted a multi-faceted group, e.g. the seamen and stokers of many nationalities hired on the various national merchant fleets as well
as the dockers and stevedores working in the harbours. Working conditions
both on board and on land were tough and worsened due to the economic
depression from the late 1920s onwards. The organisation of seamen in trade
unions, especially, was a challenge as union activity was mainly land-based
while seamen worked on ships that seldom called at their homeports. In addition, seamen were for long regarded as an unruly, individualistic and internationalist group who had few interests in organised union activities. Socialist
party and labour leaders regarded the waterfront as a secondary field of work –
in sheer numbers, the maritime workers constituted but a small portion of the
work force.1 Also, as Peter Cole and David Featherstone have underlined, apart
from the 1913-established Marine Transport Workers’ Industrial Union, the
official maritime labour unions in the USA, Britain and elsewhere where preominantly exclusionary and segregationist.2 It comes therefore as no surprise
that many of the leading figures in the radical waterfront both in Europe and
the Americas had a background in the ‘revolutionary industrial unionism’ and
the radical international syndicalism of the ‘Wobblies’, the Industrial Workers
of the World, before and during the Great War.3 A further challenge were the
unemployed seamen living ashore. Especially during the 1920s and 1930s, they
constituted a problematic group for the existing socialist-led maritime labour
unions: receptive for radical, i.e., communist, agitation and propaganda, they
could turn into a ‘fifth column’ at union meetings and push for a politicisation
of trade union activities.

1 See further Ludwig Eiber, Arbeiter und Arbeiterbewegung in der Hansestadt Hamburg in
den Jahren 1929 bis 1939. Werftarbeiter, Hafenarbeiter und Seeleute: Konformität, Opposition,
Widerstand (Frankfurt am Main: Peter Lang, 2000); Dieter Nelles, Widerstand und internationale Solidarität. Die Internationale Transportarbeiter-Föderation (ITF) im Widerstand gegen
den Nationalsozialismus (Essen: Klartext-Verlag, 2001).
2 Peter Cole, Wobblies on the Waterfront: Interracial Unionism in Progressive-Era Philadelphia
(Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 2007); David Featherstone, Resistance, Space and Political
Identities: The Making of Counter-Global Networks (Chichester: Wiley-Blackwell, 2008).
3 See further Peter Cole, David Struthers and Kenyon Zimmer (eds.), Wobblies of the World.
A Global History of the IWW (London: Pluto Books, 2017).
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A Communist Answer to a Syndicalist Initiative

The initial idea of establishing a radical umbrella organisation or a red Seamen’s
International was raised by syndicalist activists in Latin America in the aftermath of the Great War. According to Rainer Tosstorff, its main protagonist was
Tom Barker, the representative of the Argentinian anachist labour association
Federación Obrera Regional Argentina or fora-v Congress at the founding
congress of the rilu in Moscow in July 1921. Barker, born in 1887 in England,
had emigrated to New Zealand in 1911 where he joined the Industrial Workers
of the World or iww in 1913, and had made headlines as a colourful union and
anti-war activist in Australia until 1918 when the authorities expelled him. He
ended up in Latin America and became an organiser of maritime workers in
Chile and Argentina. On his way to Soviet Russia, he attended a conference in
Berlin in December 1920.4 This conference had been summoned by syndicalist organisations to discuss the call by the International Trade Union Council
(ituc) for an international trade-union congress to meet in Moscow in 1921.5
The 1920 Berlin Conference generated a rupture within the syndicalist movement. While most of the syndicalist organisations, including the iww and the
British Shop Stewards’ Movement, decided to send delegations to Moscow,
the German syndicalist trade union Freie Arbeiter Union Deutschlands (Free
Workers’ Union of Germany, faud) declined to do so as it opposed the communists idea of subordinating the unions to party control. However, some
member organisations of the faud contested the decision, among others
the syndicalist Deutscher Schiffahrtsbund or German Maritime Union which
decided to send a delegation to Moscow. The Schiffahrtsbund had been set up
during the turmoils at the end of the war. It soon emerged as an organisation
for radical seamen and constituted a serious competitor to the adgb-afiliated
and socialist-controlled Transport Workers’ Union.6
It is tempting to assume that Barker might have raised idea for a red
Seamen’s International in informal discussions at the Berlin Conference, perhaps with George Hardy who was the representative of the iww at the conference. Interestingly, Barker, Hardy and Jack Tanner, the representative of the
British Shop Steward’s Movement, stood out at the conference as supporters
of centralism and were in favour of co-operation with Moscow. According to
Tosstorff, Barker claimed at his arrival in Moscow that the initiative to call
4 “Tom Barker,” in Lazar Jeiferts, Amèrica Latina en la International Communista 1919–1943,
online available at https://books.openedition.org/ariadnaediciones/955 (checked 28.1.2020).
5 Tosstorff, The Red International of Labour Unions, 345.
6 Tosstorff, The Red International of Labour Unions, 242–248.
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for an international seamen’s congress had been initiated among maritime
transport workers in Argentina and Uruguay and had met with agreement
from syndicalist organisations in Europe. This was at least the case with the
Schiffahrtsbund who discussed its international orientation at a conference
held in Stettin in January 1921. It is likely that Barker participated at the Stettin
Conference as he moved from Germany to Soviet Russia in February 1921.7
On top of the agenda of the 1921 Stettin Conference was the relationship
between the Schiffahrtsbund and the International Seafarers’ Federation
(isf). The latter organisation had been established in 1918 in opposition to
the (then defunct) itf and was dominated by J. Havelock Wilson, the notorious leader of the British National Sailors’ and Firemen’s Union (nsfu) and
member of the extreme right wing of the British Trades Unions Congress tuc.
As an outcome of the conference, the Schiffahrtsbund declined to join the
isf. Instead, the conference backed the idea of establishing a revolutionary
Seamen’s International as a radical opposition to the isf. At this point, the
doors were still left open towards the itf as the organisation was in a process
of re-organisation after it had been re-established in 1919; the Schiffahrtsbund
was not a member of the itf.8
Shortly after his arrival in Moscow in February 1921, Barker raised the
idea of a red International for seamen with ituc General Secretary Mikhail
Pavlovich Tomsky. The latter initially supported it and Baker organised a wider
meeting in late April where it was decided to summon an international congress of maritime workers in Petrograd in August 1921.9 On top of the agenda
of the projected seamen’s congress was the establishment of a red Seamen’s
International. The envisioned red Seamen’s International was to have a dual
role. Apart from its legal activities to counteract the influence of the isf, the
red Seamen’s International was to set up a secret organisation for the transportation of people, literature and information to all parts of the world.10
Barker left Moscow after the meeting and moved to Britian where he made
propaganda for the forthcoming seamen’s congress. He therefore was absent
from the scene in Moscow in May and June when the International Trade Union
Council reconsidered its earlier positive stance towards the seamen’s congress
and turned against the idea of launching a red Seamen’s International. Instead,
7
8
9
10
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the International Trade Union Council decided to establish a new body, the
International Propaganda Committee for Transport Workers or ipc-t w, and to
relocate the seamen’s congress to Moscow. In addition, the seamen’s congress
was downgraded to the level of a mere conference and the projected seamen’s
organisation was to be amalgamated with the ipc-t w. Not surprisingly, the
proposition of the International Trade Union Council was fiercly criticised by
it syndicalist members.11
All in vain. The final chapter in the syndicalist initiative to establish a red
Seamen’s International opened with the joint conference of the seamen and
the representatives of the ipc-t w and rilu in mid-August 1921. Alexander
Lozovsky, Secretary General of the newly founded Red International of
Labour Unions or rilu, declared that he was not in favour of challening the
International Trade Secretariats by creating red internationals. The representatives of the Schiffahrtsbund and the communist-dominated German General
Workers’ Union (Allgemeine Arbeiter-Union), in turn, presented a modified
plan and suggested the establishment of a red seamen’s union as part of the
ipc-t w with operational units, or so-called Port Bureaus, in the biggest ports
of the world. The rilu representatives contested by proposing to broaden the
leadership and scope of ipc-t w. Not surprisingly, the rilu poposition was
accepted with 10 votes against 5 of the syndicalist delegates, including Barker.
On 15 August, the rilu Executive Board proceeded to put these decisions into
effect. A bureau for communications and information was to be set up within
the ipc-t w in order to prepare the establishment of Port Bureaus. Three representatives for the seamen were added to the leadership of the ipc-t w: Tom
Barker, the Australian William Casey and the Russian Grigorii (Gregory)
Palvovich Achkanov.12
The newly founded International Propaganda Committee for Transport
Workers had two main objectives for its work on the waterfront. The first aim
was to create cells among ship crews and among harbour workers. These units
were to constitute themselves as the revolutionary vanguard within the local
sections of the national unions for seamen and harbour workers, and were to
constitute themselves as the so-called revolutionary opposition within the
national unions. The cells were to serve as core action units in case of a strike
or other legal activity while the revolutionary opposition was to maintain regular communications with the representative of the ipc-t w in the country.
The ipc-t w, in turn, was to produce and publish the material for propaganda

11
12
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and agitation among maritime transport workers, such as manifestos and
pamphlets.13
The second task of the ipc-t w was the establishment of so-called Port
Bureaus in chief ports in the world. The key task of the Port Bureaus was to
serve as liaison centre for communication and information between the headquarters of the ipc-t w and the national sections of the revolutionary opposition. Paralell to its legal activities, a Port Bureau was expected to engage in
illegal work and clandestine operations.14
Initially, Port Bureaus were envisioned in locations where legal communist
activites was possible, namely New York, San Francisco, Sydney, Liverpool,
Hamburg, Buenos Aires and Marseille. Material produced by the International
Propaganda Committee or the individual Port Bureaus was to be distributed
to the other units in the network. For example, the projected Port Bureaus in
Hamburg and Liverpool were given the task to publish material in Norwegian
in order to reach out to Norwegian seamen. This comes at no surprise as the
Nowegian merchant fleet ranked among the largest in the world. However,
agitation and propaganda work among Norwegian seamen was hardly effective in Norway as the ships rarely called at their home ports but spent long
periods abroad. Consequently, the Norwegian Seamen’s and Stokers’ Union
(Norsk Matros-og Fyrbøter-Union) had established sections in Liverpool and
Hamburg and the ipc-t w aspired to infiltrate them and use them for its propaganda work.15
The establishment of Port Bureaus in Petrograd and Odessa during autumn
1921 set the stage for focussed communist agitation and propaganda among
seamen. Attached to Port Bureaus were so-called International Seamen’s
Clubs or Interclubs for foreign seamen. Aiming for a global outreach, the
ipc-t w also sent emissaries to Constantinople, London and Liverpool to
investigate the possibility of starting work in these port cities.16 In addition,
the ipc-t w sent Jim Quinton to Hamburg to supervise the activities of the
Schiffahrtsbund. Quinton’s work was challenging as the syndicalist members
of the Schiffahrtsbund were unfavourably disposed towards decisions made
in Moscow and contested the affiliation of the Schiffahrtsbund with the itf,
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a demand enacted by the rilu. However, Quinton found an ally in Albert
Walter, a former syndicalist mariner who had joined the German Independent
Social Democratic Party (uspd) in 1919. In contrast to the other leaders of the
Schiffahrtsbund, Walter backed the rilu demand. Most importantly, Walter
supported the idea of establishing a ships and harbour committee, i.e., the
forerunner of a Port Bureau, in Hamburg that would include representatives of
all nationalities calling at the port.17
Albert Walter’s co-operation was crucial for gaining a successful start in
Hamburg. Quinton informed the ipc-t w headquarters in Moscow that Walter
was “the Communist within the Schiffahrtsbund” with a large amount of
knowledge about the organisation of British maritime transport workers as he
had previously served for nine months as representative of the British nsfu
and had gained practival experience on working with national and foreign ship
crews.18 However, this was of little help as the Schiffahrtbund protracted the
establishment of a Port Bureau in Hamburg and by the end of the year, the representative of the rilu Bureau in Berlin instructed Quinton to speed up activities in Hamburg.19 Neither had there been much progress in other countries.
Consequently, the ipc-t w headquarters issued a circular to its representatives
in Britain, France, Germany, the Netherlands and the USA reminding them
about the decision to establish Port Bureaus in their respective countries.20
2

A Push towards the West

The grandiose plan of the International Propaganda Committee for Transport
Workers for opening operative units in all major ports across the world
was slow to materialise. While the Bolsheviks established Port Bureaus in
Vladivostok and Archangelsk in 1922, activities outside Soviet Russia had come
to a deadlock. Apart from the Schiffahrtsbund and the British Shop Stewards’
Movement, renamed in 1921 as the National Workers’ Committee Movement,
relations with syndicalist unions turned sour.21 In December 1921, the iww
17
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officially cut its ties with Moscow and the rilu.22 In March 1922, the iww
expelled George Hardy; the latter went to Europe in early May and started to
work for the rilu. In June 1922, the British Bureau of the ituc/r ilu (existing
since December 1920) and the National Workers’ Committee Movement were
merged and were since then known as the (National) Minority Movement or
mm.23 In late October 1922, Mussolini and the fascists took control over Italy and
unleashed a terror campaign against the Italian labour movement. Among the
affected ones was the Italian maritime workers’ union or Federazione Italiana
dei Lavoratori del Mare (film). Organisational matters where therefore high
on the agenda when the rilu summoned for its Second World Congress in
Moscow in November 1922. In conjunction with the rilu Congress, the ipc-
tw organised a conference to boost its activities. The outcome was a new push
into Western Europe.
The Hamburg Connection
2.1
The Hamburg Port Bureau in Hamburg was the first maritime unit of the
ipc-t w set up outside Soviet Russia. Projected to start operations in late 1921,
its opening was delayed for a year. Although the bureau was officially set up
on 29 December 1922,24 effective operative work started two months later.25
The position of bureau within the rilu-apparatus became a model for the
other Port Bureaus established during the 1920s. Headed by Albert Walter,
the Hamburg Port Bureau was institutionally and organisationally separated
from the Schiffahrtsbund although both organisations had their offices at 8,
Rothesoodstrasse in a building acquired by Walter to serve for this purpose.
Instead of using the logotype and symbols of the Schiffahrtsbund, the Central
European Bureau of the rilu in Berlin (rilu Berlin Bureau) instructed Walter
to create separate ones for the Port Bureau and to establish contacts with
rilu-affiliated units as well as with minority and opposition groups within the
maritime unions. Further, the rilu Berlin Bureau instructed Walter to send
them monthly activity reports as well as copies of all correspondence.26 In
spring 1923, some Dutch activists started another Port Bureau in Rotterdam
22
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and the rilu Berlin Bureau ordered the new unit to establish contacts with
the Hamburg Port Bureau.27
The Hamburg Port Bureau was at the lower end within the internal hierarchy of the rilu apparatus. The Port Bureau was subordinate to the rilu
Berlin Bureau, which, in turn, ranked below the ipc-t w and rilu secretariats
in Moscow. Consequently, Berlin rather than Hamburg was the operational
node of the ipc-t w in Western and Northern Europe.28 This hierarchical structure was evident already in March 1923. At this point, Reinhardt at the rilu
Berlin Bureau informed Walter that he had forwarded a letter from the Finnish
Seamen’s Union originally received by the Hamburg Bureau to the headquarters in Moscow; the letter was about a planned seamen’s strike and the Berlin
Bureau together with the comrades in Moscow were to decide about appropriate actions.29 On the other hand, when the rilu Berlin Bureau received letters
from foreign seamen’s organisations, it would send copies to the Port Bureaus
and order them to establish contacts with the sender. For example, this was
the case when Reinhardt informed the ipc-t w secretariat in Moscow that he
had forwarded a letter from the Marine Transport Workers Industrial Union
in New York to the Port Bureaus in Hamburg and Rotterdam in March 1923.30
Initially, Walter and the Swede A. J. Smålan31 were running the daily operations of the Hamburg Port Bureau. Their main task, it seems, was to establish the Port Bureau as the global relay station for the ipc-t w’s outreach to
maritime unions. To achieve this goal, Walter and Smålan immediately sent
letters to the maritime unions in Australia, China, Denmark, Finland, Norway
and Sweden, as well as to contact persons in Britain, France, and the United
States.32 Also, they furnished a reading room at the premises of the Port Bureau
and were soon to able to attract 50 visitors daily, mostly crew members from
US American, British, Finnish and German vessels.33 Still, two major hurdles
restricted the operational capacities of the Port Bureau. One concerned logistics: The Port Bureau did not have a motorboat at its disposal and its functionaries could only cover a small part of the extensive harbour area. The second
27
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concerned languages: The Port Bureau lacked a member fluent in English.
Consequently, agitation on board US American and British vessels was limited.34 At least the second hurdle was soon overcome and in early July, Smålan
informed about the formation of a “Union for Oriental Seamen” in Hamburg.
However, he himself was ambiguous if the association was a success or not; in
fact, it seems as if Smålan had not much information about it.35
Nevertheless, the members of the Port Bureau made a virtue out of the constraints and directed their main energy on agitating among Scandinavian seamen. At this point, there were high hopes in Moscow for at least the Swedish
Seamen’s Union to affiliate with the rilu, and Walter received order to participate at the federation meeting of the Swedish union in April 1923.36 It is doubtful if Walter’s visit in Sweden made any impact as the Swedish union never
affiliated to the rilu. Back in Hamburg, Walter received orders from rilu
General Secretary Lozovsky to concentrate on the Schiffahrtsbund whereas
Smålan was nominated as interim secretary of the Port Bureau.37
2.2
Preparing the Ground in Britain and the USA
The United Kingdom was another key area for communist agitation and propaganda among maritime workers. The British merchant fleet was the largest in
the world. Its crew constituted of white and non-white mariners, the latter ones
being mainly of Indian, Chinese, Arab and African origin. The dominant union
was National Sailors’ and Firemen’s Union or nsfu, and the ambition of the
ipc-t w was to unify the radical elements within the union. The key instigator
for this policy was George Hardy who arrived in London in late December 1922.
Hardy, who at this point used the pseudonym Geo Hall, had been mandated
by the ipc-t w to establish its operational basis in Britain and aspired to set up
committees in the various ports and, ultimately, to establish Port Bureaus. The
rilu British Bureau instructed him to co-operate with Fred Thompson, party
member and important official of the Transport and General Workers Union,
to accomplish his mission. Hardy set off for a tour in the United Kingdom and
constituted committees in Glasgow, Liverpool, London and Southampton.
In London, he organised meetings in Poplar Town Hall during mid-and late
January 1923; one thousand seamen, Hardy claimed in his report to the itc-
tw headquarters, attended the latter. Fred Thompson was elected as chair and
34
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Fred Potter nominated secretary at a subsequent meeting of the committees.
Hardy instructed the committees to be in touch with the Hamburg Port Bureau
and urged Potter to send monthly reports to the rilu Bureau in Berlin. Having
thus laid the operational basis for work among maritime workers in the United
Kingdom, Hardy rushed to the United States.38
Hardy had a rather realistic perspective on the possibilities of successful
work in Britain. “Port Bureaus cannot be set up yet, but London will be the
place for such an opening when conditions warrant,” he informed headquarters in Moscow, and noted that “objective” conditions for institutionalised
work were challenging.39 Similar constraints prevailed in the USA where the
communist minority within the iww was marginalised. Still, he notified the
Russian Bolshevik Mikhail Kalinin about his plans to organise a Port Bureau or
at least a committee in New York whereupon he would to comply with rilu
instructions and relocate to Hamburg.40
3

The 1923 Berlin Conference and Its Aftermath

Socialist-controlled labour unions as well as the itfu were highly suspicious
about communist agitation throughout 1922. A critical point was the positions
of those unions who had joined the rilu, including all Russian ones: Could
they also be members of an International Trade Secretariat? In April 1922,
the iftu Congress in Rome decided against double-membership: Only iftu
member unions could join the International Trade Secretariats. This decision
nullified the achievements of most International Propaganda Committees.
However, the International Transport Workers’ Federation seemed at first to
be an exception. Influential members among its leadership, including itf
Secretary Edo Fimmen, were left-leaning and open to negotiations with representatives of the Russian trade unions. These positive conditions culminated
in spring 1923 when Fimmen agreed on behalf of the itf –but without permission of the iftu –to a conference with the Russian transport workers on
the danger of war and fascism in May in Berlin.41 As an outcome, the Berlin
38
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Conference decided to establish a joint action committee to direct a campaign
against war and fascism. Most importantly from Moscow’s perspective was the
plan to organise a unity congress of the iftu and rilu in autumn 1923.42 From
Moscow’s perspective, the call for a unity congress framed the communist
trade union doctrine of the United Front for reconciling the organised labour
movement.43 However, negotiations halted when Fimmen informed the iftu’s
bureau in Amsterdam and after vehement opposition from the adgb, among
others, the iftu terminated its engagement.44
3.1
Framing the Activities of the Port Bureaus
A resolution adopted by the Third Session of the General Council of the rilu,
held in Moscow 25 June –2 July 1923, framed the work among maritime transport workers. The resolution outlined the strategic and tactical objectives for
communist agitation and propaganda among seamen. Firstly, the resolution
inculcated the revolutionary transport workers’ unions, the revolutionary
minorities as well as the Port Bureaus to execute the decisions of the 1923 Berlin
Conference regarding the United Front as well as the struggle against fascism.
Secondly, the key units for the dissemination of revolutionary propaganda
among the seamen were the Port Bureaus in and outside Soviet Russia. The
resolution instructed the Executive Bureau of the rilu to accelerate its publication of class-conscious seamen’s literature in all European and Eastern languages. In addition, the rilu ordered the ipc-t w to furnish the Port Bureaus
with publications for the popularisation of the communist perspective on the
United Front.45
Most importantly, the resolution requested the ipc-t w to draft a program of
action to address the specific conditions of the seamen’s life, afloat and ashore,
to attract unorganised maritime workers into the revolutionary opposition
as well as to intervene in and utilise conflicts arising on foreign ships in the
ports. The rationale was to issue instructions to the revolutionary opposition
groups and to the Port Bureaus for the intervention to protect the interests of
seamen and to settle conflicts between the seamen. The rilu also instructed
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the ipc-t w Secretariat to collect quantitative data on wages and working conditions of seamen, formulate tactics and methods of the struggle for better
working conditions, and issue corresponding instructions to the revolutionary
opposition groups as well as to the Port Bureaus.46
In conformity to the decisions of the 1923 Berlin Conference, the rilu
charged the revolutionary opposition groups and Port Bureaus to establish
control committees to monitor the transportation of war materials. Apart from
this, the rilu instructed them to adapt the struggle against fascism to local
conditions and closely co-operate with all other local and national revolutionary labour organisations in this fight.47
Apart from United Front and anti-war/anti-fascism activities, the rilu
impelled the ipc-t w and the Port Bureaus to highlight the condition of the
unemployed seamen. Here, the key idea was the formation of so-called unemployed committees in every port; “these Committees shall have the task of
conferring with ships’ crews, and to see to it that the hiring of seamen is done
only thru the Employment Bureaus,” the resolution declared. Besides, concerning strike tactics, the revolutionary unions and the Port Bureaus received
instructions to combat strikebreaking and disorganisation as well as to create
an international seamen’s fund for mutual aid as to assist unemployed seamen in every port. Last, but not least, the Port Bureaus received instructions to
extend their activities to the railroad workers and the local transport workers,
“wherever there exists no local transport or railroad workers’ bodies carrying
on revolutionary activities along the lines of the Transport Workers’ ipc or of
the revolutionary unions.”48
3.2
The Interlude of Geo Hall
The ipc-t w headquarters decided sometimes in early spring 1923 to transfer
George Hardy as secretary of the Hamburg Port Bureau. Probably residing at
this point in the United States, he received a confirmation of the plan, moved
across the Atlantic and settled in Hamburg using his nom de guerre Geo Hall
on 12 July 1923.49 He found working conditions at Rothesoodstrasse to be
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pathetic if not chaotic as Smålan had left the bureau about one month earlier “without completing all arrangements.” Therefore, Hardy’s priority was to
(re-)establish the international network and connections of the Hamburg Port
Bureau and to design an international action program for seamen.50 Already
within the next month, he received letters and notifications from the Industrial
and Commercial Workers’ Union, a non-white union in South Africa, the Hong
Kong and Shanghai sections of Chinese Seamen’s Union, and the Marine
Transport Workers’ Industrial Union in the USA.51 He appealed (in vain)
to the latter for affiliating with the “Revolutionary Transport Workers of the
rilu.”52 By the end of September, his international network had expanded further and he had established connections with the British Colombia Seafarer’s
Federation in Canada, the Danish Stokers’ Union (Søfyrbødernes forbund), the
Amalgamated Marine Workers’ Union of Great Britain and the Irish Transport
Workers’ Union.53
Hardy was no doubt a visible agitator in Hamburg. At the end of July, he
boasted of having organised the “first international mass meeting for seamen”
at Wulff’s Gesellschaftshaus in Altona adjacent to Hamburg, with more than
800 seamen attending.54 Two months later, he organised a protest meeting
against the Italian occupation of Corfu (“700–800 attending”) as well as a second mass meeting at Wulff’s Gesellschaftshaus to propagate for the formation
of “Committees of Action.”55
Hardy’s main objective was to push for the amalgamation of the
Schiffahrtsbund with the German Transport Workers’ Federation (Deutscher
Transportarbeiter-Verband, from 1923 Deutscher Verkehrsbund) as part of the
United Front-tactics. Hardy’s main ally was Albert Walter who backed the idea
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as the Schiffahrtsbund had lost most of its influence –the organisation counted
some 21,000 members during its heydays but only 4,000 in 1923. Tactically and
strategically, the fusion of the two unions was top priority; not least, as the
merger of a lesser communist-controlled organisation with a bigger socialist/
social democratic-controlled organisation would enable communist agitation
and propaganda within the union and, by extension, the itf.56
Hardy’s activities in Hamburg were paying off. The relations with the rilu
Bureau in Berlin were smooth and Moscow funded the Hamburg Port Bureau
through monthly instalments via Berlin.57 By the end of September, he had
published a pamphlet, An Appeal to the Toilers of the Marine Industry,58 an anti-
war leaflet with 7,000 copies in English and 5,000 copies in German, and was
just about to publish the first issue of the International Seamen’s Bulletin.59
Setback? The German October and Its Consequences
3.3
George Hardy’s reports to the comrades in Berlin gives the impression that the
Hamburg Port Bureau was completely unaffected by the societal turmoil in
Germany during 1923. One looks in vain for any hits about the deteriorating
economic and political conditions that marked the year –the economic crisis
as well as the occupation of the Ruhr area by French and Belgian troops in
January 1923, followed by the general strike of the workers in the Ruhr area.
Neither are there any comments on the violent clashes between left-and
right-wing elements and paramilitary units, culminating in the nationwide
strikes against the government. On the other hand, this does not imply that
the Hamburg Port Bureau did not respond to the situation in Germany. When
German seamen demanded for international wages to be paid in gold and went
on strike in June, the Hamburg Port Bureau published at least one appeal for
international solidarity actions in support of 1,200 striking German seamen in
Britain.60 In addition, it sent instructions for legal and illegal activities among
transport workers to counteract an international intervention in Germany in
the aftermath of the Ruhr occupation.61
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The situation remained tense in Germany throughout the year. At the end
of September, the government declared a state of emergency. On 1 October,
right-wing paramilitary troops in Küstrin attempted a putsch. Two weeks later,
the German parliament adopted an enabling act that was to facilitate a de
jure dictatorship by Chancellor Gustav Stresemann. Large-scale demonstrations followed in Berlin. In Saxony and Thuringia, coalition governments were
formed which included the German Communist Party (kpd). The communists
held divergent interpretations of the ‘signs of the hour’. Leading members of
the Soviet Politbureau as well as the Comintern and its emissaries in Germany
advanced the idea of an armed rebellion; others, including kpd leader
Heinrich Brandler, were against it as they felt that conditions for a revolution
in Germany did not yet exist. An intensive debate followed behind the curtains
about what actions to be taken. Eventually, the party leadership called the
uprisings off. For reasons still unclear, all other party sections apart from the
kpd Wasserkante in the Hamburg region followed orders. Here, the local military leader of the party received orders of the regional party leadership to start
the rebellion on 22 October 1923. The attempt proved futile and police forces
crushed the uprising within the next day. For the social democrats, the uprising confirmed the rumours of a hidden agenda of the communists: Officially
working through parliamentary politics but de facto aiming for a Bolshevik
Revolution. If the relationship between the Left and the ultra-Left had been
sour before the German October, the failed uprising split the German Left into
two fighting blocks. Poisoned as it was already before October 1923, the rift
of the German labour movement was to affect the relationship between the
socialist and communist blocks on a global level.62
The turmoil in Hamburg cut Hardy’s links to the rilu Berlin Bureau.
Although the Hamburg Port Bureau was not directly involved in the uprising,
it is likely that its operations came to a standstill. Hardy and Walter appear
not to have been engaged in the planning of the uprising as they had visited
Rotterdam and Amsterdam on 18 and 22 October; perhaps they were not even
present in Hamburg on 23 October. Working conditions deteriorated after
the failed uprising. The authorities in Hamburg declared martial law, and the
police raided the premises of the Port Bureau on 24 October and 24 November.
The Hamburg authorities outlawed all organised activities of the communists,
including those of the Port Bureau. The illegality of the bureau effectively curtailed its activities in the harbour area. Consequently, the functionaries of the
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Port Bureau turned to clandestine methods and started to approach foreign
mariners at cafés and bars. Nevertheless, Hardy and his team managed to
edit and send the second issue of the Port Bureau’s journal, The International
Seafarer, to the rilu Berlin Bureau for printing.63 On 24 November 1923,
German authorities banned the kpd and suppressed all Communist organisations and units, including the Berlin Bureau of the rilu. The existence of the
Hamburg Port Bureau was doomed. Hardy returned to England at the end of
1923.64
Summarising his experiences of illegal and “semi-illegal” work in Hamburg,
Hardy pushed for moving the international centre for agitation and propaganda
among seamen to London. Communist activity had been banned throughout
Germany. Moving the ipc-t w seamen’s section to another country would be
preferable, he argued, instead of facing the constant harassment by police and
port authorities. Printing costs were high due to inflation and the uprising had
cut contacts with the party. Most importantly, Hamburg was not an ideal place
to work among foreign mariners as the bulk of them called at British ports.
Besides, it was absolute necessary to conduct work in the English language.
“Unless we can get the support of the British seafarers we cannot have a truly
seamen’s organisation,” Hardy stressed. Therefore, moving the headquarters to
London would ignite the British comrades to speed up their activities that so
far had slumbered.65
However, Hardy’s proposal of shifting the centre of gravity from Hamburg
to London did not materialise. Instead, the rilu Berlin Bureau instructed the
Rotterdam Port Bureau to start agitation and propaganda work among British
seamen.66 In March 1924, the German authorities lifted the ban on communist
activities and work could resume in the port of Hamburg. About one month
later, a certain comrade Alex send a handwritten message to Berlin: The
Hamburg Port Bureau had resumed its operations.67 Alex, whom I have not
been able to identify, must have been an instructor of the ipc-t w who had
been sent to Hamburg to re-establish the Port Bureau. Work in the Hamburg
harbour recommenced and by early May Alex’ team was again visiting US
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American and British ships. Most importantly, the bureau office had moved
back into its old location at Rothesoodstrasse.68 At this point, the ipc-t w had
two nodes for legally disseminating literature in English, including its mouthpiece The International Seafarer: Hamburg and Rotterdam.69
3.4
A Missed Opportunity in Sydney
Left-wing syndicalism was salient among the maritime transport workers in
early twentieth-century Australia. The seamen and their union, the Seamen’s
Union of Australia (sua), established in 1906, stood at the frontline of activities.70 Before and during the war, iww-adherents or Wobblies, such as Tom
Barker and William (Bill) Casey, and their supporters dominated among the
radical members of the sua in Sydney. Both were actively engaged in the anti-
conscription campaign during the war, and Casey had made a name of himself
as a master of satire and political propaganda, not least by his iww song ‘Bump
Me Into Parliament’. While the Australian authorities had expelled Barker in
1918, Casey became involved in the 1919 seamen’s strike.71
The 1919 Australian seamen’s strike was a watershed for the infusion of communism among the members of the seamen’s union. In 1918, Tom Walsh (1871–
1943), socialist and key propagator of revolutionary left, was elected as secretary of the sua. One year later, he led a three-month strike that brought most
shipping to a halt, resulting in a closure of many factories in Australia. Key
demands were increased rates of pay, reduced working-hours, better accommodations on ships and insurance against death. Starting in Queensland in
May, the strike soon spread to Victoria and New South Wales and eventually to
all states of Australia. Pickets were being maintained at docks, which effectively
hindered the use of scab labour. Soon the strike was felt outside the harbours –
thousands of workers of manufacturing industries had to be stood down, coal
supplies were held up and power restrictions had to be implemented. Walsh
was jailed when he rejected to attend arbitration but this had little effect on the
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Australia, 1981), and Diane Fitzpatrick, Voices from the Ships: Australia’s Seafarer’s and
their Union (Sydney: University of New South Wales Press, 2008).
Verity Burgmann, Revolutionary Industrial Unionism: The Industrial Workers of the World
in Australia (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1995), 66.
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strikers. Eventually, after three months, the Australian government was forced
to negotiate with the union outside the arbitration system. The government
had to give in: The workers received an increase of 35 shillings per month, the
8-hour working day was recognised and the seamen received better accommodation and sick pay. Walsh was released from jail in September.72
The communist fraction within the sua gained prominence as an outcome
of the victorious strike. Casey joined in and was sent, together with another ex-
Wobbly Barney Kelley, to Moscow in 1921 as delegates of the Seamen’s Union
at the International Trade Union Congress and the subsequent conference of
transport workers.73
Back at home, left-wing radicals dominated the sua. At the time of the formation of the Communist Party of Australia (cpa), the Seamen’s Union, and
especially its leader Tom Walsh, played an important role in organising the
party. Soon, however, both the Seamen’s Union and the cpa entered muddy
terrain when they tried to apply the United Front-tactics at home. The radical
elements within the union, among others Casey, discharged the communist
invitations towards the Australian Labour Party as a deviation from outright
revolutionary politics and tactics. The effects were disastrous for the communists and many seamen left the cpa.74
The ideological clashes within the party and the union culminated during
the maritime transport workers strike in North Queensland in 1923. Tom Walsh
and others were attacked on the management of the strike. The confrontations
shattered the foundations of the party; most unionists left the party while the
Seamen’s Union was split into factionalism. The crisis culminated in 1924 when
the leading members of the Seamen’s Union, including Casey, formed the
Socialist Party of Australia.75
The complex situation on the Australian waterfront proved a challenge for
the rilu and the ipc-t w. Hopes were raised for the establishment of a Port
Bureau in Sydney in 1921 but nothing came out of it. Direct communication
with the comrades in Australia proved difficult, not to speak about directing
72
73
74
75

“History: The 1919 seamen’s strike,” The Socialist. Magazine of Socialist Action in
Australia, 20.5.2019, http://socialiststandardmyspace.blogspot.com/2013/12/obituary-
bill-casey-socialist-pioneer.html (checked 27.1.2020).
“Orbituary: Bill Casey –Socialist Pioneer,” The Western Socialist, November-December
1949, republished 12.12.2013 at http://socialiststandardmyspace.blogspot.com/2013/12/
obituary-bill-casey-socialist-pioneer.html (checked 27.1.2020).
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of left-wing and internationalist doctrines and influences on the organised labour movement, 1918–32, PhD thesis, Australian National University, 1975, 92–93.
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and monitoring affairs in the Seamen’s Union. A new attempt to bring order
within the union, to pave the way for a Port Bureau and the opening of an
Interclub in Sydney, was made in 1924 when George Hardy was sent to Australia
as an emissary of the rilu. Hardy’s mission was unsuccessful. The Seamen’s
Union proved incapable of organising a Port Bureau. Four years later the rilu
sent another emissary to Australia. One result of his visit was the establishment of the Sydney Port Bureau and Interclub.76
76

Farrell, International Socialism and the Australian Labour, 158 fn 123. Farrell states that
“Hardy or some other prominent British rilu emissary” was sent to Australia. Although
Hardy’s visit to Australia is not confirmed, he could have made the trip after he returned
to Britain in late 1923/early 1924. However, there is no information on such a visit in his
Special Branch/m i5 dossier, kv 2/1027, tna.

c hapter 2

Establishing a Global Network
In mid-August 1924, the revolutionary transport workers summoned for their
fourth conference in Hamburg. A few months earlier in Moscow, the Comintern
had held its Fifth World Congress followed by the Third World Congress of the
rilu in June/July 1924. Trade union tactics ranged high on the agenda of both
congresses. The split of the labour union movement was evident for all, and
voices were raised that communists should either join or form revolutionary
unions. Still, the leaders of the Comintern and rilu stood firm behind their
calls for trade union unity and issued a resolution denouncing the social demo
crats and socialists (i.e., “reformists”) as splitters. The Comintern Congress
branded the leaders of the unions and the Amsterdam International, i.e., the
iftu, as supporters of conservative, backward, national narrow-minded and
bourgeois-imperialist sentiments. The communists, in turn, were to remain
within the existing unions, and the Comintern ordered them to endorse the
‘United front from below’-tactics. Their core task was the extension of communist influence within the unions and, ultimately, to assume control of the
union leadership.1 Communist trade union strategies and tactics dominated
discussions at the rilu Congress. The Congress urged its members to stick to
the rilu programme and tactics. Echoing the Comintern theses on tactics in
the trade unions, communist ideas were to be promoted among the rank and
file of the unions and to push for a ‘united front’. The communist vision of a
unified trade union movement was to be achieved at a projected World Unity
Congress of the rilu and the iftu.2
The Comintern and rilu declarations on the ‘United front from below’ were
made in the aftermath of the failed hopes for a ‘Unity Congress’ of transport
workers in autumn 1923. The itf General Council rejected the idea, and the
itf cemented its negative stance towards admitting communist-controlled
unions within its ranks at its congress, summoned in Hamburg 7 to 12 August

1 Fifth Congress of the Communist International, Theses on tactics in the trade unions (1924),
first published in Inprecor 4, no. 119 (16 September 1924): 1577; also available at https://www.
marxists.org/history/international/comintern/5th-congress/trade-unions.htm.
2 A. Lozovsky, “The Results of the iii. Congress of the R.I.L.U,” Inprecor 4, no. 56 (7 August
1924): 506–507; “For the Unity of the Trade Union Movement,” Inprecor 4, no. 66 (18
September 1924): 718–719.
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1924.3 rilu General Secretary Lozovsky condemned the itf decision, and
announced that the rilu had revoked its decision to dissolve the International
Propaganda Committees.4 The ipc-t w, in turn, denounced the itf Hamburg
Congress for sabotaging the international unity of the transport workers’
movement as the representatives of the revolutionary opposition had been
silenced at the congress and the Russian Railway and Transport Union had not
even been invited to attend the congress.5
The revolutionary transport workers organised their own conference from 12
to 15 August 1924 just after the closure of the itf Congress.6 Some of delegates
(most likely) had participated at the itf Congress, others not, as the delegates
represented opposition groups within legal and illegal trade unions of land and
maritime transport workers in Britain, China, Czechoslovakia, Finland, France,
Germany, Italy, Java, the Netherlands and Spain.7 Interestingly, there was no
representative or delegation from the Russian transport workers’ union. On
the other hand, this comes as no surprise as the ipc-t w was neither obliged
nor ordered to conduct agitation and propaganda in Soviet Russia.
The composition of the delegations attending the 1924 Hamburg Conference
gives a hint about the expansion and areas of activity of the ipc-t w. In contrast
to the predominantly European extension of the itf, which included member unions in Austria, Argentina, Belgium, Britain, Denmark, Czechoslovakia,
Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Italy, Latvia, Luxembourg, the Netherlands,
Norway, Palestine, Romania, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland and the USA,8 the
ipc-t w had only connections to minorities and revolutionary groups within
the European transport workers’ unions. Soviet Russian trade unions as well
as revolutionary or red trade unions in Europe, including the Schiffahrtsbund,
3 See further Report on the International Congress held from 7 to 12 August 1924 in the Large Hall
of the Gewerkschaftshaus Besenbinderhof Hamburg (Amsterdam: International Transport
Workers’ Federation, 1924).
4 A. Lozovsky, “The Struggle for the Unity of the International Trade Union Movement,”
Inprecor 4, no. 60 (21 August 1924): 634.
5 P.B., “The Hamburg Conference of the Transport Workers’ Federation,” Inprecor 4, no. 63 (4
September 1924): 62–63.
6 Similar to its earlier meetings, the ipc-t w published a report and resolutions of the conference in the Internationales Transportarbeiter-Bulletin. Unfortunately, I was not able to consult the publication.
7 [Achkanov,] “Vorwort,” in Die 5. Internationale Konferenz der Revolutionären
Transportarbeiter Abgehalten in Moskau im April 1928 (Moskau: Internationales Propaganda-
und Aktionskommittee der revolutionären Transportarbeiter, 1928), 5. [Hereafter: Die 5.
Internationale Konferenz der Revolutionären Transportarbeiter.].
8 See list of itf member unions in Report on the International Congress held from 7 to 12
August 1924.
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were members of the rilu, not the itf. Nevertheless, the main difference to
the itf were the connections to Asian transport workers’ unions and associations, among others in China and in the Dutch East Indies (Indonesia). Most
notably, the ipc-t w rather than the itf had the ambition to reach out to non-
European/non-Western/non-white unions and aspired to evolve as a global
player.9
Four years later, the global outreach of the ipc-t w was manifested at its fifth
conference that convened in Moscow in early April 1928. ipc-t w Secretary
Grigorii (Gregory) Pavlovich Achkanov (1887–1937) boasted that the ipc-t w
was active in 43 countries all over the world and that the revolutionary minorities within the unions counted about two million members. Achkanov himself had started as ipc-t w Secretary in 1926. He was a high-profiled Russian
Bolshevik and had already participated in the Revolution of 1905, being then a
mariner and one of the instigators of the uprising in Odessa. From 1921 to 1923,
he was, among others, a member of the Collegium of the People’s Commissariat
of Transportation of the ussr, vice-chair of the Central Committee of the
United Transportation and Water Transport Workers’ Union (Tsektran), and
a member of the Presidium of the All-Union Central Council of Trade Unions
(VTsSPS).10
The geographical spread of the delegations attending the 1928 Moscow
Conference was impressive and included participants from the Antilles,
Argentina, Australia, Britain, Bulgaria, Canada, China, Cuba, Czechoslovakia,
Denmark, Ecuador, France, Germany, Greece, India, Indonesia, Italy, Japan,
Korea, Mexico, the Netherlands, Norway, Peru, Poland, Portugal, Romania,
Switzerland, Turkey, Uruguay, the USA and Yugoslavia.11 Besides oral propaganda, conducted at meetings of revolutionary unions and in the Interclubs,
the ipc-t w made extensively use of written propaganda by publishing 17
periodicals in 13 languages, including Arabian, Chinese, Danish, English,
Flemish, French, German, Italian, Japanese, Norwegian, Russian, Spanish,

9
10

11

Spearheaded by its secretary general Edo Fimmen, the itf evolved as a global player
during the 1930s. See Willi Buschak, Edo Fimmen: Der schöne Traum von Europa und die
Globalisierung (Essen: Klartext Verlag, 2002).
See further “Achkanov Brothers,” The Great Soviet Encyclopedia, 3rd edition (1970–1979),
Achkanov Brothers | Article about Achkanov Brothers by The Free Dictionary. The Great
Soviet Encyclopedia claims that Achkanov died in 1939. This information is corrected in
the ‘Open list of victims of political repression in the USSR’, which states that Achkanov
was executed on 3 December 1937, see https://ru.openlist.wiki/Ачканов_Григорий_
Павлович_(1887).
“Vorwort,” in Die 5. Internationale Konferenz der Revolutionären Transportarbeiter, 5–6.
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and Swedish as well as planned to commence publication in Bulgarian and
‘Yugoslavian’.12
The 1928 Moscow Conference lasted for three days and had mustered 71
delegates representing 37 countries.13 At his speech at the opening event,
Achkanov hailed the global expansion of activities. He claimed that more
workers than ever were supporting the rilu call for a ‘united front from below’
and the onslaught against the trade union leaders was greater than ever. Local
activists had established new Port Bureaus in Copenhagen, Marseille and
New York, and together with the existing ones in the Soviet Russian ports,
Hamburg, Rotterdam and Bordeaux, had been able to radicalise maritime
transport workers. On the other hand, there had been setbacks, he admitted.
Fascism was making headway and in some countries, such as Bulgaria and
Greece, the authorities had crushed the communist-dominated railway and
seamen unions and put them under the control of the ‘fascists’. The situation
was similar outside Europe: A mixture of progress and defeats. A promising
start had been curtailed in China, repressive anti-communist politics prevailed
in Japan and Korea, a communist uprising had been crushed in Dutch East
India and news from South and North America was disappointing.14
1

Opening a Window towards the Global South

The global turn of the Comintern had been initiated at the 1920 Baku
Conference and generated during the following years a heated debate about
strategies and tactics as well as on focus and outreach.15 At first, the ‘global’
was equivalent to ‘the East’ in communist vocabulary and publications as well
as in the organisational framework of the Comintern and its central unit for
‘global’ operation, the Eastern Secretariat. The latter was the ‘oriental’ node at
12
13
14
15

Theses of Report on Activities of ipcaa of Transport Workers, Report by Comrade
Achkanov, presented at meeting of the Executive Bureau of the rilu, 8.1.1929, 534/5/207,
16, rgaspi.
The composition of the delegations is not known, as I have not been able to trace the list
of participants.
“Eröffnungsrede von Kamerat Atschkanow,” in Die 5. Internationale Konferenz der
Revolutionären Transportarbeiter, 7–8.
For a discussion on the Baku Conference and its repercussions in Asia, see Carolien Stolte,
“Uniting the Oppressed peoples of the East: Revolutionary Internationalism in an Asian
Inflection,” in The Internationalist Moment: South Asia, Worlds, and World Views 1917–39,
eds. Ali Raza, Franziska Roy and Benjamin Zachariah (New Delhi: Sage Publications
India, 2015), 56–85.
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the Comintern headquarters in Moscow and produced the strategic outline
for work in China, Japan, Korea, Mongolia, and Turkey as well as the British,
Dutch and French colonies in Asia and Africa.16 In late January/early February
1922, the Congress of the Toilers of the Far East convened in Petrograd, setting the stage for work in the ‘East’.17 In November 1922, the rilu adopted the
Comintern’s theses on colonial work at its second world congress. As its member organisations as well as the International Propaganda Committees were
slow in adapting to the new course, the rilu General Council published a stiff
reminder on work in Asia in October 1923. Harsh critique was directed towards
the revolutionary minorities within the unions in countries possessing colonies, namely Great Britain, Belgium, France, Italy, Japan, the Netherlands, and
the USA, reprimanding them for having failed to erect special organs in the
colonial metropoles to keep up communications with the labour unions in the
colonies. The American, British, French, and Dutch sections were ordered to
correct their negative attitude and establish such units within the next three
months. At meetings and special gatherings as well as in their publications
and press, the sections were instructed to infuse an understanding and a sympathetic sentiment towards the plights of the exploited masses in the colonial
and semi-colonial countries. The binding objective of the communist fraction
and revolutionary minorities in the trade unions was to fight alongside the proletariat of the colonies; the guiding principle being ‘equal pay for equal work’,
irrespective of nationality, sex or colour of ones’ skin.18
The rilu General Council further projected a spatial division of anti-colonial
work to enhance the politicisation and radicalisation of the workers in the colonial and semi-colonial countries. Here, the colonial maritime transport workers
played a crucial role. The British section of the rilu, i.e. the Minority Movement,
was to concentrate on the ‘Lascars’ or Indian seamen as they were identified
as an effective means of supporting the revolutionary labour movement in
India. The French section of the rilu, especially the communist-dominated
Confédération générale du travail unitaire or cgtu, was instructed to work in
the French African colonies as well as in Indo-China; the American section, i.e.,
16
17
18

A blueprint outlining the anti-colonial and anti-imperialist objectives in Africa and Asia
was forwarded by the Eastern Secretariat to the Executive Committee of the Comintern
(ecci) in 1925, see Bericht der Ost-Abteilung [1925], 495/154/238, rgaspi.
See further Alliance of Adversaries. The Congress of the Toilers of the Far East, ed. John
Sexton (Leiden & Boston: Brill, 2019). The edition contains the minutes and documents
of the congress.
Resolution für die Arbeit im Fernen und Nahen Osten an den Generalrat der Profintern
[n.d., ca 1923], 534/2/11, 7–9, rgaspi; published as “Resolution on the Work in the Far and
Near East,” Inprecor 3, no. 65 (6 October 1923): 724–725.
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the Trade Union Educational League, was to focus on the Philippines, the Dutch
section on Indonesia, the Spanish section on Tangier, whereas the Greece section was charged to establish connections with unions in Egypt.19
However, the rilu General Council did not publish any specific instructions
on colonial work by the International Propaganda Committees in conjunction
with work among non-white maritime transport workers. These had to wait for
the next step of the rilu’s move towards the ‘East’ when Moscow started to
address the revolutionary potential of existing of labour unions and associations
in the Western Pacific Rim. Especially in China, where the radical Guomindang
(Kuomintang) movement or Chinese Nationalist Party had started to cooperate
with the communists,20 the ground looked fertile to intervene in national seamen’s and railwaymen’s unions. In January 1922, the Chinese Seamen’s Union
organised a strike in Hong Kong, which was joined by other transport workers.
By early March, some 120,000 workers were involved in the strike, closing much
of the city. The communists in Guangzhou (Kanton) and Hong Kong supported
the strike but did not lead it. The British colonial government, in turn, intervened
to crush the strikers and banned the Chinese Seamen’s Union in Hong Kong.
Despite the harsh measures, the colonial government agreed to negotiate and
the strike was called off after an agreement on wage increases. Commenting the
strike and its outcome, Comintern analysts demanded the Chinese Communist
Party to closely cooperate with the Chinese Seamen’s Union.21
A World Port to and a Global Port in the Pacific: Vladivostok and
Shanghai
Port cities were central operational nodes for the Comintern and rilu in their
ambition to connect with national parties, revolutionary groups and trade union
minorities outside Soviet Russia. Two main transnational routes of communication emerged during the 1920s, one Western and one Eastern. Soviet ports were
the gateway to and from ‘Fatherland of the revolutionary working-class’. The
1.1

19
20

21

Resolution für die Arbeit im Fernen und Nahen Osten an den Generalrat der Profintern
[n.d., ca 1923], 534/2/11, 7–9, rgaspi. The clause on connections to Egypt is missing in the
published version.
The Communist Party of China (cpc) had been founded in Shanghai in June 1921. The
communists dominated the left-wing of the Guomindang. In 1923, the Guomindang and
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establishment of a ‘united front’ between the cpc and the Guomindang. See further Hans
J. van de Ven, From Friend to Comrade: The founding of the Chinese Communist Party, 1920–
1927 (Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1991).
Michael Share, “Clash of Worlds: The Comintern, British Hong Kong and Chinese
Nationalism, 1921–1927,” Europe-Asia Studies 57, no. 4 (2005): 607–608.
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harbour area in the Soviet ports was a space controlled by the state and party
apparatuses and was infused by communist ideology. Soviet ports they were not
closed territories but were visited by foreign vessels who called at the ports, mariners disembarked while the ships were staying in port, at best interacting with
local maritime functionaries but always under controlled conditions. Sometimes,
the crew returned to their ships unimpressed and unaffected of the Bolshevik
propaganda although generally, the functionaries of a local Port Bureau were successful in their mission and managed to convince at least some crew members to
join the revolutionary opposition of a national maritime trade union.
Soviet ports opened potential routes for Comintern and rilu networks of
communication and transfer. Those in the European part of Russia facilitated
various possibilities to connect with the ‘West’ and the Atlantic –through
Petrograd/Leningrad via the Baltic, the Black sea ports to the Mediterranean
and beyond, and Archangelsk and Murmansk to the northern Atlantic.
However, there was only one port serving as the gateway to the ‘East’ and the
Pacific, namely Vladivostok. Together with Shanghai, these two ports emerged
as nodes of the ‘Eastern route’22 through which the Comintern and, by extension, the rilu and ipc-t w, connected with communists and revolutionary
opposition groups and trade union minorities in the Western Pacific.
Vladivostok was the eastern terminus of the Trans-Siberian railway and the
naval base of the Russian Pacific fleet until the Civil War. (The city resumed
to be a naval base in 1932.) Its commercial harbour started operations in 1871,
telegraph connections to Shanghai and Nagasaki opened in the same year. In
1916, the trans-Siberian railway connected Vladivostok with Moscow. During
the Russian Civil War, a multinational intervention force controlled the
town. During this period, the population of the town increased from 97,000
to 410,000, most of them refugees. Japanese forces stayed until October 1922
when the Red Army took over the control of the town and port; most of the
refugees evacuated, too, and by 1926, its population had declined to 108,000.
The Bolshevik control of Vladivostok paved the way for the ipc-t w to start its
work in the ‘East’. In January 1923, local functionaries opened a Port Bureau
and Interclub at 52, Ulitza Lenina, serving as the ‘gateway to the Pacific’.23
The main propaganda tools of the Vladivostok Port Bureau were its Chinese,
English and Japanese bulletins as well as its periodical publications in Chinese
22
23

Akito Yamanouchi, “The Early Comintern in Amsterdam, New York and Mexico City,”
Kyushu University Institutional Repository [2009?]: 100.
Josephine Fowler, “From East to West and West to East: Ties of Solidarity in the Pan-Pacific
Revolutionary Trade Union Movement, 1923–1934,” International Labor and Working-Class
History 66 (Fall 2004): 102; Fowler, Japanese and Chinese Immigrant Activists, 105.
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and Japanese.24 The Vladivostok Interclub aimed actively to engage with
Dutch, English, German, and Norwegian mariners although its prime target
group were Chinese and Japanese seamen. Key objective was to establish direct
links to the seamen’s unions to enable a “regular exchange of views, opinions
and experiences and mutual information about seamen’s conditions in the
countries of the Pacific.” The Interclub therefore sent letters to the opposition
groups, among others in Japan, to inquire about “by which means and where
to we have to address our correspondence (information, letters, literature).”25
The lack of functionaries fluent in Japanese and Chinese severely hampered
work of the Vladivostok Port Bureau. Initially, the bureau’s staff comprised
only Western, non-Russian functionaries and a Japanese comrade, although
the engagement of the latter was restricted to editing the Japanese bulletin.26
Responding to the plea from Vladivostok, the Interclub was staffed with a
Japanese instructor who, among others, managed to interact with Japanese
fishers. Communications with Chinese seamen also prospered, and the Port
Bureau sent an instructor to Shanghai in 1925 in order to establish connections
between the two ports.27
Nevertheless, conditions for agitation and propaganda work were never
optimal in Vladivostok. An evaluation of the Interclub, conducted in 1927,
depicted its premises as well as its operations as pitiful if not pathetic. The
Interclub composed of two small rooms, one occupying the office, the other
serving as a meeting room. The meeting room could not seat more than 20
persons altogether. “I cannot see how real work can be done under these conditions,” the investigator critically remarked, and noted that the lack of space
hindered the Interclub to arrange meetings for foreign seamen. Besides, the
Interclub was located on a far distance from the harbour area and was difficult
to find. The investigator’s conclusions were harsh: “In a big and important port
like Vladivostok, a decent club should be established because this port is the
connecting link between East and West.” In order to meet its political objective, the Port Bureau needed “a place where Eastern and Western nationalities
can be worked separately.”28
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Atschkanow, Bericht des I.P.K.T. über die Hafenbüros, 1.12.1926, 534/5/178, 65, rgaspi.
Secretary/International Seamen’s Club Vladivostok to “Dear Japanese Comrades,” no date
[ca. May/June 1923], 495/154/191, 6–7, rgaspi.
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rgaspi; Fowler, “From East to West,” 103.
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103, rgaspi. The author of the report was most likely the same person who had been sent
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Shanghai stands out as (relatively) open space in contrast to the controlled one in Vladivostok. While the Russian port was of regional importance,
Shanghai evolved into a modern industrialised and commercial global centre during the 1920s and 1930s. Shanghai ranked among the largest cities in
the world with some 3 million inhabitants, predominantly Chinese, located
at the intersection of multiple local, regional, national and global transport
networks, not least via its harbour. The city was a multicultural and cosmopolitan metropolis composed of three sections with separated administration and
police, the Chinese municipality, the French Concession and the International
settlement. The two latter ones were extra-territorial areas with protected status and inhabited more than 50,000 people of European and Japanese descent,
many of the former being Russian refugees who had settled in Shanghai after
1918. The availability of legal protection as well as the existence of modern
communication systems and a large international community made Shanghai
the ideal node for the Comintern and rilu legal and underground activities in
China and beyond.29
Shanghai was the ideal place to work for foreign and local communists, as
Onimaru Takeshi has demonstrated. There was no restriction on movements
between the three sections of Shanghai, leading to what Takeshi defines as “a
grey zone within and between these divisions.” According to him, “a grey zone
was a place where certain degree of ambiguity existed in law enforcement and
administrative control.” This was the case in Shanghai with its division of police
and legal territories in combination with the freedom of passage between the
sections. Not surprisingly, Shanghai developed into a major hub for political
activism and communist organisations.30
Work among foreign seamen seemed to have started in Shanghai in 1925 as
an outcome of 1924 Conference of the Transport Workers of the Orient, see

29
30

to Shanghai as staff member of the rilu bureau, namely comrade Schwanke. In one of
his letters from Shanghai, Schwanke complained about the bad quality of the forged visa
and passport that he had received in Moscow. Other reports from Shanghai indicate that
the bureau in Shanghai composed of Schwanke, Alex, Grisha and Nadja in 1927, see 534/
5/193, rgaspi. At least Alex –or another person using the same pseudonym, perhaps
one Nick Alexander (although this name could also be an alias) –figured as head of the
(re-established) Hamburg Port Bureau in 1924, see 534/5/164, 24, rgaspi, and 534/5/172,
3, rgaspi. Documentation seems to indicate that Alex and Schwanke were running a
bureau concentrating on work among foreign seamen in Shanghai but this needs further
investigation.
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below Chapter 2.1.2. Operations in the harbour area were initially organised
by one A. Lindner who seemed to have acted as the local organiser of the rilu
and/or ipc-T w in Shanghai. At first, working conditions were constrained due
to a strike among Chinese seamen that also affected and paralysed the harbour
area in the International settlement. In addition to unruly local conditions, a
constant lack of funding curbed Lindner’s work in Shanghai. Communist agitators were constantly harassed and faced persecution both by the Chinese
authorities and by the leadership of the local branch of the Chinese Seamen’s
Union. Publishing an own periodical was impossible as the branch leadership
collaborated with the Shanghai Chamber of Commerce and was not interested in promoting the radical, i.e., communist, fraction of the branch.31 Still,
Lindner gradually managed to start his operations in the port and, in cooperation with (communist) members of the Chinese Seamen’s Union, interacted
with foreign crews. German sailors, he lamented in a report, were badly organised, in comparison to the “revolutionary” potentials of Scandinavian and
Dutch mariners.32
1.2
The 1924 Conference of the Transport Workers of the Orient
In early 1924, a rilu-
report positively noted about the revolutionary
mood among transport workers in China, Japan and the Dutch East Indies
(Indonesia).33 A first step of consolidating contacts was taken at a conference organised by the Comintern in Guangzhou (Canton) in the latter part
of June 1924, called the Conference of the Transport Workers of the Orient
(also known as the Pan-Pacific Labour Conference). Delegates representing
Chinese, Philippine and Javanese railway and maritime workers attended the
meeting.34 A declaration was drafted in Moscow, outlining the anti-colonial
and anti-imperial agenda of the Communists and their willingness to cooperate with the “oppressed nations of the East.” What they needed, the declaration
stressed, was to have their own “people’s parties” to defend the interests of the
“toiling masses” and to link up with the “revolutionary movement of the world
proletariat” in their fight against colonial exploitation. To achieve this end, the
“toiling masses of the colonial and semi-colonial countries” were impelled “to
make a united front” with the workers in the colonial metropoles in their fight
31
32
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against imperialism. Addressing the attendants at the conference, “the labouring masses in the colonies in the Pacific must take heed of this phenomena […]
and organise the toiling masses in real militant bodies against imperialism.”35
The rilu must have regarded the 1924 Canton Conference as a major success. The conference adopted a resolution that had been prepared in Moscow
and declared its commitment to open an office in Guangzhou. The rilu
envisioned the Bureau of Transport Workers of the Pacific, also known as the
Canton Bureau, as the window of the ipc-t w towards the ‘East’. Previously,
work among Chinese and Japanese seamen had been restricted to the Port
Bureau in Vladivostok. Whereas the Vladivostok Port Bureau had few means to
link up with unions and associations outside Soviet Russia, the rilu believed
conditions to conduct trans-national and trans-regional work in countries bordering the Pacific and Indian Ocean to be excellent in Guangzhou. To achieve
this end, the Canton Bureau was to be composed of members –secretaries –from China, Philippines, Dutch India, British India and Japan. Further,
the task of the bureau was to create and monitor a network of Interclubs in
Manila, Hong Kong and Batavia (Jakarta); “[t]he clubs may have small libraries[,] arrange lectures and proper entertainment for the visiting sailors.” The
bureau secretaries, in turn, were requested to edit a bulletin in Chinese and
English languages, to translate its essential parts into the respective language
of their countries, and to distribute the bulletin among the (maritime) transport workers.36
Hopes for establishing a trans-regional office in Guangzhou were shattered
a few months later when the local merchants turned against the Guomindang
government of Sun Zhongshan (Sun Yat-sen). As the Guomindang had adopted
new policies such as “Unite with Russia” and “Accept Communism” in early 1924,
the merchants were afraid that Sun Zhongshan might even adopt Communism.
In August, when strikes paralysed Guangzhou, the merchants established their
own corps and received weapons from the British. Backed by the communists,
the Guomindang army eventually managed to quell the uprising in October
1924. At this point, the regional conflict had grown into an international crisis as various imperial governments supported the warlords combatting the
Guomindang government. The shipments of armament and ammunition to
China, in turn, resulted in the first ‘Hands off China!’-campaign orchestrated
35
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by the Comintern and rilu. In November 1924, the ipc-t w followed suit and
published a call to expose the transportation of military equipment to China, to
boycott and to refuse to load ships carrying arms to China as well as to convene
protest meetings against the imperialist intervention in China.37
The Canton Bureau was never established, neither were the projected
Interclubs in Manila, Hong Kong and Batavia. Still, a window had been opened
to the Global South and, as Indian Communist Manabendra Nath Roy would
declare at the end of 1924: Europe is not the World. His vision was a global
united (radical) working class movement of organised and unorganised workers outside Europe and America, declaring: “Until all the Chinese, Malay,
Indian, Arab and Negro workers are organised and the same wages and labour-
conditions as enjoyed by the White workers are secured for them, the employers will stand on a vantage-ground, because of their ability to draw upon the
unlimited reserve of cheap and unorganised labour.”38 The only question was
how to achieve the envisioned global unity?
The Fate of the Chinese Seamen’s Union
1.3
From the perspective of the ipc-t w, connections to the transport workers’
unions in East and South-East Asia were of top priority. Closely linked to the
strategic interests of Soviet Russia, and in tune with the general push of the
Comintern and the rilu towards China, the focus of the ipc-t w was on the
Chinese Seamen’s Union. Established in 1920 as the National Seamen’s Union
of China, and reorganised in Hong Kong in 1921, the union had its headquarters
in Guangzhou and counted some 2,000 members.39
The establishment of direct links to the Chinese Seamen’s Union and its
communist opposition members proved difficult. Although representatives of
the union had participated at the conferences of the ipc-t w in 1922 and 1924,
materials and communications from the conferences had never reached China
as the delegates had been jailed by [British? –this is still unclear] authorities
on their way home and their luggage was confiscated. Another setback was
the aborted plan to establish the Canton Bureau, constraining the publication
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of propaganda material in Chinese. The Chinese delegate at the 1928 Moscow
Conference therefore called for a new approach, and suggested that written
material was to be published outside China and distributed among Chinese
seamen when they called at European ports.40 In other words, to focus on
agitation among Chinese seamen on foreign vessels as well as to establish or
strengthen sections of the Chinese Seamen’s Union in ports outside China.
This, in turn, was to become a new mission of the Port Bureaus.
Nevertheless, the main link between Moscow and China was the trans-
Siberian overland route. Directives from the Comintern and rilu headquarters reached China, including the call for a ‘United front’ of all maritime trade
unions and associations. The leader of the Chinese Seamen’s Union, Lin Wei-min
(1887–1927), attended a meeting of the ipc-t w in Moscow in 1924 and joined the
cpc.41 On 1 May 1925, the All-China Federation of Trade Unions (also: All China
Labour Federation or aclf) was founded with Lin Wei-min serving as chairperson of the First Executive Committee; after its inauguration, the communist-
controlled aclf joined the rilu.42 Thirty days later, British police troops killed
Chinese demonstrators in Shanghai. The May 30th Incident resulted into widespread demonstrations including a strike of Chinese seamen in Shanghai, and
Lin Wei-min instigated strikes in both Hong Kong and Guangzhou in support of
the Shanghai strikers. The strike in the two southern Chinese ports lasted until
1926, and the seamen proved among the most militant.43 Internationally, the
Comintern and the rilu called for the reinvigoration of the ‘Hands off China’-
campaign.44
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At the height of the strike, the General Congress of the Chinese Seamen’s
Union convened [in Guangzhou?] at the end of 1925. Expectations at the rilu
headquarters must have been high. Union membership had increased to over
30,000 maritime transport workers. The union had branches in all larger ports
in China, the strongest ones being those in Shanghai and Guangzhou. Although
conditions in all ports except Guangzhou were difficult, rilu informants
assured that the main bulk of the union members supported the revolutionary
minority within the union. These, in turn, constituted the majority of the 200
delegates at the Congress. Not surprisingly, the communist agenda triumphed
at the Congress. As an outcome, the Congress voted in favour of joining the
rilu and for affiliating with the ipc-t w.45
Moscow hailed the 1925–26 Chinese seamen’s strike as a success but disturbing news soon followed. Inspired by the 1924 Canton Conference as well
as a reaction to British imperialism in China, the communist fraction within
the Australian Trades Union Congress launched the idea to organise the
Second Pan-Pacific Trade Union Conference in Sydney under the auspices of
the communist-led New South Wales Trades and Labour Council at the end of
July 1926.46 Moscow supported the idea and issued a call for the conference.47
However, the Australian nationalist government dashed the plan of the communists by denying visas for the delegates to enter Australia. The rilu made
a new attempt to organise the conference in the following year in conjunction
with the May Day celebrations in Guangzhou. Perhaps for the first time, the
organisers put “the question of emigration of coloured workers” on top of the
agenda and, as Lozovsky highlighted, to direct its attention “to the whole medley of national, racial and religious antagonisms at present prevailing in the
Pacific countries.”48
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These plans, too, had to be aborted due to the rapidly deteriorating political situation in China. In April 1927, the new Guomindang leader Chiang Kai-
shek broke with the communists and launched an attack on the communist
stronghold in Shanghai.49 The British authorities, in turn, crushed the Hong
Kong branch of the seamen’s union and forced its leaders into exile.50 In
tandem with other communist organisations, the ipc-t w protested against
the onslaught of the ‘imperialists’ and called the marine transport workers
to block the transportation of war equipment to China, see Figure 3.51 In
May 1927, the united front between the Guomindang and the communists
had collapsed, and the Guomindang government started to suppress the
communist-controlled seamen’s union. The Guangzhou branch was closed
down; the union’s headquarters were moved to Shanghai and were put under
Guomindang control.52 In December 1927, Guomindang forces brutally
quelled a communist uprising in Guangzhou,53 triggering a new international
communist-orchestrated protest wave.54 In the midst of this depressing news,
the ipc-t w reported an immense success: the amalgamation of all seamen’s
unions into one ‘unity’ union in early 1928.55 In August 1928, its Executive
Committee called upon Chinese seamen to “organise your fellow seamen in
Europe and America,” paving the way for a global network of revolutionary
nuclei of Chinese seamen.56
Communist trade union activities among Chinese seamen continued
through the Port Bureaus in Europe and the European branches of the Chinese
Seamen’s Union (see Chapter 4.2.2). Inside China, illegal work came under the
direction of the Pan-Pacific Trade Union Secretariat or pptus. This unit had
been established by the rilu during the midst of the crisis in China. Although
the All-China Federation of Trade Unions had been destroyed in the aftermath of the Guomindang purge of the communists in Guangzhou, the
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f igure 3	
Towards a united front of the workers against imperialism (“Enhetlig
arbeiderfront mot verdensimperialisme”), call published in Den Internasjonale
Transportarbeider 3, no. 6 (June 1927), in support of the international ‘Hands off
China’-campaign.

rilu managed to move the Pan-Pacific Trade Union Conference to Hankou,
which was controlled by a local coalition of leftist-Guomindang members
and communists. The Pan-Pacific Trade Union Conference convened in May
1927 and was opened by rilu Secretary Lozovsky. The main outcome of the
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conference was the establishment of a permanent secretariat headed by George
Hardy to coordinate left-wing trade union work in the Western Pacific as well
as to publish its own journal, the Pan-Pacific Worker. Active from October 1927,
the secretariat operated at first openly in Hankou but the split between the
Guomindang and the cpc forced it underground. The Secretariat was then
moved to the foreign-controlled International settlement of Shanghai, where
American communist Earl Browder, who replaced Hardy in February 1928, ran
its operations.57
Shanghai emerged as the communist centre of the East in early 1928. A few
years earlier, the Comintern had established its Far Eastern Bureau (feb) in
Shanghai, and, as outlined by Onimaru Takeshi, the feb and pptus were in
charge of supervising communist parties and labour movements in East and
Southeast Asia. The original mission of the feb was to supervise the communist party organisations in China, Japan and Korea, while the pptus focussed
on supporting and promoting labour union movements in China, Japan, Korea,
India and Southeast Asia. Although formally separate organisations, most of
their personnel and activities overlapped.58
1.4
Shattered Hopes: Japan and Indonesia
Communist agitation and propaganda among Asian transport unions proved
much more difficult outside China. Initially, the conditions for organising the
working class seemed positive with the establishment of communist parties in
the Dutch East Indies (Indonesia) in 1920, the Communist Association of the
Indies, renamed as the Communist Party of Indonesia in 1924, and in Japan in
1922. However, an imminent revolution was, according to Comintern analysts,
not foreseeable in Japan or in Indonesia.
The Comintern exhibited an ambivalent attitude especially towards Japan.
Industrially developed, never colonised, and with a large military force and an
57
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imperialistic agenda towards Korea and China, Japan was identified as a threat
to Soviet Russia. On the other hand, the country had a large agricultural sector and was governed by feudal-imperial institutions, thus depicting it at the
same time as a ‘semi-feudal’ state. The Comintern analysts therefore argued
that Japan had to go through the same process as China and India, namely via
a bourgeois revolution and a subsequent proletarian revolution. In praxis, this
meant that the Japanese communists were to enforce a similar united front-
policy as in China, namely the formation of a united anti-imperialist front
with the bourgeois revolutionaries. The Comintern therefore termed Japan as a
“semi-colonial” country and tasked the Japanese communists to engage in the
anticolonial struggle against Japanese imperialism. Nevertheless, as Tatiana
Linkhoeva demonstrates, Japanese communists refuted the Comintern analysis. Instead, they claimed that the primary task of the Communist Party of
Japan (cpj) was to foment a proletarian revolution that would overthrow the
capitalist system at home.59
Initial communist activities in Japan ended short. Japanese authorities
banned the cpj one day after it had been set up in 1922. Police arrest of hundred party members in June 1923 severely hampered underground activities. Another blow came in the aftermath of the Great Kanto Earthquake
of 1 September 1923 when Japanese working-class mob ignited Japanese
army reservists and civilian volunteers to kill several thousand Korean and
Chinese residents whom they accused of burning houses, killing people,
and stealing money and property. Terrified by these pogroms, the remaining party leadership reconsidered the readiness of the Japanese proletariat for an internationalist socialist revolution, and disbanded the party on
22 October 1923. In March 1924, members of the cpj, who had managed to
escape to Vladivostok and Shanghai, established a bureau in Vladivostok
that acted as an intermediary between Moscow and underground communists in Japan.60
Meanwhile, Soviet-Japanese relations ameliorated after the establishment
of diplomatic relations between the ussr and Japan in January 1925. However,
the anti-Japanese strikes in Shanghai (the May Thirtieth Movement) in the
same year cooled the Soviet-Japanese rapprochement, and with the known
anti-Communist general Tanaka Gi’ichi being appointed prime minister in
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April 1927, Japan’s foreign policy turned aggressive. In May 1927, Japan made its
first (but not last) military intervention in China.61
As Japanese authorities had outlawed the Communist Party, communist
activities within the seamen’s unions were both illegal and insignificant
during the 1920s. In 1921, 23 Japanese seamen’s organisations had united
and formed the Nippon Kai-in Kumiai or Japan Seamen’s Union ( jsu). The
organisation was firmly in the hands of the non-communists, and its leadership was in contact with itf. In October 1929, the jsu affiliated with the
itf. In addition, the jsu belonged to a group of unions that founded the
left-wing but anti-communist Rodonominto or Labour-Farmer (Workers-
Peasants) Party in 1926. Nevertheless, members of the disbanded cpj managed to join the Labour-Farmer Party and gradually came to occupy strategic positions in the party. In the same year, an underground Communist
Party was reconstituted. In 1927, the Comintern intervened and instructed
the cpj to organise itself as a vanguard party, working with and within mass
organisations like the Labour-Farmer Party. The latter became the legal
platform for the left in Japan and, among others, joined the international
‘Hands off China’-campaign. Accused for its links with the communists and
the illegal cpj, Japanese authorities banned the Labour-Farmer Party in
April 1928.62
The rilu regarded the transformation of the Japan Seamen’s Union into
a revolutionary union to be futile. According to an assessment of the trade
union movement in Japan by Japanese Comintern member Sen Katayama in
1926, there existed four seamen’s unions with a total membership of 47,500.
Some of them represented the upper echelon of the seamen and, according to
Katayama, had few connections to the labour movement. “All of them are conservative and possess little class consciousness,” he concluded.63 Agitation and
propaganda work among Japanese seamen was not possible inside Japan and
was at this point concentrated to Vladivostok. However, the Vladivostok Port
Bureau faced several constraints, not least the lack of functionaries who were
fluent in the Japanese language. The Port Bureau cooperated with the exile
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Japanese comrades who published a Japanese bulletin once a month but its
editor was criticised in a confidential report for not being “politically fitted.”64
Similar hopes for prospective communist activities and agitation also
existed for Indonesia during the early 1920s. The mastermind of the Indonesian
Communist Party (pki) and its policy of a united front between the nationalists and communists was the Dutch communist Hendrick Sneevliet. He was
also a key figure in the Dutch East Indies labour movement.65 Apart from
Sneevliet, the two prominent figures in the Indonesian Communist Party and
labour movement were the Javanese Semaoen (Semaun, ca. 1899–1971) and
Tan Malaka (1897–1949). The former had started as a railway worker in Java but
quitted his job to become a full-time activist in the Vereeniging van Spoor-en
Tramweg Personeel or Union of Train and Tramway Personnel (vstp) in 1915.
Being at first a member of the (Dutch) Indies Social Democratic Association
and the nationalist Sarekat Islam, he became the first chair of the pki in May
1921. He was exiled to Amsterdam in 1923 after the Dutch colonial government
had crushed a general strike and Tan Malaka took over as leader of the pki. In
Amsterdam, Semaoen headed the pki bureau.66
Semaoen was also president of the Sarekat Pegawai Laoet Indonesia (spli),
the Union of Indonesian Seamen, which he had established in Amsterdam
in 1924. At this point, the spli-office functioned as headquarters of the pki
abroad. As Ruth McVey notes, the spli was the partner of the Serilagu, i.e., the
Semarang-based Serikat Laut dan Gudang (Union of Seamen and Dockers).
Both associations aspired to organise the 24,000 Indonesian seamen employed
on ships operated by the Rotterdam Lloyd Company and the Netherlands
Steamship Company. The key idea was to organise groups on each large steamship and harbour installation in which they were active, with a “consul” in
charge of each group. The consuls, in turn, would serve as couriers for the pki.67
The 1924 Canton Conference of the Transport Workers of the Orient spurred
communist trade union activities in Indonesia. Semaoen wrote a lengthy
report about the prospects for work in October 1924. His main concern was
the Serilagu that, according to him, had recently emerged as a hub for radical
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activities as it had discharged its “reactionary” leaders. Not surprisingly, the
Dutch authorities banned the union.68
In December 1924, the pki decided to reactivate the vstp as a means to
expand its trade union activities and intensify its propaganda in communist-
controlled unions. In addition, the plan was to re-establish new unions, among
others, the Serilagu. In addition, the Indonesian Red Trade Union Secretariat
(Secretariaat Vakbonen Merah Indonesia) was established in Surabaya and
was affiliated to the Pan-Pacific Trade Union Secretariat in Guangzhou. As a
result, Surabaya emerged as a major centre for communist trade union activity
in 1925, counting 900 members in the vstp, 2,000 in the machine shop workers’ union and 1,500 in the Serilagu.69
In February 1925, the Serilagu merged with the local harbour workers’
and seamen’s unions of Surabaja and Batavia, formed the Serikat Pegawai
Pelabuhan dan Lautan (sppl) or Indonesian Seamen’s and Dockers’ Union,
and affiliated with Samoen’s Amsterdam-based spli. One month later, the
spli-headquarters were moved to Indonesia and were merged with the sppl
office.70 The sppl, in turn, joined the Indonesian Red Trade Union Secretariat
and announced that it would internationally link up with the Port Bureaus and
offices set up (or planned to be set up) under rilu auspices.71 In 1925, British
intelligence sources claimed that the sppl had established close connections
with the People’s Partnership in Malaysia. In Indonesia, the sspl spearheaded
the formation of the Federation of Indonesian Trade Unions. The Federation,
in turn, received funding from Moscow via Guangzhou, British intelligence
stated; the key intermediate being Tan Malaka who at that point organised the
connections from the Chinese port to Indonesia, Singapore, and Malaysia.72
Guangzhou, and later Shanghai and Singapore rather than Amsterdam/
Rotterdam, emerged in the mid-1920s as the main communist connection centres for South East Asia. This was due to the harsh measures adopted by the
Dutch authorities in their attempt to block the transmission of communist
literature, such as the Amsterdam-edited pki journal Pandoe Merah (The Red
Guide), to Indonesia. While communist activity was legal in the Netherlands,
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the Dutch colonial authorities prohibited the dissemination of communist literature in September 1924, and started to arrest seamen who carried illegal
literature and post to the Dutch East Indies.73
However, as Jean Duval notes, Indonesia was never identified by the
Comintern as one of its main regions of operation, and was too remote and
inaccessible for effective intervention by Moscow. The pki leaders in Indonesia,
Duval claims, conceived revolution as a putsch, an event that would trigger
off a general uprising.74 The Dutch repressed strike waves in 1924 and 1925. In
December 1925, the pki decided to prepare for insurrection, a plan heavily criticised by its exiled leaders Semaoen and Tan Malaka but they were incapable to
influence the subsequent cause of events. The communist uprising in late 1926
had not the backing of Moscow and ended in a disaster for the communists.
The Dutch colonial government crushed the uprising and arrested 13,000 persons after the revolts. A few of them were shot, 4,500 were sentenced to prison
after trial, about one thousand interned. The pki and its affiliated associations
and organisations, including the Red Trade Union Secretariat, were banned
and destroyed. Communist agitation and activities, in turn, went underground,
became clandestine and tried to infiltrate nationalist non-communist organisations.75 The rilu, too late and post factum, tried to unleash an international
protest campaign against colonial brutalities in the Dutch East Indies.76
1.5
Challenging Work: Indian, Arab and African Seamen
Communist agitation and propaganda among the unions of maritime transport workers in the Indian sub-continent, in the Arab world as well as in sub-
Saharan Africa proved difficult during the early 1920s. This was due to several
reasons. Maritime transport workers’ associations existed in India but the
British colonial authorities rigorously controlled union activity. Besides, union
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functionaries and leaders effectively impeded the formation of a radical left-
wing opposition within the unions. Moreover, the ambitions for affiliating the
All-India Trade to the rilu and the pptus were staved off by the mid-1920s.
Infiltrating the seamen’s union in India had little effect, and even more frustrating was the work among unorganised Indian seamen and dockworkers.77
Even less promising was the situation in the British and French colonies and
mandated areas in the Near East where union activities was minimal. Almost
nil potentials for a revolutionary trade union movement seemed to exist in
Sub-Saharan Africa as Moscow could not identify an existing class-conscious
working-class outside South Africa.
Together, the three macro-regions posed a strategic challenge not only for
the Comintern and rilu but also for the ipc-t w. The solution to the Indian
problem was to focus on Indian seamen residing outside India and to shift
the attention to European ports. Arab and African seamen, too, were included
in the considerations, although it took several years for Moscow to frame a
distinctive approach towards the latter group. The basic idea was that the
national communist parties and revolutionary opposition groups in the colonial metropoles were either to promote the establishment of exterritorial
branches of ‘colonial’ –Indian, Arab or African –seamen’s union in European
ports or to open the respective national seamen’s unions for non-white members. Not surprisingly, the national unions in Europe rejected both strategies.
The communist approach towards non-white maritime transport workers
in Europe was both novel and radical. If successful, it would have opened a
new chapter in the organisation of maritime transport workers. The foundations for such an approach certainly existed and was a consequence of the
global ‘steamship revolution’ during the latter part of the nineteenth century.
During this period, the employment of non-white unskilled maritime worker
of different ethnic backgrounds became a marked feature on European and US
American merchant vessels.78 During the first decades of the twentieth century,
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their number counted already tens of thousands. Indian seamen, known as
“lascars”,79 constituted the largest group or circa 10 percent of the 240,000 seamen employed on British merchant vessels in the early 1890s, rising to 52,000
or 17.5 percent in 1914, and 25 percent during the 1920s and 1930s.80 Gopalan
Balachandran estimates that the total number of colonial seamen amounted
to nearly 235,000 in the 1930s.81
A common nominator among white maritime workers in post-war Europe
and the USA was the fear of losing their job to colonial workers. The task of
the national unions was to defend the position of their members instead of
propagating the unrealistic gospel of international or even racial solidarity; at
best, trade unionism was what Jonathan Hyslop defines as “white labourism.”82
Consequently, non-white workers above and below deck were not protected by
the unions; they received lower wages, worse accommodation and smaller daily
rations than white workers on board the ships. Their homes in the port cities
were located in peripheral quarters with notorious or dubious reputation.83
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Racial discrimination and white chauvinism gained momentum in Britain
when a post-war slump in British trade and shipping resulted in racial tension and conflicts, leading to riots and attacks on Indian and black (African
and Caribbean) seamen in the United Kingdom.84 The British government
responded to the ‘race riots’ of 1919 by introducing the Coloured Alien Seamen’s
Order in 1920, aiming to regulate and restrict the employment of foreign, especially Chinese, African and Caribbean seamen. Little sympathy was received
from the National Sailors’ and Firemen’s Union (nsfu), renamed National
Union of Seamen (nus) in 1926, who rather backed discriminatory government policies, culminating in the amendment and expansion of the Coloured
Alien Seamen’s Order in 1925, and the introduction of the pc585 card in 1930 as
a system to register seamen looking for work.86
Discontent with the “white laborism” of the nsfu was initially voiced by a
few of its black members, most notably Harry O’Connell and Chris Braithwaite.
O’Connell, a Cardiff-based mariner from British Guiana, led a deputation of
three ‘coloured’ seamen from Cardiff and criticised the discrimination of black
union members at a meeting of the executive council of the nsfu in 1922.87
Braithwaite, a London-based mariner from Barbados who worked as nfsu/
nus organiser and functionary of the Shipping Federation, clashed with nfsu
officials about the barring of Asian and black seamen from the British labour
market in 1920s.88 The two were later to emerge as the key organisers of the
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radical black waterfront in Britian; both of them joined the Communist Party
of Great Britain or cpgb in the late 1920s and were active in the Seamen’s
Minority Movement (see below). George Hardy, then rilu organiser in Britian,
tried to present the communist position as a ‘multi-ethnic alternative’ in his
1927 pamplet on the aims and objectives of the Minority Movement. “The
Laskar, Chinaman, Arab or West African Negro” were not to be blamed for
the loss in wages, overtime and condition on British vessels, he reminded his
(white) readers, “the policy of the shipowners is to ‘divide and conquer’. Ours
is to unite internationally, East and West […].”89
The situation was not much better elsewhere. In the USA, black mariners
were discriminated by Jim Crow legislation in the US South and by white chauvinism and blatant racism in the seamen’s unions.90 Chinese and Japanese
maritime workers suffered on the US Pacific.91 The only exception was the iww
who tried to enlist Asian and black seamen and strived for interracial unionism. However, by the mid-1920s, the iww had lost its momentum.92 In France,
too, black and Asian seamen and harbour workers were regarded as second-
class, unskilled workers.93
British shipping principally employed Indian seamen as a way of replacing organised/unionised high-cost white mariners with relatively unorganised
low-cost non-white crew members.94 Indian seamen were lowest paid, and cost
less to house and provision on board than European or even Arab or Chinese
seamen. They also worked longer hours, typically 84 hours a week. Trade union
organisation was rudimentary but did exist, such as the Asian Seafarer’s Union
for deck personnel as well as the Indian Seamen’s Union for engine room personnel, both established in 1918. The two unions merged in 1919, legalised in
1926 and were officially registered in 1927 as the National Seamen’s Union of
India. Neither the Raj, the British colonial state, nor the shipping industry were
89
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in favour of Indian union activity and thwarted union activism. Consequently,
membership appears to have been some 300–400 core men of all rank in
Mumbai (Bombay) and Kolkata (Calcutta), the two main places of organised
union activities. During the 1920s, the National Seamen’s Union of India sought
affiliation with the itf but the latter was lukewarm in addressing the plights of
the Indian seafarers.95
Communist agitation among Indian maritime transport workers was characterised by recurrrent setbacks during the 1920s. As work in India was effectively checked by union leadership, shipowners and the colonial authorities,
the ambition was to interact with Indian mariners in the United Kingdom. This
was to be the task of the Communist Party and the revolutionary minorities
in the trade unions. Basically, the idea was to promote associations for Indian
seamen in British ports and to link up with them. However, this plan backfired
almost immediately as neither the party nor the revolutionary minority within
the unions seemed to be unwilling to do so. Work within the unions remained
confined to white British maritime transport workers.96
The second strategy proposed by the ipc-t w, namely to approach ‘colonial’
seamen through the Port Bureaus and Interclubs in Britain, also backfired. The
intial plans for opening Port Bureaus in London and Liverpool with special
purpose of working among Indian seamen had to be shelved due to the incapacity and organisational restrictions of the British Party and the Minority
Movement.97 However, ipc-t w Secretary Achkanov raised the question anew
in early 1927 and ordered the Minority Movement to organise a Port Bureau
and, if possible, an Interclub in London “in the near future.” This plan, he
reported, had been accepted by the ipc-t w, the rilu and the British Section
of the Comintern.98 Most importantly, his instructions included a blueprint
for work among ‘colonial’ seamen in London: The projected Port Bureau was
to employ an Indian seaman for work among Indian as well as Arab and “other
colonial” seamen.99 This, it seems, was the first time when the ipc-t w referred
to other than Indian seamen in their tactical considerations on work among
‘colonial’ seamen.
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Operations in London were slow to start. Achkanov urged Minority
Movement leader Harry Pollitt in April 1927 to consult Clemens Palme Dutt,
the head of the cpgb Colonial Bureau, about identifying a suitable Indian seaman.100 Achkanov must have regarded the latter as the key link to the Indian
community in Britain. Together with Nathanal Jagivan Upadhyaya and Ajoy
Banerji, Dutt had been active in organising Indian seamen in London and had
visited Liverpool several times in an attempt of organising Indian seamen.101
This must have resonated well with Achkanov whose blueprint for the two
envisioned Port Bureaus included a close cooperation with local Indian associations.102 However, it was Upadhyaya (1895-?) who was the key agitator among
Indian seamen. He had arrived in Britian in 1922 and soon connected with
the communists for whom he recruited Indians, organised meetings, distributed litterature and wrote articles. In 1925, he was instrumental in founding
the Indian Seamen’s Union in London, assuming himself the role of secretary
and organised meetings to protests against the application of the Coloured
Alien Seamen’s Order and against racial discrimination of Indians.103 Not
surprisingly, the British colonial authorities branded the Indian Seamen’s
Union as a being nothing else than a communist-and Comintern-controlled
organisation.104
The main concern of British authorities at home and in India was the claim
that Indian seamen were lured by communists to act as agents and vehicles
of anti-colonial agitation in India. Hamburg and Marseille, especially, were
identified by them as subversive ‘hotspots’ during the 1920s as Indian seamen would call at these ports and were believed to be enlisted as carriers of
100
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subversive litterature if not arms, as Ali Raza and Benjamin Zachariah have
outlined.105 The assumption of the British secret police proved right. In late
1927, the Indian communist Nalimi Gupta notified Moscow about the situation in the two ports. Although there was no regular shipping service from
Hamburg to India, Gupta reported, the port was of substantial interest for the
communists as a large number of Indian seamen visited Hamburg.106 What
is interesting in Gupta’s communication is his claim that the “International
Transport Union refuss[es] to pay” for its operations in Hamburg and Marseille
or its activities in India. He might be referring to the International Propaganda
Committee of Transport Workers. If this is the case, then Gupta’s letter is one
of the few documents hinting about a subversive dimension of the ipc-t w.
Or, perhaps it is the opposite –the ipc-t w had not been informed about the
plans of the Indian revolutionaries and its Port Bureau in Hamburg rejected to
support clandestine operations unless ordered to do so by the headquarters in
Moscow?
Thus, whereas work among Indian seamen in Britain had achieved some
limited success by 1927, work among Arab and African seamen was yet to start.
Until then, neither ipc-t w nor the rilu had paid any attention towards them.
The main reason, it seems, was the lack of information in Moscow on existing
maritime transport workers’ unions in the British mandated areas and colonies
in the Middle East and Africa. In addition, it even seems as if the Comintern
and rilu headquarters were not aware of the existence of Arab and African
proletarian diaspora communities in Britain.
A rather different situation prevailed in France where African, Arab, and
Asian (mainly Vietnamese) maritime workers constituted a target group for
the communists. However, agitation in the French ports proved as viscous as
in Britain. This must have been a disappointment as the Comintern considered
the political conditions for communist agitation to be much better in France
than in Britain. In 1924, the Comintern even established a Colonial Bureau in
Paris, tasked to cooperate with the Colonial Commission of the French Party
as well as to supervise its anti-colonial work in the French colonies.107 Local
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functionaries opened a Port Bureau in the same year and managed to connect
with African and Asian seamen.108 However, operations in Paris came to a
standstill when the French Sûreté deported Manabendra Nath Roy, the head of
the Colonial Bureau in Paris, in early 1925.109
The organisation of the (radical) African diaspora in France gained momentum a few years later, first with the foundation of the Comité de Défense
de la Race Nègre and, after its split in 1927, the radical Ligue de Défense de
la Race Nègre (ldrn). The ldrn, headed by the Senegalese Communist
Lamine Senghor (1889–
1927) and Garan Tiemoko Kouyaté (1902–
1942)
from the French Soudan (Mali), received financial support from the French
Communist Party pcf. Most importantly, however, Kouyaté had links to black
seamen and dockworkers in the French ports.110 In 1927, a Port Bureau started
operating in Marseille, the main centre for colonial maritime transport workers in France.111
Bleak Prospects? The 1926 Montevideo Conference and Work in Latin
America
Left-wing syndicalism had made its roads to South America already before the
war. In general, the unions were small and the national federations weak and
most of them were dominated by the syndicalist International Workers of the
World of iww. In Chile and Mexico, the iww had its strongest foothold among
seamen and dockworkers, but also attracted other transport workers, bakers,
shoemakers and female factory workers. In Chile, the main stronghold of the
iww was the port of Valparaiso where it mustered some 9,000 members during the early 1920s. Interestingly, it was at Valparaiso where exiled Tom Barker
arrived in 1918. In Mexico, the iww branch was formally established in 1919
and had its main stronghold in the port of Tampico with some 6,000 members, too. In Ecuador, they controlled the port of Guayaquil, in Uruguay the
port of Montevideo.112 A first attempt to summon the radical left-wing maritime transport workers was made by the Marine Transport Workers’ Industrial
Union (mtwiu) of the iww in at a conference in New Orleans in 1925. Harrison
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George (1888-?),113 a militant iww-member who had joined the communists
and tried to use the mtwiu as a vehicle to establish a communist-controlled
international maritime organisation, participated at the conference which also
listed several delegates from South America. A second gathering had originally
been scheduled to be held in Havana, but had to be transferred elsewhere due
to a military coup d’état and the establishment of the Machado dictatorship
in Cuba. Eventually, the mtwiu organised the conference in Montevideo.114
Communist agitation among maritime transport workers had made little
inroads in Latin America during the early 1920s. The exception was Uruguay
where the socialists under leadership of Eugenio Gomez (1892–1973) managed
to control the port workers’ union, the Federación Obrera Marítima (fom), at
the end of the 1910s. In September 1920, a fraction within the Socialist Party
led by Gomez accepted the 21-Points of Membership to the Comintern and
became the Partido de Comunista Uruguay (pcu). This was magnificent news
from Moscow’s perspective. In contrast to other Latin American states, the
pcu gained legal status and could operate in public. Even more important,
as the pcu had grown out of the trade union movement, its prime objective
was to propel a communist trade union movement and to compete with the
anarcho-syndicalist Federación Obrera Regional Uruguaya (foru) and the
socialist Unión General de Trabajadores. The main vehicle for communist agitation was the communist-controlled maritime union that had joined the anti-
anarchist Comité Pro Unidad Obrera.115
Nevertheless, the communists failed to infiltrate the Comité Pro Unidad
Obrera and compel its affiliation to the rilu. Reorganised as the Unión Sindical
Uruguaya (usu) in 1923, the union leadership effectively blocked any further
communist attempts to control the union. Although officially denounced as
‘anarchist’, the communist remained and constituted a revolutionary minority
group within the usu. Union work itself was facing stiff challenges at the same
time as the economy was in a state of depression. Consequently, membership
in the unions declined from 10,200 in 1922 to 6,500 in 1926, divided among
numerous small unions.116
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From Moscow’s perspective, therefore, work in Latin America opened both
potentials and challenges. At the Comintern headquarters, the so-called Latin
Secretariat monitored organisational matters concerning the activities of the
parties on the continent.117 In 1925, the Comintern established a Latin American
Secretariat in Buenos Aires to strengthen its supervision of the parties in Latin
America.118 The rilu, too, planned to open an office in South America; an opening to make this move occurred in March 1926 when the Second Continental
Conference of Marine Transport Workers convened in Montevideo. The main
manager and organiser of the conference was Harrison George.119
Harrison George arrived at Montevideo and delivered a lengthy speech that
seemingly impressed his audience.120 Present at the venue were mainly representatives from syndicalist harbour worker associations and federations from
Brazil, Uruguay, and the USA, those from Mexico, Cuba and Peru had cancelled
their attendance due to financial constraints while the delegation from the
Argentinian Maritime Federation arrived late and missed the event. Although
the syndicalist leanings were strong at the conference, Harrison George managed to convince them about Moscow’s idea of centralism and trade union
unity. As an outcome of the negotiations, a unity committee, known as the
Comite Continental de Obreros Maritimos y Portuarios, was established. The
Comite Continental was to promote the iww’s programme of militant struggle
but adhere to the rilu programme of ‘World Trade Union Unity’. Its headquarters was to be set up in Montevideo and its main project was to summon a new
congress within the next two years.121
The conference also accepted and published a thirteen-point programme
of concrete demands that encapsulated the demands for improving the conditions of the maritime transport workers “in their united struggle.” Echoing
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earlier resolutions of the ipc-t w, they summarised the visions of the revolutionary trade union opposition and its call for radical union activism in an
eight-point declaration:
1) Eight-hour working days for seamen and six hours for stokers;
2) 44-hour week for all maritime workers that have an eight-hour day,
3) Holiday work at double time and overtime double the present rate;
4) Uniform scale of wages for seafarers of all countries on equal ships an
equal lines;
5) Uniform number of personal in crew,
6) Vacation with pay after six months service, two weeks for deckhands, one
month by stokers;
7) Full wages and passage home for workers discharged or left in foreign
ports,
8) Right to leave ship at will in any port, without punishment or loss of pay,
9) Dining rooms for crews with all comforts;
10) Tub and shower baths for crews;
11) Establishment of the cabin system for crews, with all sanitary conditions;
12) Unions to be consulted when new ships are planned, to assure good conditions for the workers;
13) The recognition of ship committees, composed of representatives from
all departments of the same ship.122
These demands were revolutionary in a world where seamen and stokers had
few rights and even less comfort on board merchant vessels, and they were to
constitute the core demands of the communists over the next decade. What
was new –the national unions had similar demands on their programme –was
the uncompromising urge of the communists for the immediate realisation of
the demands instead of a prolonged period of tactical negotiations.
Controlling the activities of the Comite Continental or Montevideo Bureau
proved difficult, if not impossible. Dispatches from Montevideo took months
to reach Moscow making it difficult for the rilu and ipc-t w secretariats in
Moscow to react and respond to, not to speak interfere with practical planning
and tactical considerations. Correspondence and, most likely funding [?], was
sent via the rilu Berlin Bureau, where Max Ziese functioned as intermediary.123 In June 1927, the Comite Continental informed Moscow that it decided
122
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George, “The Western Marine Workers’ Conference at Montevideo,” 795.
P. Garcia to Achkanov, Montevideo, [?]February 1927, 534/5/192, 1, rgaspi. In this letter,
Garcia informs Achkanov about the contacts via Max Ziese. Achkanov replied in April
that he had received the letter, see Achkanov to Garcia, Moscow 14.4.1927, 534/5/192, 5,
rgaspi. I have not (yet) been able to identify P. Garcia.
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to focus on the maritime unions in Argentina, Brazil, Chile and Paraguay.124
Agitation within the fom in Uruguay was not necessary as the communists
already controlled the union. However, no further information was forthcoming for the rest of the year, and the rilu and ipc-t w headquarters must
have suspected that the communist or revolutionary groups within the maritime transport workers’ unions were either insignificant or out of reach of
Montevideo’s and, by extension, Moscow’s control.
Moreover, the lack of a Port Bureau and/or Interclub in South America hampered the ambitions of the ipc-t w. Initially, the ipc-t w planned to establish
a Port Bureau in Buenos Aires in 1926 but a lack of suitable functionaries nullified these plans.125 In April 1927, Achkanov requested the Comite Continental
to make a new attempt.126 A Port Bureau in Buenos Aires was of top priority,
Achkanov stressed –the city was the largest port in South America and the
terminus for twelve international steamship lines.127 Nothing happened and
a new start was needed for work in South America. At a meeting in Moscow
in mid-December 1927, the rilu therefore announced its intention to set up a
Latin American Trade Union Secretariat in Montevideo.128
2

The Operational Units: The Regional Secretariats and the Port
Bureaus

The Port Bureaus focussed on agitation and propaganda among foreign seamen. While this was the sole objective of the units in Soviet Russia, those
operating outside Soviet Russia also attracted native mariners as well as local
harbour workers, which generated confusion among local functionaries about
the focus and scope of their work. The root cause of this was a conflicting interpretation of the spatial dimension of a Port Bureau’s operational framework.
Ideally, a Port Bureau constituted an extra-territorial unit and served as a link
between the ipc-t w, and by extension the rilu, and the various national red
trade unions or revolutionary minorities and oppositions within the national
trade unions. The organisational structure was further complicated as the ipc-
tw started to set up regional secretariats and sub-secretariat in 1925 to monitor
and supervise the operations outside Soviet Russia, see Table 1.
124
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P. Garcia to Achkanov, Montevideo, 11.7.1927, 534/5/192, 7, rgaspi.
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table 1

Location
Berlin

The regional units of the ipc-t w, ca. 1927/1928

Secretariat

Subordinated Countries Port Bureau

Central European Austria, Czechoslovakia,
Secretariat
Germany, Hungary, the
Netherlands, Poland,
Switzerland
Paris
Latin Secretariat Algeria, Belgium, France,
Italy, Palestine, Portugal,
Spain, Syria, as well as
the French colonies
Oslo
Scandinavian
Denmark, Finland,
Secretariat
Iceland, Norway, Sweden
London
British Secretariat Ireland, United Kingdom,
as well as the British
colonies
[?]
North American Canada, USA
Secretariat
Montevideo Latin American
Argentina, Bolivia, Brasil,
Secretariat
Chile, Paraguay, Peru,
Uruguay
Estonia, Latvia, Livonia
[?]
Sub-Secretariat
for the Baltic
countries
Albania, Bulgaria,
[?]
Sub-Secretariat
Greece, Romania, Turkey,
for the Balkan
Yugoslavia
countries
Shanghai
China, India, Indonesia,
Sub-Secretariat
for the Far Eastern Japan, Korea, Pilippines
countries
[?]
Central American Colombia, Cuba,
Secretariat
Ecuador, Mexico,
Nicaragua, Venezuela
[?]
Sub-Secretariat for Australia, New Zealand,
Australia and the US West Coast
Pacific countries

Hamburg,
Rotterdam
Bordeaux,
Marseille
Copenhagen
[Plan: Oslo]
[plan: London]
New York
[plan: Buenos
Aires]

[plan: Shanghai]

[plan: Sydney]

source: die 5. internationale konferenz der revolutionären transportarbeiter,
abgehalten in moskau april 1928 (moskau: internationales propaganda- und
aktionskomitée der revolutionären transportarbeiter, 1928), 74
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The geographical location for some of the secretatiats and sub-secretariats
is difficult to establish due to the paucity of available sources. Only a few of
them can be traced, others were listed in the publication of the Fourth ipc-t w
Conference only by names but without any information on their location.129
The Central European, British and Latin Secretariats seemed to have been
attached to or worked in tandem with the rilu-units in Berlin, London and
Paris, and supervised acivities at the Port Bureaus in Hamburg and Rotterdam
(Berlin) as well as Bordeaux and Marseille (Paris). The operations of the unit
in Oslo, the Scandinavian Secretariat, and the Port Bureau in Copenhagen will
be discussed in detail further below. The location of the North and Central
American Secretatiats of the ipc-t w is unclear/not known; I assume that they
were either located in Moscow or in New York, perhaps in tandem with the
Trade Union Educational League, the rilu-unit in the USA. Similar speculations apply to the Baltic and Balkan Sub-Secretariats; my hyptothesis is that
they were located in Moscow, the Baltic one perhaps in Riga?
The unit in Montevideo was the Comite Continental; it operated from mid-
1929 in conjunction with the Confederación Sindical Latino Americana (csla),
the new rilu-unit for Latin America. The csla had been established at a congress in Montevideo held in May 1929. The establishment of the csla also
affected the operations of the ipac-t w in Latin America. A detailed assessment
of the files in the Comintern Archives on the attempt to radicalise and organise
maritime transport workers Latin America is still missing but research literature and contemporary documentation enables a rough sketch of the organisational outline after 1929. In congruence with the Montevideo Congress
in May 1929, a conference for maritime transport workers was organised by
the Federación Obrera Marítima of Uruguay. Headed by Eugenio Gómez and
attended by representatives of unions in Brazil, Colombia, Paraguay, Peru and
Uruguay, the conference resulted in the establishment of the Comité Marítimo
y Portuario Latino Americana.130
The location of the Pacific Sub-Secretariat is dubious. Perhaps it was a unit
that was planned to be placed in Sydney? The operations of the ipc-t w in the
Far East and the Pacific area were constrained due to the insecure working

129
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My discussion of the location of the ipc-t w secretariats and sub-secretariats revises my
earlier identification, especially with regards my suggestion of locating some of the units
in Hamburg, see Weiss, För kampen internationellt, 87, table 1.
Alexander and Parker, International Labor Organizations and Organised Labor in Latin
America and the Caribbean, 53. At least some of the correspondence and reports by the
Comité Marítimo y Portuario for 1929 is filed in 534/5/207, 534/5/212, and 534/5/218, all
rgaspi.
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conditions in Shanghai where the rilu-units existed as underground offices
from 1927 onwards. Public activities in the Shanghai harbour were more or less
impossible, including agitating foreign seamen. A new structure for work in
the Pacific area were laid in August 1929 when the Second Conference of the
Transport Workers of the Pacific convened in conjunction with the Second
Pan-Pacific Trade Union Conference held in Vladivostok. The key role of organising seamen, especially the so-called “coloured” or non-white, was stressed
by the pptus. This became the key objective of the Pan-Pacific Secretariat
of Transport Workers or tost, formed at the conference and with temporary
residence in Vladivostok. At first, the tost was run by the Finn Väinö Pukka
as secretary, the Japanese member Takasaki, the Chinese member and former
instructor at the defunct Shanghai Interclub Kichi, and the Japanese member and editor of the Vladivostok Interclub’s Japanese newsletter Saiki Shinzo
(alias Kavata). Its main task was to publish and disseminate periodicals and
non-periodical publications in Chinese and Japanese language. The tost
co-operated with the Vladburo, established in December 1929 as the central
co-ordinating unit of the rilu in Vladivostok, and the local Port Bureau and
Interclub which were under the direction of the Vladburo.131 In contrast to the
Comité Marítimo y Portuario Latino Americana, the Pan-Pacific Secretariat
of Transport Workers was not affiliated to the successor of the ipc-t w, the
International Action and Propaganda Committee of Transport Workers.
Initially, the ipc-t w had planned to open Port Bureaus in Petrograd
and Odessa as well as outside Russia in Antwerp (Belgium), Buenos Aires
(Argentina), Constantinople (Turkey), Genova (Italy), Gothenburg (Sweden),
Hamburg (Germany), Liverpool (Britain), Marseille (France), New York (USA),
Piraeus (Greece), Port Said (Egypt), and Rotterdam (Netherlands).132
However, the vision of a global network of radical maritime propaganda
centres never materialised. What had come into existence by 1926 was a truncated version of the grand plan. Not surprisingly, the establishment of Port
Bureaus in Soviet Russian ports was a rather easy affair as the Bolsheviks
were in full control of Russia by 1922. Within the next year, the ipc-t w operated Port Bureaus in Archangelsk, Novorossiysk, Odessa and Petrograd (from
1924: Leningrad), followed by those in Batumi, Feodosia, Kherson, Mariupol,
Murmansk, Nikolayev (Mykolaiv), Poti, and Vladivostok. In addition, the ipc-
tw was running so-called liaison centres for the distribution of literature
among seamen in Berdyansk, Nikolayevsk-on-Amur, Sebastopol, and Tuapse.
Outside Soviet Russia, the vision proved difficult to accomplish, and Port
131
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Bureaus existed only in four ports by 1926, namely Bordeaux, Copenhagen,
Hamburg and Rotterdam. In addition, the ipc-t w was operating a liaison centre in Shanghai.133 One year later, the situation had changed. Operations in
Shanghai went underground due to the suppression of communist activities
by the Guomindang. On the other hand, positive news were the opening of a
Port Bureau and Interclub in Marseille as well as an Interclub in New York.134
The functionaries of the Port Bureaus rather than the regional secretariats approached foreign seamen when they visited vessels while moored in a
harbour. The visits had two purposes. The ambition of the functionaries was
to assemble the crew and distribute propaganda literature as well as to invite
them to visit the premises of the Port Bureau. Here, the crew was to find the
International Seamen’s Club or Interclub that operated in conjunction with
the Port Bureau. The Interclub was the public space of the Port Bureau, and
usually consisted of a library and a reading room, often a bar or a restaurant.
Here, the functionaries of the Port Bureau organised meetings and discussion
events as well as film, music or theatre shows. In addition, they invited the crew
to excursions and sport events.135 Ideally, each Interclub comprised several
language sections, usually defined as the Anglo-American, German, Latin or
Scandinavian sections. A few of them also listed Chinese and Japanese sections.
However, the number of sections varied according to the availability of functionaries fluent in foreign languages or representatives who had been detached
by a national party or a revolutionary opposition/minority to work at a specific
Interclub. This turned out to be a handicap of all Interclubs during the 1920s.136
The core mission of a Port Bureau was political agitation and propaganda
as well as the organisation of revolutionary cells and committees on board
the ship. The task was to disseminate the decisions and resolutions of the
Comintern and rilu as well as the directives of the ipc-t w. Their main propaganda tool was the magazine, periodical and wall journal produced by the
functionaries and seamen who visited the Interclub and published by the
Port Bureau. In addition, the Port Bureaus were to establish and to maintain
133
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contacts to the revolutionary opposition and minorities in the national unions
of maritime transport workers. In some cases, the Port Bureau functionaries represented national unions or the minorities/revolutionary opposition
within the unions as well as served as arbitrators to settle disputes among the
crew or between the crew and the captain. In addition, their assignment was
to instigate campaigns in support of national conflicts.137
The most visible activity of the Port Bureaus were their appeals for international proletarian solidarity, which at times caused concern for the shipowners
and government authorities. Some of these campaigns were politically motivated, such as the global ‘Hands off China’-campaign of the Comintern and
rilu that called for demonstrations against British interventions in China during the mid-1920s, or the call of the rilu to protest against Dutch imperialism
in Indonesia in 1926. Most of the international campaigns orchestrated by the
Port Bureaus, however, were in support of national strikes, such as the British
and Australian seamen’s strike in 1925, the seamen’s strike in Sweden in 1925,
and the British miners’ and general strike in 1926.138
Local political conditions constituted a major barrier for establishing and
running a Port Bureau. Objectively, this was not the case in Soviet Russia,
although internal reports by liaison agents of the bureaus sometimes criticised
local Soviet party, police and trade union officials for obstructing work among
foreign seamen. As early as 1923, the rilu initiated an assessment of the operational basis of the Port Bureaus in Russia.139 The commission, headed by
Grigorii Achkanov, heavily criticised the Port Bureaus for their lax commitment
to agitation and propaganda work among foreign seamen.140 As a consequence,
work in the Russian Port Bureaus was overhauled, and especially the Leningrad
Port Bureau emerged as a key operational node (see Figure 4).141 In contrast,
the situation was more difficult outside Soviet Russia where the union, police
137
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f igure 4	
The Leningrad Interclub, article published in Arbeiter-Illustrierte Zeitung xi,
no. 44 (1932): 1058. The Interclub was renovated and enlarged in 1932. After the
extension, the Interclub was added with a boarding house for visiting seamen, a
large buffet restaurant, a gym, and a library.

and port authorities as well as the shipowners and the non-communist parties
either blocked or thwarted the efforts of the communists and revolutionary
opposition groups. In some places, ipc-t w Secretary Achkanov lamented, the
Communist Party and communist-controlled unions either had an indifferent
attitude or were incapable of assisting a Port Bureau.142
The lukewarm interest of the local communist party and union leaders towards the Port Bureaus was due to its position within the communist
142
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world-system. Whereas national communist parties constituted sections of
the Comintern and red trade unions sections of the rilu, the Port Bureaus
operated outside the control of a national party, a red union or a revolutionary
opposition/minority. Instead, the Port Bureaux was –at least on paper –directly
subordinated to a regional ipc-t w secretariat and, ultimately, headquarters in
Moscow. In practice, however, the situation was more complicated. In Soviet
Russia, the management of a Port Bureau consisted of its secretary who represented the ipc-t w, three representatives of the local branches of the railway,
water transport and motor transport unions as well as to a representative of
the local party unit for agitation and propaganda. Outside Soviet Russia, a Port
Bureau consisted of fewer salaried officials, in most cases only the secretary-
cum-representative of the ipc-t w and a representative of the local red union
or revolutionary minority within the transport workers’ union.143
The (relatively) independent position of the Port Bureaus in relation to the
local party and red unions/minorities was due to its designation as agitation
and propaganda unit for reaching out to foreign seamen. Most Port Bureaus
had functionaries who spoke at least one, sometimes even several languages.
This was usually a foreign seaman who had been enlisted by the Port Bureau
to target vessels flying the flag of a nation which language the seaman mastered. In some cases, the person also acted as liaison person for one or several
national maritime unions. This was, among others, the case in the Leningrad
and Archangelsk Port Bureaus whose functionaries had the mandate to represent Scandinavian and German maritime unions (see further below).
2.1
Foreign Seamen in Soviet Ports
The first Port Bureau and Interclub was established in Petrograd (Leningrad)
in 1922, located in an old palace of the Russian nobility surrounded by a large
garden at 15, Prospect Ogorodnikova. Although the interior of the palace witnessed of its former grandeur, it had been transformed into a political space by
the Bolsheviks by placing a large bronze statue of Lenin in the vestibule. Large
signposts on the doors oriented a visiting seamen to a specific section, such as
the Anglo-American, Colonial, French, German or Scandinavian, which were
in charge of work among various national seamen. The building further hosted
a library, a gym and a large dining hall.144
Leningrad was the largest and most important port of Soviet Russia, and
was regularly visited by German and Nordic merchant vessels. Consequently,
143
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the most important sections of at the Interclub were the German and the
Scandinavian ones. Both were organised by the German communist Hermann
Knüfken who also was the secretary of the Interclub.145 In addition, Knüfken
was the local representative of the Seamen’s section of the German Transport
Union (Deutscher Verkehrsbund, Abteilung Seeleute), the Norwegian
Seamen’s and Stokers’ Union (Norsk Matros-og Fyrbøterunion), the Danish
Stokers’ Union (Søfyrbødernes Forbund), and the Danish Seamen’s Union
(Sømændenes Forbund i Danmark).146 On the other hand, although both
Swedish and Finnish vessels regularly called at Leningrad, the national unions
of these two countries had no representative at the Interclub.
The Leningrad Port Bureau and Interclub emerged as the leading unit of
the ipc-t w. In 1927, some 24,000 foreign seamen had visited the Interclub, of
which 1,500 participated in excursions to factories and cultural institutions
whereas 5,000 engeged in sporting events. All of them made use of the library
and reading hall, and 8,000 attended music events and concerts.147
The other Soviet Port Bureaus had a more limited outreach and scope of
activities. Norwegian merchant vessels predominated in Archangelsk.148
British, French, Greek, and Italian ships, in turn, dominated the Black Sea ports.
The Interclub in Novorossiysk included a Latin Section that focussed on work
among French, Greek, Italian and Spanish seamen, and an Anglo-American
one for British, Dutch, German, North American and Scandinavian seamen.149
Key functionary in Novorossiysk was the Italian communist Luigi Polano,
who started a campaign against the Fascist regime in Italy in February 1927,
and edited an anti-fascist and anti-syndicalist bulletin, Il Lavoratore Rosso dal
Mare, which was sent to the Interclubs in Marseille, New York and Rotterdam
for distribution among Italian mariners.150
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table 2

Activities of Soviet Interclubs, 1925

Activity
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Excursions
Political meetings (topic: United front)
Demonstrations
Sporting events
Concerts
Meetings
Interlocutions in the Club
Entertainment evenings
Meetings on board the ships
Discussion evenings
Established ship libraries
Visits to the club libraries
Wall journals and bulletins
Participation of crew members in preparation
of wall journal and bulletins
15. Pamphlets bought by seamen
16. Pamphlets received from various organisations

Frequency Participants
280
149
5
12
188
156
670
267
922
181
111
-
64
-
171
68

3,910
2,923
575
1,377
14,190
10,189
5,177
4,300
7,793
844
-
18,633
-
68
-
-

source: atschkanow, bericht des i.p.k.t. über die hafenbüros, 1.12.1926, 534/5 /
178, 59, rgaspi

Achkanov was full of praise of the prospects and successes of the Soviet
Port Bureaus in his 1926 assessment report. Almost 60,000 foreign seamen,
representing 15 countries, had visited the five largest Soviet Port Bureaus who
had organised 936 meetings, 207 excursions and 26 demonstrations in 1925.
However, an analysis of the statistical data on visits to the Port Bureaus reveals
that the most events counted only 10 participants. Popular ones were the concerts, meetings and sporting events, while political meetings and discussions
attracted on average less than 10 persons, see Table 2.
More important than face-to-face indoctrination was the indirect one via
political pamphlets and magazines at display in the reading rooms as well as
the production of wall journals and bulletins by foreign seamen. In addition,
the Archangelsk Port Bureau published a bulletin in German and Norwegian,
while that in Vladivostok published one in Chinese, Japanese and English.151
151
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Similar rosy descriptions about the Interclubs were circulated in the communist and left-wing press outside Soviet Russia. The German Arbeiter-Illustrierte-
Zeitung hailed the abundant variation of sport and cultural events organised
by the Leningrad Port Bureau. A foreign mariner was treated (almost) like a
prince, the paper claimed; he could visit a barber or a gym at the Interclub or
participate in a football game or an excursion along River Neva. Alternatively,
he could visit a vacation home for recreation if he stayed over the weekend
and attend concerts at the club where the best musicians of the town played
classical music.152
Internally, however, criticism started to amount on the activities of the
Interclubs and the conditions of work in the Soviet ports. For example,
Bolshevik indoctrination generated sarcastic comments by Dutch seamen: “The [Leningrad] Club has become like a monastery and an alien space
for the seamen, who are not interested to listen every evening to an inane
sermon about Lenin by a landlubber.”153 Critical voices were raised over the
harsh rules when a seaman lost his propusk (permit) in Leningrad; the fine
amounted to the equivalent to one month salary, and Knüfken begged the
rule to be either liquidated or that the seamen was to be given a new propusk
for free.154 Some years later, an internal memorandum heavily criticised conditions in Archangelsk. Seasonal workers at the sawmills in the Archangelsk
area had climbed on board foreign ships and begged for bread and clothes
from the crew. Prostitutes approached seamen in public and offered their services; illegally produced vodka was sold in the streets. The local militia did
nothing; rather, they were accused for corruption and organising illegal services. Moreover, the local party and union officials had little understanding of
how to approach foreign seamen and did not offer any assistance to the Port
Bureau.155
The organisational setup of work among foreign seamen in the Soviet ports
underwent far-reaching structural changes when the Soviet authorities subordinated the Port Bureaus and Interclubs to the Russian Union for Maritime
Transport Workers in March 1927. The plans of a re-organisation must have
been unknown to Achkanov when he drafted the assessment report in late
1926. The decision implied that the sole objective of the Soviet Port Bureaus and
Interclubs was political propaganda about social and economic achievements
152
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in the ‘Fatherland of the working class’. Political agitation against the shipowners among foreign seamen was restrained if not suppressed, not least
the support to strikes in foreign countries. Hence, the ipc-t w refrained from
addressing Russian maritime workers in its calls for international proletarian
solidarity campaigns.156
The consequences of the decision in 1927 were drastic and changed the
focus of the ipc-t w. While the Soviet units would officially be included in
the list of Port Bureaus and Interclubs, only those outside the Soviet Union
remained as agitation and propaganda centres under the control of the ipc-
tw. The reasons for the reorganisation were never announced or discussed in
public, although it is likely that the decision followed instructions from the
Kremlin. Interestingly, the decision followed the collapse of the bilateral negotiations between the All-Russian Central Council of Trade Unions and the
British tuc.157
Although officially under Russian direction and supervision, the Soviet Port
Bureaus and Interclubs continued to rely on foreign functionaries to fulfil their
mission. Knüfken remained in Leningrad until 1929 when the Soviet authorities arrested him for having embezzled funds from the Interclub. The accusations proved faulty, and after an international campaign for his release, the
rilu transferred him to Hamburg in 1931.158 Work in Archangelsk stagnated
due to the lack of functionaries who mastered Norwegian; even worse, the
Interclub had ceased to publish its own journal by 1929.159 A different situation
prevailed in Vladivostok where the operations of the Interclub gained a boost
after the establishment of the Vladburo.160
2.2
Gateway to the World: The Hamburg Port Bureau and Interclub
Work at the Hamburg Port Bureau resumed its activites during spring 1924.
At first, operations were run by ‘Alex’, presumably Nick Alexander, although it
is not known if the name was an alias or not. Assumably, he left Hamburg in
early 1925 and was replaced by Adolph Greenberg, who monitored the affairs
of the Port Bureau until September 1925 when Albert Walter took over. Walter’s
main obligation had hitherto been to supervise the amalgamation of the
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“Bericht der Kommission über die Arbeit der Interklubs und ihre Aufgaben,” in Die
5. Internationale Konferenz der revolutionären Transportarbeiter, 57–58.
See further Daniel F. Calhoun, The United Front: The TUC and the Russians 1923–1928
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1976).
Knüfken, Von Kiel bis Leningrad, 227–315.
Viktor Olsen, Bericht über Archangelsk, Moskau 1929, 534/5/209, 64–65, rgaspi.
Fowler, Japanese and Chinese Immigrant Activists, 84.
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Schiffahrtsbund with the German Transport Workers’ Federation (Deutscher
Verkehrsbund).161 This process was finalised in 1926, thereafter the former
communist and radical left-wing members of the Schiffahrtsbund constituted
the ‘revolutionary opposition’ within the maritime section of the Federation,
the Abteilung Seeleute.
One of the first objectives of the comrades in Hamburg was the extension and
renovation of the premises of the Port Bureau. Already Greenberg noted that
the bureau needed at least 4 to 5 rooms to work properly: one hall large enough
to accommodate at least 150 people for meetings and gatherings, one library,
one room for entertainment and leisure, one “refreshment room” (i.e., a bar or
dining room), and one room for the bureau’s office.162 Renovations started in
late April, and in late September the large hall and the “Bierausschank” (i.e.,
bar) were ready to be used.163
Work in the Hamburg harbour area faced several practical challenges. The
harbour area streched over 40 square kilometres and could only be covered by
the use of motorised longboats. Initially, the Port Bureau did not own its own
longboat and the functionaries had to rent a vessel each time they toured the
harbour for visiting ships. At times, the police prohibited the longboat drivers to carry communist agitators while some captains barred the functionaries to board a ship. Despite these restrictions, operations in the harbour area
expanded and a growing amount of foreign crews were reached, see Table
3. Although the figures seem to indicate that activities had more or less collapsed in December 1925, this was not the case, Walter explained; rather, harsh
weather conditions including the freezing of the harbour area prevented the
use of the motorised longboat.164
The activities of the Hamburg Port Bureau expanded in 1926. Most notably, the Interclub started its operations and soon evolved as the main centre
for agitation and propaganda. On average, the Interclub was visited by 1,500
to 2,000 German and foreign seamen each month. The Port Bureau had also
started to edit its own journal, Der Sturm, which was published in 5,000 copies on a monthly basis,165 reaching 6,000 in 1927 and 8,000 in 1928.166 Until
161
162
163
164
165
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Adolph Greenberg to Genosse Schachnowski, Hamburg 16.4.1925, 534/
5/
172, 14–
15,
rgaspi.
Adolph Greenberg to Genosse Schachnowski, Hamburg 16.4.1925, 534/
5/
172, 14–
15,
rgaspi.
Walter, Tätigkeitsbericht des Internationalen Hafenbüros Hamburg für September 1925,
534/5/172, 30–33, rgaspi.
Walter, Tätigkeitsbericht Dezember 1925, 534/5/172, 72–75, rgaspi.
Atschkanow, Bericht des I.P.K.T. über die Hafenbüros, 1.12.1926, 534/5/178, 66, rgaspi.
Internationales Hafenbüro Hamburg, Bericht März-April 1928, 534/5/201, 23, rgaspi.
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table 3

Foreign ships visited by the Hamburg Port Bureau, 1925

Period

Total

UK

USA

Nor Swe Den Fra

Holl Rom Ital Braz

23.5. –18.6.
October
November
December

76
41
26
3

61
21
13
3

4
0
1
0

5
0
1
0

0
6
2
0

4
0
1
0

1
0
0
0

1
12
5
0

0
1
0
0

0
1
2
0

0
0
1
0

source: greenwood to amosov, 18.6.1925, 534/5 /172, 18, rgaspi; walter, tätigkeitsbericht
oktober 1925, 534/5 /1 72, 41–4 6, rgaspi; walter, tätigkeitsbericht november 1925, 534/5 /1 72,
52–5 6, rgaspi; walter, tätigkeitsbericht dezember 1925, 534/5 /1 72, 72–7 5, rgaspi
(uk = united kingdom; usa; nor = norway, swe = sweden; den = denmark; fra = france;
holl = holland; rom = romania; ital = italy; braz = brazil)

1928, however, it was an illegal journal, i.e., the authorities and shipowners had
banned its distribution in the harbour area.167 In July 1928, an additional magazine, Die Galeere, was launched for agitation among the crew of deep-sea fishing vessels; the first (and probably only?) issue was printed in 600 copies.168
The Hamburg Port Bureau and Interclub had four, sometimes five salaried
functionaries in 1927/1928. The chief manager and secretary of the Port Bureau
was “Y” or Albert Walter. Then there was “Z” whose identity is not revealed in
the available documentation. The third person was “A” or Alvine; his identity
is neither known. The fourth was “S”; this was Arthur Samising who organised
work among Scandianvian seamen (see further Section 2.3 in this chapter).
The fifth was “R”, this was “Genosse [A.] Rath” who was replaced in Juli 1929
by a certain “Rost”, probably Richard Rast. In addition, there was “Genossin
Rath”, seemingly Rath’s wife, who was in charge of the restaurant.169 Expenses,
including the printing costs of the publications, were covered by monthly
transfers of funds from Moscow via the rilu bureau in Berlin, see Table 4.170

167
168
169
170

Walter to “Lieber Freund,” no date [ca. January 1929], 534/5/207, 46, rgaspi. Walter
addressed his letter either directly to Achkanov or to someone at the rilu Berlin Bureau
who transferred it to Moscow.
Internationales Hafenbüro Hamburg, Bericht Juli 1928, 534/5/201, 40, rgaspi.
Information extracted from reports on monthly expenses, attached to monthly reports
for 1928, filed in 534/5/201, rgaspi.
Oplysninger vedrørende kommunistisk propaganda (april 1926), Stockholmspolisens
kriminalavdelning Rotel 6 med föregångare, F X:8 Utländska kommunistiska handlingar, sna.
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table 4

Jan

Feb

Monthly transfer of funds (German Reichsmark) from Berlin to the Hamburg Port
Bureau and Interclub, 1928

Mar Apr May

Jun Jul

Aug

Sept Oct

1,200 1,200 […] 1,200 1,500 […] 1,200 1,200 […] […]

Nov Dec
[…] 1,200

source: internationale hafenbüro hamburg, montly reports 1928, 534/
5 /
201, rgaspi

The expansion of activities by the Hamburg Port Bureau were matched by
an increase in vistors at the Interclub. Soon voices were raised for larger and
more suitable premises; those at hand were cramped and too small for large
meetings.171 As Moscow did not respond to the complaints from Hamburg,
Walter decided to act himself, and started a total overhaul and renovation of
the building at Rothesoodstrasse in June 1928.172 Although headquarters in
Moscow declined to support the renovation,173 Walter managed to finish it one
year later. The first two floors were reserved for the Interclub and its activities.
The restaurant, the reading room and the recreation room with its “Lenin corner” were located on the ground floor. Two meeting halls were located on the
first floor, a larger one for 350 persons and a smaller one for 80 persons. During
special occasions, the first two floors could host up to 600 persons. The offices
of the Port Bureau as well as storage rooms were located on the second floor.174
The larger spaces were certainly needed –the Interclub listed 34,000 visitors
in 1928!175
The Hamburg Port Bureau and Interclub were more than mere agitation
and propaganda centres. Albert Walter claimed that the main reason for its
popularity among German as well as foreign seamen was his efforts to represent them at the local courts. Seamen visited his office to complain about
abuses, excesses, infringements and maltreatment by local authorities, captains and shipping companies. Whenever possible, Walter would take their
case to court. In most cases, the outcome was a positive one for the plaintiffs. Not surprisingly, this infused a positive aura of the Hamburg Port Bureau
171
172
173
174
175

Internationales Hafenbüro Hamburg, Bericht Juni 1928, 534/5/201, 81, rgaspi.
Internationales Hafenbüro Hamburg, Bericht Juli 1928, 534/5/201, 41, rgaspi.
See the negative responses to inquiries from Hamburg, filed in 534/5/207, 187 and 191,
rgaspi. The former response was probably sent by Max Ziese in Berlin, the latter one by
someone in Moscow.
Internationales Hafenbüro Hamburg, Bericht Juni 1929, 534/5/210, 66, rgaspi.
Internationales Hafenbüro Hamburg, Jahresbericht 1929, 534/5/210, 101, rgaspi.
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among radical seamen and boosted its reputation for constituting a radical
free-space.176
By 1929, the premises at Rothesoodstrasse had developed into a red territory (see Figure 5). Apart from hosting the Port Bureau and the Interclub, local
communist organisations started to use its halls for their meetings. Walter even
claimed it had become a “red trade union building” (Rotes Gewerkschaftshaus).
Such meetings and gatherings were welcomed as long as the organisers paid
for their expenses –this had become the major source of income for the
Interclub –but outsiders were not allowed to permanently occupy the building: its prime users were the radical maritime transport workers and the house
was theirs and only, Walter declared emphatically.177
However, the Hamburg Interclub was also a contested territory. On the one
hand, its premises were controlled by the club functionaries who, in turn,
had to deliver monthly activity reports to Albert Walter, who headed the Port
Bureau. Apart from organising the evening programme at the club and running the restaurant, the leading club functionary was also responsible for the
financial balance of the activities. Nevertheless, Walter’s main objective was
to create an ‘open space’ for foreign seamen and local visitors, one that was
not controlled by ‘bourgeoise’ and ‘capitalist’ autorities. On the other hand,
as the communists in Germany were at loggerheads not only with the local
state and police authorities but also social democratic and Nazi organisations,
the Hamburg Interclub became a contested territory. A rather common feature were fistfights in the restaurant if Nazi finks tried to interup a meeting at
the club, usually resulting in the arrival of a police commando to calm down
the situation. Moreover, police raids were politically sanctioned and occurred
either for internal or exteral reasons. Strikes in the harbour area usually
unleashed a police raid against Rothesoodstrasse as both the shipowners and
the bourgeoise politicians (rightly) claimed that they were orchestrated by the
Interclub. Occasionally, foreign authorities criticised the German authorities
for their ‘lax’ attitude towards international communist agencies operating in
Germany, such as the Hamburg Port Bureau and Interclub. Nevertheless, as
long as communist activities were legal in Germany, a police raid and closure
of the Interclub was seldom a protracted affair.178
176
177
178

Internationales Hafenbüro Hamburg, Bericht Januar 1928, 534/
5/
201, 4–
5, rgaspi;
Internationales Hafenbüro Hamburg, Bericht Oktober 1928, 534/
5/
201, 74, rgaspi;
Internationales Hafenbüro Hamburg, Jahresbericht 1929, 534/5/210, 109, rgaspi.
Internationales Hafenbüro Hamburg, September 1929, 534/5/210, 96, rgaspi.
Police raids were often reported in the internal reports, for example the raid on 1 February
1930, in Internationales Hafenbüro für Seeleute, Hamburg, Bericht Februar 1930, 534/
5/216, 14–15, rgaspi, depicted as outrageous onsloughts by the “bloodhounds” in the
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f igure 5	
The Hamburg Interclub, photograph accompanying a presentation on the
activities of the Hamburg Interclub, “Den Internasjonale Sjømansklubb i
Hamburg,” Internasjonal Sjøtransportarbeider 6, no. 10 (1931): 5. It is likely that the
original photograph had been shot by an unknown person before the elections in
Hamburg in 1931. The four-storeyed building carried banners with slogans urging
the mariners to vote for the kpd. The banner in the middle of the first floor
depicted a ship named ‘Rotes Hamburg’ and carried the slogan: Seeleute Eure
Losung […] Sowiet-Deutschland! (Mariners, your parole [is?] Soviet Germany).
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2.3
Work among Scandinavian Seamen
One of prime target groups of the Hamburg Port Bureau were the crews of
Scandinavian cargo vessels. The reason for this was obvious: Communist
activities were legal in the Scandinavian countries but the trade fleet of these
countries, especially the Norwegian one, seldom called at their home ports.
Work among Scandinavian seamen had therefore to be conducted outside
Scandinavia, and Hamburg was one of the major ports for Scandinavian
shipping. However, effective work needed a person fluent in a Scandinavian
language. The Swedish comrade Smålan, who had been in charge of the
Scandinavian section at the Port Hamburg Bureau and Interclub before operations were shut down in October 1923, had left Hamburg whereupon the
Scandinavian section ceased operations. The section reopened in October 1925
when the Norwegian Arthur Samsing (1889–1945) arrived in Hamburg.179
Samsing was an old acquaintance of Walter. He had joined Norsk Matros-og
Fyrbøterunion in 1916 and belonged to its militant left-wing minority. After the
war, he had also been a member of the British General Workers’ Union and the
Schiffahrtsbund. In 1925, the Norwegian union sent him to London to organise
its local branch and he used the opportunity instead to organise a communist fraction within the union. Samsing’s period in London ended short as the
British authorities expelled him for illegal activities after only a few months.
He then moved to Hamburg and established a new base for his operations at
the Port Bureau. One year later, he officially joined the Communist Party of
Norway. Not surprisingly, the social democratic leadership of the Norwegian
union was not in favour of Samsing’s communist activities in Hamburg, and
the union called him back in 1926.180 At this point, Samsing even raised the idea
of establishing a series of Interclubs in Bergen, Oslo, Stavanger and Trondheim
along the Norwegian coast,181 but nothing came out of it and he had to shelve
the proposal.
Work among Scandinavian seamen resumed anew when Samsing returned to
Hamburg in late 1927. This time, he was a salaried functionary of the Port Bureau.

179
180
181

journals of the Interclubs and ipc-t w, for example “Socialfascisternes Blodhunde i
Hamborg angriber International Sømandsklub. 46 Sömænd fænglsede!” Lanternen 3, no. 2
(1930): 1; “Det socialdemokratiske bøddelpoliti i Hamburg stormer Hamburg internasjonale sjømandsklubb,” Den internasjonale transportarbeier 5, no. 2 (1930): 2.
Walter, Tätigkeitsbericht Oktober 1925, 534/5/172, 41–46, rgaspi.
Autobiography, dated Leningrad 10.2.1935, Arthur Samsing personal file, 495/247/540, 50–
51, rgaspi; Finn Olstad, Vår skjebne i vår hand. Norsk Sjømannsforbunds historie, Bind i
(Oslo: Pax, 2006), 209–210.
A. Samsing, “Får vi sjømansklubb i Oslo,” Den Internasjonale Transportarbeider 1, no. 5
(1926): 6.
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His sole task was to re-establish the Interclub’s Scandinavian section. The kick-off
event was a meeting Samsing organised at the Interclub on 7 December 1927.182
In January 1928, he published a declaration in Norwegian, informing about
organising weekly meetings every Wednesday evening for Scandinavian seamen
at the Interclub.183 At the same time, he started interrogating with Scandinavian
crews; by the first half of 1928, he had visited 227 vessels, mainly Norwegian ones.
In addition, he organised 35 meetings attended by 1,900 visitors, though only 190
of them participated at political meetings.184 Walter was highly impressed by
Samsing’s work; in 1928, 3,038 seamen had visited the section, and 203 of them
had even participated at the 19 evening courses arranged by Samsing.185
Another target group of Samsing’s concern were unemployed Scandinavian
seamen in Hamburg without any means at their disposal of returning home.
Samsing’s idea was to set up a support committee; its main task was to dole out
financial assistance to needy Scandinavian mariners. The committee started
its work in December 1928.186 Walter praised Samsings’ efforts highly and Leif
Foss, the head of the ipc-t w Scandinavian Secretariat in Oslo, soon recognised
his organisational capacity. Foss even proposed that Samsing should return
to Norway and establish an Interclub in Oslo.187 The plan was shelved for the
time being due to an unexpected revision of work among maritime transport
workers (see further Chapter 4.2.3), and Samsing remained in Hamburg.188
Nevertheless, Samsing’s activities in Hamburg abruptly ended in early July;
accused for illegal activities, the German police wanted him expelled within
three days. Walter managed to extend the expulsion order by four weeks and
Samsing embarked from Hamburg on 9 August 1929.189
Samsing’s successors as functionaries of the Scandinavian section were the
Norwegian Fred Nilsen and a certain “Emil” whose identity is not known.190
182
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“Sjømens intresse for politiske spørsmål,” Den Internasjonale Transportarbeider 3, no. 1
(1928): 5.
A. Samsing, “Til alle skandinaviske sjøfolk,” Den Internasjonale Transportarbeider 3, no. 1
(1928): 7.
A. Samsing, “Hamburg Sjømansklubb –Virksomheten bland skandinavierne,” Den
Internasjonale Transportarbeider 3, no. 8 (1928): 2.
Internationales Hafenbüro Hamburg, Jahresbericht 1928, 534/5/210, 3, rgaspi.
“Hjelp de arbeidsløse skandinaviske sjømenn i Hamburg,” Den Internasjonale
Transportarbeider 3, no. 13 (1928): 2.
Foss to “Georg” [Achkanov], Oslo 15.2.1929, 534/4/291, 29, rgaspi.
Foss to “Georg” [Achkanov], Oslo 3.4.1929, 534/4/291, 53–55, rgaspi.
Internationales Hafenbüro Hamburg, Bericht Juli 1929, 534/5/210, 80, rgaspi.
Raport fra Købenshavns Opdagelsepoliti, 17.5.1941, Politiets Efterretningstjenste,
Wollwebersagen, Pakke 2, dna.
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At this point, the Danish mariner Gustav Långfors (Langfors) also started to
figure among the members of the Scandinavian section. Lacking a passport
or identity card, he had roamed jobless in various European ports during the
mid-1920s. In 1928, he was back in Denmark and drafted for military service but
never enlisted due to ill health. In the following year, he turned up in Hamburg
and started to work at the Interclub as a functionary, most likely running the
Scandinavian section.191 Långfors worked closely with Albert Walter; he seems
to have been fluent in several languages and translated correspondence from
France, Spain and Portugal into English (Walter was fluent in English but not
in Romance languages). However, Långfors’ stay in Hamburg ended when the
police arrested and expelled him in April 1930.192
2.4
Rotterdam
The Rotterdam Port Bureau put special attention on outreach to Asian
and especially Indonesian seamen. This was of strategic importance as
Rotterdam was the gate to the Dutch East India as well as being one of
the largest ports in the world. In contrast to Hamburg, Rotterdam was an
important port for American, British and Norwegian shipping industry and
thousands of non-white mariners visited the port. Initially, however, the
functionaries of the 1923-established Rotterdam Port Bureau faced similar
problems as their colleagues in Hamburg, and work among colonial as well
as foreign (white) seamen was rather limited. The Port Bureau lacked English
and German-speaking functionaries, Port Bureau Secretary Langkemper
complained, and business was therefore running low during its first year
of operation.193 In addition, as in Hamburg, the lack of a motorised longboat hampered the activities of the Port Bureau. Neither were the premises
of the Port Bureau appropriate and complaints were raised about the lack
of an Interclub with a bar, a library, a reading room and a leisure room.194
Nevertheless, the Port Bureau managed to publish a journal, Rotterdamer
Hafenbericht, in English and German.195 The Port Bureau mainly interacted
with European crews; about 40 percent of its visitors were German and
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Monatsbericht des Interklub/Hamburg, Januar 1930, 534/5/216, 10–12, rgaspi.
Internationales Hafenbüro für Seeleute, Hamburg, Bericht April 1930, 534/5/216, 21,
rgaspi.
Langkemper/Port Bureau Rotterdam to ipc-t w, 19.2.1924, 534/5/163, 3–4, rgaspi.
Anlage ii. Kostenvorschlag für das kommende Jahr, no date [ca. 1924], 534/5/163, 9,
rgaspi.
Langkemper/Port Bureau Rotterdam to ipc-t w, 7.5.1924, 534/5/163, 13–18, rgaspi.
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30 percent Scandinavian. In contrast, the functionaries made few efforts to
reach out to Asian seamen.196
Leading members of the local trade union opposition accused Langkemper
for being ineffective and incapable for organising work at the Port Bureau,
and replaced him by Robert Krüger in November 1924. As the operational constraints had not changed, Krüger urged the rilu Berlin Bureau to invest in
appropriate premises, not least, as the Port Bureau had started to cooperate
with Norsk Matros-og Fyrbøterunion.197
A lack of functionaries fluent in any of the Indonesian or Chinese languages
hampered work among East and South East Asian seamen during the first
years of the bureau’s existence. Objectively, the potentials to reach out to them
in Rotterdam were excellent, not least, as the communist-controlled Union of
Indonesian Seamen (spli) had its headquarters in Amsterdam. Poor working
conditions at the Port Bureau further aggravated the situation.198
Conditions for work improved in 1925 as the Port Bureau managed to move
to a better location at 48 Wilhelmstraat and establish an Interclub as well as
received funds from Berlin to hire its own motorised longboat.199 Consequently,
visits of foreign seamen to the Interclub rapidly increased to 1,800 to 1,900 per
month. Given the slow start, this were rather impressive statistics: The bureau
targeted about one-tenth of all foreign crews who sojourned at the port each
month. A similar number of visitors were also reported from Hamburg but
those represented a much smaller portion of the total number of crews visiting the port in 1925.200
However, what really mattered was the Asian factor in Rotterdam. As outlined in detail by Kris Alexanderson, Indonesian mariners figured prominently
as communist liaisons during the 1920s.201 They connected the pki bureau in
Amsterdam with its cells and groups in Indonesia, serving as illegal carriers
and transmitters of correspondence and printed matters.202 However, government surveillance measures in the harbour area made work among Chinese,
196
197
198
199
200
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Port Bureau Rotterdam, Activity Report for 23.6.-2.9.1924, 534/5/163, 35–36, rgaspi.
Rob. Krüger, Bericht des Rotterdamer Portbüros, 11.11.1924, 534/5/163, 60, rgaspi; Krüger
to rilu Berlin Bureau, 27.11.1924, 534/5/163, 67, rgaspi.
nn to ipc-t w/Comrade Sachnowsky, Amsterdam 29.1.1925, 534/5/173, 9–10, rgaspi.
Francois Sperbert to Schachnowsky, Rotterdam 21.4.1925, 534/5/173, 25–29, rgaspi.
Atschkanow, Bericht des I.P.K.T. über die Hafenbüros, 1.12.1926, 534/5/178, 61–62, rgaspi.
According to port statistics, about 1,400 ships called at Rotterdam each month, with a
total number of 16,000 to 18,000 crew members. According to Achkanov, more than
13,000 ships had called at Hamburg in 1925.
Kris Alexanderson, Subversive Seas: Anticolonial Networks across the Twentieth-Century
Dutch Empire (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2019).
Saich, The Origins of the First United Front in China, 723.
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Indonesian and Malay seamen extremely difficult.203 The Dutch authorities
imposed further restrictions after the failed uprising in Indonesia in 1926, effectively curtailing the communist outreach to Indonesian seamen. In early 1927,
Port Bureau Secretary E. Schneider noted that it had become almost impossible to contact Indonesian seamen as they were watched by guardians and
police spies; even worse, they had stopped visiting the Interclub as the Dutch
authorities had banned any contacts with communist and radical organisations and used this as an excuse for their dismissal of service. Somewhat better
conditions existed for conducting work among Chinese seamen. According to
Schneider, the Port Bureau itself was not directly involved in these activities.
Instead, Chinese liaison persons handled the dissemination of literature as
well as contacts to Chinese mariners.204
Despite its ambition to evolve as a hub for agitating Asian seamen, the
Rotterdam Interclub constituted a predominantly ‘white’ space by 1927. Its
visitors were mainly English, Dutch, German, Hungarian, Latvian, Romanian,
and Scandinavian mariners who would find appeals and leaflets at display
in the club in their languages: Danish, English, Estonian, French, German,
Latvian, Norwegian, Russian, and Swedish. Arab and Chinese crews who visited the premises would also find publications in their language.205 Financial
constrains continued to restrict activities and was a constant source of
complains.206 At one stage, the Port Bureau was not even capable to hire a
motorised longboat.207 Even worse was the lukewarm interest of the Dutch
Communist Party to support of the Port Bureau.208 Nevertheless, the situation
stabilised by the end of the year and the Interclub noted a marked increase
of visitors, rising from 700 in April to almost 2,400 in December 1927.209 In
addition, its German, Greek, Italian, and Norwegian functionaries had started
to produce a wallpaper.
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Sperbert to ipc-t w, Rotterdam 24.8.1925, 534/5/174, 26–27, rgaspi.
E. Schneider, Port Bureau and Interclub Rotterdam Monthly Report for February 1927,
534/5/190, 8–10, rgaspi.
E. Schneider, Port Bureau and Interclub Rotterdam Monthly Report for February 1927,
534/5/190, 8–10, rgaspi.
Port Bureau and Interclub Rotterdam Monthly Report for June 1927, 534/5/190, 47–51,
rgaspi.
Port Bureau and Interclub Rotterdam Monthly Report for July 1927, 435/5/190, 68–69,
rgaspi.
nn [probably E. Schneider], International Seamen’s Club Rotterdam, Report Nr. 39,
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rgaspi.
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2.5
Envisioning a Global Network of Port Bureaus
The establishment of Port Bureaux and Interclubs in Britain, France and the
USA turned out to be a protracted affair. Initiatives to establish such units in
London or Liverpool never materialised during the 1920s. This was largely due
to the weak position of the communists and revolutionary minority within
the dominant maritime transport workers’ unions in the United Kingdom,
the National Sailors’ and Firemen’s Union as well as the 1922-established
Amalgamated Marine Workers’ Union. Neither George Hardy’s initial attempts
in 1922 (see Chapter 1.2.2), nor those of Minority Movement had resulted in the
formation of ipc-t w units in Britian by 1928. The situation was somewhat better in France and the USA where three units came into existence by 1927: the
Port Bureaux and Interclubs in Bordeaux and Marseille as well as the Interclub
in New York.
The Bordeaux Port Bureau was established in 1924. Its two functionaries
mainly focused on agitation among British, Dutch, German and Scandinavian
mariners. African and Asian seamen occasionally visited its premises but did
not receive much attention.210 Constituting the first maritime unit of the ipc-
tw in France, its position was a few years later eclipsed by the Port Bureau
in Marseille. This unit had been set up in 1926 but started its operations at
10, Rue Fauchier in March 1927.211 The premises of the Marseille Port Bureau
were perfectly outfitted for work in the harbour. The Interclub contained a bar,
a hall with a theatre scene and a library divided into sections and reflecting
the language-groups whom the Interclub intended to approach: Anglo-Saxon,
Annam (Vietnamese), Arab, Argentinian, Black (“Noirs”), Brazilian, Chinese,
Danish, Dutch, French, German, Italian, Japanese, Norwegian, Portuguese,
Russian, Spanish, and Swedish.212 The Bordeaux and Marseille units were
under the direction of the ipc-t w Latin Secretariat in Paris, channelling funds
from Moscow to pay for their activities. The internal allocation of funds in 1927
demonstrated the ambitions of Auguste Dumay, the head of the ipc-t w Latin
Secretariat in Paris,213 to develop the Marseille Interclub into a central hub of
maritime activities. While the Port Bureau in Bordeaux received about 1,500
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Franc, the itc-t w boosted the launching of the centre in Marseille with ca.
21,000 Franc.214 In the next year, the ipc-t w transferred 440 US dollars to both
Interclubs each month.215
The establishment of an agitation and propaganda unit in New York was
a protracted affair and demonstrated the limited outreach of the rilu and
ipc-t w in North America. The Workers’ Party (from 1925: Communist Party
of the USA or cpusa) and the Trade Union Educational League (tuel), the
rilu platform in the USA, did not consider maritime work to be of top priority.
Neither had the communist or revolutionary left-wing groups within the maritime unions, the iww-controlled Maritime Trade Workers Industrial Union
and the anti-communist/anti-anarchist International Seamen’s Union (isu),
the capacity and strength to push for the plan. However, what really mattered
was funding. Although tuel Secretary William Z. Foster was in favour of establishing a Port Bureau in New York, cpusa leader Charles E. Ruthenberg replied
to him as late as January 1927 that the party lacked funds for new ventures and
rejected the proposal.216 It must therefore have been somewhat of a surprise
when the tuel-organ Labor Unity informed in April 1927 that an Interclub had
been set up in New York.217
The mastermind behind the New York Interclub was George Mink (1899–
?). Agitation and propaganda on board US merchant vessels was of prime
importance, Mink recalled in his report to the Fifth ipc-t w Conference in
1928. Twenty percent of the world’s shipping was carried on American vessels,
30 percent of the crew members were US natives, 10 percent US citizens of
foreign extraction, the rest being foreign citizens.218 Based on a critical assessment of Russian archival sources, Vernon L. Pedersen has been able to refute
earlier presentations of Mink as a somewhat mysterious if not dubious radical.
Born as Godi Minkowsky in Russia, he had been abandoned by his parents and
was sent by his grandparents to the USA to live with relatives in Philadelphia.
In 1916, he joined the US Navy and changed his name to George Martin Mink.
Discharged in 1919, he became a merchant seaman and union organiser within
the International Seamen’s Union. Being disappointed about the performance
of the isu in a strike in 1921, he joined the iww. In the same year, he joined
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the Worker’s Party and its seamen’s fraction. In 1925, after having been on the
sea for several years, the party transferred him to Philadelphia with the task of
building up a communist fraction within the iww.219
Mink established the New York Interclub in March 1927 at 28, South
Street. His idea was to develop the Interclub into a transnational and inter-
racial meeting place where American and foreign seamen could interact
and mingle with each other. “Fraternisation of the different races is encouraged,” the Labor Union informed, and noted that “there is often a dance
[after the meetings], and we may see how an Italian seaman waltzes or fox-
trots with a German, or better yet witness a white seaman promenading
around the hall with a Negro or Hindu.”220 Soon, the Interclub gained dubious reputation for its attacks against the local Seamen’s Church Institutes,
resulting in an onslaught against its activities in the Seamen’s Journal, the
organ of the isu.221 The party, on the other hand, remained lukewarm to the
Interclub, which resulted in harsh criticism by Achkanov (although with
little effect).222
2.6
The Northern Centres: Oslo and Copenhagen
The operations of the Scandinavian Secretariat in Oslo and the Copenhagen
Port Bureau demonstrates the hierarchical and complex relationship between
a regional secretariat and a Port Bureau. The basic difference of the two units
was their different scope on focus and outreach. Established as the regional
unit of the ipc-t w, the Scandinavian Secretariat was obliged to monitor and
prepare material for all revolutionary opposition groups within land and maritime transport workers’ union. The Copenhagen Port Bureau, in contrast,
focussed only on agitation and propaganda among foreign mariners as well as
directed its activities towards the local waterfront.
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The Scandinavian Secretariat was established in the aftermath of a regional
conference held in Gothenburg in February 1925. Regional cooperation
between the left-wing/communist fractions within the national transport
workers’ unions had been non-existent prior to the Gothenburg Conference.
Neither the conference nor the activities of the Scandinavian Secretariat have
left much documentation, apart from a short report written by its Norwegian
secretary Leif Foss in April 1928. However, the report together with the correspondence between him and Sven Linderot provide a rough outline of its
activities. Leif Olaf Foss (1899–1982) had been a sailor until 1919 when he
started work as a dockworker. He was a member of Norsk Matros og fyrbøterunion as well as Dokkearbeidernes forening, the Norwegian harbour workers’
association, which he headed from 1921 to 1925. Foss belonged to the radical
left and joined the Norwegian Communist Party, Norges Kommunistiske Parti
(nkp, established in 1923). In 1925, he became a member of the direction of
Norsk Jern-og Metallarbeiderforbund, the Norwegian metal workers’ union.
Apart from running the Scandinavian Secretariat, Foss was also nkp secretary for trade union work. Sven Linderot (1889–1956), in turn, belonged to the
inner circle of the Swedish Communist Party, Sveriges Kommunistiska Parti –
Sektion av Komintern (skp), and acted as party secretary for trade union work
during the latter half of the 1920s.223
Communist agitation among the trade unions and their national federations in the Nordic countries had seen several vicissitudes during the 1920s. In
Norway, where communist activity was legal, the central organisation of trade
unions initially decided to join the rilu but eventually voted for neither joining the rilu or the iftu. In Sweden and Denmark, the central organisations
were members of the iftu. In Finland, where the communist party was illegal
since 1918, the left-wing dominated the Finnish central organisation of trade
unions but had also decided to stay outside the internationals. The formation
of the Anglo-Russian Joint Advisory Council in 1925 raised hopes in the Finnish
and Norwegian trade union movements for creating a united trade union international. After the collapse of the Anglo-Russian negotiations at the end of
1926, the Russians started to discuss cooperation with the Nordic trade unions
in early 1927, culminating in the formal agreement of Norwegian-Russian-
Finnish cooperation at a conference in Copenhagen in February 1928.224
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United Front-
tactics also framed the activities of the Scandinavian
Secretariat. Its main field of activities was propagandistic and concentrated on
the formation and strengthening of communist and left-wing fractions within
the unions and national federations. However, the results had been disappointing, Foss noted, especially in Sweden where the left-wing and communist fractions had a weak position within the unions. Better results had been achieved
in Norway where communist/left-wing fractions existed in all districts as well as
in the leadership of the Transport Workers’ Union, the Seamen’s and Firemen’s
Union, the Railwaymen Union, and the Railway Functionaries’ Union. The only
exception was the Norwegian Locomotive Drivers’ Union. Less promising was
the situation among the Railway Workers’ Union in Denmark where the communist/left-wing minority was not represented in the union’s leadership.225
Similar to other regional ipc-t w bodies, the Scandinavian Secretariat
concentrated its main energy on railway and other land-based transport
worker unions. This is clearly reflected in the contents of Den Internasjonale
Transportarbeider, the organ of the Scandinavian Secretariat (see Figure 6).
Launched in June 1926, its monthly edition being initially as high as 6,000
copies but soon dropped to 3,400 copies. Officially claimed to the mouthpiece of the radical maritime and railway transport workers, it carried few
articles concerning issues of seamen and harbour workers.226 In addition,
the mimeographed publications of local sections of opposition groups correlated with the operational basis of the Scandinavian Secretariat. All but
one were published by minority groups in Norway: Huk’en by the harbour
workers in Oslo, Sporvekslen for the railway workers in Oslo, Signalet by the
railway functionaries in Hedemark, Signal by the railway functionaries in
Trøndelag, Verkstedsarbeideren by the railway functionaries in Drammen, and
Transportproletaren by the local opposition group of harbour workers and seamen in Bergen. Most of these publications were occasional and were issued in
small editions, in total about 6 to 8,000 copies. The exception was the publication of the Copenhagen Interclub, Lanternen, as will be discussed below.227
Nevertheless, some positive notes were received from the waterfront in
Denmark. Although communists and radical left-
wing influence among
the Danish Seamen’s Union was less profound and organised groups were
small, the situation was markedly different in other maritime unions. The
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f igure 6	
Den Internasjonale Transportarbeider, journal published by the Scandinavian
Secretariat of the International Propaganda Committee of Transport Workers.

radical opposition within the Danish union for transport and harbour workers
(Transport-og havnearbeiderne i Danmark) had organised an 80-person strong
minority group in Copenhagen in addition to smaller communist fractions and
minority groups in several other Danish ports. Most promising, however, was
the situation among the Danish Stokers’ Union (Søfyrbødernes forbund) where
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the communists controlled its section in Copenhagen, held strong positions in
the other sections and listed three out of seven members among the union’s
leadership.228
The dominant position of the communists among the harbour workers
and stokers in Copenhagen was largely the achievement of Richard Jensen
(1894–1974), the founder of the Copenhagen Port Bureau and Interclub. Jensen
had been a stoker before the war and cooperated with the syndicalist agitator
Thøger Thøgersen. Jensen joined the syndicalist opposition already in 1916 and
engaged in the Danish Stokers’ Union, which he headed in 1919–20. Thøgersen
had at this point emerged as the key driving force for the unification of the radical Left, resulting in the establishment of the Danish Communist Party (dkp)
in 1921. Jensen joined the party in the same year and became a close aide to
Thøgersen who sent him on several missions to Moscow.229
Jensen gained a strong position in the dkp as well as within the Comintern
and rilu-apparatus during the 1920s. He was head of the party’s cell or section
for maritime workers in Copenhagen, which, in turn, dominated the maritime
unions, and, ultimately, the port of Copenhagen. His official position with the
rilu and ipc-t w is not known although as head of operations in Copenhagen,
he was subordinated to the ipc-t w Scandinavian Secretariat. Moreover, his
role as courier and facilitator of special missions was of equal importance.
Documentation for his clandestine operations is patchy. As early as 1919, he
seems to have received funds from Moscow.230
Jensen’s position as key facilitator of the ipc-t w commenced after the foundation of the dkp-maritime section in 1925. This move had been instigated by
the rilu and ipc-t w who had instructed the parties to establish special units
to support the activities of the radical/communist minorities within the maritime transport workers’ unions.231 Jensen received 5,367 Danish crowns (dkk)
from rilu-funds to cover his expenses in 1925, of which he used 1,115 dkk
for “agitation.”232 Jensen’s next step was the established of a Port Bureau and
Interclub in Copenhagen in March 1926. The first mission of the Copenhagen
Interclub was the launching of its own organ, Lanternen, published monthly in
228
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f igure 7	
Lanternen, journal published by the Copenhagen Interclub. The front page of
Lanternen 4, no 1 (January 1929) carries a photograph showing the participants at
the conference of Scandinavian and Russian maritime transport workers, held in
Copenhagen in December 1928.
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table 5

Expenses of the Interclub in Copenhagen, 1926–1928 (Danish crowns, DKK)

Month/ Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun
Year
1926
1927
1928

Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

[…] 604 692 844 723 631 684 548 […] 530 673 706
617 579 […] 490 565 533 467 502 620 517 540 575
617 597 573 573 573 9,661 188 188 183 276 276 276

source: (1926) richard jensen, regnskab for januar … december 1926, 534/5 /1 84,
rgaspi; (1927) interklub københavn, regnskab for januar … december 1927, 534/
5/189, rgaspi; (1928) interklub københavn, regnskab for januar … september
1928, 534/5 /2 02, rgaspi, and richard jensen, regnskab fra marts 1928 til 31/3 1929,
no date [1929], 534/5 /2 11, 10, rgaspi

2,300 copies (see Figure 7).233 Not surprisingly, Jensen’s expenses increased,
see Table 5. Although the accounts for 1926 to 1927 do not reveal how much was
sent to Copenhagen, Jensen’s reporting of his accounts for March to December
1928 reveals that he had received 13,736 ddk from the ipc-t w Berlin Bureau.
This sum more or less covered the costs for running the Interclub as well as
publication and travel expenses.234
British intelligence was certainly right when it assumed that Moscow had
paid of the activities of the Copenhagen Port Bureau. According to their
informants, Jensen had received 20,000 dkk in 1926 to pay for his activities
in Denmark while he at the same time had expenses amounting to 100,000
dkk.235 Another British report stated that he had received 1,200 British pounds
for running the Copenhagen Interclub in 1927.236
The Copenhagen Port Bureau and Interclub had a limited target group
in comparison to the ‘world ports’ of Hamburg or Rotterdam. The port of
Copenhagen was a regional hub, linking the Baltic with the North Sea. British,
Finnish, German, Norwegian and Swedish vessels frequently called at the
port; Southern European or even non-European mariners rarely sojourned
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in Copenhagen. On the other hand, Copenhagen was the node of the Danish
shipping industry.237
The first location of the Copenhagen Port Bureau was at 15, Toldbodgade
in the Nyhavn district. The Interclub was open every evening from seven to 11
pm; special thematic lectures were organised on Wednesdays, and the reading room was stuffed with newspapers, magazines and socialist literature in
Scandinavian languages.238 Soon activities expanded and the Interclub organised mass meetings and musical evenings twice a week; on average 1,000 foreign and Danish mariners visited its premises in 1926.239 Further progress was
reported by Jensen in 1927: The Interclub listed 8,760 visitors of which 60 percent were Danes and it had managed to organise the left-wing opposition
within the Seamen’s Union (62 members) and the Stokers’ Union (138 members).240 Nevertheless, the premises at Toldbodgade were soon cramped and
Jensen moved the Port Bureau to larger offices at 53, Havnegade in May 1928.241
The Port Bureau rented two floors in the building. The Interclub operated a
restaurant in the basement and a café, a library, a reading hall in addition to a
writing hall on the first floor (see Figure 8). In addition, the Interclub managed
a spacious cloakroom where visiting seamen could leave their belongings.242
The paucity of communication between Oslo and Copenhagen restricted
the operational capacity of the Copenhagen Port Bureau. Directives and
instructions sent from Oslo were usually one to two months late. Jensen was
at times at loss and had to make his own decisions, especially when he was
arranging for illegal transport of couriers and dispatches. Such circumstances
were to cause frictions between the two units, and Jensen asked Foss to come
to Copenhagen for a meeting late 1927.243
2.7
The Radical Spaces of the Interclubs
The rationale of a Port Bureau and its Interclub was their legal status. Outside
Soviet Russia, they could only be established in a location if communist activity had not been banned and declared illegal by the national authorities.
Consequently, a bureau that was constantly raided by the police or closed
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f igure 8	
The Copenhagen Interclub, located at 53, Havnegade. The person standing in
front of the building is Richard Jensen. Source: 107 Richard Jensen Arkiv, Danish
Labour Movement Library and Archives.

by the local authorities was of little value. According to a report sent to the
Swedish Secret Service, the Port Bureaus and Interclubs had three main missions: To agitate among seamen, to disseminate illegal communist literature,
and to provide a safe space for the gatherings of the international propaganda
committees.244 Their task was to combat the ‘false’ message of the Christian
seamen’s missions and ‘reformist’ leadership of the maritime unions as well
as to support the maritime workers in their struggle for better working conditions and salaries.245 Their objectives were publicised in magazines and leaflets and were thus known for both the target groups as well as the authorities.
For example, the Copenhagen Interclub published regularly advertisements
in its magazine, calling class-conscious seamen to visit the Interclub instead
of the Christian seamen’s missions.246 The New York Interclub, in turn, was
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strategically located close to the Seamen’s Church Institute.247 Leaflets distributed in the latter premises invited the seamen to visit the Interclub: “dont
[sic] eat in dirty stew pot joints / the grub is bad enough aboard
ship / try the cleaniest place on south st. international seamen’s club restaurant.”248
Naval mariners and visiting war vessels were special targets of agitation.
Leaflets and brochures printed by the Interclubs were smuggled on board
men-of-wars. “Use every opportunity to carry our propaganda among the blue
jackets,” urged Achkanov in his correspondence. Top security was the order
of the day –appeals should never be issued in the name of the Interclub.249
Other activities were always public manifestations in every port where communist actities were legal –participation in demonstrations with banners
and slogans printed or painted on banderoles, organisation of mass meetings at the Interclub with open invitations to everyone who was interested to
participate.
Government authorites, the labour unions as well as the shipowners and
Christian seamen’s missions, in turn, denounced the Interclubs as dangerous agitation nests where seafarers were radicalised and lured them to adopt
the communist credo. Press cuttings collected by the German police witness
about the fear of these radical establishments or ‘free spaces’ which neither the
authories, the union leadership or the Christian mission were able to control.
The Catholic newspaper Germania warned its readers that the Interclubs were
perilous sites where seamen were radicalised and revolutionised;250 the IWW
magazine Marine Worker branded them as “scratch-a-way-Inn” that were used
by the communists to “lure penniless seamen, especially in the winter months,
to come in and partake of watery stew and political propaganda.”251 The
Australian government authorities as well as the Seamen’s Union of Australia
viewed the Interclubs with suspicion and regarded them to be nothing else
as clandestine agitation centres of the rilu: “The Club in Sydney was full of
Communist literature and prominence is given to a photograph of Lenin.”252
In the USA, the Seamen’s Journal warned its readership that the only task of
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the Interclubs was “to make use of the world’s seamen as the shock troops for
Communism.”253
3

A New Unit: The Revolutionary Nuclei

The core unit for communist agitation and propaganda among maritime transport workers was the revolutionary nucleus or cell. Following a rilu-resolution
on the organisation of land-based trade union work in 1924, the communist
parties started to establish so-called sea cells. Members of the sea cells were
party-members of a local branch of the seamen’s and/or stokers’ unions; members of the sea cell constituted the communist fraction within the revolutionary opposition in the local branch of a trade union. The sea cell was active
in those harbours where its members were residing or living when they were
not at sea, i.e., either waiting for a job or being unemployed. The main task of
the sea cell was the publication of a handwritten stencil, sometimes a mimeo
graphed seamen’s journal. Another important objective was to summon and
organise jobless seamen in association with the party’s local committee for
work among the unemployed,.254
Communist agitation among maritime transport workers was land-based
until the mid-1920s. Their activities on board the merchant ships remained
unorganised although individual crews might set up a ship committee or
ship council. This unit was a novel institution during the 1920s. The itf had
pushed for the institutionalisation of ship councils by the International
Labour Organization in 1924. The general idea was to constitute a body for
the intervention of the crews in the following questions: 1) abandoning of
vessel in case of shipwreck, 2) testing of seaworthiness of the vessel, 3) control of food supplies on board, 4) reduction in grade of seamen, 5) dismissal
for insubordination, and 6) searching of a seaman’s kit. According to the
itf proposal, the ship council was to be composed of one representative
of the officers, one of the deck hands and one of the engine room hands on
vessels numbering a crew of seven or more members. The composition of
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a ship council on vessels with a crew of less than seven members would be
smaller.255
The rilu and the ipc-t w did not in principle object the proposal of the itf
on the formation of ship councils. However, as will be outlined below, their
drive establishing ship cells on board vessels aimed for the politicisation of
the ships councils and, ultimately, to take control of them. The main argument of the communists was that the ship’s councils were not “democratic”
bodies as they only represented members of trade unions. The communists
therefore demanded that the ship committees were to include all members of
a crew, including those who were not union members. Besides, the ship committees were to nominate a leading group that was to plead the cause of the
crew and its individual members in meetings with the officers. Not surprisingly, the reformist leadership of the national maritime trade unions as well as
the shipping industry rejected this idea, as it would have opened the door for
a radicalisation of the crews. Nevertheless, the push for the establishment of
ship committees became an integral part of the communist attack on the itf
and the reformist leadership of the national maritime unions and added to the
friction within the unions.
The initial attempt to organise communist seamen within the sea cells of
the party proved soon inefficient. The main flaw was the incapacity to reach
out to seamen on their place of work, namely the ship. This, however, had been
a fundamental cornerstone in communist trade union strategies that impelled
the communists to form nuclei in the workshops and factories. This policy
was effective for land-based members and created communist spaces at the
workplaces and in residential areas. For example, in some of the working-class
areas of Hamburg, such as the Gängeviertel of Hamburg Neustadt or those in
Barmbek or Schiffbek, the Communists dominated the local political space and
were able to create ‘free-zones’ controlled by the party and its organisations.256
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Depicted as ‘Little Moscows’ and known for their ‘small-place communism and
counter-communities’, they existed in several locations in inter-war Western
Europe.257
The solution for organising party members on ships was the ship cell or
revolutionary nucleus on board a vessel. The rilu and ipc-t w launched
new strategy in 1926, and Achkanov ordered all Port Bureaus and revolutionary groups of maritime workers to implement it immediately.258 The rilu,
too, sent a circular letter about the new strategy to the communist parties in
Australia, Belgium, Britain, Denmark, France, Germany, Greece, Italy, Norway,
South Africa, Spain, Sweden and the USA.259 Following the new strategy, all
party-members of a ships’ crew were urged to form a nucleus or ship cell as
soon as a vessel had left the harbour. Once the ship cell had been established,
its members were to nominate its leader. Next, the ship cell was to press for the
formation of a ship committee and get its member elected into the leadership
of the ship committee. The land-borne sea cells as well as the Port Bureaus, in
turn, were to get in contact with the ship cells, and to provide them with literature and propaganda material to be distributed among the crew members
as well as to get feedback and testimonies to be used and published in the sea
cell’s publications, see Figure 9.260
The Port Bureaus and Interclubs constituted the nodes in the new strategy. Apart from serving as extra-territorial centres for national revolutionary
minority groups, their new task was to convince visiting crews to form ship
cells and ship committees on board their vessels. Once a ship cell had been
formed and the vessel visited a harbour with a Port Bureau, its leader was to
inform the officials of the Port Bureau about its existence.261 Ideally, the Port
Bureau notified the other Port Bureaus as well as the local sea cells in the home
destination of the crew about the existence of a new ship cell. Together, the
three units, the Port Bureaus, the sea cell ashore and the ship cell on board,
257
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f igure 9	
The sea cell, the ship cell and the ship committee.

constituted the global communications network of the ipc-t w, the rilu and
the Comintern. In practice, the establishment of ‘thick’ transnational connections proved difficult to achieve as the horizontal links between the Port
Bureaus were rudimentary at best during the 1920s. Besides, the extension of a
transnational network depended on the lifespan of a ship cell, as it only existed
when its members were part of a crew. Once a vessel returned to its port of
origin, the crew usually signed off and the ship cell was disbanded.262
Establishing a Global Communication Network: The Hamburg
Method
Achkanov’s instructions for the new strategy reached the Port Bureaus outside
Soviet Russia in March 1926. However, its implementation was rather uneven.
While the Bordeaux Port Bureau only managed to establish about six ship cells
on board French vessels, the Rotterdam Port Bureau reported the formation of
41 ship cells by the end of October 1926. Most successful, however, had Albert
Walter been in Hamburg where the Port Bureau had contact with 84 ship
cells.263
Walter managed to establish a global communication network one year
later. During the last quarter of 1927, the Hamburg sea cell (Seezelle Hamburg,
sometimes also termed as Zelle Schiffahrt Hamburg) listed 103 members on
board 85 German merchant vessels travelling to various ports in North and

3.1

262
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South America, Africa, Asia and Australia.264 The Copenhagen Port Bureau,
too, registered a take-off; its Interclub listed 400 members of which 200 were
members of the dkp sea cell.265 Soon, however, bad news were pouring in at
the ipc-t w headquarters. Activities in Copenhagen had stagnated (see below),
while those in France had more or less collapsed. “In France little attention is
paid to the question of organising transport workers, and especially seamen. No
revolutionary nuclei are formed on the vessels,” Achkanov critically noted.266
Even more alarming was the situation in Britain, and Achkanov accused the
Minority Movement for deliberately obstructing orders from Moscow: “They
organise no revolutionary nuclei on board ships.”267
The only positive development was the Seezelle Hamburg which counted
270 members at the end of 1928 (see Table 6). In addition, Samsing had managed to establish a Norwegian sea cell in Hamburg, listning 25 members at the
end of the year.268 Nevertheless, Walter’s world-wide network was not without flaws as about 40 percent of the members of the Seezelle Hamburg were
either jobless, out of reach for the sea cell (“auf wilder Fahrt”; i.e., on unknown
destinations) or had not reported to the sea cell after signing off from the
ship.269 Still, this did not retard the extension of his operations; in June 1929,
the Seezelle Hamburg numbered already 358 members, and increased to 512
members by the end of the year.270
Activities in Germany seemed to boom as the comrades at the Hamburg
Port Bureau managed to start actities in Bremen. A sea cell was formed in
Bremen in March 1927, seven months later it had established a reading room,
was running an Interclub at 111, Lloydstrasse, and had started to publish its own
journal, Der Scheinwerfer (although very irregularly; in 1928, only one number
had been printed). The Bremen Interclub emerged soon as a hub for local seamen; in 1928, it reported an average of 350 visitors per month and was in contact with five ship cells.271
264
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table 6

Zelle Schiffahrt Hamburg, members and vessles with ship cells, situation 1.1.1929;
numbers given in bracklets are from Walter’s report to Achkanov

Ship route (from Hamburg to nn)

Members

Number
of
vessels

North America East Coast (New York, Philadelphia,
Baltimore, Boston, etc.)
North America West Coast (San Francisco, Portland,
Seattle, etc.)
Central America and Caribbean (Puerto Rico,
Havana, Vera Cruz, etc.)
South America East Coast (Rio de Janeiro,
Montevideo, Buenos Aires, etc.)
South America West Coast (Columbia, Ecuador, Peru
och Chile)
West, South and East Africa (Dakar, Cape Town,
Mombasa)
Australia and New Zealand (Melbourne, Sydney,
Newcastle, Adelaide)
East Asia (China, Japan)
Mediterrannean Sea and Black Sea
North Sea, Baltic Sea (Netherlands, France,
Scandinavia, Finland, Soviet Russia)
Unknown destination (“Auf wilder Fahrt”)
German deep-sea fishing fleet (White Sea,
Greenland, North Sea)
Unknown whereabouts or not reported
On land
Total

17

7

5

3

19

14

15

12

9

7

10

9

4

2

15
26
20

12
22
16

40
18 (16)

31
7

40 (44)
30
268 (272)

source: mitgliedsstand der zelle schiffahrt hamburg im jahre 1928, internat.
hafenbüro für seeleute hamburg, ry 1/i 2/7 08/5 4, 98, barchb-s apmo; walter to
ipac-t w secretariat, hamburg 25.2.1929, 534/5 /2 10, 31, rgaspi

Walter’s global communication network was an outcome of the so-called
Hamburg method. The core idea was to establish personal contacts between
an agitator and a seaman when a new ship arrived in Hamburg. A small group
of Interclub functionaries and harbour activists visited the ship in order to distribute leaflets and pamphlets among the crew. Moreover, the crew members
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were invited to the club and participate in its evening programmes. Most
importantly, a report was written after every visit, listing reliable contacts and
identifying potential partners for future co-operation. The names of individuals, cells and ships were thereafter collected in a catalogue. Walter’s database
included hundreds of individual seamen and ships, and constituted the core of
his communications network.272
Walter claimed the Hamburg Method to be the key to his success. In his
mind, all the other revolutionary trade union opposition groups should elaborate their work among seamen in similar ways. The revolutionary nucleus
constituted the core unit in his strategic considerations. The formation of a
sea cell was time-consuming, Walter reminded, and should not be restricted
to the premises of the Interclubs but must involve daily visits to the docks
and ships mooring in the harbour. Once established, the sea cells and their
member formed the basic unit of operations; they would carry out agitation on
board, take command of strike committees, and compose the core of the revolutionary opposition within the trade unions. Of utmost importance was the
publication of a journal for the sea cell as it was the visible (but mostly illegal)
mounth-piece of the opposition.273
Apart from serving as vehicles for communist trade union agitation among
crew members, trusted members of a ship cell handled the illegal transportation
of printed agitation and propaganda material, the illegal transfer of cash subsidies
to parties and unions as well as organised the hiding of stowaways, including couriers and emissaries. However, these operations were never organised by the ipc-
tw and rilu bureaus, and there are only a few hints about them in the monthly
and annual reports of the Hamburg Port Bureau and Interclub. Clandestine operations, it seemes, were organised by another unit for which the Port Bureau functionaries and seamen served as mere transmitters. As Peter Huber and Niels Erik
Rosenfeldt have emphasised, the core unit directing the Comintern’s clandestine
communications networks was its International Communications Office (oms),
among others its international courier service and the transfer of money to parties.274 Consequently, Walter’s ships units were but cogs in a larger apparatus over
which he and his bureau in Hamburg had no influence. Instead, the nodal point
272
273
274
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of the Comintern’s clandestine communication network was the oms office in
Berlin, headed by Max Ziese (at least) from 1929 to 1932.275
Still, Walter’s cogs needed reliable “shop stewards” or ombudsmen
(Vertrauensmänner) when they called at a port. A shop steward could be a
functionary of a Port Bureau or Interclub, a member of a local sea cell or a revolutionary trade union opposition. In Albert Walter’s mind, the most reliable
were the members of a sea cell but he had to admit that such trusted agents
existed in but a few places outside Germany. His communication network was
therefore an unstable one, as was demonstrated in autumn 1928. Walter had
received information from Australia about need for new propaganda material,
he informed Moscow that he could arrange for its transport but needed a safe
address for the delivery.276 Moscow replied that the material should be sent
to the Interclub in Sydney but also notified him that they had no information
about the unit or who was running it.277 Neither had Walter. A similar situation
occurred in May 1929 when Walter was unable to organise the transfer of material to Egypt, Greece, Palestine and South Africa as he lacked secure adresses for
delivery.278 The main reason for this, Walter stressed, was the poor performance
if not neglect by the revolutionary trade union opposition groups of forming
revolutionary nuclei outside Germany and the Scandinavian countries.279
3.2
The Revolutionary Nucleus in Action
The specific nature of maritime work posed operative challenges for the sea
cells ashore. A mariner was out of its reach while working on board a ship and
usually stayed at home only when searching for a new job or being unemployed.
The average period for a German seaman to stay ashore was around four to six
weeks in Hamburg. The Seezelle Hamburg tried to offset these restrictions by
arranging study courses for the seamen at the Interclub. However, the organisation of political campaigns limited the amount of courses that were offered;
in 1928, for example, the functionaries were capable of arranging only a course
on the topic “What are the communists calling for?” for twelve participants.
More effective proved the political education organised by members of a the
ship cells while they were at sea.280
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Documentary sources about the activities of ship cells from the latter half
of the 1920s are scanty.281 One of the few written testimonies is the activity
report written by the ship cell on board the German steamer Gera from 1928.
While moored in Antwerp, the members of the ship cell visited other vessels
in the harbour area and distributed propaganda leaflets among their crews.
While steaming towards South Africa, the Gera ship cell organised an evening
event on the topic “Why is there an opposition in the unions” with ten crew
members attending. A few days later, the ship cell organised a festive First of
May-gathering on board; the event lasted for two hours and was attended by
nine seamen, six stokers and one steward. The group started by singing the
socialist anthem Brüder zur Sonne zur Freiheit, the German version of the
Russian worker-song Brothers, towards the sun and freedom, followed by recitation of three German poems (Die Weber; Wahlesel; Die Ratten). The climax
of the festivities was a speech on the theme “May First and its significance”,
followed by singing the International, playing the Red Guard March and reciting Karl Liebknecht’s text Wir beugen uns nicht (We do not bend). The ship cell
arranged two other discussion events for the crew before the steamer reached
South Africa, the first about the relationship between the communist and
social democratic party in Germany, the second about the conditions in the
Soviet Union. On its arrival in East London, the ship cell visited British vessels
and distributed English propaganda material among their crews.282
The Gera continued to Durban where it remained for a couple of weeks.
During this period, the ship cell organised the commemoration of the Russian
revolution with 21 persons participating, in addition to five meetings with lectures on the US American workers’ movement as well as on pacifism and world
peace, and training events for its participants in agitation and distribution of
propaganda material. The Gera ship cell seems to have gained a remarkable
position on board the steamer as it was able to furnish a “Red corner” and even
manufacture its own flag. The peak of its activities was the solemn commenoration of those who had died during the revolution –the stem was decorated, the 45 participants sang the German version of the Russian Bolshevik
dead march Вы жертвою пали (You fell victims), held speeches in honour
of the fallen heroes, and went ashore to solemnely inaugurate the ship cell’s
281
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flag. A few weeks later, the chip cell organised a joint meeting with their comrades on board the German steamer Urundi and marched together through the
streets of East London singing the International.283 Unfortunately, the activity
report stopped here. The ship returned to Germany and its crew signed off.
This was also the end of the Gera ship cell.284
The example of the Gera ship cell was used by Walter to demonstrate the
systematical application of the Hamburg Method. A ship cell was obliged to
organise agitation and propaganda meetings each time when moored at a foreign port. The sea cell, in turn, was responsible for fostering the political awareness of its members. The input of the Interclub was of crucial importance; its
task was to organise evening courses on trade union activism.285
Work of the sea cells was effective in places where a Port Bureau existed.
However, as those units existed in but a few places outside Soviet Russia in the
1920s, the activities of the cells relied solely on the support of the local party.
Most often, the party had a rather lukewarm attitude towards the sea cell. The
situation in Kiel serves as an example. Here, the local party leadership had
ordered the sea cell to place a party member on board every German ship that
called at the harbour. This proved challenging, especially if no ship cell had
been formed on board a vessel. The local police was well aware of the activities of the communists on the waterfront but had no clue who directed them.
Most probably, they speculated, directives and funds had been sent from the
Interclub in Leningrad. The local party itself, police sources assured, did not
finance these activities and neither had the communists been able to infiltrate
the local hiring offices. Rather, the sea cell’s agitation was described as a mere
nuisance and as clumsy attempts to place their propaganda material in the
reading halls of the local seamen’s house.286
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Introduction to Part 2
The year 1928 marked a turning point in the global communist movement.
Lenin’s death in 1924 was followed by a bitter tug of war between different
factions within the Bolshevik Party, ending with the expulsion of Trotsky and
Stalin’s rise to power. Comintern General Secretary Nikolai Bukharin coined
the term ‘Third Period’ at the Seventh Plenum of the Executive Committee
of the Comintern (ecci) in 1926, anticipating a new rise of the revolutionary
movement outside Soviet Russia. According to him, capitalism had moved
from a post-war crisis to a (second) period of consolidation and stabilisation
and had pushed the international proletariat on the defensive. Nevertheless,
in Bukharin’s mind, the inherent weaknesses of capitalism were to lead to an
outburst of renewed working class radicalism during the forthcoming Third
Period.1
Under Stalin’s aegis, the Soviet Union turned inwards and focussed on
rapid industrialisation and collectivisation of agrarian production. Soviet
direct involvement in China, its support to the Guomindang and the Chinese
Communist Party had ended in a debacle in 1927. International relations with
the major imperial powers, Britain and France, had turned sour. Soviet foreign
policy had hitherto achieved only one positive result, namely the 1922 Rapallo
agreement with Weimar Germany. Other states considered the Soviet Union to
be a pariah at best and a threat to the existing world-order at worst, especially
as long as the call for World Revolution continued to be disseminated from
Moscow. However, Stalin’s push for “Socialism in One Country”, which theses
had originally been formulated by Bukharin but put forth by Stalin in 1924,
resulted in a shift in Soviet foreign policy that was to have grave consequences
for the global communist movement for the coming decade.2
The new era deeply affected the Comintern and its affiliated organisations
and “sympathising mass-movements.” The expulsion of Trotsky and Zinoviev,
the leaders of the ‘left-wing opposition’, from the Bolshevik Party in November
1927, the crisis in China, and an impending “imperialist” attack on the Soviet

1 Nicholas N. Kozlov and Eric D. Weitz, “Reflections on the Origins of the ‘Third Period’: Bukharin,
the Comintern, and the Political Economy of Weimar Germany,” Journal of Contemporary
History 24, no. 3 (1989): 387–410.
2 See further Zara Steiner, The Lights that Failed. European International History 1919–1933
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2005); Norman LaPorte, Kevin Morgan, and Matthew
Worley (eds.), Bolshevism, Stalinism and the Comintern: Perspectives on Stalinization, 1917–53
(Basingstoke: Palgrave MacMillan, 2008).
© Holger Weiss, 2021 | DOI:10.1163/9789004463288_006
This is an open access chapter distributed under the terms of the CC BY 4.0 license.
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Union dominated the agenda of the Eighth and Ninth Plenary Meetings of
the ecci in May 1927 and February 1928. The meetings resulted in calls for an
intensification of class struggle, a radicalisation of the working class, and an
increased vigilance to defend the Soviet Union. The latter meeting also put
an end to the United Front-tactic. The bourgeoisie had launched an offensive
against the working class, the ecci declared, and branded social democratic
politicians and trade union leaders as lackeys of the bourgeoisie and betrayers
of the working class at the most critical moment. Therefore, the ecci instigated
that the communist’s task was to apply new tactics for seizing the leadership
of strikes. Most importantly, it was their duty “to expose the treacherous attitude of the reformists and, when the opportunity is favourable, organise strikes
against the will of the trade union bureaucracy.” The new tactic put heavy focus
on approaching the unions and their members “from below.” The key unit for
capturing the local branches of trade unions was the factory committee; existing or new factory committees were to be dominated by the communists, and
were to constitute the basic organisations of industrial unions.3
The new tactic was cemented at the Fourth World Congress of the rilu
in April 1928 and the Sixth World Congress of the Comintern in August/
September 1928. The congresses condemned the former tactic of cooperation with socialist/reformist/social democratic parties and organisations,4
and issued the ‘Class-Against-Class’-doctrine and declined any further cooperation with the socialist or radical bourgeois organisations and activists.
The Comintern’s reading of the current situation was that the class struggle
had reached a new phase –the Third Period –and a new wave of revolutionary activity was expected. The ‘Class-Against-Class’-doctrine resulted in the
‘Stalinisation’ of various national communist parties.5 Ultimately, the strategic
3 “Resolution of the 9th ecci Plenum on the Trade Union Question,” The Communist
International, 25.2.1929, available at http://ciml.250x.com/archive/comintern/english/ecci_
nineth_plenum_trade_union_question_february_1928.html (checked 7.2.2020).
4 See Fourth Congress of the Communist International, Theses On the United Front, adopted
by the Executive Committee of the Comintern, December 1922, https://www.marxists.org/
history/international/comintern/4th-congress/united-front.htm.
5 However, the Stalinisation Thesis has resulted in heated debates on its impact among others
in Germany, see Klaus Mallmann, Kommunisten in der Weimarer Republik. Sozialgeschichte
einer revolutionären Bewegung (Darmstadt: Wissenschaftliche Buchgesellschaft, 1996),
and Andreas Wirsching, ““Stalinisierung” oder entideologisierte ”Nischengesellschaft”?
Alte Einsichten und neue Thesen zum Character der kpd in der Weimarer Republik,”
Vierteljahrhefte für Zeitgeschichte 46 (1998): 449–466. For a recent discussion, see Bert Hoppe,
In Stalins Gefolgschaft. Moskau und die KPD 1928–1933 (München: De Gruyter Oldenbourg,
2007); Hermann Weber, “Stalinization of the kpd: Old and New Views,” in Bolshevism,
Stalinism and the Comintern: 22–44, and Marcel Bois, Kommunisten gegen Hitler und Stalin.
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turn of the Comintern was closely linked to the political manoeuvres in the
Kremlin, Stalin’s rise to power and the fear of the Bolshevik leadership of an
imminent military attack against Soviet-Russia and an ‘imperialist war’ by
Great Britain and France to erase the ‘Fatherland of the Toilers’.
The ‘United-Front’-tactic of the rilu came to an end with the shift to the
‘Class-Against-Class’-doctrine. Branded as the ‘United front from below’-tactic,
the new policy was sanctioned at a meeting held in Strassburg in January 1929.
According to the so-called Strassburg Theses, rank-and-file union members
were to be organised in “independent” strike committees led by the communist trade union opposition –independent, as their leadership were to be
elected by the union members and not nominated by trade union functionaries and leaders. The latter were branded as ‘social fascists’, and declared to be
the main enemy of the working class. If the ‘social fascist’ onslaught within a
union barred the activities of its revolutionary opposition, its members were
ordered to establish independent revolutionary or red trade unions.6 Moscow
subsequently sent directives to all communist parties about the formation of
red unions. In Germany, this resulted in the foundation of the Revolutionary
Trade Union Opposition (Revolutionäre Gewerkschaftsopposition, rgo).7 In
the USA, the cpusa created several revolutionary craft unions as well as established the Trade Union Unity League (tuul) as a red union centre; in Canada,
the Workers’ Unity League (wul) was established in December 1929 while the
Minority Movement (mm) was revived in the United Kingdom.8
Die Linke Opposition der KPD in der Weimarer Republik (Essen: Klartext Verlag, 2014). For
Britain, see Matthew Worley, Class Against Class: The Communist Party in Britain Between the
Wars (London and New York: I.B. Tauris, 2002). On the ‘Class-Against-Class’-doctrine, see In
Search of Revolution. International Communist Parties in the Third Period, ed. Matthew Worley
(London and New York: I.B. Tauris, 2004).
6 Tosstorff, The Red International of Labour Unions, 657–661.
7 Eric Weitz, Creating German Communism, 1890 –1990: From popular protest to socialist state
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1996), 152–153.
8 Manley, “Moscow Rules?,” 18–22.
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1928 and Beyond

Establishing the United Front from Below

The leading comrades at the International Propaganda Committee of Transport
Workers wholeheartedly supported the claim of the beginning of a Third
Period in 1928. itcnw Secretary Achkanov witnessed an “unrepresented intensification” and observed hitherto unseen increase in the number of disputes
and strikes in the transport sector all over the world. In Germany, 25,000 Rhine
water transport workers were on strike for over one month; in eastern India,
some 14,000 railway workers were on strike for more than half a year and were
backed by a solidarity strike involving 20,000 workers, followed by a strike of
10,000 employees on the South Indian railway. The docklands, too, were unruly
in several countries. About 5 to 6,000 harbour workers went on strike in several
ports in France, thousands of them were on strike in Antwerp, ten thousand in
Australia. In Finland, the general strike of harbour workers lasted from June
until winter 1928/29; in Hamburg, the harbour workers joined the shipbuilders’
strike; in Altona, the crews of the fishing boats went on strike.1
Most of the above listed strikes occurred during the latter half of 1928, i.e.,
after the introduction of the ‘United front from below’-tactic. The new tactic,
in turn, had been discussed at the Fifth Conference of Revolutionary Transport
Workers that summoned in conjunction with the rilu World Congress in
April 1928. The shortcomings of the earlier United Front-tactic resulted in
fierce (self-) criticism among the delegates. Above all, communist and revolutionary opposition groups were weak within the trade unions and disinterested in work among colonial transport workers. Not least, they had failed to
launch effective international boycotts in support of national strikes and to
block the transportation of war material to East Asia. Although the strategy of
agitation and propaganda within the unions was claimed to have generated
greater awareness of and support for the revolutionary opposition, few militant workers had joined it. Consequently, the vision of a united front proved
illusionary. The main reason for this was blamed on the lack of concrete action
1 Figures presented by Achkanov in Theses of Report on Activities of ipcaa of Transport
Workers, Report by Comrade Achkanov, presented at meeting of the Executive Bureau of the
rilu, 8.1.1929, 534/5/207, 10, rgaspi. Hereafter: Theses of Report on Activities of ipcaa of
Transport Workers (8.1.1929).
© Holger Weiss, 2021 | DOI:10.1163/9789004463288_007
This is an open access chapter distributed under the terms of the CC BY 4.0 license.
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of the revolutionary opposition. The remedy, it was believed, was to focus on
action when applying the new ‘United front from below’-tactic, encapsulated
by adopting a new name for the organisation –The International Propaganda
and Action Committee for Transport Workers or ipac-t w.2 Like its predecessor, work among maritime transport workers was given top priority.
1

The 1928 Conference and Its Aftermath

The adoption of the new United Front from Below-tactic was publicised
through a resolution. In contrast to earlier instructions, the 1928 Resolution
also highlighted the importance to integrate the transport workers in colonial
and semi-colonial countries in the global proletarian class struggle. The new
policy was to be implemented by strike committees as well as by the revolutionary opposition within the trade unions. All transport workers were urged to
demand for the abolition of overtime work and to organise the fight for shorter
hours, particularly in those branches of the transport industry where intensive
rationalisation was in progress. Besides, they should insist for social insurance,
unemployment benefits, paid vacations and sick relief. Most importantly, they
were compelled to rally behind the slogan ‘Equal pay for equal work’. The new
credo of radical workers was anti-racist and anti-discriminatory and was committed to anti-colonial international proletarian solidarity, the 1928 Resolution
stressed. Therefore, the 1928 Resolution stressed the need to support transport
workers in semi-colonial and colonial countries in their fight against capitalist
and colonial exploitation.3
The 1928 Resolution listed several specific demands to be pushed forward
by the radical maritime transport workers. Apart from the general demand for
7-hour working shifts above and 6-hour working shifts below deck, the 1928
Resolution ordered to struggle for the recognition of the ship committees.
Addressing anti-racist, anti-discriminatory and anti-colonial international proletarian solidarity, the 1928 Resolution called the revolutionary mariners, i.e.,
the members of the sea and ship cells, to expose the exploitation of non-white
members of a crew by the shipowners and to struggle for equal pay for equal
2 As outlined in Die 5. Internationale Konferenz der Revolutionären Transportarbeiter Abgehalten
in Moskau im April 1928 (Moskau: Internationales Propaganda-und Aktionskommittee der
revolutionären Transportarbeiter, 1928).
3 “Task of Militant Transport Workers. Resolution Adopted at the Fifth International
Conference of Revolutionary Transport Workers, April 5–11, 1928, Moscow, ussr,” Labor Unity
2, no. 8 (September 1928): 2–5.
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work both for white and non-white seamen. Most importantly, however, the
1928 Resolution instructed white seamen to get all seamen irrespectively the
colour of their skin organised in the unions and to insist on the admission of
non-white seamen into the unions on the same conditions as white seamen.4
The new Secretariat or Bureau of the ipac-t w discussed the implementation of the new tactics immediately after the conference. It is likely that the
body had existed already in previous years although I have not been able to
find any information about who belonged to it. For the 1928 Secretariat, on
the other hand, a photograph published by George Mink in the journal Labor
Unity, gives a hint of its international composition. Some of the names were
published in the caption, namely Walter (Germany), Shuesmith (Canada),
Mink (USA), Foss (Norway), Dumay (France), Bulatsil (ussr), Achkanov
(ussr), Bitov (ussr), while the Danish member can be identified as Richard
Jensen. Others remain unidentified, such as an additional French member as
well as the Bulgarian and the five Chinese members.5 About half of its members represented maritime transport workers’ unions, namely Dumay, Jensen,
Mink and Walter, certainly also one of the Chinese. George Hardy’s name is
missing from the list, which is surprising as he participated at the conference
and was the key organiser in Britain.
The Secretariat decided to put a special focus on work among maritime
transport workers and outlined five impending areas of immediate action.
Three of them concerned the activities in Britain, France and the USA, the
fourth on invigorating the ‘United front from below’-tactic among the revolutionary nuclei, while the fifth was to reach out to ‘coloured’ and colonial
seamen.
1.1
One Step Forward and Two Steps Back in Britain
The most pressing needs for immediate action was the pitiful performance of
the Minority Movement and the Communist Party in the United Kingdom in
terms of organising the radical British seamen. Few of them were members
of the Minority Movement or even party members. Consequently, the influence of the communists was about nil in the National Sailors’ and Firemen’s
Union, from 1926 the National Union of Seamen (nus), and its main rival,
the Amalgamated Marine Workers’ Union which had been dissolved in 1927.
The nus, in turn, was at loggerheads with the Trades Union Congress and the
Transport and General Workers’ Union, whose leader Ernest Bevin pushed for

4 “Task of Militant Transport Workers,” 2–5.
5 Mink, “The Marine Transport Industry,” 6.
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the formation of a new seamen’s union.6 The ambition of the ipac-t w was
to launch its own programme and organise a red seamen’s union in England,
to start organising revolutionary nuclei on British vessels, and to hasten the
establishment of Interclubs in British ports.7
The ipac-t w Secretariat appointed George Hardy as its representative and
instructor in Britain. Hardy had joined the British section of the rilu after
his relocation to Britain in late 1923, his chief activity being the organisation
of the seamen’s section of the Minority Movement as well editing and publishing its mouthpiece, The International Seafarer (apart from his sojourn in
China in 1927/1928).8 Hardy’s task was to organise a secretariat for the ipac-
tw in Britain as well as to supervise activities in Britain. His office was also
responsible to create and maintain communications and contacts with the
British Dominions and colonies.9 Hardy returned to England in August 1928
and immediately started to reorganise the seamen’s section of the Minority
Movement. Together with Fred Thompson, they opened a small office at 27a,
Grundy Street in Poplar, London.10 However, Hardy soon recognised that the
prospects for a new militant seamen’s union were slim. Neither the nus nor
the Trades Union Congress allowed double union membership, and Hardy reasoned that only a few seamen would join a red union. Still, a red union might
have chance, he wishfully noted, especially if it vehemently pushed for the
abolition of the pc5-card and managed to attract unorganised and non-white
seamen.11
Agitation and propaganda work among British seamen had also suffered,
as the Minority Movement had not been capable to publish The International
Seafarer for a long time. This, in turn, was critically commented by the officials
of the Interclubs in Hamburg and Rotterdam, who complained about the lack
of propaganda material as it restricted their capacity to reach out to British
seamen. At one point, the comrades in Rotterdam even proposed to publish
6
7
8
9
10
11

Mogridge, “Militancy and Inter-Union Rivalries in British Shipping.”
Theses of Report on Activities of ipcaa of Transport Workers (8.1.1929), 534/5/207, 18,
rgaspi.
Memorandum on ‘The International Seafarer’, 21.4.1925, and J. Bell to Sir Vernon Kell, Report
re George Hardy, 12.1.1932, George Hardy personal file, kv 2/2127/2, 21A and 66b, tna.
Instructions from Moscow to nmm [ca. April/1928], 534/5/194, 89, rgaspi.
(Half-burnt) notes by Special Branch etc., 20.8.1928, 19.9.1928, 21.9.1928, George Hardy personal file, kv 2/1027, tna.
[George Hardy,] Tasks and Position of Seamen in the British Shipping Industry [ca. 1928],
534/5/194, 165–168, rgaspi. A (half-burnt) copy of Hardy’s memorandum is filed in
George Hardy personal file, kv 2/1027, tna. Hardy’s memorandum was addressed to
Achkanov.
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an English journal by themselves.12 Eventually, this was not necessary as The
International Seafarer resumed publication in July 1928.13
The grandiose plan to establish a red seamen’s union in Britain soon backfired. Most of the militant mariners joined the Minority Movement but few
of them backed the idea of a red union. Instead, they rather wanted to join
Bevin’s new union.14 The plan finally collapsed when the leadership of the
Minority Movement turned against the idea. In late October 1928, Achkanov
lamented that work among maritime transport workers in Britain continued
to remain unsatisfactory: “[T]he reformists will organise a new union and we
will later play the role of opposition in the new union.”15 Neither were there
any prospects for establishing Interclubs in Britain: “In no way can we push
this question forward.”16 Even worse, the Minority Movement had not even
started to organise revolutionary nuclei on British vessels.17 Hardy’s activities came to a standstill by the end of the year when he received orders from
Moscow to head the bureau of pptus and direct its underground work in
Shanghai.18
Nevertheless, the vision of establishing a red seamen’s union in Britain was
kept alive by Achkanov who believed that neither the nus nor Bevin’s new
union served the “class defence” of the seamen. If only the opposition exposed
the “fascist” nature of these unions, the militant seamen would eagerly join
a red union, he assured.19 In early 1929, Achkanov sent new directives to the
Minority Movement and its seamen’s section, and ordered them to speed up
the formation of “a class seamen’s union” and ship cells on British vessels. In
addition, the Minority Movement was urged to immediately set up so-called
12
13
14
15
16
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Internationales Hafenbüro Hamburg, Bericht Januar 1928, 534/
5/
201, 4–
7, rgaspi;
Internationales Hafenbüro Hamburg, Bericht Mai 1928, 534/5/201, 25–27, rgaspi.
Internationales Hafenbüro Hamburg, Bericht Juli 1928, 534/5/201, 39–41, rgaspi.
Internationales Hafenbüro Hamburg, Bericht Oktober 1928, 534/5/201, 73–75, rgaspi.
Achkanov to rilu Secretariat, Moscow 29.9.1928, 534/5/194, 100–106, rgaspi; also
Achkamov to Lozovsky, 24.10.1928, 534/5/194, 121–123, rgaspi.
Theses of Report on Activities of ipcaa of Transport Workers (8.1.1929), 534/5/207, 15,
rgaspi.
Internationales Hafenbüro Hamburg, Bericht November 1928, 534/5/201, 86–87, rgaspi.
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the pptus lasted until April 1930. According to British intelligence sources, Hardy left
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(Half-burnt) notes, dated 15.12.1928, 4.9.1929, 6.10.1929 and 19.3.1930, George Hardy personal file, kv 2/1027, tna.
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‘Initiatory Seamen’s Groups’ [or: Initiative Groups] consisting of “class-
conscious” organised as well as unorganised seamen. The objective of these
groups, Achkanov underlined, was to struggle for the everyday demands and
grievances of seamen and, in line with the new United Front from Below-tactic,
to oppose “the opportunist policy of Wilson and Bevin.”20
The ipac-t w directives on work in Britain were disseminated to all affiliated units and revolutionary opposition groups. The ipac-t w denounced
Bevin’s attempt to initiate a seamen’s section within the Transport and General
Workers’ Union as a camouflaged attempt to infuse ‘fascism’, i.e., social democratic tendencies among the seamen, and to lure them in an organisation
resembling that of the nus. It further instructed the Minority Movement to
draft a ‘United front from below’-program for its work among seamen, and to
send information about the Initiatory Seamen’s Groups to all revolutionary
opposition groups as well as the Interclubs. The latter, in turn, were ordered
to inform visiting British seamen about the existence and addresses of these
groups.21
However, something went wrong in Britain. In contrast to the ipac-t w
directives, the seamen’s section of the Minority Movement sent a letter to its
members in early February 1929 and advised them to join Bevin’s Transport
and General Workers’ Union! Achkanov was at loss –had the comrades deliberately obstructed his orders or what had happened?22
Communications between Moscow and London were patchy and Achkanov
could do little to interfere. Documentation reveals that the Minority Movement
had set up a Provisional Seamen’s Committee at this point, led by Fred
Thompson. Its members included N.J. Upadhyaya who represented the Londonbased Indian Seamen’s Union. Activities were in its infancy but at least one
group existed in Tilbury, one of the deep-water ports of London.23 Although the
Provisional Seamen’s Committee had no resources at its disposal to establish an
Interclub, it had opened an office in Poplar, London, at 86, East India Dock Road.
It soon managed to expand its activities to several British ports; The International
20
21

22
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Achkanov to rilu on meeting of ipac-t w Secretariat 23.2.1929, 534/5/207, 89, rgaspi.
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Seafarer appeared regularly each month and the first Initiatory Seamen’s Groups
were set up in spring 1929. Finally, it looked as if the revolutionary seamen movement was making progress in Britain.24
1.2
Opening the Doors in the USA
Promising news reached Moscow from the USA where George Mink was operating as official ipac-t w representative in organising the militant waterfront
in the USA.25 A first step towards a radical platform was the Marine Workers
Progressive League, mwpl, an organisation he had launched before he left for
Soviet Russia in 1927. The mwpl directed its attention towards un-organised
maritime workers who frequented the New York Interclub. At first, Mink’s idea
was to organise them as a “progressive opposition” within the existing unions
but they declined to do so (as much as the unions resisted the formation
of militant groups within their ranks). However, the adoption of the ‘Class-
against-Class’ doctrine opened the floor for the establishment of a militant –
red –union of maritime workers in the USA in 1928.26
Mink’s position as ipac-t w representative gave him the mandate to launch
a “red” seamen’s union in the USA.27 After his return to the USA in 1928, Mink
contacted his old associates within the iww who joined him in his effort to
expand the mwpl.28 Mink was rather successful as the mwpl managed
to establish branches also on the US West Coast by the end of the year,29 in
addition to opening ten new Interclubs, among others in Baltimore, Boston,
Philadelphia and San Francisco, and publishing the first editions of its mouthpiece, The Marine Worker.30
Mink’s career as a red union organiser almost came to an abrupt end in late
1928/early 1929 when cpusa leader Jay Lovestone accused him for belonging
to James P. Cannon’s faction of Trotskyites. Like many other communist parties, the cpusa was heavily affected by the purge of Trotsky and his followers
in the Soviet Union as well as within the Comintern and its affiliated parties
24
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and mass movements. However, Lovestone seemingly was not aware of or, as
Pedersen suspects, had not been informed about Mink’s position within the
rilu and his ipac-t w mandate. Upon being informed by the events in the
USA, the rilu headquarters sent a stiff reminder to Lovestone: Mink was the
representative of the ipac-t w and could not be removed without approval
from Moscow. Lovestone backed and Mink immediately returned to work. In
1929, he organised three conferences for mariners, one each on the East, the
West and the Gulf coasts. Mink’s ambition was to push rigorously for an independent red union. His ambitions climaxed at a national convention of maritime workers, held in New York in April 1930, resulting in the establishment of
the Marine Workers’ Industrial Union (mwiu). In August 1930, Mink travelled
to Moscow and proudly reported to the rilu about the successes of the new
organisation –the mwiu boasted of having 6,000 members and for having set
up eleven new Interclubs. However, the mwiu faced two serious problems –it
had a strained relation with the cpusa and it suffered from an extremely instable membership. Despite the impressive member statistics, most of them were
former iww-members, only 1,600 of them paid dues and merely 400 belonged
to the party.31
Hamburg: More than the Secretariat for the Western Coast of Europe
1.3
News about communist achievements on the waterfront in Western Europe
had initially been positive in 1928. A revolutionary opposition had been formed
in the port workers’ union in Belgium; the Hamburg as well as the Rotterdam
Interclub both listed revolutionary nuclei on 120 vessels, of which 35 had been
formed since the conference, whereas the opposition within the Norwegian
Seamen’s and Stokers’ Union had organised 15 revolutionary nuclei and had
representatives on 26 ships.32
Hopes were high for an organisational breakthrough in France. Following
the instructions received after the Fifth Conference, Auguste Dumay and the
ipac-t w Latin Secretariat in Paris had organised a conference of French seamen that laid the foundations for the Unitarian Seamen’s Federation.33 The
main task for the ipac-t w, Achkanov highlighted, was to strengthen the new
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organisation and to assist it in the establishment of sections in all French ports
and ship cells on board French vessels.34
On the other hand, the implementation of the new strike tactics, namely
international support to national strikes, had been disappointing in 1928. The
opposition within the Dutch Seamen’s Union had failed to support the strike of
the German Rhine River transport workers; even worse, Achkanov accused the
revolutionary opposition as well as the Dutch and German communist parties
for insufficient political vigilance to extend the strike. In Britain, the Minority
Movement had failed to support the Australian waterside strike.35 In France,
the seamen’s strike in Marseille was lost in part because the ugtc and the
Party did not enlist the support of the Marseille Interclub, “whose authority
amongst the seamen is so great that last year it succeeded in capturing the
temporary leadership of the reformist union.”36
The ipac-t w headquarters promptly reacted on the bleak transnational
coordination during strikes. It instructed the RILU Berlin Bureau to summon Albert Walter and a representative of the communist fraction in the
German Transport Workers’ Federation as well as Dumay and Lebègue from
France, Jensen from Denmark, Foss from Norway, Dekker from Holland and
Alex from the ipac-t w for a conference in Berlin. On top of the agenda was
the coordination of work in the ports in Western Europe.37 However, for reasons not known, the conference was postponed and transferred to Hamburg
where it convened in July 1928.38 The meeting resulted in the establishment
of a new unit in Hamburg, the Secretariat of the Western Coast of Europe.
The new unit was projected to maintain connections with the ipac-t w
headquarters, to coordinate transnational activities in support of national
strikes as well as to form port committees of seamen and port workers in
Western Europe.39
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The Secretariat of the Western Coast of Europe has left few documentary
traces. In fact, the only direct reference of its existence is found in Achkanov’s
report of activities he presented to the rilu Executive Bureau in January 1929.
Interestingly, one looks in vain for references to the unit in the monthly reports
of the Hamburg Port Bureau and Interclub for 1928 and 1929. Several explanations for the silence in the documentary sources can be put forward. The first
one is obvious: The Secretariat’s office was not located at Rothesoodstrasse.
This could explain the silence of its existence in the reports of the Port Bureau
and Interclub but not the missing traces in the Comintern Archives. Rather,
another explanation emerges after a close and critical examination of the
reports from Hamburg, namely that the Hamburg Port Bureau assumed the
role of the Secretariat as Albert Walter headed both units. In fact, as will be
argued below, Hamburg emerged as a liaison and global communication centre of the ipac-t w at the end of 1928.
Information about the trans-and international connections of the Hamburg
Port Bureau are patchy before mid-1928. As previously outlined, the unit in
Hamburg had close links with those in Bremen and Rotterdam although it
seems likely that the main liaison centre was the rilu and/or ipc-t w bureau
in Berlin. The new position of the Hamburg Port Bureau as a unit for the coordination of joint inter/transnational activities was demonstrated during the
shipyards workers’ strike in Hamburg in October 1928. Walter’s directives “to
our representatives in Belgium, England, France and Holland” reveal a hierarchical relation as they were instructed to launch a boycott to overhaul German
ships in their respective ports. “Our comrades answered positively,” Walter
noted, and underlined further that “[t]his clearly demonstrates the importance of our Port Bureau as a liaison centre.”40
The reason for choosing Hamburg as central liaison centre was due to
the success of the Hamburg Port Bureau and Interclub in rapidly increasing
the numbers of revolutionary nuclei on board German merchant vessels.
By October 1928, the Zelle Schiffahrt listed already 256 members and “reliable” ship cells existed on board 120 ships. The nuclei formed the backbone
of Walter’s global communications network as they covered shipping routes
connecting Hamburg with North America (East and West Coast), Mexico, the
Caribbean, South America (East and West Coast), Africa, Australia, East Asia,
India, the Mediterranean and the Baltic Sea. His plan was simple but clever.
Walter planned to set up legal or illegal liaison offices in all ports abroad where
German ships were calling at; trusted members of a nucleus would serve as
40
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couriers. The crux of the matter was the restricted number of legal liaison
centres. Most of the liaison centres were underground offices and the couriers were sometimes at loss in locating their addresses. Another problem was
the long duration of travel between Hamburg and East Asian and Australian
ports; usually, the members of a nucleus would sign off the ship when reaching
the port of destination, resulting in a break in the chain of communications.41
In addition, the German police uncovered at least the clandestine channel of
communications between Europe and India already in 1929.42
Hamburg was therefore not the ideal location for a global liaison centre of
the ipac-t w, less for the Comintern and rilu-apparatus in Moscow. Although
the Hamburg Port Bureau was running a clandestine courier service to Indian,
Australian and Chinese ports, connections were highly irregular due to restrictions in German shipping services to these ports. This weakness was highlighted in an internal report in November 1928. Instead of solely relying on
German nuclei members, other revolutionary opposition units and Interclubs
were compelled to set up sea and ship cells. Top priority was to get work started
in British and French ports. The former ports were important for the connections to Australia, the latter ones –especially Marseille –for the connections
to China and Japan. Moreover, work had to be started in US East and West
Coast ports. Once established, dispatches could easily be sent via Hamburg on
a German ship to New York from where the local liaison bureau would be able
to distribute it to the West Coast and further to any destination in the Pacific.43
By the end of 1928, the contours of this communication network were already
visible, and included “branch offices” (Zweigstellen), namely the Interclubs in
Rotterdam, New York, Philadelphia and Sydney.44
2

The Scandinavian Secretariat and Activities in Northern Europe

The introduction and application of the United Front from Below-tactic
became a protracted process among the ipac-t w sections in the Nordic countries. The task of Leif Foss and the Scandinavian Secretariat’s had been to
ignite and deepen the coordination between the various revolutionary trade
union opposition groups in the Nordic countries. Foss prepared the ground
41
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at a conference held in Copenhagen in October 1927, originally called by
the Norwegian Seamen’s and Stokers’ Union to discuss the formation of a
Scandinavian-Finnish-Russian Unity Committee.45 Finland was not part of
Foss’ tactical considerations as communist trade union activity was considered a special case; although communist activity was illegal, the unions were
controlled by the radical left-wing who officially had no ties to Moscow or the
illegal, underground communist party.
The 1927 Copenhagen Conference outlined the organisational foundations
for work among the national transport workers’ unions. Each executive committee of the Scandinavian communist parties was to nominate a person (i.e.,
secretary) responsible for trade union work. The person was also to serve as
the liaison person for the Scandinavian Secretariat and to meet twice a year.
Further, each of the parties was to nominate a country committee (landsutskott), consisting each of representatives for land transport, railway and maritime workers as well as the party’s trade union secretary. In addition, the opposition groups within the national trade unions were each to establish a steering
body consisting of three members. The local communist fractions within a
union, in turn, were obliged to be in contact with the country committee as
well as with the executive committee of the party. Finally, the Copenhagen
Conference repeated the urge to form ship cells.46
Discussions concerning intra-Scandinavian cooperation continued at a
conference held in Copenhagen in May 1928. On top of the agenda were the
decisions of the rilu Congress and their implementation in the Scandinavian
countries. Present were, amongst others, Leif Foss, Richard Jensen and Sven
Linderot. Not much is known about the outcome of the conference, apart from
it discussing ways of opening links to the Baltic countries and Finland.47
The intra-Scandinavian dimension gained momentum during the Finnish
harbour workers’ strike during latter half of 1928. The strike had started in
autumn 1928, and the Scandinavian Secretariat issued a call for launching supporting actions in Scandinavian ports in September 1928. Foss’ plans failed in
Norway; here, the harbour workers’ union rejected the call to boycott Finnish
45
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shipping.48 The situation was difficult also in Sweden, Linderot informed, as
the communist fractions had little influence in the unions. Besides, he excused
himself for not having had time to devote himself to trade union agitation
as he had been touring northern Sweden as part of the party’s election campaign.49 The only positive response to the call came from Copenhagen where
the Interclub had started a nation-wide campaign amongst the port workers in
support of the Finnish strikers and against the blackleg position of the reformist leaders of the union, who refused to declare a promised solidarity strike.50
The Finnish harbour workers were on strike for ten months. The tactics
of the export industry owners relied on the excessive use of non-organised
workers, usually provided by the paramilitary strikebreaking organisation
Vientirauha Oy (“Peace of Export Joint Company”). The ipac-t w, in turn, tried
to counteract and launched an international solidarity campaign in support
for the strikers in Finland through the Hamburg Port Bureau. The Hamburg
Interclub conducted a campaign against the blackleg stand of the German
Transport Workers’ Federation.51 The Hamburg Port Bureau, in turn, published
three flyers, each of them in German, English and French, and sent them to its
liaison offices in Western Europe. However, the conditions for an international
solidarity campaign and a boycott of Finnish shipping proved illusory and
clearly indicated the limited capacity of the revolutionary transport workers’
opposition groups –no answer to the calls for a boycott was ever heard from
Belgium or Holland, and not much was achieved in Britain and France.52
Establishing Revolutionary Nuclei and Organising Conferences
2.1
Propelling international solidarity campaigns was an important but secondary
task of the Scandinavian Secretariat. Its main obligation was to strengthen the
revolutionary trade union opposition groups in the Scandinavian countries.
However, Foss soon realised that he had to tackle two major obstacles –the lack
of inter-Scandinavian communication as well as the weak, if not pathetic situation in Sweden. Foss addressed the first issue in a circular letter to all national
committees, and instructed them to send him information on impending tariff
48
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negotiations and planned strikes as well as on conferences and meetings of the
national transport unions.53 Furthermore, all units were to send him information on the number of existing ship cells.54
Foss tackled the Swedish issue at an inter-Scandinavian conference held
in Stockholm in November 1928. Linderot informed him that the most promising unit was the Stockholm sea cell as it had managed to organise 16 ship
cells operating on 50 vessels. He further claimed that the position of the communists was rather strong in the Swedish Stokers’ Union (Svenska eldareförbundet) where they counted three out of seven functionaries. On the other
hand, their position was rather weak in the Swedish Seamen’s Union (Svenska
sjömansunionen) where they only listed two out of seven functionaries, and
was pathetic in the other transport workers’ unions. Similar conditions prevailed in Denmark, Foss noted; the position of the communists was shallow
among the railway workers’ union in contrast to their relatively strong position among the maritime workers’ unions. (The discussion about conditions
in Norway was postponed to the next conference.) Finally, the one-day conference closed by nominating the Swede Gunnar Carlsson as second secretary
of the Scandinavian Secretariat and by calling for the establishment of an
Interclub in Stockholm.55
Work at the Copenhagen Interclub also prospered; almost 11,500 mariners
had visited 114 meetings in 1928. The club members engaged in the ongoing
anti-war campaign of the Comintern and rilu (“Defend the Soviet Union”),
among others by printing and distributing leaflets among visiting US American,
British, Polish and Swedish naval ships. The activities of the Interclub among
Danish maritime transport workers resulted in 200 seamen joining the dkp
and the establishment of a revolutionary nucleus among the harbour workers
in Copenhagen. Most importantly, however, was the establishment of a new
Interclub in Esbjerg on the Danish North Sea coast.56
An unexpected plan of the rilu to establish its own Scandinavian Bureau
shelved the plans for invigorating the capacity of the ipac-t w Scandinavian
Secretariat at the end of 1928. At first, the idea was to merge the ipac-t w
53
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Scandinavian Secretariat with the rilu Scandinavian Bureau, to locate
the new unit in Stockholm and to head it by Sven Linderot.57 However, the
Norwegian delegates vehemently opposed plan when it was up for discussions
at the inter-Scandinavian conference held at Oslo in early February 1929.58 If
the Norwegian protests were successful is not known, neither is there much
information of the rilu Scandinavian Bureau and its activities.
The main issue on the agenda of the 1929 Oslo Conference was the report
about conditions in Norway as well as the formation of revolutionary nuclei on
board vessels. Foss and Samsing painted a rather depressing picture of work in
Norway. In short: The influence of the communists was minimal in the transport workers’ unions.59 The only positive news where Samsing’s successful
engagements at the Hamburg Interclub. Norwegian seamen had started to find
their way to the Interclub and Samsing’s activities had yielded some results.
The most notable outcome of his agitation was the removal of the official representative of the Norwegian Seamen’s and Stokers’ Union in Hamburg and the
replacement of him with a left-wing member.60 In Norway, Foss had successfully interfered in a smear campaign of the union leadership against Samsing
and his activities in Hamburg.61 Samsing’s efforts paid off; by the end of the
year, he had established a 20-members Norwegian sea cell in the Scandinavian
Section of the Hamburg Interclub.62
Samsing’s successful activities in Hamburg was fed into the new directives
on work among Norwegian –and by extension, Scandinavian –seamen. The
key for success was agitation and propaganda conducted by the Interclubs, the
directives highlighted. The establishment of new Interclubs in Scandinavian
ports was therefore of utmost importance as the sea cells operated in tandem with the Interclubs. The duties of the sea cells was to establish ship cells
on board the vessels, to carry out agitation and propaganda campaigns, run
courses and organise discussion events as well as to disseminate the ipac-t w
journal Den internasjonale transportarbeider and lead international solidarity
campaigns. Echoing existing ipac-t w and rilu-directives, the ship cells, in
57
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turn, were obliged to set up and lead a ship committee, initiate campaigns in
accordance with the directives of the party and the ipac-t w as well as to make
sure that the ship crew found their way to an Interclub instead of a Christian
seamen’s mission when visiting a port.63
2.2
Annus Horribilis of 1929 in Copenhagen and Stockholm
The year 1929 opened with a vigorous campaign orchestrated by the newly
established rilu Scandinavian Bureau to push for a United Front between
Nordic and Russian transport workers’ unions.64 A preliminary agreement for
closer cooperation between the unions had been reached at a Scandinavian-
Russian conference for maritime transport worker unions in December 1928
that was up for ratification by the national unions in the Nordic countries. The
campaign ended in a failure. While the agreement was quickly accepted by
the Norwegian and Russian maritime transport workers’ trade unions, first
the Swedish and then the Finnish maritime unions declined its ratification.65
Additional negative news soon followed.
The adoption of the ‘Class-
Against-
Class’-
doctrine created a deep rift
in the Scandinavian communist parties and trade union fractions in 1929.
Several leading members questioned the advisability of a full confrontation with the social democrats; others were not convinced about the ‘ultra-
left turn’ of the Comintern and Moscow’s interpretation of the beginning
of a Third Period. Confusion followed and by autumn 1929, the communist
movement was split in two antagonistic factions. In Sweden the majority of
the party members, including all communist Members of Parliament, the
communist press as well as most of the communist trade union functionaries had decided to cut their ties with Moscow and established an independent Communist Party under the leadership of Karl Kilbom. The minority
rallied behind Hugo Sillén, who became the leader of the Communist Party
of Sweden, Section of the Comintern. The split of the Swedish Party was to
have grave consequences for the Comintern-loyal minority: They had to
build up a new party and trade union apparatus from scratch.66 Similar
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frictions also affected the Danish and Norwegian parties although they never
split.67
The internal chaos in the Scandinavian parties had negative consequences
for communist trade union activities. The rilu Scandinavian Bureau in
Stockholm ceased its operations, mainly as Sven Linderot devoted his time
in the reorganisation of the remaining Comintern-loyal trade union opposition groups in Sweden. The hitherto rather strong position of the communist
fractions within (some of) the unions was gone. Instead, there existed three
factions within the unions: The ‘reformists’ or social democrats who together
with the second faction, the (independent) ‘majority-communists’, dominated
the unions, and the Comintern-loyal ‘minority-communists’. This also reflected
the state of affairs within in the Swedish maritime transport workers’ unions.
Gone were the days when Linderot could claim that the communists had a
strong position in the seamen’s and stokers’ unions.68 Foss and Carlsson at the
Scandinavian Secretariat must have been frustrated –the erstwhile success of
the Stockholm sea cell was nullified; it hardly existed after the split of the party.
Internal frictions, too, shook the Danish Party. Two blocks evolved in 1929,
one around party leader Thøger Thøgersen, the other around Aksel Larsen
who had recently returned from Moscow and claimed to have the backing of
the Comintern. Richard Jensen was deeply engaged in the fight, being a close
friend of Thøgersen. However, Jensen was also the key person of the ipact-
tw in Denmark. Matters became complicated during spring 1929 when Larsen
accused Jensen for mismanagement of funds for operating the Copenhagen
Interclub.69
News from Copenhagen had been troubling already at the beginning of 1929.
Foss had been informed that the Interclub had moved to new premises but he
never received the address of the new location. Foss was puzzled. The connections between the Scandinavian Secretariat in Oslo and the Interclub had
been patchy, and Jensen had been continuously late in sending the balances
and activity reports of the Interclub to Oslo. Foss knew that Jensen was acting
on a “special mandate” from Moscow but was also aware that Jensen had been
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careless in his use of external funding. Foss therefore contacted Achkanov,
informed him about his suspicions of the potential misuse of Interclub funds,
and asked him to intervene, as he himself had no funds to travel to Copenhagen
and investigate the matter.70
Shortly after having notified Moscow, Foss received a report from Einar
Nilsen about the state of affairs in Copenhagen. Nilsen reported about the
conflict between the two factions in Denmark as well as informed him that the
Interclub at Havnegade had been closed and had moved to the backyard of a
guesthouse at St. Annæs Plads. He further reported that Jensen –for reasons
not stated –had been sent to Hvidøre outside Copenhagen.71 Foss promptly
notified Achkanov: The situation in Copenhagen was getting worse every day.
Not a word from Jensen; instead, the Danish Party informed Foss that Jensen
was accused for having hired an agitator who turned out to be a waiter not
knowing anything about the trade unions or the party. The reputation of the
ipac-t w and the Interclub was suffering, Foss informed Achkanov, and called
for outside intervention to reorganise of activities in Copenhagen.72
Foss received additional information from Copenhagen in early February,
one letter each from Jensen and Larsen. Foss replied to Jensen, criticising him
for not having sent any balances and reports for the Interclub. In the same
vain, he informed him about the accusation brought forward against him.
The gravest ones were the claims that Jensen had neglected contacts with the
newly established Interclub in Esbjerg and for not informing the “North Sea
Secretariat”, i.e., the Hamburg Port Bureau/Albert Walter, about his activities.73
At this point, the soup in Copenhagen was boiling as Larsen claimed that the
ipac-t w had nominated him to investigate the accounts of the Interclub.74
Foss was puzzled as none had informed him about Larsen’s intervention. Of
utmost importance, Foss assured Achkanov, was to ensure that the position of
the communist fraction in the stokers’ union was not jeopardised by the chaos
at the Interclub. He even proposed to transfer Arthur Samsing from Hamburg
to Copenhagen as interim head of the Interclub.75
The course of events culminated in an in situ examination of the
Copenhagen Interclub by Foss and Walter on Wednesday 6 March 1929.76 It
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is somewhat unclear who had called the meeting. Jensen told Achkanov that
he had asked Foss and Walter to intervene although Walter seems to have
responded to an earlier call by Foss.77 Be as it may, Foss and Walter arrived in
Copenhagen at the height of the conflict. Jensen had refused to hand over the
accounts for the Interclub for an investigation by the party. The Larsen block,
in turn, had orchestrated a smear campaign against Jensen, insinuating him to
be a lazy alcoholic, fraudster and embezzler of funds. Jensen, in turn, attacked
the party for totally neglecting work among seamen and for turning their back
on the Interclub.78 Foss and Walter managed to meet the loggerheads and were
capable to conduct a thorough check of accounts and receipts of the Interclub.
The accusation of misuse turned out to be false. Jensen had received 10,565
dkk as well as taken a bank loan of 1,500 dkk to cover for the expenses of the
Interclub. The sums corresponded with the receipts. This was the positive part
of the investigation. On the other hand, Foss and Walter criticised Jensen by for
not sending monthly balances and reports to the Scandinavian Secretariat.79
Next, the two comrades inspected the old premises of the Interclub at
Havnegade and the new ones at Sankt Annæs Plads. Foss was not impressed
by the new premises. The building was a 32-beds hostel with a restaurant. It
turned out that the Interclub rented two small rooms in the backyard that
were not optimal for its purpose. A private person, who paid 7 percent of its
incomes to the Interclub and was supposed to offer six beds in the hostel free
of charge to the Interclub, ran the restaurant. Foss and Walter regarded this to
be an “unholy” experiment, and suggested that the Interclub bought the whole
building and operated the restaurant and hostel by itself. The feasibility of
their suggestion was dubious as Foss in the same vein stressed that the ipac-
tw was not capable of funding the project.80
The meeting continued the next day. Foss’ and Walter’s auditing had not
cleared the air, the situation was tense and soon the quarrel started again. The
party representatives demanded to have full insights on the balances of the
Interclub and insisted on external instalments for running the Interclub to
be paid into the party’s bank account. Foss and Walter rejected the proposal.
Instead, they suggested that 1) the leadership of the Interclub was to include
two party members, 2) ipac-t w funds were to be controlled by the leader of
77
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the Interclub, and 3) the party and the Interclub were to closely collaborate.
The party representatives rejected the second suggestion. Walter reminded
the party representatives that ipac-t w funds were out of their control and
Moscow would make the ultimate decisions on this matter.81
The meeting ended in a cul-de-sac. The two emissaries had wanted to reorganise work at the waterfront in Copenhagen and suggested a renovation of
the Interclub, the party representatives declined. Walter left Copenhagen on
7 March, Foss remained for another three days. The conflict in Copenhagen
deepened and Jensen insinuated that he would leave the party. Thøgersen suggested that the Interclub was to be put under the control of the party, Foss
declined and reminded him that the Interclub was controlled by the ipac-t w.82
Further unpleasant news reached Jensen from Moscow during the midst of
the conflict. Jensen must have been completely unprepared when Achkanov
informed him about the total revision of international operations including
the suspension of several journals as well as the liquidation of the Interclubs
in Bordeaux and Rotterdam. His activities, too, were to be affected by the reorganisation, informed Achkanov: “We are compelled […] to stop sending materials to several of our International Clubs, the Copenhagen Club included, after
March.”83 Nothing more, nothing less. What Jensen did not know at this point
was that the ipac-t w headquarters also decided to suspend the transfer of
funds to Copenhagen (see further Chapter 4.2.3).
Neither did Foss at this point knew that Moscow planned to liquidate activities in Copenhagen. Instead, he suggested to Achkanov that the Copenhagen
Interclub should resume activities “in one way or the other.” Most important,
however, was to ensure the continuation of the Interclub in Esbjerg. Being
the main Danish North Sea port, operations in Esbjerg were of great strategic
importance for the ipac-t w.84 All in vain. In early April, Achkanov informed
Foss as well as Jensen about the ultimate decisions made in Moscow: ipac-t w
funding for Copenhagen had been suspended. “We trust you will be able to
manage to preserve the Club in Copenhagen without our support,” Achkanov
assured Jensen,85 well knowing that this would not be the case. Foss immediately informed Thøgersen about the new course of events: Moscow had
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drastically reduced ipac-t w funding. Operation in Copenhagen were possible
only if the party intervened, and Foss urged Thøgersen to sell the club’s inventories at Havnegade and to use the money for work on the waterfront. The only
positive news from Moscow was that the Interclub in Esbjerg would receive a
monthly stipend of 30 dkk for running its operations.86
Thus ended the operations of the ipac-t w in Copenhagen. Reduced to an
office without meeting spaces, the Interclub continued merely as the editing
body of its journal Lanternen. Contemporary observers described the situation as pathetic: “Though the Club apparatus at present is not worth anything,
there is very favourable objective conditions for work.”87
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Reopening Work among Colonial Seamen
The bleak records of work among colonial seamen in Europe generated a lively
debate at the ipc-t w conference in April 1928. The harshest critique on the pitfalls of work among colonial maritime workers came from Auguste Dumay. He
accused the rilu for neglecting the colonial question in the maritime industry and for downplaying the potential impact of colonial maritime workers in
both anticolonial and anti-imperial activities. African and Caribbean mariners consituted the majority of the colonial seamen in France, he noted, but
most of them were organised in the Féderation Nationale des Laboureurs de
la Mer, a ‘yellow’1 union where the communists had no influence at all. Why
where there no representatives from Africa or the Caribbean at the conference, he critically asked, and why where there no representatives of the Arab
seamen? Dumay was backed in his criticism by George Hardy who urged the
ipc-t w and its European sections to focus on work among colonial seamen in
European ports.2
Dumay’s and Hardy’s criticism resulted in a reorientation and reorganisation of work among colonial seamen. The task of the revolutionary trade
union opposition groups within the national maritime trade unions was to
demand that membership was to be based on class only, not race or nationality. Maritime transport workers, who had emigrated to and resided in another
country, were to be allowed to join a national union based on the principles of
equal rights and equal standing.3
However, the ipac-t w never formulated any directives or issued any
instructions on work among colonial seamen after the 1928 Moscow
Conference. In part, this might have been due to the total overhaul of communist agitation which followed after the Sixth World Congress of the
Comintern in July-August 1928. In late 1927, the Executive Committee of the
Comintern (ecci) had initiated the ‘left turn’ calling for ‘intensified class
struggle’, warning about ‘the treachery of social democracy’ and demanded
1 A yellow union is a workers’ organisation which is dominated or influenced by the employers
and collaborates with the government.
2 “Tätigkeitsbericht des ipak,” in Die 5. Internationale Konferenz der Revolutionären
Transportarbeiter, 39, 41.
3 “Tätigkeitsbericht des ipak,” in Die 5. Internationale Konferenz der Revolutionären
Transportarbeiter, 55–56.
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a ‘radicalisation of the working class’. According to the new interpretation,
bourgeois stabilisation was to give way to a new wave of class struggle due to
the believed imminent radicalisation of the working class. Condition for revolutionary work in the colonies and ‘semi-colonies’, i.e. India and China, were
discussed at the Sixth World Congress of the Comintern in 1928. The discussions resulted in a new strategy presented in the Theses on the Revolutionary
Movement in the Colonial and Semi-Colonial Countries, better known as the
Colonial Theses.4
The ultimate objective, the Colonial Theses declared, was the unconditional
and complete independence and sovereignty of all colonial people. In contrast
to the previous ‘United Front’-tactic, the Colonial Theses accused the European
social democrats as well as the colonial bourgeoisie for betraying the anti-
colonial struggle and for seeking rapprochement with the imperialist powers
and capitalist governments. Instead, the Colonial Theses stressed the global
class-unity of the labouring masses. The Colonial Theses called for the creation
of communist parties as well as workers and peasants unions in the colonies,
and rejected all collaboration with nationalist movements. At the same time, it
criticised the communist parties in the colonial metropolises for their hitherto
bleak performance, and for neglecting the existence of hidden racial barriers
within the parties. Therefore, it instructed the metropolitan parties to expand
their activities into the colonies, to support the formation of colonial centres
of trade union activities, and to impel a revolutionary character in the existing
peasant movements.5
However, as Neil Redfern has underlined, neither before nor after the 1928
Colonial Theses did the Comintern break with its Eurocentric analysis of
world affairs.6 Instead, the Colonial Theses proclaimed a closer unity between
revolutionary movements in the colonies and the Soviet Union, and underlined the need for an alliance between the Soviet Union, the Western industrial proletariat and the oppressed masses in the colonial and semi-colonial
countries.7

4 See further Fredrik Petersson, “The ‘Colonial Conference’ and the Dilemma of the
Comintern’s Colonial Work, 1928–29,” in Communist Histories, Volume i, ed. Vijay Prashad
(New Delhi: LeftWord Books, 2016), 72–127.
5 See further Petersson, “The ‘Colonial Conference’,” and Fredrik Petersson, “Imperialism and
the Communist International,” Journal of Labor and Society 20, no. 1 (2017), 23–42.
6 Neil Redfern, Class or Nation: Communists, Imperialism, and Two World Wars (London: I.B.
Tauris, 2006).
7 Edward T. Wilson, Russia and Black Africa before World War II (New York and London: Holmes
and Meier, 1974), 166–167, 171–172.
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Visions and Setbacks in Europe

Communist agitation and propaganda among Asian maritime transport workers in Europe had yielded few lasting results by 1928. Work had been concentrated to British ports as most of the Chinese and Indian seamen were
employed on British vessels. However, due to the weakness and at best lukewarm interest of the Minority Movement, communist agitation among Asian
seamen had been shallow if non-existing. George Hardy, at the 1928 Moscow
Conference, had heavily criticised the pitiful performance of the Minority
Movement. Returning to England after the conference, Hardy drafted a blueprint for future work in Britain, underlining the necessity to focus on colonial seamen. More than 140,000 registered African and Asian seamen resided
in Britain, he noted, and 26 percent of seamen on British ships were Asian
workers. Hardy’s proposal for future work was radical and placed the colonial
seamen as the prime target group for the projected red seamen’s union, see
Chapter 3.1.1. In contrast to the existing unions, the new red union was to open
sections for Chinese and Indian seamen “which would add to the power of our
colonial fellow workers, especially when they cannot organise legal organisations in their own countries.” Hardy was fully aware of the ‘revolutionary’ anti-
discriminatory, anti-racist and anti-segregationist tenor of his blueprint: “This
would cause such agitation among British seamen that would have great political value and break down their prejudices as well as enabling us to use such a
union for practical colonial work.”8
Nothing happened. Hardy himself was unable to push for his ideas as the
rilu transferred him to Shanghai to head the pptus apparatus in early 1929.9
The Minority Movement, in turn, rejected the idea of forming a red seamen’s
union. Britain remained a peripheral arena for communist agitation among
colonial maritime transport workers. Although there was an ongoing radicalisation among colonial seamen in British ports, resulting among others in the
establishment of the Indian Seamen’s Union in London and an association
for colonial seamen in Cardiff, their links to the Minority Movement and its
seamen’s section were shallow.10 Neither had the Minority Movement or its
8
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Socialist and Militant Pan-Africanist,” Race & Class 53 (2011): 36–57; Featherstone, “Harry
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seamen’s section been active on establishing ship cells on board British vessels,
not to speak about sea cells in British ports, for which it was criticised by Albert
Walter.11
Work among colonial seamen ended in a cul-de-sac in Britain and had to be
concentrated elsewhere. Three possible locations were at hand for the ipac-
tw: Hamburg, Marseille and Rotterdam. Each of these ports had its potentials
but also drawbacks. The Hamburg Interclub was the best organised one but the
port was not a major destination for British shipping. The Rotterdam Interclub,
on the other hand, had reported major difficulties in reaching out to the crew
on British vessels. Marseille, in turn, was not a target of British shipping and
the Interclub had a poor record on work among colonial seamen. After evaluating the pros and cons of the different options, the ipac-t w headquarters
decided to shift its work among colonial seamen to Hamburg by detaching
Asian functionaries to the Hamburg Interclub.
The first to arrive in Hamburg was the Indian comrade Silva. He started to
work at the Interclub in February 1928. At first, the Interclub functionaries
were extremely positive about his work.12 However, Silva’s job ended prematurely after only one month as he became ill and decided to move to Berlin.
Work among Indian seamen ceased as there was no replacement for him.13
A new attempt to start work among Asian seamen in Hamburg was made in
September 1928. Achkanov informed Walter about sending a Chinese seaman
from Hong Kong to work in Hamburg.14 However, it seems as if nothing came
out of these plans and there are no references about work among Chinese or
Indian seamen for the rest of the year in the monthly reports of the Interclub.
The first push for work among colonial seamen in Hamburg had ended in a
cul-de-sac, too.
2

Opening a New Chapter: Work among Black Seamen

While the Comintern had debated at length about the prospects and conditions for the radicalisation of the working class in India and China at its world
congresses in the early 1920s,15 the Atlantic world and especially sub-Saharan
11
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Africa remained a blanc spot on the world-map of the forthcoming World
Revolution. Although John Reed vehemently called upon the comrades to focus
on the downtrodden black population in the USA in a famous speech at the
Second World Congress of the Comintern in Moscow in 1920,16 the Comintern
was slow in developing a distinctive strategy for agitation and propaganda
among the black working class in the Atlantic world. At first, the Comintern
addressed only the conditions of the black working class in the USA and in
South Africa in the so-called ‘Negro Theses’ of 1922 and 1924; the situation in
the African colonies, in the Caribbean or in Latin America (especially Brazil)
remained marginal if recognised at all.17 A similar case was the 1920 Theses on
the National and Colonial Question that heavily criticised British and French
imperialism in sub-Saharan Africa and the Caribbean, and had placed the metropolitan parties in the West in the forefront for orchestrating anticolonial and
anti-imperial agitation and propaganda.18 However, the biggest dilemma for
the architects of the Communist anticolonial doctrine was an apparent lack
of left-wing militant agents for leading the anticolonial struggle in the African
and Caribbean colonies; those existing were not workers but black intellectuals
and so-called ‘petty-bourgeois anticolonial nationalists’ who rather adhered to
radical pan-Africanism as their ideology than communism.19
Initially, Moscow’s tactical considerations included a temporary alliance
between the communists and the anticolonial nationalists in colonial and
‘semi-colonial’ countries as stipulated in the Lenin’s thesis on the National
and Colonial Question.20 In contrast to the social democrats and the Labour
and Socialist International (lsi), the rhetoric of the Comintern and the
16
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communists was in its essence anti-imperial and anti-colonial, calling for the
national independence of the colonies and fully backing the struggle against
capitalist and colonial exploitation.21 In the USA, the anticolonial and antiracial sentiments of the Bolsheviks and the Comintern were embraced by black
radical activists such as Cyril Briggs, Otto Huiswoud and Richard B. Moore,
who joined the Communist Party, and was articulated by radical black organisations such as the African Blood Brotherhood and the American Negro Labor
Congress.22 Most importantly, the rationale of communist doctrines positioned US black radicals-cum-communists in the vanguard of anticolonial
and anti-imperial agitation and propaganda in the Black Atlantic. However,
the ultra-left turn and the introduction of the ‘Class-Against-Class’-doctrine
of the Comintern and the rilu in 1928 terminated any existing cooperation
with black radical nationalists. Instead, radical international proletarian solidarity demanded the cooperation between the black and white working class
and the new doctrine called for a new approach for the radicalisation of workers throughout the Black Atlantic. This was materialised in the establishment
of the International Trade Union Committee of Negro Workers of the r.i.l.u
or itucnw-r ilu in July 1928; its key propagator being the African American
communist trade union organiser James W. Ford (1893–1957).23 Best known
for being the mastermind for the communist push into the Atlantic world, his
activities propelled the ipac-t w to reframe its work among colonial seamen
and to put the “coloured” or black seamen on its agenda.
The Red Push into the Black Atlantic
2.1
James W. Ford joined the cpusa in 1926 and became an industrial organiser
in the Southside of Chicago. Thereafter, he rapidly rose in the party hierarchy,
although his chief engagement was in the Trade Union Educational League
(tuel), the US section of the rilu. One year later, he was elected to the District
21
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Party Committee and Industrial Committee of the Trade Union Committee
of Chicago. Having experience of trade union work, he was nominated as US
delegate to the Fourth World Congress of the rilu, and arrived in Moscow in
March 1928. At the rilu Congress, he was selected to its Executive Committee.
Ford stayed in Russia for the next nine months and attended the Sixth World
Congress of the Comintern, held from July to September 1928.24
Ford’s sojourn in Moscow opened a new chapter in his own life as well as
in communist engagement with black workers throughout the Atlantic world.
The engagement of the rilu with the Black Atlantic had hitherto oscillated
between non-existence (Sub-Saharan Africa and the Caribbean) and, at most,
a lukewarm attitude (USA and South Africa). For the rilu, its Fourth World
Congress marked the beginning of a new era in the approach towards the
Black Atlantic. This was mainly due to the intervention of Ford at the congress. Ford highlighted the need for revolutionary work in Africa and criticised
the rilu and its sections for underestimating, if not totally neglecting, work
among the black workers in the Atlantic world. However, his main attack was
on white chauvinism that existed among the working class. He charged the
rilu to change its policy towards the so-called ‘Negro Question’: The suppression of the black population in the USA and South Africa and their struggle
for political rights and self-determination.25 Ford repeated his criticism at the
Sixth World Congress of the Comintern in August 1928 where he attacked the
Comintern and the metropolitan communist parties for neglecting the plight
of the oppressed masses in the Black Atlantic. Even worse, Ford claimed that
neither the Comintern leadership nor the metropolitan parties had fully understood the global importance of activating the oppressed masses throughout
the Black Atlantic.26
Ford’s criticism at the rilu World Congress started a process that culminated in the foundation of a new radical organisation for black workers a few
months later. Concurrent with the Sixth World Congress of the Comintern,
the Executive Committee of the rilu summoned for a separate meeting in
July 1928, and decided to establish the International Trade Union Committee
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of Negro Workers of the r.i.l.u. or itucnw-r ilu27. The objective of the
itucnw-r ilu was to reach out and agitate among the black workers throughout the Black Atlantic so that they would join the labour unions. The goal was
either to open the unions for black workers or, if this was not possible due to
racial discrimination and barriers within the unions, to establish independent black (‘Negro’) trade unions. Equally important was the establishment of a
global network, i.e., “the work of setting up connections with the Negro workers of the whole world and the unification of the wide masses of Negro workers
on the basis of class struggle.”28
Ford had hitherto concentrated on trade union work Chicago and had no
reference to maritime transport workers. Consequently, he had not participated at the Fifth Conference of Revolutionary Transport Workers in April
1928. However, his ambition to embrace all black toilers in the radar of the
itucnw-r ilu made him aware of the plight of the black seamen. The trigger was a disaster at sea when the British passenger liner SS Vestris sank
about 200 miles off the coast of Virginia on 12 November 1928, resulting
in the loss of 111 people. The accident was due to a fatal neglect of security on board and many of the drowned were black mariners. The disaster made headlines on both sides of the Atlantic although it probably was
Ford’s article in the International Press Correspondence in January 1929 that
caught the attention of the leading comrades at the Comintern and rilu
headquarters.29
One who definitively had noted Ford’s activities in Moscow was ipac-t w
Secretary Achkanov who called him for a meeting together with representatives of the rilu and Japanese seamen at his bureau on 14 December 1928.
Two topics were on the agenda, namely the organisation of Japanese and black
27
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(“Negro”) seamen.30 While Josephine Fowler has scrutinised the former topic,
the latter one has hitherto not been analysed in academic texts.
The Vestris disaster together with the December 14-meeting were cataclysmic for the ipac-t w. The ‘coloured’ or black seamen had hitherto played a
marginal if any role in the strategic deliberations in Moscow and neither had
the Port Bureaus and Interclubs paid any attention on them. Ford and the
itucnw-r ilu started a campaign after Vestris disaster to attract the attention of the exploitations of black seamen.31 It is likely that Achkanov had
conceived the campaign although certainly not initiated it. On the other
hand, Achkanov noted in his report to the rilu Executive Bureau in early
January 1929:
[T]he question of the organisation of the coloured seamen, especially in
view of the unceasing efforts of the shipowners to gradually substitute
them, as the lower paid and unorganised, for the white crews on the ships
of all countries, which circumstances drew the attention of the Fifth
Conference of Revolutionary Transport Workers.32
While this summarised Dumay’s and Hardy’s criticism at the 1928 Conference,
the beginning of work among black seamen was set in the aftermath of the
Vestris disaster when the New York Interclub started a campaign for organising black seamen. The ipac-t w itself was prepared to take a leading role,
Achkanov assured, and noted that it was planning to call for a conference of
colonial seamen to discuss the creation of organisation amongst them.33
It is likely that the idea of summoning a conference for colonial seamen had
been raised at the meeting on December 14; perhaps it even was the brainchild
of James W. Ford. The task of the itucnw-r ilu had been to call for a conference of black workers, and it is not farfetched to argue that the planned conference for colonial seamen was to be organised in tandem with the itucnw-
rilu conference. The planned conference, at least, was on top of the agenda
when Ford embarked on a tour to Western Europe in January 1929. Travelling
via Cologne, Brussels, Paris, Berlin and Hamburg, he had discussions with leading party members in Belgium, France and Germany about their work among
black residents as well as their links to the African and Caribbean colonies.
30
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Back in Moscow in mid-February 1929, Ford sent a detailed report about his
trip to the ecci.34 He also sent a detailed report to the Negro Bureau of the
Eastern Secretariat of the Comintern,35 including a detailed list of recommendations for its future work. On top of the list was his intention to send an official letter to the French and German Parties outlining the special tasks of both
the Negro Bureau and the two parties. Second, a special letter was to be sent to
the British Party, highlighting their task in concentrating on the work among
the coloured seamen, on work in Africa and the other colonies as well as to
work among the black population in England.36
Ford’s specific attention on the black seamen raises several questions.
First, work among maritime transport workers, organised as well as unorganised ones such as the black mariners, was the task of the ipac-t w, not of the
itucnw-r ilu. Was Ford breaking new grounds for his organisation, was he
fishing in another rilu-unit’s water or was he acting on mandate of the ipac-
tw? Second, who was to organise the daily work among black mariners if not
the Port Bureaus and Interclubs rather than the itucnw-r ilu as the latter
unit was nothing else but an office in the rilu-building in Moscow? Third,
were black seamen to be organised within existing unions or in new (red?)
unions to be formed on a colour-basis?
A hint about Ford’s agenda regarding work among black seamen is found
in his discussions in Hamburg. After his meeting in Berlin in late January 1929,
Ford travelled to Hamburg where made a speech at the Interclub’s ‘Lenin-
Liebknecht Celebration’ and had a meeting with key communists in Hamburg,
including the Secretary of the kpd-Hamburg Ernst Grube37, Albert Walter
34
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and a certain Comrade “Deadman”38. The German comrades presented Ford
a detailed overview of the working conditions in the Hamburg harbour and
the potentials for work among foreign seamen. Currently, they stated, work
among Chinese and Indian maritime transport workers was usually easy as
they had their own sub-groups and restaurants where the communists could
reach them and distribute propaganda leaflets. African seamen were more difficult to reach as they were not organised and had no special designated meeting places or clubs. On the other hand, Hamburg was one of gateways to the
Atlantic world and Walter’s global courier system could easily be expanded to
African ports. Not only that, Grube and Walter also suggested that they could
work out some concrete plans for smuggling Africans out of the continent.
Last, but not least, Ford considered it advisable to have a “Negro comrade”
assigned for work at the Hamburg Port Bureau.39
2.2
Hamburg as the Centre for Colonial Work
Achkanov was certainly aware of Ford’s report as its copies circulated in the
Comintern and rilu headquarters. However, what Ford might not have been
aware of is the existence of a memorandum on his meeting in Hamburg.
Put together, the December 14-meeting as well as the memorandum of the
Hamburg meeting shed some light on the revision and readjustment of ipac-
tw engagement in Western Europe.
The revision projected a total reorganisation of work among colonial and
‘coloured’ seamen. In late January 1929, the ipac-t w headquarter sent an
urgent message to Walter, informing him about the planned new strategy.
Work among ‘coloured’ seamen was to become the main focal area of work; an
official statement was planned to be made at the next plenary meeting of the
ipac-t w Bureau. Walter was ordered to send in a statistical report on the numbers of colonial and “coloured” seamen visiting Hamburg. Also, the ipac-t w
headquarters asked for Walter’s opinion on the feasibility to establish a special ‘corner’ or section for the ‘coloured’ and colonial seamen at the Interclub.
Likewise, Walter was urged to contact the Indian Seamen’s Union in London
for material to be displayed at the Interclub.40
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A few weeks later, the ipact-t w headquarters received Walter’s memorandum on his meeting with Ford. The main issue on the agenda, Walter informed,
was the current state of affairs with regards to work among ‘coloured’ and
colonial seamen. So far none or not much agitation, was the answer, although
Walter presented a detailed description of places and spots colonial seamen
visited during leisure time spent ashore. While there existed several bars and
restaurants frequented by Chinese and Indians, no such localities existed for
black seamen. Neither had Grube or Walter any idea about the number of the
resident black/African population in Hamburg but they promised to ask the
communist student association to make an inquiry about this matter. Most
importantly, however, was Grube’s and Walter’s critical remark that Hamburg
was not an ideal place for work among ‘coloured’ seamen as only a few steamers with black crew members called at the port. Rather, the noted, work should
be concentrated to Antwerp as both the Belgian Lloyd’s steamers to the Congo
and most of the French steamers calling at the port were manned with black
seamen. On the other hand, the drawback with Antwerp was that agitation
among ‘coloured’ seamen had hitherto been almost nil. Interestingly, the critical deliberations on the prospects for work in Antwerp and Hamburg were
missing from Ford’s report.41
Nevertheless, Walter assured that it was not impossible to start work
among ‘coloured’ seamen in Hamburg. What he needed were addresses of
black seamen in other ports; after receiving them, he could organise communications with Africa and the Caribbean. His first dispatch, he informed,
was to include the forthcoming ‘Action Programme’ of the ‘rilu Negro
Bureau’.42
The last item on the agenda was the forthcoming ‘Negro Conference’, the
organisation of which had been Ford’s main objective. Interestingly, and
what hitherto has not been recognised in academic research, Ford originally
planned to summon the conference to Hamburg [instead of London, as previous research has claimed]! According to Walter’s memorandum, Grube had
assured Ford that the local party leadership would take care of the practical
arrangements for the conference.43
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Walter’s memorandum set the stage for the next phase of the reorganisation
process. The ipac-t w headquarters informed Walter that Ford still regarded
Hamburg to be the best place for work among ‘coloured’ seamen and had
pushed for an immediate start of operations. Therefore, Walter was relieved
from all other duties apart from his engagement with the Interclub as to enable
him to concentrate on ‘international’ work among seamen and harbour workers. His prime task was to develop the outreach to ‘coloured’ seamen.44
Walter’s investigation on conditions for working among ‘coloured’ seamen
in Hamburg seemingly confirmed Ford’s positive vision of Hamburg. Black seamen predominated the crew on the British shipping company Elder Dempster,
of which on average four steamers arrived each month with about 55 black
mariners. In addition, some French liners employed black stokers. Altogether,
Walter calculated that perhaps 100 to 120 black seamen would monthly visit
the Interclub. However, black seamen constituted only a small proportion of
all colonial seamen visiting Hamburg each month. Indian seamen, predominantly employed on British steamers, counted 600 to 800; Chinese seamen,
mainly on Dutch and German vessels, 250 to 300; as well as about 500 Brazilian
seamen. In total, some 1,200 to 1,500 colonial seamen visited Hamburg each
month, Walter underscored, although and agitation and propaganda work
among them had hitherto been neglected.45
Readjustment in Practice: Closing Activities in Bordeaux and
Rotterdam
Ford’s intervention had paid off: The organisation of black workers was given
top priority by the rilu. Unfortunately, little is known about the discussions
at the rilu headquarters in winter 1928/1929. Their outcome, however, deeply
affected the organisational setup of the ipac-t w. The core issue, it seems, concerned the funding the international apparatus of the ipac-t w, and this turned
out to be a major challenge. The economic resources of the headquarters were
limited and most external units relied heavily on monthly instalments from
Moscow.
The adjustment to the new strategy gave rise to drastic revisions in the
transfer of funds from Moscow. Already in September 1928, the ipac-t w
headquarters had informed Dumay about cutting the funding for the Latin
Secretariat. The reduced budget deeply affected its operations. Work among
Italian seamen in Marseille had to be scaled down, the publication of the
2.3
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Le Travailleur International des Transport had to be suspended, and work in
Dieppe, Le Havre and Rouen had to be terminated.46 Similar information
about drastic reductions reached the comrades in Rotterdam in February
1929.47
Worse was to come. In spring 1929, the ipac-t w headquarters informed all
affiliated units about its constrained economic situation. Funds were running
dry and could barely cover the expenses for campaigns and publications, headquarters declared. Therefore, the ipac-t w secretariat instructed all sections
and revolutionary opposition groups to generate their own funding by collecting membership dues “to be paid by each and every revolutionary transport
worker.”48 As part of the budgetary adjustments, the Port Bureaus in Bordeaux,
Copenhagen and Rotterdam were to be closed by April 1929, headquarters
informed Walter:
[T]hings have changed to the detriment of our general position and we
are now compelled to suspend the publications in German, Spanish and
Arabic and also to liquidate the Port Bureaus […] Of course you will
understand that only exceedingly difficult circumstances could have
forced us to take such a step.49
Jensen in Copenhagen, in turn, received a longer explanation: “The Rotterdam
Club, which as you know is not only a very significant club in itself, but is
exceedingly important in view of the 5th Conference decision on organising
a Unity Committee of Dockers and Seamen of the North Sea, will have to be
completely closed down.”50 Dumay, too, received a similar notification at the
end of March 1929: The Latin Secretariat was to concentrate its operations to
the Marseille Port Bureau and Interclub, to publish Le Cri des Marins, and to
focus on strengthening the Federation Unitaire des Marins.51
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nn to “Dear Friend,” no date [ca. March 1928], 534/5/207, 128, rgaspi. The recipient of the
letter was most likely Albert Walter as reference is made in the letter that the recipient
was to contact “our friend in Berlin.” A similar letter in German is filed in 534/5/207, 126,
rgaspi.
[Achkanov?] to Jensen, no date [April 1929], 534/5/211, 22, rgaspi.
nn to Dumay, no date [Russian original text dated 31.3.1929], 534/5/207, 130, rgaspi.
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Moscow’s order created an outcry, the Dutch Party protested vehemently.52
All in vain, the three Port Bureaus were liquidated. (On the intricate process of
closing the Copenhagen Port Bureau and Interclub, see Chapter 3.2.2.) More successful was the intervention to rescue operations in the newly opened Interclub
in Bremen as the comrades in Hamburg assured that they had enough funds
at their disposal to support the activities in Bremen.53 Moreover, the Esbjerg
Interclub managed to survive, as it was not depending on external funding.
Apart from Marseille, the only European unit unaffected by Moscow’s readjustment process was the Hamburg Port Bureau. Achkanov notified Walter
about the impending cuts and liquidations of the Port Bureaus. The Hamburg
Interclub was the only exception, and Achkanov ordered Walter to muster all
efforts to support work among American, British and French seamen. This was
of utmost importance, Achkanov highlighted, as the organisation of revolutionary trade union organisations made good progress in France, where the
Federation Unitaire des Marins already counted some 4,000 members, and in
the USA, where the Marine Workers Progressive League was to be transformed
into a red union in near future. The only disappointment was Britain where
the Minority Movement still rejected the plans for a red seamen’s union.54
However, additional funding was not to be expected and the rilu Berlin
Bureau declined Walter’s application for extra funding to cover for the total
renovation and extension of the premises at Rothesoodstrasse.55
“Work among Black and Colonial Seamen is Making Steady
Progress”
Work among black seamen started at the Hamburg Interclub in April 1929.
Activities were at first restricted by the ongoing total renovation of the building at Rothesoodstrasse.56 Then, with the opening of the new and extended
premises in June, an increased number of ‘coloured’ seamen started to visit
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See letter from Communist Party Holland to the rilu, 5.4.1929, 534/5/207, 135, rgaspi.
nn “an das ipak der Transportarbeiter,” Betrifft Seemannsklub Bremen, 11.3.1929, 534/5/
207, 113, rgaspi; Note (in German), nn to nn, no date, 534/5/207, 152, rgaspi. The author
of the letter was a functionary at the Hamburg Interclub, the recipient most likely the
rilu Berlin Bureau.
Achkanov to “Lieber Freund” [Walter], no date [Russian version dated 21.3.1929], 534/5/
210, 41, rgaspi.
nn [probably Max Ziese] to “Lieber Freund,” no date, 534/5/207, 187, rgaspi. It is likely
that this is an internal communication from Berlin to Hamburg as the author asks the
recipient to inform Walter about the decision. Similar information in nn to “Lieber
Freund,” 26.8.1929, 534/5/207, 191, rgaspi.
Internationales Hafenbüro Hamburg, Bericht April 1929, 534/5/210, 51, rgaspi.
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the Interclub.57 Initially, the ipac-t w suggested that a special corner for the
‘coloured’ seamen to be designated at the club but Walter declined due to lack
of space. Instead, he proposed to establish such a corner in the new premises of the club.58 A few months later, Achkanov reminded Walter about the
importance of such a corner.59 This time, the functionaries of the Interclub
questioned the idea of confining black and colonial seamen to a special corner
or section. In their mind, one should not create artificial barriers, as this would
imply that the Interclub was segregating white and non-white mariners. All
comrades here, they underlined, were against the plan, and even the ‘coloured’
seamen preferred to sit with their white mates instead of occupying a corner by
themselves.60 The plan for the special corner was for the time being shelved –
only to be reintroduced by Ford when he started his work in Hamburg in late
1930, see Part Three.
The immediate impact of communist agitation and propaganda among
black seamen is difficult to assess. Visiting the Interclub and spending an
evening did not result in them joining the revolutionary trade union opposition. Perhaps they did so when returning home but little if any information
about this reached Hamburg. It is even likely that this was not the case in 1929;
if they resided in the United Kingdom or were British colonial subjects, they
would still face the stiff racist and discriminatory rules of membership in the
British maritime unions. Neither was the seamen’s section of the Minority
Movement a trade union per se. Walter had to admit that work among black
seamen was slow to start –the Interclub lacked comrades who were suitable
for the job and, consequently, only a few of them visited the Interclub and its
outreach to the black Atlantic was almost nil.61
However, far better conditions prevailed for work among Chinese seamen in
Hamburg. At first, the Interclub functionaries were only capable to approach
them when they visited a British or Dutch vessel.62 The arrival of a Chinese
comrade in October 1929 set the stage for special work among Chinese mariners.63 The Chinese comrade in Hamburg was Liao Chenghzi who worked as a
special functionary at the Interclub. His main task was to produce communist
leaflets in Chinese and to develop an underground communication network
57
58
59
60
61
62
63

Internationales Hafenbüro Hamburg, Bericht Juni 1929, 534/5/210, 65, rgaspi.
[Walter?] “an das Sekretariat des ipakt,” Hamburg 25.2.1929, 534/5/210, 31, rgaspi.
nn [Achkanov?] to “Lieber Freund” [probably Walter], no date [ca May 1929], 534/5/210,
64, rgaspi.
Internationales Hafenbüro Hamburg, Bericht Juni 1929, 534/5/210, 65, rgaspi.
Internationales Hafenbüro Hamburg, Bericht Juni 1930, 534/5/216, 39, rgaspi.
Internationales Hafenbüro Hamburg, Bericht August 1929, 534/5/210, 83, rgaspi.
Internationales Hafenbüro Hamburg, Bericht Oktober 1929, 534/5/210, 98, rgaspi.
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table 7

Agitation among Chinese mariners in Hamburg during spring 1930

Vessel

Flag

Chinese crew Meetings
(stokers)

How many
came

NL
UK
NL
NL
NL
UK
NL
NL
NL

30
26
27
31
30
20
28
27
12

1
1

6
5

2

5+3

NL
UK
German
UK
German
UK
NL
NL
NL
NL
NL

27
28
28
27
25
26
27
25
28
27
27

2

6+5

2

[not stated]

1

3

March 1930
ss Telean
ss Ficimius
ss Peisander
ss Samarinda
ss Maaskerk
ss Eurymedon
ss Drechtland
ss Ouderkerk
ss Blitar
April 1930
ss Poelean Bras
ss Bendaran
ss Oldenburg
ss Cherry Beach
ss Havenstein
“Oel-dampfer” [tanker]
ss Gripselain
ss Peisander
ss Niaas
ss Rifronten
ss Ouderkerk

source: bericht über die arbeit unter den chinesischen seeleuten, 1–3 1.3.1930 &
3–2 8.4.1930, 534/5 /2 16, 36–3 7, rgaspi

between China and various European ports.64 His main tool was the Chinese
ship magazine, the ‘Chinese Seamen’, which he edited and had published
64

Annual Report of the Hamburg Interclub for 1930, 534/5/216, 77–81, rgaspi. On Liao
Chenghzi, see Gregor Benton, Chinese Migrants and Internationalism. Forgotten histories
1917–1945 (Abingdon: Routledge, 2007), 55.
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several issues already by the end of the year.65 The Interclub, probably through
Liao Chenghzi, engaged a Chinese mariner in early 1930, and the two agitators
commenced in laying the foundations of the extra-territorial network of the
Chinese Seamen’s Union in Europe.66 The two mainly engaged with Chinese
crews on board British and Dutch vessels, see Table 7.
Liao Chengzhi systematically distributed Chinese papers and literature
among Chinese mariners, including ‘The Red Flag’, ‘The Worker’ and other
pamphlets of the red All China Workers Federation that were sent directly to
him three times a month. The two agitators were in most cases only capable
of approaching the Chinese crews on board the steamers, only a few of them
attended the seven meeting they arranged at the Interclub in March and April
1930. However, it seems as if Liao Chenghzi had managed to establish a sea cell
on board the SS Ouderkerk. Sometimes, he distributed papers to crew members on land as was the case with the SS Tirpitz of the Hamburg America Line
(hapag). Another case was the British tanker whose 27 Chinese stokers came
ashore and stayed in a hotel where Liao Chenghzi was capable to interact with
them. A special case was the Japanese steamer Atlas Maru who listed a crew of
60 members (it is unclear in Liao’s report how many of them were Chinese);
Liao managed to arrange four meetings for the crew. In total, five (probably
Chinese) stokers and one (probably Chinese) cook attended the meetings, and
Liao euphorically noted that he had succeeded in organising a ship committee.
Also, he enlisted two young Chinese workers who were willing to help him in
agitation in the lodgements of the “Seamen’s Quarter” at Schmuckstrasse in
the S:t Pauli area, the site of Hamburg’s Chinatown.67
65
66

67

Internationales Hafenbüro Hamburg, Bericht November 1929, 534/5/210, 101, rgaspi;
Internationales Hafenbüro Hamburg, Jahresbericht für 1929, 534/5/210, 107, rgaspi.
Internationales Hafenbüro Hamburg, Bericht Januar 1930, 534/5/216, 11, rgaspi. A similar
network was already in the making in South East Asia where Chinese communists infiltrated and dominated seamen’s associations and unions in, e.g., Malaysia and Singapore,
whose membership predominantly constituted of Chinese emigrants and diaspora
groups. See further Anna Belogurova, “The Chinese International of Nationalities: The
Chinese Communist Party, the Comintern, and the foundation of the Malayan National
Communist Party, 1923–1939,” Journal of Global History 9, no. 3 (2014): 447–470; Anna
Belogurova, The Nanyang Revolution: The Comintern and Chinese Networks in Southeast
Asia, 1890–1957 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2019).
Bericht über die Arbeit unter den chinesischen Seeleuten, 1–31.3.1930 & 3–28.4.1930, 534/
5/216, 36–37, rgaspi. On Hamburg’s Chinatown, see Lars Amenda, Fremde, Hafen, Stadt:
Chinesische Migration und ihre Wahrnehmung in Hamburg 1897–1972 (München: Dölling
und Galitz, 2006), and Lars Amenda, “Metropole, Migration, Imagination: Chinesenviertel
und chinesische Gastronomie in Westeuropa 1900–1970,” Zeithistorische Forschungen/
Studies in Contemporary History 4 (2007): 287–310; also Susann Witt-Stahl, Das vergessene
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Chinatown: Die Schmuckstrasse auf St. Pauli (6.4.2020), https://www.shz.de/regionales/hamburg/das-vergessene-chinatown-die-schmuckstrasse-auf-st-pauli-id27944002.
html (checked 29.4.2020). See further Lars Amenda, “Between Southern China and the
North Sea: Maritime Labour and Chinese Migration in Continental Europe, 1890–1950,”
in Asian Migrants in Europe: Transcultural Connections, eds. Sylvia Hahn and Stan Nadel
(Göttingen: V&R Unipress, 2014), 59–80.

c hapter 5

Class-Against-Class and the Red Trade Union
Opposition
One of the topics raised at the Fifth Conference of the ipc-t w in 1928 was
the need to organise a World Congress of Transport Workers. The delegates
supported the plan but its implementation had to wait for the realisation of
another idea, namely the establishment of a new special designed radical
umbrella organisation, namely an International for (revolutionary) Transport
Workers. Delegates representing English, French, Irish, and Soviet transport
workers’ unions had raised the idea at a meeting held in Moscow in September
1927.1 The proposal was discussed at the Fifth Conference but was not publicised through an official declaration, most probably because the Moscow
headquarters had not made any preparations or had not managed to draft a
resolution on the topic. In addition, the transition to and implementation of
the ‘United front from below’-tactic, not least the directive to consolidate the
revolutionary trade union opposition groups, dominated the agenda for the
next years to come. Two positions of how to organise work crystalised, one
putting the revolutionary nuclei in the forefront while the other one focussed
on either organising the opposition within the existing unions or establishing
new red unions.
1

Walter’s Position: “You Have to Start from the Bottom”

The organisation of revolutionary nuclei, namely sea and ship cells, had been
the bravura of Albert Walter and the Hamburg Interclub. He and his associates
had put all their energy in achieving this task and had been rather successful in
doing so. The strategy had resulted in the establishment of a strong communist
sea cell, the Seezelle Hamburg, that dominated the revolutionary fraction of the
Hamburg section of the German Transport Workers’ Federation. Communist
agitation and propaganda activities expanded to other German ports in 1928,

1 “Tätigkeitsbericht des ipak,” in Die 5. Internationale Konferenz der Revolutionären
Transportarbeiter, 18.
© Holger Weiss, 2021 | DOI:10.1163/9789004463288_009
This is an open access chapter distributed under the terms of the CC BY 4.0 license.
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and sea cells were successively created in Bremen, Bremerhaven, Cuxhaven,
Kiel and Lubeck.2
Walter had repeatedly criticised the functionaries of the Interclubs and the
revolutionary minority groups outside Germany for neglecting or downplaying the importance of forming revolutionary nuclei. In his mind, the “from the
bottom” or grassroots level approach was to yield best results, namely engaging
with the seamen in person, convincing them about the objectives of the revolutionary opposition, and building up a network of trusted persons. This ought
to be top priority for all revolutionary units, he argued. Unless the formation
of sea and ship cells was not hastened, there was no point of pushing for a new
International, Walter reasoned.3
Walter’s lukewarm position towards the envisioned new International might
reflect his stance on the radicalisation of communist trade union activities in
Germany. His attitude differed from the general urge of forming independent
red trade unions in Germany, the Revolutionäre Gewerkschaftsopposition
(rgo; Revolutionary Trade Union Opposition). The beginning was set in 1928
when the opposition within the unions tried to form own strike committees
and tried to form a unified block in union elections. The social democratic-
controlled unions, in turn, countered these tendencies by dismissing its
most militant members. Among others, the seamen’s section of the German
Transport Workers’ Federation silenced the radical opposition by expelling
Walter and three other communists from its ranks.4 However, in contrast to
other leaders of communist trade union opposition groups, Walter did not push
for the formation of an independent red seamen’s union in Germany. Rather,
one could argue that his initial tactics relied on working through comrades
of the Seezelle Hamburg who were still members of the union. In addition,
his “from the bottom”-approach relied heavily on engaging unemployed seamen in the union. This was contested by the union leadership as unemployed
or jobless seamen were seldom capable of paying their membership fees and
were therefore not considered full, if at all, members of the union. The crux of
the matter was the right to vote: Was it limited to fee-paying members as the
union leadership declared or had unemployed ones who once had been members the right to vote? Communist tactics of including unemployed/jobless
members clashed with the position of excluding them that dominated among
the union leadership. For communist agitators such as Walter, the unemployed
2 Internationales Hafenbüro Hamburg, Jahresbericht 1929, 534/5/211, 103, rgaspi.
3 Sitzungsbericht, no date [stamped 12.2.1929], 534/5/210, 28, rgaspi.
4 Internationales Hafenbüro Hamburg, Bericht Februar 1928, 534/5/201, 27, rgaspi. The three
other expelled members were K. Lesse, F. Dalmar and A. Rath.
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constituted a reservoir of potential militant and radical members who had to
be captured by the revolutionary opposition.
The focus on forming revolutionary nuclei remained the prime obligation
of the Hamburg Interclub in 1929. In September, Wall Street crashed and world
shipping slumped by the end of the year, followed by global crisis, depression
and rising numbers of unemployed in 1930. The Hamburg waterfront was hard
hit. More than 20,000 harbour workers had a job in 1929, one year later only
15,500. German shipping industry plunged and about 12,500 out of 50,000 mariners were unemployed at the end of 1930. Walter’s tactic on focusing on work
among unemployed seamen paid off –the local revolutionary trade union
opposition increased to 714 members of which 250 were members in the party.
The Seezelle Hamburg, in turn, listed 630 members.5
Walter’s tactical considerations might explain the slow pace of forming an independent red union for maritime transport workers in Germany.
Interestingly, Walter never raised the issue in his (identified) correspondence
with Achkanov and the ipac-t w headquarters in Moscow. Walter had definitively adopted the vocabulary of the ‘Class-Against-Class’-doctrine: The social
democratic union leaders were denounced in his letters and reports as ‘social
fascists’. He certainly adhered to the new strike tactics, i.e., the Strassburg
Theses, of forming communist-led strike committees, and called for a ‘United
front from below’. Nevertheless, no red seamen or maritime transport workers’
union had been established by 1930.
2

Organising the Opposition within or outside the Unions?

The singularity of Walter’s focus on the top priority of forming revolutionary
nuclei stands in contrast to the dominant strategy of either consolidating the
revolutionary opposition within the unions or establishing independent red
union. The strategy contained two interlinked parts. First, the consolidation
of the revolutionary opposition remained the prime target after 1928. Second,
the establishment of independent red unions was a necessarily consequence
if the ‘United front from below’-tactic had failed. Revolutionary opposition
groups existed in most, if not all unions, the novelty of the new strategy was to
formalise and organise the opposition under communist leadership. The quintessence of the new strategy was the application of so-called confrontation
tactic. This implied that the opposition was to attack and denounce the union
5 Internationales Hafenbüro Hamburg, Jahresbericht 1930, 534/5/216, 77–82, rgaspi.
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leadership and its non-communist functionaries whenever possible as ‘traitors of the working class’, ‘supporters of the bourgeois exploiters’, and ‘social
fascists’.
An idea of the application of the new strategy is found in a rare document on
the establishment of revolutionary trade union opposition groups in Sweden.
Intra-union conflicts and clashes were blamed on the ‘reformist trade union
leaders’ whose activities had caused a rift in the union. The existing opposition
groups, however, were weak and unorganised and therefore in need for a total
systematic overhaul if they were to achieve the capacity to organise, release
and lead the ‘fight of the working class’. The new unit to be established was
the ‘red union opposition’ (Röd facklig opposition, rfo) and to be composed
of the opposition groups on the working places and in the existing unions.
The rfo was not envisioned to constitute an independent organisation with
its own statutes and members, the directives stressed, as this could provoke
counter-measures by government authorities and the unions and would lead
to the expulsion of rfo-members. Instead, the directives ordered to utilise
so-called ‘half-legal’ methods in their work, namely to organise meetings but
camouflage them as study circles, radio associations or ‘special committees’.
Leaflets and flyers were never to be distributed in public on the workspaces
but to be discretely placed on the tables in dining halls and lunchrooms, or put
in jackets hanging in the cloakrooms. On the other hand, the rfo should not
make a secrecy of its existence, it should sign the leaflets and organise demonstrations and mass meetings and appear as a single, unified group at union
meetings.6
Nevertheless, the formation of rfo-units in the Scandinavian maritime
unions was a slow process. The split of the Communist Party in Sweden shattered the erstwhile strong position of the communists in the seamen’s and
stokers’ unions, and the activities of the Comintern-loyal minority had to start
from scratch in late 1929. From spring 1930 onwards, the confrontation tactic
applied by the minority-communist-led opposition gained momentum, resulting in the expulsion of two of its leaders, Knut Björk and Bernt Svenson. By the
end of the year, the rfo increased its public agitation by publishing its own
journal, Hamn-och Sjöproletären.7
The situation was also complicated in Denmark and Norway. As the communists had a profound influence in the Danish stokers’ union, they reorganised
6 Draft text about instructions for organising the red union opposition (Instruktion for rfo:s
uppbyggande), no date, Handlingar rörande fackliga frågor, R/7/F/3, arab. The text was
probably written in 1929/1930. See further Weiss, För kampen internationellt!, 111–116.
7 Weiss, För kampen internationellt!, 282–283.
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themselves as a rfo as late as 1931. About the same time, the opposition formed
a rfo within in the Danish Seamen’s Union. Positive conditions for communist agitation also existed in Norway. Artur Samsing had returned to Oslo in
early 1929 and immediately started to form an rfo within the Norwegian
Seamen’s and Stokers’ Union, the Sjøfolkens Revolusjonære Fagopposition.
A few months later, the rfo had established branches in Bergen, Haugesund,
Stavanger and Tromsø, one year later in Porsgrunn and Tønsberg. Moreover,
Samsing had contacts with 67 ship cells. The union reacted promptly: Samsing
was excluded already in mid-1929.8
The course of events in the Scandinavian countries exemplifies the process
of forming rfo-units within maritime transport workers’ trade unions. Their
implementation of the ‘United front from below’-tactic was an intra-union
affair and focused on replacing the union leadership with members of the
opposition. In other countries, such a France, Greece and the usa, the confrontation and ‘United front from below’-tactic provoked split and division
within the unions and resulted in the establishment of independent red or
so-called unitary unions.
3

Exit Port Bureau, Enter Interclub

The readjustment and revision of ipac-t w strategies in 1928/29 also affected
the Port Bureaus and Interclubs. The former had hitherto constituted the
backbone of the previous ipc-t w to influence the maritime transport workers’
unions. The Port Bureau served as operational nodes for local agitation while
the Interclub was one of the Port Bureau’s arenas of action. All units planned
and established before 1928 had been Port Bureaus. All of them complained
repeatedly about the lack of space for running a proper Interclub, most of them
managed to solve this limitation and were capable of expanding their range
of operations. Then, for reasons discussed in Chapter 4.2.3, most of the Port
Bureaus were closed in 1928, including those in Bordeaux, Copenhagen and
Rotterdam. The only remaining Port Bureaus apart from those in the Soviet
ports existed in Hamburg and Marseille.
The closure of the Port Bureaus did not imply the termination of communist waterfront activities. On the contrary, members of the local revolutionary opposition had set up International Seamen’s Clubs or Interclubs, sometimes in assistance by the party; the first one being the New York Interclub
8 Weiss, För kampen internationellt!, 268, 271, 275–276, 282–283.
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established in 1928. An Interclub lacked the hidden space of the Port Bureau;
it was a public space open for any visitor. Some of them even included a backstage office. All of them had been established without the direct (or indirect)
input of the ipac-t w, none would send monthly or annual activity reports and
financial balances to the ipac-t w Secretariats or headquarters in Moscow.
A loose network of internally unconnected nodes in the solar system of the
ipac-t w emerged with the establishment of the New York Interclub. The
Interclubs constituted a mere list of places a radical maritime transport worker
was invited to visit but whose operations and activities were controlled by its
local management (and at times, the local party functionaries), not the ipac-
tw: Bremen, Esbjerg, Marseille, Philadelphia, Sydney …
4

Towards an International of Transport Workers?

The rilu Executive Bureau summoned for a meeting in Moscow in January
1930. On top of its agenda was the transformation of the largest and most
effective International Propaganda Committees into outright Internationals.
The reason for this step was obvious: Internationals with member sections
were believed to be more effective organisations to carry out the Strassburg
Theses’ directives on establishing independent strike committees than the
International Propaganda Committees. Also, the implementation of the ‘Class-
Against-Class’-doctrine and the ‘United front from below’-tactic was believed
to be more effective by an International and its sections, the national revolutionary union oppositions, as they were to constitute the counterparts to the
International Trade Secretariats and their national member unions.9
The rilu Executive Bureau identified the ipac-t w to be best suited for
a gradual transformation into an International. Leif Foss and Albert Walter
were instructed to start the preparations by orchestrating an international
campaign among the transport workers to push for the establishment of a
counter-organisation to the itf at the meetings of their national unions. The
ipac-t w headquarters was ordered to publish a brochure on the need for an
International while Walter was directed to prepare a blueprint for grass-roots
agitation and propaganda. The core idea was to “expose” the social democratic
trade union leaders as well as the itf for siding with the employers and the
shipping industry, not least for advocating the use of blacklegs.10
9
10

See further Tosstorff, The Red International of Labour Unions.
Letter (in German) to “Lieber Freund,” 20.1.1930, 534/5/216, 3, rgaspi. The sender was
most likely someone at the ipac-t w headquarters, the recipient probably Albert Walter.
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Walter received additional information from Achkanov at the end of
January 1930. The idea of establishing a Transport Workers’ International
was still on the table, and Achkanov briefed Walter that the plan was up for
discussion at the forthcoming Fifth World Congress of the rilu in July 1930.
However, Achkanov told Walter that he had received a competing proposal by
“the Americans, English and Scandinavians” to establish a special organisation
for the radical seamen. Achkanov himself was not negative about the idea and
asked for Walter’s opinion about launching a Seamen’s International instead
of one for all transport workers.11 Walter’s reply is not known but his activities
during the first half of 1930 points to the fact that preparations for the launching of a new organisation were in full swing.
4.1
Regional Conferences for the River Rhine and the Black Atlantic
The Hamburg Port Bureau and Interclub evolved as the central node of activities for the ipac-t w and the rilu in 1930. Work among foreign seamen
intensified and had resulted in the establishment of new sea cells in London,
New York and Oslo. Communist agitation and propaganda on the Hamburg
waterfront was met by stiff countermeasures by the Christian seamen’s missions and the local police –the former increased their outreach in the harbour,
the latter increased its pressure on the Interclub and arrested 40 seamen when
it raided the Interclub on 1 February.12 The raid evoked an international outcry
against “the brutality of the social fascists’ bloodhounds” in the communist
press.13 The German shipowners, especially the hapag in Hamburg and the
Norddeutscher Lloyd in Bremen, tried to counteract communist infiltration on
their vessels by calling the right-wing Stahlhelm organisation as well as Nazi
groups to form units on board their steamers. The increase of fascist leaning
German mariners raised concern among the communists, and Walter noted
that 77 out of 187 seamen who had registered to vote in the German Reichstag
election of 1930 had supported the Nazis, 48 the spd and only 27 the kpd.14
Meanwhile, Walter managed to organise a conference of the maritime transport workers along River Rhine in Duisburg on 1–2 February 1930. Present were

11
12
13
14

[Achkanov?] to ‘Lieber Freund’, [Moscow] 27.1.1930, 534/5/214, 49, rgaspi.
Internationales Hafenbüro Hamburg, Monatsbericht Februar 1930, 534/5/216, 14–15,
rgaspi.
See “Socialfascisternes Blodhunde i Hamborg angriber International Sømandsklub,”
Lanternen 2:5 (Februar 1930), 1.
Internationales Hafenbüro Hamburg, Monatsbericht August-September 1930, 534/5/216,
67, rgaspi; Internationales Hafenbüro Hamburg, Monatsbericht November 1930, 534/5/
216, 70, rgaspi.
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delegates from German (Bremen, Emden, Duisburg, Düsseldorf, Hamburg,
Cologne, Mannheim and Minden), Dutch (Rotterdam) and Swiss (Basle) ports
as well as the Free Town of Danzig. Originally projected by the ipac-t w to summon already in 1929,15 its main achievement was an agreement on prospective
trans-regional cooperation. Although the immediate practical outcomes of the
conference were slim if not nil, the delegates gave their full backing of establishing an Interclub in Duisburg-Ruhrort.16
Back in Hamburg, the German transport union rejected the call of the
revolutionary opposition for a new International.17 This came as no surprise
for the comrades in Moscow who did not regard the decision of the German
union as a setback. On the contrary, communist publications termed the rejection as proof of the ‘social fascist’ inclinations of the union leadership, and
fervently highlighted the need to establish an ‘independent’, i.e., red Seamen’s
International.18 However, other setbacks in Hamburg in late spring and early
summer 1930 were more problematic. The Norwegian functionary of the
Interclub had been expelled, the Chinese comrade Liao Chenghzi was wanted
by the police, and three other Interclub functionaries had been arrested.19
Documentation is patchy about when the decision was made in Moscow
to organise a conference in Hamburg for launching a Seamen’s International.
Seemingly, it was made sometimes in February/March 1930 although no written
directives or publicised calls have yet been identified in the archives. Whatever
the case, Walter received in February a note regarding a completely different upcoming event –the forthcoming ‘Negro Trade Union Conference’. The
sender of the letter was George Padmore, a Trinidad-born and cpusa-member
who had arrived in Moscow in late 1929. Walter was certainly aware of the
plans for arranging a conference for black workers; the topic had been on the
agenda when James W. Ford visited Hamburg in January 1929 and Walter had
backed the plan to summon the conference in Hamburg (see Chapter 4.2.1).
However, no further information had been forthcoming and Walter must have
15
16
17
18
19

I.P.A.K.T an die Rheinkonferenz der revolutionären Transportarbeiter, no date [ca. 1929],
534/5/207, 198, rgaspi.
Konferenz der Rheinschiffer und Hafenarbeiter in Duisburg am 1. Und 2. Februar 1930,
einberufen vom ipakt, no date [February/1929], 534/5/214, 51, rgaspi.
Internationales Hafenbüro Hamburg, Monatsbericht März 1930, 534/216, 17–18, rgaspi.
“Alexander” to “Lieber M,” 9.3.1930, 534/4/304, 12, rgaspi. The sender can be identified
as rilu General Secretary Alexander Lozovsky, the recipient was most probably M[ax
Ziese].
Internationales Hafenbüro Hamburg, Monatsbericht April 1930, 534/5/216, 21, rgaspi;
Internationales Hafenbüro Hamburg, Monatsbericht Mai 1930, 534/5/216, 25–26, rgaspi;
Internationales Hafenbüro Hamburg, Monatsbericht Juni 1930, 534/5/216, 38–39, rgaspi.
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been rather perplexed about Padmore’s notification that the conference was to
take place in London. Walter replied to Padmore that the Hamburg Port Bureau
only had contact to a few Caribbean and Liberian seamen. Nevertheless, Walter
assured Padmore that “I have the pleasure to state that everything will be done
to assist you” but at the same time reminded him that he needed “trustworthy
addresses at the port of calling, so that our men are not forced to search for
hours in order to find someone to whom to deliver the material.”20
The arrangement of the ‘Negro Trade Union Conference’ turned out to be a
protracted affair. The decision to organise the conference in London had been
made at ‘Negro Trade Union Conference’ organised by Ford in congruence
with the Second World Congress of the League Against Imperialism,21 held in
Frankfurt am Main in July 1929. The rilu Secretariat authorised Ford’s plan
at the end of October 1929;22 Ford returned to the USA in November 1929 and
was replaced by Padmore at the rilu headquarters. This was a strategic move
to ‘neutralise’ the organiser by locating the official headquarters of the organisation in New York and referring to it as the itucnw only (i.e., dropping the
suffix -r ilu). However, due to the rather cryptic response from the British government, i.e. not an outright rejection but neither an acceptance, the organisers changed their plans in May 1930 and decided to move the conference
to Hamburg.23 The Hamburg Port Bureau together with the West European
Bureau of the Comintern in Berlin took care of the practical and technical
preparations for the conference scheduled to convene in the premises of the
Interclub in early July 1930.24
The July 1930 Hamburg Conference resulted in the official establishment of
the itucnw. Euphorically, the published report of the conference claimed that
20
21
22
23
24

Walter to Padmore, Hamburg 26.2.1930, 534/5/216, 13, rgaspi. Padmore’s letter to Walter
is yet to be identified in the Comintern Archives.
On the League Against Imperialism, see further Fredrik Petersson, ‘We Are Neither
Visionaries Nor Utopian Dreamers’: Willi Münzenberg, the League against Imperialism, and
the Comintern. Lewiston: Queenston Press, 2013.
Auszug aus dem Protokoll Nr 62 der Sitzung des Sekretariats der rgi vom 21.10.1929, 534/
3/450, 87, rgaspi.
Minutes of Meeting of the Trade Union Committee of Negro Workers of the rilu,
29.5.1930, 495/155/63, 96, rgaspi. See further Adi, Pan-Africanism and Communism, 107–
110; Weiss, Framing a Radical African Atlantic, 229–239.
Internationales Hafenbüro der Seefahrer Hamburg, Monatsbericht August 1930, 534/5/
216, 67–69, rgaspi; Protokoll des web Nr 77, 11.4.1930, Nr 79, 14.4.1930, Nr 105, 7.7.1930,
all filed in rgaspi 499/1/17; Report of Proceedings and Decisions of the First International
Conference of Negro Workers (Hamburg: International Trade Union Committee of Negro
Workers, 1930), 40; Weiss, Framing a Radical African Atlantic, 240–246. The preparations
in Germany are not discussed in Adi, Pan-Africanism and Communism.
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the 17 delegates from the USA, Caribbean and sub-Saharan Africa represented
20,000 black workers, 7 countries, 11 different trade unions, 2 national trade
union centres, one national political party and 2 non-trade union organisations in the USA, the Caribbean, Europe and sub-Saharan Africa. Interestingly,
none of them represented black maritime transport workers.25
The most notable outcome of July 1930 Hamburg Conference was the reorganisation of work at the rilu headquarters in Moscow. As the itucnw was
to be presented as a ‘new’ organisation, the unit in Moscow was renamed as
the ‘Negro’ Bureau of the rilu (and claimed to have existed since 1928) with
George Padmore being in charge of the unit. The (new) rilu Negro Bureau,
not the itucnw, was to be the “ideological leader of the international work
among the Negro masses for stimulating the trade union work”; its geographical outreach was the total Black Atlantic, including the USA and Latin America,
and was to be composed of representatives from the USA, South Africa, West
Africa and the Caribbean.26 The objective of the itucnw, in turn, was to
organise black workers and peasants and to connect them with the rilu and
the Peasants’ International (Krestintern).27 The consequence of the reorganisation in Moscow was the formalisation of a hierarchical relationship between
the two organisations with the itucnw being subordinate to the rilu Negro
Bureau. The itucnw was to publish its own journal whereas The Negro Worker
remained the official organ of the rilu ‘Negro’ Bureau.28
4.2
Moscow, July 1930
Following established practice, the ipac-t w organised its own conference in
conjunction with the Fifth World Congress of the rilu. Held in July 1930, the
Sixth Conference of the Revolutionary Transport Workers (hereafter: The Sixth
Conference) was remarkably silent about the plans for the transformation of
the ipac-t w into an International lest the ponderations about launching a specific Seamen’s International. Neither did the ipac-t w publish any records nor
proceedings of the conference as it had done in 1928. The silence in Moscow
can be interpreted as either a strategic manoeuvre or an indication of the
25
26
27

28

Report of Proceedings, 40; Adi, Pan-Africanism and Communism, 110–121; Weiss, Framing
Radical African Atlantic: 248–268.
ecci, Resolution on Negro work, 30.8.1930, 495/18/810, 75, rgaspi.
ecci, On the Organisation of the International Trade Union Committee of Negro Workers,
5.9.1930, 495/18/810, 77, rgaspi. See further Weiss, Framing a Radical African Atlantic,
286–288. The two resolutions of the ecci are not discussed in Adi, Pan-Africanism and
Communism.
“Statement to our readers,” The Negro Worker: Special Number on the Fifth Congress of the
R.I.L.U. (1 November 1930): 1.
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uncertainty about the future prospects of the ipac-t w. Both interpretations
seem possible. Typical for the Comintern and the rilu, radical organisations,
such as the League Against Imperialism or the International Trade Union
Committee of Negro Workers, were portrayed as having emerged as an outcome of a ‘mass movement from below’ and were described as ‘independent’.
Any links with Moscow were either blurred or negated. The plan of launching a
Transport Workers’ or a Seamen’s International resembled similar tactical considerations as they were envisioned as the apex or culmination of a world-wide
campaign orchestrated by the revolutionary opposition, not the communist
fractions. However, what speaks for the uncertainty in Moscow is the existence of two plans for the transformation of the ipac-t w. While it seems as if
the idea of establishing a Seamen’s International had gained support and was
pushed forward, that of a general Transport Workers’ International seemed to
have been dropped or at least shelved by the mid-1930.
At least two fundamental issues were discussed at the Sixth Conference, both
concerning work among maritime transport workers. The first one reflected
the focus of the ipac-t w on agitation and propaganda among ‘coloured’ and
colonial seamen, the second one redefined the work of the Interclubs and is
discussed below in Section 4.3. Both issues were closely tied to achievements
of the ipac-t w since its Fifth Conference in 1928. A positive aspect was the
strengthening of its regional units in Latin America and the Far East as well
as the establishment of red seamen’s unions in France, Greece and the USA.
On the negative side were the deploring, if not pathetic, records of the revolutionary trade union opposition in most land-based transport workers’ unions.
Even worse, the ipac-t w headquarters had to admit that it lacked reliable and
stable connections to most of its secretariats and its sections. Inter-regional
cooperation during strikes was weak if non-existing, and demonstrated the
incapability of the revolutionary trade union opposition groups to embrace
the Strassburg Theses.29
The Sixth Conference adopted a resolution which confirmed the ‘United
front from below’-tactic but added a global twist to them as work among colonial and ‘coloured’ maritime workers were to constitute a core activity. The
ipact-t w and its sections were compelled to apply an uncompromising stance
against discrimination, racism and segregation; the revolutionary opposition
was directed to fight for equal pay for equal work and to stand up against white
chauvinism. The 1930 Resolution identified the shipping industry as the key

29

Resolution über die Tätigkeit des ipakt und seiner Sekretariate und über die organisato
rischen Aufgaben der revolutionären Transportarbeiter [1930], 534/5/214,137–140, rgaspi.
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arena for prospective agitation. ‘Coloured’ crews on ships under a European
flag, the resolution highlighted, received up to 50 percent less in wage than
white mariners; on Japanese ships, Korean crews received 20 percent less than
Japanese mariners. Therefore, the 1930 Resolution ordered the revolutionary opposition to systematically press for equal pay for equal work when the
unions were negotiating tariffs and agreements with the shipping industry.30
The 1930 Resolution also addressed some specific tasks of the revolutionary
opposition in the maritime transport workers’ unions. In Japan, their objective was to fight against the ‘social fascist’ Japan Seamen’s Union as well as the
Japanese shipping industry and their ‘chauvinist’ policies towards Chinese and
Korean seamen. In addition, the Japanese revolutionary opposition groups
were ordered to assist Korean seamen to set up revolutionary nuclei. The sections in Britain, France, Germany, the Netherlands, Norway, Sweden, and the
USA were instructed to focus on organising ‘coloured’ seamen and to ensure
that ‘coloured’ seamen were included in the tariffs and agreements and were
treated as equals on board the ships.31
4.3
The 1930 Resolution on the Interclubs
The Sixth Conference was the first one to elaborate specific instructions for the
Interclubs. There existed already 19 Interclubs outside Soviet Russia by 1930 (see
Map 1), all of them lacking guidelines and general instructions. Consequently,
the closure of the Port Bureaus and the opening of new Interclubs in Western
Europe, Australia and the USA necessitated a definition of their obligations
and tasks. (The eleven Soviet Interclubs were not under the surveillance of the
ipac-t w.)32
A first step towards streamlining the operations of the Interclubs was taken
in March 1930. With the exception of the Hamburg Interclub, none of them
kept any track of their activities and neither did they inform Moscow about
their work. As a corrective measure, the ipac-t w headquarters “categorically insists that each International Club must keep a systematic account of
its activities” that “should be sent without fail every month” to Moscow. The
“systematic account” entailed a 20-point list of statistical data to be collected,
among others (1) Number of boats, sailing under the various flags, entering the
30
31
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Resolution über die Tätigkeit des ipakt und seiner Sekretariate und über die organisato
rischen Aufgaben der revolutionären Transportarbeiter [1930], 534/5/214, 141, rgaspi.
Resolution über die Tätigkeit des ipakt und seiner Sekretariate und über die organisato
rischen Aufgaben der revolutionären Transportarbeiter [1930], 534/5/214, 142–143, rgaspi.
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port; (2) Number of seamen visiting the Club, giving figures for each nationality separately; (3) Number of demonstrations, showing number of participants
and why organised; and (4) Number of meetings, number attended, subjects
of reports, speeches, by seamen, giving information as to nationality and resolutions adopted. In addition, the Interclubs were instructed to forward information on (5) number of vessels visited as well as number of ship’s libraries
organised (7), number of ship nuclei organised (10), number of members of
revolutionary opposition and revolutionary unions in the given port (12), contact with other International Clubs (15), and leaflets, posters, etc issued by the
Club (21). Moreover, the Interclubs were ordered to photograph all interesting
events “in the mass work of the International Clubs” and forward the photographs to the ipac-t w headquarters.33
It is unclear if any of the Interclubs ever complied with the March 1930
instructions. A few of them did send some data on their activities to Moscow
that was analysed in an internal assessment on the Interclubs. If they ever forwarded photographs is not known and I have (so far) found any traces of them
in the Comintern Archives (apart from a few unidentified ones depicting activities in Soviet Interclubs). Nevertheless, the statistical data and activity reports
by the Interclubs revealed that that most of them were engaged in establishing revolutionary nuclei, although only the Hamburg Interclub as well as the
clubs in North America had registered any success in their activities by 1930.
A positive sign was also the start of work among black, Chinese and Philippine
seamen by the US Interclubs, among Indian and Arab seamen in British ports,
and among Chinese seamen by the Hamburg Interclub. A negative aspect
were police raid and mob-attacks on the Interclubs and their functionaries in
Hamburg, Baltimore, New Orleans, San Francisco, and San Pedro. In the USA,
especially, both the police and the white mob often interrupted inter-racial
meetings and gatherings of the Interclubs.34
The Sixth Conference also discussed a draft for instructions to the Interclubs.
Echoing earlier regulations for the Port Bureaus, the instructions contained
few concrete directives apart from one paragraph highlighting the central role
of the Interclubs as inter-and transnational communication centres. This had
not been achieved so far, the instructions noted, and urged the Interclubs to
pay utmost attention on this task.35
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Outlining the ‘Basic Principles’ for the ‘Red Marine Workers’
International’
Among the documents filed in the Comintern Archives is a three-page typewritten text with handwritten corrections, titled ‘Basic Principles (Draft
Decision)’. In essence, the text is a detailed blueprint for the setup of a ‘Red
Marine Transport Workers’ International’. The text seems to have been drafted
in 1930 and outlines the objectives and organisational structures of an organisation for the unification of “seamen and dockers, and likewise the workers
employed on the international water ways connected with [corrected: working
for] marine transport.” In fact, a closer examination of the document reveals
that it provided the framework for the (yet to be established) red “Marine
Workers’ International.”36
It is likely that the ‘Basic Principles’-document is linked to decisions made
by the ecci in July 1930. The Political Commission of the ecci backed the idea
of establishing a Seamen’s International and ordered the rilu at its meeting
on 3 July to initiate the process and to report on its activities at the next session of the Political Secretariat of the ecci.37 Three weeks later, the Political
Secretariat approved the plan, ordered the rilu Secretariat to raise the question at the forthcoming conference of revolutionary transport workers (see
below), and to draft an outline of work of the new organisation.38 Most probably, therefore, the ‘Basic Principles’ was the document the rilu Secretariat
drafted after it being ordered to do so by the ecci.
The first part of the document sketches the relationship between the new
International and the rilu. “The Marine Workers’ International is affiliate to
the r.i.l.u, wholly accepts its Constitution, and submits to all decisions of the
r.i.l.u., the international congresses and conferences.” This paragraph clearly
indicated a hierarchical relationship as the ‘Marine Workers’ International
was to be subordinated to the rilu. Independent red unions and revolutionary minorities were to affiliate with the new International although the latter
ones were to remain inside the ‘reformist unions’. The executive organ of the
new International “is to be situated in London or Hamburg” –indicating that a
final decision on the headquarters of the ‘Marine Workers’ International’ was
still on the table when the ‘Basic Principles’ were drafted. Important, however,
4.4
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Basic Principles (Draft decisions), 1, 534/5/219, 81, rgaspi. Hereafter: Basic Principles
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were its links to Moscow: “In order to coordinate its actions with the r.i.l.u.
and for the speedy settlement of all question arising, the Executive Committee
of the International is to have representation in Moscow,” i.e., a bureau either
in connection with the ipac-t w or the rilu Secretariat.39
The launching of the new International was to be a two-stage process. An
“Organisational Committee” was to be nominated at the “Second International
Conference of Marine Workers”, whose task it was to work for the organisation
of the International and to call for a world congress where the International
was to be constituted “not later than May 1931 in Hamburg.”40 The “Second
International Conference” was the conference organised by Albert Walter
in Hamburg in October 1930, thus indicating that the ‘Basic Principles’ were
drafted before the event.
According to the ‘Basic Principles’, the Organisational Committee, i.e.,
known as the ‘(Provisional) Executive Committee of the International of
Seamen and Harbour Workers’ after its nomination in October 1930, was
to include representatives of the rilu, the ipac-t w, the ussr, Germany,
Britain, France, the USA, Latin America, China and the “India Seamen’s
Union (London).” The Organisation Committee was to direct the work of the
national sections of the (yet to be established) International as well as to
“take over the network of International Seamen’s Clubs.” Consequently, the
new International was projected as the new platform for the radical waterfront whereas the ipac-t w “remains only as a Committee of railwaymen and
transport workers.”41
The headquarters or “Bureau” of the Organisational Committee was to be
placed in Hamburg. As understood from the ‘Basic Principles’, the Bureau was
to be operated by the German member of the Committee, i.e., Albert Walter,
while “the other members work in their countries as representatives of the
Committee along the directions and instructions of the latter.” Neither the
Bureau nor the Committee were to act independently; following the typical
outline of the Comintern-apparatus, the Committee was to have a representative in Moscow.42
Apart from preparing the World Congress, the “most urgent task” of the
Committee “should be the complete crystallisation […] of the independent
revolutionary seamen’s unions of Britain, France, Italy, India,” i.e., to compel
the formation of red unions in accordance to the rilu directives. Another
39
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“most urgent task” was the formation of “national centres” for revolutionary
minorities within the unions, i.e., the unification of the opposition groups.
To achieve this end, the Committee was to commence the “mass publication”
of leaflets, pamphlets and bulletins in German, French, English, Spanish,
Norwegian, “and other languages.”43
The World Congress was to be preceded by an international political
propaganda campaign orchestrated by the Committee and carried out by
the national red unions and opposition groups as well as the Interclubs. The
core message of the campaign was ‘Leave the itf’: The revolutionary opposition was to press the national unions to vote for affiliating with the new
International.44
Interclubs and ‘coloured’ (i.e., black) seamen were earmarked as special
targets for the International. Echoing earlier ipc-t w/i pac-t w visions, the
Interclubs were projected as “the centres of mass agitation”; therefore, new
Interclubs were to be set up “without fail” in Antwerp, London, Montevideo,
Rotterdam, Thessaloniki, Singapore, “and elsewhere.” Linking up with earlier
memoranda, perhaps even indicating Ford’s participation in drafting the ‘Basic
Principles’ (?), work among ‘coloured’ (black) seamen was to be given top priority. Therefore, the International was urged to “consider it necessary to have
special organisers” in the ports of the colonial metropoles to conduct work
among ‘coloured’ (black) seamen.45
4.5
The Road to Hamburg
At the same time as the comrades gathered Moscow and discussed the activities of the Interclubs in April 1930, a commission assessed the activities of
the Hamburg Port Bureau. It is unclear who had instigated the assessment
and why it was conducted. Perhaps it was part of the ongoing revision of the
ipac-t w as the commission’s report was sent to Moscow. In any case, the
report raised some alarming issues. Most critical was the increasing external
attacks and restrictions upon the Hamburg Interclub. These had detrimental
consequences for the Hamburg Port Bureau and Albert Walters’ international
communication network. Communist agitation on board German merchant
ships was increasingly challenged by the Nazi seamen’s organisation. Seamen
who were known to be communists were disregarded and not hired by the
shipowners. Walter’s network was shrinking and he was urged to establish an
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‘illegal’ international communications network that was capable of taking
action in case of a crisis.46
Equally disturbing was the extensive use of the premises of the Hamburg
Interclub by the local party and land-based communist organisations. The
assessment report critically remarked that the party did not render any assistance to the Interclub. Neither did the party pay rent when using the Interclub
nor did it have any functionary who was capable of working on the waterfront.
Third, the Interclub, in turn, was criticised for not having paid any attention on
work among harbour workers. Fourth, and in line with the new instructions on
discussion in Moscow, the Interclub was to establish an international communications network and link up with all other clubs.47
Albert Walter most likely backed the outspoken criticism articulated in
the assessment report. He had more than once declared that the premises at
Rothesoodstrasse were the domain of the radical mariners, not the party. In
fact, the assessment report strengthened his ambition to turn Rothesoodstrasse
into the centre of the envisioned Seamen’s International. Furthermore, Walter
informed Moscow that the international call for attendees to the conference
was in progress.48
A decision of the ecci on 23 July 1930 set stage for the final act when it sanctioned the plan for an International for maritime transport workers. The ecci
projected the official launching of the new organisation to take place at the
international conference scheduled to commence at the Hamburg Interclub in
August 1930.49 However, in August it was realised that the Maritime Workers’
Conference had to be postponed until October; instead, Walter organised two
mass rallies in Hamburg in early August to manifest the support the Sixth
Conference of the radical transport workers that recently had gathered in
Moscow. About 2,800 seamen participated at first rally on 9 August, Walter
claimed in his report. The second one on 10 August counted almost 10,000 participants who marched through the streets of Hamburg, boasted Walter. A sizeable number of them mustered afterwards at an international meeting at the
46
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Bericht der eingesetzten Untersuchungs-Kommission zur Kontrolle der Arbeit und aller
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40–51, rgaspi.
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Interclub. When closing the event, Walter read out in front of some 1,600 participants the official declaration that the ‘Fighting International of the Maritime
Transport Workers’ (Kampfinternationale aller Seetransportarbeiter) was to be
launched in Hamburg on 1 October 1930.50
50
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An International for the Global Radical Waterfront
The ‘International Conference of Seamen and Harbour Workers’ was scheduled to start on 1 October 1930. As the delegates were expected to arrive at
Hamburg a few days earlier, Albert Walter’s plan was to organise a mass rally
and had hired a spacious hall for the event. However, only the British, Dutch,
German and Scandinavian delegations had arrived at the end of September.
Other participants were delayed and the start of the conference had to be postponed until 3 October 1930.1
Typically for communist conferences, a full list of participants was never
published. According to an internal memorandum, 38 delegates from 26 countries attended the conference although few of them had been nominated by
their national trade union opposition groups to represent them at the conference.2 Others, especially those claiming to represent opposition groups in
‘semi-colonial’ and colonial countries, seems to have been handpicked among
mariners residing in Hamburg.3 A pamphlet published shortly after the conference listed delegates originating from 24 countries and territories, including
Algiers, “Arabia,” Argentina, Belgium, Brazil, Britain, Canada, Chile, Finland,
France, Germany, Greece, India, Indonesia, Italy, Japan, Korea, the Netherlands,
Norway, Paraguay, the Soviet Union, Sweden, Uruguay, and the USA. The idea
of the pamphlet was propagandistic: Its objective was to tell its reader about
the establishment of a new radical global organisation for rallying seamen and
dockworkers under its –existing or planned –national sections in all of the
aforementioned countries. Most importantly, however, was the denunciation
of the itf, depicting it as the traitor of the working class as well as being a
lackey of the shipowners and of the aggressors towards the Soviet Union.4
1 Y [Walter,] Sonderbericht zu der internationalen Konferenz der Seeleute und Hafenarbeiter
am 3. Okt[ober] 1930 in Hamburg, 534/5/219, 22–24, rgaspi.
2 ish, Half-Year Report October 1930 –April 1931, 534/5/221, 68, rgaspi. According to the
report, the delegates arrived from Argentina, Algiers, Belgium, Brazil, Canada, Chile, China,
England, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, India, Italy, Japan, Korea, the Netherlands,
Norway, Paraguay, Peru, the Philippines, Poland, Sweden, Uruguay, the USA and the ussr.
3 Handwritten report about the meeting of 3rd October 1930 (in German), 534/5/219, 21,
rgaspi.
4 Declaration to seafarers and harbour workers in German, no date [ca. October 1930], 534/5/
219, 12–16, rgaspi. The declaration was published as supplement titled “An alle Seeleute und
Hafenarbeiter! To all seamen and harbour workers! Proletarier aus den Häfen und von den
Schiffen!,” in Hamburger Volkszeitung, Beilage zu Nr 233, 7.10.1933.
© Holger Weiss, 2021 | DOI:10.1163/9789004463288_010
This is an open access chapter distributed under the terms of the CC BY 4.0 license.
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The conference started by electing a presidium, consisting of Albert Walter
as chair and George Mink as secretary as well as Fred Thompson, a “Negro delegate,”5 and George Hardy as members.6 Next, Hardy presented a lengthy report
on the impact of the global depression on world economic and political affairs
and the need to establish an International for the maritime transport workers.
The itf and the Amsterdam International, i.e., the International Federation
of Trade Unions or iftu, had betrayed the proletariat, Hardy declared, and
further criticised them for supporting the ‘imperialists’ in their onslaught
on the working masses in the colonies, not least in China and India. The key
objective for the new International was therefore to render full support to the
fight for national self-determination and independence of the colonial and
semi-colonial countries. After Hardy’s one and half hour speech, comrade
Ray7 from the USA took the floor and read out a petition signed by the US
American, British, Chinese, French and German delegations, calling for the
establishment of an International for maritime transport workers. Storming
applause: The petition was unanimously accepted and the International of
Seamen and Harbour Workers or ish had officially been launched. The Italian
delegate asked for a condemnation of fascism to be included in the resolution text. Acclamations and accepted. Then the Chinese delegate stood up and
presented a proposal by the Chinese, French, and Scandinavian delegation for
the statutes of the new International. Storming applause: The statutes were
accepted.8 So far, the conference gave the impression of expressing the unanimous and resolute will of the global revolutionary maritime transport workers.
No hints about the conference having been prepared in Moscow or articulating a plan outlined by the rilu and the ipac-t w. Instead, it was presented
in public as having been initiated at the national conference of the Marine
Workers’ Industrial Union held in New York in April 1930.9 The conference

5 I have not been able to identify the “Negro delegate.” It certainly was not James W. Ford as he
resided in Moscow in October 1930, and together with George Padmore organised the rilu
Negro Bureau.
6 “Til alle Søfolk og Havnearbejdere,” Lanternen 5, no. 7 (Oktober 1930): 1. Conflicting information consists for the composition of the Presidium; according to a handwritten report, Walter
was elected chair, Thompson and one Toussaint from the USA as secretaries while Mink,
Hardy, Dumay and one ‘Centurion’ are instead as members, see Handwritten report about
the meeting of 3rd October 1930 (in German), 534/5/219, 21, rgaspi.
7 This was probably Tommy Ray, the organiser of the mwiu in San Diego.
8 Bericht über die internationale Konferenz der Seeleute und Hafenarbeiter am 3. Oktober
1930 in Hamburg, no date [ca. October 1930], 534/5/219, 2–5, rgaspi.
9 “Til alle Søfolk og Havnearbejdere,” Lanternen 5, no. 7 (Oktober 1930): 1.
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ended with the adoption of a resolution, summarising the objectives of the
new International and appealing to
all seamen and dockers to unite, to join the revolutionary class unions and
minorities for the purpose of struggling to increase wages, the improvement of labour conditions, the shortening of the working day, for equal
wages for equal work, for full economic, social and political equality of
all transport workers irrespective of colour, creed, nationality or race,
against capitalist rationalisation, and fully in a struggle for the overthrow
of capitalism and the establishment of socialism.10
The communist press hailed the establishment of the ish as a landmark
for the radical maritime transport workers, see Figure 10. The new organisation was heralded as the bulwark against the shipowners, the fascists
and the social democratic union leaders;11 an official declaration on its
establishment was published in the Internationale Presse-Korrespondenz
on 14 October.12 Internally, not all comrades acclaimed to the gloss image
of a historic landmark. Leading members of the ish Executive Committee
critically commented the decision to shorten the conference into a one-day
event, leaving no room for discussions or debates about the statutes and
objectives of the new organisation. Walter, in an internal report to the ipac-
tw headquarters, replied that it would have been practically impossible to
extend the conference, not least, as none of the participants had any financial means at their disposal to pay for their return. Consequently, he had to
cover their expenses and the Port Bureau had run out of money at the end
of the conference.13

10
11

12
13

Resolution adopted by the International Conference of Seamen and Dockers, held at
Hamburg, October 3rd, in George Hardy, A Fighting International of Marine Workers
(Hamburg: International of Seamen and Harbour Workers, 1930), 30.
“An alle Seeleute und Hafenarbeiter! To all seamen and harbour workers! Proletarier aus
den Häfen und von den Schiffen!,” Hamburger Volkszeitung, Beilage zu Nr 233, 7.10.1933; “Til
alle Søfolk og Havnearbejdere,” Lanternen 5, no. 7 (Oktober 1930): 1; “Kampinternational
för sjöfolk bildad,” Kalmardemokraten 8.10.1930.
Inprekorr 86/14.10.1930, copy checked in Reichsministerium des Inneren. Internationale
Hafenbüros und Seemannsklubs, Jan. 1930–Nov. 1933, R1501/20224, BArchB.
[Walter,] Sonderbericht zu der internationalen Konferenz der Seeleute und Hafenarbeiter
am 3. Okt[ober] 1930 in Hamburg, 534/5/219, 22–24, rgaspi.
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f igure 10	
The International of Seamen and Harbour Workers has been launched!, first page
news published in Lanternen 5, no. 7 (October 1930): 1.

1

October 1930: Framing the Fighting International of Marine
Workers

Moscow’s grand strategy was to present the ish as a revolutionary but independent organisation. Hamburg, not Moscow, was the seat of the new organisation; its statues were silent about the relationship between the rilu and
the ish. According to the statutes, the ish Bureau and/or the ish Executive
Committee made all decisions and signed all declarations. In reality, all declarations and decisions had to be in tune with the instructions issued by the
rilu Secretariat and had to be approved by the rilu Berlin Bureau. At first,
this strategy seemed to have worked. The new unit was for several months an
unwritten chapter for government authorities. A lengthy report by a German
police informant even claimed that the ish had been established at an international meeting of harbour workers and seamen held in Altona on 10/11 January
1931!14 A critical evaluation of the situation soon corrected this assumption: The
14

Report ‘Internationale Konferenz der R.G.O.’ by C.3 and C.4 to Abteilung ia, dated Altona
12.1.1931, Abt. 301 Nr. 4532, las.
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ish had already been established in October 1930.15 In fact, the January 1931
meeting concerned the formation of a German section of the ish.16 On the
other hand, the local police authorities did not change their position: No international activities had been reported before January 1931, thus they reasoned
that the ish became effective only after the meeting in January.17
1.1
The (Provisional) Statutes of the ish
The most important decision of the October 1930 Hamburg Conference was
the adoption of provisional statutes for the new organisation. These had been
prepared in advance in Moscow as they were published by the German communist periodical Rote Fahne on 3 October 1930, claiming that the conference
had summoned already on 2 October;18 in fact, the Political Commission of
the ecci had approved them at its meeting on 20 September.19 According
to the provisional statutes, the official name of the new organisation was
International of Seamen and Harbour Workers, abbreviated ish. Echoing the
wordings of the ‘Basic Principles’ (see Chapter 5.4.4), the objectives of the ish
were 1) to unite seamen, river transport workers and harbour workers in revolutionary opposition groups, minorities or red trade unions, 2) to organise and
lead the fight of the maritime transport workers in their struggle for increased
salaries, reduced working hours and the introduction of social insurances,
and 3) to unite them in the fight against deteriorating working conditions and
reductions in wages. Further, the ish was to adhere to the ‘United front from
below’-tactic and invite organised as well as unorganised maritime workers to
join in the struggle against the exploitations of the shipowners, the bourgeois
governments, the ‘social fascist’ trade union leaders, the International Labour
Office and the itf.20
15
16
17
18
19
20

Letter from ‘Preussische Minister des Inneren an den Oberpräsidenten in Kiel’, Berlin
5.3.1931, Abt. 301 Nr. 4532, las.
Report on the ‘Reichskonferenz der Hafen-und Wasserarbeiter’, Berlin 5.3.1931, Abt. 301
Nr. 4532, las.
Report by the Preuss. Polizei-Präsident Altona-Wandsbek in Altona, 15.4.1931, Abt. 301 Nr.
4532, las.
Die Rote Fahne 201, no. 3 (Oktober 1930), copy checked in Reichsministerium des Inneren.
Internationale Hafenbüros und Seemannsklubs, Jan. 1930–
Nov. 1933, R1501/
20224,
BArchB.
§2, Statuten der Internationale der Seeleute, Protokoll Nr 82 der Politischen Kommission
des ekki der Sitzung am 20.9.1930, 495/4/52, rgaspi.
“Seeleute und Hafenarbeiter hissen die rote Fahne!,” Rotes Gewerkschafts-Bulletin (Red
Labour Unions Bulletin –Bulletin Syndical Rouge), Sondernummer Nr. 68 (18. Oktober
1930), checked at Reichsministerium des Inneren. Internationale Hafenbüros und
Seemannsklubs, Jan. 1930–Nov. 1933, R1501/20224, BArchB.
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The provisional statutes prescribed an active engagement of the ish in
relation to its sections. In contrast to the ipac-t w, the ish was to initiate,
coordinate and lead international campaigns in support of national strikes
and global proletarian solidarity campaigns. The ish Secretariat was directed
to continuously supply its member organisations with agitation and propaganda material as well as to collect information about national conditions and
notify its sections about impending national negotiations on wages and tariffs.
Moreover, all Interclubs, existing and projected ones, were to be directly subordinated to the ish Secretariat.21
Furthermore, the provisional statutes laid the organisational structures of
the ish and sanctioned a hierarchical relation between its three units, the
world congress, the executive committee and the secretariat. The highest
decision-making organ was the world congress while the 21-member executive committee issued binding declarations and orders. The 5-member bureau
or secretariat was the operational unit of the organisation.22 As a reflection
of its global ambitions, the ish Executive Committee was to be composed
of members from the revolutionary trade union oppositions and red unions
in “the Arab countries”, Britain, China, France, Germany, Greece, India, Italy,
Latin America, the Philippines, Scandinavia, the Soviet Union and the USA.
The ish Bureau or Secretariat, nominated after the first meeting of the ish
Executive Committee, see below, George Hardy as Chair (President), and
Albert Walter and Auguste Dumay as First and Second Secretary respectively.23
The identity of the two members was not revealed as they represented illegal
organisations.24
1.2
3 October 1930: The First Meeting of the ish Executive Committee
The ish Executive Committee summoned for its first meeting immediately
after the conference. Six topics were on the agenda. The first one concerned
propaganda, and the ish Executive Committee decided upon Hardy’s advice
to publish a general declaration on the establishment of the ish as well as a
pamphlet on the fight for 8-hour working days and a pamphlet pinpointing

21
22
23

24

“Seeleute und Hafenarbeiter hissen die rote Fahne!”
“Seeleute und Hafenarbeiter hissen die rote Fahne!”
Bericht über die internationale Konferenz der Seeleute und Hafenarbeiter am 3. Oktober
1930 in Hamburg, no date [ca. October 1930], 534/5/219, 2–5, rgaspi. As with the statues
of the ish, the ecci had decided upon composition of the ish Executive Committee well
in advance, see §3, Zusammensetzung der leitenden Organe der Profintern, Protokoll Nr
79 der Politischen Kommission des ekki der Sitzung am 3.9.1930, 495/4/49, rgaspi.
“Til alle Søfolk og Havnearbejdere.”
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the detrimental impact of the itf in the colonial countries. In addition, the
plan was to publish the statutes of the ish as well as a brochure containing
Hardy’s speech at the conference together with the aims and objectives of the
ish. Each of the publications were to be published in five languages, namely
English, French, German, Spanish and ‘Scandinavian’. The Chinese delegate
Liao Chengzhi reminded the comrades to also publish in Chinese while Arthur
Samsing emphasised the need to publish in Finnish and Icelandic.25
The second topic on the agenda was the organisation of an international
congress. This was a crucial issue as the forthcoming congress –which according to the ‘Basic Principles’ had to convene not later than May 1931 –was to
proclaim the official formation of the International. This followed communist
logics of establishing new organisations –a ‘provisional’ one was launched
at an international conference while its ‘official’ formation was declared at a
subsequent world congress. Consequently, the executive committee and the
statutes of the ish were provisional until the congress. On the other hand, a
central prerequisite for calling a world congress was the establishment of red
unions in Britain, France, India, Italy and Spain.26
The next two tasks concerned the organisation of local work. The ish
Executive Committee decided on the publication of a member bulletin, starting in January 1931. Work at the Interclubs was debated at length but without
making any decisions. Finally, the Executive Committee nominated a Bureau
or Secretariat as its operational unit. President of the ish Bureau was George
Hardy while Albert Walter was nominated International Secretary. The other
bureau members were Auguste Dumay, George Mink and Arthur Samsing.
Hardy was to be placed in London, Dumay in Paris, Mink in New York, Samsing
in Oslo, while Walter was to run the ish Secretariat in Hamburg.27
2

The Operational Unit: From Five Bureaus to One Secretariat

The first organisational outline of the ish projected a decentralised model
of five regional bureaus, and was adopted in autumn 1930. The central unit
was Albert Walter’s International Secretariat (hereafter: ish Secretariat),
25
26
27

Bericht über die Executive-Sitzung der Intenationale der Seeleute und Hafenarbeiter,
3.10.1930, 534/5/219, 6–7, rgaspi.
Bericht über die Executive-Sitzung der Intenationale der Seeleute und Hafenarbeiter,
3.10.1930, 534/5/219, 7, rgaspi.
Bericht über die Executive-Sitzung der Intenationale der Seeleute und Hafenarbeiter,
3.10.1930, 534/5/219, 7–9, rgaspi.
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occupying an office in the Port Bureau and Interclub at Rothesoodstrasse.
Walter was also in charge for operations in Germany, including the moderation
of the Interclubs in Hamburg, Bremen and Bremerhaven as well as the maintenance of contacts with the Rhine river transport workers. The main challenge
to his work was cooperation with the local party and rgo-officials, who Walter
criticised for neglecting work among harbour workers. Nevertheless, Walter
was confident in boosting his work and planned to open new Interclubs in
Duisburg and Danzig, the latter one as the gateway for illegal agitation and
propaganda among Polish seamen.28
The second location of operation was London where George Hardy was
running the ‘English’ (i.e., British) Secretariat. Not much is known about its
activities or whereabouts. Arguably, it constituted of Hardy’s office in Poplar,
sharing the same premises with the seamen’s section of the Minorities
Movement. Among his first accomplishments was the publication of the pamphlet The Fighting International of Marine Workers, containing his speech at
the Hamburg conference as well as the resolution on the establishment of the
ish.29 Hardy’s main task was the reorganisation of work in England and, ultimately, the establishment of a red seamen’s union.30 Consequently, his first
goal being the formation of the Seamen’s Minority Movement (smm). This
organisation was subordinated to the Minority Movement while it at the same
time constituted the British section of the ish (see further Section 3.1 in this
chapter). However, Hardy’s work was slow to take off and had almost immediately run into a standstill as he received orders to travel to Moscow as he
had been nominated to work for the rilu Far Eastern Bureau. Walter and Leo
Pechmann, the (new) liaison officer at the rilu Berlin Bureau, managed to
revoke the order; instead, Hardy was instructed to proceed to Hamburg.31
The third location was Paris where Auguste Dumay was running the Latin
Secretariat. This unit was projected to monitor and supervise activities in
28
29
30
31

International of Seamen and Harbour Workers (ish), Monthly Report (mr) for October
1930, 534/5/219, 32, rgaspi; ish, mr November 1930, 534/
5/
219, 45–
46, rgaspi.
Hereafter: ish, mr.
George Hardy, A Fighting International of Marine Workers (Hamburg: International of
Seamen and Harbour Workers, 1930).
Home Office Warrant, taken out by Scotland Yard 28.10.1930, George Hardy personal file,
kv 2/1027, 39a, tna.
ish, mr October 1930, 534/5/219, 32, rgaspi; ish, mr November 1930, 534/5/219, 45,
rgaspi. Hardy left for Hamburg on 11 November 1930, (Half-burnt) Inf. Notes, 11.11.1930,
George Hardy personal file, kv 2/1027, tna. The ecci approved Hardy’s transfer to
Hamburg on 18 November, see §20, Vorschlag der Komfraktion der Profintern, Protokoll
Nr 101 der Politischen Kommission des ekki der Sitzung am 18.11.1930, 495/4/66, rgaspi.
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Belgium, France, Greece, Italy, Portugal and Spain as well as to ignite work in
the Belgian and French colonies. Dumay also served as ish liaison and contact
person to the rilu Latin American Secretariat in Montevideo. However, both
Dumay’s and Walter’s connections to South America were patchy if not outright bad, and Walter repeatedly complained about not having received any
information from Montevideo. This was frustrating, as Walter wanted to transfer funds to the bureau in Montevideo to cover the expenses for setting up an
Interclub in Buenos Aires.32
The fourth location was Oslo where Arthur Samsing was heading the
Scandinavian Secretariat.33 His plan was to open an Interclub at the end of
the year in Oslo.34 Samsing, too, published a manifesto on the establishment
of the ish.35 The fifth member of the bureau was George Mink who monitored
the Marine Workers’ Industrial Union (mwiu) from his office in New York.36
Hamburg and Paris: Two Operational Units and the Instructions
from Moscow
The decentralised setup with five bureaus proved soon unpractical. A reorganisation of the operational unit was initiated in December 1930 when Hardy
moved to Hamburg. Work at the ish Secretariat was streamlined and a
‘Plan of Immediate Tasks’ was sent to Moscow for approval. The Plan listed,
among others, the establishment of an international solidarity fund, the formation of port control and action committees, and to set up new Interclubs
in Copenhagen, Danzig, Dunkirk, Le Havre, London and Kiel as well as “at
other Baltic, Mediterranean, Black Sea, Bosphorus[sic] and other French
ports.”37 According to the Plan, Hardy served as editor of the ish member
bulletin as well as coordinator of activities in the English-speaking countries
and the Far East. Walter, in turn, headed the technical apparatus of the ish
Secretariat. Further reorganisations followed in January 1931 after an intervention by Walter in the mandate of the Latin Secretariat and disbandment
of the Scandinavian Secretariat. The consequence of the reorganisation in
January 1931 was the dissolution of the five-member Bureau and establishment
2.1

32
33
34
35
36
37

ish, mr October 1930, 534/5/219, 33, rgaspi; ish, mr November 1930, 534/5/219, 46,
rgaspi.
ish, mr October 1930, 534/5/219, 33, rgaspi.
“Besök de Internasjonale sømannsklubber! Ny klubb i Oslo!,” Den Internasjonale
Transportarbeider 5, no. 15 (November 1930): 4.
Internasjonalens manifest.Til alle sjømenn og havnearbeidere! In i <Kampinternasjonalens>
rekker!, Grå Guld Fagopposition 33.136, Mapp 1. rfo Diverse, ara.
ish, mr November 1930, 534/5/219, 47, rgaspi.
Plan of Immediate Tasks, no date, 534/5/219, 54–57, rgaspi.
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of two Secretariats, one in Hamburg, the other in Paris. Thereafter, Walter at
the ish Secretariat in Hamburg coordinated activities the Baltic area (Estonia,
Latvia and Finland) and Scandinavia, Belgium, the Netherlands, Poland and
the German-speaking countries whereas Hardy concentrated on the English-
speaking countries. Dumay, in turn, continued as Second Secretary and head
of the ish Latin Secretariat in Paris; his main task was to monitor activities in
the Mediterranean and Black Sea ports.38
The ish Secretariat started to prepare the ground for its immediate
work and sent a plan of its intended operations for approval to Moscow.
Hardy communicated to the rilu headquarters his impressions of work on
the waterfront in France after visiting Paris in late 1930 (“neither the Party
nor the cgtu take this work seriously”). In addition, he notified the rilu
headquarters that he, together with James W. Ford and Liao Chengzhi,
had started to prepare a blueprint for work among colonial seamen,39 and
informed that he had drafted a resolution on Unemployment Day, a global
demonstration called by the communists for 25 February. Lacking addresses
to whom he could send the call, he urged rilu headquarters to forward him
a detailed list of all harbour workers’, seamen’s and river workers’ unions
and “mark them off 1) revolutionary, 2) sympathetic, 3) independent, and
4) reactionary.”40
Furthermore, Hardy informed the members of the ish Executive Committee
in February 1931 about the plans to organised an international conference for
harbour workers, scheduled to convene in Hamburg in April 1931. “Our position among the dock workers is not up to the strength of our forces among the
seamen,” Hardy admitted. Therefore, “our aim is not only to deepen our influence amongst dock and port workers generally, but to form groups or union
branches where none exist and the enrolling of large numbers of recruits where
they do exist.” All sections were obliged to focus on agitation among dockers
and to prepare for the upcoming international harbour workers’ conference,
Hardy reminded. “Mass meetings of port workers can be called and their opinions ascertained by fruitful discussion […], proposals for the conference can be
passed by mass meetings of port workers and resolutions passed endorsing the
conference should be sent to the International Secretariat and will be placed
before the conference,” he assured. Most importantly, those members of the
38
39
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Confidential. Duties and tasks of secretariat members, no date [ca March 1931], 534/5/
220, 128–129, rgaspi. An analysis of the document reveals that it had been written in
Hamburg and sent to Moscow in March 1930.
See further Section 4 in this chapter.
George [Hardy] to Alexander [Lozovsky], [Hamburg] 20.1.1931, 534/5/220, 14–16, rgaspi.
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ish Executive Committee “that are not situated in too far distant countries”
were to meet before attending the conference.41
The ish Secretariat never received the requested list of addresses. Instead,
the rilu headquarters replied by sending detailed instructions in February
1931, clarifying the objectives and tasks of the ish. “The [rilu] Secretariat
notes that the whole of this extremely extensive Plan [of Immediate Tasks]
contains a number of points insufficiently concrete, stressing chiefly agitational and propaganda work, not guaranteeing the transfer of gravity of work
of the International to the organisational field.” Consequently, the rilu’s corrections focussed on the operational framework of the ish and stressed that
the ish was not to replicate the ipac-t w. Instead, the ish was instructed to
establish and maintain its own global network of sections. In addition, the ish
was to engage in the (ongoing) anti-war campaign and to infuse its sections
to counter-act the imagined impending ‘imperialist’ attack upon the Soviet
Union. Therefore, as part of achieving this objective, the ish was instructed
to expedite the formation of a red seamen’s union in England, to establish
contacts with the illegal Italian union film, to reorganised the mwiu, and to
re-establish the (illegal) Greek Seamen’s Union. Further, the rilu instructed
the ish Secretariat to develop a plan for strengthening the revolutionary
union opposition within the existing maritime trade unions as well as consolidating its outreach in Latin America and in Asia. Last, but not least, the ish
was ordered to create a pool of special instructors to enhance its capacity to
directly intervene in the operations of the national sections. The objective of
the ish, the rilu reminded, was to appear as “an organisationally-powerful
and politically serious world mass organisation” in order to evolve as “one of
the most important factors of the world revolutionary T[rade] U[nion] movement generally, and one of the most decisive weapons in the struggle against
war, in particular.”42
Hardy and Walter were baffled. “Dear comrades,” they replied, “to excite
sweeping criticism regarding the work of i.s.h. Secretariat based upon this
limited plan, together with the official documents, and whatever information
you have in your possession, we believe has led you to wrong conclusions.”43
41
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[George Hardy] President to the Provisional Executive Committee Members, Hamburg
5.2.1931, 534/5/220, 61–62, rgaspi. On the projected conference for dock workers, see
Call for International Dockers, Hamburg 5.2.1931, 534/5/220, 64–65, rgaspi; Hardy to
Provisional Executive Committee Members, Hamburg 5.2.1931, 534/5/220, 61–62, rgaspi.
The conference was never organised.
Resolution on Work of the Seamen’s and Docker’s International, 17.2.1931, 534/5/220, 75–
76, rgaspi.
ish Secretariat to ‘Dear Comrades’, [Hamburg] 9.3.1931, 534/5/220, 95, rgaspi.
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Hardy was even more frank in a personal letter to rilu General Secretary
Lozovsky: “How could the Profintern Secretariat adopt such a resolution
without having any report from the ish Secretariat?”44 While the Plan had
been drafted when Hardy arrived in Hamburg (in mid-December) and thus
only reflected two months of work, the ish Secretariat had since then carried out a lot of work which –seemingly –had not been noted in Moscow.
“While the comrade was busy scrutinising his naturally limited materials and
drawing upon his very elastic imagination we were in constant contact with
USA, England, Belgium, Holland, Norway, Danzig, France, Canada, China, and
had communication with Iceland, Denmark, Sweden, Philippines, Australia,
Uruguay,” Hardy sarcastically remarked.45
Although Moscow had criticised the ish Secretariat for failing to link up with
its sections, the comrades in Hamburg rejected the accusations and assured
that the ish Secretariat had already been in contact with the Italian and Greek
unions. Assisting the mwiu to overcome its difficulties was impossible, as the
ish Secretariat had no instructor who could sent to the USA. The agitation of
the ish Secretariat in Germany was tactical, “our leaflet to the German dockers
was issued to stimulate actions to increase the tempo of the struggle, and to
bring the face of the i.s.h. before the German workers. […] If this is ‘duplication’ we absolutely reject this interpretation.”46 Therefore, “instead of being
guilty of the charge of losing the contacts i.p.c. had we have considerably
extended them far beyond those which existed,” Hardy concluded.47
Furthermore, interference in England and Scandinavia had yielded some
first results. Fred Thompson had changed his earlier negative position of
launching a red union. The Scandinavian Secretariat in Oslo had been liquidated and the ish Secretariat now communicated directly with the sections
in Denmark, Norway, and Sweden. Finally, the ish Secretariat had started to
investigate the work of the Interclubs: “We hasten to remind you [that] some
of these Clubs have existed under the direct control of the i.p.c.t.w. for double the number of years than the [four] months of existence of the i.s.h., and
without achieving this very much desired result.”48
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George [Hardy] to ‘Alexander’ [Lozovsky], Personal and Confidential, Hamburg, 15.3.1931,
534/5/220, 117, rgaspi.
George [Hardy] to ’Alexander’ [Lozovsky], Personal and Confidential, Hamburg, 15.3.1931,
534/5/220, 118, rgaspi.
ish Secretariat to ‘Dear Comrades’, [Hamburg] 9.3.1931, 534/5/220, 96–97, rgaspi.
George [Hardy] to ‘Alexander’ [Lozovsky], Personal and Confidential, Hamburg, 15.3.1931,
534/5/220, 118, rgaspi.
ish Secretariat to “Dear Comrades,” [Hamburg] 9.3.1931, 534/5/220, 98, rgaspi.
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Nevertheless, the ish Secretariat self-critically noted that its apparatus
had major flaws that immediately needed to be corrected. The limited staff
of the ish Secretariat was overburdened with daily tasks, effectively blocking
it from visiting the national sections in person to give political and organisational advice. The leadership of many national sections, in turn, had failed to
respond to the suggestions and instructions of the ish and rarely reported to
the ish Secretariat, “thus depriving the i.s.h. of its proper role and leadership.”
However, equally disturbing was “the failure to answer our requests and letters,
and the comrades in the u.s.s.r. Secretariat are no exception, including some
departments of the Profintern” as well as “the tendency to send in communication and complaints to the Profintern, while withholding them from the
i.s.h., and the failure of the Profintern on its part to forward information it
receives to the Secretariat of the i.s.h.” To overcome these weaknesses, the ish
Secretariat called upon the rilu to strengthen its apparatus by two additional
instructors as well as to order the national sections of the Comintern and rilu
to carry out a campaign to popularised the ish “among the masses.”49
2.2
One Centre: The ish Secretariat at Hamburg
Moscow’s criticism resulted in yet another reorganisation of the ish Secretariat.
The dual location of its office proved cumbersome, hence all activities were
concentrated to Hamburg in March 1931. An application was sent to Moscow
for the placement of a third member of the secretariat in Hamburg, the task
of the person being to supervise and monitor activities in France, Portugal,
Spain, and Yugoslavia as well as in the French, Portuguese and Spanish colonies. In addition, the person was to be in contact with the rilu units in Latin
America. The three secretaries were to act as ‘referents’ and each give special
attention to the different categories of sea transport: Hardy to the seamen’s
section, Walter to the Interclubs and the member to the dockers’ section. Apart
from these three members, the ish Secretariat was to be staffed with a technical secretary who could speak and write English, German and French, and
preferably Spanish, as well as a stenographer-typist.50
Nevertheless, Hardy had never regarded Hamburg to be the ideal location for the headquarters of the ish. “It must be remembered that our
International is primarily English, and your first suggestion to have the
49
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ish Secretariat to “Dear Comrades,” [Hamburg] 9.3.1931, 534/5/220, 101–102, rgaspi.
Confidential. Duties and tasks of secretariat members, no date [ca March 1931], 534/5/
220, 128–129, rgaspi. An analysis of the document reveals that it had been written in
Hamburg and sent to Moscow in March 1930.
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headquarters in London is the only one to get maximum development,” he
notified Lozovsky.51 Hamburg was not the ideal place for the ish Secretariat,
connections with the national sections were dysfunctional and the ish was
invisible. “I don’t want to remain the chairman of the International without
leadership. This is a position I would regard as very unsatisfactory,” he complained in another letter. The ish Secretariat should be moved to London,
he insisted, as it then could better promote and direct the establishment of
national sections. His vision included the nomination of a new management
board, composed of himself, Walter, Dumay, one representative of the rilu
Berlin Bureau, Harry Hynes of the mwiu, Fred Thompson of the smm, and
James W. Ford of the itucnw.52
Hardy’s main criticism concerned the poor communications between the
ish Secretariat and the national sections. Already Albert Walter had commented upon deficient and insufficient connections from Hamburg, among
others to the USA and South America, but assured that his communications
system provided alternative contact avenues that enabled him to keep in touch
with all ish sections worldwide.53 Hardy, in contrast, claimed that Walter’s
communications system had severe limitations: “There was heavy criticism
[by the cpgb] revealing the fact that the connections are still to be created to
guarantee an immediate transfer of letters by seamen. I am aware of the other
special apparatus existing, but as far as we are concerned we have to build our
own.”54
The bad atmosphere at the ish Secretariat soon paralysed work in Hamburg.
Arguably, Hardy’s and Walter’s background mattered –the former had pursued
an international career within the rilu apparatus, the latter had achieved an
organisational success through the ‘Hamburg’ or ‘from the bottom’-method.
An operational basis did not exist in London, the cpgb as well as the Minority
Movement had little capacity in assisting the ish. Therefore, it made strategically and tactically little sense for the rilu to shift its centre for maritime
agitation from Hamburg to the British capital.
Not much is known about the rift between Hardy and Walter as it has left few
traces in the internal communications between Hamburg and Moscow. British
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George [Hardy] to “Alexander” [Lozovsky], Personal and Confidential, Hamburg, 15.3.1931,
534/5/220, 119, rgaspi.
George [Hardy] to “Dear Comrade” [Lozovsky]. Very Confidential, Hamburg 30.3.1931,
534/5/220, 143–148, rgaspi.
ish, mr November 1930, 534/5/219, 45–47, rgaspi.
George [Hardy] to “Dear Comrade” [Lozovsky]. Very Confidential, Hamburg 30.3.1931,
534/5/220, 143–148, rgaspi.
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intelligence reports, on the other hand, claim that the two loggerheads were at
odds about the leadership of the Interclub: Hardy wanted to replace Johannes
(Hans) Krause, Walter opposed the idea.55 Additional stress for Hardy must
have been his ‘semi-legal’ status in Germany –officially, he informed the police
that he working as a free-lance journalist.56 Hardy’s cover blow up in mid-April
when the police conducted a thorough investigation about him, cancelled
his permission to work and wanted him deported from Germany. Incapable
of running the International Secretariat, Hardy returned to England in early
June.57
2.3
Enter Henri Maurice and Adolf Shelley
Two new comrades arrived in Hamburg during the midst of the power struggle at the ish headquarters. The first was the Italian Communist Luigi Polano
whom the rilu Secretariat had nominated as third member of the ish
Secretariat. Polano had a solid background in maritime work, among others serving as instructor at the Port Bureaus and Interclubs in Odessa (1925),
Novorossiysk (1926–1928) and Batumi (1929–1931). After his arrival in Hamburg
in April 1930, Polano started to use the pseudonym Henri Maurice.58
The second person to arrive in Hamburg was the Polish communist Alfred
Bem. He had been politically active in Poland during the 1920s, among others organising the transport workers in Poznan, and belonged to Regional
Executive Committee of the (illegal) Polish Communist Party. He started to use
the pseudonym Alfred Stolarski after his transfer to the ussr in November 1929.
Bem/Stolarski was deputy head of the Balkan section of the rilu from March
1930 to April 1931.59 In contrast to Polano, Bem/Stolarski acted as emissary of
55
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Minutes 10.10.1932 and 17.10.1932, kv2/1799, tna; copy of minutes for 17.10.1932 also in
George Hardy personal file, kv2 /1027, 84B, tna. The British intelligence reports are challenging to interpret. Although dated in October 1932, they seem to discuss events in spring
1931; this is evident through crosschecking with internal ish-minutes sent to Moscow in
April 1931. Moreover, Hardy resided in Hamburg only during spring 1931.
George [Hardy] to “Alexander” [Lozovsky], Personal and Confidential, Hamburg, 15.3.1931,
534/5/220, 119, rgaspi.
(Half-burnt copy) Inf. notes 14.4.1931, 28.4.1931, 8.6.1931, George Hardy personal file, kv 2/
1027, tha; (Half-burnt copy of letter) Hardy to Thompson, [Hamburg] 29.4.1931, George
Hardy personal file kv 2/1027, tna; Polizeibehörde Hamburg an das Reichsministerium
des Inneren, Hamburg 12.6.1931, Reichministerium des Inneren. Internationale
Hafenbüros und Seemannsklubs, Jan. 1930–Nov. 1933, R1501/20224, 71, BArchB; Hardy,
Those Stormy Years, 217.
Biografia Luigi Polano, 26.7.1939, 495/221/425, 63–66, rgaspi.
See further Wikipedia, ”Alfred Brunon Bem,” https://pl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alfred_
Brunon_Bem, checked 19.11.2020. See further entry on Alfred Brunon Bem (“Stolarski”)
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the rilu, instructed to monitor and supervise the ish Secretariat. His mission was strictly confidential and he was never in public connected to the ish
Secretariat. Instead, he set up an underground ‘Illegal Secretariat’, locared at an
unknown site in Hamburg. Bem/Stolarski used the alias Adolf Shelley after his
arrival in Hamburg.60
Shelley found the ish Secretariat to be dysfunctional, as Polano had sided
with Hardy against Walter. “Practical work [was] impossible,” he reported. Most
notably, the chaos at the headquarters in Hamburg resulted in the cancellation of the scheduled international conference for harbour workers. Shelley
interfered in the quarrel and backed Walter, perhaps instructed by Moscow.
British intelligence sources even claim that Hardy received a reprimand from
Moscow.61
Work at the ish Secretariat was reorganised after Shelley’s intervention.
He abrogated the endless and weeklong consultations on strategic and tactical matters, and replaced them with short meetings.62 The ish Secretariat
finally managed to publish its member bulletin, the Informations-Bulletin
der ish. Originally projected to be launched in January 1931, its first English
and German issues were delayed until June.63 In addition, the ish Secretariat
published a small propaganda pamphlet on the Interclubs and the ish, Der
Internationale Seemannsklub –Euer Heim, die ish –Eure Kampfinternationale,
see Figure 11. Nevertheless, the international outreach of the ish Secretariat
was hindered by its limited capacity to publish in any other languages but
English and German. Although the colonial sections of the Interclubs in
Hamburg and Rotterdam circulated mimeographed magazines and journals
in Chinese and Indonesian languages (see Section 4 in this chapter), they
lacked propaganda material in Greek, Italian, Portuguese, Romanian and
Spanish, Shelley critically noted.64
The language issue was never properly resolved. The ish Secretariat was
only capable to communicate in German and English, and the non-German
and non-
English-
speaking sections continuously complained about not
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in Buckmiller and Meschkat (eds.), Biographisches Handbuch zur Geschichte der
Kommunistischen Internationale.
ish, mr May 1931, 534/5/221, 176, rgaspi. This is the first report with a reference to
“Gen[osse] Ad[olf],” i.e., Adolf Shelley.
Minutes 10.10.1932 and 17.10.1932, Albert Walter personal file, kv2/1799, tna.
ish, mr May 1931, 534/5/221, 176, rgaspi.
Informations-Bulletin der ish. Deutsche Ausgabe 1, no. 1 (June 1931).
ish, mr June–August 1931, 534/5/222, 65, rgaspi.
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f igure 11	
Informing mariners about the Interclubs and the ish, cover of the ish pocket
publication Der Internationale Seemannsklub –Euer Heim, Die ish – Eure
Kampfinternationale, Kleine Bibliothek der ish 1 (Hamburg, 1931).

receiving material in Spanish, Portuguese or French, or about having trouble in
translating German and English directives. Similarly, the ish headquarters was
in trouble when receiving messages and reports from its sections –it took days
if not weeks to have them translated into German and vice versa. Polano was of
little help as he was absent from Hamburg for long periods in 1931 (see below).
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For Shelley, this was a major problem and he urged Moscow to find a solution
to it: “We should not be a German-English International!”65
The Berlin Connection and the Money from Moscow
2.4
The ish Secretariat was an integral part of the rilu-apparatus. Two units
within the rilu-apparatus supervised and monitored its activities, namely the
‘Illegal Secretariat’ in Hamburg as well as the rilu Bureau in Berlin. The latter had already served as the liaison office for communication of information
and transmission of funds from Moscow to Hamburg. Two persons served as
contact persons at the Berlin rilu Bureau. The first one was Max Ziese who
already had communicated with Albert Walter’s during the 1920s. More importantly, Ziese monitored the oms Bureau in Berlin, camouflaged as the Führer-
Verlag.66 The second one was Leow Smolianski alias Leo Pechmann,67 who
together with Adolf Shelley and Luigi Polano (Henry Maurice) seemed to have
constituted the ‘Illegal Secretariat’ of the ish.
The Moscow-Berlin-link was crucial for the ish. Ideally, the national sections as well as the Interclubs were supposed to generate funds by themselves
for covering their expenses. In practice, only a few of them were ever capable of doing so. Most of them relied on subsidies from the ish headquarters.
Moreover, the ish Secretariat relied on monthly instalments from Moscow via
Berlin to pay the salaries of its personnel, see Table 8.
Unfortunately, the available data is both insufficient and difficult to interpret to give a definite answer to how much money was sent on a monthly or
an annual basis from Moscow to Hamburg. In early 1931, the ish Secretariat
received a monthly instalment of usd 1,364 to cover its expenses, including
the salaries of two secretaries, two instructors and two technical functionaries. In addition, the ish Secretariat received usd 1,950 each month to be allocated to the various affiliated sections of the ish.68 Consequently, Walter could
have received more than usd 3,300 per month or almost usd 40,000 per year.
65
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Letter from Adolf [Schelley] to “Werte Genossen,” Hamburg 24.11.1931, 534/5/223, 88,
rgaspi.
Minutes, 25.1.1933, Albert Walter personal file, 6s, kv 2/1799, tna; [Handling iva.]
Komintern. Schematisk uppställning av organisationen och dess underavdelningar,
unpublished report [filed: 20–12.1941], 11, säpo Äldre Aktsystemet, iv A 2–i v A 4, volym
169, sna.
Schedule of the Principal Revolutionary Organisations Controlled by Moscow (end 1935),
20.4.1936, kv 3/128 International Organisations of Communist Parties, tna; Komintern.
Schematisk uppställning av organisationen och dess underavdelningar, unpublished
report [filed: 20-12.1941], 12, säpo Äldre Aktsystemet, iv A 2–i v A 4, volym 169, sna.
Monthly budget of the ish, no date [ca. 1931], 534/8/156, 131, rgaspi.
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Monthly transfer of sums from rilu to ish, 1931–1933

Month/Year

Sum paid
(usd)

Source (rgaspi)

1/1931
2/1931
3/1931
4/1931
5/1931
6/1931
[…]
3/1932
4/1932
5/1932
6/1932
7/1932
8/1932
[.]
10/1932
11/1932
12/1932
1/1933
2/1933
3/1933

500
500
500
500
500
500
[…]
300
373
373
173
75
2,200
[.]
2,200
1,900
2,200
1,828
1,828
1,828

534/8/177
534/8/177
534/8/177
534/8/177
534/8/177
534/8/177
534/8/216, 61
534/8/216, 61+116
534/8/216, 61+116
534/8/216, 168+116
534/8/216, 200
534/8/216, 227
534/8/216, 283
534/8/216, 306–307
534/8/216, 306–307
534/8/216, 375–376
534/8/216, 375–376
534/8/216, 375–376

Perhaps this was even the case during the first half of 1931, as documentary
sources indicate.69 However, figures concerning financial transactions during
the latter part of 1932 and early 1933 reveal that this was not necessarily the case.
While the ish was to receive monthly instalments of usd 300 from March to
May 1932, this amount was reduced to usd 100 in June and usd 75 in July 1932.
For the rest of the year, the allowances increased to more than 1,100 usd per
month; in August, October and December 1932, the ish Secretariat received
usd 2,200 per month, and from January to March 1933 usd 1,828 per month.70
At least in 1932, therefore, the total amount sent to the ish Secretariat was perhaps even less than usd 20,000. On the other hand, special campaigns, such as
69
70

ish Budget January –June [1931], 534/8/177, 140, rgaspi.
Monthly calculations for rilu transfers, 534/8/216, 61, 116, 168, 200, 227, 306–307, rgaspi.
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the organisation of the ish World Congress in 1932, were funded through extra
payments from Moscow (see below).
Walter distributed the subsidies to the various ish sections via his courier
system.71 At times, this proved challenging, especially if direct contacts were
difficult to establish or were insecure. This was among others the case with his
connections to England. British Intelligence claimed that the ish Secretariat
had sent Hardy a budget for work in Britain of no less than usd 900 in 1931.72
The clandestine transfer to the Seamen’s Minority Movement was uncovered
in November 1931 when British Intelligence traced a contribution of gbp 175 to
the Interclub in Amsterdam. One month later, British Intelligence had established that the Amsterdam Interclub served as Walter’s intermediary for the
transactions, as was revealed in his instructions: “Owing to the special embargo
on sending out capital from Germany arrangements were made to send the
money on this occasion from Amsterdam.”73
The financial basis of the ish and its sections remained problematic even
with the transfer of funds from Moscow. Most of the sections numbered only
a few paying members and few sections were capable to pay the rent for the
Interclubs and their offices, not to speak about the salaries of their functionaries and staff. The financial constraints restricted their activities and they criticised the ish Secretariat for lukewarm engagement in their work. A solution
to the impasse was discussed by the ish Executive Committee at its meeting
in September 1931. The ish Executive Committee decided to introduce a new
economic blueprint for the organisation. The new regulations required each
section to secure its own funding; only the expenses of the Interclubs and their
publications were to be covered by transfers from Hamburg. In addition, all
sections were obliged to send 1.5 percent of their monthly incomes to the ish
headquarters to cover the costs for running the ish Secretariat.74
3

Aiming for a Global Outreach –Building National Sections

The rilu had projected the ish as a mass organisation with its own national
sections and global activities. Membership was restricted, the target group
71
72
73
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A. Walter, 25.1.33/Cross-Reference, Albert Walter personal files, kv 2/1799, tna.
(Half-burnt) Inf. Notes, no date [ca. mid-1931], George Hardy personal file, kv 2/1027, tna.
Minutes 14.11.1931 and 19.12.1931, Albert Walter personal file, kv2/1799, tna.
Letter from Adolf [Schelley] to ‘Werte Genossen’, Hamburg 24.11.1931, 534/5/223, 86,
rgaspi.
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being revolutionary trade union oppositions and red unions. As the rilu
adhered to the unity principle, i.e., the amalgamation of unions operating in an industrial sector into one industrial union. In principle, this also
applied to the maritime unions, namely to bring crew members of merchant vessels, fishing boats and river transport ships as well as all harbour
workers into one union. The implementation of this programme proved
difficult. So far, the combination of the ‘Class-Against-Class’-doctrine in
combination with the ‘United front from below’-tactic introduced by the
ipac-t w in 1928 had yielded few tangible results in transforming hitherto
peripheral opposition groups into mass movements. Consequently, the ish
was not to replicate and build on the organisational shortcomings the ipac-
tw; even the most diehard members at the rilu headquarters in Moscow
must have recognised that the ipac-t w was a propaganda tool rather than
a member-organisation. This was painfully evident at the October 1930
Hamburg Conference: Few of the delegates represented an established
organisation, most of them only small unorganised opposition groups. The
ish Secretariat, therefore, had to start from scratch in its mission to rival
and challenge the itf.
The leading members of the ish were fully aware of the almost impossible
task they were facing. George Hardy’s analysis to Alexander Lozovsky in March
1931 clearly addressed the challenges and complicated state of affairs. Echoing
Albert Walter’s ‘from the bottom’-approach, Hardy noted:
We are weak organisationally in almost every country. Our task is to turn
these organisations into mass organisations. This can only be done by
energetic efforts in each country, by building a base at every port, starting with the most important one first, placing a union delegate on every
dock and ship as a step to form ship and dock committees, issuing programmes of immediate demands after thorough discussion by the rank
and file as a means to keep down bureaucracy, making every struggle, no
matter how small, a means of rallying the masses to wider action, cultivating a wider interest by drawing into the leadership new elements in
every country, training cadres and carrying systematic education aiming
the masses etc etc. But this will be done by individual attention given to
each country.75
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George [Hardy] to Alexander [Lozovsky], Hamburg 15.3.1931, 534/5/220, 119, rgaspi.
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Hardy and Walter soon had to realise that the transformation of small amorphous opposition groups into mass movements lest organised red unions,
was a time-consuming process if not uphill battle. Their immediate task was
to establish contacts with all those organisations and groups who had been
represented at the October 1930 Hamburg Conference. A few months later,
they were in regular contact with liaison persons in Europe, North and South
America, China and Australia. “It is true [that] many of these communications
are not very strong,” Hardy noted, “but to some countries we have contacts
both open and confidential.”76 What he did not highlight was the fact that the
difference in regular contacts and (irregular) communications reflected the
restricted outreach of the ish about six months after its launching –sections
existed at this point only in those countries with regular connections to the
ish headquarters.
Commenting upon the slow pace of rocketing the ish into a militant counterpart to the itf, Lozovsky identified the lack of commitment by the national
parties as a major obstacle. After receiving his assessment in May 1931, the
Political Commission of the ecci ordered him and Osip Piatnisky, head of
the International Department of the Comintern, to draft a stern reminder
of the utmost importance of focusing on the waterfront and to send it to
the Communist Party of Denmark, France, Germany, Great Britain, Greece,
Netherlands, Norway, Romania, Sweden, and USA.77 Whether their letter had
any effect is doubtful.
One country is missing in Hardy’s list from March 1931, namely the Soviet
Union. The Soviet Russian maritime transport workers’ union had already
been outside the orbit of the ipac-t w and its predecessor. Although officially
affiliated to the rilu, it was under the control of the Kremlin. An official representative of the Russian union had participated at the 1930 October Hamburg
Conference but had not been elected to the presidium of the conference, perhaps being an attempt of downplaying Moscow’s presence at the conference.
It is also unclear when the Russian union affiliated with ish as it was not represented in the ish Executive Committee or the ish Bureau/Secretariat. Neither
are there any references to the Russian union in the monthly reports of the ish
Secretariat for 1931. Curiously, the ‘Russian Water Workers’ Union’ is listed as
an affiliated member in a compilation made at the rilu headquarters in mid-
1931, see Table 9.
76
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George [Hardy] to Alexander [Lozovsky], Hamburg 15.3.1931, 534/5/220, 118, rgaspi.
Protokoll Nr 141 der Politischen Kommission des ekki der Sitzung am 17.5.1931, 495/4/108,
rgaspi.
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Affiliated and sympathising organisations of the ish, summer 1931

ish: Affiliated organisations

Members

ussr: Water Workers’ Union
Germany: Einheitsverband
France: fump
England: smm
Scotland: Scottish Seamen’s Group (Glasgow)
Danzig: Einheitsverband
USA: mwiu
Greece: Rev. opposition within the seamen’s union
Italy: film
China
The Netherlands
Sweden
Norway
Denmark
Austria
Latin America: Comite Maritimo y Portuario
Uruguay: Rev. opposition within the seamen’s union
Argentina: “Class Unity Committee”

300,000
9,760
4,675
3,000
61
450
1,200
2,000
450
1,000
“No information”
“No information”
“No information”
“No information”
“No information”
5,000
800
100

ish: sympathising organisations
Romania
England: Indian Seamen’s Union, London
Australia: Seamen’s and Docker’s Federation
New Zealand: Rev. opposition within the seamen’s
union
Spain: Andalusian union for seamen and fishermen

“No information”
1,800
1,500
2,700
2,700

source: materials on the work of international committees, no date, 534/2 /
92, 86–8 7, rgaspi

3.1
The Establishment of Sections in Western Europe
The largest and best organised ish section outside Soviet Russia was the
German one, the Einheitsverband der Seeleute, Hafenarbeiter und Binnenschiffer
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(Einheitsverband). The German section was the only one to include separate
units of seamen, dockers, river workers and fishermen. The Einheitsverband
was launched at a conference in Altona in January 1931,78 and started full operations one month later with branches in most German ports.79 The first leader
of the Einheitsverband was Johannes (Hans) Koschnik (1902–1944) who had a
known constrained relationship with George Hardy, mainly due to the latter’s
criticism of the Einheitsverband’s slow progress in expanding its membership
and for neglecting work among the harbour workers.80 Koschnik and Walter
had boasted that the Einheitsverband would list more than 10,000 members
by June 1931;81 yet by April, the red union only counted some 3,500 members
about half of which were seamen.82 Extended agitation and propaganda as
well as the positive impact of the strike among German seamen in October
1931 resulted in an increase of membership, counting circa 11,000 members in
November 1931. Nevertheless, harbour workers were still hard to convince to
join the ranks of the Einheitsverband, its members mainly being seamen and
river transport workers.83 Besides, in accordance with the general instructions
of the rilu, the Einheitsverband had focussed on enlisting unemployed seamen and dockworkers, and had been quite successful with this. Nevertheless,
although impressive on paper, membership was substantially less than those
of the other maritime unions.84
Successes were also reported from the Free City of Danzig. Walter had participated at a meeting on 18 January 1931, resulting in the formation of the
Einheitsverband der Seeleute und Hafenarbeiter Danzigs (Einheitsverband
Danzig). The Einheitsverband Danzig listed 270 members, mainly harbour
workers, and immediately affiliated with the ish. As in Germany, the red union
was a minor player among the maritime transport workers in Danzig; about
800 of the 1,800 harbour workers were members of the reformist unions.85
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85

ish, mr January 1931, 534/5/220, 13, rgaspi.
Weinhauer, Alltag und Arbeitskampf im Hamburger Hafen, 317.
ish, mr April 1931, 534/5/221, 60, rgaspi. On Koschnik, see “Johannes Koschnik”, in
Weber and Herbst, Deutsche Kommunisten, 484–485.
ish, mr February 1931, 534/5/220, 84, rgaspi.
ish, mr April 1931, 60, 534/5/221, 60, rgaspi.
Letter from Adolf [Schelley] to “Werte Genossen,” Hamburg 24.11.1931, 534/5/223, 89–90,
rgaspi.
Eiber, Arbeiter und Arbeiterbewegung, 186–188. See also Hartmut Rübner, “Arbeit, Milieu
und Konfliktverhalten: Syndikalismus in der Schiffahrt bis in die 1930er Jahre,” Archiv für
die Geschichte des Widerstandes und der Arbeit 16 (2001): 165–212.
ish, mr December 1930, 534/5/219, 72, rgaspi; ish, mr January 1931, 534/5/220, 10,
rgaspi.
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Nevertheless, communist agitation and propaganda paid off, and three months
later, the Einheitsverband Danzig had increased to 450 members, of which 80
were seamen.86 Walter regraded the ish section in Danzig to be of strategic
importance; the section set up an Interclub whose prime target were Polish
seamen, and sought to establish contacts with radical maritime transport
workers in Gdynia, the main Polish port.87 In 1931, the Interclub Danzig was
fully operating, consisting of English, Estonian, Finnish, Latin, Latvian, Polish
and Scandinavian sections.88
Invigorating activities in France turned out to be complicated. The headquarters in Hamburg received distressing news about the malfunctioning
of its two French ish units, the Federation Unitaire des Marines et Pécheurs
(fump) and the Interclub in Marseille. The former one was controlled by
reformists, while the Federation Unitaire des Ports et Docks, the harbour workers’ union, was controlled by “our opponents,” i.e, ‘trotskyists’ or communists
who had cut their ties with the Comintern. Although the fump was affiliated
with the radical French trade union congress cgtu, it declined to join the ish
and had effectively blocked communist agitation within the union.89 George
Hardy went on an inspection tour to France in early January 1931 to consult
with Auguste Dumay. Conditions proved worse than anticipated. The Marseille
Interclub was hardly functioning, the fump lacked collective leadership, and
neither the party nor the cgtu paid much interest in work on the waterfront.
Even worse, the local party section in Marseille had occupied the premises of
the Interclub.90 Dumay complained that the fump was not working at all; its
finances had collapsed, and Dumay had to cease activities in Bordeaux and Le
Havre as well as to stop the publication of the Cri du Marin. He further stressed
that the idea of establishing new Interclubs was unrealistic; instead, he wanted
to use the limited funds to finance special campaigns for radicalising the waterfront in France.91
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Kurze Übersicht der Tätigkeit der Internationale der Seeleute und Hafenarbeiter im
Zeitraum vom Oktober 1930 bis April 1931, 12.5.1931, 534/5/221, 71, rgaspi.
ish, mr June–August 1931, 534/5/222, 64, rgaspi.
Länderbericht Danzig, in Zweite Plenartagung der Exekutive der ish, 10–12.9.1931, 534/
5/224, rgaspi. A description of the activities by the Scandinavian section is provided in
Kurt Mineur, Tukthus. En proletärs minnen (Stockholm: Gidlunds förlag, 1970), 56–59.
ish, mr December 1930, 534/5/219, 73, rgaspi.
Hardy to Lozovsky, 20.1.1931, 534/5/220, 14, rgaspi. See further Report of Comrade Hardy
upon the Situation in the French Shipping Industry, [Hamburg] 13.1.1931, 534/5/220, 1–9,
rgaspi.
Dumay to “Liebe Genossen,” Paris 15.1.1931, 534/5/228, 2–6, rgaspi.
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Hardy’s investigation must have alarmed the comrades at the rilu Berlin
Bureau as they summoned for a meeting in late January 1931 to discuss the bleak
prospects for work in France. As an outcome, the rilu Berlin Bureau ordered the
ish Secretariat to send an instructor to Marseille. The main task of the ‘special
emissary’ was to reorganised work in France.92
Immediate action did not follow due to the limited capacities of the ish
Secretariat to monitor the operations of the national sections. However, news
from France continued to raise concern, and the ish headquarters decided in
April to deploy comrade “Ts” or Thomsen as instructor to Paris.93 Thomsen’s
mission turned out to be difficult. Neither the French Party nor the cgtu
appreciated his attempt and rejected any interventions in the fump.94 Dumay,
in turn, was not in favour of moving the fump headquarters to Marseille.95
Thomsen’s second objective was the revitalisation of work in Marseille. This
probably followed a plan outlined in Hamburg as he installed the French
Soudanese activist Garan Kouyaté as head of the Interclub in June 1931.96
Kouyaté was not unknown for the comrades at the ish headquarters; James
W. Ford had already cooperated with him at the Second World Congress of the
League Against Imperialism held in Frankfurt am Main in July 1929, perhaps
they even met when Ford visited Paris in January 1929.97 Dumay, too, had cooperated with him, and Kouyaté had started to make a name as an agitator among
black workers in France during the late 1920s.98 Impressed by his credentials,
Ford invited Kouyaté to Hamburg where he spent a couple of weeks cooperating with Ford before his return to France in June 1931 (see further Section 4
in this chapter).99 Kouyaté must have made a positive impact on the comrades in Hamburg as Shelley and Walter recommended him as unofficial third
92
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Paul [Max Ziese] to “Herrn Alexander” [Lozovsky], [Berlin] 26.1.1931, 534/4/354, 21,
rgaspi.
ish, mr April 1931, 534/5/221, 60–61, rgaspi. The identity of Thomsen is yet to be established; according to Margain, he was of Danish nationality (Margain, L’Internationale des
gens de la mer, 151.).
Ts [Thomsen] to “W[erte] G[enossen],” Bericht Nr 12, Paris 13.8.1931, 534/5/228, 163–165,
rgaspi.
ish, mr June–August 1931, 534/5/222, 69, rgaspi.
Ts [Thomsen] to “Dear Friends,” no date [stamped: ii/v i/1931], 534/5/228, 50–54, rgaspi.
See further Weiss, “Framing Black Communist Labour Union Activism.”
Rapport du camarade Dumay (des marins) sur le question coloniale, Moscou 13.9.1930,
534/5/217, 49–55, rgaspi.
It is likely that Kouyaté, in addition to Liao Chengzhi and Ford, attended at the
national conference of water transport workers called by the Eineitsverband and held
in Hamburg 7 June 1931, as indicated in the ish-Bulletin. Although their names is not
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secretary of the fump and instructed him to organise the colonial work of the
ish in France.100
Kouyaté’s transfer to Marseille did not turn the tide in France. Dumay had
collapsed due to heavy workload and threatened to quit his assignments for
the ish; Kouyaté quarrelled with the local party about funding the Interclub
and, to make things worse, the police arrested him at a local rally.101 Work on
the waterfront had totally stagnated when Thomsen left France in autumn. The
fump membership had declined from 6,000 to 1,200; significant local groups
existed only in Dunkirk (1,200 members), Boulogne (480), Rouen (250), and
Marseille (200). The only positive news were Kouyaté’s achievement after his
release from detention to enlist black seamen in the fump as well as the opening of a new Interclub in Rouen. Moreover, Dumay and the cgtu had accepted
the proposal to move the fump headquarters to Rouen. The ish headquarters,
in turn, responded by sending comrade “Marcel” as ish instructor to Rouen
and ordered the Marseille Interclub to open an Interclub in Oran, Algeria.102
Similar bleak prospects existed in Belgium and the Netherlands. Walter
went on a tour to Antwerp and Rotterdam in December 1930 to inspect conditions for work and realised that it had to start from scratch.103 His first measure
was to transfer the supervision of work in Belgium from the Latin Secretariat to
the ish headquarters and instructed the Latvian seaman Ernst Lambert (1902–
1943) to establish local organisations.104 Lambert was an old acquaintance to
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Walter; he had left Latvia in 1918 and worked on British and Dutch vessels since
then. He was a member of the local smm branch in Antwerp and had participated at the 1930 October Hamburg Conference.105 Lambert immediately
launched a broadside campaign in The International Seafarer, a journal published by the smm branch in Antwerp (and probably edited by Lambert), in support for the establishment of a red seamen’s union in England: “The Seamen’s
Minority Movement itself is not a trade union, but will become as such in the
nearest future … a real militant organ in the class struggle.”106 Not surprisingly,
Lambert’s campaign received little positive acclamation. British authorities
declared him persona non grata and arrested him when visiting England in
February 1931. Released in April, he returned to Antwerp only to be expelled by
the Belgian authorities in June, and spent the following months illegally and
jobless in Hamburg until he moved to Rotterdam in late September.107
Meanwhile, the Belgian and Dutch comrades started to report some success
in their endeavours to start up waterfront activities. The Antwerp Interclub
was moved to a new location with more suitable facilities than the old one at
the end of 1930. In January 1931, a small revolutionary opposition group had
been established within the Belgian Seamen’s Union, headed by comrade
Verkeest who was also in charge of the Interclub.108 Six months later, the opposition counted 125 members and constituted the ish section in Belgium. Work
among the harbour workers, on the other hand, backfired in Antwerp; as in
France, ‘Trotskyists’ controlled the union.109 Similar conditions prevailed at
first in Rotterdam: No Interclub and no work among seamen. Albert Walter’s
commissioned the Dutch communist Joseph (Joop) Rimbertus Schaap (1898–
1943) to re-establish work in Rotterdam.110 A breakthrough was achieved in
April 1931 when Schaap reopened the Interclub in Rotterdam and established
105
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a revolutionary opposition group in the seamen’s union. Walter sent an
instructor –probably Liao Chengzhi –to Rotterdam with special order to start
work among Chinese seamen.111 First results were promising: The opposition
counted already 275 members by the end of May. Still, it was a long way for the
opposition to gain recognition –the social democratic seamen’s union listed
13,000 members, the Catholic seamen’s union 2,090 and the nationalist one
1,750.112
Towards a Red Seamen’s Union in Britain?
3.2
The situation in England raised also concern at the ish headquarters. A promising start was the formation of the Seamen’s Minority Movement or smm in
1929. One year later, the smm was recognised as the ish section in England.
Following a nationwide campaign, the smm listed some 2,000 members by the
end of 1930.113 However, the transformation of the smm into an outright red
union backfired almost immediately. In part, this was due the cpgb leadership
opposing Hardy’s nomination as Secretary of the Minority Movement. Harry
Pollitt and William Gallagher, two leading members of the cpgb, tried to block
Hardy’s nomination at a meeting in Moscow in August 1930. rilu General
Secretary Lozovsky intervened and suggested that Hardy was to return to
England on the payroll of the rilu and to operate organisationally outside the
Minority Movement.114 Pollitt agreed to this but sent a telegram to Berlin asking them to notify Otto Ville Kuusinen at the Comintern headquarters that the
cpgb leadership was “unanimous against proposal making him [i.e., Hardy]
Second Secretary mm.”115 The ecci, in turn, overruled the protest and backed
Hardy’s nomination as first secretary of the Minority Movement in November
1930.116
Hardy’s first sojourn as main organiser of the radical waterfront in Britain
was a short one. Returning to England after the launching of the ish, and
amply supplied with financial resources, his first ambition was to establish an
Interclub in Poplar, London. For this, he approached the leaseholder of 27a
Grundy Street with a view to taking over the premises. In addition, the ish
111
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Secretariat was prepared to supply him with more money if he and his mates
succeeded in enrolling 5,000 new members within a period of six months.
The target, therefore, was set for a campaign to break, at all costs, the nus.117
Equally important was the reorganisation of the Indian Seamen’s Union in
London, being the task of N.J. Upadhyaya under the direction of Hardy.118
As Hardy already relocated to Hamburg in mid-November 1930, he could
not himself in person monitor the campaign for launching a red seamen’s
union. Instead, Fred Thompson and other smm functionaries took over as
organisers of the campaign. However, to Hardy’s big disappointment, the leadership of the Minority Movement rejected the idea of a red union. Hardy sarcastically remarked to rilu General Secretary Lozovsky: “There is too much
talk of ‘preparing the basis’ etc instead of telling seamen that every member
who joins the smm does so as a definite act of forming the new union.”119 In
his mind, the leading comrades of the Minority Movement had totally misunderstood the purpose and tactical outline of the campaign: “The smm is not
organisationally the central point to emphasise. The smm is only a temporary
vehicle for the enrolled members previous to calling port and district conferences to definitively create organisational forms of the new union.”120 Hardy
visited England for a meeting with Gallagher in March 1931 and the Minority
Movement (probably after having received a reminder from Moscow) finally
backed the plan: Regional conferences were to be held in July and August; a
national one to be organised in September at with the new red seamen’s union
was to be established.121
However, progress was slow and the ish headquarters drafted a stiff reminder
but, after Pechmann’s intervention, never sent it to London.122 Hardy’s deportation from Germany in early June infused new energy into the campaign.123
In addition, Hardy planned to boost work among Indian seamen. He therefore
drafted a leaflet where he invited them to join the new (projected) seamen’s
union, and ultimately form a union of their own.124
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Nevertheless, the expected results were not forthcoming, and according to a
police fink’s report, Hardy and Thompson were expected to send a memorandum to Moscow about their difficulties. Although Thompson and a few other
comrades were continually visiting ports, few of the participants at “enthusiastic” propaganda meetings would remain for longer periods sympathetic to
the smm or even join it, the police fink noted. “It has been found in the great
majority of ports that, soon after Thompson and others have departed, the
groups formed ceased to function,” the main reason being mundane –a lack of
sufficient funds to set up an efficient local organisation completed with paid
staff and office. The prospect for launching the projected union according to
the original time schedule was as far away as ever before: “From what I have
seen and been told about the movement by comrades actively working in the
group, it will not cut much ice with its present ship shod [sic] organisation.”125
In August, Hardy and Thompson were reported of having a dispute about the
date for launching the new union;126 in early September, Hardy reported to
“either Berlin or Moscow” that it would be futile to launch a new union due to
the poor organisation in the ports, and warned that it only could end in the collapse of the smm.127 Besides, Hardy was disappointed about Upadhyaya’s bleak
achievements in agitating among Indian seamen, and proposed to the cpgb
Colonial Commission to have him replaced by comrade Gunawardena.128
The ish Secretariat, in contrast, had received some positive news about
the local activities of the smm. Fred Thompson reported in February 1931 that
branches had been established in most ports, smm membership had increased
to 3,000, and the establishment of Interclubs was in full swing in Hull,
Liverpool, London, Newcastle and South Shields.129 However, the euphoric
news soon turned out to be an overstatement. The Interclub in London at 233,
High Street, Poplar mainly attracted unemployed youths rather than “real” seamen, its premises being described by a police fink as “beginning to get dirty”
and “a certain amount of ‘dry rot’ has set in there.”130 No work was conducted
125
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among harbour workers and the Interclubs turned out to be mere offices of
call (“Anlaufstellen”) rather than outright clubs; “and all of them are badly run,
even the one at Poplar,” Thompson had to admit.131 smm membership fluctuated greatly, and by November, only 350 of its 3,600 members were paying their
monthly fees.132
The Dissolution of the Scandinavian Secretariat and Work in
Northern Europe
The push of the ish towards Northern Europe faced initial challenges. Gone
were the previous units of the ipac-t w, not least the Interclub in Copenhagen.
The situation in Denmark and Sweden was unclear, that in Norway pathetic.
The key facilitator in Denmark, Richard Jensen, was marginalised due to the
struggles within the Danish Party whereas the split of the Swedish Party in
fall 1929 had resulted in a collapse of the revolutionary trade union opposition in the Swedish seamen’s and stokers’ unions. Even worse, Arthur Samsing,
who headed the ish Scandinavian Secretariat in Oslo, reported that he had no
contacts with the comrades in Denmark and Sweden. As few signs of improvement reached the ish headquarters, Albert Walter decided to disband the
Scandinavian Secretariat in April 1931 and instructed Samsing to limit his work to
Norway only. However, the publication of Den internasjonale Transportarbeider,
renamed in January 1931 as Internasjonal Sjøtransportarbeider –Organ for
Sjøfolkenes og Havnearbeidernes International, was to continue, see Figure 12.
The ish headquarters, in turn, were to open direct connections with the revolutionary opposition groups in Denmark and Sweden.133
The decision of dissolving the ish Scandinavian Secretariat occurred during
the midst of an industrial conflict in Norway. The revolutionary opposition in
Norsk Matros og fyrbøterunion, the Norwegian Seamen’s and Stokers’ Union,
had established itself as Søfolkens rfo (Mariners’ Revolutionary Trade Union
Opposition) in late 1930. Samsing concentrated his main effort on launching a broadside national campaign as new tariffs were up for negotiations in
Norway –the union leadership proposed a prolongation of the tariffs, the shipping industry demanded substantial cuts, and the communists called for salary
increases. The initial position of the communists was rather weak –out of the
previous 67 ship cells, only ten remained. The Søfolkens rfo had little influence in the union and the Norwegian Party was lukewarm in supporting work
3.3
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f igure 12	
Internasjonal Sjøtransportarbeider –Organ for Sjøfolkenes og Havnearbeidernes
International, journal published by the Scandinavian Section of the ish.
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on the waterfront.134 The shipping industry attempted to break the unions by
declaring a lockout. Negotiations broke down on 3 March 1931, followed by a
boycott of Norsk Matros og fyrbøterunion. The Comintern and rilu headquarters ordered the Norwegian Party and the communist trade union opposition to prepare for actions. Communist strike tactics were to follow the ‘Unite
front from below’-tactic, organised and un-organised seamen were to form
communist-led strike committees. Activities were concentrated to Bergen, the
main port of the Norwegian coastal shipping fleet. Here, the communists dominated the local branch of the union. On 7 May, the Bergen branch called for a
strike on the coastal fleet. However, union leadership rejected the call and the
strike failed miserably. The communist opposition was pushed aside and was
incapable of stopping the commencement of negotiations. The conflict ended
in August/September with the defeat of the shipping industry –and the almost
total marginalisation of the Søfolkens rfo. The union excluded all communist
members who refused to sign a declaration of support for the union leadership, affecting heavily the Bergen and Oslo branches where the communists
had a strong backing.135 Samsing protested vehemently but only gained the
support of the Danish revolutionary opposition.136
A far more promising development was at the same time noted in Denmark.
New Interclubs had been set up in Odense (summer 1930) and Copenhagen
(late fall 1930). Richard Jensen, who had remained his dominant position
within the Søfyrbødernes Forbund (Danish Stokers’ Union), managed to unite
the revolutionary trade union opposition within the union by summer 1931.
Although his attempt to topple its socialist leadership failed at the union congress in August, the opposition remained strong with Jensen in control of the
Copenhagen branch of the union. Less promising was the situation within
the Sømændenes Forbund (Seamen’s Union) and the Havnearbejdernes
Fællesforbund (Harbour Workers’ Union), the Communist revolutionary trade
union opposition counted 550 members in the former and only 42 members in
the latter union. The three revolutionary trade union opposition groups merged
during summer 1931 and subsequently constituted sections of the Søfolkenens
og havnearbejdernes rfo (The Mariner’s and Dockers’ rtuo), with branches
in Aalborg, Copenhagen, Esbjerg, Odense and Sønderborg. Following a decision made at its first annual conference (“Landskonferens”) in September 1931,
134
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the Sø-og Havnearbejderen, the local rfo-journal published by the Esbjerg
Interclub, became the mouthpiece of Søfolkenens og havnearbejdernes rfo,
renamed in early 1932 as Rød Kurs (see Figure 13), while the Lanternen, hitherto
published by the Copenhagen Interclub, was transformed into the organ of the
revolutionary mariners.137
The formation of a revolutionary trade union opposition within the maritime
unions in Sweden, too, gained momentum in 1931 although the date of its constitution is unclear. Some loosely organised and (minority) communist-led groups
continued to exist after the split of the Communist Party. Communist agitation
made the headlines in late 1930 when the unions expelled two of its leaders, Knut
Björk and Bernt Svensson (see Chapter 3.2.2). The first manifestation of an existing organised opposition was at the First of May parade in 1931 when the revolutionary trade union opposition marched as an own group behinds its own banner.
An Interclub was set up in Stockholm and opened its doors on 1 May; a second one
was opened in Gothenburg in December 1931. The (minority) Communist press
noted that opposition groups had been established in “all ports along the coast”
by mid-summer 1931. The formation of the Sjötransportarbetarnas rfo climaxed
at the first conference of the opposition (“Landskonferens”) in August/September.
The publication of the first issue of the Hamn-och sjöproletären in October 1931
finalised the formation of the Sjötransportarbetarnas rfo, see Figure 14.138
The slow start in Scandinavia was debated at length at the meeting of ish
Executive Committee in early September 1931.139 The meeting hastened in
the effective formation of the revolutionary trade union opposition within
the Scandinavian national maritime unions, e.g., the Søfolkenes og havnearbejdernes revolutionære fagopposition in Denmark, the Sjøfolkens revolusjonære
fagopposition in Norway and the Sjötransportarbetarnas revolutionära fackopposition in Sweden. The ish Executive Committee ordered each of the national
communist –revolutionary –trade union oppositions, shortened as rfo, to
establish organisational structures, including a national secretariat and local
sections or groups. However, as the rfo:s were not independent bodies or
trade unions, none of the Scandinavian rfo:s ever applied for membership in
the ish as this could only have been done in the name of a union. On the other
hand, the Scandinavian rfo:s claimed in their public appeals and on the front
pages of their journals and magazines to constitute the national sections of the
ish –as did the ish in its own publications.140
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f igure 13	
Rød Kurs, the organ of the Danish section of the ish.
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f igure 14	
Hamn-och sjöproletären, the organ of the Sjötransportarbetarnas rfo, the
Swedish section of the ish.
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The situation in the Baltic Sea region, in turn, was a complicated one and the
ish headquarters had few if any directs links to Estonia, Finland, and Latvia
in 1931.141 The situation in Finland had been very disappointing. Communist
party and trade union activities was illegal since the end of the Civil War in
1918. Nevertheless, the communists circumvented the ban and had via radical
left-wing socialist organisations managed to gain a strong position within the
unions during the 1920s. The chaos of 1929 unleashed by the implementation
of the ‘Class-Against-Class’-doctrine heavily affected the hitherto communist-
dominated unions, not least in the Finnish Seamen’s and Stokers’ Union
(Suomen merimiesten ja lämmittäjien unioni/Finska sjömans-och eldareunionen). Finnish Communism split into two fractions, the left-wing socialists
and the Comintern-loyal communists. The tug of war between the two fractions also paralysed the union in 1930. The communists pushed for the implementation of the Strassburg Theses, the left-wing socialists including union
leader Karl Ahonen rejected them. When Ahonen and the union leadership
voted against the acceptance of the so-called Copenhagen treaty on cooperation between the Scandinavian, Finnish and Russian water transport unions,
the communist fraction deposed the left-wing socialist leadership at the union
congress in May 1930. As a counter-measure, the left-wing socialist and social
democratic members established a new union and registered it with the same
name as the old union. The communist-controlled old union lingered on during summer but its existence was cut short by the introduction of the so-called
Communist Laws by the Finnish Parliament in September 1930. Former members of the old union joined the new union –never openly as Communists –
and the union leadership reported about the existence of a cryptic ‘revolutionary trade union opposition’ (Vallankumouksellinen ammattillinen oppositio,
vao) in autumn 1931. Not much is known about the activities of the vao and at
least Albert Walter and the ish headquarters had, at this point, no connections
to it. One year later, Hamburg emerged as the centre for not only the Finnish
but also the Estonian and Latvian revolutionary opposition as will be outlined
in Section 6.3 in this chapter.142
3.4
Southern Europe
Following the strategic outline of the ish, the ish Latin Secretariat in Paris
was responsible for coordinating and supervising the activities of the ish
sections in the Mediterranean countries (Greece, Italy, Portugal, and Spain).
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Top priority was the reactivation of the illegal Italian union film. Already in
January 1930, the rilu ordered its reorganisation and emphasised the need for
agitation and propaganda among Italian seamen residing outside Italy. About
40,000 of them, the rilu stated, had emigrated from Fascist Italy and worked
on vessels of other nations. So far, the film had been inactive and the ipac-t w
instructed the film headquarters in Marseille to cooperate with the Interclubs
in order to start illegal activities in Italy and among Italian seaman.143 However,
work in Marseille was slow to take off. Meanwhile, the Interclubs in Soviet
Black Sea ports had organised the largest units of the film.144
Other operational areas in the Mediterranean were also difficult to open up.
Anarcho-syndicalists controlled the maritime unions in Portugal and Spain;
the communist-led fractions were marginal and their contacts with the ish
weak. A different situation prevailed at first in Greece where the revolutionary
trade union opposition within the seamen’s union affiliated with the ish. The
position of the opposition seemed to be strong –listing about 2,000 of the
union’s 4,500 members, with major branches in Piraeus (800 members) and
Thessaloniki (400 members). However, the clampdown on communist trade
union activities by the Greek government and the arrest of the leaders of the
opposition paralysed activities.145 On the other hand, the opposition had managed to set up an Interclub in Piraeus and planned to open another one in
Thessaloniki. The ish Secretariat reacted promptly and sent an (unidentified)
instructor to Piraeus.146 Nevertheless, the comrades at the ish headquarters
were not impressed by the achievements of the ish Latin Secretariat and sent
Luigi Polano on a mission to Paris in October 1931.147
The ish also projected to establish opposition groups in ports along the
Danube. The core idea was to establish a transnational network parallel to the
one projected for the River Rhine, originally initiated at a conference held in
Duisburg in February 1930 (the 1930 Duisburg Conference, see Chapter 5.4.1). An
opportunity to form the Danube link opened when the local trade union opposition groups in Austria contacted Albert Walter in January 1931 and proposed
143
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to establish an Interclub in Linz.148 The news induced Walter to form the so-
called Danube Committee in April 1931 as a co-ordination body for transnational
activities in Germany, Austria, Czechoslovakia and Romania.149 A few months
later, he reported the first promising achievements: Revolutionary trade union
opposition groups had been formed in Linz and Vienna, agitation had started
among port workers in Romania, and the ish considered to establish Interclubs
in Bratislava and Vienna.150 That in Vienna started its operations in fall 1931,
consisting of Bulgarian, Czechoslovakian, German, Hungarian, Romanian and
Yugoslavian sections.151
3.5
North America, Latin America, Asia and Australia
The ambition of the ish was to become a global player and its first manifesto
invited all revolutionary maritime transport workers’ unions and opposition
groups to affiliate with the new organisation. The 1930 October Hamburg
Conference, the starting point of the ish, raised high hopes for the revitalisation the global outreach of the ipc-t w/i pac-t w which, at its heydays, had
links to opposition groups on all continents apart from Africa. However, the
global ambition proved much more difficult and time-consuming to accomplish than the leading comrades had foreseen.
The main obstacle for achieving a global outreach were dysfunctional
intercontinental communications or rather their absence. Intra-and trans-
European contacts between Hamburg and the various national sections and
Interclubs proved difficult to maintain although the ish Secretariat had the
capacity to intervene by sending instructors to various locations in Europe.
On the other hand, the ish Secretariat had only weak and indirect links to
extra-European sections and units. Instead, the ish Secretariat totally relied
on the regional units of the rilu and ipac-t w in New York, Montevideo, and
Vladivostok. As communications with these units were usually slow and irregular, the ish Secretariat had few if any means at its disposal to intervene lest to
direct and monitor activities outside Europe.
Initially, the extra-European units of the ish constituted of the Marine
Workers’ Industrial Union (mwiu) in the USA, the Comite Maritimo y Portuario
Latino Americana (cmpla) in Montevideo, and the Pan-Pacific Secretariat of
148
149
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Transport Workers in Vladivostok. However, only the two former ones were
officially affiliated with the ish (see Figure 2), the Pan-Pacific Secretariat of
Transport Workers was organisationally never subordinated or even linked to
the ish. The mwiu and the cmpla, in turn, communicated at times directly
with the rilu headquarters and the ish Sovbureau in Moscow.
An illuminating example of the complex if not complicated relationship between the ish Secretariat and the extra-European units occurred in
1931 when the ish headquarters made an effort to intervene in the mwiu.
Communications had been patchy and irregular after George Mink’s return
to the USA in autumn 1930. Distressing news started to reach Hamburg
a few months later. Returning German seamen informed the ish headquarters about chaotic conditions within the mwiu and the Interclubs.
The crisis resulted in an intervention of the Trade Union Unity League
(tuul), the US-branch of the rilu, not the ish, during spring 1931. At the
end of the crisis, out of 6,000 mwiu-members only 1,200 remained, and
the MWIU was active only in New York, Norfolk and New Orleans.152 As a
solution to the impasse in the USA, the ish Secretariat presented a list of
radical changes among the mwiu-leadership. Most notably, Harry Hynes
was to replace George Mink as president; Mink was to reorganise and lead
the Interclub in New Orleans; work was to focus on seamen only and to
be concentrated to New York, Chicago, New Orleans and San Francisco.153
However, the ish Secretariat had no means to insure the implementation
of its instructions.154
Monitoring activities in Latin America also proved unrealistic. Walter
planned to strengthen regional activities and reserved usd 300 to pay for the
establishment of an Interclub in Buenos Aires. The sum was to be sent to the
cmpla but no news was received from Montevideo for months.155 Walter
attempted to contact the cmpla via the rilu Berlin Bureau and even recommended to move the Montevideo Bureau to Buenos Aires.156 Finally, a report
152
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from the cmpla reached Hamburg in April 1931. The comrades in Montevideo
assured him that they did their utmost to popularise the decisions of the 1930
October Hamburg Conference. However, the plans for opening an Interclub in
Buenos Aires proved illusory.157
The ambitions to intervene or instruct the comrades in Montevideo were
impossible as long as the ish Secretariat lacked technical personnel fluent in
Spanish (or Portuguese). Consequently, and much to the dismay of the comrades at the ish headquarters, the ish reported about sections existing in
Argentina, Uruguay, and Paraguay but it had no direct links to them. In fact, a
Resolution by the rilu on the activities of ish, the rilu June 1931 Resolution,
see further Section 5.1 in this chapter, clearly indicates that the ish Secretariat
had not managed to establish direct contacts with any union or opposition
group in Latin America and the Caribbean by mid-1931. Somewhat unrealistically, the Resolution instructed the ish Secretariat “to give broad and systematic assistance” to the cmpla and its affiliated organisations in Brazil, Chile,
Colombia, Paraguay, Peru, and Uruguay. Further, it ordered the ish Executive
Committee to “set up close connections with the revolutionary class organisations of seamen and dockers, in particular with the Federation of Seamen
of Uruguay, the Calao Seamen’s Union (Peru), and like wise [sic] with the
Paraguayan Seamen’s League.” Similarly, Moscow expected the ish Secretariat
to get in contact with organisations “not yet affiliated” to the cmpla. In addition, the rilu impelled the ish Secretariat to “systematically maintain connections with the Carribean [sic] sub-committee of the fraternal Latin American
Trade Union Confederation” and to establish contacts with “countries belonging or closely situated to the Caribbean zone.”158
A special target group were maritime transport workers in the British
Caribbean. Interestingly, the thrust into the Caribbean was raised by the ecci
Eastern Secretariat already in February 1931. In its instruction to the Central
American Bureau, the cpusa and the All-America Anti-Imperialist League
of work in the British Caribbean, the ecci Eastern Secretariat identified the
maritime transport workers as the “leading section of the West Indian proletariat.” Agitation and propaganda among them had been conducted by the
Interclubs in New York and New Orleans, the Instructions noted, although the
mwiu, in particular, was urged to put more effort on its engagement, not least
157
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in establishing contacts and either forming revolutionary unions or establishing revolutionary groups within the unions in the British Caribbean islands.
Once such groups had been formed, the mwiu together with the rilu Sub-
Committee for Caribbean Countries in New York and the itucnw, should
render assistance in the formation of a West Indian Marine Workers’ Union.
In order to achieve this objective, the ecci Eastern Secretariat proposed the
opening of an Interclub “in a leading port.”159 Interestingly, the Instructions
made no reference to the ish Secretariat. On the other hand, the mwiu figured as this point as the “American Bureau” of the ish, especially in its outreach to the Caribbean. Nevertheless, the ecci Political Commission charged
the Eastern Secretariat to discuss the location of the envisioned Interclub
in the British Caribbean with the rilu Secretariat.160 The deliberations in
Moscow, it seems, rendered few results. If there were any concrete plans, the
ish Secretariat were never informed about them. Besides, in its own strategic
planning, the ISH Secretariat never identified a port in the British Caribbean
for the location of an Interclub.
The only direct extra-European interventions of the ish Secretariat concerned work among Chinese and Japanese seamen. The ish Secretariat was
in contact with the illegal Japan opposition through telegraph connections
to Vladivostok although the pptus was in charge of strategic supervision of
the Japanese section. Nevertheless, international campaigns in support of the
Japanese section were to be directed by the ish International Secretariat.161
Far more ambitious were the plans to boost the activities of the illegal Chinese
Seamen’s Union. The union, which was an affiliated member of the ish and
listed some 1,000 members, was also monitored through the pptus and the
Pan-Pacific Secretariat of Transport Workers. The ish Secretariat, in turn, disseminated the Chinese Seamen’s Unions’ calls for an international campaign
to support the seamen’s strike in China.162 A “semi-legal” Interclub was established in Shanghai in April 1931 as an attempt to reactive underground activities
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in China.163 However, the main target of the ish Secretariat were Chinese seamen residing in European ports, see further Section 4.4 in this chapter.
Direct connections with the two ish sections in the Far East were of strategic importance, not least from Moscow’s perspective. The Chinese section
“must do everything to intensify activities on the coasting [sic] ships, which are
of great importance in transporting munition against Soviet districts,” the rilu
resolution stressed. In addition, the Japanese (illegal) section was to strengthen
the revolutionary trade union opposition among the seamen as well as “take
all necessary measures to penetrate into the masses of dock workers.” However,
the role of the ish Secretariat remains unclear in the Resolution, apart from
being impelled to “set up firm connections” with its organisations in China and
Japan.164
Similar weak links existed with the opposition in the Seamen’s Union of
Australia. Nevertheless, connections had been established by April 1931 and
the opposition was listed as a “sympathising” member of the ish. In practice,
the ish Secretariat had no capacity to influence the opposition or to supervise
activities at the Sydney Interclub.165 Interestingly, the rilu Resolution did not
instruct the ish to intensify its connections to Australia.
4

Guidelines for Work among Colonial Seamen

One of the prime target groups of the national sections of the ish were colonial seamen. Already the October 1930 Resolution of the ish underscored
the ambition of “uniting workers of imperialist, colonial and semi-colonial
countries under one revolutionary banner.” Colonial mariners, the Resolution
emphasised, were exploited and robbed of their elementary rights. The shipowners as well as the “social fascist and fascist” union leaders, in turn, were
accused to promote chauvinist tendencies and race hatred among white
maritime transport workers.166 The objective of the ish was to fight against
chauvinism, exploitation, racism and segregation, its task to emerge as the
163
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champion of the oppressed colonial maritime transport workers and to support them to develop their unions in every country. “Economic, political and
social equality will be its central slogan in defending and organising coloured
and colonial seamen,” declared George Hardy.167
The British and the French sections were especially to focus on black seamen. This was in tandem with the instructions the ecci sent to the cpgb and
pcf in August 1930.168 The Minority Movement, the instructions stressed, was
to organise black seamen in Cardiff, Liverpool and South Shields.169 The cgtu,
in turn, was to intensify its work among black maritime transport workers, and
to establish separate black unions or locals in Bordeaux and Marseille. The
Port Bureaus in France were ordered to take responsibility for agitation and
propaganda work among black mariners instead of leaving it in the hands of
the ldrn, as hitherto had been the case.170 However, as previously noted and
will be discussed further below, work among colonial, especially black, seamen
remained weak and the parties and revolutionary trade union opposition were
slow in targeting them. As a reaction to this, the ish Secretariat published in
1931 its guidelines for work among colonial seamen, termed Resolution on the
Colonial Work of the Sections of the i.s.h. in the Capitalist Counties (hereafter
ish Colonial Resolution) to which all national sections had to commit themselves. The tenor of the guidelines was radical: All ish sections as well as the
revolutionary trade union opposition groups were to adhere to strict colour-
blindness and open their ranks to non-white members.
The drafting and redrafting of the ish Colonial Resolution was a protracted
affair. George Hardy opened the discussion in January 1931, and proposed the
formation of branches for colonial seamen within the ish sections unless
there already existed national unions in the home countries of the colonial
seamen, such as China and India. Existing extra-territorial units of the Chinese
and Indian seamen, he proposed, were to become branches of their respective unions. The critical point was Hardy’s suggestion of establishing special
167
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branches of colonial seamen within the national revolutionary trade union
opposition:
Where no colonial union exists, then colonial seamen must be organised
into a branch of the revolutionary union in the imperialist country, after
which, and when sufficient members exist to warrant it, a national union
of these colonial seamen can be organised with headquarters in their
own countries, if possible (for instance West Africans). The branches of
colonial unions must work always according to the policy of their own
union, but also as an integral part of the union in the imperialist countries. This should ensure close cooperation, although language will be a
barrier as well as economic and social conditions, making it necessary to
hold separate meetings, with an exchange of delegates, etc. When special political meetings are being discussed, they must, of course, be joint
meetings with interpreters. Joint discussions over special claims can be
had such compensation for crippled colonial seamen’s claims for unpaid
money, victimisation, etc.171
Liao Chengzhi and James W. Ford, the two organisers of work among colonial
seamen by the Hamburg Interclub, supported Hardy’s idea and he commissioned them to redraft his original text for the guidelines in January 1931 (see
below, Section 4.4).172 Ford had arrived in Hamburg on 16 November 1930,
officially as secretary of the International Trade Union Committee of Negro
Worker which headquarters was located at 8 Rothesoodstrasse on the second
floor above the Interclub, next to Albert Walter’s office. Following Moscow’s
instructions, Ford was to assist the ish Secretariat and the Hamburg Interclub
in their “special work” among black seamen.173
Practical work among colonial seamen was slow to take off in Europe. Shelley
and Walter remarked in June 1931 that the missing guidelines greatly hampered
activities on how to organised colonial mariners who sailed on ships with a
European flag; seemingly, Hardy’s proposal had only been discussed among an
inner circle in Hamburg and Moscow. Shelley and Walter backed Hardy’s idea,
and argued for identifying the ship as a ‘floating factory’ and for organising the
171
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colonial seamen within the national revolutionary trade union opposition of
the vessel’s flag. On the other hand, they also claimed that such ‘organisational
principles’ were difficult to carry out due to the “Rückständigkeit” (political
‘immaturity’) of the colonial seamen. Therefore, they proposed that a) Chinese
seamen were to be organised as groups affiliated to the Chinese Seamen’s
Union but at the same time be part of a so-called ship group, for example,
the group of the Einheitsverband on a German vessel or the smm of a British
ship. In addition, branches of the Chinese Seamen’s Union were to be set up
in European ports (indicating, that this process had not yet started). Further,
b) the Indian seamen were to be organised through the Indian Seamen’s Union
in London; the association was to be transformed into the European Secretariat
of the Indian red seamen’s union as soon as such a union had been established
in India. Last but not least, c) the black seamen were to be organised through
the European national unions, namely black French colonial subjects within
the fump, black British colonial subjects residing in Britain within the smm,
and black mariners sailing on German vessels within the Einheitsverband.174
The call for a radical, anti-discriminatory, anti-racist and anti-segregationist
approach was also raised in the rilu June 1931 Resolution. Although the idea
of establishing branches of colonial national unions, in particular Chinese and
Indian, in Europe was not a new one, these had been slow in materialising.
Even less had been achieved in opening the European national unions for colonial mariners –white chauvinism and overt racism effectively blocked membership of non-whites. The Resolution, therefore, impelled the ish to wage
a “determined fight” against the “opportunist ignoring of activities among
coloured seamen” on part of the European sections of the ish. Furthermore,
it prompted the ish and its European sections to pursue an “insistent fight”
against the manifestations of white chauvinism among its own rank-and-file
members, not least in denying the application of the slogan of “equal pay for
equal work” to coloured seamen. Moreover, the Resolution urged the ish to
pay serious attention to the organisations of black seamen, “who are the worst-
paid, the most oppressed section of the transport workers. A determined fight
must be waged against race prejudices and the slightest attempts to maintain the race bar or passivity towards same.” Although the Resolution text did
not specifically address Hardy’s idea of forming colonial branches within the
(European) national revolutionary trade union oppositions, the reference to
the fight against discrimination, racism and segregation within the unions
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echoes such a proposition. Not least as the Resolution impelled the ish to
become “the militant organisation of seamen and dockers of all countries,
races, and continents.”175 However, the binding guidelines for the sections of
the ish –the ish Colonial Resolution –were still in preparation …
4.1
The ish Colonial Resolution
The ish Colonial Resolution served as the guidelines for agitation and propaganda work among colonial seamen by the ish Secretariat and its national
sections. Ford’s and Liao Chenghzi’s draft version of the text was adopted by
the ish Secretariat in May 1931.176 At this point, the ish Secretariat planned to
translate the text into Indian and Chinese language(s).177 The ish Executive
Committee discussed the guidelines at its plenary session in September 1931
but did not approve of them as Shelley criticised the text for not specifying the
concrete tasks of the various national sections of the ish. Shelley decided to
draft a third version of the text and sent it to the rilu Secretariat in Moscow
for comments in late 1931. The ish World Congress, in turn, adopted Shelley’s
redrafted version of the guidelines, i.e., the ish Colonial Resolution, in May
1932.178
According to the ish Colonial Resolution, the capitalist class was splitting
the workers’ ranks globally and nationally and prevented national and international solidarity. It further attacked the trade union bureaucracy for assisting
the shipping industry and its owners for assisting in the exploitation of the
colonial masses and in preparing war against the revolutionary working class
and the Soviet Union. “This is especially the case in the shipping industry,”
175
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the ish Colonial Resolution argued, and further attacked trade union officials
for assisting the shipping industry to obtain crews of a specific nationality at
wages less than national rates, while at the same time fostering race, colour
and religious prejudices, and acting as agent provocateurs and spies of the
shipowners. The national sections of the ish, on the other hand, were ordered
to reject all forms of race prejudices and white chauvinism as well as to counteract the splitting tactics of the shipowners and “Social Fascist and Fascist
trade union officials.”179
The itf was the main target of the verbal onslaught of the ish Colonial
Resolution, being accused of splitting the ranks of the maritime workers
throughout the world and blocking the fight for colonial independence. The
ish Colonial Resolution, therefore, urged the national sections of the ish to
organise the colonial seamen into a “militant class union.” Ultimately, the ish
Colonial Resolution called for the enrolment of colonial and “coloured” seamen
“on the basis of absolute equality in every respect with the seamen of imperialist countries” and to elect colonial seamen as members of ship committees.180
Most important, however, was the need to establish branches of “militant
class unions of colonial and semicolonial countries” in the ports of the imperialist countries, i.e., local branches of black, Indian, Chinese and other national
seamen’s unions. The key idea was to establish transnational networks of colonial/semicolonial seamen’s unions linked to the national seamen’s unions in
Europe. In praxis, these local extraterritorial colonial/semi-colonial branches
were to be linked to the national headquarters in a respective country where
such unions existed, notably Belgium, Britain, France, the Netherlands, and the
USA. “Unity of action” was the guideline. The colonial/semicolonial branches
were to cooperate with the national unions although “while collectively working under jurisdiction of the district or national organs, they shall carry out
the political line of the union of their native country in order to ensure the
greatest possible assistance in the general struggle against imperialism and
their native oppressors, and to enhance the struggle for complete national
independence.”181
The ish Colonial Resolution further instructed its sections to develop cadres for organising African and other colonial seamen. Of equal importance was
the need to enlighten the membership of the national unions in the imperialist
countries about exploitation of non-white seamen and their everyday struggle
179
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against racism and white chauvinism. In addition, efforts were to be made to
establish organisations of colonial seamen in a port where no militant class
organisation existed. These branches were to be under the control of the ish
Secretariat in Hamburg “until a class seamen’s organisation is formed in the
particular port.”182
4.2
Brothers in Arms? The itucnw and the ish
The intimate structural connections between the ish and the International
Trade Union Committee of Negro Workers (itucnw) were part of the grand
strategy designed in Moscow. The reorganisation of the ish Secretariat in mid-
December 1930 framed the close relationship between the itucnw and the
ish. Hardy instructed Ford to participate at the meetings of the ish Secretariat
and encouraged him to agitate among seamen. The ish Secretariat, in turn,
promised to assist him in his work. Nevertheless, Hardy recognised that Ford’s
public engagement could endanger his activities in Hamburg: “For him to
become a constant visitor to the ships, increased dangers would arise from his
attendance at the Secretariat meetings.” In addition, Ford’s obligation to edit
the itucnw-journal was time-consuming and restricted his capacity to attend
the meetings of the ish and the Interclub.183
Ford’s main propaganda tool was The International Negro Workers’ Review,
the mouthpiece of the itucnw. Edited by him, and renamed in March 1931 as
The Negro Worker, it was sent by post to those countries were communist and
anti-colonial agitation was legal (such as the USA and the United Kingdom).
However, British and other colonial governments were quick to banish its circulation in the Caribbean and in sub-Saharan Africa. This posed few problems
for Ford as the journal was illegally stowed on board ships and distributed by
seamen when reaching a port.184
The tenor of the itucnw-journal was in tune with the general strategic
considerations of the ish leadership of organising the black mariners via the
sections of the ish. Ford even publicly stated in an article in The Negro Worker
that black seamen primarily were to join the ish rather than the itucnw as
the latter was not a trade union organisation per se:
Negro seamen in their travels and experiences must establish contact and
connection with the international revolutionary workers’ movement,
and in the first place, join and help build the International of Seamen and
182
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Harbour Workers, fight to better their own conditions and in the same
timer to bring the principles of the international revolutionary workers’
movement to their brothers in Africa.185
This position was further underlined in an English bulletin of the ish that Ford
had helped to edit, titled Concrete Work Among Negro Seamen During the Last
Period.186
The itucnw organ became the main propaganda tool for the ish in its
outreach to black seamen. Early in 1931, The International Negro Workers’
Review informed its readers about the struggles of the German harbour workers in Hamburg against intended wage cuts. In Britain and Japan, the journal
informed, shipowners were planning an attack against seamen and harbour
workers. The leaders and bureaucrats of the national unions of maritime transport workers, branded as ‘social fascist’, were accused to betray the workers
by siding with the capitalist owners and by backing the reduction of wages
and splitting the maritime working-class. This was no surprise, the journal
reminded its readers: The reformist and ‘social fascist’ trade union bosses had
“always betrayed the Negro and ‘coloured’ seamen.” However, a new era of radical international solidarity among the maritime workers had started with the
establishment of the ish, the journal assured. This organisation, the journal
heralded, was the only one that was prepared to fight back against wage cuts
and the reduction of living conditions on board, “for equal pay and equal conditions, for the complete equality of the workers of all races.” The announcement ended in calling the black seamen and harbour workers throughout
the world to join in the united front with the Hamburg harbour workers and,
even more important, to enlist in the militant sections of the International
of Seamen and Harbour Workers: “UNITE IN INTERNATIONAL SOLIDARITY!
STRUGGLE AGAINST IMPERIALIST WAR!”187
The Negro Worker carried a similar but much longer call for radical international solidarity among maritime workers in July 1931, addressing two main
points. First, the struggle against the ‘imperialist war’, i.e., the campaign against
the (presumed) ‘imperialist’ plan to attack against the Soviet Union, was part
of the daily struggle of the maritime transport workers for bettering their
185
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conditions on ships, in ports and in the transport industry. Second, the most
exploited ones on board as well as ashore were the colonial seamen: “They
are nothing but slaves to the ship-owners.” Trade unions affiliated to the
International Federation of Trade Unions and the itf were branded as lackeys of the capitalist owners and “storm brigades and war inciters against the
Soviet Union”, backing the exploitation of colonial workers and propagating
race hatred between black and white maritime workers. The ish, in contrast,
was the only organisation that adhered to proletarian international solidarity
among black and white maritime workers.188
Although the author of the two calls to the “Negro” seamen is not stated, it is
evident that the ish used the journal of the itucnw as a propaganda tool and
someone at the ish headquarters had drafted the texts. A textual analysis of the
articles and notes published in The Negro Worker clearly indicates that the two
calls differed in style and language and resembled those of the ish.189
4.3
Work among Colonial Seamen in Hamburg: Promises and Pitfalls
Work among colonial seamen in Hamburg had since 1929 been restricted to
Chinese crews and was carried out by Liao Chenghzi who worked as a special
functionary at the Interclub (see further Chapter 4.2.4). Liao Chenghzi’s efforts
slowly paid off and in early 1931, he had established an organised and well-
functioning group of radical Chinese seamen in Hamburg.190 A few months
later, he managed to set up a similar group in Rotterdam.191 Impressed by his
achievements, and to further boost work among Chinese seamen in Europe, the
ish Secretariat decided in May 1931 to establish a West European Secretariat
for the Chinese Seamen’s Union. Most likely headed by Liao Chenghzi, it was
to set up branches of the Chinese Seamen’s Union in Belgium, England, and
France as well as monitor the activities of those already existing in Germany
(Hamburg) and the Netherlands (Rotterdam).192
Work among other colonial seamen in Hamburg was weak. In part, this was
due to few of them visiting the Interclub but the main problem was the lack of
foreign (non-white) functionaries.193 In January 1931, however, Liao Chenghzi
188
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started to co-operate with James W. Ford and they established the colonial
section at the Interclub. Following George Hardy’s proposal, they outlined a
double strategy for work among colonial seamen. Chinese and Indian seamen,
on the one hand, were to be informed about the extra-territorial branches of
their national unions and the revolutionary trade union opposition groups
within the (European) unions. Black seamen from Africa and the Caribbean,
on the other hand, were to be utilised “to develop work in their country.” In
addition, the local Interclubs in Rotterdam and Marseille were to focus on
black, Indonesian and Chinese seamen residing in these two ports.194
Ford and Liao Chenghzi divided the colonial section of the Hamburg
Interclub into three subsections, a Chinese, an Indian195 and a ‘Negro’ one. The
outline of the ‘Negro Corner’ was similar to that of the other Colonial Corners
in the Interclub and is the only one of which there exists a description of its
setup. The central spot was a map, showing the extent of the “developing struggles of the Negroes in Africa.” Further, there was a huge notice board with pictures and cuts from newspapers and magazines about the life and struggles
of the African working class terror, life of black workers. “From time to time
we enlarge this,” Ford explained.196 Last, but not least, the Chinese and Indian
subsections were commissioned to publish their own respective bulletins.197
Walter, at first, was full of praise and hailed the close cooperation between the
ish and the itucnw.198
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Apart from being in charge of the Negro Subsection, Ford was at times
engaged in the work of the Anglo-American Section of the Interclub. In addition, he organised a weekly course on the colonial question in the Club. During
alternate weeks, special focus was given to the Chinese and ‘Negro’ Questions
as well as to daily political and organisational tasks among seamen from these
regions. While the colonial course gathered up to 50 participants, the course
on the ‘Negro’ Question collected only a handful of listeners.199 The Interclub,
in turn, organised special courses for training colonial cadres, among others six
Chinese comrades who the ish planned to utilised in Belgian, British, Dutch
and French ports.200
Much to the dismay of Ford, cooperation with Walter and the ish Secretariat
turned out to be rather lukewarm and was not always forthcoming. Already
in his first report of activities in Hamburg, Ford made some critical remarks
about “subjective factors” that hampered his work in Hamburg. Some members of the ish were critical about hosting a suspicious black organisation at
Rothesoodstrasse, as they feared the itucnw to invite the local police authorities to raid and to shut down all activities at the Interclub. In addition, the
promised technical assistance by the ish Secretariat and the rgo was not
forthcoming –Ford had to handwrite his letters as he had no access to a typing
machine and the secretaries of the ish were always “busy.”201
Ford’s grievances about his troubles in Hamburg must have reached the
rilu headquarters as rilu General Secretary Lozovsky criticised Hardy for
having erected a “Chinese Wall” between the ish Secretariat and Ford. Hardy
promptly rejected the accusations: “I assure you there is no Chinese wall existing;” Ford had been invited by him to join the weekly meetings of the secretariat and accompany them on their tours to the harbour but Ford himself had
informed Hardy and Walter “that he is too busy to attend all the meetings.”202
Nevertheless, Ford’s working conditions in Hamburg did not improve. In
April 1931, Ford complained about the negative attitude of comrade Krause who
was in charge of the Interclub in Hamburg. The atmosphere at the Interclub
seemed to have improved after Ford aired his grievances at a joint meeting
199
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with the ish and party leadership where it was decided to replace Krause with
another comrade (this was perhaps linked to the quarrel between Hardy and
Walter, see Section 2.2 in this chapter). Nevertheless, the attitude of Walter
remained problematic: “I must say that it is necessary for comrade Walters
himself to take a different attitude to the colonial work. I demand that the
comrade Walters give me the support in my work that my responsibility to
the Executive of the rilu demands.”203 A meeting with Walter and Hardy was
called to discuss the differences in their conception of colonial work. Ford had
the impression that while Hardy was in favour of colonial and ‘Negro’ work,
Walter was not. In Ford’s opinion, Walter did not give any assistance to his
work but was negative about any of Ford’s initiatives. Between the lines, Ford
even hinted that Walter had a racist attitude towards him:
He has always said that you cannot get colonial workers to come to the
Club, but my work here during the last month has clearly and disagreeably disproved this statement. Of course the excuse is that I am a Negro
and have a better approach, this is true to a certain extent, but I contend
that if the leadership of the Club would take the proper interest and give
the proper support we can get white comrades to help in this work.204
Consequently, in Ford’s mind Walter was nothing but an opportunist. Ford
claimed that Walter was afraid that if too many colonial seamen were drawn
to the Interclub the police would close it. Even worse, Ford realised that much
of the material that the itucnw had produced during the last year had never
been distributed but was stored at the Interclub.205 Walter, on the other hand,
critically replied to Ford that it was much easier for a ‘coloured’ comrade (“farbiger Genosse”) to invite the ‘coloured’ seamen to the Interclub than it was for
a white one –implying that it was Ford’s task to work among ‘coloured’ seamen
which he had neglected.206 Whether or not this was true is unclear as Ford’s
report for April 1930 stated that the number of ‘coloured’ seamen visiting the
Interclub was increasing, especially those from Africa.207
However, the main drawback for Ford’s work was Hamburg’s peripheral
position as a hub for black seamen. On average only about four to six ships
that had black crew members called at the port each week. In general, the crew
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counted between half a dozen and a dozen black seamen and they would stay
in Hamburg only for a few days. None of the black seamen Ford had interacted
with had residency in Germany. Especially on board English and Dutch vessels, there were no ship cells or revolutionary trade union opposition groups.
Despite these constraints, Ford made quite an impact during his ten-month
sojourn in Hamburg. By mid-September 1931, he had managed to form cells or
at least enlist some individuals on board of twelve British ships: the Dagomba,
the Dalcross, the Daru, the Daunkwa, the Deido, the Dixcove, the Ethiopian, the
Henry Stanley, the Jonathan C. Holt,, the Thomas Holt, the Thornlia, and the
William Wilberforce.208 Presumably, they all joined the smm –in accordance
to the plan to enlist black seamen in national unions of the flag of their vessel,
although Ford did not state this in his report. At least those on the Thomas Holt
did so, and Hardy notified smm Secretary Thompson in London that they were
prepared to assist in creating the (projected) British red seamen’s union.209
4.4
Agitation among Colonial Mariners in France
Garan Kouyaté served as the prime agitator and organiser of black and colonial
mariners in France. He had started as a special envoy for work among black mariners in Marseille in 1930 and managed in the course of two weeks in drawing
208 of them into the fump. He also established so-called “Cultural Committees”
on board French vessels, each consisting of three “colonial comrades,” and had
instructed them to explain to their fellows the contents of “our political and tu
revolutionary press.” However, membership declined drastically after Kouyaté
left Marseille. According to him, this was mainly due to “bureaucratic methods
of working” of the Madagascan secretary Adriamanatena and accused him for
having failed to organise meetings on the ships, to collect the dues on board
the ships, to agitate ashore, and to organise any meetings for colonial seamen
at the Interclub.210
When Kouyaté returned to Marseille in July 1931, all “colonials” had left the
union and he had to start his agitation from scratch. On 12 July, he organised a
meeting that was attended by 135 black seamen in addition to “Indo-Chinese
and Arabs.” The gathering marked the starting point for his assignment as key
organiser of the Interclub. A “Colonial Fighting Committee” was elected which
included representatives of each colonial group: African (“bambara, ouolof,
208
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soussou, ivorien, comerien, dahomeen, sarankole”), Madagascan, Arab, Somali
and Indo-Chinese. Furthermore, he organised a “school” to train trade union
cadres. 30 black seamen attended the courses for elementary literacy whereas
12 “comrades” were participated in political and trade union courses. The
promising progress was cut short when the police arrested Kouyaté. After his
release from prison, Kouyaté energetically resumed his activities on the waterfront in Marseille and by December 1931, the local branch of the fump listed
320 members of which “at least” 40 percent were black mariners. In addition,
he had established an Unemployment Committee, counting 145 members of
which 80 were black seamen.211
Kouyaté embarked on a nation-wide agitation tour in November and
December 1931, organising meetings and gatherings for black and colonial
seamen in Rouen (60 present), Le Havre (80 present), Dunkirk (50 present
at the first meeting, 78 at the second), Bordeaux (110 present). Organising
black and colonial seamen proved challenging as their previous encounters
with communist trade union activists had been a negative one. In Rouen, for
example, Kouyaté was told that white seamen working on board the steamer
Medja had demanded to live in separate quarters from their black mates. The
shipping company first rejected their demand but gave in after the communist
trade union organiser Le Minter had backed their demand. Kouyaté urged the
communists to adhere to the racial principles of anti-chauvinism and anti-
racism: “These complaints are of great significance in the struggle against race
chauvinism that, unfortunately, is displayed only too frequently by the white
seamen on the ships. It gives rise to profound lack of confidence among the
colonials to the united front movement.”212
Despite the negative experiences of the black and colonial mariners,
Kouyaté achieved some notable results in enlisting them in the fump. Black
and colonial seamen joined local “Vigilance Committees” and participated in
strike pickets in Rouen, committees of unemployed black and colonial seamen affiliated to the central (communist-controlled) unemployed committee
in Rouen and Bordeaux. Inspired by his success in France, Kouyaté wrote to his
contacts in Dakar (Senegal) and Conakry (Dahomey/Benin), and urged them
to “speedily consider the possibility of setting up unitary seamen’s and docker’s
unions in these ports.”213 Reading his report in Hamburg, the comrades at the
211
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ish Secretariat certainly deemed Kouyaté as their key asset in extending the
revolutionary waterfront to French West Africa and beyond.
A Potential Connection? The Kroomen’s Seamen Club in Freetown
4.5
One of Ford’s obligations was to visit ships in the Hamburg harbour and get
in touch with black seamen. One of these meetings occurred in mid-April
1930. At this occasion, he was to hear about the existence of a potential radical organisation in West Africa, the Kroomen’s Seamen Club in Sierra Leone.
Although the club was not a trade union, Ford notified George Padmore, the
head of the rilu Negro Bureau, it had put forth demands for better wages,
shorter hours, better working conditions and pay for overtime as well as better
food on board. The club had been established in 1923 but due to internal rifts
and “tribal differences”, it had not been able to coordinate its work and had
been prevented from unity and concerted action. Two years later, they managed to bring about some unity between the two main ethnic groups in the
club. They achieved some of their demands and started to put pressure on the
Elder Dempster Shipping Company to be recognised as the representative of
the West African seamen. So far, Elder Dempster had refused to acknowledge
them and told them that they were first to establish contacts with some trade
unions in Europe before they could be recognised as a partner in the negotiations.214 The Africans, on the other hand were reluctant to comply with this
demand as they regarded the British National Union of Seamen (nus) of having few sympathies to their cause.215
The person whom Ford had met on board introduced himself as a member
of the executive committee of the Club, living at the time in Liverpool.216 Ford
became even more interested in the group when the African seaman disclosed
to him that the Club had plans to affiliate with a militant seamen’s union. Ford
therefore arranged for representatives of the Club to meet with George Hardy,
214
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who outlined the programme of the ish for the black seamen. At another
meeting with the Africans, Ford had a long talk with them about the objectives
of the itucnw, the rilu and the ish. When Ford wrote his report to Padmore
about the Club, the question of affiliating the Kroomen’s Seamen Club to the
ish and the itucnw was still open –neither Ford nor the Secretariat of the
ish for the time being ready to accept the affiliation of the group as they had
little information on the group. Ford regarded the group to be a sort of social
club that was typical in West Africa but with the potential to become one of
the radical spearheads in West Africa.217
However, the Sierra Leonean fellow did not know that the Kroomen’s
Seamen Club had ceased to exist. Intertribal clashes had split the association
into two rivalling fractions, and the shipowners used this situation to play
one group against the other. Sometimes in mid-1930, the two groups reached
a truce, paving the way for the formation of a new organisation, the United
Seamen’s Club, located at 3 Krootown Road, Freetown.218 At this point, the ish
heralded the new group as a prospective unit in Sierra Leone, and included
the club in its list of Interclubs.219 However, the comrades in Hamburg must
have realised by the end of the year that the United Seamen’s Club was never
to develop into a revolutionary hub. Consequently, they removed the club from
the list of Interclubs.220 On the other hand, the plan of establishing a spearhead of the ish in Freetown or somewhere else in West Africa was to resurface
in the years to come.
4.6
Mobilise Colonial Seamen for August First
International proletarian solidarity was the catchword of the Communists and
its annual manifestation were the rallies and demonstrations organised on
August First. For 1931, the ish Secretariat planned to introduce a new theme
to the mobilisations –the united front of colonial and white water transport
workers. Instructions were sent in early July to all sections, ordering them to
highlight the plight of the exploitation of their colonial “class brothers” and to
pay special attention to work among colonial seamen. Echoing the Imperialist
War Theses of the Comintern, the ish sections were to combine in their propaganda the obligation to defend the “Fatherland of oppressed peoples” and
217
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the fight against colonial oppression and suppression of colonial masses. “The
campaign against imperialist war danger and intervention in the ussr must
be connected with the daily struggles of the transport proletariat for bettering their conditions on ships, in ports and in the transport industry,” the
Instructions noted. The most down-trodden were the colonial seamen, the
ish Secretariat reminded, who “are threatened with wage cuts, speeded-up
and reduced unemployment by undermanning and have the most horrible
conditions on the ships.” The colonial workers were nothing but “slaves of the
shipowners,” lowest paid and facing worst working conditions on board. Most
importantly, and in tune with the ‘Class-Against-Class’-doctrine and ish’s verbal onslaught on the itf, the ish trumpeted: “(I)t must be made clear to the
colonial seamen that the reformist unions of the Amsterdam International not
only pay the role of storm brigades and war inciters against the Soviet Union
but do everything in their power to carry out the policies of the bourgeoisie in
dividing the ranks of the workers.”221
The demonstration of international proletarian solidarity on August First
was an utmost priority in 1931, the ish Secretariat declared. As the shipowners
as well as the “reformist” trade union leaders and the itf were known for utilising colonial seamen against white seamen and white seamen against colonial seamen in economic and other struggles, the sections of the ish were
ordered to invite colonial seamen to meetings on board the ships, ashore in
ports and to “fraternal meetings” in the Interclubs. The core idea was to mobilised “the broad masses” of the colonial seamen for the August First demonstrations by drawing them into committees, participating them in drawing up
slogans for the colonial seamen. Special bulletins and leaflets addressing the
colonial question were to be published. The committees were instructed to
address the living conditions and standards of colonial seamen as well as to
mobilised colonial and white seamen “for the defense of the 8 Negro boys in
Alabama.”222
Furthermore, the August First-campaign was to be used as a means to
organisationally strengthen the ish among the colonial seamen. Therefore,
the sections and committees were to propagate specific slogans for the colonial seamen in addition to the general slogans issued by the rilu, namely:
Equal pay for equal work –Down with fascism, white terror and lynching –Complete evacuation of imperialist soldiers from the colonial
221
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f igure 15	
Calling black mariners to join the ish; photograph depicting a rally in Hamburg,
published in The Negro Worker, Special Colonial Number 1, no 10/11 (October-
November 1931): 32. The all-white participants carried a banner with the
slogans: “Negro Seamen! Join the Fight for Better Conditions on Ships! Down with
Imperialism in Africa! For International Solidarity Join the i.s.h. the Fighting
International of Seamen!” Interestingly, the subtitle in The Negro Worker claimed
the rally to be “international solidarity with Negro Workers, 100,000 workers
demonstrating at Hamburg, Germany, for international solidarity and against
imperialism in Africa.” However, the slogans on the banner indicate it to be
addressed to black seamen and them joining the radical trade union opposition
and the ish.

countries –For complete independence and self-determination –Down
with the boarding house masters and serangs –The right of trade
unions and assembly in the colonial countries –Long live international
solidarity!223
Whether the August First-campaign turned into a global movement is not
known. Ford, at least, published a call in The Negro Worker. At the August First-
mass demonstration, banners urging “Negro seamen” to join the ish were carried through the streets of Hamburg, see Figure 15.
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rilu Criticism and ish Self-Criticism

Moscow was not impressed by the achievements of the ish. Expectations had
been high in 1930 for rallying the revolutionary trade union opposition behind
a new umbrella organisation and attacking the itf. “Despite the objectively
favourable conditions of the development of the mass movement for the
immediate economic demands of the seamen, river workers and dockers […]
a decisive improvement has not yet been accomplished in the whole work of
the ish.”224
Rationalisations on board reduced a crew needed to operate a steamer or a
motorised vessel. Consequently, the shipping industry introduced wage-cuts
and lowered social benefits, leaving an increasing number of the mariners
ashore unemployed and jobless. The rilu accused the ‘reformist’ unions
of racist and chauvinist attitudes when barring colonial and ‘coloured’ seamen to join their ranks as well as demanding that only national, i.e., white
organised union members should be hired as crews. Therefore, the rilu
underlined the need for a radical bulwark against the unions and the itf.
Although the ish had witnessed some successes in Germany, Danzig and
England, the rilu accused it for having missed several opportunities to
mobilise the maritime transport workers, not least by actively engaging and
directing national strikes –such as the Norwegian one –and for vigorously
pushing the formation of revolutionary trade union oppositions within the
national unions. “The fundamental weakness of the ish is the absence of
live connection with and the instruction of local organisations,” the rilu
analysts noted.225
The most critical point addressed by the rilu was the insufficient organisation of work. “Hardly anywhere is there any systematic work of the formation of revolutionary trade union groups and committees on the ships,” the
rilu critically observed (and, interestingly, echoing Albert Walter’s ‘from the
bottom’-position). The ish Secretariat had “insufficient” connections with the
sections in the Far East, Latin America and Italy. Further, it had neglected the
transformation of the Interclubs into recruitment hubs for new members and
facilitators for new ship cells: “Their most important shortcomings consists in
the absence of concreteness in the approach to seamen of the various countries, also in the inability of connecting the questions of a general political
224
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nature with those questions which interest and touch the immediate needs of
the seamen.”226
Admittedly, the rilu headquarters identified the “insufficient attention” of
the leadership of its own national sections as one of most important reasons
for the weaknesses and bleak performance of the ish.227 Taken together, the
shortcomings were addressed in a resolution in June 1931 that also included
new instructions to the ish. Moscow’s harsh criticisms, in turn, prompted the
ish Secretariat to call a meeting of the ish Executive Committee.
5.1
The rilu June 1931 Resolution and the itucnw
Moscow’s new directives were sent to Hamburg in June 1931. Main emphasis
was put on direct action. The ish Secretariat as well as its sections were obligated to participate in every manifestation expressing the dissatisfaction of the
maritime transport workers, to use every opportunity to attack the leadership
in the unions, and to expose the preparations for war, i.e., the imperialist attack
on the Soviet Union. Key focus was on building up the organisation at grassroots level: “It is necessary to unite the members of the revolutionary trade
unions working on one ship and in one particular port, etc., in trade union
groups or trade union sections at the place of industry.” These local groups were
to become the core units in the daily fight against wage reductions, extended
working hours, or illegal dismissals of crews. Echoing the earlier instructions
of the rilu, the ish sections and the revolutionary union opposition groups
were reminded to turn their attention to the unorganised and colonial seamen;
both groups were identified as crucial potential new members for the revolutionary opposition and only through their mobilisation the ish sections were
to emerge as proper mass organisations.228
The June 1931 Resolution further highlighted the need to transform the
Einheitsverband into a mass movement. Local units were to be established in
England and a red seamen’s union was to be launched at a national congress at
the end of the year. In France, top priority was to organise the harbour workers,
whereas illegal activities were to be promoted inside Italy. The Spanish section, in turn, was to link up with the revolutionary organisations in the ports,
whereas the mwiu was to focus on black seamen and harbour workers. “The
226
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The Situation, the Work and the Tasks of the International of Seamen and Harbour
Workers, [Moscow] 12.6.1931, 534/5/221, 116, rgaspi.
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most important task […] is the stubborn struggle for the capture of the majority of sailors and dockers who are at present the members of the reformist and
other reactionary unions.”229
Likewise, all sections were to devote special attention to recruit the unorganised as well as the unemployed into the red unions or the revolutionary
trade union opposition. “By heading the discontent of the widest masses of
the unemployed, by organising their struggle for their immediate demands,”
the ish and its sections would develop into genuine mass organisation. A cornerstone for the realisation of this objective was the strengthening (i.e., reorganisation) of the Interclubs, their transformation into “real organisational
and political centres” and genuine “international clubs […] of sailors of all
nationalities.”230
In addition, the ish Secretariat was impelled to link up with revolutionary
opposition groups in Latin American and the Caribbean, especially those in
Argentina, Brazil Cuba, Mexico, Uruguay, Paraguay and Peru. The Asian target groups were the illegal seamen’s unions in China and in Japan as well as
the (illegal) revolutionary opposition groups among the maritime transport
workers’ unions in French Indochina, India, Indonesia, the Philippines and
Singapore. Finally, an equally urgent task was to intensify work among colonial
and ‘coloured’ seamen in Europe.231
The special focus on colonial and ‘coloured’ seamen was an answer to Ford’s
earlier critique about the lax attitude of the ish Secretariat to support his
ambition to establish a radical network in the Black Atlantic. Parallel with the
ish directives, the rilu headquarters issued a resolution about the tasks of
the itucnw and its relationship with the ish in July 1931.232 The sixth paragraph of the list of immediate organisational tasks concerned the relationship
between the itucnw and the ish:
6) In view of the insufficient attention paid by the International of
Seamen and Harbour Workers to the every-day activities of the Hamburg
Committee, likewise the unwillingness of individual leaders of the
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The Situation, the Work and the Tasks of the International of Seamen and Harbour
Workers, [Moscow] 12.6.1931, 534/5/221, 119–121, quote from p. 118, rgaspi.
The Situation, the Work and the Tasks of the International of Seamen and Harbour
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This resolution is referred to as the July 1931 Resolution. However, as with the earlier resolutions, draft version of the resolution text had circulated already in June.
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International Seamen’s Club to assist in carrying out mass work, to
charge the ISH to ensure systematic assistance in all practical work of the
Hamburg Committee. To propose to the leadership of the ISH that they
give assistance to the Committee in editing the “Negro Worker”.233
George Padmore, who headed the rilu Negro Bureau in Moscow, wrote thereafter a letter to Albert Walter, highlighting about the duties of the ish to cooperate with and to render systematic assistance to Ford and the itucnw. He further stressed that Paragraph Six of the Resolution underlined that although the
itucnw was subordinated to the rilu and its European Bureau, Walter and the
other comrades of the ish Executive were expected, together with Ford, to discuss
and decide upon questions that required immediate action. Last, but not least,
Padmore ensured that “under your collective leadership the work of the Negro
Committee [i.e., the itucnw] will be carried out with the fullest results.”234
5.2
The ish Executive Committee Meeting in September 1931
The ish headquarters must have regarded the criticism from Moscow to be at
least to some extent unfair. True, the cooperation with Ford had at times been
constrained but they had settled their difficulties. Also, as previously noted, the
power struggle between Hardy and Walter that had paralysed work at the headquarters in Hamburg during spring –and where, it seems, Ford had unwillingly
been part of –had been resolved and the ish Secretariat was in full operation
by June. Although the ish headquarters had still few means at its disposal to
monitor, lest to initiate national strikes, it started to disseminate information
about conflicts and strikes, local and national, to its member organisations via
its bulletin. The ish Bulletin, however, was not circulated in public but only
to be used by the sections and its functionaries in their respective agitation
and propaganda campaigns.235 Amongst its first international campaigns, the
ish Secretariat called its sections to organised rallies on August First to protest imperialist rearmaments,236 and attached a disposition for a speech on
233
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Concrete proposals on Report of Work of Hamburg Committee, 10.6.1931, 534/3/668, 27,
rgaspi.
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“Der 1. August und der Hoover-Plan,” Informationsbulletin der ish. Deutsche Ausgabe 1,
no. 2 (10. Juli 1931): 2–3.
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the World Depression, its impact on the shipping industry and the tasks of the
revolutionary opposition for use at meetings.237
Colonial work was certainly not of peripheral interest as each issue of the
ish Bulletin informed about the plights and struggles of the colonial seamen although nearly all text published in the June to August issues of the
bulletin concerned Chinese seamen.238 In addition, the anti-racist and anti-
discriminatory commitment was put in the forefront when the ish Secretariat
urged its sections to join the worldwide Scotsboro campaign in defence of
nine black boys facing death penalty in the USA. Already the ish Bulletin of
July 1931 noted that the Interclubs in Bremen, Hamburg and the Soviet Union
had arranged protest meetings, and the bulletin urged the other sections and
Interclubs to join the international campaign.239
Nevertheless, the implementation of new rilu directives impelled a systematic assessment of the operational structures of the ish. The rilu Berlin
Bureau, therefore, urged the ish Secretariat to summon the ish Executive
Committee for a meeting in Hamburg.240 Only a few of its members eventually attended the two-day conference in early September 1931, all of them representing European sections: Christensen (Denmark), Koschnik (Germany),
Persson (Sweden), Samsing (Norway), Schaap (Holland), Stoeger (Austria) and
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Rededisposition über DIE INTERNATIONALE KRISE IM WASSERTRANSPORT-
GEWERBE, attachment to Informationsbulletin der ish. Deutsche Ausgabe 1, no. 2 (10.
Juli 1931).
The first issue carried as an attachment a lengthy essay on the exploitation of Chinese
seamen at the boarding houses in Amsterdam and Rotterdam, see “Sklavenhandel in
Holland,” Beilage zum Informations-Bulletin der ish No 1 –Juni 1931. The second issue
informed about successful strikes of Chinese seamen on two French steamers in Hamburg;
after the intervention of the ish Secretariat and the Interclub, the Chinese mates received
full salaries, see “Glänzender Kampferfolg chinesischer Seeleute,” Informationsbulletin der
ish. Deutsche Ausgabe 1, no. 2 (10. Juli 1931): 4. The next issue informed about another protest of Chinese seamen, “27 chinesische Seeleute geben faschistischem Lloydoffizier proletarische,” Informations-Bulletin der ish. Deutsche Ausgabe 1, no. 3/4 (6. August 1931): 10.
“Protestiert gegen die Hinrichtung der acht Negerknaben,” Informations-Bulletin der ish.
Deutsche Ausgabe 1, no. 2 (10. Juli 1931): 10. On the international campaign to free the nine
‘Scottsboro Boys’ who had been sentenced to death by a local court in Alabama, USA, see
further James A. Miller, Susan D. Pennybacker, and Eve Rosenhaft, “Mother Ada Wright
and the International Campaign to Free the Scottsboro Boys, 1931–1934,” The American
Historical Review 106, no. 2 (2001): 387–430, Susan D. Pennybacker, From Scottsboro to
Munich: Race and Political Culture in 1930s Britain (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University
Press, 2009), James A. Miller, Remembering Scottsboro: The Legacy of an Infamous Trial
(Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2009), and Weiss, Framing a Radical African
Atlantic, 392–397.
Walter, Arbeitsbericht der ish, Hamburg 21.8.1931, 534/5/222, 66, rgaspi.
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Thompson (England). An unidentified delegate from Greece joined the conference on the second day. Ford, Liao, Polano, Shelley and Walter represented
the ish Secretariat whereas Pechmann participated as member of the rilu
Berlin Bureau. Dumay’s, Hardy’s and Mink’s absence was critically remarked,
especially as Hardy initially had responded positively to the invitation while
the two others had not even responded to the call.241
Six major items were discussed at the conference, the most pressing being
the situations of the sections, the reorganisation of the Interclubs, and work
among colonial seamen. Most of the delegates indicated that work in the
national sections was slowly taking concrete forms. The transformation of
the smm into a red union was debated at length as well as what tactics to be
applied by the ish sections in Denmark, Germany and Norway at the respective forthcoming tariff negotiations. A new militant tactic was to be applied if
national strikes occurred: Strike on every national vessel in every port of the
world instead of restricting a strike to national ports as hitherto had been the
case!242
The need to reorganise the Interclubs resulted in stiff criticism. None apart
a few of the German Interclubs had a collective leadership, and only a few
Interclubs had functionaries who mastered foreign languages. Consequently,
work among foreign seamen had been neglected in most ports. In addition,
communications between the Interclubs was sporadic and minimal and the
highly acclaimed “socialist competition” had not been introduced at all for
enlisting new members to the Interclubs. Persson, Samsing and Thompson
complained about the high costs to run an Interclub and the unclear financial obligations of the ish Secretariat and the sections. Walter, Shelley and
Pechmann underlined that while the Interclubs in principle were subordinated to the ish Secretariat, their operations were to be supported by the
sections and the local party organisation. In addition, they stressed, the
Interclub as well as the national section should generate their own funds
to cover for their expenses. Sarcastic remarks followed when Thompson
declared that the Interclubs in the United Kingdom should refrain from
launching anti-religious campaigns as the Catholic maritime workers in
Liverpool and Glasgow might turn against the Interclubs. Walter replied
241
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that the revolutions could also be ignited on a Sunday, and Pechmann seconded by reminding that one cannot divert anti-religious from ordinary
propaganda.243
The last item on the agenda was the forthcoming world congress of maritime transport workers, originally scheduled for September 1931. Not surprisingly, the comrades unanimously declared the need to organise it as soon as
possible: The World Congress was to officially sanction the establishment of
the ish and elect an ordinary executive committee. After having decided to
organised the world congress in May 1932, the conference ended and the delegates left Hamburg.244
5.3
Reorganising Work of the Interclubs
According to the ish regulations adopted in 1930, the Interclubs were not part
of the national sections but were to be financed and monitored by the ish
Secretariat. The objective with the parallell structure was that the national sections were to focus on agitation within the national maritime unions while
the Interclubs were to focus on foreign ships and their crew.245 However, the
implementation of the rulings proved difficult and Albert Walter drafted new
guidelines that were adopted by the ish Executive Committee at its meeting
in September 1931.
Walter’s guidelines outlined a clear division of work between the
Interclubs and the national sections. In principle, the task of the former
was agitation and propaganda among foreign seamen, while the latter units
were to concentrate on work among domestic seamen and harbour workers.
Walter projected the Interclubs as open spaces that were obliged to welcome
not only revolutionary (i.e., communist and militant) seamen but also members of socialist and Christian seamen unions. The cooperation between the
Interclub and the national section was of key importance but the guidelines
243
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underlined that the Interclubs were not to be perceived as nurseries for the
national sections. The ish Executive Committee accepted Walter’s plan
without revisions.246
The guidelines also emphasised the strategic and tactical organisation of
the Interclubs. Each of them were to receive membership cards and signs from
the national sections. The national section, in turn, was to be informed each
time an Interclub enlisted a new member. In case of the new member originating from a country where communist activities were illegal, the ish Secretariat
was to be informed instead. The most important task, however, was the formation of ship cells and ship committees, the action plan reminded. The former
ones consisted of mariners who belonged to a revolutionary opposition; the
latter one comprised all members of the crew and was led by members of the
ship cell.247
The operational spaces of an Interclub were both the ships and the harbour
area at large. If the functionaries of an Interclub were barred from entering a
ship, they were obliged to get in contact with the crews when they whet ashore
and strolled on the street or visited bars and seafarer’s lodges. The guideline
of an Interclub was proletarian international solidarity, banning intra-racial
barriers as well as any forms of segregation, white chauvinism and discrimination of non-white visiting seamen. The Interclub was to constitute an attractive ‘counter-space’ for the foreign seamen by arranging programmes and lectures in various languages as well as to cooperate with local socialist unions
and invite their representatives as speakers. On the other hand, they were to
confront the Christian seamen’s mission by sending agitators to their meetings
and impel foreign seamen to visit the Interclub. The Interclub, in turn, was to
transmit an anti-religious message: Its walls being coated with banners carrying anti-religious slogans, and anti-religious literature was to be on display in
its library.248
A key obligation was the fight against the imperialist war (i.e., the anticipated attack on the Soviet Union) as well as the fight against “white terror”
(i.e., the clampdowns and suppression of communist activities) and fascism.
Part of the fight was to be visual and propagandistic: The interiors and journals of the Interclubs were to carry anti-fascist slogans and caricatures. Of
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equal importance was the establishment of ‘surveillance committees’ in the
harbours; these were to enlist communist and other union members as well
as jobless and un-organised seamen and harbour workers. The ‘surveillance
committees’ were to report on the transport of war material and troops and to
organised protest meetings and demonstrations.249
Each Interclub was to enlist functionaries mastering several languages.
They were to visit the ships and be at hand for foreign seamen every day. In
addition, the management of an Interclub was to render assistance to foreign
seamen and to organised legal help when needed. Most important, however,
was Walter’s idea of the Interclub as a social space. The premises were to be
cleaned every day and should contain a reading room, a library, a writing room
with letter-boxes. Miscellaneous activities were to be organised for foreign seamen while visiting a port: Orchestras, theatre clubs, choirs, sport and excursions. Operational planning was to be conducted by a collective leadership
of an Interclub, including the club secretary, a seaman, a harbour worker and
representatives for the foreign national sections. Practical day-to-day work was
to be carried out by the so-called ‘club active’ composited of local and foreign
mariners.250
Inter-and transnational cooperation was another catchword in Walter’s
guidelines. The leadership of the Interclubs were envisioned to be in constant
contact with each other and to challenge each other by arranging ‘revolutionary competitions’. Communications between the various Interclubs had been
poor hitherto, and Walter’s idea was to entrust some of the larger Interclubs to
monitor activities in lesser ones (see Map 2). The Hamburg Interclub was to
supervise activities of the Interclub in Danzig; the latter club was to establish
English, Estonian, Finnish, French, Latvian, and Scandinavian sections as well
as to focus on agitation among Polish seamen. The Archangelsk, Hamburg,
and Leningrad Interclubs were to monitor the Scandinavian Interclubs; their
special target, in turn, were Baltic, Finnish and Polish mariners. The Interclub
in Marseille was to concentrate on Greek, Italian, Spanish, and Yugoslavian
vessels and Walter instructed it to open an Interclub in Oran. The special
target of the Amsterdam and Rotterdam Interclubs were crews on Belgian,
Dutch, French, German, and Swiss river steamers. The Interclub in Piraeus
was to be monitored by the Marseille and Odessa Interclubs and to focus on
249
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map 2	
Plan of the internal communication network between European Interclubs

Bulgarian, Italian, Romanian, Turkish and Yugoslavian crews. The Interclubs in
New Orleans and New York were to focus on Caribbean, Latin American and
Philipino mariners. Finally, work among colonial and ‘coloured’ seamen was
to be conducted by the Interclubs in Antwerp, Hamburg, London, Marseille,
Rotterdam and Vladivostok.251
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5.4
“Our Office is in a Total Mess”
The 1931 September meeting also resulted in a revision of work among colonial seamen in Hamburg.252 Following by the rilu directives to the ish and
the itucnw, the Hamburg Interclub together with the Einheitsverband was
to focus on the Indian and Chinese seamen whereas the organisation of black
seamen were to be the joint responsibility of the Hamburg Interclub and the
itucnw.253 The implementation of the latter part of the plan had to be postponed as Ford was called to Moscow for a meeting.254
Ford never returned to Hamburg. Instead, his replacement was George
Padmore, who arrived in Hamburg in early November 1931. The German seamen’s strike, launched by the Einheitsverband in early October, had delayed
his departure from Moscow. His first impressions of working conditions
in Hamburg were rather negative: The harbour area was in chaos and the
itucnw office in “a total mess” as the police had daily raided the premises
at Rothesoodstrasse during the strike.255 Padmore managed to meet the ish
leadership and set up the terms of conditions for his work: He was to receive
the services of a stenographer for three days per week.256
Padmore’s nomination followed a revision of the objectives of the itucnw.
In October 1931, the ecci rejected the idea of the rilu to develop the itucnw
into an outright Black International. Consequently, the rilu adopted a new
organisational outline for the itucnw, restricting its activities to Africa and
the Caribbean. Nevertheless, the obligation to focus black mariners remained,
and the rilu stressed the utmost importance of cooperating with the ish: “It
252
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is necessary to state that the Hamburg Committee [i.e, the itucnw] must in
no way attempt to isolate the Negro seamen and dockers from the revolutionary organisations of the ish.”257
6

Confronting National Unions, the itf and the Shipping Industry

World depression crippled the shipping industry for its third year in 1931. The
ship owners responded to the crisis by terminating tariffs and announcing
drastic cuts in wages and preparing rationalisations on board their ships. The
leadership of seamen unions tried to handle the situation through negotiations
and proposing compromises. Their tactics received heavy criticism from the
revolutionary opposition who pushed for confrontation and called the seamen
to prepare for strikes. The clashes within the unions resulted in turbulence on
the vessels and in the harbours, leading to strikes induced by the revolutionary
opposition. The union leadership as well as the shipping industry generally
branded these strikes as ‘wild’ ones, declaring them to breach existing agreements. The ish and the revolutionary opposition, in contrast, heralded them to
be expressions of the suffering masses and signified their resolute fight against
the exploitation and ‘fascist’ methods of the capitalists and their lackeys, the
union leaders. Furthermore, the ish leadership identified confrontation tactics as the best way to promote the revolutionary opposition and to expand its
influence among the maritime transport workers’ unions.
The ish and its national sections unleashed a broadside campaign against
the itf and the national unions in fall 1931. The background for the open confrontation was the successful intervention of the ish and the Einheitsverband
Danzig in the Polish seamen’s strike in Gdynia by nullifying the attempt of the
shipowners to secure blacklegs from Danzig.258 The ish Secretariat had managed to establish a Solidarity Fund for assisting strikers, among its first tokens
of financial support were sent to striking fishermen in Havana (Cuba) as well
as striking harbour workers in Portugal and Copenhagen.259 The Polish strike
spurred the ish to call for a general application of ‘militant international solidarity actions’: National strikes were to be supported by international boycotts and interventions. A national strike was to be backed by blocking striking
257
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vessels in any port of the world, by sending agitators to convince the ship crew
to join the strike and to refuse to hire on vessels in boycott. The new tactics of
militant internationalisation of strikes was first to be implemented during the
impending strike of German seamen, and calls for international actions were
sent to the ish sections in late September 1931.260
6.1
Always Fight to the Bitter End
The Einheitsverband had launched the German seamen’s strike in early
October 1931.261 German crews went on strike of the first time also abroad,
among others in Soviet ports, New York, Liverpool, London, Rotterdam,
Antwerp, Copenhagen and Danzig.262 The ish Secretariat heralded actions
in support of the strikers as prime examples of international proletarian solidarity. Kouyaté and the Marseille Interclub, for example, organised a blockade of the German steamer Patria and a collection in support for the striking
crew. Somali and Djibouti seamen refused to sign on in replacement of the
German crew in strike, declaring that they had no intention to serve as scabs.
Kouyaté’s campaign was effective: The captain was compelled to adhere
to the old wage rates; the German General Consul in Marseille verified his
decision.263
The international actions resulted in the German trade union and the shipping industry to define the strike as a ‘wild’ one and declared it a breach against
German maritime law. Tough counter-measures unleashed by the German
authorities and unions quelled the confrontation tactics of the communists.
The Hamburg police declared the harbour area as well as Rothesoodstrasse
to be under curfew, raided the Interclub, and arrested both the leadership of
the strike committee and the members of the ish Secretariat. The unions, in
turn, started negotiations, accepted a compromise, and called the strike off.
The Einheitsverband vehemently called for a continuation of the strike but
without much success and little backing by the rank-and-file members of the
union.264
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The defeat in the German strike did not result into a change of tactics. On the
contrary, the leadership of the Einheitsverband and the ish were convinced
that the strike had been lost due to the ‘betrayal’ of the ‘social fascist’ union
leadership. They further vehemently claimed that uncompromising application of the confrontation tactics and the militarisation and politicisation of
strikes was the only way to win a strike; negotiations were a sign of weakness
and paved the way for capitulation and defeat. Besides, the implementation
of the ‘Class-Against-Class’-doctrine would open the eyes of the rank-and-file
members of the unions and pave the way for the ‘United front from below’.
The blind belief of confrontation being the superior tactics turned into a
dogma of the ish leadership. Disregarding news about defeats in national
strikes, they stubbornly adhered to the confrontation tactics. A new attempt
by the Einheitsverband to launch a strike in Germany in January 1932 failed
miserably as it found little support among the seamen. The smm failed in the
same month to highjack the strike committees of harbour workers in England.
Similar pathetic results were reported in February 1932 when the smm initiated work stoppages on British vessels protesting wage cuts agreed by the
National Union of Seamen. Nevertheless, the smm failed in its attempt to call
for a nationwide strike and the strike was called off two days later (see further
Chapter 7.1.2). The reaction of the ish leadership on the debacle in England
resembled Moscow’s instructions: Utilise the (believed) militancy of seamen
and launch a red seamen’s union!265
Far better news reached the ish headquarters from the France and the
Netherlands. Here, the revolutionary opposition had gained strength following its successful veto to planned wage cuts.266 Even better news came from
Iceland where the crews on the fishing fleet went on strike in January 1932 and
the strike leadership appealed to the ish for international support. Hitherto,
the ish Secretariat had failed in its attempts to establish contacts with the
unions in Iceland; hence, it immediately disseminated the appeal from Iceland
to the ish sections as a call for international support.267 (If the call ever generated any response is not known.)
6.2
Interventions and Reorganisations
National strikes were lost if international support was not forthcoming or if
the national section of the ish was unorganised. Weak but strategically important sections had therefore to be reorganised by the ish Secretariat, either by
265
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267
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issuing written orders or directly intervening by deploying an instructor to the
section. The first strategy was applied by the ish Secretariat in its attempt to
reorganise work in North America as it had neither funds nor suitable personnel at its disposal for a direct intervention. The reorganisation of the Marine
Workers’ Industrial Union (mwiu) in the USA resulted in the nomination of a
new collective leadership (in early 1932, although the effect of the ish intervention it is questionable).268
Sending instructors with unlimited power to intervene in national sections
was at first only applicable in Europe. Adolf Shelley therefore went to Berlin
to discuss a revision of strategic and tactical operations with Pechmann and
Ziese at the rilu Berlin Bureau in late October 1931.269 As an outcome of the
meeting, Shelley designed in November 1931 an ambitious plan to expand the
number of instructors. Johannes Koschnik was to be nominated as instructor
responsible for reorganisation of work in the Netherlands, Northern Europe
and Poland. Comrade Kodrnja, whom Shelley regarded as amply qualified as
he spoke Bulgarian, Croatian, Czech, German and Serbian, was to reinvigorate
work in the Danube countries and Greece. Liao Chenghzi was to be sent to
the Far East, the Sierra Leonean seaman Foster Jones, who had been engaged
as contact person already by James W. Ford, to be sent to West Africa, and a
certain comrade Contreras to be deployed from Moscow to Latin America.270
However, for reasons not known, Shelley’s plan was never implemented.
Instead, the ish Secretariat engaged two instructors in France, “Marcel” and
“Henry”. The former, whose identity is not known, was charged by the ish
Secretariat to start a total reorganisation of the fump.271 The operational area
of “Henry”, i.e., Luigi Polano, were the Mediterranean countries as well as connections to Latin America. His intervention achieved mixed results. Clandestine
work in Italy had resulted in the establishment of local illegal units of the film in
five ports in addition to sea cells on 80 Italian vessels. By the end of 1931, the film
counted some 600 members in addition to 100 in Marseille.272 Polano’s activities
in Spain, too, were successful –the local branches of the harbour worker’s and
seamen’s unions in Barcelona and Seville considered affiliating to the ish. Less
promising was the situation in Portugal, Greece and Latin America. Communist
activities were illegal in the two former countries while the Uruguayan
268
269
270
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government was preparing a proposition to curb communist activities by banning their organisations. As a preventative measure, the rilu Latin American
Secretariat in Montevideo moved underground which, in turn, severely blocked
its communications with Polano and the ish Secretariat in Hamburg.273
The ish Secretariat also considered intervening in the German section.
The miserable outcome of the German strike in October 1931 as well as stagnating membership of the Einheitsverband raised concern at the ish headquarters.274 A replacement of the leadership of the Einheitsverband was
effectuated in February (?) 1932 when Ernst Wollweber substituted Johannes
Koschnik. Wollweber’s nomination as head of the Einheitsverband might have
been decided in Hamburg or in Berlin as the plan was discussed in a blueprint
for strengthening the organisational work of the ish in late February/early
March 1932.275 Wollweber was a well-known character to both the party and
the authorities. He had served on a submarine during the war and instigated a
rebellion among its crew in Kiel in November 1918. He joined the kpd in 1919
and quickly rose in the ranks of the party. By 1921, he had become a member
of the party’s Central Committee and Political Secretary of the Hesse-Waldeck
district. Wollweber was notorious for his work behind the curtains and became
a master of clandestine operations. Arrested and charged with high treason in 1924, released in 1926, he was a member of the Prussian Federal State
Parliament since 1928.276 British Intelligence sources claim that Wollweber
participated as representative of the Reich Committee of the RGO at the ish
Executive Committee meeting in September 1931.277
6.3
The March 1932 Proposal for Global Work
Wollweber’s relocation to Hamburg was part of an ambitious design by the
ish leadership in early March 1932 to overhaul both the ish Secretariat and
the national sections. According to the March 1932 Proposal, two additional
273
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instructors were to be engaged. The first one was to operate in San Francisco,
charged to establish a local bureau of the ish and to start work among
Japanese seamen. The second one was to serve as a travelling instructor and
monitor the work of the Interclubs. Only two members of the ish Secretariat
were to remain in Hamburg, the rest were to be posted in various countries and
strengthen the work of the respective national sections of the ish.278
The blueprint stressed the need to open new avenues for agitation in countries where communist activities were illegal. The key idea was to charge
certain Interclubs to concentrate on specific target groups –Danzig on
Polish, Stockholm on Baltic and Finnish, Vienna on Romanian and Greek,
and Marseille on Italian and Yugoslavian mariners. Underground or illegal
Interclubs were to be established in Lisbon and Piraeus.279
Colonial seamen were a specific target group in British, Belgian and Dutch
ports. The smm was projected to establish a new Interclub in Cardiff that was
to focus on agitation among black seamen as well as to connect with seamen
in West Africa. The Interclub in Antwerp, in turn, was charged to open links to
Belgian Congo, while the Interclub in Rotterdam was to focus on Indonesian
seamen. Outside Europe, the ambition was to establish an Interclub in
Freetown in Sierra Leone in cooperation with the itucnw. The organisation
of Caribbean seamen and harbour workers was to be the prime target of a new
Interclub projected in Havana as well as the existing one in New Orleans.280
The March 1932 Proposal correlated in this respect with the intention of the
rilu Latin American Secretariat to establish a new bureau in New York for
coordinating its work in the Caribbean region.281 Further, the ish leadership
projected the (illegal) Interclub in Montevideo together with two new ones
in Buenos Aires and Santos to focus on work among Latin American seamen.
In the Pacific area, the revolutionary trade union opposition in Australia and
New Zealand were envisioned to link up with rilu Pan-Pacific Secretariat and
eventually to affiliate with the ish.282
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The implementation of the March 1932 Proposal proved difficult. Some of
its global visions, such as the push towards West Africa, proved impracticable
(see Section 4.5 in this chapter). Others were materialised, such as the organisation of the bureaus in San Francisco and New York. In Europe, the situation
in England continued to be pathetic (see Chapter 7.2.2). On the other hand, the
ish headquarters could list two operational successes by May 1932, namely the
arrangement of a conference for river transport workers on the Danube as well
as the establishment of illegal sections in Estonia, Finland and Latvia.
The Danube Conference has not left many traces. Summoned to an
unknown location in April 1932, its outcome was the formation of a special
ish Danube Committee.283 The operational area and organisational links of
the ish Danube Committee is reflected by the composition of its members,
namely representing the ish Secretariat and the rilu Berlin Bureau as well as
the red unions/revolutionary oppositions in Austria, Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia,
Germany, Hungary, Romania and Yugoslavia. The secretariat of the Danube
Committee was placed in Vienna and charged to publish a journal, Donauwacht,
in six languages.284
As expected, the conference ended with the adoption of a resolution
denouncing the itf and the ‘social fascist’ national trade union leaders as well
as presenting the ish to be the only defender of the maritime transport workers.285 However, the establishing of –mostly illegal –sections in the Danube
region proved soon illusionary. The Yugoslavian Party was not interested in
detaching a functionary to the Interclub in Vienna, the Czech red trade union
never replied to the invitations of the ish, and the German Party and the
RGO seemed indifferent to agitate among the Danube river transport workers.
Not less challenging was the situation in the other countries with either non-
existing union organisation in Bulgaria, Hungary and Romania or a crushed
union in Yugoslavia.286
Equally challenging was work in the Baltic region. However, the ish headquarters implemented a successful strategy to circumvent legal barriers by
establishing phantom ‘sections’ of the revolutionary opposition in the seamen’s
283
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unions in Estonia, Finland and Latvia. None of these ‘sections’ ever existed formally. However, in late spring 1932 three new publications were distributed
among Baltic and Finnish seamen –the Estonian Majakas, the Finnish Majakka
and the Latvian Baka.287 Each of them claimed to be published by a national
‘sections’ of the ish with editorial headquarters at the Interclub in Hamburg,
sometimes even referring to Albert Walter as editor in chief, see Figure 16.288
7

“Hands off China!” –Orchestrating a Global Campaign against
Japanese Imperialism

Global political campaigns launched by various communist organisations
after 1928 adhered to the ‘Class-against-Class’-doctrine and had to receive official backing from the Comintern headquarters. However, in contrast to the
earlier ‘United front’-tactic of inviting non-communist radical organisations
and activists to join a campaign, the new doctrine of ‘United front from below’
rejected any official cooperation with non-communist radical organisations
though still inviting non-communists to join the campaign. In addition, any
campaign launched after 1928 was to correlate with Soviet foreign security
doctrines, as was underlined in the 1927 Imperial War Theses. According to
these theses, any so-called imperialist war or conflict could develop into a new
World War that ultimately aimed to eradicate the Soviet Union.289 Communist
parties and labour unions where therefore to establish anti-war committees
and to organise boycotts of the shipment of military equipment to theatres of
war anywhere on the globe.290
The test case for the ish came during the 1931–32 Manchurian Crisis.
While Soviet foreign policy officially applied strict neutrality,291 the
Comintern and the rilu started an international solidarity campaign against
287
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290
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Baka, the publication of the Latvian section of the ish.
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Japanese imperialism and militarism when the West European Bureau of
the Comintern and the rilu European Bureau issued a joint statement condemning the Japanese attack on China in September 1931.292 Georgi Dimitrov,
the head of the West European Bureau, sent a message to Moscow and urged
the Comintern to issue an order to all communist parties to step up a campaign against the war danger and in defence of the Soviet Union. However,
the Comintern headquarters were slow to react. Only in November did the
Comintern issue an appeal where it warned that the Far Eastern conflict
might lead to a world war and that the Japanese were preparing to attack the
Soviet Union. The appeal included a call to establish China aid committees
and to organise protest meetings and demonstrations against the Japanese
aggression.293
The ‘Hands off China!’-campaign was rather successfully carried out by
communist non-party mass-organisations, such as the Workers’ International
Relief (Internationale Arbeiterhilfe) which had almost ten years of experience in mobilising for proletarian international solidarity.294 Mass mobilisation for China through the communist parties, on the other hand, proved
difficult. In Britain, for example, George Hardy blamed the lack of political
mobilisation during its opening phase in the autumn of 1931 on the fact that
few workers had any idea of the conflict, lest knew where Manchuria was
located.295 The inactivity of the communist parties resulted in harsh criticism
from the Comintern. After the attack by Japanese forces on Shanghai in late
January 1932, the stronghold of the Chinese Communist Party, the Comintern
demanded outright action from the communist parties.296 Consequently, the
British Communist Party made substantial effort during the spring of 1932
at popular mobilisation on the left. However, the campaign did not match
expectations and the failure to involve the industrial workers resulted in much
self-criticism.297
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The ‘Hands off China!’-campaign was the first global call for international
political mobilisation the ish, see Figure 17.298 The objective of the campaign,
the ish Secretariat informed its national sections in December 1931, was twofold. First, the task was to expose the itf for its ‘social fascist’ tendencies and its
support for imperialist war efforts. Second, the national sections were to establish local anti-war committees. The itf was accused for bluffing –its call to
stop the transportation of war material to the Far East was claimed to be bogus;
instead, the ish called to the seamen to boycott all shipments of military material to Japan.299 Already in its Resolution on colonial work of March 1931, the
ish accused ‘social fascist’ trade union leaders of the itf for splitting the ranks
of the sea transport workers, among others in Japan and China.300 In its first
reaction to the Manchurian Crisis, the ish denounced the itf for not having
condemned Japanese imperialism neither the attack against Manchuria.301 On
the contrary, the ish informed its members, the ‘reformist’ Japanese seamen
union backed its government and the leadership of the British seamen union
had rejected the call to boycott Japanese ships. In addition, in line with the
Imperialist War theses, the Japanese attack was believed to be the first stage of
a forthcoming imperialist attack upon the Soviet Union.302
The progress –and difficulties –of the ‘Hands off China!’-campaign will
be outlined below by focusing on the activities of the national sections of the
ish in the Scandinavian countries. A pamphlet of the ish was translated into
Danish and highlighted the crucial role of the Danish harbour workers as they
had the task to block any shipment of war material through the Danish Sounds
and on Danish ships.303 In Sweden, the war danger and the Manchurian Crisis
were the prime topic of the national congress of the radical sea transport
workers in December 1931.304 If the initial calls of the ish and its national sections had any immediate effects is unclear. It is more likely that the national
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f igure 17	
Protesting against the Japanese invasion of Manchuria, reports on actions against
Japanese imperialism following the ish ‘Hands-off-China’-campaign, published
in Sjøtransportarbeideren 2, no 6 (February 1932): 1. The journal was the organ of
the ish section in Norway.
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sections started its propaganda and agitation campaign after the new call by
the rilu Berlin Bureau in February 1932, directed to all metal and harbour
workers to prevent the transportation of military supplies destined for the use
against China and the Soviet Union.305 As the ish fully backed the call, the
national sections had to act. Anti-war meetings were organised, among others, in Stockholm in Sweden and the Swedish section issued a resolution that
criticised the Reformist leaders for inactivity and sabotaging local boycotts.306
In Denmark, both the seamen’s and the stokers’ unions issued resolutions condemning an (impending) attack on the Soviet Union and Soviet China.307 The
first anti-war committee was established in Gothenburg in March and one
month later the Hamn-och sjöproletären, the organ of the Swedish ish section,
reminded its readers of the utmost need to establish anti-war committees in
each harbour as military equipment also had been shipped to the Far East.308
Similar calls were published by the rfo-journals in Denmark and Norway.309
If the call to form anti-war committees in the Scandinavian countries had
a profound effect is not known. Still, there are some indications of their existence. A “mass demonstration” was organised by the harbour workers in Oslo
in March, protesting against the Japanese bombardment of Shanghai;310 while
Danish harbour workers protested in Copenhagen against the shipment of
war equipment on Danish vessels to Japan.311 One month later, the rfo in
the Oslo harbour tried to block the shipment of war equipment to Romanian
and Turkish ports;312 in May, they protested against the shipment of ammunition on a Norwegian freighter to Japan.313 The Manchurian Crisis and the
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anticipated/feared Imperial War had been one of the central themes discussed
at the World Congress of the ish in Altona in late May 1932,314 not surprisingly resulting in a condemnation of the itf and its demand to wait for the
final decision of the League of Nations.315 Danish and Swedish delegates being
present at the tactical discussions at the Conference, including the urge to
strengthen the work of the national anti-war committees,316 it is not surprising
that a joint Danish-Swedish anti-war meeting was called to be held in Elsinore
in early July.317 At least in Gothenburg, the new tactic resulted in the establishment of a ‘Vigilance and action committee’, the Röd Hamnkontroll (Red
Harbour Control).318
Locally organised boycotts and anti-war activities were to be utilised in
international propaganda and agitation campaigns. A successful boycott
anywhere on the globe was to be reported in the national organs of the sections as they were to serve as an example and stimulate for similar actions
in the harbours. For example, the readers of Majakka, the organ of the illegal
Finnish section of the ish, were informed about a successful action against
the ship Caronia “in an English harbour:” The harbour workers had delayed the
departure of the ship by pouring sulphuric acid in its engine.319 The Danish
rfo-journal Rød Kurs reported about two events, one successful, one failed: in
Gothenburg, the dockers’ union had rejected the demand of boycotting the
freighter Hemland, whereas 23 stokers had tried to stop the Japanese-owned
steamer New Amsterdam in Durban (and, as a consequence, were jailed by the
South African police).320
As anticipated by the ish, the ‘Hands off China!’-campaign was not backed by
the leadership of the national unions of sea transport workers in Scandinavia.
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On their part, the union leadership regarded the campaign to be nothing else
than a communist move to split the unions. Why boycott the shipment of war
equipment to Japan when the Soviet Union was at the same time allowing the
transport of Japanese troops on the Soviet-controlled East Manchurian railway, the editor of the Swedish union journal Sjömannen asked?321 Also, the
so-called peace propaganda of the communists was nothing else than a bluff
and one of the few successful boycotts in a Swedish harbour turned out to be
directed against a ship carrying gun powder to Turkey, mocked the journal.322
The communist journal Hamn-och sjöproletären did not reply to these accusations. Typically, they regarded the reformist critique as nothing else but a
veiled attack by the capitalists and ship owners who sided with the Japanese
imperialists. Nevertheless, the discrepancies between Soviet and Comintern/
rilu policies during the Manchurian Crisis must have been difficult to explain
for the party’s rank and file when they were confronted by socialist or non-
organised seamen and harbour workers.
The problem with the various calls for the boycott of military shipments was
that they did not result in a mass mobilisation of the local workers. Although
the communists tried to organise local strikes and actions in various harbours
throughout Western Europe and the USA, they usually failed to prevent the
transportation of war equipment to the Japanese forces. In Britain, for example, the radical left as well as the smm were unable to persuade harbour workers to take action, and vessels loaded with ammunition, such as the Glenshiel
in April 1932 and the ‘death ship’ Glengarry in May 1932, managed to embark
from British ports.323 Norway, a correspondent of the Sjøtransportarbeideren
criticised the unwillingness of the harbor workers’ union leadership to organise a boycott in the harbour of Oslo;324 the only successful blockade was organised in December 1932.325 In Sweden, where the formation of harbour cells and
anti-war committees had been slow, the national section of the ish critically
remarked that several shipments of war material had left Sweden during the
spring of 1932.326
321
322
323
324
325
326

“Internationell orientering,” Sjömannen 5 (1932): 131. An identical text was published one
month later in the organ of the Swedish stokers’ union Eldaren.
“Vad är krigsmaterial och hur förhindra krig?,” Sjömannen 8 (1932): 225–226.
(Half-burnt copy) Inf. notes 7.4.1932 and 9.4.1932, George Hardy personal file, kv 2/1027,
tna. Buchanan, East Wind, 52. According to British Intelligence sources, Hardy used eight
trusted (unemployed) men to search the docks for ships going to Shanghai.
“Oslo bryggearbeidere må ta initiativet til en effektiv blockade av all våben og ammunisjonstransport,” Sjøtransportarbeideren 6, no. 6–7 (1932): 2–3.
“Norske skibe smuggler ammunisjon inn i Kina,” Sjøtransportarbeideren 6, no. 12 (1932): 1.
“Kamp mot kriget –Bilda antikrigskommittéer!,” Hamn-och sjöproletären 2, no. 4 (1932): 4.
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The ish Secretariat also made use of the itucnw to instigate the ‘Hands off
China!’-campaign among black mariners. A first call on global solidarity was
published in The Negro Worker in late 1931. In line with the Comintern theses on
the forthcoming Imperialist War, the black toilers were called to act against the
Japanese aggressors and to defend the Soviet Union.327 For the next 6 months,
The Negro Worker was to carry in each issue calls to join the “Hands off China!”-
campaign in each issue. In March 1932, the itucnw officially rallied behind
the ish’s resolution on the war in the Far East and urged black harbour workers
and mariners to stop the transportation of war material to Japan.328 The covers
of both the March and the April issues of The Negro Worker carried the slogans
of the global campaign –“Hands off China” and “Defend the Soviet Union!”
as well as demanding “Down With the Imperialist War Mongers!” and “Not
a Gun for the Imperialist War Mongers!”. In May, its readers were reminded
that to defend the Soviet Union is to defend the interests of the working-class
and were urged to protest against Japanese imperialism and Western interference in China: “Negro Workers! Rally to fight against the Japanese robber war!
Against the war inciters and war criminals! For immediate withdrawal of all
imperialist troops and gun boats from China! Against the partition of China
and for the defense of the Chinese Soviet districts!”329 Padmore was quick to
notify his readers that both France and Britain were supporting Japanese war
efforts by sending war materials to the Far East.330
However, a close reading of The Negro Worker reveals that the ‘Hands off
China’-campaign soon became of peripheral interest of the itucnw. What
mattered more for Padmore was the international campaign in support of the
Scottsboro Boys. The ‘Scottsboro Boys’ were nine young African Americans
who had been charged with the rape of two white girls in Scottsboro, Alabama
in March 1931. The evidence was dubious and was challenged both by the
bourgeois as well as the left-wing press. When the local court sentenced them
to death in April 1931, a nationwide wave of protest against the lynch justice
in the US South was organised by the International Labor Defence and was
made a global affair by the International Red Aid.331 In June 1931, the rilu
Secretariat ordered the itucnw to develop the Scottsboro campaign into a
327
328
329
330
331

“The War Danger. War in the East. Negro Workers, defend the Soviet Union and the
Chinese Revolution!,” The Negro Worker, 1, no. 10–11 (October–November 1931): 3.
G.P., “War in the East,” The Negro Worker 2, no. 3 (March 1932): 9.
Cyril Briggs, “Negro Workers, Fight Against Intervention,” The Negro Worker 2, no. 5 (May
1932): 8.
George Padmore, “The World Today,” The Negro Worker 2, no. 8 (August 1932): 2.
On the international Scottsboro Campaign, see Miller, Pennybaker, and Rosenhaft,
“Mother Ada Wright.”
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mass mobilisation of black workers throughout the Atlantic,332 a task that
especially Padmore was to put in the forefront of his activities when he took
over the Hamburg Secretariat. From May 1932 onwards, the itucnw and its
mouthpiece wholeheartedly focussed on the Scottsboro campaign,333 leaving the calling black seamen and harbour workers to support the ‘Hands off
China!’-campaign solely to the ish.
332
333

Concrete proposals on Report of Work of Hamburg Committee, 10.6.1931, 534/3/668, 25–
26, rgaspi.
See further Weiss, Framing A Radical African Atlantic, 392–397.

c hapter 7

Assembling the Global Radical Waterfront
The ‘Fighting International of the Radical Maritime Transport Workers’ was
to be officially inaugurated at a forthcoming world congress to be held in
Hamburg on 20 May 1932, declared the ‘Provisional’ Executive Committee
after its meeting in September 1931.1 Projected as a global manifestation
of the radical waterfront, invitations were sent to both national unions
and opposition groups. The ish Secretariat initiated a global propaganda
campaign, and published a special pamphlet outlining the agenda and
objectives of the congress, see Figure 18. Ambitions were set high. The congress was to constitute a ‘global front’ against the shipowners’s attempts to
press wages and to deteriorate working conditions, against the threat of
an impending world war, and in support of the struggles of the maritime
transport workers in the colonial world. In line with the ‘United front from
below’-tactic, the pamphlet contained two messages. First, communist as
well as non-communist members of the national maritime transport workers’ union were incited to elect delegations for the congress. Second, and
in line with the ‘Confrontation’-tactic, the itf was branded as being thew
lackey of the shipping industry while the leaders of the national unions were
denounced as traitors of the working class.2 Not surprisingly, the national
unions refrained from responding, and the invitation mainly circulated in
the communist press.3
A call signed by an ‘International Committee’ further underscored the projected global outreach of the congress. For an outside spectator (or police
informant), it was just a list of names but an examination of the list reveals the
composition of the collective ish leadership and their regions of operations
during spring 1932, see Table 10.
Meanwhile in Moscow, the rilu Budget Commission prepared an outline
for the congress. It calculated a total of usd 20,000 to cover the expenses for
250 delegates for five days plus for an additional 100 participants for eight
days. A special meeting at the rilu headquarters discussed the invitation of
1 Richtlinien an das Europäische Sekretariat, 18.10.1931, 534/4/347, 126, rgaspi.
2 Kleine Bibliothek der ish, 20. Mai 1932 in Hamburg. Einheitskongress des
Wassertransportproletariats der Welt (Hamburg: International of Seamen and Harbour
Workers, no date [1931/32]).
3 Weiss, För kampen internationellt!, 187–189.
© Holger Weiss, 2021 | DOI:10.1163/9789004463288_011
This is an open access chapter distributed under the terms of the CC BY 4.0 license.
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f igure 18	
Calling the radical waterfront to meet at the world congress, pamphlet published
by the ish in spring 1932. The pamphlet publicised the agenda and the objectives
of the forthcoming ish World Congress.

black seamen and the rilu Budget Commission proposed ten delegates to be
invited from Africa; however, the travel costs of 540 usd for two of the African
delegates, one from Oran, the other from Sierra Leone, were to be covered by
the ish.4
Securing the participation of black seamen at the congress was in tandem
with the rilu and ish visions of mobilising black mariners into the revolutionary trade union opposition. In early January 1932, a high-ranking steering
committee summoned in Moscow to outline the cooperation between the ish
and the itucnw in relation to the ish World Congress. The main topic on the
agenda was a proposal –perhaps authored by George Padmore –about bringing black seamen to the World Congress as well as establishing Interclubs in
Africa (Freetown and Cape Town) and the Caribbean (Curaçao and Jamaica).
While the question of establishing new Interclubs remained on the table,
the meeting agreed that each of the delegations from Belgium, France, the
Netherlands and the United Kingdom should include black members. Finally,
4 Kostenvorschlag zum 1. Weltkongress der ish, 534/8/157, 192, rgaspi.
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Geographic composition of ish leadership by spring 1932

Name published in 1932 call

Country published in
1932 call

Not mentioned in
1932 call

Walter
Hardy, Thompson
Hudson, “Hink” [i.e., Mink]
Woll Weber [i.e., Wollweber],
Volkman
Kouyaté, Blankaert, Olivier
Kobayashi
Alvarino
Kommissarenko
Ratti
Raoul Martinez
Nunez
Schaap
Verkeest
Samsing
Jensen
Persson
J. Shuba
Liao
Bart [i.e., Barth]

ish Secretariat
England
USA
Germany

smm
mwiu
Einheitsverband

France
Japan
Latin America
Soviet Union
Italy
Portugal
Spain
Holland
Belgium
Norway
Denmark
Sweden
South Africa
China
Danube countries

fump
uwtw
film
rtuo
rtuo
rfo
rfo
rfo
csa
rtuo

source: “appell till sjötransportarbetarna inför sjötransportarbetarnas
första världskongress,” ny dag 26.4.1932

the steering committee commissioned Garan Kouyaté to present a report on
the colonial question at the congress.5
Preparations for the congress were in full swing by March 1932. Most sections had responded positively and had started to nominate delegations, see
Figure 19. The documents prepared by the rilu Secretariat for the congress,
5 Huiswoud to Padmore, [Moscow] 6.1.1932, 534/3/753, 33, rgaspi. The Surinamese-born
Communist Otto Huiswoud had replaced Padmore in fall 1931 as head of the rilu Negro
Bureau.
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f igure 19	
The radical waterfront heading towards Hamburg, illustration titled
“International kampfront” (International fighting front), published in Rød Kurs 2
(May 1932).

including the resolution and statutes of the ish, arrived in early April.
Pechmann was pleased, and notified that the ish instructors in Belgium,
France, the Netherlands and Spain did their best to propagate for the congress,
and that a fifth instructor was about to be sent to Greece.6
However, three of the national sections seemed to have severe problems.
News from England continued to be disturbing, Hardy and Thompson quarrelled, and the smm had not even started its campaign for the congress. Albert
Walter therefore rushed to London for a serious discussion with the smm
leadership.7 In France, the ongoing reorganisation of the fump had a negative impact on the campaign and it only started after the removal of Auguste
Dumay from his position.8 Interestingly, this might explain why his name is
missing in Table 10. Disappointing news were also received from Vladivostok
6 Leo [Pechmann] to “Werte Genossen,” [Berlin] 22.4.1932, 534/4/405, 210 –213, rgaspi.
7 Heckert to “Lieber Alexander” [Lozovsky], Berlin 9.3.1932, 534/4/405, 148 –151, rgaspi; Leo
[Pechmann] to “Cher Camarades,” [Berlin] 22.3.1932, 534/4/405, 167–168, rgaspi.
8 Leo [Pechmann] to “Werte Genossen,” [Berlin] 19.4.1932, 534/4/405, 184–186, rgaspi.
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where the ish representative had failed to get in contact with the illegal/
underground ish section in Japan.9
Lozovsky reacted to the problems of enlisting participants to the ish World
Congress by asking the ecci to interfere. The latter, in turn, ordered Lozovsky
to nominate a commission to lead the congress, and to telegraph the British,
Czechoslovakian, French, German, Polish, and US American parties and urge
them to nominate delegations to the congress. The decision of the composition and sending of a delegation from the Soviet water transport workers’
union, however, was a matter of Soviet Party, not the rilu, the ecci reminded.
In addition, the ecci ordered the rilu Secretariat to draft a condemnation of
the itf for its rejection to participate at the congress, which was to circulate
after the congress.10
Negative news added up in April 1932 when Walter informed Pechmann at
the rilu Berlin Bureau that the local authorities had rejected his application
to organise a congress in Hamburg. This must have come as a surprise as none
of the comrades had even considered the possibility of a negative reply by the
Hamburg police. Pechmann suspected that the rejection was due to a French
intervention. Walter had to find a new location for the venue and travelled
to Copenhagen to discuss the matter with Richard Jensen. Their solution was
to move the congress to the Danish capital but they decided not to issue an
official declaration about the decision. Instead, Hamburg was to remain as the
location of the venue as long as the Danish authorities considered Jensen’s
application.11
The rilu headquarters in Moscow accepted the plan to move the congress
to Copenhagen in early May but reminded the organising committee about
necessity for it to be a legal event. In case of a negative answer from the Danish
authorities, the rilu Secretariat urged the organisers to prepare an alternative
plan for the venue if Copenhagen turned out to be impossible.12
At this point, the rilu Secretariat had finished its instructions for the
congress and Lozovsky presented them at a meeting of the ecci Political
Commission in early May. A critical paragraph was the affiliation of the ish
with the rilu, and the ecci underscored that the paragraph had to be reformulated as to leave the decision open, i.e., not to be decided by ish Congress.
9
10
11
12

Report from Kennedy to Johnson, [Vladivostok] 14.2.1932, 534/4/415, 29, rgaspi.
Protokoll (A) Nr 234 der Politischen Kommission des ekki der Sitzung am 9.4.1932, 495/
4/182, rgaspi.
Leo [Pechmann] to “Werte Genossen,” [Berlin] 22.4.1932, 534/4/405, 201–213, rgaspi.
See §19, Instruktionen für die Kommission zur Leitung des Internationalen Kongresses
der ish, 11.5.1932, 534/5/232, 35, rgaspi.
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Instead, the paragraph was to indicate that the ish was closer to the rilu than
the iftu (Amsterdam International). Hoping for at least some ‘reformist’ delegates to participate, the ecci ruled that if they did not oppose to the idea of
an affiliation, the Congress was to authorise the ISH Executive Committee to
start negotiations with the rilu. However, the final decision abour the ish’s
affiliation with the rilu was to be made at the congress following the impeding one. To ensure the realisation of the plan, the ecci ruled that the majority
of members nominated for the ish Executive Committee were supporters of
the rilu.13 The decision of the ecci was a somewhat desperate attempt to
present the ish in public as an ‘independent’ organisation and to blur its subordination to the rilu. Obviously, the ecci strategists believed that the 1932
ish Congress would nominate a leadership whose composition the rilu had
prepared in advance, and that a following world congress, perhaps to summon
in 1933 or 1934, would ratify the affiliation. While the first part of the plan materialised, the second part never did. Officially, therefore, the ish never affiliated
to the rilu but remained an ‘independent’ organisation.
Meanwhile in Hamburg, the organisers were approaching the final phase in
their preparations. A (new) brochure in English, French, German, Norwegian,
and Spanish containing the agenda and objectives of the congress was printed
in 57,000 copies.14 News poured in at the ish headquarters about positive
responses to the international campaign for the congress –the water transport workers in Portugal declared their participation, the harbour workers’
union in Cape Town had elected a delegation but the authorities had barred
them from leaving South Africa, and unions in Cuba, Iceland, New Zealand,
and Peru had been in contact with the ish.15 Activities and collections in support of the congress were arranged by the Interclubs and the revolutionary
oppositions in Belgium, Denmark, France, Germany, Norway, Poland, Sweden,
and Switzerland.16 Government authorities, in turn, responded by denying
passport to delegates bound to Hamburg.17 For a moment it even seemed that
the organisers had to cancel the congress as the Danish authorities –hardly
13
14
15
16
17

Protokoll (B) Nr 240 der Politischen Kommission des ekki der Sitzung am 9.5.1932, 495/
4/188, rgaspi.
Bericht Polizeipräsident Berlin, 15.6.1932, Berichtserstatter Regierungsassessor Dr. Arian,
Abt. 301 Akten des Ober-Präsidiums der Provinz Schleswig-Holstein betreffend die kpd,
4534, las.
“In Kapstadt, Peru, Kuba, Island,” Hamburger Volkszeitung 14/15.5.1932.
“Seeleute und Hafenarbeiter in allen Ländern rüsten zum Weltkongress!,” Hamburger
Volkszeitung 17.5.1932.
“Hafenarbeiter in Dünkirchen erzwingen Ausstellung von Pässen,” Hamburger
Volkszeitung 18.5.1932.
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surprising –rejected the application. Walter hurried to Altona, a town next to
Hamburg but administratively part of Prussia, and conviced the local police
authorities to permit the congress to convene on Prussian territory.18
The announcement of arranging the congress in Altona caused great exitement among the communists in Hamburg. “The delegates of the congress will
be the guests of the Hamburg proletariat,” the Hamburger Volkszeitung enthusiastically declared.19 A few days later the tone changed to the opposite –the
police authorities had also prohibited to summon the congress in Altona!20
“International” protests followed, organised by the Interclub in Hamburg,
500 protesting …21 A new announcement followed on 20 May: The ban had
been revoked!22 The communist press exulted: The organisers had managed to
evade the prohibitons enforced by the social democratic trade union leaders
and their symphatisers among the Hamburg police auhtorities.23
1

A Global Moment: Altona, 21–24 May 1932

Despite police harassment and all sorts of difficulties, 173 delegates representing 31 nations managed to arrive in Altona. The communist press hailed the
congress as the global moment of the unified radical waterfront.24 The congress transgressed racial and political barriers and articulated international
proletarian solidarity, trumpeted the ish:
In complete unanimity the delegates of all races and nationalities participated in the discussion of the problems in regard to the organisation of
economic struggles, the fight against imperialist war, the support of the

18
19
20
21
22
23
24

Kongress der ish, 534/5/232, 75–76, rgaspi; “Der Kongress tagt in Altona,” Hamburger
Volkszeitung 12.5.1932.
“Hallo! Die Delegierten des Welteinheitskongresses der ish sind die Gäste des Hamburger
Proletariats,” Hamburger Volkszeitung 12.5.1932.
“ish-Kongress auch in Altona verboten!,” Hamburger Volkszeitung 18.5.1932.
“Seeleute aller Länder protestieren gegen Verbot des ish-Kongresses,” Hamburger
Volkszeitung 19.5.1932.
“Verbot des Kongresses der Wassertransportarbeiter aufgehoben,” Hamburger
Volkszeitung 20.5.1932.
“Rot Front den Wassertransportarbeitern der Welt!,” Hamburger Volkszeitung 21/22.5.1932;
“Internationaler Kampfkongress gegen Krieg,” Arbeiter-Illustrierte Zeitung xi, no. 24
(1932): 568.
“Internationale Kampfeinheit gegen Hunger und Krieg,” Hamburger Volkszeitung
23.5.1932.
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doubly exploited and suppressed colonial comrades standing before the
Congress.”25
Half of the delegations represented the revolutionary trade union opposition
and red unions, the rilu Berlin Bureau noted, the other half comprised of
representatives from “reformist” or syndicalist unions.26 Some of the delegates
represented itf-member unions, communist observers noted; the delegate of
the Danish Seamen’s Union even announced that his union just recently voted
for affiliating to the ish, while the delegates from the Danish Stokers’ Union
and the local union of maritime transport workers in Seville informed that
their unions were about to vote leaving the itf. Clearly, the impression was
that the ish was about to break the ranks of the itf, see Figure 20.27
The Prussian police authorities in Berlin were perplexed when hearing
about the congress as they would never have accepted the application for
organising the venue. The local police authorities received harsh criticism
about their blunder to revoke the ban. The police authorities in Berlin bashed
the local police for having failed the recognise that it was a venue where militant radicals convened, some of them publicly known as notorious infesters
of suspicious communist and Bolshevik propaganda. Even worse, discrepancies existed in Altona and Berlin about the exact number of participants,
local police informants in Altona claimed 242 persons participating while
the Berlin police authorities only listed 189 participants. The list prepared by
the local police in Altona counted 186 foreign delegates of which only one,
Kommissarenko, represented Soviet Russia, while the Berlin police authorities
listed only 79 foreigners including a 25-person Russian delegation (although
this information was later corrected: only Kommissarenko had participated at
the congress).28 However, the different numbers reflect the daily fluctuations
of participants at the congress as was reflected in the two lists of delegates
prepared by the ish, see Table 11.
An analysis of the composition of the delegations indicates the uneven outreach of the ish. More than half of the mandated delegates originated from
Germany and the Scandinavian countries, indicating the relative weight of

25
26
27
28

The World Unity Congress of the International Water Transport Workers and its Decisions
(Hamburg: International of Seamen and Harbour Workers, no date [ca. 1932]), 4.
Kongress der ish, 534/5/232, 75, rgaspi.
The World Unity Congress of the International Transport Workers: 4.
Dr. Klaussner, Preuss. Ministerium des Inneren an d. Herrn Regierungspräsidenten in
Schleswig, Berlin, 27. Juni 1932, Zum Bericht vom 1. Juni 1932 betr. ish Kongress, Abt. 301
Akten des Ober-Präsidiums der Provinz Schleswig-Holstein betreffend die kpd, 4534, las.
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f igure 20	
Seamen giving the clenched-fist salute in front of the International Seamen’s
Club at Rothesoodstrasse during the ish World Congress. The photograph
was taken in 1932 by an unknown photographer. It was not published in the
proceedings of the congress. About twenty years later, it was published in the
itf-monthly International Transport Workers’ Journal xiv, no. 4 (April 1954): 60.

these sections within the ish. Most of the delegations comprised only a few
members due to the high expenses of traveling to Hamburg. Some organisations, such as the fishermen’s association in Havana, had no financial means at
their disposal for sending a delegate.29 Others, such as the Australian delegate,
were delayed and only arrived after the congress had closed, while a representative from South Africa was claimed to have participated but was not listed
among the mandated members, see Figure 21.30

29
30

“30 Schilling von den Fischern in Havanna für den Weltkongress,” Hamburger Volkszeitung
18.5.1932.
Leo Braun, Über den Kongress der Seeleute, 2.6.1932, 534/5/405, 242, rgaspi. The identification of Leo Braun is unclear. It could be an alias of Pechmann who participated at the
congress, or refer to another person at the rilu Berlin Bureau who used the name/alias
of Braun, sometimes also Brown.
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Delegates at the 1932 ish World Congress

Sweden
Iceland
Latvia
Poland
Austria
Hungary
Czechoslovakia
Netherlands
[French] Indochina
China
Norway
Estonia
Finland
Romania
Italy
Spain
Greece
[Belgian] Congo
Somaliland
Switzerland
Indonesia
Denmark
Portugal
France
Belgium
Japan
Sovjet Union
United Kingdom
Germany
USA
Danzig

las1

las2

12
1
2
1
2
1
1
6
1
2
11
2
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
21
3
8
6
2
1
8
45
9
1

15
1
3
1
3
1
1
6
3
11
1
1
1
3
1
1
1
1
22
3
9
6
2
7
56
8
1
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Algeria
Yugoslavia
In total

Chapter 7
Delegates at the 1932 ish World Congress (cont.)

las1

las2

156

1
1
171

source: las1= abschrift. vertreten sind delegierte aus folgenden ländern,
material des kongresses der ish vom 21–2 4.5.1932, poliseipräsident altona-
wandsbek, 1.7.1932, abt. 301 akten des ober-p räsidiums der provinz schleswig-
holstein betreffend die kpd, 4534 (1932–1933), las; las2= mandatsprüfungskommission, protokoll des 1. welt-e inheits-kongresses der revolutionären
wassertransportarbeiter, abt. 301 akten des ober-
p räsidiums der provinz
schleswig-h olstein betreffend die kpd, 4534 (1932–1 933), las

f igure 21	Delegates leaving the premises of the congress venue. The ish World Congress
convened at the convention hall Papstsälen in Altona. In fact, the illustration is a
postcard, probably produced during the congress by the ish, source: Sammlung
Rene Serenko, Hamburg. The postcard carries no information of the publisher
or photographer. The banner above the entrance carries the text: Hier tagt der
1. Weltkongress der ish (Here convenes the First World Congress of the ish).
René Seneko kindly forwarded a digital copy of postcard to me. The individuals
on the photograph have not yet been identified, at least one of them being a
black delegate, another a female participant. See also “Objekt: 1932_ish” at http://
niqolas.de/postcard-social.de/1926 (checked 16.12.2020).
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The most important task of the congress was to nominate a 35-member executive committee as well as to confirm the statutes and organisational structures
of the ish. As noted above, the rilu Secretariat had prepared the documents and,
not surprisingly, the congress unanimously adopted them. While the statutes were
published in the congress publication, the composition of the executive committee was never publicised. Neither was there any official announcement about a
change in the ish leadership and the abolishment of the post of ish president. In
effect, George Hardy was deposed –in fact, he was not even elected to the new
executive committee, see below –and Albert Walter, as ish Secretary, came out as
the new head of the organisation. Internal documentation give some hints about
the composition of the new executive committee which, among others, included
Ernst Wollweber (Germany), Joseph Schaap (Netherlands), Garan Kouyaté and
Wymiens (France), Alec Robson and Joe Keenan (England), Nunez (Spain), Barth
(Austria/Danube Committee), Richard Jensen and Borglund (Denmark) as well as
three unidentified members from Norway, Sweden and the USA.31
The congress discussed three major themes; the congress publication
included at least shortened versions of the three reports, see Figure 22. Each
of them starting with a general thematic presentation, followed by lengthy discussions, and ending with the adoption of a resolution (which had been prepared in advance in Moscow). Albert Walter opened the first theme by giving
an overview of the concurrent crisis of the shipping industry and the necessity
of a united front among the maritime transport workers. Tommy Ray32 from
the USA spoke about the fight against the Japanese invasion in Manchuria and
the impending war against the Soviet Union. Garan Kouyaté’s report on the
organisation of the colonial maritime transport workers’ fight for economic
justice opened the third theme.33
31

32
33

Walter to “Werte Genossen,” Hamburg 2.12.1932, 534/5/231, 78, rgaspi. The ish Executive
Committee had a meeting in Amsterdam at the end of August 1932 to discuss the launching
of a new international campaign for full employment on board the ships and in the harbours. However, apart from a press clipping, I have so far not found any documentation on
the meeting. See “Internationale Aktion des Wassertransportproletariats,” Internationale
Gewerkschafts-Presse-Korrespondenz 70 (1933), enclosed in Nachrichtensammelstelle
R.M.I., Betrifft: Internationale der Seeleute und Hafenarbeiter (Streikvorbereitungen),
Berlin 5.10.1932, rav Botschaft Moskau 196, paaa.
Stated as ‘Rey’ in the published report of the congress whom I identify as Tommy Ray who
represented the mwiu.
The texts to the [Resolution on] ‘The Situation of the Water Transport Workers and
the Creation of the International Unity Front for Struggle against Shipping Capital’,
[Resolution on the] ‘Struggle against Imperialist War’, and ‘Resolution on the situation
and struggles of the seamen and harbour workers in the colonial and semi-colonial countries and the tasks of the sections of the ish’, were published in The World Unity Congress.
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f igure 22	
The published proceedings of the ish World Congress. The proceedings were
published in Danish, English, and German, at least.
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The congress itself proceeded on three levels. Large plenary sessions were
held where a wide range of themes were discussed, such as unjust living and
working conditions on board the ships, and demands for seven-hour working days and a just salary. Another theme was the right to establish and join
unions as well as the right to strike on board ships (hitherto prohibited by
maritime law), strike techniques, and under what circumstances one should
pursue specific strike tactics. A third general theme was the positions of
seamen a future conflict or even war; a fourth theme was the potential of
the revolutionary trade union opposition for gaining more influence in
socialist-controlled unions. In general, the discussions ended in the adoption
of “demand programmes” which had been prepared in advance at the rilu
headquarters.34
Apart from large plenary sessions, special commissions on work among
Baltic, British and colonial mariners organised their own closed meetings and
sub-conferences, see below. In addition, a special conference for women was
organised on Sunday 22 May;35 unfortunately, not much is known about it. The
conference for young maritime transport workers numbered twelve participants, convened parallel to the congress, and resulted in the establishment of a
specific Youth Commission and the adoption of directives for work among the
maritime youth.36 Last, but not least, the inner circle of the communists and
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The following “programmes of demand” circulated at the congress (and a copy
of them had been obtained by the finks of the police in Altona): Internationales
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Internationales Forderungsprogramm der Hafenarbeiter [International programme of
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fishermen], draft versions included in: Polizeipräsident Altona-
Wandsbek, 1.7.1932,
Material des Kongresses der ish vom 21–24.5.1932, Abt. 301 Akten des Ober-Präsidiums
der Provinz Schleswig-Holstein betreffend die kpd, 4534, las.
“Frauen kämpfen gegen Krieg und Hunger!,” Hamburger Volkszeitung 18.5.1932; “Frauen
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Hamburger Volkszeitung 21/22.5.1932.
Entwurf über die Lage der jugendlichen Wassertransportarbeiter und die Aufgaben der
ish und ihrer Sektionen, no date [1932], 534/5/231, 179–186, rgaspi; “Resolution of the
Youth Commission of the Unity Congress of the International Water Transport Workers,”
published in The World Unity Congress.
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trusted activists gathered held behind the curtains out of sight of the public
and non-invited delegates.37
Opening the Baltic Dimension
1.1
Scandinavia and the Baltic region constituted a promising arena for the ish.
After the dissolution of the Scandinavian Secretariat in early spring 1931, the
ish Secretariat established direct links to its national sections in Denmark,
Norway and Sweden. One year later, it drafted a plan for connecting with opposition groups in the Estonian, Finnish and Latvian seamen’s unions.38 A first
step was the publication of journals in the name of fictive ish sections in
spring 1932, see Figure 23; the next one was to summon delegates from the
Baltic region to the World Congress. The plan materialised although only the
Finnish delegate came from his home country whereas the five Estonians had
arrived from Antwerp and Rotterdam. The Latvian delegation was the largest one, comprising of eight members, probably also arriving from Northern
European ports. Walter held a meeting with the so-called ‘Baltic delegation’ in
conjunction with the World Congress to discuss strategic and tactical matters.
As an outcome, the ‘Baltic Committee’ was set up at Rothesoodstrasse. Its main
task was to coordinate the activities of the Baltic sections of the Interclubs
in Antwerp, Danzig, Hamburg, and Rotterdam.39 Operations of the Baltic
Committee commenced in September when L. Avotin, a.k.a. Ernest Lambert,
started as its head.40
Another important operational field of the ish was Denmark as the
Danish Straits were the lock to the Baltic Sea. The ish Secretariat must have
regarded organisational developments in Denmark as highly promising. The
Søtransportarbeidernes rfo, the Danish section of the ish, announced the
expansion of the revolutionary opposition in the maritime unions in Denmark
at its second national conference in March 1932. Counting 800 members and
31 ships cells, the stage was set for its next goal, namely the conquest of union
leadership and the affiliation of the unions with the ish. Main attention was at
first towards the Danish Seamen’s Union whose social democratic leadership
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Erik Nørgaard, Revolutionen der udeblev. Kominterns virksomhed med Ernst Wollweber
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Walter/
Stein/
Adolf, Vorschläge zur Stärkung der organisatorischen Arbeit der ish,
Hamburg, 1.3.1932, 534/5/230, 53, rgaspi.
Walter, Bericht über die Konferenz der Baltischen Sektion der ish, die vom 19–21 Mai 1932
in Hamburg tagte, 534/5/232, 36–37, rgaspi.
Minutes 23.9.1932, 23.11.1932, Ernst Lambert (Avotin) personal file, kv 2/3729, tna.
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f igure 23	
Majakka, the organ of the (non-existing) Finnish section of the ish.
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only narrowly had repelled an attempt by the opposition to cut the unions ties
with the itf and to affiliate with the ish in November 1931. The opposition initiated a new vote half a year later, and to the surprise of the union leadership,
the opposition managed to rally a majority behind their proposition. However,
the cheers at the ish World Congress proved premature as the union leadership organised a vote to revoke the decision. What followed was a propaganda
war carried out in union and opposition journals.41 The ish Secretariat intervened at the end of the year by sending a stiff reprimand to the Danish Party
and the dkp sea cell, criticising them for applying the wrong tactic. Above all,
it was a mistake to present the ish in public as a communist international.
Instead, the ish Secretariat urged the Danish comrades to disguise any links
between the party and the ish, and to launch a counter-campaign signed by
“a group of ish-supporters.” The counter-campaign was to present the ish as
an independent, non-aligned platform with no links to the Comintern or the
rilu.42
Meanwhile, the Danish stokers’ union –already dominated by the communists with Richard Jensen playing the role as grey eminence –had voted for
affiliating with the ish in May 1932 but the social democratic union leadership
managed to postpone the decision.43
Apart from the tense situation in Denmark, the ish Secretariat was aware of
the expiration of tariffs in Denmark, Finland and Sweden at the end of 1932. In
all three countries, the shipowners had announced drastic reductions in wages.
Anticipating tough negotiations and the potential for the revolutionary opposition to take a leading role in upcoming strikes, Walter summoned the representatives of the Scandinavian opposition for a conference in Copenhagen in
early January 1933.44
1.2
Exit George Hardy
Communist agitation and propaganda among the maritime transport workers had a complex if not complicated history in Britain. The formation of
Interclubs and revolutionary nuclei had never been successful, neither had the
revolutionary opposition any strong position within the national unions. The
British Party had been lukewarm in rendering support to work among maritime transport workers, partly as it lacked both functionaries and funds. The
Minority Movement had been late in organising a special unit for work among
41
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Weiss, För kampen internationellt!, 274, 313–314.
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seamen and had repelled all propositions from the rilu, the ipac-t w and
the ish to transform the Seamen’s Minority Movement (smm) into a genuine
red union.
The ish Secretariat announced George Hardy’s return to England in early
June 1931 to be a new injection for the campaign to establish a red seamen’s
union in Britain. Soon, however, discouraging news reached Hamburg. In early
autumn, Hardy and Fred Thompson had to acknowledge the fact that the initial timetable for forming the new union in September was unrealistic. Hardy
informed the ish Secretariat that the project had to be postponed as the smm
lacked a sizeable membership and efficient functionaries and cadres;45 a few
days later, the Minority Movement confirmed Hardy’s statement.46
Prompted by the negative news, the ish Secretariat made its own assessment
about the situation in England and seemed to have lost confidence in Hardy
already during autumn 1931. Hardy, in turn, realised this and confronted Walter
by asking how one should interpret the sentence “When you were President of
the ish” in Walter’s letter? If he had been dismissed from his post, then surely
the comrades in Hamburg could tell him when and why this decision had been
made, Hardy reasoned.47 Walter did not respond. However, Walter, Pechmann
and Shelley had probably already made up their mind to dump Hardy from the
ish leadership at the forthcoming World Congress.
Next, the ish Executive Committee discussed the setbacks in Britain at
its meeting in September 1931. Hardy decided not to attend, and his replacement Fred Thompson reported that he “did not do so well” at the meeting.
Hardy’s “dictatorial methods” were criticised by the ish Secretariat, and
British Intelligence sources believed that “he would have a rough time were
he to return” to Hamburg. The main critique (“anger”) was the postponing of
the conference to launch the new union, and the ish Executive Committee
impelled Thompson to fix a new date and then to adhere to the plan. Thompson
received usd 600 to cover expenses for launching the new union and returned
to England.48
Nevertheless, in contrast to rumours in Hamburg and Berlin, Hardy still
clung to the idea of launching a red seamen’s union. Instead of attending the
ish Executive meeting, he was organising meetings and rallies as part of the
campaign for a red union in Cardiff, Liverpool, South Shields and Swansea in
August/September. When Thompson told him about the criticism at Hamburg,
45
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Hardy to ish Hamburg, London 1.9.1931, 534/4/379, 24–25, rgaspi.
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Hardy announced “[…] Time has arrived to do some plain talking about the
statements regarding underestimation of the forces against us and the time
for the national conference. […] The more I think, the more I am convinced
I should have gone to Hamburg.”49
By mid-September 1931, it must have been evident for everyone but the
communist die-hards that the red seamen’s union was a stillborn idea. “My
deductions are that at present the launching of a new mm Seamen’s Union
would end in failure,” a British Intelligence informant declared, and further
noted “although Hardy and Thompson are pushed to do so by some of the militants in the ports, both are aware that the time is not ripe, owing to the lack
of sufficient members, trustworthy officials and experienced organisers.”50
Nevertheless, Hardy and Thompson decided to continue the campaign –or
was it just stubborn wilfulness from Hardy’s side? “3,000 Cardiff seamen have
drawn up a list of demands which they were determined to see enforced and
for that purpose it was proposed to form a new union, and if necessary, to call
for a strike,” Hardy boasted in mid-October.51 The question –and ultimate reason for the fallout between him and Thompson –was when this would occur.
Hardy and Thompson held different opinions on when to launch the new
union; Hardy advocated a slow tempo, Thompson an enforced one. Soon they
started to quarrel, and the leaders of the Minority Movement asked the CPGB
to pay attention to “the peculiar circumstances surrounding Comrades Hardy
and Thompson.”52 News about the chaotic conditions at the smm headquarters also reached the rilu European Bureau, and Pechmann commented upon
the situation in England in a frustrated report to Moscow.53
Hardy’s argument for delaying the establishment of the new union to
December –as had been promised by Thompson at the ish Executive
Committee meeting in Hamburg –was tactical as he expected the tuc to
back the nus in its negotiations on cutting the wages of harbour workers
and seamen.54 Hardy anticipated that the negotiations would cause a general
outrage, and planned to present the new red union as the only defender of
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(Half-burnt copy) Inf. note 25.9.1931, George Hardy personal file, kv 2/1027, tna.
Report by “F.1,” 15.9.1931, George Hardy personal file, kv 2/1027, 46a, tna.
(Half-burnt copy) Inf. note 19.10.1931, George Hardy personal file, kv 2/1027, tna.
(Half-burnt copy) Inf. note 30.10.1931, George Hardy personal file, kv 2/1027, tna.
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See further Plan for mobilising the seamen for fight against the wage cuts, to strengthen
the militant Seamen’s Minority Movement and to build up the new seamen’s union, no
author, dated December 1931, copy attached to George Hardy’s dispatch to Lozovsky,
January 1931, filed in 534/7/54, 24–26, rgaspi.
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the maritime workers …55 The crux of the matter was how to read the ‘signs
of the hour’ and when to strike. Thompson identified the attempt to cut the
wages of the harbour workers in Liverpool as the momentum to launch the
new union, declared 5 January 1932 to be the date for launching a strike, and
ordered 60,000 leaflets dealing with the dockers’ cuts and 10,000 union books
with skeleton rules for a start.56 Hardy disagreed and went for Moscow to participate at the Eight Plenum of the rilu General Council in early December.57
The dispute in Liverpool ended in a fiasco. Hardy accused Thompson for having created a “hell of a mess” by the “constantly wrong approach by putting the
Union before the struggle instead of developing the fight, and the Union out of
it.”58 Instructed by the ish, Hardy took over the political leadership of the smm
and prepared for his own bravura –to organise a strike among the seamen and
a complete stoppage of work on the Thames waterfront.59 On 2 February 1932,
a meeting of 1,500 seamen voted for strike actions and Hardy announced “[…]
Now it is the opportunity of the dockers to enter the struggle.”60 They did not,
and no other mariner did so either. Hardy’s tactical manoeuvre, too, ended
in a total fiasco. Tactics had to be changed, an assessment report by the smm
reasoned, and shelved the idea of launching a new union.61
The tug-of-war between Thompson and Hardy finally resulted in an intervention by Harry Pollitt. Many smm members, he claimed, accused the two
comrades for having “sabotaged” the projected union. Hardy answered by putting the blame on those who had concentrated too much on the new union
instead of generating sufficient support for the strike.62 The first round ended
with Thompson threatening to resign, stating that it was impossible to work
with Hardy.63
News about the crisis in England reached the rilu Berlin Bureau in spring
1932, informing about clashes between Hardy and Thompson in the office of the
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33, rgaspi.
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smm in London.64 The conflict at the smm headquarters resulted in an almost
standstill of activities and compelled Fritz Heckert, head of the rilu Berlin
Bureau, to intervene. Hardy and John Mahon of the Minority Movement were
called to Berlin for consultations in early March 1932. The meeting decided to
dissolve the smm leadership and replace it with a dual secretariat composed
of Hardy and Thompson. In addition, Heckert instructed the smm to restrict
its activities and to concentrate on work in Harwich, Liverpool, London, North
Shields and South Shields.65
Hardy returned to London and notified the comrades about the decision
made in Berlin of a collective leadership and the election of a small secretariat to lead the work of the smm.66 Hardy proposed John Joseph McGrath
as new leader of the smm and himself as new secretary. Pollitt had to accept
this intervention although it is unclear if he backed it. This was at least the
impression by the British Intelligence informant: “All principals of the cpgb,
including Pollitt, are disgusted with Hardy, but they cannot oust him. Pollitt
told Thompson that he was more than sorry for him, but that orders from ‘the
other side’ were to the effect that Hardy was given preference in the contention
between him and Thompson.”67
Documentary sources are highly uneven to explain the course of events during spring and summer 1932. Special Branch informants claimed that Hardy
declared already in March to shift the focus of the smm towards building a
strong opposition within the nus. This would have meant a total deviation
from the position of the ish and rilu to establish a red union in Britain. Was
this the ultimate reason for sending George Padmore on a mission to Britain in
April? Hitherto researchers have interpreted Padmore’s visit as part of his ambition to extend the network of the itucnw in Britain.68 Some of Padmore’s correspondence in early 1932 points towards this direction. In January, Padmore
sent a letter to John Mahon, asking him to “try your best to get Hardy to agree
upon something concrete re our colonial work. The leading comrades are simply worrying my life out about the mm on this matter. […] As soon as I get
word from gh [George Hardy] I shall let him know what colonies we should
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concentrate upon.”69 Seemingly not knowing that Hardy was fully occupied
in campaigning for the seamen’s strike, he received an answer from Hardy in
early February which must have made a positive impression upon him: “Now
that the ice is broken I intend to stick behind him until we get something definitively accomplished.”70
Who were the “leading comrades” and was the ice broken? It is likely that
Padmore referred to the ish and rilu bureaus in Hamburg and Berlin with
whom he had been closely cooperating. However, planning for work among
colonial seamen in Britain or reaching through them the colonies seemed to
have been slow in materialising as Padmore informed the ish Secretariat that
he wanted to travel to England to clarify some organisational problems and
asked for funding to cover his expenses.71
British Intelligence sources, however, claim that Padmore’s main mission
was to inspect the activities of the smm. Perhaps the ish and rilu bureaus
had extended his original travel plans and mandated him to serve as their
emissary? This seems to have been the case according to one of the informants:
Harry Pollitt has received definitive instructions that unless there are
speedy tangible results, the whole of the CPGB leaders will be superseded. After this was made known the [ISH?/RILU?] Secretariat decided
that GH [George Hardy] ‘must go’. Padmore asked F[red] T[hompson] to
resume his old position. The whole question will be thrashed out at the
Congress in Hamburg in May.72
Whether Hardy ever met Padmore in April 1932 is not known. However, it
must have been obvious for everyone that the ish and rilu seriously objected
Hardy’s volte-face, and that his time as ish President and leading smm organiser was running out. Hardy travelled to Hamburg and attended the ish World
Congress. His visit in Altona left few traces. Official reports of the congress did
not even mention Hardy’s name but police informants knew better: Hardy had
been dismissed.73
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Returning to England, Hardy faced another setback. On 11 June, Walter
informed the Minority Movement that the ish Secretariat and the rilu
European Bureau had decided to terminate Hardy’s assignment to the ish and
the smm: “We are instructed to let you know that with the end of the month
of June the work of comrade Hardy for the i.s.h. expires. At the same time
comrade Hardy is to be given to the disposal of the British movement. Will you
please take notice of this and arrange for the necessary steps.”74 A few weeks
later, Hardy had to accept the nomination of Alec Robson (1895–1979) as new
national leader of the smm and member of the ish Executive Committee by
the cpgb.75 However, Hardy’s removal as leader did not clear the air as some
smm members, the so-called Hardy fraction, remained loyal to him. Walter
tried to find a solution to the deadlock situation by sending an instructor to
England in early July, and travelled himself to London for a meeting with the
leaders of the Minority Movement and the smm. In Walter’s mind, the discussions had validated the decision to dismiss Hardy.76 On 8 July, comrade Allen
informed the ish that the Minority Movement had confirmed “the termination of the work of comrade Hardy as leader of the smm […] and to ask comrade K. to assume responsibility and to bring forward to our next meeting a
plan of future work.”77 Comrade K was probably the Australian mariner Joe
Keenan whom the ish Secretariat had nominated to reorganise work on the
waterfront in the United Kingdom.78
Hardy protested and demanded a written explanation about his removal.
Walter sent him an official reply, listing the reasons for the decision: 1) fruitful
cooperation between him and the ish was not anymore possible, 2) totally
divergent opinions about the leadership and development of the organisation
in England, 3) his activities in England had undermined the expansion of the
revolutionary opposition in England, and 4) there existed no prospects for
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fruitful work in England as long as he headed the smm.79 Pechmann received
a copy of the letter, and immediately informed the rilu headquarters that the
crisis in England had been solved.80
Case closed? Walter returned to Hamburg and ordered the ish instructor to initiate the revitalisation of activities in Britain. The ish instructor
was Richard Krebs, who used the alias James Anderson while residing in the
United Kingdom. Krebs’ orders were to enforce the transformation of the smm
into a red union by dismissing Hardy’s fraction in the smm leadership and its
local branches in Cardiff, Glasgow, Hull, Liverpool and London.81 Hardy vehemently objected the ish intervention and protested to the Political Bureau of
the cpgb.82 In his mind, the whole mess had been caused by the infiltration
of “Trotskyists” in the ish Secretariat, notably Adolf Shelley,83 and called the
Political Bureau to probe the ish decision to intervene.84 Krebs, in turn, overruled the protests, organised meetings in Cardiff and Liverpool, and decided to
launch the Unity Movement of Seamen, Port-Workers and Fishermen at a forthcoming national conference in September.85
The radical plans for launching a red union in the United Kingdom never
materialised. On 3 September, the police arrested Krebs when he arrived in
Glasgow. Realising him carrying a forged passport, the police ordered his
expulsion from Britain.86 Krebs’ return to Hamburg resulted in the collapse of
79
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the ish intervention in England and the abortion of the national conference.
The plan for launching a red union was quietly buried; what remained was a
dysfunctional smm.
Hardy’s dismissal has hitherto been analysed by using his and Krebs’ autobiographies.87 However, the ish and British Intelligence sources used for the
above description of the course of events corrects, and even refutes, to a large
part the stories in the two autobiographies. Especially Krebs’ claim that Harry
O’Connell belonged to the Hardy faction and was the squealer who denounced
him is dubious. O’Connell, for certain, had criticised the smm leadership
in public at the ish World Congress for its lukewarm commitment to work
among black and colonial seamen in Britain. In a private letter to Arnold Ward,
O’Connell criticised Hardy to be “an imposter and misleader,” and for blocking
black organisers to be nominated to leadership positions. O’Connell further
notified Ward that he had been the leader of the smm in Cardiff for over a year
and only an intervention at the ish World Congress had made Hardy and his
fellows to change their mind about him.88 Hardy, in turn, claimed O’Connell to
belong to the Thompson fraction, to be of “a very doubtful character who made
public statements to the effect that I am a police informer,” and accused him
to be an opportunist.89
O’Connell certainly did not belong to the Hardy fraction but neither did he
belong to Thompson’s group. Krebs’s intention to use O’Connell as the main
organiser of colonial work in Britain was not a degradation or limitation
of his work as some researchers have claimed.90 Rather, Krebs’ plan was in
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resigned and refused even direct aid from Padmore and Kouyaté, choosing instead to
form the Cardiff Coloured Seamen’s Committee” is dubious; besides, the Cardiff Coloured
Seamen’s Committee was established in 1935.
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tandem with Padmore’s and the ish’s demand to fully engage with black and
colonial seamen throughout Britain. However, British Intelligence lured Krebs
and other smm members when they interrogated O’Connell, and spread the
rumour that O’Connell was against Krebs’ masterplan for the reorganisation
of the smm:
We are assumed to hear that Krebs thinks that he was given up by the
Hardy-Thompson group. We rather hoped that he might put the blame
on them, as there was a dispute ending in blows at the Seamen’s Club
in London which resulted in Police intervention. Hardy and the [N]egro
O’Connell were taken to the Police station, and the remainder of the
members of the Club were very much perplexed when O’Connell
remained talking to the Police for an hour after the question of quarrel
had been settled.91
Hardy had every reason to be disgruntled. Joe Keenan,92 who had been charged
by the cpgb to run the smm, and Richard Krebs had cut his funding and no salary had been forthcoming for months. In August, British Intelligence informants claimed that Hardy was “exceedingly ‘hard up’ ” and was an ostracised person within the movement: “No one in the movement will advance him a loan
or even the smallest amount, because of his unpopularity.” Hardy appealed to
Moscow and his old friend Lozovsky, openly declaring that his case was not yet
closed “[…] Wait and see what ekki has to say about me.” Nothing happened;
Moscow was silent. Hardy remained in control of his fraction, paralysing the
smm. In February 1933, rumours started to circulate that Hardy was about
to be reinstated as leader of the smm. The Minority Movement vehemently
denied; instead, they suggested of sending him to Soviet Russia for medical
treatment in a sanatorium (Hardy had been diagnosed heart problems) to
get rid of him. However, Hardy’s return as smm leader never materialised.
Instead, he was back on cpgb-pay roll in March 1933 as assistant to Arthur
Lewis Horner’s electioneering campaign in South Wales. Moreover, he temporarily assisted the smm in its blockade campaign during the Swedish seamen’s
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strike (see Chapter 8.2.1) and in its attempt to reorganise work among Indian
seamen. However, Hardy’s engagements in England ended in July 1933 when he
embarked the MV Jan Rudzutak and travelled to the Soviet Union. Returning in
late November, Hardy never resumed as leader of the militant waterfront but
started as manager at Collet’s/The Political Bookshop in London.93
2

Calling Black Seamen

George Padmore reorganised work among colonial seamen in Hamburg when
he started as itucnw Secretary. While the ish Secretariat acknowledged the
fact that Padmore’s main interest focus was on the radicalisation of black
workers in the Atlantic world, they underlined that work among black seamen
was to be directed by the national sections of the ish and not the itucnw.
Therefore, work at the Colonial Section at the Hamburg Interclub was to be
carried out as a combined effort of the Interclub functionaries and Padmore;
it seems that Liao Chengzhi had left Hamburg at this point, as his name was
not listed in the blueprint outlining the reorganisation in early March 1932.94
Nevertheless, work among Chinese seamen continued to pay off and the
Chinese functionaries attached to the Hamburg Interclub were able to establish local branches of the Chinese Seamen’s Union in Amsterdam, Antwerp,
Hamburg, London, Rotterdam, the USA, and in Curaçao in the Caribbean.95
Marseille and Rotterdam emerged by 1932 as the strategically most important ports for work among colonial seamen. While Marseille evolved as a
central hub for work among black, Arab and Vietnamese seamen as well as
for connections with the French colonies in Africa and Asia, the Interclub in
Rotterdam focussed on work among Chinese and Indonesian seamen and
was in charge of connections with Indonesia and South-East Asia. Similar to
activites in Marseille, the Interclub in Rotterdam received instructions and
93
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agitation and propaganda material not only from the ish Secretariat but also
from the rilu headquarters in Moscow.96
The central hubs for agitation among Chinese, Korean as well as Japanese
maritime workers in the Pacific area were Vladivostok, Shanghai, San Francisco
and Vancouver. Interclubs existed in all of the four port cities, although operating illegally in Shanghai.97 Both the rilu Secretariat and the ish Secretariat
tried to monitor their activities, among others by orchestrating the campaign
against the Japanese attack on China in 1931–32 as well as sending invitations
for the ish World Congress.98 Work among colonial seamen proved difficult
at least in Vladivostok but the functionaries tried their best to disseminate
the Japanese edition of the Pan-Pacific Worker.99 Conditions for work among
Chinese and Japanese maritime workers were slightly better in US Pacific
ports. The ish therefore shifted its focus to San Francisco where the American
Bureau of the Pan-Pacific Trade Union Secretariat had been established in
January 1932.100 ish Secretary Walter stressed the American Bureau to expand
its activities to Vancouver and start to work among Japanese and Chinese
seamen.101
2.1
Sensitising Black Seamen and Harbour Workers
Part of the preparations for the upcoming World Congress was to sensitise
African and Caribbean mariners and dockers about the need for them to
96
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cooperate under the umbrella of a radical platform. Garan Kouyaté informed
about his attempts to organise black maritime transport workers in France
already in the December 1931 issue of The Negro Worker.102 The March 1932
issue of The Negro Worker contained both an article by Kouyaté about his
agitation among black seamen in Marseille as well as an announcement of
the forthcoming ish World Congress.103 The French reformist trade union
leaders, Kouyaté warned his readers, were mobilising white against non-
white maritime workers by giving priority to French (white) mariners while
demanding the repatriation of colonial and foreing seamen from France.
Still, he asured his readers, the united front of revolutionary maritime workers was unshaken in France: Arab, black, and Vietnamese mariners were
coming in hundreds to the meetings of the local branches of the fump and
were supporting the call of a united front on board the ships. “In this way
we shall not only develop their understanding for economic struggles, but
we shall also strengthen the united front between the white and coloured
workers against wage cuts, against unemployment, starvation and against all
ministerial decrees –the originators of which are in reality the trade union
reformists,” he declared.104
Finally, an “Appeal to Negro Seamen and Dockers” was published in the
April 1932 issue of The Negro Worker.105 Officially in the name of the ish, the
1932 Appeal had perhaps been drafted by Padmore but certainly circulated via
the rilu Secretariat106 –another example of the close collaboration between
the itucnw and the ish. In line with its earlier declarations, the 1932 Appeal
started by underlining the unity of “White, Black and Yellow water transport
workers” and invited them all to participate at the planned world congress of
the ish. Noting that the “Negro workers in Africa, England, France, America,
and the West Indies are among the worst paid and treated slaves of the shipowners and other capitalists,” the invitation to participate was especially
directed to them.107
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Next, the 1932 Appeal highlighted the exploitation of colonial seamen on
board and the increasing number of unemployed African, African American
and Caribbean maritime workers in America, the United Kingdom and France.
Their misery had been caused by the economic depression and crisis of the
shipping industry but it had been worsened by the actions taken by shareholders and directors of the shipping companies by lowering the wages of the
maritime workers and applying a policy of ‘divide and rule’, i.e., playing white
seamen against black and “yellow” ones. Not surprisingly, the Appeal launched
a broadside attack against the national unions and their leaders who were
accused to back the policy of the Capitalists and to foster race hatred among
the white seamen and harbour workers against their “colonial class brothers.”
The worst plight, the Appeal acknowledged, was felt by the black seamen, they
were given the heaviest and dirtiest work, were paid lower wages than white
seamen, they received the worst food and had the most terrible working conditions. Therefore, the Appeal underlined that the ish had called the white class-
conscious workers to join hands with their “coloured brothers in America and
in the colonies” to fight against the exploitation of the bosses, against unemployment, wage cuts and the lengthening of working hours. What mattered in
the end was the “united front of all seamen and dockers irrespective of colour,
nationality or race.”108
Who were these black seamen and to whom was the 1932 Appeal directed?
As it was published in The Negro Worker, it had spread throughout the Atlantic
world and was read in the USA, the Caribbean and in Africa. It criticised and
condemned working conditions in the Atlantic world –the “betrayal” of reactionary union leaders in the USA, the exploitation of black maritime workers
in African and Caribbean ports by the European shipping industry. The Appeal
reminded that the ‘reformist’ national unions in the United Kingdom and
France had turned their back to the black workers. Instead, the black seamen
and harbour workers were reminded that the only organisation that defended
their rights and called them to join their ranks was the revolutionary trade
union movement, namely the ish and its affiliated sections such as the mwiu,
the smm, the cgtu, and the African Federation of Trade Unions in South
Africa.109
While most of the 1932 Appeal echoed the ish Colonial Resolution of 1931/
32, its last paragraph integrated a new element which had been absent in the
resolution, namely the call to boycott the transport of war material to the Far
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East. This urge was linked to the campaign by the Comintern and rilu against
the Japanese attack on China in September 1931.110 Following the 1928 adopted
Imperial War Theses of the Comintern, the Manchurian Crisis was interpreted
and presented in the Appeal as part of a planned imperialist attack on the
Soviet Union, “the only country ruled by the working class, the only country
which is constructing a new socialist regime, free from exploitation, oppression, race hatred and unemployment.”111
The 1932 Appeal ended with a six-point list of demands which the ish called
the black seamen to join its rank and files: to fight against discrimination of
black seamen in the national unions, for equal pay for equal job irrespectively
of race, colour or nationality, and for increasing the wages of colonial seamen.
Further, black and white maritime workers were called to work for a three-
shift system for the men on deck and four-shifts for the men under deck, seven
hours’ day during the watch, one free day on shore for every Sunday spent on
the journey, social insurance at the expense of the ship owners and the State,
unemployment benefit as well as free food, cloths, shelter for the unemployed.
Last, but not least, the black maritime workers were urged to organise revolutionary ship and dock groups, and to join the national sections of the ish.112
2.2
The Rise and Collapse of Work among Black Seamen in England
Agitation among colonial maritime transport workers was slow to commence
in the United Kingdom. Several plans had been put forward but the communists had gathered few followers among them, neither in the CPGB nor in the
Minority Movement. The smm, too, appeared at first as a mainly white radical movement. The only potential opening was the Indian Seamen’s Union
in London, listed by the ish as a “sympathising” organisation, i.e., an organisation not directly controlled by the party or the communists. Still, the ish
regarded the Indian Seamen’s Union as its main vehicle for agitation among
Indian seamen and, most importantly, as a vital cog for the formation of a
red seamen’s union in India. However, the revelation that most of its 1,500
members were either inactive or only loosely connected to it, and that the
association itself was not very well organised, damped the expectations of
the ish Executive Committee in their assessment of the state of affairs in
England in September 1931.113 To boost agitation among Indian seamen, the
ish Executive Committee instructed the London Interclub start systematic
110
111
112
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work among Indian seamen, to intervene in the Indian Seamen’s Union and
initiate a reorganisation of its work, and together with the association issue
“suitable literature” for the Indian seamen.114
Arab (Yemeni) and Somali mariners were an equally important target group
for the smm. Most of them resided in South Shields and Cardiff. Radicalisation
among the Arab mariners had gained momentum during the latter part of the
1920s as part of challenging the “white labourism” of the nus. The protests
culminated in 1930 when the nus declared that Arab and Somali mariners,
specifically, should be picked last, if at all, and go on a forced rota, i.e., they
had to take any job offered them. Violent clashes followed in Cardiff and South
Shields. The smm supported their protests, hoping to win Arab seamen into its
ranks.115
Black maritime transport workers were another focal group. The smm
achieved to enlist several black radical union activists among its ranks, most
notably the Barbadian Christ Braithwaite (who used the pseudonym Chris
Jones as militant activist), Harry O’Connell from British Guiana, and Ebenezer
Foster Jones from Sierra Leone. In autumn 1930, Nigerian radical nationalist
and trade union activist Frank Macaulay, who had earlier in the year parti
cipated at the Hamburg Conference and the rilu World Congress, arrived in
England. Ordered by Ford and Padmore to start a campaign among black workers, he stayed in Cardiff and organised meetings for black maritime transport
workers before returning to Nigeria in early 1931. Although impressed by his
methods, the smm was critical that his sojourn had resulted into the formation
of a ‘Negro Welfare Organisation’ rather than enlisting black seamen into the
ranks of the smm.116 Instead, it was to be the task of O’Connell, Braithwaite/
Jones and Foster Jones to campaign among black seamen and harbour workers
in Liverpool, Cardiff and London. Organised work started in November 1931
when smm Secretary Fred Thompson called a meeting at the London Interclub.
Although only seven black seamen turned up, the participants resolved to form
114
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a ‘Negro Committee’, and elected the Trinidad-born mariner Jim “Jas” Headley
as secretary.117
The ‘Negro Committee’ did not exist for long by name as its members
“emphatically” declared to Thompson that the term “Negro” should be
scrapped and the term “coloured” used instead. Thompson backed the proposition and argued that “to bring the position of the Negro seamen in British
ships into a pamphlet, without bringing in the rest of the coloured workers
sailing in British ships, is extremely likely to widen the division that already
exists between Negro seamen and the rest of the coloured seamen.” Vigorously
he added, “Let me make this clear. The Negro seamen sailing in British ships
claim they are British subjects and for this reason have the right to preference
of employment over Arabs, Egyptians, Sonalies [sic], etc.”118 These conditions
paralleled to those described a few years earlier by Dumay in his description
of the state of affairs in France –French colonial subjects claimed to have the
same rights as white French mariners. Besides, the smm, too, at least in principle adhered to the rilu and ish directives to stamp out white chauvinism and
discrimination among its ranks.
News about the prospective developments in England reached Moscow and
Huiswoud informed Padmore in January 1932 that the Anglo-American Section
of the rilu had decided to nominate Jim Headley, whom he labelled “a Negro
comrade in England,” to be responsible for the work, and that he should head
a special committee to coordinate work in England.119
The ‘Negro Committee’ and its local organisers in London (Jim Headley and
Chris Jones), Cardiff (Harry O’Connell) and Liverpool (Foster Jones) made substantial progress, and some 600 black mariners were reported to have been
recruited to the smm by 1932.120 However, the crisis in the smm between the
Hardy and Thompson factions negatively affected work among black and colonial seamen. The problems in the UK were finally scrutinised at the World
Congress of the ish in May 1932, resulting in harsh critique of the SMM by
Padmore and O’Connell at the congress for it neglecting work among black
and colonial seamen.121 Padmore accused the smm for having totally failed in
its work among colonial seamen and summarised O’Connell intervention at
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the ish World Congress –the latter had been able to rally more than 500 black,
Arab and Somali seamen into the ranks of the smm but due to political confusion and “opportunistic tactics” the colonial seamen had drifted away from
the organisation.122
Walter’s detachment of Richard Krebs to intervene in the crisis of the smm
also affected Chris Jones’ and Harry O’Connell’s position within the smm.
Apart from forcing Hardy to resign, Krebs also tried to find a solution to the
pathetic state of affairs in Cardiff and London. Krebs believed O’Connell to
belong to the Hardy faction and criticised him for blocking his followers to join
the reorganised smm section in Cardiff.123 A total break was avoided as Krebs
threatened O’Connell at a meeting “either to stop his tricks or be kicked out”,
and the latter “promised to stop his tricks and work together with the rest.”
One day later a conference was held in Cardiff where O’Connell was given the
task of organising colonial committees in Cardiff, Newport, Swansea and Barry
as well as to organise groups of ‘Negroes’ visiting ships. Moreover, Krebs asked
O’Connell to organise a district meeting of colonial seamen.124
Chris Jones, on the other hand, was less fortunate. Krebs informed Albert
Walter in early September that he had expelled Jones from the smm, and asked
for his expulsion from the cpgb. Krebs accused Jones for working as a police
informant or at least on commission for the nus, and for lending out money
“at fabulous interest” to seamen. Jones, in an interview with Krebs, acknowledged on the other hand that he had received “certain instructions” from “a
Negro comrade from Hamburg,” and frankly refused to tell Krebs anything
more.125 Krebs removed Jones but whether the Hamburg connection led to
any investigations by the ish is not known as Krebs was arrested the same day
(3.9.1932) he informed Albert Walter about the turn of events in England and
was deported from the country.
The attempt to organise black seamen and harbour workers under the smm
in England never materialised. Padmore was aware of the problems and suggested a merger between the ‘Negro’ Committee of the smm and the Negro
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Welfare Association (nwa)126. In this way, he envisioned, the nwa could be
developed into a strong organisation and as the British section of the itucnw.
However, such hopes were futile. Headley returned to Trinidad in 1932, resulting in the collapse of activities of the smm ‘Negro’ Committee in London.127
2.3
Closing the Chapters?
Padmore was rather critical about the cooperation with the ish and its national
sections. In his mind, all talks about mutual assistance were only lip service:
The ISH sections, in England SMM, in France and USA, have done little or
nothing to facilitate the carrying on of our work thru their organisation.
We have made repeated appeals to them during 1932 to help us to distribute our literature thru their clubs.128
Padmore notified the rilu Secretariat that the Interclub in New Orleans was
the only unit in the USA that assisted the ITUCNW. On the other hand, through
the Interclub, connections had been established with Caribbean seamen. An
embryo for a future Caribbean connection, therefore, seemed to be evolving.129
Cooperation between Padmore and the ish Secretariat turned sour after the
World Congress. The trigger was Padmore’s harsh letter to the ish Secretariat
in early August 1932 where he criticised Walter and Polano for not answering
to his inquiries and for not forwarding him any funds to cover the cost of posting the itucnw-journal. Padmore had received letters from British Guiana
and South Africa and wanted to take actions. The first was a note from the
Labour Union of British Guiana about their plans to organise a strike among
dockers and them accepting the leadership of the itucnw. Padmore was
exited, this would have opened the doors for the itucnw to assume a political role it hitherto never had taken. “We think that the ISH is in a position
to help them, and would therefore like to get your opinion so that we may
write them at once,” Padmore informed the ish Secretariat. Furthermore,
Padmore had received a report from South Africa and had forwarded “certain recommendations” to the ish Secretariat.130 Although not stated in
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Padmore’s letter, the South African information concerned the establishment
of Interclubs in Cape Town and Durban as well as the prospect of forming a
radical seamen’s union. In late October, the ecci Emissary to the Communist
Party of South Africa, Eugene Dennis, reported that a seamen’s and harbour
workers’ union had been formed in South Africa. The union claimed to list
over 250 members (although Dennis had to admit that 100 of them already
had become passive due to the shortcomings of the CPSA in the Cape Town
district), had “fairly strong” committees in Durban and Cape Town, and had
established seven ship committees and one dockers’ group. Most importantly,
90 percent of the members did not belong to the party but counted influential
communist fractions in Durban and Cape Town. The union had also opened
Interclubs in the two aforementioned ports.131 Interestingly, it seems as if the
ish Secretariat had not received the news from South Africa. Be as it may, in
early December Walter notified about the formation of an Interclub in Cape
Town –but for reasons not known, not about the activities in Durban.132 In
addition, Padmore had perhaps been informed about the plans to organise a
strike in Durban among the whaling fleet, and wanted to discuss this matter
with Walter. However, nothing came out of these plans due to the early closing
of the whaling season in 1932.133
The third issue Padmore wanted to discuss was the situation in England:
After comrade W[alter]’s return from E[ngland] we had a conversation
on the colonial work of the smm in that country. He told me of the unsatisfactory state of affairs which we are well acquainted with, in view of the
fact that we made a complete survey and prepared a detailed report for
the ISH which you have never discussed with us. In order to improve the
situation we would like to make certain concrete recommendations to
you which comrade W[alter] had asked us to formulate. We would therefore like to discuss this question as early as possible.134
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No immediate reaction from the ish office. Padmore sent further inquiries and
was notified that Walter had left for vacation. Further irritation –or was it the
ultimate trigger (?) –for him was his lack of funding:
We must draw your attention to the failure of the ISH to carry out
the instructions of the RILU Executive with respect to supplying us
with stamps for our work. […] I have brought this matter to the attention of comrade W[alter] on several occasions. But since the condition still remains unimproved we would like you to take up this matter
immediately.135
Padmore received a stiff reminder two days later from comrade Henri, i.e.,
Luigi Polano. Indeed, “it is quite true that contact between us has been rather
difficult lately,” he replied but noted that this had not only been the fault of
the leading comrades of the ish as they “cannot find you when necessary.”
They had sent him a message to call them at the Interclub, and Polano had
been waiting from 27 to 29 July every evening, but Padmore never turned up.
Besides, Walter had been in his office every day until he left for vacation on 1
August. “From this you will perceive that, if you were anxious to meet one of
the leading Comrades of the ish you had ample opportunities to do so.” In
addition, regarding Padmore’s complaints about funding, Henri stressed that
a) the ish had at present not the necessary money to provide the amount of
postage required, and b) “because up till now no refunding has taken place to
us of all the expenses incurred on your account.”136 The second part was in fact
an accusation of either Padmore overusing his account or, more likely, that
funding from Moscow to cover for his activities had not been forthcoming, and
the ish had so far covered the expenses of the itucnw from its own funding.
Besides, Henri reminded Padmore that the pressing issue of how to handle
the affairs in British Guiana and South Africa had been discussed at a meeting with Adolf Shelley on 2 August. “We can only confirm the suggestions and
propositions made by Comrade Ad[olf].”137 Unfortunately, the minutes of the
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Padmore to the Bureau of the ish, [Hamburg] 1.8.1932, 534/5/231, 2, rgaspi.
Henri to Padmore, [Hamburg] 3.8.1932, 534/5/231, 4, rgaspi. The identity of Henri in this
letter is dubious. I assume it is Luigi Polano who used the alias Henri Maurice. However,
Henri refers to “Henry” in the letter (as did Padmore in his) and based on references to
Henry in other letters and reports, I conclude that “Henry” is used by Shelley and Walter,
among others, when referring to Luigi Polano. Thus Henri and Henry were most likely not
two persons but one and the same, namely Polano.
Henri to Padmore, [Hamburg] 3.8.1932, 534/5/231, 4, rgaspi.
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meeting were either not sent to Moscow or are archived somewhere else. Was
Shelley’s reply that Padmore was fishing in another organisations’ water?
Notwithstanding Padmore’s criticism of the weak cooperation between the
ish and the Hamburg Committee, the rilu continued to stress the strategic
relationship between the ish and the itucnw. In a draft outline of guidelines
for the itucnw in December 1932, any deviation from the ‘United front from
below’-tactic were ruled out:
The already established contacts and those which will be extended to the
Negro seamen should be considered chiefly from the view point of the
work of the latter in their native ports. On the basis of an agreement with
the International of Seamen and Harbour Workers, they should be given
concrete directives on the organisation of marine transport workers and
on conducting the mobilisation of the workers for the struggle for their
day to day demand.138
Especially the next paragraph can be read as Moscow’s criticism about the
state of affairs –the ish for being inactive, Padmore for trying to disengage
the black seamen from the ish and to develop a parallel network of his own:
In order to successfully conduct this work [i.e., the mobilisation of
black seamen] it is necessary to establish closest relations between the
Hamburg Committee [i.e., the ITUCNW] and the ISH with its sections.
The Negro Committee [of the SMM] jointly with the ISH should write
special appeals and leaflets, dealing with the problem of the Negro seamen, these leaflets should be widely distributed through the port clubs.
The Negro seamen should be directly organised in sections, ship and port
committees of the ISH. It must be noted that the Hamburg Committee
should by no means try to isolate the Negro seamen and dockers from the
revolutionary organisations and the ISH.139
Consequently, the December 1932 statement once again underlined the decision of the Political Commission of the Comintern that the itucnw was not
to be developed into a Black International. Padmore, it seems, had started to
138
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The International Negro Workers’ tu-Committee, [.].xii.32, 534/3/753, 155, rgaspi. The
document seems to have been written in Moscow after Padmore had delivered his annual
report for 1932 while he was in Moscow in November/December that year. It is likely that
it was commissioned by the rilu secretariat.
The International Negro Workers’ tu-Committee, [.].xii.32, 534/3/753, 155, rgaspi.
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deviate from the official line and was reminded about who made the decisions
and who was to implement them.
3

Full Speed Ahead?

The ish World Congress was the visible manifestation of the radical maritime
transport workers and envisioned a unified front against the assault of the shipping industry. Lessons learned so far from the economic and political struggles
against capitalist and colonial exploitation as well as imperialist aggression
was that international proletarian solidarity could only be promoted by cutting the ties with the national trade union leaders and the itf. Course was set
on full confrontation with the ‘social fascists’ and the transformation of the
ish into a full-fledged mass organisation by either conquering existing unions
from within or establishing rivalling red union.
The realisation of this vision proved hard to achieve. Apart from the promising developments in Denmark, the red unions were either insignificant (USA),
weak (France), or marginal (Germany). The attempts to launch a red union in
the United Kingdom had been aborted and the intervention of the ish had
ended in a failure. A similar setback occurred in France where the police had
arrested Luigi Polano immediately after his arrival in Paris in early August 1932
and had to return to Hamburg.140 As the ish Secretariat did not have any funds
to pay the salary of a third secretary, Shelley and Walter proposed that Polano
was sent to either Latin America or the Iberian Peninsula. A third alternative
was to nominate him as head of the ish Sovbureau in Moscow.141 The rilu
Berlin Bureau discussed the proposal in late December, and Pechmann advocated his transfer to Moscow.142
Another crucial matter to be resolved was the maintenance of a secure and
reliable communications network. Intra-European contacts were rather easy
to establish while extra-European ones, especially transcontinental links with
the sections and units in the Pacific region, proved challenging. The Hamburg
Interclub, in turn, was instructed to recruit reliable liaison persons serving as
couriers of messages and instructions from Hamburg to China, Indochina,
Japan and Korea.143
140
141
142
143

Leo to “Werte Genossen,” 5.9.1932, 534/4/405, 45, rgaspi.
Walter to “Werte Genossen,” [Hamburg] 9.11.1932, 534/5/231, 71, rgaspi; [Shelley, Walter
and Polano,] to “Werte Genossen,” no date [ca. December 1932], 534/5/231, 82, rgaspi.
Leo [Pechmann] to “Werte Genossen,” 25.12.1932, 534/4/405, rgaspi.
ish Sekretariat to “Sekretär des Interklubs und Leiter der Sektion der ish,” Hamburg
18.11.1932, 534/5/235, 131–133, rgaspi.
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However, it is questionable if the ish headquarters ever supervised activities
in the Pacific region. The Pan-Pacific Trade Union Secretariat in Vladivostok
had opened a bureau in San Francisco in June 1932 and instructed it to assist
the ish in its agitation and propaganda work among Chinese and Japanese
seamen, among others by publishing a Chinese and Japanese version of The
Pan-Pacific Seaman.144 Work in the port was delayed and only started during
autumn.145 At this point, the head of the San Francisco bureau notified Walter
that the bureau was not an office of the ish.146 Walter critically responded
and demanded the comrades to consolidate their activities along the US West
Coast and to establish Interclubs in Seattle and Vancouver.147
The limited capacities of the ish headquarters in Hamburg to monitor
activities in the Pacific region raised concern at the Pan-Pacific Secretariat of
Transport Workers. Direct connections between Hamburg and the units in
Vladivostok, the Interclub and the Pan-Pacific Trade Union Secretariat, had
failed to be established, and no answers had been received from Hamburg on
how to mobilise the organisations in the Pacific region. A correction to the dysfunctional connections was outlined at a meeting in Moscow in December 1932.
According to the plan, the ish Sovbureau in Moscow was to assume the role
as a liaison centre as direct communications with Hamburg proved difficult
to establish. However, for reasons not known, the implementation of the plan
was delayed. Even worse, communications between Vladivostok and Moscow,
too, were poor. In late March 1933, the secretary of the Pan-Pacific Secretariat
of Transport Workers urged Luigi Polano, who at this point had relocated to
Moscow and headed the ish Sovbureau, to intervene: Inquire from Hamburg
why the ish had not sent any reply and notify the rilu headquarters about the
difficulties of work in Vladivostok.148
The meeting at the rilu headquarters in December 1932 resulted in a new
attempt to revise the organisational structure of the ish. Work among maritime transport workers as well as the organisation of the ish sections and the
144
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Report on Pan-Pacific Trade Union Secretariat, [San Francisco] 8.6.1932, 534/4/423, 8–10,
rgaspi; letter from “Eddy” to “Alex” about costs for printing The Pan-Pacific Seaman, [San
Francisco] 11.6.1932, 534/4/423, 11–12, rgaspi.
“Eddy” to “Alex,” [San Francisco] 1.9.1932, 534/4/423, 35, rgaspi.
American Bureau of the Pan-Pacific Trade Union Secretariat to the ish, [San Francisco]
23.10.1932, 534/4/423, 42–43, rgaspi.
Walter to The American Bureau, Pan-Pacific Trade Union Secretariat, San Francisco,
Hamburg, 9.11.1932, 534/5/235, 107, rgaspi; Plan for work among the Pacific marine transport workers, no date [ca. late autumn 1932], 534/4/423, 85–87, rgaspi.
nn, Pan-
Pacific Secretariat of Transport Workers to Luigi Polano, ish Sovbureau,
Vladivostok 22.3.1933, 534/5/239, rgaspi.
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work of the revolutionary opposition within the trade unions was outlined in
detail. Nevertheless, the directives remained a dead letter. Although they were
sent to Hamburg in late 1932, Albert Walter was never capable to reply or even
implement them.149
4

The Scandinavian Conference

The rilu directives of December 1932 compelled Walter to summon the ish
Executive Committee for a meeting in conjunction with a regional conference
of the radical waterfront in Scandinavia, the Scandinavian Maritime Unity
Conference, see Figure 24, scheduled to be held in early January 1933. The venue
for the meeting was the Copenhagen Interclub as the ish Secretariat decided to
focus on the Scandinavian countries where negotiations for new tariffs in the shipping industry were about to start. Hopes were high in Hamburg that the revolutionary trade union opposition would manifold its support as it was claimed that
the rank and file members of the unions were discontent with their leaders.150
For reasons not known, the meeting of the ish Executive Committee was
cancelled, perhaps due to the incapacity of its members to travel to Copenhagen
on a short notice. Besides, the date of the Scandinavian Conference had to be
postponed to the end of January due to an intermezzo in Gothenburg.151 On 22
December 1932, the Swedish rfo had organised a demonstration in support of
unemployed and jobless seamen that resulted in the storming of the building
of the seamen’s union in Gothenburg. The police intervened and the situation
remained tense for the following weeks, interrupting the propaganda work of
the Sjötransportarbetarnas rfo in support of the forthcoming conference.152
Eventually, the Scandinavian Conference materialised, and Pechmann,
Shelley and Walter arrived at the Danish capital on 23 January 1933. The communist press hailed the conference as a “milestone” in the fight against the
“offensive of the shipowners.” Ninety-nine delegates attended the conference,
almost all representing the red trade union opposition in the Scandinavian
unions. Not surprisingly, the seamen’s unions declined to send official
149
150
151
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Die organisatorischen Aufgaben der ish, 21.12.1932, 534/5/231, 125–130, rgaspi.
Walter to “Werte Genossen,” [Hamburg] 2.12.1932, 534/5/231, 78 –81, rgaspi; Leo
[Pechmann] to “Werte Genossen,” [Berlin] 25.12.1932, 534/
4/
405, 77, rgaspi; Leo
[Pechmann] to “Werte Genossen,” [Berlin] 26.12.1932, 534/4/405, 84, rgaspi.
Walter to “Werte Kameraden,” [Hamburg] 31.12.1932, 534/5/231, 168, rgaspi.
Weiss, För kampen internationellt!, 319–322.
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f igure 24	
Flyer calling for the nomination of delegates to the Scandinavian Maritime Unity
Conference, filed in 107 Richard Jensen Arkiv, Danish Labour Movement Library
and Archives, Copenhagen.
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representatives.153 Pechmann critically remarked that the conference therefore missed the opportunity to manifest itself as a “unify from below.”154 On the
other hand, the conference reached its goals –the itf and its regional counterpart, the Scandinavian Transport Federation (stf), were condemned as traitors of the working class and a declaration of demands for a new collective
agreement and tariffs was adopted. Most importantly, strategies and tactics
were outlined for the upcoming campaigns in Denmark and Sweden: National
strikes and blockades were to be orchestrated internationally by the ish and
carried out in every port by its national sections.155
153
154
155

Weiss, För kampen internationellt!, 323.
Leo [Pechmann] to “Werte Genossen,” [Berlin] 3.2.1933, 534/4/460, 8–9, rgaspi. See also
“Die Tagung der ersten Einheitskonferenz der skandinavischen Seeleute in Kopenhagen,”
Rote Wacht 4, No. 2 (February 1933).
Shelley to “Die führenden Genosen der Sektionen der ish und Interklubs,” [Hamburg]
30.1.1933, 534/5/236, 9, rgaspi.
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The Copenhagen Secretariat
Pechmann, Shelley and Walter returned to a country that was in turmoil.
Unemployment had increased in Germany from 8.5 to nearly 30 percent in
1932 while industrial production dropped by more than 40 percent. The nsdap
had won a landslide victory in the July 1932 national elections and the party
became the biggest one in parliament. The kpd, too, had won seats. Street
fights between paramilitary units of the nsdap, spd and kpd paralysed public
space. Violent clashes between the sa and the communists in Altona on 17
July 1932 resulted in 18 people dead, 16 of them by police bullets. The “Altonaer
Blutsonntag” (Altona Bloody Sunday) triggered the German Chancellor Franz
von Papen to declare a state of emergency on 20 July, dismissed the Prussian
spd-led government of Otto Braun, and put Prussia under direct administration of the federal government. New national elections followed in November
1932 with some losses for the nsdap and a slight increase of the kpd. The
political crisis further escalated in December when President Hindenburg dismissed Chancellor von Papen and replaced him with Defence Minister Kurt
von Schleicher. However, von Schleicher’s ambitions to build up a coalition
with the left-wing of the Nazi Party failed. Unable to form a coalition government, von Schleicher resigned on 28 January 1933, and Hindenburg nominated Adolf Hitler as Chancellor of Germany on 30 January 1933. The German
Parliament was dissolved the following day, and new elections were called for
March 5.
Neither the Comintern nor the kpd identified the national socialists to
be their main enemy. In their view, the rationale of the ‘Class-Against-Class’-
doctrine rightly identified the ‘social fascists’, the spd and its auxiliary organisations as well as the social democratic trade union leaders, to be their first
target. According to communist logic, the “masses of the working class” would
rally behind the kpd once the “treachery” of the spd had been revealed. The
workers were called to form a ‘United front from below’ against the capitalist
exploiters and their lackeys, the ‘social fascists’, any cooperation between the
communists and social democrats was not on the agenda.1
1 See further Bernhard H. Bayerlein, “Deutscher Kommunismus und transnationaler
Stalinismus –Komintern, kpd und Sowjetunion 1929–1943,” in Deutschland, Russland,
Komintern. I. Überblicke, Analysen, Diskussionen, ed. Hermann Weber, Jakov Drabkin,
Bernhard H. Bayerlein, Aleksandr Galkin (Berlin/Boston: De Gruyter, 2014), 225–400.
© Holger Weiss, 2021 | DOI:10.1163/9789004463288_012
This is an open access chapter distributed under the terms of the CC BY 4.0 license.
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The operations of ish Secretariat and the rilu Berlin Bureau were at
first unaffected by the political turmoil in Germany. Focus was rather on
recent developments in the Netherlands, on agitation among colonial seamen, and the impending danger of a new World War. The two first issues
were good news: Colonial seamen had launched an “uprising” on board the
Dutch armoured vessel De Zeven Provincien. Although it failed, the rilu Berlin
Bureau interpreted the uprising as a clear sign of the rising anti-imperialist
mood among the Dutch colonial subjects, and ordered the Dutch revolutionary trade union opposition to deepen its anti-colonial agitation and propaganda. Most importantly, the ish Secretariat called the Dutch revolutionary
trade union opposition to launch a campaign in support of the 130 Malay and
32 Dutch seamen who were threatened by death sentence for mutiny,2 and
published a call for an international support campaign.3 In addition, Shelley
ordered in early February 1933 the Dutch section and the Rotterdam Interclub
to organise a boycott and a campaign in support of the crew on board four
Greek vessels in Rotterdam.4 The Hamburg Interclub, in turn, alerted its liaison
persons on board vessels (Bordvertrauensleute) about an impending attack on
the Einheitsverband by the shipowners, urged them to be ready for the next
fight for the betterment of working conditions, and called them to organise
ship cells and ship committees on board their vessels.5
The impending war danger, in turn, was the renewed tension in the Far East
and –most important, according to Shelley –the increase of military shipments to Japan from England, France, the Scandinavian countries, and the
USA. This was depressing reading about the failure of the communists to block
or boycott the shipments, and Shelley urged the ish sections and Interclubs
to reinforce their vigilance committees and harbour watches, and to organise
mass demonstrations and mass protests especially against Japanese freighters

2 Brief an die rgo Hollands, 2[?].2.1933, 534/6/62, 8–10, rgaspi.
3 “Internationale Solidarität mit der Besatzung der ’Zeven Provincien’,” Rote Wacht 4, no. 2
(February 1933). In fact, the international campaign had been sanctioned by the ecci, see
Aktionsprogram in Beziehung zum Aufstand in der holländischen Flotte Indonesiens,
dated 13.2.1933, supplement to Protokoll (B) Nr. 294 der ausserordentlichen Sitzung der
Politkommission des Pol.Sekr. ekki vom 11.2.1933, 495/4/230, 4–5, rgaspi.
4 Shelley to “Chers camarades” at “La Conéderation génerale du travail unitaire, Athènes,”
[Hamburg] 3.2.1933, 534/6/86, 186, rgaspi; Pamphlet: Aan de Rotterdamsche Havenarbeiders,
534/6/86, 188, rgaspi; Mimeographed call: Strike on Greek ships! Not one seamen as blackleg on board of this ships, 534/6/86, 189, rgaspi.
5 Richard Krebs, Merkblatt für Bordvertauensleute, no date, transcript enclosed in file of the
Nachrichtensammelstelle Reichsministerium des Inneren, dated Berlin 25.2.1933, R 31.758_
Bd. 43, paaa.
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and Japanese imperialism.6 Shelley’s instructions was a response to Moscow’s
criticism of the lukewarm anti-war efforts by the communist parties and organisations and the futile attempts to boycott the transport of war equipment to
Japan.7 The ish Secretariat reacted promptly, and Albert Walter published a
call to “maritime transport workers of the world,” claiming that the Japanese
imperialists were heading towards the borders of the Soviet Union and that
military equipment was loaded in British, French, German, Scandinavian and
US American ports for transport to Japan: Block the shipments, form vigilance groups, and stop Japanese imperialism!8 It turned out to be Walter’s last
proclamation.
Besides, the situation in Germany also raised concern. Not totally unaware of
the rising tide of Nazism in Germany, the rilu Berlin Bureau called its sections
to launch an international anti-fascist campaign “on the basis of the broadest united front tactic from below.” The slogans of the campaign, it ordered,
were to protest against the recent development in Germany: Against fascism in
Germany, against the bloody terror of the fascists against the working class and
the working people, against the declaring illegal of the rgo and kpd, against
the national chauvinism of the German Hitler-Papen government, and against
the growing danger of war which, the rilu reminded, in the first place was
directed against the Soviet Union.9
1

Evacuating Hamburg

German public space constituted an uneven battleground for parties on the
extreme Right and Left in February 1933. The Prussian Ministry of Interior
was headed by a member of the nsdap who deployed the Nazi Storm Troops
(Sturmabteilung, sa) as auxiliary police forces to quell communist activities.
On 23 February, police and sa troops occupied the headquarters of the kpd in
6 Shelley “an die führenden Genossen der Sektionen der ish und Interklubs,” [Hamburg]
30.1.1933, 534/5/236, 9, rgaspi.
7 “Kriget i Fjärran Östern och kommunisternas uppgifter i kampen mot det imperialistiska
kriget och interventionen mot Sovjet-Unionen. Resolution till kamrat Okanos referat,” in Det
internationella läget och Kominternsektionernas uppgifter (Stockholm: Arbetarkultur, 1933),
available at marxistarkiv.se.
8 An alle Wassertransportarbeiter aller Länder!, declaration signed by Albert Walter and the
ish Executive Committee, Hamburg January 1933, säpo Äldre Aktsystemet 294 viii C 3
Interklubb och Röd Marin, Pärm 2, sna.
9 European Secretariat of the Red International of Labour Unions, Letter to “Dear comrades,”
3.2.1933, 534/4/460, 256, rgaspi. A copy of the letter is filed in 534/6/142, rgaspi.
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Berlin, the Karl-Liebknecht-Haus; on 27 February, the Reichstag building was
set on fire. Hitler accused the communists for the blast, declared a state of
emergency “as defensive measure against communist acts of violence endangering the state” which unleashed an attack by the state against the kpd and
its organisations. Assisted by its Nazi auxiliary police forces, the police arrested
thousands of communists, including party leader Ernst Thälmann, in an
attempt to crush the organisational apparatus of the KPD. Those who escaped
the onslaught went underground or left the country.
The assault against the kpd affected the Comintern and rilu bureaus
in Germany as well. The police attacks in Berlin on 23 February were also
directed against the offices of the West European Bureau, the League Against
Imperialism and the rilu Berlin Bureau. However, while the police arrested
the Bulgarian communist Georgi Dimitrov –not knowing that he was ‘Neptun’,
the head of the West European Bureau –on February 28, the members of the
two other units managed to escape and went underground.
The crackdown on the communist apparatus in Weimer Germany had
been anticipated for years. The Cominern and rilu headquarters had
reminded the German Party and its affiliated organisations as well as the various international units such as the ish to prepare for illegality. The inner
circles of the ish leadership seems to have discussed worst case-scenarios,
including preparing for underground activities. Already in mid-February 1933,
the archives of the ish, including Albert Walter’s card index of sea cells and
liaison persons, were moved from Rothesoodstrasse and stored at safe premises in the harbour area. The printing press of the Interclub, too, was moved to
an underground safe place.10 Thus, when the police and the sa-troops raided
Rothesoodstrasse on 5 March, they only found an empty building. The police
finally closed the Interclub and the ish office on 16 March, officially boasting
that they now had quelled the last centres of international communism in
Germany.11
The German Party as well as the Comintern quickly reorganised its apparatus. An underground apparatus started operations in Germany in March
1933, backed by legal units in Copenhagen, Paris, Prague and Saarbrucken. The
offices of former Berlin-based units of the Comintern and rilu, too, were relocated to these cities and reorganised. The rilu Berlin Bureau was dissolved;
part of its units, including its financial transfer office, were moved to Paris. The
10
11

Eiber, Arbeiter und Arbeiterbewegung in der Hansestadt Hamburg, 583; Reinalda, The
International Transportworkers Federation, 209.
Vossische Zeitung, 17.3.1933.
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new bureau, the Latin European Secretariat, was headed by comrades ‘René’
and ‘Willi’.12 Other units, such as the editorial board of the Internationale
Gewerkschafts-Korrespondenz, were moved to Copenhagen. The Copenhagen
unit was known as the rilu Central European Secretariat, headed by Leo
Pechmann.13 He had fled to the Danish capital in early March; one month
later, he had managed to establish a regular courier service between Paris and
Copenhagen.14
The crackdown on communists in Hamburg in late February/early March
1933 also hit members of the ish and the Einheitsverband. The most prominent “fish” to be caught by the police was ish Secretary Albert Walter,
who had declined to go underground, as well as Etkar André, a leading
functionary of the Interclub and ish instructor. However, most members
of the ish Secretariat, including Adolf Shelley, as well as the leader of the
Einheitsverband, Ernst Wollweber, managed to escape the police. Shelley
joined Pechmann in Copenhagen in early March while Wollweber went
underground and established a network of illegal cells of the Einheitsverband
in Germany.
The arrest of Albert Walter, the ban on the Einheitsverband, and the closure
of the Hamburg Interclub generated an international outcry. Mobilised to a
large extent by the sections of the ish as well as the Interclubs, the general
tenor was a condemnation of Nazi brutalism –and, in line with the ‘Class-
against-Class’-doctrine, an accusation of the social democrats for having paved
the way for Hitler’s dictatorship. A typical case was the demonstration organised by the Vladivostok Interclub, as noted by the ish in its “press release” in
early April 1933:
English, German, Norwegian, Finnish, Swedish, Japanese, Chinese seamen –one hundred men –launch flaming protest against bloody suppression of German toilers by Hitler dictatorship. Experiences of all fascist countries demonstrate that fascism come to power with the help of
socialdemocratic [sic] treachery only means misery and suppression.15
12
13
14
15

Willi to “Werte Genossen,” report dated 31.2.1933 [sic!, this is a misprint as the author claims
that Pechmann was already in Copenhagen which was not the case in February 1933],
534/4/460, 52, rgaspi; Eiber, Arbeiter und Arbeiterbewegung, 582–584.
Reorganisation of the rilu apparat, no date, no author [ca. 1933], 534/4/459, 10–11,
rgaspi.
Leo [Pechmann] to “Liebe Freunde,” 25.4.1933, 534/4/460, 97, rgaspi.
ish, Press release: Telegram from Vladivostok, Copenhagen 7.4.1933, 534/5/236, 38,
rgaspi.
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It is likely that Pechmann’s and Shelley’s relocation to Copenhagen followed
an emergency plan outlined already in 1932. Both Richard Jensen and Gustav
Långfors claim that secret discussions about an emergency plan had been
held in conjunction with the World Congress.16 In addition, it is possible that
Pechmann, Shelley and Walter discussed the relocation of the ish –perhaps
even that of the rilu Berlin Bureau –to Copenhagen at the Scandinavian
Conference in January 1933. Be as it may, according to Ernst Wollweber, the ish
Secretariat, or at least part of it, already operated in Copenhagen from the end
of February.17
1.1
Firma A. Selvo et Co
Officially, the office of the ish Secretariat was in conjunction with the
Copenhagen Interclub at Toldbodgade 16. The Interclub and the Danish section of the ish assumed the role as the new centre of operations; Richard
Jensen was presented in public as ish (interim or acting) Secretary. However,
the relocation of Shelley and other ish members to Copenhagen enabled
the re-establishment of the dual secretariat. As in Hamburg, Shelley was running an “illegal” secretariat, hereafter ish (Illegal) Secretariat. The transport
of the hidden archives of the ish was organised by Hermann Knüfken and
Max Barek in Hamburg, and Richard Jensen in Copenhagen. Almost in front
of the German police, the material was packed on Danish and Swedish freighters and transported to Copenhagen.18 Jensen hired an office for Shelley’s and
Pechmann’s (illegal) units in the Vesterport office building opposite to the central railway station in central Copenhagen.19 Soon at least Danish and British
intelligence were well aware who was acting behind the curtains: “The illegal
office of the I.S.H. is at room 289, Trommesalen, Copenhagen, under the name
of a firm styled ‘Selvo Co’. The camouflage is very bad and it is quite obviously

16
17
18
19

Raport fra Købenshavns Opdagelsepoliti, 11.2.1941, Politiets Efterretningstjenste,
Wollwebersagen, Pakke 2, dna; Richard Jensen, Frem i lyset, 104.
Ernst Wollweber, Lebenslauf, 175, ny 4327/10, BArchB.
Letter from Hermann Knüfken to Edo Fimmen, Antwerp 24.4.1936, published in Knüfken,
Von Kiel bis Leningrad, 329–330.
Richard Jensen, En omtumlet tilvaerelse (Copenhagen: Fremad, 1957), 104; Eiber, Arbeiter
und Arbeiterbewegung, 581; See also Niels Erik Rosenfeldt, Verdensrevolutionens generalstad. Komintern og det hemmelige apparat (Copenhagen: Gads forlag, 2011), 203–204;
Niels Erik Rosenfeldt, “Komintern og det hemmelige apparat,” in Komintern og de dansk-
sovjetiske relationer, eds. Jesper Jørgensen, Alexander Chubarayan, Andrei Sorokin and
Thomas Wegener Friis (Copenhagen: Arbejdermuseet og aba, 2012), 104.
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the H.Q. of the I.S.H. The entrance is in the middle room where the records are
kept.”20
The new operational unit of the ish was a troika consisting of Jensen,
Pechmann and Shelley who started their work in mid-March; a replacement for
Walter as ish Secretary was to be nominated at a later stage.21 Other members
were Gustav Långfors, Richard Rast and a stenographer. The three former comrades had worked at/for the Hamburg Interclub during the early 1930s.22 The
ish sections were informed of the successful relocation of the ish Secretariat
to Copenhagen in announcement published in the ish Bulletin. The national
sections were further notified about Albert Walters’ arrest and his harsh treatment by the German police as well as the plans to organise a European anti-
fascist workers’ congress in Copenhagen. In addition, the ish Bulletin called for
a boycott of Swedish vessels as part of an international campaign in support
of the Swedish seamen’s strike, see Figure 25.23 Outwardly, the ish Secretariat
seemed unaffected by the Nazi takeover and was back in business.
1.2
The Fate of the Baltic and Colonial Sections
The crackdown on communists in Hamburg also affected foreign citizens who
worked at the ish headquarters. A first sign of the deteriorated conditions was
the arrest of George Padmore on 11 February 1933. The reasons for his arrest
are obscure although a hitherto unknown report on his arrest and subsequent
deportation indicates that it was linked to his engagement for itucnw. The
Prussian police in Altona had already wanted to interrogate him in November
20

21
22

23

Minutes 19.4.1933, Richard Jensen personal file, kv 2/2158, tna. See further Morten Møller,
Niels Erik Rosenfeldt and Jesper Jørgersen, Den røde underverlden: Hemmelig kommunistisk virksomhed i Skandinavien mellem to verdenskrige (København: Gyldendal, 2019),
222–226.
Leo to “Liebe Freunde,” K[openhagen = Copenhagen], 15.5.1933, 534/4/460, 130, rgaspi.
Minutes 13.7.1933, 26.7.1933 och 3.10.1933, Richard Jensen personal file 2/2158, tna;
[Handling iva.] Komintern. Schematisk uppställning av organisationen och dess underavdelningar, undated report [filed 20.12.1941], 16, säpo Äldre Aktsystemet, iv A 2 –iv
A 4, volym 169, sna. Långfors is not listed in the British and Swedish files, the latter document being a Swedish translation of a compilation report by the German state police.
British Intelligence believed Richard Rast to be an alias of a certain Paul Richards while
German Intelligence claimed him to be a Bulgarian who was fluent in English, German
and Russian.
Anti-Fascist Front ish News Items 9, 18.3.1933, filed in ho 144/20657, tna. At least the illegal journal of the German section published the calls for an European anti-fascist workers
congress –although not mentioning it being planned to summon in Copenhagen –and
an international boycott on Swedish vessels, see Rote Wacht 4, no. 3 (21 March 1933).
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f igure 25	
The ish News Bulletin of 18 March 1933, filed in ho 144/20657, The National
Archives, Kew. The bulletin published a call by the ish Secretariat to protest
against the imprisonment and torture of Albert Walter and German workers and
workers’ leaders as well as to nominate delegates to the projected “Anti-Fascist
Unity and Fighting Congress of the Working Class of Europe.”
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1932 but Padmore resided at the time in Moscow where he attended the Second
World Congress of the International Red Aid. After returning to his apartment
in Altona, Padmore informed his proprietor that he and his wife Frieda Schiff
were to move to another place. However, Padmore stayed in the flat where the
police found him and his wife on 11 February. The police confiscated Padmore’s
material and his typing machine. The ish immediately asked the local branch
of the German Red Aid to send a lawyer who started negotiations with the
police authorities to prevent his expulsion to England.24 However, the lawyer
of the Red Aid as well as the comrades at the ish headquarters were not aware
that the local police had been in contact with the British consulate in Altona,
notifying the consulate about the arrest of the British Trinidad-born subject
Malcolm Ivan Nurse. What followed was a cat-and-mouse game. The British
consulate informed the Foreign Office that Nurse was a potential troublemaker
“who appears to have been operating in Berlin as a journalist,” not knowing
that Padmore as the alias of Nurse. The German authorities informed the
British that they wanted to deport an unwanted British colonial subject and
the British believed that Nurse could give them information about the notorious black revolutionary Padmore.25
The ish leadership was informed about Padmore’s detention order on the
day of his eviction to Britain. However, when they tried to approach Padmore
on the vessel, the latter made a secret sign not to interfere. The ish functionary
reasoned (rightly) that the police had not been able to crack Padmore’s identity. The ish leadership therefore decided not to launch a campaign among
black and white seamen on his release as it could have blown his cover.26
Padmore left Hamburg on the SS Bury for Grimsby on 22 February. After his
arrival in England, he stayed only for one day, borrowed some money and
headed towards Paris where he arrived in early March 1933.27
Padmore’s expulsion did not terminate work among colonial seamen in
Hamburg. Neither was it the end of the itucnw. Instead, the rilu Berlin
Bureau informed Albert Walter that the funding for The Negro Worker remained
the same for March, and instructed him to print the March issue of the journal.28 On the other hand, the ish leadership criticised Padmore for neglecting

24
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Bill, Über die Festnahme und Ausweisung des Gen. Padmore [Report on the arrest and
deportation of Comrade Padmore], no date [filed: 20.4.1933], 534/4/461, 123, rgaspi.
See further Weiss, Framing a Radical African Atlantic, 579.
Bill, Über die Festnahme und Ausweisung des Gen. Padmore [Report on the arrest and
deportation of Comrade Padmore], no date [filed: 20.4.1933], 534/4/461, 124, rgaspi.
See further Weiss, Framing a Radical African Atlantic, 579–582.
Handwritten note: “Was betrifft des Negerkomite,” 28.2.1933, 534/4/461, 70, rgaspi.
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security measures as he had deposited his files at his apartment. They also
informed the rilu Berlin Bureau that Padmore had not been very cooperative
and had neglected their security instructions.29
The other member of the colonial section of the Interclub, Min Yifan, managed to escape from Germany. Although the Nazi regime did not classify Chinese
persons as ‘coloured’, leftist Chinese who stayed in Germany after March 1933
risked arrest. Following Gregor Benton, Min Yifan relocated to Rotterdam from
where he operated the headquarters of the Western European Branch of the
Chinese Seamen’s Union. In early 1934, the communist-controlled Malayan
Seamen’s Union asked the rilu to send someone to Singapore to help organise
the Chinese seamen. The rilu sent Min Yifan.30
Padmore’s and Min Yifan’s departure from Hamburg terminated the direct
involvement of the ish Secretariat in work among colonial seamen. The new
operational basis of the two comrades in Paris respective Rotterdam were outside the orbit of the ish (Illegal) Secretariat in Copenhagen. While the Western
European Branch of the Chinese Seamen’s Union had been an independent
unit already before 1933, Padmore’s relocation to Paris enabled him to disregard the December 1932 Instructions about the close cooperation between the
ish and the itucnw. The only remaining visible link to the ish was the official
address of the itucnw and The Negro Worker –c/o International Seamen’s
Club, 16, Toldbodgade, Copenhagen.
Neither was the Baltic section affected by the closure of the Hamburg
Interclub. Ernest Lambert managed to escape to the Netherlands and operated
the Baltic section from Rotterdam. The editors or technical assistants of the
Estonian and Finnish journals seemed to have moved to Copenhagen as both
Majakas and Majakka reported the Copenhagen Interclub as the office of its
editors. The Latvian journal Baka, too, claimed to be published in Copenhagen.
However, neither the Finnish nor the Latvian State Police believed this to be
the case; instead, they argued that the journals were edited by communists in
the Soviet Union and printed by the Interclub in Leningrad.31
29
30
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Bill, Über die Festnahme und Ausweisung des Gen. Padmore [Report on the arrest and
deportation of Comrade Padmore], no date [filed: 20.4.1933], 534/4/461, 125, rgaspi.
Gregor Benton, “The Comintern and Chinese overseas,” in Chinese Transnational
Networks, ed. Tan Chee-Beng (London and New York: Routledge, 2007), 139–138; Gregor
Benton, Chinese Migrants and Internationalism: Forgotten Histories, 1917–1945 (London and
New York: Routledge, 2007), 55–56. See further Anna Belogurova, “Networks, Parties, and
the ‘Oppressed nation’: The Comintern and Chinese Communists Overseas, 1926–1935,”
Cross-Currents: East Asian History and Culture Review E-journal No. 24 (September 2017),
https://cross-currents.berkeley.edu/sites/default/files/e-journal/articles/belogurova.pdf.
Weiss, För kampen internationellt!, 301.
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The Copenhagen Secretariat in Action

The relocation of the ish Secretariat to Copenhagen enabled Jensen and
Shelley to enforce the strike tactics outlined at previous meetings. Hitherto,
the communists had been victorious in local conflicts but had not won any
major national strikes; see Figure 26. This was to change by a determined
attempt to control the strike committees and to internationalise a national
strike.32 Backed by the decision taken at the meeting of the ish Executive
Committee in Amsterdam in August 1932, the ish Secretariat therefore started
a vigorous international campaign in autumn 1932, calling for full employment on the ships and in the harbours as well as for the election of independent strike committees.33 The core demands of the ish campaign listed wage
increases, better living conditions and food on board the vessels, two days of
paid vacation per month, full compensation for overtime as well as free medical care.34 The impeding battlegrounds were the Scandinavian countries were
the shipping industry had announced substantial decreases in wages and hires
in the forthcoming negotiations with the unions. Tactics of the revolutionary
trade union opposition had been outlined at the January 1933 Scandinavian
Conference, and Shelley informed –perhaps in one of his last circular letters
from Hamburg to the ish sections and Interclubs –about the pending critical situation in Sweden and Denmark.35 The stage was set for a showdown
in Northern Europe where the ish aimed to develop the revolutionary trade
union opposition into a mass movement.36
32
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See, for example, the call of the ish in December to refuse unloading and loading of ships
rerouted from French ports as the best way in supporting the harbour workers’ strike in
France, “Zum Streik der Hafenarbeiter in Frankreich,” Rote Wacht 3, no. 13 (December 1932.).
“Internationale Aktion des Wassertransportproletariats,” Internationale Gewerkschafts-
Presse-Korrespondenz Nr 77 (1932), press-clipping enclosed as Abschrift zu S 3703, rav
Botschaft Moskau 196, paaa; Walter and Shelley to nn, [Hamburg] 2.9.1932, 534/5/231,
30–31, rgaspi. Walter’s and Shelley’s document is a copy of a text in German, probably
sent to the rilu or Comintern headquarters as they asked Moscow to send a reminder
to “the Comintern sections (i.e., parties) in England, USA, France, Germany, Norway,
Holland and Poland” to pay serious attention to work on the waterfront.
ish, An alle Sektionen der ish und Interklubs betreffend Organisierung einer internationalen Aktion unter der Parole ‘Volle Besatzung an Bord, volle Gänge der Hafenarbeiter
in der Ladung’, Hamburg, September 1932, Reichskommissariat für die Überwachung der
öffentlichen Ordnung und Nachrichtensammelstelle im Reichsministerium des Inneren,
R1507/2084, 136–146, BArchB.
Shelley “an die führenden Genossen der Sektionen der ish und Interklubs,” [Hamburg]
30.1.1933, 534/5/236, 10, rgaspi.
Apart from engaging in the national seamen’s strikes in Sweden, Finland, Latvia and
Ireland in 1933, the ish Secretariat cabled the mwiu in early August announcing that
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2.1
Sweden
Although the ish Secretariat prepared for a clash in Sweden, the clampdown
on communists in Germany and the liquidation of activities in Hamburg almost
nullified its ambitions. Negotiations between the unions and the shipowners
collapsed on 8 March, and the Swedish Seamen’s Union declared the strike to
begin the following day. The position of the revolutionary trade union opposition,
the Sjötransportarbetarnas rfo, was well known. It had unleashed a campaign
against the “defeat tactic” (nederlagstaktik) of the union leadership, the ‘reformist’ Scandinavian Transport Workers’ Federation (stf), and the itf already in
December 1932, and had published its demands after the January 1933 Copenhagen
Conference. Anticipating the declaration of a strike, the Political Bureau of the
skp (Sveriges Kommunistiska Parti, Sektion av Komintern) convened together
with the rfo leadership in early March to discuss the timetable for future strike
activities. Of utmost important was the strict appliance to Swedish maritime law,
the SKP leadership stressed, and strictly ruled out any deviations from the 7-days
rule; according to the rule, a ship crew had to wait for seven days, and the ship had
to return to a Swedish port, before it had the right to start a strike. The effect of the
rule was that the strike would take off on 15 March.37
The rfo leadership was not happy with the order of the SKP. Instead of
being idle for seven days, the rfo wanted to press for an immediate confrontation by calling for a total stoppage of work on vessels at once and not only in
Swedish ports but anywhere in the world. However, the party leadership nullified these aspirations. Instead, it underscored the absolute necessity to comply
with the 7-days rule and not to endanger the position of the party through the
application of illegal tactics.38
Neither was the ish Secretariat capable to render any immediate assistance to the rfo. This was disappointing news for the rfo headquarters in
Gothenburg. It had already telephoned Jensen on 9 March about the start
of the strike but he replied that he had no means at his disposal to support
them. Besides, the ish Secretariat was at that time fully engaged with organising the European Anti-fascist Workers’ Congress (see below). The silence in
Copenhagen and in the Swedish communist press, in addition to the inactivity
of the communist-led strike committees in the Swedish ports, made the social
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Polish mariners had gone out on strike and urging the mwiu to stop all Polish liners in
US ports. However, the strike was a short affair as the strikers were able to win all their
demands, and the ish called off the international boycott, see “International news,” The
Waterfront Worker 1, no. 9 (August 15, 1933): 4. I have not found any further documentation
on the engagement of the ish engagement in the Polish strike.
Weiss, För kampen internationellt!, 329–333.
Weiss, För kampen internationellt!, 335.
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f igure 26	
i sh leads striking maritime transport workers to victory, front-page news
about victorious outcomes of the strikes in Poland and the Netherlands in
Sjøtransportarbeideren 6, no. 10 (October 1932): 1.
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democratic and socialist trade union leadership to declare the total defeat of
the strike tactics of the communists and the ish.39
However, the defeat of the ish proved illusory. The ish Secretariat published a call for international actions and boycotts in support for the Swedish
strike on 14 March.40 One day earlier, the Danish Stokers’ Union had already
issued its own declaration, and ordered its members not to hire on Swedish
vessels, see Figure 27. The Danish declaration –which probably had been
drafted by Jensen and Shelley –was internationally circulated through the ish
Bulletin. The Danish declaration was a direct statement against the hitherto
applied strike tactics in Sweden and condemned the decision for not including the coastal merchant fleet in the strike. Besides, it launched a broadside
attack against Charles Lindley, the leader of the Swedish transport workers’
union and the president of the stf, heavily criticising him for prohibiting the
harbour workers to engage in the strike. A few days later, the ish directly intervened in the strike by sending its first instructor to Sweden.41
The investigations by the Swedish police after the strike identified Richard
Krebs as the instructor sent by the ish. However, Krebs was the second (and
main) emissary of the ish. Earlier to his arrival, the ish Secretariat had sent
Gustav Långfors on a mission to Sweden. Långfors participated at a secret
meeting in Gothenburg on 19 March where the rfo leadership discussed the
strike; the meeting had been called by the ish and the representative of the
Comintern in Stockholm. The leadership of the Swedish Party was criticised by
the ish representative for compliancy and for inactivity. Instead, he demanded
the full application of the confrontation tactics.42
Långfors returned to Copenhagen and the ish Secretariat sent Krebs to
organise the battle on the waterfront. The rfo unleashed the new tactics
immediately by taking the lead in the local strike committees in Gothenburg
and Stockholm, and by organising “shock brigades” to block blacklegs to enter
ships. Strike paroles were painted at night on the walls and pavements throughout Gothenburg and Stockholm, followed by an intensification of demonstrations and boycotts. The main battle was fought in Gothenburg where the situation escalated on 21 March with a six-hour showdown between the strikers and
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Weiss, För kampen internationellt!, 333–335.
Interestingly, the ish call for international actions in support of the Swedish strike was
noted in national and local journals of opposition groups and independent radical associations, among others on the US West Coast, see “International news,” The Waterfront
Worker 1, no. 4 (April 1933): 6.
Weiss, För kampen internationellt!, 336.
Weiss, För kampen internationellt!, 338–341.
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f igure 27	
Calling the Danish maritime workers to support the Swedish seamen’s strike;
flyer by the Søfolkens og Havnearbejdernes rfo, the ish section in Denmark,
filed in 107 Richard Jensen Arkiv, Danish Labour Movement Library and Archives,
Copenhagen.
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the police. Krebs’ shock brigades stormed on the following day the steamer
Kjell and forced five blacklegs from the boat. The so-called Kjell Affaire marked
the climax of the strike. The five blacklegs were found badly beaten in the outskirts of Gothenburg, the socialist, liberal and conservative press demanded an
immediate end to communist ‘terrorism’. The police raided the headquarters
of the strike committee as well as the Interclub in Gothenburg, arresting the
strike leadership in toto. Krebs went underground and rushed to Stockholm.43
Officially, the ish Secretariat refuted to be directly involved in the strike.
Although it made no secret of being the mastermind of the international
campaign in support of the Swedish strike, the ish Secretariat never intervened directly in public. Instead, the ish Secretariat used an organisation
called “Skandinaviska sjöfolkens kampkommitté” (The Fighting Committee of
Scandinavian Seamen) as its mouthpiece. The Fighting Committee was said
to have been established at the January 1933 Copenhagen Conference and was
headed by Richard Jensen. Jensen, in the name of the Fighting Committee,
sent an invitation to the stf to discuss joint international actions in support
of the Swedish strike, and travelled to Gothenburg where the executive bureau
of the stf was to meet on 24 March. stf President Charles Lindley was not
impressed, rejected Jensen’s invitation, and declared the strike to be outright
“madness” (vansinne).44
The Kjell Affaire propelled a new round of negotiations between the union
leaders and shipowners. Krebs, in turn, aimed to step up escalations in the
Swedish ports while the ish issued a new call for international boycotts. The
rfo leadership was confident and claimed that most members of the union
backed the rfo-led strike committees. However, neither the ish nor the rfo
had calculated with the next move by the union leaders. On 29 March the
Swedish Trade Union Confederation (Löntagarorganisationen lo) intervened
in support of the union leadership, and demanded all union members to comply to the statutes of seamen’s union; those who did not were to be expelled
from the union. Two days later, the opposition-controlled Stockholm branch
was excluded from the union and the union leadership accepted the demands
of the shipowners. The rfo wanted to continue the fight but without much
success. The strike ended on 3 April when the rfo ordered its members to
resume work.45
Neither the rfo nor the ish ever considered their tactic to have failed.
Instead, the defeat in Sweden was blamed on the “defeat tactic” of the social
43
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Weiss, För kampen internationellt!, 342–347.
Weiss, För kampen internationellt!, 347–348.
Weiss, För kampen internationellt!, 349–353.
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democratic and socialist trade union leaders and functionaries, the stf, and
the itf. Instead, they argued that their “revolutionary tactic” had proven right
and the strikers would have voted against the deal of the union leaders.46
However, this was the crux of the matter. The union leadership –perhaps
rightly –calculated that the rfo had gained a huge backing at the beginning
of April and never arranged a vote (which it should have done, according to
union statutes). Whether the rfo ever had the large backing it claimed is not
known. According to its own calculations, rfo membership rose from 1,200
before to 3,000 at the end of the strike. These figures were used by the ish
Secretariat as a clear indication for an imminent breakthrough for the revolutionary trade union opposition in Sweden. The course was set for the next
union congress where the revolutionary trade union opposition planned to
vote against the present union leadership and replace it with a revolutionary
one. There was only one problem with these considerations –the next union
congress was scheduled for 1935.
Finland
2.2
Operations in Finland proved much more difficult. Communist activities were
illegal and the opposition in the Finnish Seamen’s and Stokers’ Union was neither organised nor visible. Direct interventions in Finland were impossible,
as Albert Walter repeatedly had noted, not to speak about connecting with
opposition groups within the union. The ish Secretariat therefore applied an
indirect approach by publishing a journal, Majakka, in the name of the opposition. Whether there ever existed such an opposition is not known, and at least
the Finnish State Police had no information on the existence of such a group.
However, fictitious or not, what mattered was the existence of a propaganda
tool to be used to radicalise Finnish seamen.47
The Finnish shipping industry had a dubious international reputation
during the early 1930s. Wages were among the lowest in Europe while unemployment among Finnish seamen was high. There was a profound discontent with the situation among the members of the union. As in Sweden,
tariffs were open for negotiation in spring 1933 and when they ended in a
cul-de-sac, the majority of the members voted for strike. The strike started
on 23 April and became a protracted affair. In contrast to Sweden, only
a fraction of the seamen belonged to the union and the shipowners made
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ish Sekretariat an alle Sektionen der ish und Interklubs, Betrifft: Streik der schwedischen Seeleute, Kopenhagen 7.4.1933, 534/5/236, 39, rgaspi.
Weiss, För kampen internationellt!, 353–354.
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extensively use of blacklegs who were mobilised by paramilitary strikebreaking organisations.48
The capability and capacity of the ish Secretariat to directly intervene
and organise the strike were almost non-existent. Initially, the secretary of
the Finnish Seamen’s and Stokers’ Union did not even bother to inform the
ISH Secretariat about the outbreak of the strike. When news finally reached
Copenhagen, the ish Secretariat published a call for an international blockade
of Finnish ships in early May.49 Indirectly, the ish Secretariat used the journal
Majakka as its main tool to radicalise the strike. The April-issue of Majakka carried several articles condemning the decision of the union to apply the 7-days
rule and to restrict the strike to Finnish steamers in Finnish and Scandinavian
harbours. In addition, the journal accused the union for not having immediately informed the ish Secretariat about the outbreak of the strike. The next
issue of Majakka called for an intensification of the strike as well as carried the
call of the ish about an international boycott of Finnish ships. Simultaneously,
the ish had ordered its sections and the Interclubs to boycott Finnish ships,
and at least the Baltic and Danish sections published similar calls.50
The international campaign of the ish almost backfired when news about
the loading of Finnish ships in the port of Leningrad made international headlines. Especially in Sweden, where the seamen’s union had started the expulsion
of rfo-members from the union, the Swedish Seamen’s Union used the activities of the Leningrad port workers in its propaganda war against the ish and the
rfo. The ish was portrayed as an empty shell, not capable to organise boycotts
even in the Soviet ports. Rather, in the mind of their critics, the ish and the
Soviet Union were supporting blacklegs as the Leningrad port authorities initially had declared the Finnish strike to be a domestic affair and the ish had not
intervened. The embarrassing news compelled Shelley to write to Pat Murphy,
the ish liaison person in England, and asked him to publish an official response
in the British press: Finnish ships had been loaded in Leningrad because the
Finnish union had officially only asked the itf for support. Besides, the Soviet
Union was obliged to fulfil international agreements with “capitalist” countries.
The Danish and Swedish ish-sections made similar replies and accused the itf
for having failed to organise a boycott of Finnish vessels, see Figure 28.51
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Weiss, För kampen internationellt!, 354–355. See further Timo Soukola, Riistorauhaa rikkomassa. Suomen Merimies-Unionin ja sen edeltäjien vaiheita, 1905–2000 (Helsinki: Otava,
2003).
ish Secretariat, Instructions regarding the Finnish Seamen’s strike, 4.5.1933, 534/5/236, 55,
rgaspi.
Weiss, För kampen internationellt!, 359–360.
Weiss, För kampen internationellt!, 357–358. In fact, the Finnish seamen’s strike was one
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f igure 28	
The itf supports Finnish fascism, the ish the Finnish seamen; flyer published in
Danish by the ish Secretariat (ish Press Release, 16 June 1933), attacking the itf
for blackening the harbour workers in Leningrad and their activities in support
of the Finnish seamen’s strike, filed in 107 Richard Jensen Arkiv, Danish Labour
Movement Library and Archives, Copenhagen.
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The Leningrad port workers finally joined the lines when they boycotted
nine Finnish steamers on 19 June. This was breaking news for the communists.
The underground Finnish Communist Party distributed leaflets criticising the
union leadership for mismanagement of the strike, and called the revolutionary opposition to take control over the union. Shelley triumphed in a letter
sent to the Finnish Seamen’s and Stokers’ Union. None of the itf-affiliated harbour workers’ unions had joined the boycott and only an ish-led international
boycott had any chance to be effective. However, Shelley refrained to inform
that the Leningrad boycott had followed only when Finnish vessels were not
anymore shipping annual Soviet exports to England. Only at this point, the
Comintern, rilu and ish received permission to start a campaign against
the social democratic parties in Scandinavia, the Finnish union, and the itf,
accusing them to support blacklegging.52
The Finnish strike continued for the next months but ended in a bitter
defeat in late August when union leaders capitulated and accepted the offer of
the shipowners. The ish Secretariat turned the defeat into victory: The opposition within the union was believed to be stronger than ever before. The opposition had even managed to organise protest meetings at the end of the strike,
and an extraordinary union congress had been called for December 1933.53
2.3
Latvia
Latvia was one of the minor shipping countries in Europe. Here, too, the shipowners had responded to the economic depression by lowering wages, which
generated discontent among the crews on Latvian vessels. Both the illegal
Latvian Communist Party as well as the Interclubs did their best to promote the
opposition within the Latvian Seamen’s Union. In April 1933, the communists
published an appeal to the Latvian seamen, calling them to prepare for strike
actions. Ship committees were subsequently established on board 45 vessels.54
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ecci decided that Finnish seamen were to start their in Leningrad after the strike had
started in Finnish, British and Dutch harbours. Moreover, the Finnish seamen were to
be told that the call of the ‘reformist’ union leaders to also start the strike in Leningrad
was doomed to be the wrong tactic, as the ‘reformist’ unions in the United Kingdom and
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Not much is known about the oppositions’ preparations although it seems
likely that Ernst Lambert (alias L. Avotin) and the Copenhagen Interclub was
involved in an early stage, perhaps even being the mastermind of the strike. In May
1933, the Baltic section issued an appeal to the ish sections about the impending
strike. Lambert met Shelley in Copenhagen for a meeting on 10 June, outlining
strike tactics. Lambert proposed that the ish would send a telegram in the name
of the central strike committee to all Latvian vessels and declare a general strike.
Shelley was against the plan and noted that a central strike committee had not
yet been established. Instead, he suggested applying gradual tactics: When the
first Latvian ship arrived in Copenhagen, the functionaries of the Interclub were
to induce the crews to start a strike. The first attempt on 14 June ended in a total
fiasco –the crew of a Latvian steamer remained on board and called off the strike
when the captain threatened to have them all arrested. Shelley changed tactics
the next day when the SS Kaupo arrived. This time, the crew left the ship when
they started their strike and Shelley sent telegrams in the name of the striking
crews to Riga and Rotterdam, urging other vessels to join the strike.55
Nothing happened in Latvia. Discouraged by the silence, Lambert wanted to
call off the strike. Shelley opposed as he had received three batches containing
leaflets printed at the Leningrad Interclub. The leaflets had been printed well
in advance, calling for international support for the Latvian seamen who were
claimed to have started their strike on 15 June! The date testifies its prefabrication –the strike only started when the Kaupo returned to Latvia, igniting the
strike in Riga and Liepaja (Libau).56
Most Latvian merchant vessels eventually joined the strike. The ish
Secretariat orchestrated the international campaign in support of the strike,
and boycotts were, among others, organised by the Interclubs in Copenhagen,
Rotterdam, and Stockholm, see Figure 29. The implementation of the strike
tactics proved relatively easy as the opposition controlled the central strike
committee in Latvia, while Lambert coordinated the activities of the ish Baltic
section from Rotterdam. The harbour workers in Riga and Liepaja, in turn,
joined the strike front.57 Even in Leningrad, the German consulate reported,
had the Russian harbour workers joined the boycott and refused to unload two
Latvian freighters.58 This time, for sure, it looked as if the ish and the opposition would be victorious in a national strike.
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Weiss, För kampen internationellt!, 367–368.
Weiss, För kampen internationellt!, 368.
Weiss, För kampen internationellt!, 369–371.
Deutsches Generalkonsulat Leningrad: Streik lettischer Seeleute im Hafen von Leningrad,
17.6.1933, filed in rav Botschaft Moskau 81, paaa.
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f igure 29	
Calling the Danish harbour workers to support the Latvian seamen’s strike;
flyer published by the “Strike Committee” in Danish calling for the harbour
workers in Copenhagen to express their solidarity with the Latvian seamen, filed
in 107 Richard Jensen Arkiv, Danish Labour Movement Library and Archives,
Copenhagen.
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The high hopes almost fulfilled in Latvia. The strike ended in a partial victory as wages were increased. However, all the other demands were turned
down. Still, the most important accomplishment was the replacement of the
old ‘reformist’ union leadership by members of the opposition. The next target of the ish Secretariat was to consolidate the position of the opposition in
Finland and Latvia as well as to further propaganda work in the Baltic region.
This mission was to be directed by Ernst Lambert who relocated to Copenhagen
in October 1933.59
2.4
Ireland
The push of the ish Secretariat into Ireland was part of its plans to revitalise
the smm. Shelley outlined these plans to John Mahon, a leading functionary
of the Minority Movement, in mid-April 1933. Mahon had informed Shelley
about a forthcoming meeting of the smm at the end of the month where
comrade Wincott was to be nominated as the new leader of the organisation.
Shelley agreed to this, and suggested the nomination of a ‘National Working
Secretariat’ as well as to include comrades Alec Robson, Pat Murphy, A. Cole
and a certain comrade Gania to the leadership of the smm. Robson was to lead
operations in the Tyneside, Cole in Liverpool, and Murphy those in Ireland.
If Murphy was prevented from moving to Ireland, then he was to be sent to
Cardiff to reconstruct “our group,” Shelley ordered. The task of Gania was the
reorganisation of the Indian Seamen’s Union in London. In addition, the smm
branches in Liverpool, London and the Tyneside were induced to establish
Interclubs, The Seafarer was to resume publication, and Robson, Murphy and
Cole alongside “a delegate from the Glasgow Dockers’ Union” were to attend
the planned European Anti-fascist Workers’ Congress in Copenhagen.60
The idea of sending Pat Murphy to Ireland was not farfetched, reasoned
Shelley: “In Ireland there are the best possibilities for building up a mass movement amongst the seamen. From the experience gathered in our Interclubs we
know that the Irish seamen on board the ships are very easy to approach.”61
However, for reasons not known, Murphy’s transfer to Ireland was postponed
59
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Weiss, För kampen internationellt!, 372. However, the Latvian strike was to have consequences in Moscow as the ecci was not pleased with its outcome and dismissed two
members of the ‘Baltic committee for seamen’, see § 8 Über den Streik der lettischen
Seeleute, Protokoll (B) Nr. 320 der Sitzung der Politkommission des Pol.Sekr. ekki vom
27.6.1933, 495/4/251, 6, rgaspi. The ‘Baltic committee for seamen’ was perhaps the unit
who monitored the strike from Leningrad?
Shelley to Mahon, [Copenhagen] 19.4.1933, 534/6/20, 4–5, rgaspi.
Shelley to Mahon, [Copenhagen] 19.4.1933, 534/6/20, 4, rgaspi.
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until June 1933 when he received new instructions from the ish Secretariat. He
was to proceed to Ireland “at once” as representative of the ish, not the smm,
the order stated. His mission was to establish contacts with the Communist
Party of Ireland, and to issue a joint leaflet containing a protest against British
and Irish nus bureaucrats and the itf as well as to call for the creation of
action committees. Another leaflet was to be issued in the name of an “Action
Committee of Irish seamen.” This committee was yet another attempt by the
ish to cast a smokescreen on its intervention as it was a group “which you
[Murphy] in cooperation with the comrades from the Irish Party must let seamen elect.” Their leaflet, in turn, was to contain the following demands: No
wage cuts, 8-hour working day, full crews, and action committees on board the
vessels. Most importantly, however, Murphy was to lay the foundation of red
seamen’s union in Ireland.62
Murphy’s operations in Ireland were planned to unleash a strike of the Irish
seamen in June 1933. Nevertheless, the plans of the ish Secretariat backfired
almost immediately. Receiving Murphy’s strike-leaflets, the ish Secretariat
sent a stiff reminder, and urged him to change the wordings of the slogans
and demands of his propaganda. Probably remembering the fatal turn of the
Swedish strike, the ish Secretariat forbade him to publish the slogan “Death
to traitors (strike breakers)” unless meetings of unemployment seamen themselves had decided to do so. Murphy was ordered to focus on “mass mobilisation from below,” and to organise strike picketing, to prevent strike-breakers
from getting on board, and to haul them from ships but not to shout: “Death
to scabs!” Finally, reflecting the strategic outlines discussed by ish Executive
Committee in Paris in early June (see Section 4 in this chapter), Murphy was
informed that his slogan “No payments to the nus” was wrong. Instead, it
should be replaced by slogans such as “Strike committees and strike decisions
of the crew on board”, and “Mass pickets on all ships, before the dock gates, the
shipping offices, the shipping company’s offices and nus bureaus!”63
The news from Ireland remained disappointing and Shelley sent a stiff
reminder to the Central Committee of the cpgb in late June, criticising Murphy,
Cole and Robson for “opportunist, ultra-left mistakes” in their drafting of the
Irish pamphlet and in their preparation for the strike of the Irish seamen.64 As
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[ish Secretariat] to “Dear Comrade Murphy,” [Copenhagen] 17.6.1933, 534/6/20, 10,
rgaspi.
Murphy to Jensen, 28.6.1933, Richard Jensen personal file, kv 2/2158, tna; [ish Secretariat]
to “Dear Comrade Murphy,” [Copenhagen] 29.6.1933, 534/6/20, 14–15, rgaspi.
Shelley to the Central Committee of the cpgb, [Copenhagen] 30.6.1933, 534/6/20, 16–17,
rgaspi.
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there had been no further news from either Murphy or Cole, Shelley turned
a few weeks later to the Minority Movement and urged them to take precautions to prevent the Irish “reformists” to sign an agreement and end the strike.
Besides, although the ish was still in favour of forming a new independent
revolutionary Irish union, the Minority Movement was urged not to push for
it, as the Copenhagen secretariat had not been able to draft a constitution for
such a union.65 The most important task of the Minority Movement, Shelley
underlined, was to “accelerate solidarity actions in aid of the Irish seamen.”66
Further deviations from the ish masterplan followed. Irish and Scottish
seamen went on strike in July, an Irish “anti-communist and anti-capitalist”
seamen’s union was established.67 Pat Murphy appeared at a meeting in
Dublin as the representative of the Minority Movement and the Communist
Party, which resulted in another stiff reminder from Shelley. Do not come
out as a communist, Shelley reminded; instead, Murphy should participate
as an Irish seamen and work among the seamen in order to win their confidence by correct proposals “without raising any question of communism
or of affiliation to the ish.” Instead, Shelley directed Murphy to impel the
comrades in Liverpool to organise a ‘solidarity committee’ in support of the
Irish strike.68
Worse was to come. Comrade ‘Walter’ (whom I have not been able to identify) notified that he had received Shelley’s dispatch from late June (regarding
the Irish union) and informed him that the comrades agreed to all questions
except one, namely the attitude towards the new union. In fact, there was total
disagreement. In contrast to Shelley, the comrades at the Minority Movement
headquarters in London backed the idea of supporting the new union. Echoing
Irish nationalist sentiments, comrade ‘Walter’ issued an Irish nationalist anti-
colonial declaration to Shelley:
The struggle for Independence of the Irish trade union movement is an
integral part of the struggle for national independence and therefore
we can’t agree with the line of your letter on this question. Of course
we understand the Irish Government and the Irish reformists will seek
to get an Irish Union which they can control in the interest of Irish
Capitalism. But our reply to this is not to remain in the N.U.S. but to fight
65
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Shelley to Com-Fraction of the nmm, [Copenhagen] 10.7.1933, 534/6/20, 20, rgaspi.
Shelley to “Comrade Walter,” [Copenhagen] 11.7.1933, 534/5/236, 91, rgaspi.
Aileen O’Caroll & Don Bennett, The Dublin Docker: Working Lives of Dublin’s Deep-Sea Port
(Newbridge: Irish Academic Press, 2017).
[ish Secretariat] to Pat Murphy, [Copenhagen] 13.7.1933, 534/6/20, 22, rgaspi.
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for a democratically controlled Irish Union and to organise revolutionary
trade union work inside the union.69
The Irish strike ended in a debacle. The comrades in Copenhagen were disappointed but wanted to turn the defeat into the starting-point for the mobilisation of the revolutionary trade union opposition among Irish seamen.
Resembling the masterplan for the opposition in the Danish and Swedish
unions to conquer the unions at their next national congresses, the ish
Secretariat directed the Minority Movement to issue a leaflet claiming that
the Irish seamen were swindled by the leaders (“traitors”) of their union. The
leaflet was to signal the start of a campaign to establish a new revolutionary seamen’s union. As in Denmark and Sweden, the leaflet was not to be
published in the name of the Minority Movement but signed by “a group of
Irish adherents of the ish” and to appear in Dublin. To make sure that the
intended leaflet had the right wording, the ish Secretariat enclosed a draft
version of it.70
3

Joining the Proletarian Anti-fascist Front

Anti-fascism had constituted an integral part of communist political rhetoric since the 1920s. Initially, the attack was directed against organisations and
regimes with a reactionary and ultra-nationalist agenda but after the adoption of the ‘Class-against-Class’-doctrine, social democratic parties and socialist labour union leaders were denounced as traitors of the working class and
branded as ‘social fascists’. The Nazi takeover in Germany in 1933 added an
international perspective in communist anti-fascism: Whereas earlier appeals
had warned the working class of the lure of fasicsm in general terms, the
anti-fascist struggle against the Nazi regime in Germany was to be an international task. This change of policy was to be manifested through a unified
front of the international working class and was made public in an appeal
by the ecci in early March 1933, itself being a half-hearted reply to an earlier
apeal by the Labour and Socialist International in mid-February. The content
of the Comintern’s verbal onslaught did not change –the social democratic
parties had paved the way for the Nazis and it was the Labour and Socialist
69
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Walter to Shelley, London 5.7.1933, 534/5/236, 90, rgaspi.
[ish Secretariat] to Com-Fraction of nmm, [Copenhagen] 20.7.1933, 534/6/20, 24–25,
rgaspi.
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International that had changed its course while the communists stood for anti-
fascist activism.71
Anti-fascism consituted the third pillar of the ish. Similar to other communist organisations, anti-fascism was initially only used by the ish and its sections in political rhetorics, not as a guiding line for international activities. Thus,
the anti-communist laws in Finland, the Japanese invasion of Manchuria, and
the attack of the Guomindang government in China against the Chinese Soviet
were all branded as fascist.72 For example, the Danish radical maritime transport workers were called to demonstrate on May First against war and fascism
and in support of the Soviet Union.73 However, apart from the ‘Hands off China’-
campaign, the ish Secretariat never called for international campaign against –
in communist vocabulary –fascist regimes, such as Finland, Estonia or Poland.
The activities against Nazi and fascist regimes was regarded to be the task of
the national sections, i.e., the Einheitsverband and the exiled/illegal FILM.74
Instead, the ish Secretariat’s main focus was on the anti-war campaign against
Japan as late as February 1933.75 In Denmark, for example, the Danish section
(re-)published an appeal by the ish Secretariat to form ‘vigilance and action
committees’ to stop the shipment of military equipment to the Far East.76
The ish Secretariat was to change its stance towards anti-fascist campaigns
after Reichstag fire in February 1933 and the suppression of the kpd in March
1933. The consequences were troublesome for the ish –its biggest and best
organised section was declared illegal, its organisation had been smashed
by the Nazis and was about to set up an illegal underground apparatus and
organisation. Anti-fascist action was put on the frontline and became a fight
for survival for the ish Secretariat in Copenhagen. The objectives of its anti-
fascist campaign were mainly to support the illegal German section, namely
71
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“Dok. 311. Aufruf des Exekutivkomitees der Komintern zur Einheitsfront gegen faschistische Diktatur,” in Deutschland, Russland, Komintern. II. Dokumente (1918–1943), eds.
Hermann Weber, Jakov Drabkin, Bernhard H. Bayerlein (Berlin/München/Boston: De
Gruyter, 2015), 960–962.
“Fascist-Kup i Finland,” Lanternen 5, no. 5 (July 1930): 1.
“Ud til Demonstration 1. Maj mod Krigen, mot Fascismen, for Sovjet-Unionen,” Lanternen
6, no. 4 (April 1931): 1–2.
“Die ish der Wasserkante an das Wassertransportproletariat: Kämpft in der antifascistischen Aktion gegen den Mordterror der Nazis, für Arbeit und Brot!,” Hamburger
Volkszeitung, 16.7.1932.
ish appeal in Swedish, January 1933, säpo Äldre Aktsystemet Volym 294 Pärm viii C 3,
sna; ish-Antikriegsarbeit Feb 1933, R1507/2085, 86–91, BArchB.
“Kriget raser igen i Østen,” Rød Kurs 3, no. 1 (1933): 1; ”Krigen i Østen,” Rød Kurs 3, no. 3
(1933): 3.
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to publish and disseminate illegal publications in Germany as well as to call
for an international boycott of the Nazi flag. While the former task was to be
coordinated in cooperation with the Danish section, the latter one was to be
organised through local anti-fascist action committees to be established by
each of the ish national sections.
Calling for a European Anti-Fascist Workers’ Congress
3.1
One of Adolf Shelley’s first measures taken after his arrival in Copenhagen was
to address a letter to all sections of the ish. Apart from urging the sections to
establish an anti-fascist front against Nazi Germany, he informed them about
the decision of the ish leadership to join the call to summon a Europan Anti-
fascist Workers’ Congress. Most importantly, he impelled the sections to put
the fight against fascism on top of their agenda. All sections were instructed
to set up so-called ‘anti-fascist action committees’ on board the ships and in
the harbours. International solidarity with the German proletariat was to be
the new slogan and to be articulated at every meeting. Finally, he informed the
sections that the ish office at Rothesoodstrasse had been closed by the police
and Albert Walter jailed.77
While the Danish comrades and the Danish section cooperated closely with
the ish Secretariat and immediately issued instructions for the formation
of an anti-fascist front in Denmark,78 anti-fascist agitation was slow to take
momentum in Sweden. This was due to the Swedish section being engaged in
the national seamen’s strike from early to late March 1933. A first appeal for
the formation of ‘anti-fascist action committees’ on board Swedish ships and
in the harbours was only issued in early April. Anti-fascist agitation had been
late, the appeal noted and, not surprisingly, directed at the same time a stiff critique against the social democratic party and labour movement: “Experience
from every fascist country tells us that fascism has come into power with the
help of the treacherous social democracy.”79 In contrast, the Swedish seamens’
union and its journal were remarkably silent on this issue in 1933.80
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A. Shelley to all sections of the ish and Interclubs, Copenhagen 8.3.1933, kv 2/2158: 6a,
tna. Copies of Shelley’s letter are also found in the archives of the Swedish secret service (Säkerhetspolisen, säpo) and Finnish state police (Etsivä keskuspoliisi, ek). Similar
information was provided by Richard Jensen to the Swedish section, see Richard Jensen
to “riksledningen för Sjötransportarbetarnas rfo,” Copenhagen 8.3.1933, säpo Äldre
Aktsystemet Volym 118 iii B3 s 101 111D, 189, sna.
“Slut enhetsfronten mod fascismen!,” Rød Kurs 3, no. 3 (1933): 1.
“Bilda antifascistiska kommittéer i varje fartyg och hamn,” Ny Dag 11.4.1933.
See further Marin Estvall, Sjöfart på stormigt hav: Sjömannen och Svensk Sjöfarts tidning
inför den nazistiska utmaningen 1932–1945 (Växjö: Växjö University Press, 2009).
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The ish Secretariat published its first appeal for the formation of an anti-
fascist front in mid-March. One week later, the Danish section published a
translation of the call. The main tenor of the call was the urge to move from
agitation to open action: Seamen and harbour worker all over the globe were to
form a united front in support for the German proletariat. Moreover, the maritime workers were invited to send delegates to the planned European Anti-
fascist Workers’ Conference which was to convene in Prague in April 1933.81
The appeal for organising an anti-fascist worker’s congress had initially been
issued by the revolutionary trade union oppositions in Germany, Italy, and
Poland and was soon backed by the cgtu in France and the Czechoslovakian
revolutionary trade union opposition. The ish decided to participate in the
preparation of the congress in early March –perhaps one of the last decisions
taken by the ish leadership before exiled from Hamburg. Besides protesting
against the situation in Germany, the congress was projected to address the
conditions of the proletariat under ‘fascist’ dictatorship in general, including
the situation in Finland, Greece, Latvia, and Yugoslavia.82 Reference was even
made to the Swedish seamen’s strike in the call for the Prague congress: “[The
Hitler dictatorship] is offering its services to the entire Western bourgeoisie as
the gendarme of international finance-capital. It sends Nazi strike breakers to
Sweden to stab the striking seamen there in the back and arrests the crews of
Swedish ships on strike at Hamburg […].”83 Shelley and Pechmann, perhaps
also Jensen, belonged to the organisational bureau of the European congress
whose secretariat was located in Copenhagen.84 However, the Czechoslovakian
government was quick in prohibiting the congress to convene in Prague, the
organisers, in turn, decided to relocate the congress to Copenhagen and hold it
on 4 and 5 June, see Figure 30.85
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Anti-Fascist Front: ish News Items No. 9. (Copenhagen, 18.3.1933), ho 144/20657, tna;
Anti-fascistisk Front –ish:s Meddelelseblad nr 9 (23.3.1933), aba.
“Für einen antifaschistischen Arbeiterkongreβ Europas!,” Internationale Gewerkschafts-
Pressekorrespondenz 3, no. 17 (4.3.1933), 458/9/84, 147, rgaspi; ish: Einberufung eines
Antifaschistischen Arbeiterkongresses Europas, säpo Äldre Aktsystemet Volym 118 iii B3
s 101 111D, 175, sna.
“European Fighting Congress Against Fascism,” Inprecor 13, no. 16 (7.4.1933): 363.
Rundschau Nr. 7, 31.3.1933, quoted in Sanomalehdistökatsaus No 10, ek 25.4.1933, AMP I L
Kansainvälinen kommunistinen toiminta (sekalaisia), 2404, ek-valpo, fna.
“European Workers’ Anti-Fascist Congress to be held at Whitsun in Copenhagen,” Inprecor
13, no. 18 (21.4.1933): 400. See further Kasper Braskén, “ ‘Make Scandinavia a bulwark
against fascism!’: Hitler’s seizure of power and the transnational anti-fascist movement in
the Nordic countries,” in Anti-fascism in a Global Perspective: Transnational Networks, Exile
Communities and Radical Internationalism, eds. Kasper Braskén, Nigel Copsey and David
Featherstone (London and New York: Routledge, 2020), 102.
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f igure 30	
Establishing a united front against the Swastika flag, poster and call for the
European Anti-fascist Workers’ Congress, published in the Arbeiter-Illustrierte
Zeitung xii, no. 20 (1933): 355. The text urges the workers to join hands and tear
down the Swastika flag.
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Concurrent with the call for the European congress, the Norwegian anti-
war committee issued an appeal for a Scandinavian congress against fascism to
take place in Copenhagen on 15 April.86 Jensen, at least, was one of the organisers of the Scandinavian Anti-fascist Congress.87 The Scandinavian Anti-fascist
Congress, which the ish leadership most likely attended, also made reference to
the Swedish strike as an example of the fascist tendencies in the Scandinavian
countries: “The police attacks on the striking seamen in Sweden and the
treachery of the reformist leaders are clear proof that the fascist attacks of the
bourgeoisie are intensifying and that the social-democratic leaders are fully
supporting the reactionary offensive against the living and working conditions
of the workers.” In Finland, “the bourgeois has already established its fascist
dictatorship.”88
April was declared as the ‘Anti-
fascist Fighting Month’ (Kampfmonat
gegen Faschismus) while May First was projected as an anti-fascist day of
protest (Sturmtag der antifaschistischen Einheitsfront gegen Faschismus und
Kapitaloffensive).89 However, the Danish government dashed the hopes of
the organisers of the European Anti-fascist Workers’ Congress. As all demonstrations as well as indoor meetings of the planned congress were prohibited,
the organisers decided to move the congress to Paris, and merged it with the
planned congress of the World Committee against the Imperialist War (the
so-called Amsterdam movement), set for early June.90 Jensen, Pechmann and
Shelley left Copenhagen in late-May as they planned to hold a meeting in Paris
with members of the ish Executive Committee who were expected to parti
cipate at the congress.91 Previous to his departure, Shelley had responded positively to the invitation of the International Red Aid to particpate in organising
the forthcoming ‘Solidarity Week in Aid of the Victims of German Fascism’.
The ish Secretariat, Shelley assured, would render its utmost support to the
organisers, and urged them to be in contact with the national ish sections
and the Interclubs.92 He further authored a call to the sections and Interclubs,
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“Create a Powerful Anti-Fascist Fighting Front,” Inprecor 13, no. 14 (24.3.1933): 329. The
Scandinavian anti-fascist conference, held in Copenhagen 14–17 April 1933 mustered
almost 400 participants, see Braskén, “ ‘Make Scandinavia a bulwark against fascism!’ ”
Minutes of the British secret police about a meeting in Copenhagen on 14 April 1933,
Richard Jensen personal file, kv 2/2158, tna.
“Appeal of the Scandinavian Workers’ Conference,” Inprecor 13, no. 20 (5.5.1933): 447.
“Create a Powerful Anti-Fascist Fighting Front,” Inprecor 13, no. 14 (24.3.1933): 329.
“Anti-Fascist Workers’ Congress in Paris, June 4,” Inprecor 13, no. 23 (26.5.1933): 509;
Braskén, “’Make Scandinavia a bulwark against fascism!’,” 103.
Minutes, British security services, 17.6.1933, Richard Jensen personal file, kv 2/2158, tna.
Shelley to Exekutivkommittee der Internationalen Roten Hilfe (mopr), Copenhagen
24.5.1933, 539/2/577, 1, rgaspi.
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notifying them that the ish had decided to join the camgaign and to organise
its own solidarity week in Europe from 17 to 25 June, in “America” and the Far
East from 15 to 25 July. All sections and Interclubs were urged to grant “a certain –if small –sum” to the Solidarity Fund of the International Red Aid, and
to start their preparations for the campaign.93
Boycott the Nazi Flag!
3.2
The ish changed its anti-fascist tactis in April 1933 when the German authorities ordered the German merchant fleet to carry the Nazi flag. The ish
Secretariat issued a directive to all its sections, calling for an global boycott
of Nazi symbols and urged harbour workers to refuse to unload and load
ships that carried the Swastika flag. The rallies on May First were followed in
Norway by demonstrations in front of the German consulats in Fredrikstad,
Kristiansand, Haugesund and Narvik. In Denmark, the German consulats
in Esbjerg and Kolding were attacked by the demonstrators who forcefully
removed the Swastika flag.94 The Swedish bourgeoise press was relieved: No
incidences had occurred in Sweden.95
The first attacks against German ships took place in Antwerp on 9 and
10 May, soon followed by incidences in Oslo and Bergen, Gothenburg and
Stockholm, Copenhagen and Esbjerg, Constanța and Galați (Romania),
Barcelona, Le Havre, and New York, see Map 3. The most effective actions
occurred in harbours that were in control by ish sections, namely Seville,
Dunkirk and Marseille, where harbour workers boarded German ships, cut
the Swastika flag, beat the captain, refused to unload the cargo, and demonstrated by singing the International and shouting ‘Red front!’. The news about
the successful boycotts was used by the communist press in Sweden to spur for
similar actions in Swedish ports.96 The Danish Havnearbejdernes rfo circulated flyers in the port of Copenhagen urging the harbour workers to boycott
German ships, see Figure 31, while the rfo-journal Rød Kurs incited the dockers to follow the example of their mates in Antwerp, Oslo and Rotterdam.97
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Secretariat of the ish, Solidarity Week in Aid of the Victims of German Fascism, enclosed
in Shelley’s letter to the Exekutiv-Kommittee der Internationalen Roten Hilfe (mopr),
Copenhagen 26.5.1933, 539/2/577, 5, rgaspi.
“Hakkorsflaggan nedriven,” Norrskensflamman 2.5.1933.
“Hakkorsflaggan nagel i ögat på demonstranter,” Svenska Dagbladet 2.5.1933.
“Hamnarbetarnas aktioner mot hakekorsflaggan,” Ny Dag 28.6.1933.
(Flyger issued by Havnearbejdernes rfo), Ned med hagekorset, Richard Jensen Arkiv, aba;
(Flyer issued by Søfolkens og Havnearbejdernes rfo), Til Alle Danske Havnearbejdere,
Richard Jensen Arkiv, aba; “Havnaarbejderne nægter at arbejde under hagekorset,” Rød
Kurs 3, no. 6 (1933): 2.
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map 3	
The campaign against the Swastika flag, 1933–1934
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f igure 31	
Down with the Swastika!, “Ned med kluden” (tear down the rag), do not let
Copenhagen emerge as the only harbour where the with workers’ blood soaked
Nazi flag is endured. Flyer published by the Danish rfo section for harbour
workers, filed in 107 Richard Jensen Arkiv, Danish Labour Movement Library and
Archives, Copenhagen.
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The actions against German ships in Scandinavian ports gained momentum in
late May. Unemployed seamen boarded a German ship in Copenhagen and teared
down the Swastika flag; in another action they tried to distribute anti-fascist literature to the German crew.98 A common form of boycott by harbour workers was
to refuse to unload a German freighter as long as it carried the Swastika flag, as
was the case in Odense, Oslo, Trondheim and Örnsköldsvik.99 In Oslo, the boycott
of the dockers to unload the German freighter Holstenthor extended over several
days. At first, the local section of the Norwegian dockers union tried to counteract the “spontaneous” blockade of the German ship by sending a new group
to unload the ship but when the Swastika flag was raised again, the Norwegian
workers refused to continue their work and the German crew members had to
finish the job.100 At this stage, the boycotts against the Nazi flag in several Swedish
(Sundsvall, Gothenburg) and European (Antwerp, Rotterdam, Barcelona, L’Orient,
Gdynia and Groningen) ports were hailed in the Norwegian press.101 The German
embassy in Norway reacted by sending an official inquiry to the Norwegian Foreign
Ministry and asked to receive detalied reports about the attacks;102 in fact, such
activities were in line with similar reports about the ativities of German political
refugees in Norway which were sent to the German police authorities.103
Instigated by the ish and the revolutionary trade union opposition,
the Danish dockers, in turn, protested in fornt of the German consulates in
Aalborg, Horsen and Kolding as well as boycotted German vessels in Aalborg,
Copenhagen, Nakskov, Nørresundsby, Odense and Svendborg.104 When
the dockers in Aabenraa in southern Jutland refused to unload a German
freighter in August, the incidence resulted into a diplomatic crisis between
Germany and Denmark.105 Consequently, the Danish the secret police opened
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105

“Københavnske søfolk i aktion mod hagekorset,” and ”Søfolk i Köbenhavn demonstrerer
mod hagekorset!,” Udkiggen: Organ for søens og havnens arbejdere 1 (1933), aba.
“Hamnarbetare i strejk mot hakekorsbåt,” Ny Dag 28.6.1933; “Strejk mot hakekorset i
Örnsköldsvik,” Ny Dag 29.6.1933; “Hakekorsflaggan skars ner i Sundsvall,” Ny Dag 7.7.1933;
Borgersrud, Wollweber-organisasjonen, 78.
“Holstenthor blev utlosset,” Arbeiderbladet 27.5.1933; “Anti-
Hitler Utbrudd,” Nordisk
Tidene 30.5.1933.
“Hakekorsflagge tåles icke. Havnebyens arbeidere virer det ned,” Arbeiderbladet 10.6.1933.
Borgersrud, Wollweber-
organisasjonen, 77–
78; Lars Borgersrud, Die Wollweber-
Organisation und Norwegen (Berlin: Karl Dietz Verlag, 2001): 43; Knut Dørum, “De rødes
kamp mot fascismen i Norge i 1930-årene,” Historisk tidskrift för Finland 1 (2017): 75–113.
Arnt-Erik Selliaas, “Politisk politi i Norge 1914 –1937,” Tidskrift for arbeiderbevegelsens historie 2 (1982): 53–92.
“Hagekorsflaget,” Rød Kurs 3, no. 7 (1933): 1.
F. Mikkelsen, “Denmark 1914–1939: Popular Struggle in the Age of Mass Politics,” in Popular
Struggle and Democracy in Scandinavia 1700 –Present, ed. S. Nyzell (London: Palgrave
MacMillan, 2018), 90.
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investigations about the activities of the ish and its section in Denmark in
1933.106 Members of the Danish parliament, Folketinget, called for a ban on
the Danish Communist Party. The Danish police raided offices of communist
organisations and started a surveillance of “subversive” subjects. In addition,
the Danish secret police, the Special Branch D of the Copenhagen police,
opened up for colose cooperation with the German state police Gestapo.107
The ish boycott was received with mixed feelings by the social democratic
and socialist union leadership. In Norway, the boycotts were declared to be
breeches in the industrial peace.108 The Swedish union leaders were equally
negative; in their mind, the boycott was nothing else than an unauthorised
‘wild’ strike and an illegal protest. The negative stance by the union leadership resulted in mutual smearing in union and opposition journals. The communist journal Hamn-och sjöproletären accused the union leaders to prevent
actions against a German freighter in Kalmar;109 the union journal Sjömannen,
on the other hand, sarcastically noted that the “successful” boycott of the
German oil tanker Kah-Mal in Stockholm was not surprising as it was carried out by communist harbour workers employed by the Soviet-owned
Naftasyndikatet.110 Meanwhile, the lowering of the Swastika flag onboard the
German steamer Gertrud in the port of Gothenburg was not commented in
the communist press, especially as it turned out that the action had been carried out by the editor of the Sjömannen, Waltenin Eliasson.111 Also, when the
communist press fiercly criticised the Swedish government for granting permission for a shipment of Swedish-made Bofors ammunition to Germany,112
the social democrats and socialists sarcastically countered that there existed
no boycott of German ships and no attacks on the Swastika flag in Soviet
ports, see Figure 32.113 What type of united front were the communists calling
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113

Torben Jano, “På sporet af kommunisterne. Politiets overvågning af dkp 1932–1941,”
Arbeiderhistorie 1 (1996): 7, 11.
Tortzen, En sømand han maa lide, 226.
“Holstenthor blev utlosset,” Arbeiderbladet 27.5.1933.
Hamn-och Sjöproletären 3, no. 7 (1933): 6; “Strejk mot hakekorset i Örnsköldsvik,” Ny Dag
29.6.1933.
“Hakekorsflaggan fick ‘stryka’ flagg!,” Hamn-och sjöproletären 3, no. 9 (1933): 2; “Sillénaktion
med ’positivt’ resultat. Den första i Sverige,” Sjömannen 3, no. 10 (1933): 401.
“Tysklands ‘kränkta ära’ ingenting värd. Hakkorsflagga nedhalad från tysk båt i Göteborg,”
Sjömannen 3, no. 9 (1933): 363–364; “Svensk halade ned flaggan i Göteborg,” Aftonbladet
14.9.1933.
“Reformistisk bojkott,” Hamn-och sjöproletären 3, no. 11 (1933): 8.
“Om kryssningar, konsekvens och hakkorsflaggor,” Sjömannen 3, no. 11 (1933): 415. Similar
description in the memoirs of Nisse Lätt, En svensk anarkist berättar (1993), 8, https://
www.sac.se/content/download/3896/27769/file/nisse.pdf (checked 20.2.2018).
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f igure 32	
The united front in reality; or the dilemma of the communists –while protesting
against the itf call for a boycott on German export trade, Hitler signed a new
trade agreement with Stalin. Caricature titled “Klasskämpar” (Class warriors),
accusing the communists for hypocracy, published in Sjömannen 2, no. 10
(1933): 402. Ny Dag was the organ of the Communist Party of Sweden.

for when they refused to participate in a joint demonstration against Germany
by declaring that the Soviet Union had not yet cut its trade relations with
Germany?114 Was the communist call for international proletarian solidarity
nothing else but hypocrisy: The Soviet Union was to be excluded from the
boycott and Soviet export –to a large extent being transported on German
vessels –was not to be blocked?115
Similar critical remarks were raised in the Norwegian social democratic
press. While harbour workers throughout Europe were protesting against the
Nazi flag, no calls for boycotts were raised in the Soviet Union. German freighters carrying the Swastika flag were unloaded in Leningrad and in Odessa, and
there were no protests against the Nazi flag on May First outside the German
consulates.116
114
115
116

“Aktuellt,” Sjömannen 2, no. 5 (1935): 158–159.
“Skönt samförstånd,” Sjömannen 2, no. 11 (1933): 412; “Hakkorset i Leningrad,” Sjömannen
2, no. 12 (1933): 477–478.
“Hakekorsflagge tåles icke. Havnebyens arbeidere virer det ned,” Arbeiderbladet 10.6.1933.
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The communist press never responded to the accusations. The ish leadership was worried about the fate of the campaign; hitherto it had been successful, and the ish Secretariat noted 97 actions against German ships. However,
activities had diminished in July after the onslaught by the Scandinavian transport unions on the inactivities in Soviet harbours where the Nazi flag was never
molested and the harbour workers made no attempts to bring them down. The
leadership of the itf sarcastically commented that they were just following
the example of the Russian harbour workers. Shelley and Wollweber therefore
urged Moscow to impel the Russian transport workers federation to adhere
to the ish boycott.117 All in vain, the ish leadership never received an answer
from Moscow and the Nazi flag was never boycotted in Soviet ports.
Nevertheless, the campaign continued in Scandinavian ports, and local
boycots by harbour workers occurred in Aabenraa, Holmsund and Follafoss
in early August.118 At this point, the campaign had also spread to Iceland. In
August 1933, demonstrators attacked the German consulat in Siglufjörður and
tore down the Nazi flag while German vessels flying the Swastika flag were
boycotted in Reykjavik in September and November 1933.119 The action in
Reykjavik in November was, together with similar activities in French, Belgian
and Dutch ports, hailed by the illegal Finnish section as signs of a successful
campaign.120 Similar protests against the Swastika flag were also instigated by
local groups of longshoremen in Tacoma, Washington State, Chorpus Christie,
Texas, and San Pedro, California,121 although these were never commented
upon in the Scandianvian press or addressed by the ish. At this point, the boycott had faded away in the Scandinavian ports, in large parts due to the negative response it had received in the (social democratic/socialist-controlled)
union press.122 The last actions in Scandinavian were perhaps the boycotts of
117
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Report from Ad[olf Shelley], Schmidt [Wollweber], Rudolf [Adolf Deter], Copenhagen
15.7.1933, 534/5/236, 79, rgaspi. For the identification of Schmidt and Rudolf, see
Section 4 in this chapter.
“Hagekorsstrejkerne,” Rød Kurs 3, no. 7 (1933): 3; “Fascistflaggan ströks i Djupvik. Strejk
mot hakkorsflaggan i Norge,” Norrskensflamman, 11.8.1933.
Ragnheidur Kristjánsdóttir and Pontus Järvstad, “Anti-fascist discourses, practices and
confrontations in 1930s Iceland,” in Anti-fascism in the Nordic Countries: New Perspectives,
Comparisons and Transnational Connections, eds. Kasper Braskén, Nigel Copsey and
Johan A. Lundin (London and New York: Routledge, 2019), 31.
“Protesteerauksia hakaristilippua vastaan,” Kipinä [Winter 1933/
34], säpo Äldre
Aktsystemet Volym 295 viii C 3 Interklubb och Röd Marin, Pärm 3, sna.
The protests in the USA were noted in The Waterfront Worker 1, no. 13 (October 31,
1933: Tacoma and Chorpus Christie), and 2, no. 3 (January 29, 1934: San Pedro).
“Fackförbundsmötet mot lossning av tyska fartyg,” Hamn-och sjöproletären 4, no. 1
(1934): 14.
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the German steamers Baltic in Odense, Denmark,123 and Gudrun in Horsens,
Norway, in March 1934.124
The weak spot of the ish campaign was that it had never been designed
as a boycott on German foreign trade. Although the Labour and Socialist
International and the International Federation of Trade Unions had issued
an appeal for an international boycott on Nazi Germany in August 1933, the
Comintern had dismissed the proposal and instead called for an intensification of the boycott of German ships and the protest against the Swastika
flag.125 Even more strange was the official policy of the Soviet Union towards
Nazi Germany and the renewal of the trade treaty between the two countries.
For the Swedish maritime trade union leadership, this was nothing else but a
revealing the hypocricy behind the communist calls for a unified anti-fascist
front.126
The extensity and impact of the ish campaign against the Swastika flag in
Scandinavian ports is difficult to assess. Although the actions were visible and
effective demonstrations, the boycotts never stopped the unloading or loading of a German ship. As a short-lived protest they were effectful but as the
campaign had no political effect,127 the ish leadership changed its approach
by the end of the year and merged the ‘Boycott the Swastika Flag’-campaign
with its activities in support of Soviet China. The new campaign was to be
designed as a general anti-fascist demonstration. The ish Secretariat published a eleven-page pamphlett to ignite the ‘Hands off China’-campaign
and, and called for a boycott of the transport of war equipment to Japan in
December 1933.128 Rethorically, the fight against fascism turned into a national
affair. For example, in Sweden the rfo-organ Storm depicted blackleggin and
excesses of captains against crew members as ‘fascism’, and declared actions
taken by union leadership against any strikers to demonstrate their support as
123
124
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126
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“Tysk søfolk losser i Odense,” Rød Kurs 4, no. 3 (1934): 2.
“Aktionen gegen das Hakenkreuz,” Rote Wacht 4, no. 1 (March–April 1934): 13. The Rote
Wacht also noted actions against the Swastika flag in Strasbourg, France, as well as in
Alicante and Ibiza, Spain.
“Dok. 333. Resolutionsentwurf der Komintern zur Ablehnung eines internationalen Boykotts gegen Hitler-Deutschland, Moskau 11.8.1933,” in Deutschland, Russland,
Komintern ii. Dokumente, 1039–1042.
E. Victor, “Bojkotten mot Hitler-land och Kominterns mystiska inställning till bojkotten,” Sjömannen 2, no. 10 (November 1933): 382; Dørum, “De rødes kamp mot fascismen i
Norge,” 101.
Ernst Wollweber, Lebenserinnerungen: 184, Nachlass Ernst Wollweber, ny 4327/10,
BArchB.
ish, Forsvar Sovjet-Kina –stop al Transport af krigsmaterial, no date [ca. December 1933],
säpo Äldre Aktsystemet Volym 118 iii B3 s 101 111D, 99, sna.
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f igure 33	
Keep up the actions against the brown murder pest. Call to continue the protest
campaign against Nazi Germany, published in the mimeographed Swedish rfo-
publication Storm 1 (1934): 1–2, filed in säpo Äldre Aktsystemet Volym 295 viii
C 3 Interklubb och Röd Marin, Pärm 3, sna. Caricatures ‘mariner spitting at the
Swastika flag’ were also published in the Finnish mimeographed vao-publcation
Kipinä (1934).

‘fascism’, see Figure 33.129 The ish Executive Committee declared in a statement in June 1934 that the rallies on the forthcoming August First were to
129

“Fortsätt aktionen! Mot den bruna mordpesten,” Storm: Organ för Sjötransportarbetarnas
rfo 1 (1934): 2, säpo Äldre Aktsystemet Volym 295 viii C 3 Interklubb och Röd Marin,
Pärm 3, sna.
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be demonstrations agaist the imperial war and fascism.130 The social democratic/socialist-controlled unions were not impressed and declared that the
actions taken by the revolutionary opposition had paved the way for fascism
and nazism.131
Disseminating Illegal Literature into Germany
3.3
The second form of anti-Nazi activities by the ish was the dissemination of illegal publications to underground cells and groups in Germany. This was organised through special liaison persons at the Interclubs. Key nodes in the dissemination network were Antwerp, Copenhagen, and Rotterdam.132 Interclubs in
those harbours with frequent visits of German ships received additional staff
members to boost agitation and propaganda work in German.133 The Interclub
in Copenhagen emerged as the operative centre of the clanestine anti-Nazi
activites when Ernst Wollweber, the leader of the Einheitsverband, moved
to Denmark in August 1933 (see Section 4 in this chapter).134 Wollweber had
established an underground apparatus of the Einheitsverband in Germany and
its units outside Germany, the so-called active groups (Aktivgruppe), were led
by Herman Knüfken in Rotterdam, Franz Pietrzak in Antwerp, and Hermine
Krebs in Copenhagen. The objective of the active groups was to establish contacts with the underground groups in Germany, and to provide them with
the illegal bulletins of the Einheitsverband printed outside Germany, including the Scheinwerfer (produced in Antwerp), the Wellenbercher (produced in
Rotterdam) and the Sturm and Hart Backbord (produced in Copenhagen), see
Figure 34. However, as the German police and secret service had smashed most
of the underground apparatus by the end of 1933, the activities of the active
groups were restricted to disseminate the journal Rote Wacht to Germany.135
The Interclubs in Sweden, too, emerged as hubs for anti-Nazi agitation
among German crews. “Send us illegal newspapers, we shall distribute them
to German seamen,” the functionaries of the Interclub in Stugsund urged.136
130
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[Brochure] Appel fra I.S.H.’s Eksekutivkomite –Lad 1. August blive en kampdag imod
den imperalistiske Krig og den blodige Fascisme! (Rotterdam, 10.6.1934), Richard Jensen
Arkiv, aba.
“R.F.I.:s roll i Frankrike snart utspelad,” Sjömannen 3, no. 7 (1934): 225–226.
Ernst Wollweber, Lebenserinnerungen: 184, Nachlass Ernst Wollweber, NY 4327/
10,
BarchB; Eiber, Arbeiter und Arbeiterbewegung in der Hansestadt Hamburg, 670; Reinalda,
The International Transportworkers Federation, 210.
Leo [Pechmann], Report, 8.6.1933, 534/4/460, 141, rgaspi.
Eiber, Arbeiter und Arbeiterbewegung, 591.
Nelles, Widerstand und Solidarität, 200.
Note from Interklubben i Stugsund to “kamrater,” 4.9.1933, säpo Äldre Aktsystemet Volym
295 viii C 3 Interklubb och Röd Marin, Pärm 4, 333, sna.
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f igure 34	
Hart-Backbord!, one of the illegal publications published by the exile units of the
Einheitsverband in Copenhagen. Filed in säpo Äldre Aktsystemet Volym 295 viii
C 3 Interklubb och Röd Marin, Pärm 2, sna.

Seemingly, the activities had proven effective, or at least the records of distributed illegal literature indicated this to be the case.137 Not surprisingly, the
German authorities regarded the distribution of communist propaganda via
the Interclubs in Sweden as highly problematic. In 1935, the German security service identified the Interclubs in Belgium, the Netherlands and the
137

Sjötransportarbetarnas rfo to “Riksledningen,” Stockholm 3.1.1934, säpo Äldre
Aktsystemet Volym 295 viii C 3 Interklubb och Röd Marin, Pärm 4, 325, sna.
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Scandinavian countries to be the nodes for the dissemination of illegal litterature.138 As a consequence, German captains were instructed to block communist infiltration by prohibiting the crew to visit the Interclubs and surveilling
mariners who did not belong to the Nazi Party.139
Not surprisingly, the German auhtorities also regarded the Soviet Interclubs
to be dangerous hotspots, as is evident in the communications from the
German consulates in Leningrad and Odessa. The Soviet authorities turned
a blind eye to the agitation and propaganda efforts of the Interclubs, claiming that they had no authority to intervene.140 The German Section of the
Leningrad Interclub was notorious for its activities, especially the dissemiantion of the monthly magazin Der Rote Seemann.141
3.4
Free Albert Walter!
Apart from the actions against the Swastika flag and the dissemination of
illegal litterature to Germany, the ish launched an international campaign in
support of Albert Walter. Together with the German communist leadership
and several thousand party members, Walter had been jailed by the German
authorities in their clampdown on the German Party in early March 1933.142
Albert Walter evolved as the martyr of the ish who was tortured by the
Nazis in the Fulsbüttel concentration camp outside Hamburg, see Figure 35.143
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Behrends, Preussische Geheime Staatspolizei an die Leitung der Auslandsorganisation
der Nazionalsozialistischen Deutschen Arbeiterpartei, Berlin 20.8.1936, 458/9/135, 56,
rgaspi; Eiber, Arbeiter und Arbeiterbewegung in der Hansestadt Hamburg, 677–678.
An das SD-Hauptamt des rfss, Betr. Marxistische Propaganda auf deutschen Schiffen,
19.6.1935 and 17.8.1935, 458/9/135, 9, 15–20, rgaspi.
Deutsches Konsulat Odessa, Kommunistische Agitation des hiesigen Seemannsklubs,
Odessa 23.8.1933, R 31.759_Bd_44, paaa; Deutsches Konsulat Odessa, Verstärkte Agitation
u. Propaganda unter deutschen Seeleuten, Odessa 4.9.1934, rav Botschaft Moskau 196, paaa.
Deutsches Generalkonsulat Leningrad, Kommunistische Propaganda des Internationalen
Seemannsklubs, 25.2.1936, R 31.763_Bd 48, paaa. The report includes references to complaints in 1933, 1934 and 1935. The magazine Der Rote Seemann was a double-page publication enclosed in the monthly newspaper Rote Zeitung, published in Leningrad from
1933 to 1936.
“Amnesti för de dömda sjömännen och alla politiska fångar,” Hamn-och sjöproletären 3,
no. 7 (1933): 5. The most visible international campaign had been orchestrated by the
International Red Aid in support of Ernst Thälmann, Ernst Torgler and Georgi Dimitrov,
the latter two being accused for the Reichstag fire. When the court in Leipzig planned
to give its verdict in Dimitrov’s case on 21 September, the communist press called for an
international protest day when the Swastika flag was to be cut down everywhere, see “Den
21 september skall hakkorsflaggorna ned,” Hamn-och sjöproletären 3, no. 9 (1933): 1.
“Albert Walter mishandles af nazisterne!,” Rød Kurs 3, no. 10 (1933): 1; “Albert Walter
torteras,” Hamn-och sjöproletären 3, no. 11 (1933): 3; Abschrift eines kommunistischen
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f igure 35	
Albert Walter is tortured by the Nazis, front-page article published in Rød Kurs 3
(October 1933): 1.
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The ish Secretariat issued a resolution demanding his immediate release, and
launched an international campaign through its bulletin and the journals of
its sections.144 When legally possible, the campaign was taken to the streets.
For example, two huge banderols covered the exterior of the Interclub in
Stockholm during autumn 1933, demanding the freedom of Torgler and other
‘anti-fascists’ and blaming the Nazis for the Reichtag fire. By the end of the
year, however, the Swedish police removed them regardless the protests of the
Interclub.145
An unexpected turn of events silenced the campaign for Albert Walter in
October 1933. The German security service responded to the accusations of
the ish by publishing a statement by Walter. In his declaration, Walter denied
being tortured in jail and being refused to interact with other prisoners. On
the contrary, Walter claimed that the Nazis had treated him well. To further
strengthen their argument, the German authorities published two pictures of
Walter stripped to the waist and with no signs of any (outer) marks of torture.146
Walter’s denial put an end to the accusation of the ish. The ambition of the
ish to elevate Albert Walter among the leading victims of Nazi terror backfired
and it quietly terminated the campaign for his release. For reasons not known,
the ish Secretariat in Copenhagen decided not to declare Walter’s denial to be
a forgery and to step up its activities for Walter’s release. Jensen wanted to send
a letter to Edo Fimmen to step up the campaign for Walter’s release but was
ordered not to do so. Rather, a ‘defence committee’ (Verteidigungskomitee)
was to be set up.147 However, nothing came out of this plan either. Instead,
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Flugblattes aus Antwerpen. Albert Walter wird gefoltert! [ish’s flyer, dated Copenhagen
2.10.1933], 241-1 I_2904 Justizverwaltung I, Staatsarchiv Hamburg.
“Resolution för att Albert Walter friges (11.3.1933),” Ny Dag 13.11.1933; “Kräv Albert Walter
fri!,” Storm: Organ för Sjötransportarbetarnas rfo 1 (1934); “Albert Walter, Secretary
ish, has been arrested by Hitler’s police,” Waterfront Worker 1, no. 4 (April 1933); [ish
Secretariat to ish sections] Betrifft: Europäische Konferenz der Wassertransportarbeiter,
Antifa[…] Konferenz und Offene Erklärung der I.S.H., [stamp: 13.4.1933], 534/5/236, 42,
rgaspi. The letter also includes a call for increased international solidarity actions for the
striking seamen in Sweden, indicating that it was written in mid/late March.
“Polisövergrepp mot Interklubb,” Ny Dag 22.12.1933.
A. Walter, Generalsekretär der International of Seamen and Harbour Workers, Erklärung
zu dem vom Sekretariat der International of Seamen and Harbour Workers in Kopenhagen
am 2. Oktober 1933 herausgegebenen Flugblatt mit der Überschrift: Albert Walter wird
gefoltert!, Konzentrationslager Fuhlsbüttel, 24.10.1933, 241-1 i_2904 Justitzverwaltung i,
Staatsarchiv Hamburg.
nn to “Werter Gen. Jensen,” [Copenhagen?] 31.10.1933, 534/5/236, 125, rgaspi. The author
of the letter is not indicated. It seems to have been written in Copenhagen, most likely by
someone at the rilu Secretariat who was in the position to make decisions concerning
international campaigns, namely Fritz Heckert or his replacement Adolf Deter.
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the comrades in Copenhagen received further disturbing news about Walter at
the end of the year, claiming that he had reached an agreement with the Nazis
and was soon to be released from prison. At first, the ish leadership dismissed
the rumours as Nazi disinformation but when Walter witnessed at court
against communists in spring 1934, their position slowly started to change.148
After conducting further investigations about Walter, the ish quietly removed
Walter as ish Secretary. An official or public declaration of his dismissal or his
exclusion from the kpd was never published, see Chapter 9.
4

Comrade Schmidt and an Obscure Meeting in Paris

Walter’s replacement was Comrade Schmidt. He was no less than Ernst
Wollweber who had remained in Germany and was building up an underground apparatus for the Einheitsverband. Shelley had succeeded in establishing contact with Wollweber and the Einheitsverband in April through liaison
persons on American, British, Danish and Norwegian vessels that called at
German ports.149
Conflicting information exists about Wollweber’s nomination and his
transfer to Copenhagen. British intelligence sources claim that the rilu
headquarters had nominated Wollweber in early May but he had declined
to travel to Paris for a meeting with Shelley. The latter had then sent Georg
148

149

André [Adolf Deter] to “Lieber Freund,” [Copenhagen] 16.5.1934, 534/5/241, 110, rgaspi.
A German report from 1941 sheds some further light on Walter’s “strange” behaviour in
1933. According to the report, Walter had been “in constant conflict” with the leadership of
the KPD, especially the faction of party leader Ernst Thälmann. However, the party leadership could not remove him as Walter had high-ranking supporters in Moscow, among
others Comintern leaders Osip A. Piatnitsky and Jacob Mirov-Abramov, and Jusefovich,
the head of the Soviet Russian union of maritime transport workers. Furthermore, the
report claims that Walter was a key liaison person of the Department for International
Communications of the Comintern (oms). For reasons not stated, the chief of the political police in Hamburg, Hermann Will, managed to reach a rapprochement with Walter,
resulting in Walter’s revelation of the M-group (special group for military work) in the
Hamburg. Walter’s cooperation, the report noted, resulted in the annihilation of at least
37 persons connected to the group. See Komintern. Schematisk uppställning av organisationen och dess underavdelningar, filed 20.12.1941, 14–15, säpo Äldre Aktsystemet iv
A 2 –iv A 4, volym 169, sna. The document is most likely a Swedish translation from an
unidentified German report. On the oms, see further Niels Erik Rosenfeldt, The “Special”
World: Stalin’s power apparatus and the Soviet system’s secret structures of communication
1–2 (Copenhagen: Museum Tusculanum Press, 2009).
Copy of letter from Shelley to Wollweber, Cross-Reference to original report dated 30.5.33,
Ernst Wollweber personal file kv 2/3054, tna.
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Hegner to Hamburg to tell Wollweber to either follow orders and relocate
to Copenhagen or to be dismissed.150 Wollweber, in turn, presented a divergent version of the meeting with Hegner in his (unpublished) autobiography.
According to him, Hegner only brought him the news about his nomination
which had been approved by Lozovsky and the Central Committee of the
KPD.151
It is likely that the British secret service misinterpreted the information from Copenhagen. Apart from its engagement in the various seamen’s
strikes in Northern Europe, the main objective of the ish Secretariat was to
impel the maritime transport workers to join the global anti-fascist front. Its
focus was on propagating for the projected European Anti-fascist Workers’
Congress as well as on orchestrating an international campaign in support of
the Einheitsverband.152 Eventually, the congress convened in early June 1933.
Behind the curtains, Jensen, Pechmann and Shelley had a briefing with members of the ish Executive Committee and the rilu Paris Bureau. Their meeting was not an ex tempore one but had been scheduled as a plenum of the
enlarged Executive Committee already in late 1932.153
Not much is known about the meeting in Paris. According to a memorandum
from late 1932, the ish Executive Committee was to summon for a “enlarged
bureau meeting” in Copenhagen in early January 1933 and, for a second time,
in “May or June 1933.” As the meeting in January meeting never materialised,
one can assume that Shelley expected to meet the members of the “bureau”
later in the year. At a meeting of the “enlarged Secretariat” in March, perhaps
indicating that members of the rilu Copenhagen Bureau also participating,
the decision was made to organise a ‘European Conference of Water Transport
Workers’ (Europäische Konferenz der Wassertransportarbeiter) in conjunction
with the projected European Anti-fascist Workers’ Congress in Copenhagen.
The agenda of the conference was to outline the concrete organisation of the
fight against fascism, to discuss the activities during resent past strikes and
their impact on future strike tactics and international solidarity campaigns
in line with the ish slogan ‘Better wages and hires, full crews on board, full
gangs in the harbours’, as well as to outline future activities in the ‘mass fight’
against the increased danger of an ‘imperialist war’. Planned for a minimum
150
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Minutes 30.5.1933, 13.6.1933, 28.6.1933, Ernst Wollweber personal file kv 2/3054, tna.
Wollweber, Lebenslauf, 179, ny 4327/10, BArchB.
ish, Toldbodgade 16, Kopenhagen; Kopenhagen 26.3.1933: Erklärung des Sekretariats der
ish an die internationalen Wassertransportarbeiter und alle ihre Organisationen … zur
jetzigen Lage, R1501/20224, 177–180, BArchB.
Walter to “Werte Genossen,” Hamburg 2.12.1932, 534/5/231, 78, rgaspi.
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of 71 delegates, the ish Secretariat envisioned to gather delegations from the
Baltic countries (3 members), Belgium (2), Denmark (10), England (6), France
(6), the Danube countries (6), Germany (12), Greece (1), Holland (4), Italy (1),
Norway (6), Poland and Danzig (3), Portugal (1), Spain (2), and Sweden (8),
and sent instructions to the ish sections and Interclubs to start a campaign
for the conference. Most important, the ish Secretariat underlined, the larger
delegations were to include seamen above and under deck, harbour workers,
and at least 30 percent should represent the youth; politically they were to be
communists, social democrats and non-party members.154
The Danish authorities’ prohibition to organise the European Anti-fascist
Workers’ Congress in Copenhagen spoilt the plans of the ish Secretariat.
Documentary sources are missing for the next phase, although it seems likely
that the ish Secretariat reactivated Plan B, and summoned the ish Executive
Committee for a meeting in conjunction with the European Anti-fascist
Workers’ Congress in Paris. A list of participants at the meeting in Paris has not
(yet) been identified but it is likely that ish members from Belgium, France,
and the Netherlands attended the meeting, perhaps also someone from
England. Neither is there any information on the agenda and decisions apart
from Wollweber and a certain André Rudolph being confirmed as new members of the ish Executive Committee.155 However, there is a reference to the
discussions in Shelley’s report to the Commission on the seamen’s question
at the xiii Plenum of the ecci in December 1933. According to him, the main
agenda of the meeting was a reorientation of work among maritime transport
workers. Analysing the successes and shortcomings of the ish, the participants
decided to shift the operational basis towards the opposition groups within
itf-affiliated unions. It seems that this plan was communicated to Moscow
although communications to and from the rilu headquarters have not (yet)
been confirmed. Nevertheless, indirect proof for such a communication is the
fact that the plan was one of the main topics on the agenda in Moscow in
December 1933 (see Section 5 in this chapter).156
Wollweber arrived at the ish headquarters in mid-June but stayed only for
one month and travelled via Antwerp to Hamburg to solidify the underground
154
155
156

Betrifft: Europäische Konferenz der Wassertransportarbeiter, Anti[…] Kongress und
Offene Erklärung der ish, no date [stamp: 13.4.1933], 534/5/236, 40, rgaspi.
Adolf [Shelley] and André [Adolf Deter] to Komfraktion des Vollzugsbüro der rgi,
26.10.1934, 534/5/241, 256, rgaspi.
Shelley’s report on activities, in Erste Kommission der Seeleute und Hafenarbeiter,
8.12.1933, 495/171/313, 8–29, rgaspi; Zweite Kommission der Seeleute und Hafenarbeiter,
11.12.1933, 495/171/315, rgaspi.
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apparatus of the Einheitsverband.157 Returned to Copenhagen in early August,
he found the ish Secretariat in a state of chaos …158
Diminishing Funds and Dysfunctional Connections
4.1
The chaotic situation at the ish office in Copenhagen had mundane origins: A
lack of money. Although Max Barek had managed to transfer the last batches
of funding from Moscow to Copenhagen, the illegal status of the rilu units
in Copenhagen and Paris nullified the use of direct bank transfers. Funds
were instead directed by other means what sometimes proved complicated
and time consuming. The financial troubles had started already in May when
the transfer of funds from Moscow had been briefly interrupted. This affected
both the ish as well the rilu unit in Copenhagen, and Jensen had to beg for
money from the Danish revolutionary opposition groups to cover Shelley’s and
Pechmann’s expenses.159 A new transfer in June brought a brief relief but funds
started to dry up again in August, see Table 12.
The reduction of the ish budget in August 1933 drastically reduced the
capacity of the ish Secretariat. Although information about the cuts are
patchy and no explanation by the rilu headquarters have yet been identified,
it is reasonable to assume that they were linked to the decisions of the ish
Executive Committee in June. It might even be an indication that Moscow was
responding to the plan to reorient the operational basis of the ish. The budgetary cuts can also be interpreted as Moscow’s decision to initiate a total overhauling of work among maritime transport workers. Be as it may, the effect of
the cuts had a detrimental impact on the capacities of the ish Secretariat for
future activities. The salaries of its secretaries were reduced while expenses for
running the office had to be cut to a minimal. Worse, there were no funds to pay
the instructors or to assist the Interclubs; the few extra funds were earmarked
as support to the underground work of the Einheitsverband in Germany and
the film in Italy.160 The financial support to strikes had to be abolished totally.
Jensen and Shelley were devastated –the personnel of the secretariat worked
for ten to eleven hours and now they were forced to cut their already meagre
salaries to a bare minimum!161
157
158
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Leo [Pechmann] to “Liebe Freunde,” 19.6.1933, 534/4/460, 144, rgaspi.
Wollweber, Lebenserinnerung, 185, Nachlass Ernst Wollweber, ny 4327/10, BArchB.
Minutes 14.7.1933, Richard Jensen personal file kv 2/2158, tna.
ish budget August 1933, 534/8/285, 18, 24, rgaspi.
R[ichard] J[ensen] and Ad[olf Shelley], Umstellung des ish-Budgets, no date [ca.
August 1933], 534/5/236, 81–85, rgaspi.
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table 12

ish budget 1933–1934

Month
1933
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
[…]
1934
March
April
[…]
September
October

Sum usd
1,828
1,828
1,828
[…]
1,800
650
650+645
745

Sum French Fr

29,995
[…]

10,000
29,995
10,320
10,320

source: accounts in 534/8 /2 16, 375 ( jan–m ar 1933), 534/8 /2 85, 7 (apr 1933); 534/4 /4 61,
184 ( jun 1933); 534/4 /4 61, 191 ( jul–a ug 1933); 534/4 /4 61, 193 (sep 1933); 534/4 /4 94, 32 (mar
1934); 534/4 /4 94, 33 (apr 1934); 534/4 /4 94, 48 (sep 1934); 534/4 /4 94, 67 (oct 1934), rgaspi

Wollweber tried to find a solution to the financial crisis by travelling to
Rotterdam. His plan was to ask the Dutch Party and the revolutionary opposition to provide financial assistance to the ish Secretariat. However, the Dutch
units themselves lacked funding and he had to return empty-handed.162
Poor international connections also constrained the capability of the ish
(Illegal and Legal) Secretariat to maintain its global network. Copenhagen was
not a major hub for international shipping, and Jensen’s clandestine network
hardly replaced Albert Walter’s on the German merchant fleet –Danish shipping was less global while German vessels were rigorously controlled by the
Nazis. The transatlantic connections were cut almost totally as is indicated by
a complaint sent by the mwiu to Jensen in November 1933: No instructions
162

S.I. Form 0.6. Extract from original report dated 1.9.33, Ernst Wollweber personal file kv 2/
3054, tna.
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had been forthcoming from the ish headquarters for the last six months.163
Even worse, Shelley and Wollweber complained about their dysfunctional
connections with Paris and Moscow –the comrades in Copenhagen had not
received any brochures or any other printed material for months and none
had therefore been sent to the Interclubs. Two years’ work were in danger to
collapse due to the lack of up-to-date propaganda material.164
Divergent opinion on the proper way to conduct anti-fascist work caused
further constraints. Wollweber called for a flexible approach while Pechmann
and Shelley stubbornly clung to the ‘Class-Against-Class’-doctrine and rejected
any cooperation with the social democrats.165 The latest setback came when
Wollweber’s special emissary Richard Krebs, who had been sent to a clandestine mission to Hamburg, was arrested in November. “The conditions of work
have become extremely difficult,” Pechmann noted.166
4.2
Enter André Rudolf and the Good News from Denmark
Not all news was depressing or bad in 1933. Those originating from Denmark could
even indicate that the ish finally had achieved a major victory in its onslaught
against the itf. Although the revolutionary opposition in the Danish Seamen’s
Union failed to stave off the ambition of the union leadership to revoke the 1932
decision to cut the union’s ties with the itf and affiliate with the ish, Jensen
and his mates at the stokers’ union succeeded in doing so. Georg Hegner presented a motion at the union congress in August 1933, blaming the Amsterdam
International and the itf for fighting against communism rather than combatting fascism and capitalism. The congress then accepted a resolution that ordered
a new vote on leaving or remaining to be organised in December 1933. The outcome of the vote was an overwhelming victory for the communists –1,014 voted
163
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(Copy) Letter from the mwiu to Richard Jensen, no date, filed 22.xi.1933, 534/5/236, 126,
rgaspi. In fact, it seems that the instructions sent by the ish Secretariat to the mwiu
in May 1933 were among its last trans-Atlantic engagements. Referring to the upcoming
national convention of the mwiu, the ish Secretariat announced its representative to
leave for the USA “in two weeks,” and impelled the mwiu to launch a campaign for a
collective agreement and minimal wage as well as to start the preparation for a national
unity conference. “At this conference a national action committee is to be elected,” the
instructions outlined. See further ish to mwiu, Copenhagen 11.5.1933, 534/6/142, rgaspi.
The representative, whoever it was, never departed and, it seems, connections between
New York and Copenhagen had broken down.
Adolf [Shelley] and Schmidt [Wollweber] to “Liebe Freunde,” [Copenhagen] 14.10.1933,
534/5/236, 120, rgaspi.
Wollweber, Lebenserinnerung, 175, 183–184, 186, Nachlass Ernst Wollweber, NY 4327/10,
BArchB.
Leo and Rudolf [Adolf Deter?] to “Liebe Freunde,” 534/4/460, 239–240, rgaspi.
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for leaving the itf while only 377 voted for remaining. The Danish Stokers’ Union
was the only national union ever officially affiliated with the ish.167
Positive news also came from France where the communist-controlled harbour workers’ union, the Unitaire des ports, docks et beteliers intended to affiliate with the ish.168 Whether the union de facto did so is unclear; its position
was discussed by the Commission on seamen’s work in Moscow (see below),
the minutes indicate that the affiliation had not been finalised.
Additional relief for the overburdened comrades at the ish headquarters
was the arrival of Adolf Deter (1900–1969) in Copenhagen. He belonged to
the top leadership of the German rgo and had remained in Germany after
the Nazi clampdown on the communists. The German Party together with the
rilu decided in late autumn 1933 to detach Deter to Copenhagen. His main
task was to replace Fritz Heckert as head of the (underground and illegal) rilu
Copenhagen Bureau; Heckert, in turn, moved to Moscow. In addition, Deter
was assigned to the ish headquarters and nominated to the ish Executive
as the representative of the Einheitsverband.169 Deter used the alias André
Rudolf when working for the ish (Illegal) Secretariat.170
5

Moscow Calling: The Commission on Seamen’s Work

Adolf Shelley went to Moscow to participate at the xiii Plenum of the ecci
in December 1933.171 Here, he attended a special commission on work among
maritime transport workers, termed internally as the Commission on seamen’s
work. Interestingly, the Commission did not discuss the German question or
the conditions of the Einheitsverband. Instead, the main topics on the agenda
were 1) the plan to focus on (revolutionary) opposition groups within itf-
affiliated unions, and 2) work in Western Europe and among colonial seamen.
167
168
169

170
171

Weiss, För kampen internationellt!, 315–316.
“Ny sektion af ish,” Rød Kurs 3, no. 10 (1933): 2.
Deter’s position as representative of the Einheitsverband is indicated on an article by
a certain R. A., Vertreter des ev im Exekutivkomitee der ish, “Der Einheitsverband für
die Herstellung der Gewerkschaftseinheit,” Rote Wacht 4, no. 1 (March–April 1934): 3. The
initials ‘R. A.’ correspond to Deter’s pseudonym André Rudolf.
Lebenslauf Gustav Adolf Deter, Berlin 1.6.1949, 495/205/188, 63–64, rgaspi.
Documents written at the end of 1933 reveal that Wollweber remained in Copenhagen,
among others the instructions for the ish Secretariat and addressed (in type-writing)
to Shelley but corrected in handwriting: Wollweber, see M. Henri [Luigi Polano] to “das
Sekretariat der ish zu den Händen des Gen. Shelley Schmidt, 27.10.1933, 534/5/236, 123,
rgaspi.
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5.1
The End of the British and Colonial Section
Adolf Shelley opened the discussions at the Commission on seamen’s work by
presenting a lengthy overview of the prospects and drawbacks of the ish and
its sections. Typically for such overviews, Shelley’s presentation started with
an optimistic general proclamation. Tremendous progress had been made, he
declared, especially in the Scandinavian countries where the opposition was
claimed to dominate the unions as well as in Finland where “our representative”
was expected to lead the opposition to a victory at the extra ordinary congress
of the Finnish Seamen’s Union.172 Similar positive news where heard from the
(unknown) Danish member of the Commission.173 Sven Linderot, the Swedish
member in the Commission, even argued that it was only after the establishment of the ish that the revolutionary opposition had been formed, while Fritz
Heckert highlighted that positive results had been achieved in those countries
where the party and the ish had closely cooperated, such as the Scandinavian
countries.174 None of the comrades, however, made any hints about the situation in Norway where the rfo had become totally marginalised. Neither were
the comrades aware of the debacle in Finland where extra ordinary union congress ended in a victory of the socialists and totally silenced the opposition.175
Nevertheless, Shelley had to admit that the major weakness of the ish and
the revolutionary opposition was its uneven impact among the maritime
transport workers. Although the revolutionary opposition had achieved a
rather strong position among the stokers, it had a rather weak backing among
the seamen, and almost nil among the officers and stewards. Its influence and
position among the harbour workers was even more pathetic. The outcome
raised concern: The ish had emerged as a narrow organisation for radical
seamen below deck only. “Our main weakness is the work and organisation
among harbour workers,” Shelley critically remarked.176
Even less promising were the achievements of work among colonial seamen. This had almost come to a standstill after the relocation of the ish
172
173

174
175
176

Presentation of Adolf [Shelley] on work among maritime transport workers in
Kommission der Seeleute und Hafenarbeiter, 8.12.1933, 495/171/313, 19–20, rgaspi.
Comment on work in Denmark by “Vertreter von Dänemark” in Zweite Kommission der
Seeleute und Hafenarbeiter, 11.12.1933, 495/171/315, 28 –30, rgaspi, and by Sven Linderot
on work in Sweden in Kommission der Seeleute und Hafenarbeiter, 8.12.1933, 495/171/313,
51–53, rgaspi.
Comment by Fritz Heckert in Kommission der Seeleute und Hafenarbeiter, 8.12.1933, 495/
171/313, 59 –61, rgaspi.
Weiss, För kampen internationellt!, 376.
Presentation of Adolf [Shelley] on work among maritime transport workers in
Kommission der Seeleute und Hafenarbeiter, 8.12.1933, 495/171/313, 7, rgaspi.
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headquarters to Copenhagen, Shelley admitted. The colonial section had
ceased to exist after the closure of the Hamburg Interclub. Shelley suggested
to establish a new section, and proposed to discuss the matter with an Indian
and a Chinese comrade as well as a member of the ipac-t w.177 (If he ever did
so is not known; if there ever was a meeting on this topic in Moscow, it left no
documentary traces.)
Interestingly, Shelley made no reference about the fate of Garan Kouyaté
and George Padmore and the “special work” among black seamen. Padmore
had resided with Kouyaté after his relocation to Paris in early March 1933. The
latter had ceased to work at the Interclub in Marseille and concentrated on
propagating for his new radical black organisation, the Union des Travailleurs
Nègres. This, in turn, was criticised by the French Party and the relation
between Kouyaté and the communists turned sour, followed by a purge against
him and his expulsion from the Party in August 1933. Padmore, who had quit
his links to the ish and concentrated on re-establishing the Atlantic network
of the itucnw, was dragged into the conflict as he sided with Kouyaté. The
conflict climaxed at a special meeting in Paris in August, resulting in a total rift
between Padmore and the communists, and his expulsion from the Comintern,
cpusa and itucnw in March 1934.178 No wonder, therefore, the silence about
work among black seamen in France –it had totally collapsed by August 1933
and the ish had no black comrade to replace Kouyaté or Padmore.
Less problematic was work among Chinese seamen although Shelley had
to admit that the ish had little to do with it. Noting that the European bureau
of the Chinese Seamen’s Union had successfully transferred its headquarters
to Rotterdam and was also operating in Amsterdam and Antwerp, Shelley
asked if the ish and its sections were working among Chinese seamen. No,
he answered.179 However, the Dutch representative Schalker corrected the
pitiful state of affairs by reminding Shelley and the others that work among
Chinese and Indonesian seamen in Holland followed a plan outlined at a
joint meeting with the ish Secretariat in April.180 Two cafés had been established in Rotterdam, one for Chinese, the other for Indonesian seamen, he
noted, and called for similar establishments to be set up in Liverpool and
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Presentation of Adolf [Shelley] on work among maritime transport workers in
Kommission der Seeleute und Hafenarbeiter, 8.12.1933, 495/171/313, 28, rgaspi.
See further Weiss, Framing a Radical African Atlantic, 586–610.
Presentation of Adolf [Shelley] on work among maritime transport workers in
Kommission der Seeleute und Hafenarbeiter, 8.12.1933, 495/171/313,, 28, rgaspi.
This must have been a meeting between Shelley and Dutch comrades, the minutes and
documents of the meeting are yet to be identified in the Comintern Archives.
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New York.181 Schalker’s statement does not reveal if the cafés were part of or
run by the Rotterdam Interclub.
However, Shelley’s –as well as Heckert’s –main critical observation was
the weak if not miserable performance of the ish and its sections in Western
Europe, most notably England and France. Work in Britain had totally collapsed while the fump in France had stagnated and seemed to receive little
assistance from the French Party. William Gallagher, the British delegate at
the Commission, repudiated Shelley’s and Heckert’s blaming of the British
Party for the debacle. According to him, the troubles started with George
Hardy’s arrival in England in June 1931. As ish President, Gallagher noted,
Hardy had demanded a high-ranking position in the CPGB and wanted to
be recognised as one of its leaders. Harry Pollitt, the general secretary of the
party, had dismissed Hardy’s proposition which had resulted in “quite a big
quarrel” between him and Hardy. Even more paralysing was the rift between
Hardy and the smm leader Fred Thompson, resulting in futile interventions
by the ish Secretariat and the rilu Berlin Bureau, and finally in the removal
of the two loggerheads. The smm had more or less ceased activities by the end
of 1932, and the Minority Movement took over the responsibility to organise
work among seamen, starting from scratch in Cardiff, London, Liverpool and
Glasgow. “Work is being started in these places but all we ask now is that
the ish sends all its communications to the headquarters of the Minority
Movement, all its directions to the rank and file movement, and that we never
again have a situation where the ish has agents in London who are receiving correspondence and money independently of the Party or the M[inority]
M[ovement], and quite outside of the control of the M[inority] M[ovement]
and the Party.”182
The final words about the English chapter followed after the ecci Plenum had
accepted a new resolution on work among seamen and harbour workers (see below
Section 5.2). Comrade Bradley, who had replaced Gallagher in the Commission,
acknowledged the fact that the attempt to launch a red seamen’s union in England
had failed miserably. “The situation is, that in the past year the movement [i.e.,
the smm] had declined to the point where there is practically nothing.” Bradley
self-critically noted that the party was certainly to blame for its “bad work” but
also stated “[…] there is some disagreement with regard to the responsibility on
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Comment by Schalker in in Kommission der Seeleute und Hafenarbeiter, 8.12.1933, 495/
171/313, 495/171/313, 35, rgaspi.
Comment by Gallagher in Kommission der Seeleute und Hafenarbeiter, 8.12.1933, 495/171/
313, 39–47, rgaspi, quotation from 46–47.
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this problem.”183 Comrade Max Maddalena responded: The English question is
quite simple, no party work, no activities against the war or fascism. What needs
to be done had been said many times earlier, he reminded: The British Party must
focus on building up fractions within the existing seamen’s organisations.184 rilu
General Secretary Lozovsky, in turn, commented sarcastically: “We will continue
to babble about forming a union for ever but nothing will happen.”185 Case closed.
5.2
The December 1933 Resolution
The main objective of the Commission on work among seamen was to comment a draft version of a resolution text prepared at the rilu headquarters.186 In contrast to earlier instructions and directives, the December 1933
Resolution on Work among Seamen and Harbour Workers did not contain a
single paragraph on the ish! Rather, the text indicates a decision to change
the focus of work among maritime transport workers. This change seems to
reflect a re-evaluation in Moscow about the necessity to operate via an “independent” platform. In other words, the December 1933 Resolution marked a
shift from working through the ish and its sections towards concentrating
on the role of the national parties and the (revolutionary) oppositions within
the itf-affiliated unions. The commented draft version was approved by the
ecci Plenum on 11 December and sent to the Political Commission of the ecci
Secretariat for editing;187 the final version of the resolution was sent to the various ecci Ländersekretatiate at the end of December 1933.188
The December 1933 Resolution was addressed to the communist parties, not
the revolutionary oppositions or the sections of the ish. “In the chief countries,” the text started, “the Communist Parties have not yet taken account
of the great importance of the merchant seamen and harbour workers.”
Reflecting the political and strategic considerations of the Comintern and the
183
184
185
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Comment by Bradley in Zweite Kommission der Seeleute und Hafenarbeiter, 12.12.1933,
495/171/315, 10– 11, rgaspi.
Comment by Maddalena in Zweite Kommission der Seeleute und Hafenarbeiter,
12.12.1933, 495/171/315, 11, rgaspi.
Comment by Lozovsky in Zweite Kommission der Seeleute und Hafenarbeiter, 12.12.1933,
495/171/315, 11, rgaspi.
Protokoll (A) Nr 346 der ausserordentlichen Sitzung der Politkommission des Pol.Sekr.
des ekki am 5.12.1933, 495/4/272, 3, rgaspi. The Commission on seamen’s question discussed the draft version on 8 and 11 December, see the notes on discussions filed in 495/
171/313 and 495/171/315, rgaspi.
Auszug aus dem Protokoll Nr 5 der Sitzung der Kommission zum 1. Punkt der Tagung des
xiii Plenums des ekki vom 11. Dezember 1933, 495/171/316, rgaspi.
Büro des Sekretariats des ekki an die Ländersekretariate des ekki, 30.12.1933, 495/171/317,
2, rgaspi.
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Soviet Union rather than the rilu and its focus on trade union work, main
attention was on the struggle “against the transport of war materials” and only
second the struggle “against the attack of shipowning capital and fascism.”189
Thus: The utmost importance was the struggle of the impending imperialist war. Echoing previous resolutions, the party and the communist trade
union organs were ordered to appoint members whose task was to establish
local control commissions to inform about the movement of military material. Equally important was the development of a mass movement against
military transport. The immediate objective of both the parties and the local
control commissions was to launch a new ‘Hands of China’-campaign and to
protest against, if not block, the transport of military supplies to Japan and
China directed for the struggle against the Chinese Soviets.190 These directives
resulted into prompt actions, as will be outlined in Chapter 9.1.2.
The second task of the parties –not the ish –was to provide aid to the
strikes of the seamen, harbour workers and railwaymen. Further, “through the
organs of the united front” –indirectly referring to the ish, as will be noted
below –the party should lead the struggle of the maritime and land transport workers as well as support and extend “political demonstrations” against
vessels flying the fascist flag. The concluding part of sentence makes the only
direct reference to the ish: “and in general to give the greatest help to the ishw
[= ish] in the work on German, Japanese, Italian and other vessels of the fascist governments.”191
Interestingly, the party instead of the ish was to “systematically expose the
treacherous work of the itf.”192 This order was in line with the –not yet articulated –strategic considerations in Moscow for the ish to cease its campaign
against the itf, as Ernst Wollweber claimed in his autobiography.193
The resolution also contained a paragraph on work among colonial seamen.
Perhaps reflecting Shelley’s idea of demanding a more resolute engagement by
the parties on work among colonial maritime transport workers, the resolution
ordered the parties to pay serious attention on this task both in Europe and
America as well as in the colonies. Interestingly, the sections of the Comintern
189
190
191
192
193

Confidential. Work among Seamen and Harbor[sic] Workers, 29.12.1933, 495/171/280,
rgaspi.
Confidential. Work among Seamen and Harbor[sic] Workers, 29.12.1933, §c, 495/171/280,
rgaspi.
Confidential. Work among Seamen and Harbor[sic] Workers, 29.12.1933, §d, 495/171/280,
rgaspi.
Confidential. Work among Seamen and Harbor[sic] Workers, 29.12.1933, §e, 495/171/280,
rgaspi.
Wollweber, Lebenserinnerungen, 153, 155, Nachlass Ernst Wollweber, NY4327/10, BArchB.
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as well as the rilu were directed to appoint “an instructor for work on [the]
colonial question in the Interclubs” whose task was to establish colonial commissions in the sections of the ish “in the chief countries.”194
Finally, reflecting the crisis of work among maritime transport workers as
well as the plan to focus on opposition groups within the itf member unions,
the resolution listed detailed orders for four specific parties. The CPGB was
instructed to “carry out energetic work in the reformist unions of seamen,
harbour workers and railwaymen and on ships and ports.” Not a single word
about re-establishing or revitalising the smm or even a red union but rather
a commitment to form strong fractions and trade union oppositions within
the unions. The cpusa was instructed to convert the “Union of Seamen and
Harbour Workers” –probably the mwiu? –into a mass movement as well as
to develop a “wide opposition movement” within the International Seafarer’s
Union and the International Association of Dockers. The PCF, too, was
instructed to form a “mass oppositional movement with strong Communist
fractions” in the reformist and autonomous unions. In addition, the French
Party was reminded of the importance of forming revolutionary trade union
groups on the ships, perhaps indicating an expectation that these units would
constitute the facilitators for a new global communication network? Finally,
the CPJ was directed to pay serious attention on work in the “reactionary”
Japan Seamen’s Union.195
5.3
The ‘Confidential Instructions’
The second text discussed by the Commission for work among seamen were
the ‘Confidential instructions’. These had been issued by the so-called communist fraction of the Executive Bureau, indicating that they had been drafted
by the rilu Secretariat rather than the ecci and had not been discussed at
the ecci Plenum. The document gives a direct insight about the agenda of
the ish Executive Committee at its meeting in Paris, namely the decision to
start a campaign to organise an international conference for national and local
unions as well as for branches and sections of unions “belonging to the itu [=
itf] but in opposition to it.” The idea was to organise the conference “not later
than May 1934 in Amsterdam.” Most importantly, the ish was not to be identified as the organiser of the venue. Instead, the official initiative for calling
the conference was to be taken by unions belonging to the itf “which have
194
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Confidential. Work among Seamen and Harbor[sic] Workers, 29.12.1933, §f, 495/171/280,
rgaspi.
Confidential. Work among Seamen and Harbor[sic] Workers, Special considerations and
tasks, 29.12.1933, 495/171/280, rgaspi.
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had strikes recently,” namely the Latvian Seamen’s Union, the Polish Seamen’s
and Harbour Workers’ Union, the Stockholm and Gothenburg branches of the
Swedish Seamen’s Union, the Danish Stokers’ Union, one or two branches of the
Finnish Seamen’s and Stokers’ Union, two or three branches of the Norwegian
Harbour Workers’ Union. Representatives of these unions were instructed to
convene as soon as possible but not later than the end of December or in early
January 1934. The objective of the meeting was to finalise an open letter signed
by the organisations present to all unions belonging to the itf as well as to elect
an initiative committee for calling an international conference of the itf.196
A draft version of the ‘Confidential instructions’ was discussed by the
Commission on its meeting on 12 December. Backing the general idea of an
international conference, the Commission underlined the need to broaden
the call to also direct it to unions of land transport workers, most notably the
railwaymen. Comrades Wassiljew [Vasilyev]and Richter suggested not to fix
the date of the international conference while Schalker proposed to include a
“colonial delegation” from Holland, composed of Chinese and Indonesian seamen.197 The Commission members backed the former proposal but rejected
the latter one. Losowsky reminded that the call was only to be directed to
unions and opposition groups within the itf, thus excluding any representation of colonial seamen.198 Shelley reminded that the basic idea was to attack
the enemy within his gates. The grand plan was to use the international conference as a stepping stone to solidify the position of the opposition in the
reformist unions.199
The Commission also debated about where to place the headquarters of
the Initiative Committee. The Danish delegate criticised the plan to place
it in Amsterdam, and instead proposed to locate it in Copenhagen as the
Initiative Committee was to be headed by Georg Hegner who could not move
to Amsterdam.200
The ‘Confidential instructions’ outlined the basic principles for future work
among maritime transport workers. It contained an outline of the Open Letter
196
197
198
199
200

Confidential. The Calling of an International Conference of Oppositional Unions belonging to the itu, 9.12.1933, 495/171/316, 20, rgaspi.
Comment by Schalker in Zweite Kommission der Seeleute und Hafenarbeiter, 12.12.1933,
495/171/315, 24–25, rgaspi.
Interuption by Lozovsky in Zweite Kommission der Seeleute und Hafenarbeiter, 12.12.1933,
495/171/315, 24, rgaspi.
Comment by Adolf in Zweite Kommission der Seeleute und Hafenarbeiter, 12.12.1933, 495/
171/315, 23, rgaspi.
Commment by “Vertreter von Dänemark” in Zweite Kommission der Seeleute und
Hafenarbeiter, 12.12.1933, 495/171/315, 28, rgaspi.
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which was to be used by the Initiative Committee in its call and campaign. The
Initiative Committee was to be constituted as the public (legal) institution for
the campaign while the ish (Illegal) Secretariat was to act behind the curtains.
In congruence with the wordings of the Open Letter, the ish was directed to
immediately work out concrete demands for each country, industry, union and
group of transport workers. Together, the Open Letter and the ish text were to
be used by the opposition groups in their agitation for calling an international
conference. The opposition groups, in turn, were to publish in their own name
an appeal to other branches and unions to follow their example.201
The Initiative Committee and the ish (Illegal) Secretariat were to cooperate
closely. The ecci instructed the ish (Illegal) Secretariat to attach a “leading
comrade” to the bureau of the Initiative Committee who, during the campaign,
was to assist the Initiative Committee. In addition, those unions and opposition
groups who decided to participate at the international conference had each the
right to nominate a representative to the Initiative Committee. The enlarged
Initiative Committee, in turn, was to be transformed into an Organisational
Committee with an elected bureau. The participating unions were also ordered
to render financial support to the Organisational Committee.202
The ish, in turn, was to start a parallel ‘shadow’ campaign by publishing
anti-i tf and pro-i sh pamphlets and articles. The basic idea was “on the basis
of concrete examples [to] expose the role of the itu [= itf]” but should not
deal directly with the international conference of the ITF-opposition. Most
importantly, however, the ‘Confidential instructions’ ordered the ish to fully
engage in the campaign for calling the ITF-opposition conference for the next
months. This was to be its main task, outlined the ‘Confidential Instructions’,
because the ish “will not [be] striking a serious blow at the itu, will not widening its basis and will not lead the discontent masses with the policy of the
itu and the reformist bureaucrats, unless it makes a big increase in its work
inside the reformist unions and organisationally consolidates its growing political influence.”203
The rilu, in turn, promised to render material support to the ish as well as
to transfer four additional instructors for carrying out the campaign in the various countries, the first one fluent in French, Spanish or Italian for the ‘Latin’
201
202
203

Confidential. The Calling of an International Conference of Oppositional Unions belonging to the itu, 9.12.1933, 495/171/316, 22, rgaspi.
Confidential. The Calling of an International Conference of Oppositional Unions belonging to the itu, 9.12.1933, 495/171/316, 23, rgaspi.
Confidential. The Calling of an International Conference of Oppositional Unions belonging to the itu, 9.12.1933, 495/171/316, 25, rgaspi.
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countries, the second one for English-speaking countries, the third one for
Central European countries, and the fourth one for the Balkan countries. The
ish Secretariat, on the other hand, was instructed to carry out the campaign
in the Scandinavian countries with its own staff.204 The rilu was to take a
background position in the campaign by only making the following public declaration: “Although this oppositional movement does not entirely occupy our
position, nevertheless it deserves support insofar as it is directed against the
strike-breaking policy and tactics of the itu [ITF].”205
204
205

Confidential. The Calling of an International Conference of Oppositional Unions belonging to the itu, 9.12.1933, 495/171/316, 26, rgaspi.
Confidential. The Calling of an International Conference of Oppositional Unions belonging to the itu, 9.12.1933, 495/171/316, 27, rgaspi.
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An Empty Shell
Divergent opinions existed among the ish leadership about the fate of the
organisation after the December 1933 meeting in Moscow. Ernst Wollweber
interpreted the instructions as a downscaling of activities and a way for merging the ish with the itf.1 Adolf Shelley, on the other hand, regarded the instructions not as a masterplan for an amalgamation but a guide for developing the
activities of the ish. In his mind, the ish sections and the revolutionary trade
union opposition within the itf-affiliated unions were to be strengthened,
and he therefore outlined a blueprint of actions to be taken in early 1934, see
Table 13.2
Shelley’s basic idea was the adaption of a double strategy. In line with the
December 1933 Resolution and the “Confidential instructions”, focus was on
strengthening the opposition within itf-affiliated unions, such as the nus
in England, and ‘reformist’-controlled ones, such as those in Brazil, Ireland
and Mexico. However, in other countries, such as Argentina, Australia, New
Zealand, and Scotland, the unions were to affiliate with the ish. The plan put
a heavy focus on invigorating work in South and Central America; instructors
were to be deployed to boost activities and to investigate the possibilities for
organising Interclubs in Havana, Montevideo, Rosario, Santos, Valparaiso and
Vera Cruz.3 Shelley’s masterplan outlined the Interclubs as key nodes of agitation and propaganda. Therefore, he projected the establishment or reorganising of them in Antwerp, Barcelona, Bratislava, Cardiff, Constanza, Danzig (the
existing one seems to have been closed in 1933), Durban, Narvik, New Orleans
(the existing one was dysfunctional already in 19334), North and South Shields,
Piraeus, Shanghai, Sydney (the existing one seems to have ceased operations in 1931/32), Thessaloniki, and Vancouver. There was only one practical

1 Wollweber, Lebenserinnerungen, 153, 155, Nachlass Ernst Wollweber, NY4327/10, BArchB.
2 Stolarski [Shelley] to the rilu Secretariat, 2.1.1934, 534/5/241, 6–7, rgaspi.
3 Plan to reorganise and strengthen the ish and the revolutionary opposition, February 1934,
534/5/236, 178–179, rgaspi. The document is an unsigned draft although combined with
Shelley’s letter to the rilu Secretariat, I assume that it either heavily reflected his ideas or
had been drafted by him.
4 As reported by Everett to ‘Dear Comrades,’ 11.2.1933, 534/7/509, 83, rgaspi: “The hall was lost
when the comrades could not pay the rent here. They moved into a place which served them
as a combined hall and a place to sleep.”
© Holger Weiss, 2021 | DOI:10.1163/9789004463288_013
This is an open access chapter distributed under the terms of the CC BY 4.0 license.
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table 13

Plan to reorganise and strengthen the ish and the revolutionary opposition,
February 1934

Canada

Australia
New Zealand
England

Scotland
France
USA

Brazil
Chile
Argentina

To create a strong central leadership of the Marine
Workers’ League (the ish section in Canada) and
by concentrating the activity of the League on three
points: in Montreal, Vancouver, and the Great Lakes
To charge the Minority Movement with the task of
winning over the leadership of the seamen’s union and
harbour workers’ union and affiliating them with the ish
To strengthen the opposition movement within the
seamen’s union as well as the harbour workers’ union for
the purpose of affiliating the union to the ish
To strengthen the revolutionary opposition within the
nus; to appoint a colonial committee at the Liverpool
Interclub for work among Indonesian, Indian, Chinese
and black seamen; to organise the union of Indian
seamen in London to be headed by “comrade G” and to
organise systematic work on the ships among Indian
crews
To win over the leadership of the harbour workers’ union
in Glasgow and affiliate it with the ish
To reorganise the Interclub in Marseille as well as to
establish new Interclubs with the assistance of the PCF
in Dunkirk, Le Havre and Oran
To strengthen the opposition within the International
Association of Harbor Workers and the International
Seamen’s Union; to concentrate work to New York, New
Orleans, San Francisco and the Great Lakes as well as to
Boston, Norfolk, Philadelphia and Seattle
To strengthen the revolutionary trade union opposition
within the seamen’s union and harbour workers’ union in
Rio de Janeiro and Santos
To prepare the convocation of a national unity
conference for setting up a national marine workers’
organisation
To place a representative of the ish in the leadership of
the fom and to separate fom unions and propose to set
up contacts with the ish
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Uruguay
Cuba
Mexico
Indonesia

Ireland

Chapter 9
Plan to reorganise and strengthen the ish and the revolutionary opposition,
February 1934 (cont.)

To call a unity conference for the purpose of uniting all
existing craft unions and for organising a single industrial
union
To organise a revolutionary trade union opposition and
to call for a unity conference
To strengthen the revolutionary trade union opposition
in all existing unions
To strengthen work among Indonesian seamen in
Rotterdam, Liverpool and New York; to set up strong
contacts from Singapore with the seamen and harbour
workers of Indonesia proper
To shift the gravity of work among seamen to the
reformist seamen’s union as well as to establish a united
front of harbour workers in Ireland

source: plan to reorganise and strengthen the ish and the revolutionary
opposition, february 1934, 534/5 /2 36, 172–1 80, rgaspi

problem –cash –but Shelley was confident that the rilu would provide extra
funding for the (re-)establishment of the global network of Interclubs.5
However, Shelley overestimated the capability and capacity of the ish to
emerge as a global player. His own assessment on the achievements and organisational strength of the ish and its sections must have been disappointing
reading in Moscow. Almost nothing of its earlier global outreach existed anymore in early 1934. Data on most national sections was missing, indicating that
they either had ceased to function or had dysfunctional connections with the
ish headquarters; see Table 14.6
5 Stolarski [Shelley] to the rilu Secretariat, 2.1.1934, 534/5/241, 6–7, rgaspi.
6 Material über die ish und über die Arbeit unter den Seeleuten und Hafenarbeitern, 20.1.1934,
534/5/241, 74–88, rgaspi. The author of the unsigned document was someone at the ish
Secretariat as is revealed by the dense information on the situation in France, England, USA
and the Scandinavian countries as well as the plan (and failure) to intervene at the congress
of the Finnish Seamen’s Union in December 1933. Especially the information on the Latvian
seamen’s strike (“begegnete ich in Kopenhagen Gen. Lambert” as well as “das Sekretariat der
ish in meiner Person”) suggests Shelley to be the author of the document as Wollweber, at
this point, did, not reside in Copenhagen anymore.
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table 14

Organisations and opposition groups affiliated to the ish, January 1934

Country/Organisation

Membership

England: smm (mainly in Liverpool)
usa: mwiu
Japan: Sasinkai
France: fump

600
3 000
Not known
4 500 (1 800 paying
members)
(previously 10 000), 2 800
paying members
3 600
[…]

Germany: Einheitsverband (illegal)
Spain: Seville
Spain: others (Vera Cruz de Las Palmas, Gijon,
San Sebastian, Barcelona)
Italy: film (illegal)
Greece
Danzig
Latin America
South Africa: Durban
Southwest Africa: fishermen’s association in
Lüderitz Bay
China: European bureau in Rotterdam
Poland: majority of seamen’s union incl.
leadership
Latvia: majority of seamen’s union incl.
leadership
Denmark: one third of seamen’s union and
90 percent of stokers’ union
Sweden: Sjötransportarbetarnas rfo
Norway: six local branches of rfo
Australia: seamen’s union

[…]
[…]
[…]
[…]
[…]
[…]
400
[…]
[…]
[…]
1 200
[…]
[…]

source: material über die ish und über arbeit unter den seeleuten und
hafenarbeiter, 20.1.1934, 534/5 /2 41, 70–8 8, rgaspi

Shelley’s report indicated that the direct outreach of the ish was restricted
to Northern and Western Europe. The best functioning section was the Danish
one, i.e. the Danish Stokers’ Union. Positive results had been achieved in Estonia
and Latvia, and the position of the revolutionary trade union opposition was
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relatively strong in Sweden and the Netherlands. However, he had to admit
that the general outlook was pathetic, especially in the USA and England.
Cooperation with the PCF and the cgtu was bad in France; in Spain, the red
union in Barcelona was in a state of agony. The only positive news was the
situation in Australia where the majority of the seamen’s union had voted to
nominate an adherent of the ish as general secretary7. The most revealing part
of Shelley’s report was his total silence about work among colonial seamen –
not a single line, perhaps indicating that it more or less had ceased to exist?8
What existed was an empty shell. The global network of Interclubs had
retracted into a mainly North Atlantic–Scandinavian one, see Table 15.
Moscow, for certain, was not impressed by the achievements of the ish.
Even though the rilu leadership might have wanted to revitalise the ish,
the situation in Moscow effectively nullified any such aspirations as the
Comintern headquarters and its apparatus was undergoing a total overhaul.
Following the reorganisations during autumn 1933, all work was concentrated
to a Ländersekretariat or regional office of the ecci.9
Even more drastic was the reorganisation of the rilu apparatus. The blueprint for the total revision of the rilu apparatus had been initiated already
in July 1933. Its central unit, the Sekretariat der Interkoms (Secretariat of the
International Committees), was abolished and most of the International
Committees, i.e., the former International Propaganda and Action Committeres,
7 This was Joseph “Joe” Keenan who sojourned in England as ish representative in 1933. He
was reported to have arrived in Copenhagen in October 1933, and the ish leadership proposed to send him via Vladivostok and Singapore to Australia “as there is a good chance
for him to be elected secretary for the Australian union.” (Note/Memorandum to “Lieber
Freund,” [Copenhagen] 28.10.1933, 534/5/236, 124, rgaspi. The author of the memo was
most likely Schmidt/Wollweber.) Keenan was still in Europe (Copenhagen or Moscow?) in
January/February 1934 as is indicated in Shelley’s plan for future work of the ish (“Keenan
to be sent to Australia and New Zealand”). He arrived in Australia in October 1934, rejoined
the Seamen’s Union of Australia, immediately emerged as the leader of its communist fraction and was one of the key organisers during the Australian seamen’s strike in 1935, see further Louis, “Recovery from Depression and the Seamen’s Strike 1935–6,” and Donald Sinclair
Fraser, Articles of agreement: the Seamen’s Union of Australia, 1904–1943 a study of antagonized labour, PhD thesis, Department of History and Politics, University of Wollongong, 1998,
171. Interestingly, the ish Secretariat did not launch an international campaign in support of
the Australian mariners, or at least it did not refer to it in its correspondence with Moscow.
8 Material über die ish und über die Arbeit unter den Seeleuten und Hafenarbeitern, 20.1.1934,
534/5/241, 74–88, rgaspi.
9 (Memorandum, translated from Russian) The Reorganisation of the Apparatus of the
Comintern. (Confirmed by the Polit Commission Sept. 15, 1933), Appendix to Protokoll (A) Nr.
334 der Sitzung der Politkommission des Pol.Sekr. des ekki, 15.9.1933, 495/4/261, 114–117,
rgaspi.
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table 15

Interclubs and “liaison centres” of the ish, January 1934

Country
A. Interclubs
Denmark
Norway

Sweden

Netherlands
Spain
Uruguay
USA

Soviet Union

Location
Copenhagen
Esbjerg
Aalborg
Bergen
Oslo
Tromsø
Haugesund
Stockholm
Stugsund
Gävle
Sundsvall
Malmoe
Rotterdam
Seville
Montevideo
New York
Philadelphia
Baltimore
Boston
New Orleans
San Francisco
Portland
Seattle
“in all ports”

B. Liaison centres/offices of call (Anlaufstellen)
Belgium
Antwerp
Gent
United Kingdom
North Shields
South Shields
Liverpool
Belfast
France
Strasbourg
Marseille
Rouen
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table 15

Interclubs and “liaison centres” of the ish, January 1934 (cont.)

Country

Location

Switzerland
Spain
South Africa
Australia

Dunkirk
Basle
Barcelona
Durban
Sydney

source: list of interclubs and “anlaufstellen,” published in informationsbulletin der i.s.h. deutsche ausgabe 4:1 ( januar 1934), 495/2 0/8 58, 31, rgaspi

were subordinated to the regional offices (Ländersekretariat) of the rilu. The
rilu Organisational Department, too, was liquidated and its tasks were transferred to the regional offices of the rilu.10
The rilu headquarters decided to stick to its original masterplan for
organising future work among maritime transport workers. Following the
decisions of the xiii ecci Plenum, the rilu sent instructions to establish a
special Initiative Committee to call for an international conference of the itf-
opposition groups and unions. As outlined by the Commission for work among
seamen, the Initiative Committee was to include both maritime and land
transport workers’ unions. Those listed were the Danish Stoker’s Union, the
Gothenburg and Stockholm branches of the Swedish Seamen’s Union, local
branches of the English Railway Workers’ Union, the Irish Railway Workers’
Union, the Czechoslovakian Railway Workers’ Union, and the (illegal) German
Transport Workers’ Federation. However, in contrast to the draft version of
the ‘Confidential instructions’, the rilu declared a truce on the propaganda
front: Neither the ish nor the International Trade Union Committee for
Railway Workers were to attack the itf during the campaign for the international conference. Most important, and directly affecting Shelley’s ambitions,
was the strict order to restrain from any activities to extend the organisational
basis of the ish. Instead, it instructed the ish Secretariat to keep a low profile.11
10

11

(Zum Bericht des Genossen Kostanjan auf dem Fraktionsbüro der Profintern.) Konkrete
Vorschläge zur Reorganisierung des Apparates der Profintern, dated 26.7.1933, Appendix
to Protokoll (A) Nr. 334 der Sitzung der Politkommission des Pol.Sekr. des ekki, 15.9.1933,
495/4/261, 143–157, rgaspi.
Einberufung einer internationalen Konferenz der itf-angeschlossenen oppositionellen
Verbände, 31.12.1933, 534/5/236, 207–212, rgaspi.
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The Antwerp Secretariat

Shelley returned to Copenhagen and started to implement the rilu-
instructions. An order disseminated via the ish Bulletin instructed the national
sections to stop their attacks on the itf. Focus was instead on the formation of
a broad front within the itf-unions aiming to develop the revolutionary trade
union oppositions into national mass movements.12
The implementation of the rilu-instructions required a reorganisation
of work at the ish headquarters in Copenhagen. Richard Jensen was made
head of the Initiative Committee, established as a legal and public unit in
Copenhagen. Due to increased surveillance of the Danish police, all illegally
operating units and bureaus of the rilu in Copenhagen were dismantled
and transferred to safer locations. This also affected the composition of the
ish (Illegal) Secretariat. Leo Pechmann moved to France where he joined the
staff of the rilu Paris Bureau. The ish (Illegal) Secretariat, in turn, relocated
to Antwerp where it started its operations in late April/early May 1934.13 The
ish (Illegal) Secretariat comprised at this point of only two members, namely
Adolf Shelley, who started to use the pseudonym ‘George’, and Adolf Deter,
who continued to use his alias ‘André’.14 Ernst Wollweber, on the other hand,
remained in Copenhagen and continued to operate his underground apparatus in Germany from the Danish capital. In public, he figured as ish Secretary.
Official declarations and announcements signed by the ish Secretariat, therefore, were dated in Copenhagen although being drafted in Antwerp.15 Luigi
Polano, who was running the ish Sovbureau in Moscow, was the fourth member of the ish ‘inner bureau’.16
One of the most pressing issues for the ish leadership to grapple was Albert
Walter’s strange behaviour in Germany. The international campaign for his
12
13

14
15
16

“Organisiert die innergewerkschaftliche Massen-Oppositions-Bewegung,” Informations-
Bulletin der I.S.H. Deutsche Ausgabe 4:1 (Januar 1934): 4–6, 495/20/858, rgaspi.
The exact date for the start of operations in Antwerp is not known. According to British
Intelligence sources, the rilu Copenhagen bureau had moved to Paris by 8.5.1933, see
Removal of Intenational Committees to Paris, no date, kv 3/127, tna. The ish Illegal
Secretariat, in turn, seems to have moved from Copenhagen at the end of April, see Leo,
Fiedler, and Georges to “Alexander,” 7.5.1933, 534/4/493, 105, rgaspi.
On the identification of ‘George’ (‘Georges’) as Adolf Shelley, see Appendix ii.
Minutes 8.6.1934, Ernst Wollweber personal file, kv 2/3054, tna.
Polano sent a note to Jensen that the Russian federation of transport workers had nominated comrades Jusefovich, Kamenev and Nikolajenko as its members to the ish Executive
Committee as well as Jusefovich, Kamenev, Nikolajenko, Polano, Makarov, Xecher and
Sharikov as members of the ish Sovbureau. Henri Maurice (signed) to Richard Jensen,
[Moscow] 20.12.1933, 534/5/236, 231, rgaspi.
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release from concentration camp had faded away after the publication of
his denial of being tortured by the Nazis. Even more obscure was his refusal
to emigrate after his release from prison in January 1934. However, when he
witnessed against Richard Krebs in court, his former comrades slowly came
to realise that Walter had cut his ties with the communists.17 In early August
1934, Shelley informed the rilu headquarters that the “company” –i.e., the
ish (Illegal) Secretariat –had expelled Walter.18 An official announcement was
never published.
The Walter Affaire was probably also on the agenda when the ish Executive
Committee convened in Antwerp in early June 1934.19 However, the main topic
of the meeting was the organisation of work at the ish Illegal Secretariat.
Present at the meeting was the “inner circle” of the ish: Deter, Jensen, Lambert,
Pechmann, Schaap and Shelley.20 Wollweber and the Norwegian Leif Foss
were prevented to attend –the British police disclosed them travelling with
forged passports when they disembarked at Harwich on their way to Antwerp
and they had to return to Denmark (see further below). Working conditions
in Antwerp were not good, Shelley was totally exhausted and wanted to be
relieved from his duties. His request was not accepted.21 Besides, the lack of
a legal secretariat greatly hampered the activities of the ish. The Executive
Committee therefore proposed to establish a legal secretariat consisting of the
French Charles Tillon, to serve as official head, as well as Richard Jensen and
Josef Schaap.22

17
18
19
20
21

22

Report by René, 21.7.1934, 534/4/493, 180, rgaspi; Report by “Berndt”, Zur Angelegenheit
Albert Walter, 2.8.1934, 495/205/2917, rgaspi; Zur Angelegenheit Albert Walter, 2.8.1934,
534/5/241, 212–213, rgaspi.
Excerpt from Shelley’s letter, 14.8.1934, 534/5/241, 207, rgaspi; Report by René, 21.7.1934,
534/4/493, 180, rgaspi.
Originally, the meeting of the ish Executive Committee was planned for 20–21 May but it
had to be postponed to the end of the month, see Note from Paris, 7.5.1935, 534/4/493, 105,
rgaspi.
Minutes, 8.6.1934, Ernst Wollweber personal file, kv 2/3054, tna.
Shelley to “Sehr geehrter Herr,” 14.7.1934, 534/5/241, 200–206, rgaspi. Shelley repeated his
plea to be released from his duties and called back to Moscow in early August; see George
to Komfraktion des Vollzugsbüro, A[ntwerp] 4.8.1934, 534/3/1041, 178, rgaspi. This letter
clearly indicates that Shelley also used the alias ‘George’ as the application included a
summary of his –Shelley’s –activities at the ish: “I was originally sent to work for 5 to
6 months, at most to the World Congress of the [ish] but it turned out to become almost
3 ½ years … I am neither a seamen nor a docker, and I believe that my job is better done
by someone who has a background in the maritime industry.”
Entwurf. Vorschläge zur Diskussion über die Aufgaben der ish, 19.8.1934, 534/5/241, 222,
rgaspi.
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The proposition for establishing a legal secretariat was sent to Moscow but
the rilu Secretariat remained silent for months. Deter and Shelley drafted
an updated version for the organisational setup of the ish and sent it to
Moscow in October. The dual structure of a legal and an ‘illegal’ secretariat
was to remain. The projected legal secretariat was to be operated by Jensen,
Schaap, Tillon, Wollweber, Jusefovich, the leader of the Russian water transport workers’ union, and Roy Hudson, the leader of the mwiu. The ish Illegal
Secretariat, in turn, was to be run by Deter and Shelley. In addition, the new
plan envisioned Deter, Hudson, Jensen, Jusefovich, Polano, Schaap, Shelley,
Verkeest and Wollweber to constitute the new Executive Committee.23
An analysis of Deter’s and Shelley’s proposal gives a hint about the operational
basis of the ish during the second half of 1934. The geographic outreach of the
ish had retracted and comprised only two geographical regions: Scandinavia
and Western Europe (Belgium, France, and the Netherlands). The inclusion of Hudson in the inner circle was mere wishful thinking; the ish Illegal
Secretariat had at this point no direct contacts to North America and was not
even informed about the strike on the US West Coast.24
Following orders from Moscow, the ish Secretariat prepared statements
calling for the opening of discussions with the itf, and for the establishment of
a united front among the maritime transport workers unions in Denmark and
France in late 1934.25 In November 1934, a confidential circular letter was sent
to the leadership of the national sections, calling them to submit proposals for
a united front with the itf.26 In December, the rilu headquarters ordered the
ish Secretariat to write an open letter to the itf, to call for a world congress of
the ish and last, but not least, to move the ish Illegal Secretariat to France.27
The placement of the ish headquarters remained a hotly debated issue.
Antwerp, noted the rilu Paris Bureau, was not an ideal place due to difficult
working conditions for the members of the ish Illegal Secretariat and should
therefore be transferred either to France or the Netherlands.28 Deter and
23
24
25
26
27
28

Adolf [Shelley] and André [Deter] to “Komfraktion des Vollzugsbüro der rgi,” 26.10.1934,
534/5/241, 253–266, rgaspi.
(Copy) Letter from George [Adolf Shelley] to the rilu Secretariat, filed 7.vii.1934, 534/5/
241, 171–172, rgaspi. On the US Pacific strike, see Pedersen, The Communist Party on the
American Waterfront.
Vorschläge zur Diskussion über die Aufgaben der ish, 19.8.1934, 534/5/241, 220–223,
rgaspi.
Confidential letter to the leading functionaries of the ish sections, 8.11.1934, 534/5/241,
271–274, rgaspi.
Vorschläge der Kommission über die Arbeit der ish, 2.12.1934, 534/5/241, 293, rgaspi.
Report by René, 22.10.1934, 534/4/493, 261, rgaspi.
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Shelley backed the plan and opted for France.29 No news, no reaction from
Moscow for weeks until the rilu Paris Bureau received a positive answer at
the end of December 1934: A legal secretariat was to be established in Rouen
and headed by Charles Tillon as official ish Secretary while the ish Illegal
Secretariat was to relocate to Paris.30 However, an immediate transfer of the
secretariat was not possible and it took another two/three months before
the new units had been established in France and started their operations in
February/March 1935.31
The Copenhagen Movement
1.1
The December 1933 meeting in Moscow paved the way for a volte-face in the
approach of the ish towards the itf. The new strategic considerations rested
on two pillars. The first one emphasised strengthening the opposition within
the itf-affiliated unions, the second one on establishing direct contacts with
the itf itself. The strategy further outlined the establishment of a new unit, the
Initiative Committee, which was to solidify the first pillar while the ish was to
directly approach the itf.
A first attempt for formulating concrete actions was made by the ish (Illegal)
Secretariat in early January 1934. A letter addressed to itf General Secretary
Edo Fimmen, in verbatim following the outlines provided by the Confidential
Instructions. Framed as a call for cooperation between the ish and the itf,
it contained a series of demands, such as joint actions against wage-cuts,
extension of the working days, dismissals, and rationalisations. Furthermore,
it demanded the introduction of 7-hour day in ports and 8-hour day at sea
without reduction of wages, full social insurance at expense of the government
and the employers, and full employment relief for every day of unemployment.
Last, the draft letter called for establishing joint control (vigilance) and strike
committees as well as for organising international strike boycotts.32
Fimmen never received the letter. Someone in Moscow (?) must have
decided that the ish should at this stage stay keep a low profile and stay in the
29
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Adolf [Shelley] and André [Deter] to rilu, 26.10.1934, 534/5/241, 253–266, rgaspi.
Report by René, 29.12.1934, 534/4/493, 79, rgaspi.
Note from the rilu technical unit to the rilu information unit, 20.3.1935, 534/5/242, 96,
rgaspi. According to British Intelligence information, the ish Illegal Secretariat had
moved from Antwerp to Paris on 20 February 1935, Removal of International Committees
to Paris, no date, kv 3/127, tna.
Entwurf (nicht abgeschickt). An das Sekretariat der itf zu Händen des Generalsekretärs
Edo Fimmen, 19.1.1934, 534/5/241, 325–326, rgaspi; Statement of the I.S.H. in connection
to the manifestations of seamen and harbour workers for employment, no date, received
in Moscow [filed] 29.2.1934, 534/5/242, 87–92, rgaspi.
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background. Instead, the driving force for the new strategy was to be a ‘spontaneous’ movement among the opposition groups within the itf-affiliated unions.
Moscow’s roadmap focused on the formation of the Initiative Committee. The
Initiative Committee, not the ish, was to send a call to all opposition groups
within the itf-affiliated unions; the second step was to summon representatives of these groups to a meeting and transform of Initiative Committee into
an Organisational Committee; the third step was the organisation of an international conference of the opposition groups.
Following the ‘Confidential instructions’, the Initiative Committee was to
be formed not later than January 1934. Officially set up by the Danish Stokers’
Union, the ‘Initiative Committee for the Calling of an International Opposition
Conference of Organisations Affiliated to the itf’ (Initiativkommittén til
Indkallelse of international oppositionskonference for Organisationer tilsluttede itf) published an ‘Open Letter’ signed by Georg Hegner in several languages.33 Then –nothing happened.
Most likely, the silence was a combination of internal and external factors
delaying operations at the Copenhagen Interclub, the official headquarters of
the Initiative Committee. Internally, the move of the ish Illegal Secretariat
to Antwerp must have slowed down operations although the main disturbing factor was an external one, namely the Danish seamen’s strike in April
1934.34 Richard Jensen was its mastermind, effectively being a coup by the rfo
to organise a ‘wild’, i.e., illegal strike. The conflict started on 12 April and the
communists and the rfo directed all actions. Jensen emerged as the key strike
leader, assisted by Ernst Wollweber in the background. Jensen issued an international call for solidarity actions and boycotts of Danish vessels in the name
of the ish –he presented himself as ish Secretary –and declared of having
the full backing of the ish. He further announced that the ish had initiated an
international campaign and had send 10,000 Francs in support of the strike.35
33
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A Finnish version of the call, Avoin kirje kaikkille I.T.F. alaisille järjestöille, is filed in the
archives of the Finnish State Police, 2404 L Kansainvälinen kommunistinen toiminta
(sekalaisia), ek-valpo, fna. A summary of the call was disseminated by the illegal
German section as “Die Opposition in der itf stösst vor!,” Rote Wache 4, no. 1 (March–
April 1934).
On the Danish seamen’s strike, see further Knud Knudsen, “Arbejderkampe i Danmark
under verdenskrisen, 1931–34 –skotøjslockouten 1931 og søfolkenes strejke 1934,” Årbog
for Arbejderbervægelsens historie 6 (1976): 5–84.
See further Weiss, För kampen internationellt!, 378–379. The financial support by the ish
was claimed to originate from its solidarity fund. Although the existence of the fund is not
doubted, there are very few documentary traces about when it was established (probably
in 1931), how it generated its assets or when it was used. It is not even clear, where the
fund existed and who monitored it (was it transferred from Hamburg to Copenhagen or
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Whether the ish (Illegal) Secretariat had any part in the Danish strike
is unlikely. Documentary sources are patchy, and the ish office in Antwerp
seems to have been rather a post box for Jensen’s telegrams than an operative
centre.36 Also, given that the ish at this point had an extremely limited budget
(and already in August 1933 had to cut its financial assistance to strikes), it
seems farfetched to claim that the ish had any role in the strike.
The Danish strike was a short but violent affair. The communists managed
to engage the harbour workers in the strike and especially the “red” port city
of Esbjerg emerged as the main battlefield in the fight between the strikers
and the police. A general strike paralysed Esbjerg on 17 April and threatened
to spill over to Copenhagen. All in vain, after eight days Jensen unexpectedly
terminated the strike. The social democrats and socialists trade union leaders
mocked Jensen and blamed him and the rfo for having lost the fight. In their
mind, the ‘wild’ strike demonstrated the hollowness of communist rhetoric
before the strike –none of the big promises had been achieved.37 Wollweber,
on the other hand, claimed in his autobiography that the strike had not been
a failure. On the contrary, it followed his new strike tactics: Instead of pushing
for an endless strike and losing everything, it was to end as soon as one could
achieve at least a partial victory.38
The strike and its aftermath in Denmark delayed Hegner –or rather Jensen
and Wollweber, who pulled the triggers at this state in Copenhagen –from
summoning the Initiative Committee for its first (and only) conference in
early June. The minutes of the conference reveal that the earlier confrontation
tactics and ‘Class-Against-Class’-rhetoric was still alive and articulated, not
least that the stf and the itf had betrayed the working class and accepted
a “fascistification” of labour laws and a prohibition of (wild/political) strikes.
Rather disappointedly (although objectively not surprising), the itf had
reacted negatively to the Open Letter of the Initiative Committee and instead
had instructed its member unions to reject any invitations from the opposition. Nevertheless, the delegates at the conference decided to go ahead with
the directives from Moscow. Realising that the original plan for summoning
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to Paris?). An indication of it being operated from Paris is the claim that the Vancouver
harbour workers had received a check for 1,500 Francs from the ish in support for their
strike, see “B.C. Shipowners Face defeat in Waterfront Strike,” The Waterfront Worker 3,
no. 37 (September 16, 1935).
Intercepted telegram Antwerp to Jones/London: Strike Danish Seamen Commenced Stop
Danish Ships and Exportwares, signed Richard Jensen, 12.4.1934, Richard Jensen personal
file, kv 2/2158, tna.
See further Weiss, För kampen internationellt!, 379–380.
Wollweber, Lebenserinnerungen, Nachlass Ernst Wollweber, NY 4327/10, BArchB.
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an international conference during summer proved unrealistic, the delegates
decided to postpone it to November 1934. Furthermore, following Moscow’s
masterplan, the Initiative Committee transformed itself into an ‘Organisation
Committee’.39
Together with the Norwegian Leif Foss, Jensen and Wollweber left
Copenhagen after the meeting of the Initiative Committee and headed towards
Antwerp as they planned to participate at the gathering of the ish Executive
Committee. However, disembarking at Harwich, the British police arrested
Foss and Wollweber for carrying forged passports and deported them to a
ship returning to Esbjerg. Wollweber managed to escape the Danish police on
his return to Esbjerg but realised that underground work in Copenhagen was
impossible and fled to southern Sweden. The rilu headquarters, too, came
to the same conclusion, and decided in September 1934 to move him to the
Soviet Union and placed him as head of the German Section at the Leningrad
Interclub.40
Wollweber’s departure left the ish without a secretary and someone had
to replace him as the official head of the organisation. Shelley and Deter protested against his transfer to Leningrad.41 However, Shelley was perhaps not
too sorry about his departure. An internal memorandum by a certain ‘Georg’,
i.e., Shelley, criticised Wollweber for having caused the breakdown of the
Einheitsverband in Germany and vehemently demanded his replacement by
Deter as secretary of the ish.42 Several earlier dispatches had hinted about the
frictions between the two leading members in the ish Secretariat. Both were
in a sense outsiders and “apparatchniki” although Wollweber, as militant submarine crewmember, had participated in the 1918 naval mutiny in Kiel whereas
Shelley had no background in maritime work. Did Shelley’s intervention result
in the proposal to nominate Charles Tillon as a member of the legal bureau,
i.e., the secretariat of the ish?43
Moscow did not accept Jensen’s proposal for arranging the international
conference in November. On the contrary, the rilu headquarters criticised
the outline of the Initiative Committee for containing several “political faults.”
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Sitzung des Initiativkomitees am 2. Juni in Kopenhagen, 534/5/241, 164–170, rgaspi.
Minutes, 29.8.1934, Ernst Wollweber personal file, kv 2/3054, tna; Wollweber, Lebenslauf,
Moscow 4.3.1945, 495/205/8628, rgaspi.
Adolf [Shelley] and André to “Komfraktion des Vollzugsbüro der rgi,” 26.10.1934, 534/5/
241, 260, rgaspi.
Dispatch from “Georg” to “Liebe Freunde,” no date (stamp: 4.8[?].1934), 534/4/493, 184,
rgaspi.
Vorschläge zur Diskussion über die Aufgaben der ish, 19.8.1934, 534/5/241, 223, rgaspi.
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Not least, the activities of the Initiative Committee deviated from the rilu
masterplan for a rapprochement with the itf as the planned conference could
result in a total split of the unions instead of strengthening the position of the
opposition within the unions. The plans for calling an international conference were therefore scrapped and the campaign for its summoning was called
off. Instead, the Organisation Committee was transformed into a ‘Fighting
Committee’ (Kampfkomitee) and ordered to lead the “fight for establishing a
united front” within the unions. The ish Secretariat, in turn, was directed to
send an appeal to the itf, calling for the unity of unions and an amalgamation
of the ish with the itf.44
Meanwhile, the ish Executive Committee had discussed the idea of launching a campaign for the united front of trade unions at its meeting in Antwerp in
June 1934. As part of the campaign, the ish Secretariat redrafted its manifesto
for calling a “militant unity front” of all maritime transport workers’ unions as
well as its statement on inviting the itf for joint actions in support for higher
wages and improved working conditions.45 None of the texts were addressed to
the opposition but were intended to be sent directly to itf General Secretary
Edo Fimmen.46 The ish Secretariat sent the draft versions to Moscow for
approval –and silence followed.47 Luigi Polano, who at this point seems to
have been transferred to the ish Illegal Secretariat, together with Alfred Deter
and Adolf Shelley tried to propagate for the ‘united front’-campaign by travelling to Czechoslovakia and Austria (Deter), England and France (Polano) and
Denmark (Shelley).48 However, as the rilu headquarters had not officially
backed their campaign, their efforts achieved almost nothing. Nevertheless,
the ish Secretariat stuck to their plan of launching its campaign and informed
the functionaries of the (few remaining) ish sections to start their preparations for the united front.49
44
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Beschluss des Sekretariats über das Initiativkomitee und über Einheitstaktik, 17.5.1934,
534/5/241, 328, rgaspi; Brief an das Europäische Sekretariat, 7.8.1934, 534/4/491, 31–35,
rgaspi.
Deklaration der I.S.H. zur Arbeitsbeschaffungsaktionen der Seeleute und Hafenarbeiter,
no date, filed in Moscow 23.12.1934, 534/5/241, 317–323, rgaspi; same text but filed
26.3.1935, 534/5/242, 97–102, rgaspi.
Entwurf (nicht abgesendet). An das Sekretariat der itf zu Händen des Generalsekretärs
Edo Fimmen, no date, 534/5/241, 324, rgaspi.
Vorschläge zur Diskussion über die Aufgaben der ish, 19.8.1934, 534/5/241, 220–223; Henri
[Polano] to “Gen[osse] Alexander,” 3.9.1934, 534/5/241, 234, rgaspi.
Henri [Polano] to “Gen[osse] Alexander,” 3.9.1934, 534/5/241, 233, 235, rgaspi.
Confidential! To the leading functionaries of the ish-sections only!, 8.11.1934, 534/5/271–
274, rgaspi.
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Moscow remained silent for more than six months. The only news coming
from the rilu headquarters was to urge the rilu bureau in Paris to pave the
way for a united front in France and Spain by starting the amalgamation of
trade unions including those of the maritime transport workers. In France,
the process was to be orchestrated by Charles Tillon who was transferred to
the Féderation des ports et docks in July 1934.50 Shelley was irritated about the
unwieldiness of having to send all drafts to the ish Sovbureau for approval,
and suggested that the ish Illegal Secretariat was mandated to make its own
decisions.51 Meanwhile, disappointing news came in from Amsterdam at the
end of 1934 –the itf had turned down three invitations to cooperate with
the World Committee against War and Fascism.52 The ish Secretariat decided
to change tactics and planned to resuscitate the ‘Copenhagen Movement’, i.e.,
the Initiative/Organisation Committee, for launching a broadside ‘unity campaign’ among the itf-affiliated unions.53
Rumours about what was going on in Moscow finally reached Deter in
January 1935. The various draft versions of the declarations and manifestos had
been handed over to the ecci Political Commission for approval. Deter protested: According to ish statues, the ish Plenum (i.e., Executive Committee),
not the ecci, was to make the final decision.54 Instead of waiting for an answer
from Moscow, the ish Secretariat decided to act on its own and sent a letter to the itf Secretariat in early February 1935. Written in a conciliatory tone
(as if the earlier bashing and accusations of “social fascism”, “treachery” and
“betrayal” never had occurred), the itf was urged to form a common –united –
front against the intentions of the shipowners in Northern Europe to introduce
drastic reductions in shipping tonnage.55
No response, neither from Moscow nor from Amsterdam.
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Report by René, 13.7.1934, 534/493, 165, rgaspi; Brief an das Europäische Sekretariat,
7.8.1934, 534/4/491, 34, rgaspi. Charles Joseph Tillon (1897–1993) was a leading member
of the cgtu, see further Denis Peschanski, “Tillon, Charles Joseph,” Le maitron (2009),
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1.2
Comrade Edward’s Call to Black Maritime Transport Workers
The reorganisation of the Comintern and rilu apparatuses in Moscow also
affected the objectives and capacities of the itucnw. In fall 1933, a process started to amalgamate the Eastern Secretariats of the rilu and the
Comintern. This also affected the rilu Negro Bureau which was merged
with the Negro Bureau of the Eastern Secretariat and formed the ecci Negro
Bureau in January 1934. Strategic and tactical planning for and surveillance of
operations in Sub-Saharan Africa and the Caribbean were transferred from
the itucnw to the new ecci Negro Bureau. The itucnw, in turn, was to continue its operations, including its cooperation with the ish. On 5 January 1934,
the ecci nominated Otto Huiswoud as head of the itucnw and new editor
of The Negro Worker.56
Huiswoud arrived in Paris in February 1934. After unfruitful negotiations
with George Padmore, eventually resulting in the expulsion of the latter from
the Comintern and cpusa in spring 1934, Huiswoud relocated the office of the
itucnw to Antwerp where he started his operations in April 1934, using the
pseudonym Charles Woodson (in internal communications, he used the alias
Edward).57 About the same time, the ish Illegal Secretariat, too, moved to
Antwerp. Was this a pure incidence or part of a new masterplan? Reference
to work among black or colonial seamen is missing in the new instructions
for the ish. Anti-discrimination, anti-racism and anti-segregation were still on
top of the political agenda of the ish but its operational basis was limited to
the revolutionary oppositions within the unions and the remaining Interclubs.
The secretariats of the itucnw and the ish operated illegally in Antwerp.
Both used the Antwerp Interclub as a site for connections and inquiries, their
offices being at other locations in the town, and their “official” addresses being
the Copenhagen Interclub. Huiswouds planned to reactivate work among black
seamen and harbour workers in Belgium, Britain, France and the Netherlands,
to strengthen the local harbour workers associations in South Africa (Cape
Town, Durban, East London, Port Elisabeth as well as Lüderitz Bay), and to
reconnect with the British Guiana Labour Union as well as the trade union
movement in Trinidad.58 Interestingly, no reference was made to the ish or
the affiliation of the associations, groups and unions with the ish, perhaps an
indication of a strategic reorientation being decided upon in Moscow?
The itucnw and the ish continued to cooperate although neither of the
two units were to form an umbrella for black maritime transport workers’
56
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Weiss, Framing a Radical African Atlantic, 612–614.
Weiss, Framing a Radical African Atlantic, 618.
Weiss, Framing a Radical African Atlantic, 619.
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unions.59 In fact, affiliation with international organisations was not even
mentioned in the call to black maritime transport workers published in The
Negro Worker in September 1934. Titled “Organisational Task Among the Water
Transport Workers,” the call urged black seamen and harbour workers to form
unions.60 Committees of actions were to be set up in every port with the ultimate goal of transforming them into unions:
With the formation of real live functioning groups, which will take up
every grievance of the workers (flogging, bad food, fines, small pay and
long hours, etc.), unite the workers to put up an effective resistance to
every attack of the bosses and to fight for better conditions, the groups
be able to win over the workers for the organization of a strong and militant Union of Seamen and Harbour Workers, which will be the only
effective instrument in the hands of the workers, to improve their living
conditions.61
The text has no author, neither is there any reference to an organisation to
be the driving force behind the call other than the itucnw. However, a close
examination of the text reveals that it must have been drafted by the ish Illegal
Secretariat. The outline of the call as well as its contents closely –almost in
verbatim –followed similar ones earlier published by the ish:
A first step in the direction of organizing a union should be the establishment of small groups of 5 or 7 on the docks, among the seamen on
the ships and among the boatmen. As a beginning and to make the work
more effective, two or three of the biggest and most important ships and
docks or yards should be selected in order to concentrate activities and
gain decisive results. After the establishment of such active and functioning groups, general meetings of all workers should be called to discuss
their conditions of work and their grievances and the necessity of organization to better their conditions. […] COMMITTEES OF ACTION should
be elected, whose task will be to agitate among the workers and draw
them into the groups. […] The main function of the ship and dock groups
59
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The cooperation between the two units is noted by Polano, see Henry to “Lieber Freund,”
[Antwerp] 1.6.1934, 534/5/241, 111, rgaspi.
“Organizational Tasks Among the Water Transport Workers,” The Negro Worker 4, no. 5
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must be the mobilisation of the workers for the struggle to obtain the
demands adopted.62
The call pushed for cooperation between black and white maritime workers on
the waterfront in Europe. Above all, the call advocated the radical parole of the
ish for equal pay for equal work regardless of colour or nationality or sex, the
complete equalisation of the colonial and white water transport workers, and
the abolition of all discrimination because of colour.63
If the call of the itucnw had any immediate effects is not known. Perhaps
its impact was more indirect as its journal was widely read throughout the
Black Atlantic. Huiswoud claimed to have established links with the ‘Colonial
Seamen’s Association’ in Britain –was this perhaps Harry O’Connell’s group
and could it indicate O’Connell’s continuation as main black Communist instigator on the black waterfront in Britain?64
However, Huiswoud’s activities in Antwerp ended abruptly in early Septem
ber when the Belgian police arrested him and his wife Hermine Huiswoud. The
Belgian police was looking for a certain ‘Charles Woodson’, editor-in-chief of
The Negro Worker and author of subversive pamphlets. Huiswoud, who carried
his official Dutch passport, officially resided in Belgium as free-lance journalist
and correspondent or the Crusader News Agency in New York. The Belgian
police was never able to link Woodson with Huiswoud but expelled him and
his wife. The Huiswouds moved to Amsterdam from where they tried to run
the operations of the itucnw.65 This arrangement proved ineffective and in
early April 1935, Deter and Shelley asked the rilu to consider relocating them
to Paris. Huiswoud was isolated in Amsterdam, they argued, and a closer cooperation between the rilu European Secretariat and Huiswoud could be established if his office was in Paris. Most importantly, they stressed that the ish, the
League Against Imperialism and the Colonial Commission of the French Party
62
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would support his ambitions to form cadre groups among black mariners and
enhance the formation of trade union organisations among black seamen.66
Huiswoud, in turn, was sceptical to the idea of moving to Paris. It would be
difficult to find an apartment, he claimed, and the costs of printing The Negro
Worker would be much higher in France than in the Netherlands. Deter and
Shelley did not consider this a major concern and claimed that they could
organise for the printing and global distribution of journal.67 However, Moscow
was late in responding to their request, in part due to escalation of the Ethiopian
crisis (see Section 3 in this chapter). At the end of 1935, the Huiswoud’s were
instructed to move to Paris where they started operations in January 1936.68
1.3
Hands off Soviet China!
While Hitler took power in the West, crisis amounted in the Far East. Although
the Japanese attack had come to a standstill in northern China, the situation
remained tense as Japan refused to return Manchuria to China. Japan was still
portrayed as a militarist and imperialist aggressor in communist propaganda
publications but a new danger was amounting in China where Nationalist
government forces under Chiang Kai-shek started a full-scale attack upon the
communist strongholds –the Jiangxi Soviet or ‘Soviet China’ (Chinese Soviet
Republic, established in November 1931) –in Jiangxi Province. Consequently,
the Comintern headquarters in Moscow issued a call to defend Soviet China
in October 1933 and Polano urged Wollweber to launch a new ‘Hands off
China’-campaign.69
The call for a new campaign was problematic for the ish Secretariat due
to its restricted capacity to act. Wollweber had hitherto spent an uphill battle in organising, supporting and monitoring the underground units of the
Einheitsverband in Germany. Effective counter-measures by the German
police, however, curbed his ambitions as it had annihilated most of his cells.70
However, after consultation with the comrades at the rilu Copenhagen
Bureau, the ish Secretariat managed to produce a pamphlet in December
66
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1933,71 calling the national sections of the ish for the reactivation of the anti-
war committees and the blockade of ships with war equipment for Japan and
nationalist China, see Figure 36.72 By the end of year, the campaign was in
full swing. In Sweden, for example, flyers in Danish, i.e., prepared by Danish
comrades at the ish Secretariat, ciculated in the port of Gothenburg while
the Swedish rfo-journal Hamnarbetaren urged its readers to back the struggle
of the Chinese proletariat and to stop the transport of war equipment to the
‘Chinese imperialists’, i.e., Chiang Kai-shek and the nationalist Guomindang
government.73 Similarly, the (illegal) Finnish mimeographed journal Kipinä,
hailed the successful actions of the stevedores in Le Havre in November 1933
as an example to inspire the radical harbour workers in Finland to conduct
similar expressions of international proletarian solidarity.74
The conflict in China intensified in 1934, the communists had to abandon their strongholds in Jiangxi in October and started to retreat to Shaanxi
Province (the ‘Long March’) where they established a new basis for their operations. The rilu European Secretariat in Paris tried at this point to reactivate
and coordiante its anti-war activities. It set up a ‘planning committee’ consiting of the ish Sectretatiat –which at this point had moved to Antwerp –as
well as representatives of the International Propaganda Committees of railway
workers and metal workers.75 The task of the ish Secretariat was to open up
connections with the itf and to invite them in unified anti-war activities.76
The national sections of the ish, especially those in Scandinavia, were urged
to intensify their anti-war campaigns, notably to stop the transportation of war
material to the Far East.77 Focus was on Sweden as Gothenburg was the largest
export harbour of war material in Scandinavia. As soon as the ish and the
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f igure 36	
Hands off Soviet China! The Danish version of the ish call of December 1933,
inciting the mariners and harbour workers to fight against Japanese imperialism,
to defend Soviet China and the Soviet Union, as well as to block the transport of
war material to any of the imperialists. Flyer filed in 107 Richard Jensen Arkiv,
Danish Labour Movement Library and Archives, Copenhagen.
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itf had joined hands, local joint ‘anti-war committees’ were to be established
that effetively could monitor and block any transport of military equipment.78
Communist anti-fascist rhetoric and anti-war activities had at this point
merged, and the ish leadership declared in June 1934 that the slogan of the
forthcoming demonstration on August First was “Against the Imperialist War
and Against Fascism.”79
All in vain: The itf rejected the invitation of the ish. This came as no surprise for the ish leadership; in fact, now they could once again claim that the
‘reformists’ had blocked and spoiled unified anti-war activities.80
2

The Paris Secretariat

News about a crisis in Stockholm reached the ish Illegal Secretariat while it
was establishing its new headquarters in Paris in early February 1935. Its capacities were already limited as the rilu Paris Bureau declined to strengthen
the ish Illegal Secretariat with additional functionaries.81 Then bad news
reached Paris.
Decisions concerning work in England and Sweden made at the rilu
and Comintern headquarters during winter and spring 1935 were to have
far-reaching consequences for the operational basis of the ish. In February,
Moscow dismissed Deter’s and Shelley’s outline for future work in England.82
Worse was to come.
The Swedish section of the ish, the Sjötransportarbetarnas rfo, had run out
of steam in 1934. The Swedish Trade Union Council (Löntagarorganisationen)
and the Swedish Seamen’s Union had enacted drastic measures after the 1933
strike and expelled 130 leading members of the opposition from the union. The
rfo launched a vigorous campaign against the union leadership but without
achieving much success.83 Moreover, it tried to counteract further expulsion
of opposition members by instructing its remaining union members to sign an
78
79
80
81
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“Krigsmolnen tätnar,” Hamn-och sjöproletären 4, no. 11 (1934): 1.
Appel fra I.S.H.’s Eksekutivkomite –Lad 1. August blive en kampdag imod den imperialistiske Krig og den blodige Fascisme!, aba.
René, Bericht 10.12.1934, 534/4/493, 273–274, rgaspi.
René to rilu, 19.2.1935, 534/4/508, 42, rgaspi.
Vertraulich. Zu den Richtlinien der ish über die Arbeit unter den Seeleuten Englands,
11.2.1935, 534/3/1041, 165–166, rgaspi.
“Fortsätt aktionen! Mot den bruna mordpesten!,” Storm: Organ för Sjötransportarbetarnas
rfo 1 (1934); Bertel Lundvik, Solidaritet och partitaktik. Den svenska arbetarrörelsen och
spanska inbördeskriget 1936–39 (Uppsala: Acta Universitatis Upsaliensis, 1980), 12–13.
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official declaration stating that they were not members of the rfo. The strategy was a subversive one –the remaining members were ordered to keep a low
profile until the forthcoming union congress. However, the plans backfired and
the rfo was in disarray. Shelley went to Stockholm in August 1934 to discuss a
change in tactics with party leader Sven Linderot. The outcome was a plan to
disguise the opposition by abolishing the member cards of the rfo.84
The rfo was to remain as a revolutionary trade union opposition, reasoned
Shelley.85 However, he was not aware that the Central Committee of the SKP
had a total different plan. In February 1935, it sent an official request to the
ecci Scandinavian Ländersekretariat to liquidate the Sjötransportarbetarnas
rfo. A copy of the letter was sent to the ish headquarters.86 Shelley was furious, sent a telegram to Moscow protesting about the Swedish request, and
criticised the Swedish Party for misinterpreting the directives of the ish. The
masterplan, he underlined, was not a liquidation of the rfo but its disguise.87
Deter, too, was perplexed and reminded the Swedish Party of the guiding principles of the original masterplan, i.e., the abolishment of member cards and all
visible signs of the rfo, and urged the SKP to cancel its plans for organising a
conference to liquidate the rfo.88 Furthermore, Deter and Shelley notified the
rilu headquarters, which, in turn, drafted a similar letter of protest.89
The SKP leadership ignored the protest, organised the conference and, without making any public announcement, dissolved the Sjötransportsarbetarnas
rfo.90 The rilu headquarters, in turn, dismissed Deter’s and Shelley’s
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Ad[olf Shelley] and Henry [Polano?] to “Lieber Freund André [Deter],” 23.8.1934, 534/5/
241, 230–231, rgaspi.
Shelley to “Sekretariat des zk der kpsch zu Händen des Gen. Linderoth,” 24.1.1935,
Handlingar rörande fackliga frågor, Mapp med diverse handlingar 12, R/7/F/3, Sveriges
Kommunistiska Parti/Vänsterpartiet, arab.
[Fritjof[L[ager], Till skandinaviska Ländersekretariatet, Komintern, 26.2.1935, 495/15/204,
58–59, rgaspi. The handwritten draft versions of the letter are filed in Handlingar rörande
fackliga frågor, Mapp med diverse handlingar 12, R/7/F/3, Sveriges Kommunistiska Parti/
Vänsterpartiet, arab.
Telegram by Adolphe [Adolf Shelley] to Dengel, sent from Paris 11.2.1935, received in
Moscow 20.2.1935, 495/15/204, 60, rgaspi.
Komfraktion der ish, sign. André [Deter] to zk Schweden, 2.2.1935, Handlingar rörande
fackliga frågor, Mapp med diverse handlingar 12, R/7/F/3, Sveriges Kommunistiska Parti/
Vänsterpartiet, arab.
Georges [Adolf Shelley] and André [Deter] to rilu, 19.2.1935, 534/5/242, 47–48, rgaspi;
Entwurf. Über die Reorganisierung der rgo der Seeleute und Hafenarbeiter in Schweden,
15.3.1935, 534/5/1041, 252–253, rgaspi.
nn to ish, Stockholm, 4.3.1935, Handlingar rörande fackliga frågor, Mapp med diverse
handlingar 12, R/7/F/3, Sveriges Kommunistiska Parti/Vänsterpartiet, arab.
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protests and accepted the decision of the SKP in early April.91 The ish section
in Sweden had ceased to exist.
The final decision on the Swedish question still pending, the rilu Secretariat
finally broke the ice and informed the ish headquarters about decisions concerning the ‘Copenhagen Movement’. Moscow’s answer was puzzling. Not
a single comment on the drafts of the manifestos and declarations the ISH
(Illegal) Secretariat sent to Moscow. Instead, the ish was ordered to build up
a campaign in congruence with the letter sent by the rilu to the Amsterdam
International. Not a word about a separate campaign, only a directive to make
an official statement in the name of the ish Executive Committee to support
the call of the rilu for the formation of a united front with the Amsterdam
International.92
About the same time, the ish Sovbureau decided to publish the ish
manifesto on full employment.93 However, the brochure was never printed.
Deter complained that the various corrections to the original version of
the text made it unreadable; it therefore had to be rewritten by the ish and
rilu bureaus in Paris before it could be approved by the ish Executive
Committee which was to meet in May 1935.94 Matters were further complicated as the ish Sovbureau had decided to transform the Copenhagen
Movement from an “opposition movement” into a “unity movement”
and instructed it to call for an “international unity conference.”95 These
plans, however, collided with the ambition of the ish (Illegal) Secretariat
to arrange a world congress by itself; the ish Executive Committee had
adopted the plan already in June 1934 but it had never received any approval
by the rilu Secretariat.96
Nevertheless, Deter and Shelley clung to the idea of calling for a world
congress and reformulated the plan in March 1935 by adding an invitation
to ‘reformist’ and anarcho-syndicalist maritime transport workers’ unions as
well as the itf.97 Moreover, Shelley and Deter proposed that Polano was to
91
92
93
94
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97

rgi [rilu] Fraktionsbüro, Protokoll 79, 4.3.1935, 534/
3/
971, rgaspi; rgi [rilu]
Fraktionsbüro, Protokoll 83, 26.4.1935, 534/3/1041, rgaspi.
[rilu] to ish Secretariat, no date, filed 7.4.1935, 534/5/242, 114–116, rgaspi.
Protokoll der geschlossenen Sitzung des Sowbüros der ish vom 9. April 1935, 534/5/242,
133–134, rgaspi.
Georges and André [Deter] to rilu, 24.4.1935, 534/5/242, 120, rgaspi.
Protokoll der geschlossenen Sitzung des Sowbüros der ish vom 9. April 1935, 534/5/242,
133, rgaspi.
Henri [Polano] to “Gen[osse] Alexander,” 3.9.1934, 534/5/241, 234, rgaspi.
Georges and André [Deter], Paris 21.1.1935, 534/5/242, 4–5, rgaspi; Georges to rilu,
26.3.1935, 534/5/242, 95, rgaspi.
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tour the Latin American countries to agitate for the projected ‘unity congress’,98 while Shelley was to participate at the forthcoming Seventh World
Congress of the Comintern.99 The ish Sovbureau, however, rejected their
proposal in April 1935, and demanded the projected ish world congress
to be part of the rilu campaign for a united front with the Amsterdam
International.100 The rilu Secretariat approved the decision of the ish
Sovbureau, including the plan to summon the ish Executive Committee for
a meeting in Paris. However, the rilu Secretariat rejected the idea of sending
Polano to Latin America.101
The ish Executive Committee discussed the transformation of the
Copenhagen Movement and the plan to organise a new world congress at its
meeting in Paris in June 1935. Organised by the ish (Legal) Secretariat, which
finally had started its operations in early May 1935,102 the meeting turned
out to be the last mustering of the ish leadership. Whether it reflected the
composition of affiliated organisations is questionable as most of its former
national sections had ceased to exist, such as those in the USA, in England
and in Sweden, or were defunct, such as the rfo in Norway. Nevertheless, 25
delegates turned up at the meeting, including Deter, Polano and Shelley from
the Illegal Secretariat. The list of participants indicate the geographical extension of the legal and illegal ‘revolutionary waterfront’ in 1935: Barneto (Spain),
Erikson (Norway), Jensen (Denmark), Hudson (USA), Lambert (Latvia), Robson
(England), Rydstedt (Sweden), Schaap (Netherlands), Silverino (Italy), Tillon
and Le Winter (France; the former acted as head of the legal secretariat and
ish Secretary in public), and Verkeest (Belgium). Wollweber and Jusefovich
did not participate; neither were there any delegates representing the colonial
or black maritime transport workers.103 The ish had shrunk into a platform
representing the white waterfront only, the global network of Interclub barely
existed anymore; see Table 16.
The ish Executive Committee did not back the idea to transform the
Copenhagen Movement into a platform of the opposition within the itf.
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Extract of correspondence, signed by Georg [Adolf Shelley] and André, 534/3/1042, 207,
rgaspi.
Note by André and Henry [Polano], no date [stamp: 20.6.1935], 534/3/1042, 221, rgaspi.
Protokoll der geschlossenen Sitzung des Sowbüros der ish vom 9. April 1935, 534/5/242,
132, rgaspi.
Bericht und Vorschläge des Sowbüros der ish an die Fraktion, no date (stamp: attachment to protocol No. 82, para 6 and 7, 15.iv.1935), 534/3/1041, 348–349, rgaspi.
Report by René, 22.4.1935, 534/4/508, 65–68, rgaspi.
Henry to rilu, 15.6.1935, 15.6.1935, 534/5/242, 188–194, rgaspi.
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table 16

Interclubs in 1935

Country

Port

Address

Belgium
Denmark

Antwerp
Copenhagen
Esbjerg
Bordeaux
Dunkirk
Marseille
Rouen
Amsterdam
Rotterdam
Bergen
Haugesund
Oslo
Tromsö
Hull
Liverpool
North Shields
Gothenburg
Stockholm
Montevideo

Huis der Zeelieden, Brouwerstraat 29
Gothersgade 15
Smedegade 18
Quai de Chartrond 126
Rue de l’Ecluse des Bergues 9
Place de l’Observance 2
Rue Fontanelle 10, Vauxbaillon
Y.S. Schilp, Raamgracht huis 37
Willemskade 7 a
Halfdan Kjerulfsgaten 82
Store Strandgaten 3
Rödfyldsgaten 12, 2
Vestergaten 22
Posterngate 24
19–20 Old Haymarket Room 12
24 Elmwood Road
Café Werdandi, Husargatan 19
Brunnsgränd 4
Muelle Viejo 1640

France

Netherlands
Norway

United Kingdom
Sweden
Uruguay

source: hamn- och sjöproletären 5, no. 6 (1935)

Instead, it envisioned the ish campaigns for full employment and for a
united front to be directed towards groups and organisations who were neither affiliated to the ish nor the itf; this, it reasoned, would provide the
basis for a larger opposition within the itf as well as an amalgamation of
the ish with the itf. On the other hand, the ish Executive Committee
buried all plans for organising a new world congress. Instead, it adopted
the idea to call for a world congress of all maritime transport workers’
unions …104

104

André [Deter], Adolf [Shelley], and Henri [Polano] to rilu, 3.7.1935, 534/5/243, 15–16,
rgaspi.
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Calling in Vain for International Solidarity: Hands off Abyssinia

The Ethiopian crisis started as an incidence involving Italian and Ethiopian
troops at the Ethiopian border town of Walwal in December 1934 and escalated
to an international crisis during spring 1935. In contrast to the Manchurian crisis, the Comintern remained passive during the Ethiopian Crisis and restrained
for months to comment on the issue at all. The silence in Moscow was mainly
due to the complicated diplomatic conditions that prevailed in late 1934 and
during 1935. Least of all, the Kremlin and the Soviet Foreign Ministry was interested in a high-profile campaign orchestrated by the Comintern.105 Officially,
therefore, the Comintern restrained from commenting about the Ethiopian
crisis until September 1935 (see below). On the other hand, the Political
Commission of the Comintern had established a special committee to organise an international campaign against the Italian aggression already in January
1935.106 One month later, the ecci discussed the crisis. At this point, the ecci’s
main interest was to connect the Ethiopian crisis with Japanese imperialism,
as it was believed that Japan was trying to establish close military, economic
and political relationships with the Ethiopian Emperor.107
The first guidelines of the ecci for political agitation outlined a popular campaign that was to highlight the defence of the national integrity of
Ethiopia though not to support the Ethiopian Emperor’s regime. The campaign in mind was never projected as a defence of the political independence of bourgeois and imperialist Empire of Abyssinia as such.108 A few days
later, telegrams were sent to the communist parties. The CPGB, for example,
was instructed to strengthen its effort to mobilise against the danger of an
imperialist war and to expose British imperialism as furthering the Italian
aggression. The party was ordered to characterise the Italian aggression as a
105

106
107
108

Haslam, The Soviet Union and the Struggle for Collective Security in Europe, 1933–39
(New York: St. Martin’s Press, 1984), 60–63; Keith Neilson, Britain, Soviet Russia and the
Collapse of the Versailles Order, 1919–1939 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2004);
J. Calvitt Clarke iii, Alliance of the Colored People: Ethiopia and Japan before World War II
(Woodbridge, Suffolk & Rochester, NJ: James Currey, 2011), 106–107, 124; J. Calvitt Clarke
iii, “Soviet Appeasement, Collective Security and the Italo-Ethiopian War of 1935 and
1936,” in Collision of Empires. Italy’s Invasion of Ethiopia and its International Impact, ed.
G. Bruce Strang (London and New York: Routledge, 2017 [2013]), 261–286.
Ercoli [Palmiro Togliatti] to Lozovsky, 20.1.1935, 534/3/1041, 125, rgaspi.
Die japanischen Imperialisten in Abessinien, no author, report dated 22.2.1935, 495/4/459,
1–4, rgaspi.
Leitsätze für den Kampf gegen den Krieg in Abessinien, no author, memorandum dated
27.2.1935, 495/11/2, 4–9, rgaspi.
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“colonial predatory war”. The Ethiopian side was to be presented as fighting
a “war of national independence” despite of its connections with Japan as
well as the fact that the country was ruled by “Monarchist feudalist group.”
Moreover, the party was sanctioned to expose the shipment of war armament through the Suez Canal as a rupture of British neutrality and to popularise the anti-war struggle and ‘Hands off Abyssinia’-campaign.109 The
League Against Imperialism, who had been among the first to react on the
Italian aggression in December 1934,110 received instructions to get in touch
with the World Committee Against War and Fascism in Paris in order to form
a delegation for Ethiopia.111 One month later, in March 1935, the analysis and
guidelines were updated by the ecci,112 and a reminder on the campaign
was sent to the British, French, Swiss, Spanish and US American parties in
April 1935.113
The translocation of the ish (Illegal) Secretariat from Antwerp to Paris in
early 1935 hampered its immediate capacity to react to the Ethiopian crisis.
The ish (Illegal) Secretariat, too, had received orders from the Comintern
headquarters to link up with the World Committee Against War and Fascism
and to receive instructions for the coordination of the ‘Hands off Abyssinia’-
campaign. Anticipating these instructions, the ish (Illegal) Secretariat issued
a call for a ‘united front’ against Italian fascism and imperialism in March
1935.114 Like the previous ‘Hands off China’-campaign, the ish call was not an
inclusive one as it stressed the need to defend the “Abyssinian people” and not
“Abyssinia”, i.e., the Emperor and the prevailing political system.115 However,
no such instructions were forthcoming which negatively affected the planning of the activities of the ish.116 Consequently, local anti-war agitation in
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111
112
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(Intercepted) Telegram Nos. 116–118 from P.C. to C.C., 3 March 1935, published in Nigel
West, MASK: MI5’s Penetration of the Communist Party of Great Britain (London and
New York: Routledge), 147.
Annual Report of the League Against Imperialism 1934, 542/1/61, 15, rgaspi.
(Intercepted) Telegram No. 115 to Anti-Imperialist League, 3 March 1935, published in
West, mask, 147.
Ferdi: Ethiopie, sous la menance d’invasion imperialiste. Le fascisme italien se lance à une
guerre de rapide en Afrique Orientale, 20.3.1935, 495/11/2, 10–27, rgaspi.
Peter [Kerrigan] to Harry Pollitt, [Moscow] no date, handwritten add: 3/v i/35, rgaspi
495/20/44, fol. 46. Similar circular letter in German in 495/20/609, 10–12, rgaspi.
L’I.M.D. pour l’unité d’action dans la lute contre guerre, La Correspondence Internationale
30–31 (13.iv.1935), 495/20/858, 491–493, rgaspi.
ish: Ein neuer Krieg steht unmittelbar bevor –Kriegsmobilisierung Italiens gegen
Abessinien (no date but likely written in February/March 1935), 534/5/242, 59–60, rgaspi.
Adolf [Shelley] to “Herrn Alexander [Lozovsky],” 3.4.1935, 534/5/242, 109, rgaspi.
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the harbours and on board the ships was not organised and the ‘Hands off
Abyssinia’-campaign never took off in spring 1935.117
Responding to the inactivity in Europe, a special commission of the
Comintern urged the World Committee and ish to cooperate closely and
ordered the ish to prepare two brochures, one about the seamen and the war,
another about the harbour workers and the war. Officially, the publications
were to be published in the name of the World Committee as to shield off
the ish against any attacks by the government authorities. In addition, the
World Committee and the ish were to concentrate their anti-war agitation to
a few ports as to achieve concrete results by the action and vigilance committees in their efforts to block and boycott the transportation of war material to
East Africa.118 Moscow’s instructions reached Paris in June and comrade René
at the rilu bureau discussed them with representatives of the ish (Illegal)
Secretariat and the World Committee in conjunction with the meeting of the
ish Executive Committee in early May 1935. The meeting decided to start a
joint campaign although its outcome depended on the active participation of
and support by the communist parties. Therefore, René urged the rilu headquarters to remind the parties of the decisions made at the xiii Plenum of the
ecci with regards to work among seamen, as their implementation had been
slow in materialising into concrete action.119
The first official comments of the Comintern on the Ethiopian Crisis were
made by Palmiro Togliatti, who presented a report on ‘the preparation of a new
world war by the imperialists and the tasks of the Communist International’ at
the Seventh World Congress of the Comintern on 10–11 August 1935. According
to him, Japanese imperialism and German fascism were the main advocates
of war. Togliatti also attacked Italian imperialism, shortly touched upon the
threat of an Italian invasion of Ethiopia and made a passionate declaration
of solidarity with the Ethiopian people.120 The resolution on Togliati’s report
concluded that Mussolini’s impending invasion of Ethiopia was creating a new
tension in relations between the imperialist Powers –echoing the position of
117
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Report by Henri [Luigi Polano], André [Adolf Deter] and Ad[olf Shelly] on the activities
of the ish in 1935, January 1936, 534/5/245, 12–13, rgaspi.
Sitzung der Kommission zur Beratung der im Brief des Genossen Adolf (ish) aufgeworfenen Fragen über die Zusammenarbeit mit dem Weltkomitee, 3.5.1935, 495/30/1082, 2,
rgaspi. Members of the commission were Vassiliev, (Bela) Kun, Polano, Jusofovich and
Heckert.
Report by René, 12.6.1935, 534/4/508, 112–115, rgaspi. The report was discussed by the
rilu secretariat two weeks later, see 534/3/1042, 191–194, rgaspi.
Aldo Agosti, Palmiro Togliatti. A Biography (London and New York: I.B. Tauris, 2008),
100–102.
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Soviet foreign policy rather than articulating a clear-cut condemnation of Italy
and a call to rally behind the cause of Ethiopia.121
In late August, the Comintern issued the “Declaration of Support for
Abyssinia” and sent it to the Communist Parties of Brazil, Cuba, France, Great
Britain, Italy, Panama, Portugal, South Africa, and the USA.122 These were the
first official instructions sent by Moscow, opening the way for the application
of a ‘United front’-policy in the Ethiopian campaign. Still, no public statement
had been forthcoming and a representative of the CPGB inquired whether the
ecci is going to prepare one or if the European parties were supposed to issue
a joint one?123 Back in Moscow, Palmiro Togliatti’s Secretariat was ordered to
prepare a report on the Ethiopian crisis after the Seventh Congress. The ecci
Presidium discussed Togliatti’s report on 26 September 1935.124 A few days
earlier, the ecci Secretariat had published an appeal by Comintern General
Secretary Georgi Dimitrov to form a united front with the Labour and Socialist
International to prevent the escalation of the conflict into a new world war.125
Furthermore, instructions were sent to the CPGB ordering them to establish
contacts with the PCF in order to launch a broad public campaign along the
popular front-doctrine, i.e., aiming to include the British Labour Party, the
Socialist League, and the Independent Labour Party.126
The ish Secretariat started to plan for a new campaign after the Seventh
World Congress of the Comintern in August 1935. It launched a call for an
international boycott of Italian vessels and shipments of war equipment to
Italy in September 1935. The ish even tried to establish a ‘unity front’ of transport workers by calling –officially by ish Secretary Charles Tillon –for a joint
campaign with the itf on 21 September 1935 but failed miserably as the itf
refused to recognise the ish as an equal partner.127 Dimitrov’s invitation to
the Labour and Socialist International to form a united front against Italian
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E. H. Carr, The Twilight of the Comintern 1930–1935 (Basingstoke: MacMillan, 1982), 413–416.
Declaration of Support for Abyssinia, 28.8.1935, 495/14/60, 22–25, rgaspi.
(Intercepted) Telegram No. 97 from West to Secretariat, 11 September 1935, published in
West, mask, 80.
Agosti, Palmiro Togliatti, 104.
Telegram from the ecci Secretariat to the lsi Secretariat on the Danger of War in
Abyssinia, 23.9.1935, in Degras (ed.), The Communist International, 378.
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die Globalisierung (Essen: Klartext Verlag, 2002), 188.
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imperialism met a similar fate. His first call received no answer; a second call
was sent to London a few days after the Italian attack on Ethiopia in early
October.128 Similar appeals for a united front against the Italian imperialism
were made by the League Against Imperialism and World Committee Against
War and Fascism.129 All in vain, the Socialist and Labour International was not
interested in a unified campaign instigated by the communists.
The ish call for an international boycott had a global circulation. However,
local boycotts had been initiated well before the circulation of the ish call.
In Trinidad, for example, the Longshore Workers’ Branch of the Trinidad
Labour Party had started its activities before they were contacted by the ish
Secretariat and were asked to join a worldwide boycott of Italian ships. The
union members decided to back the ish boycott and even issued a declaration
of it in the Trinidad Guardian on 25 October 1935.130
The ish Secretariat issued a new call for international unified cooperation
when the Italian troops started its attack on Ethiopia in early October 1935.
The call, which was published in the magazines of the national sections of
the ish, underlined that the need for a global blockade of war material to the
Italian troops. This blockade was to be organised by the transport workers in
the harbours and by the ship crews. Still, however, the vocabulary of the text
echoed the communist position: Global support was called for the defence of
the “Abyssinian people” and its “war of liberation” as well as for the defence of
“world peace.”131
The October 1935 call of the ish was in part a response to local actions in
Europe and Africa. The crew of five Greek ships protested against shipments
of war material for the Italian troops. The harbour workers in Alexandria
(Egypt), Cape Town and Durban (South Africa), Bombay (India) and Marseille
(France) refused to load Italian ships. None of these activities, it seems, had
been coordinated by the ish Secretariat but by local committees and activists.
Instead, the ish Secretariat used the activities as expressions of international
128
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Telegram from the ecci Secretariat to the lsi Secretariat 7.10.1935, in Degras (ed.), The
Communist International, 378.
R. Bridgeman, Statement by the League Against Imperialism and for National
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proletarian solidarity.132 Similar strikes and boycotts were organised in the USA
(San Pedro), the United Kingdom (Cardiff; London), France (Port Sant-Louis-
Du-Rhone; Marseille), Belgium (Antwerp), Greece (Piraeus), Egypt (Port Said),
Algeria (Bone) and Southwest Africa/Namibia (Lüderitz Bay). Although they
were listed in the ish magazines, these actions, too, had either been organised
by local anti-war committees, sections of trade unions or ship crews that had
few, if any connections to the ish Secretariat.133
Nevertheless, the ish Secretariat continued its campaign and issued several
calls for a boycott of Italian ships throughout the autumn of 1935. In November,
the rilu bureau in Paris reported that itf Secretary Edo Fimmen and the
ish had started discussions on joint actions.134 However, nothing came out
of these negotiations. Disappointed about the negative stance of the itf,
the ish (Illegal) Secretariat published the correspondence on its attempt to
establish a united front.135 If the ish publication had any effects is doubtful, as
no joint actions were forthcoming in the ports.136 At this point, however, the
campaign had developed –as in 1934 –into a general campaign against the
impending Imperialist War. In November 1935, the ecci instructed the rilu
and its affiliated organisations, including the ish and the itucnw, to intensify
the campaign against Fascist Italy and to broaden it to include actions against
Germany and Japan:
The beginning of military operations in Abyssinia increases the danger
of war in Europe and especially the danger of a military attack by fascist
Germany on Lithuania to conquer the Memel district and launch a war
against the Soviet Union; Czechoslovakia and Austria are also in danger
of an attack by German fascism. […] The beginning of the war in East
Africa and the unleashing of all imperialist desires in Europe is inevitably
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List of slogans, 534/5/243, 184, rgaspi. See further Featherstone, “Contested spaces of
maritime organizing,” 165–168.
“Internationellt,” Hamn-och sjöproletären 6, no. 1 (1936): 10; “Sjötransportarbetarnas kamp
mot det italienska kriget i Abessinien,” Hamn-och sjöproletären 6, no. 4 (1936): 3. The
actions and boycotts against Italian vessels noted in The Waterfront Worker during late
1935/early 1936, for instance, had no connections to the ish but had been organised by
local groups.
Report by René, Gaston and Robert, 12.11.1935, rgaspi 534/4/508, 155, rgaspi.
ish, For the Unity of the Transport Workers in the Struggle Against War –Correspondence
between the International of Seamen and Harbour Workers (ish) and the International
Transport Workers’ Federation (itf) regarding Mussolini’s attack on Abyssinia, December
1935, 534/5/243, 173–177, rgaspi.
Report by Gaston, Robert and René, 3.12.1935, 534/4/508, 159–162, rgaspi.
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bound to lead to a widening of the war of plunder of Japan in China and
to new anti-Soviet provocations by Japan.”137
In early January 1936, the ish Secretariat followed suit and published a call
for unified action against Italian and Japanese Imperialism. What haunted
was the fear of an assault on the Soviet Union: “The Italo-Abyssinia conflict
commands our attention today, tomorrow the conflict between Japan and the
Soviet Union.” The members of the national sections of the ish were urged to
stop the transportation of war materials to the Horn of Africa …138
It is doubtful if the ish appeal of January 1936 had any impact. Few of its
national sections existed anymore at this point and effective actions were limited to a few port cities in Europe. Even the ish leadership had to admit that
their appeal had no effect.139 When the Italian troops entered Addis Ababa in
May 1936, the ish had been silent for over 5 months.
4

Dissolution

The disbandment of the ish was a direct consequence of the strategic reorientation in Moscow in 1933/34. Although the ‘Class-Against-Class’-doctrine
had not been revoked in public, the opening for a united front between the
communists, socialists and left-wing leaning bourgeois parties in France and
Spain, the so-called Popular Front, signalled a re-orientation at the Comintern
headquarters. In fact, the plan of amalgamating the rilu with the Amsterdam
International was among the first tactical steps outlined in Moscow. The discussions at the xiii Plenum of the ecci and especially at the Commission
for work among seamen in December 1933 set the turn also for future work
among maritime transport workers by focusing on the opposition within the
itf-affiliated unions and, as a consequent end goal, to amalgamate the ish
with the itf. ‘Class-Against-Class’-rhetoric was to be silenced as to give room
to strengthen the opposition within the itf-affiliated unions.
Moscow notified the parties about its new tactical considerations through
the December 1933 Resolution on work among seamen and harbour workers. The application of the December 1933 Resolution was detrimental to the
137
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The Struggle against the Italian attack on Abyssinia and against the activisation of the
military aggression of Germany and Japan, 13.11.1935, 495/20/1, 16–19, rgaspi.
Einheitsaktion gegen den japanischen Imperialismus, 3.1.1936, 534/5/245, 1–3, rgaspi.
Bericht über die Internationalen Seeleuteklubs und einige Vorschläge zu ihrer weiteren
Tätigkeit, 31.3.1936, 534/5/245, 107–117, rgaspi.
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global outreach of the ish. By 1934, it was evident for all that the ish (Illegal)
Secretariat had ceased to be a global player (if it ever had been one). Neither
the Copenhagen nor the Antwerp Secretariat had any direct links to revolutionary opposition groups or red unions in the Pacific or Atlantic region;
its core units were the few remaining Interclubs in Belgium, France, the
Netherlands and Scandinavia. Other Interclubs, such as those in New York and
Montevideo, were not directly linked to the ish (Illegal) Secretariat, and none
of the Interclubs were at any point monitored or directed by it.
The winding up of the ish as a global platform for revolutionary trade union
opposition units and red unions started with the dissolution of its sections in
England and the USA in 1934. The smm was quietly buried. The mwiu had
been involved in the strikes on the US West and East Coast in 1934 but analysing its rather limited impact, the cpusa favoured its liquidation. Moscow sent
an order in December 1934 to dissolve the mwiu: The CPUSA was to focus on
working through the opposition in the International Seamen’s Union (isu);
the mwiu journal The Marine Worker’s Voice was to remain as the mouthpiece
of the isu-opposition.140 Similar directives were sent to Sweden a few month
later; the rfo was dissolved, its journal Hamn-och sjöproletären was to continue as the mouthpiece of the SKP sjöcell (sea cell) and the communist fraction in the seamen’s union.141 Karlis Ulmanis’ putsch on 15 May 1934 marked
the end of the communist-controlled Latvian Seamen’s Union. The opposition
went underground and was incapable to link up with the ish Secretariat.142 In
Danzig and Finland, too, the (illegal) ish sections ceased to exist by 1934/35. In
1935, negotiations started on amalgamating the fump with the other French
seamen’s unions.143 By October 1935, the ish numbered but one legal national
section, the Danish Stokers’ Union, and two illegal ones, namely the Greek and
Italian seamen’s unions.144
Moscow’s ultimate aim had been to merger the ish with the itf. The ish
Secretariat would not be abolished but remain as the mouthpiece of the opposition within the itf and its affiliated unions. Most importantly, the ish was
to be transformed into a global platform within the itf embracing all non-
affiliated unions of maritime transport workers in Africa, Asia and Latin
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Vernon L. Pedersen, “It’s Hard to be Popular: The Marine Workers Industrial Union and
the Coming of the Popular Front,” American Communist History 11, no. 3 (2012): 285–293.
See also Pedersen, The Communist Party on the American Waterfront.
Weiss, För kampen internationellt!, 395.
Bericht von Avotin [Lambert], no date [stamp: 12.4.35], 534/5/241, 147–148, rgaspi.
Report by René, Gaston and Robert, 12.11.1935, 534/4/508, 155–157, rgaspi.
nn to “Liebe Freunde,” 5.10.1935, 534/5/243, 112, rgaspi.
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America. The kick-off for such vaulting visions were regional conferences to be
organised all over the world …145
The transformation of the ish never materialised. The ish (Illegal)
Secretariat attempted to intervene at the congress of the Swedish Seamen’s
Union in October 1935 but failed miserably. The communist fraction had tried
to establish a united front with the socialists in 1935, and the ish (Illegal)
Secretariat believed that the united opposition would constitute the majority
at the congress. Shelley, and probably Deter, travelled to Sweden to instruct
the communist delegates at the congress.146 The united front turned out to
be a chimera –the socialists did not support the communists at the congress.
Tactics failed: Only six of the pre-elected 57 delegates were communists and
the congress rejected all of their motions.147 Deter and Shelley sent a critical
note to the Swedish Party and criticised it for its lukewarm engagement in
pushing for a united front in the seamen’s union.148
Autumn 1935 was the swan song of the ish. The itf turned down the invitations for the establishment of a united front. The outcome of the Swedish
congress cut the plans for a Scandinavian secretariat. The ish (Illegal)
Secretariat was in decay –Deter was ordered to work at the illegal secretariat
of the German Party in Paris, Shelley complained about being exhausted, and
Polano awaited his transfer to Latin America.149 By early November, the ish
existed but in name. Work among the maritime transport workers had been
transferred to the parties; the revolutionary trade union opposition had ceased
to exist. What was left were the Interclubs, and the ish-troika Deter-Polano-
Shelley decided to concentrate their efforts on them.150
The last chapter of the ish as a member organisation closed when the
Danish Stokers’ Union cut its ties in spring 1936. The U-turn of the Comintern
and the official implementation of the ‘Popular Front’-doctrine after August
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Memorandum über die Arten der internationalen Arbeit unter den
Wassertransportarbeitern, besonders im Zusammenhang mit dem geplanten
Welteinheitskongress, und über die Perspektiven der ish, 1.9.1935, 534/5/243, 83–88,
rgaspi; nn to “Liebe Freunde,” 5.10.1935, 534/5/243, 112, rgaspi.
Ad[olf Shelley], Henri [Polano] & André [Deter], Report on ‘Seeleutegewerkschaft
Schweden’, 24.10.1935, 534/5/243, 125–126, rgaspi.
“Sjöfolket ville icke ha kommunister,” Sjömannen 9 (1935): 286; “Om kongressen,”
Sjömannen 10 (1935): 305–306.
“Komfraktion des Sekretariats der ish” to “Sekretariat der kp. Schwedens,” 1.10.1935, 534/
5/243, 127–128, rgaspi.
Adolf [Shelley] to “Sehr geehrter Herr Alexander,” 5.10.1935, 534/5/243, 115, rgaspi.
Adolf [Shelley], Henri [Polano], André [Deter] to rilu, 6.11.1935, 534/5/243, 149–150,
rgaspi.
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1935 also required the Danish ish-affiliated stokers’ union to follow suit.151
However, the social democratic-controlled unions in Denmark repelled the
invitations of the communists.152 The Danish question was discussed at a
meeting in Moscow in February 1936. Shelley and Jensen were present, the
latter’s objection to the amalgamation was overruled.153 Deter and Polano as
well as the ish Executive Committee (or what was left of it; probably only the
Belgian, French, and Dutch comrades) accepted the secession of the Danish
Stokers’ Union in March 1936.154 The union applied for its re-entrance to the
itf at the conference of the Scandinavian Transport Federation in June 1936.
At this point, the ish had already ceased to exist.
Back to Square One: A Liaison Office for Interclubs
4.1
The last signs of the ish are hazy. The legal secretariat was located in Rouen
but used Tillon’s office in Paris as its official post box for its correspondence;
see Figure 37.155 The illegal secretariat operated from Paris, consisting of Deter,
Polano and Shelley as well as three assisting functionaries until early 1936. At
least two of the external members, comrades ‘Paul’ and ‘Gertrud’, seem to have
been members of the rilu Paris Bureau whereas the third member, ‘Boris
Ginzburger’, was a member of the PCF. Shelley received instructions in late
December 1935 to travel to Moscow.156 Ten days before his departure, an internal control commission consisting of comrades André (Adolf Deter), Henri
(Luigi Polano) and ‘Barri’ (presumably Bari of the rilu bureau in Paris) made
an investigation of the accounts of the illegal secretariat. The audit had been
prompted by rumours about financial irregularities of the ish but the investigation cleared Shelley and he was allowed to leave Paris.157
151
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Sitzung der Exelutive der rgi am 7.2.1936: Unsere Gewerkschaftsarbeit in Dänemark
und die spezielle Lage im Seeheizerverband. Referat Genosse Jensen, 534/3/1089, 26–27,
rgaspi.
nn to “Werte Genossen,” 13.8.1935, 534/5/243, 68, rgaspi; nn to “Liebe Freunde,” 5.10.1935,
534/5/243, 112, rgaspi.
Sitzung der Exelutive der rgi am 7.2.1936: Unsere Gewerkschaftsarbeit in Dänemark und
die spezielle Lage im Seeheizerverband, 534/3/1089, 68, rgaspi.
André [Deter] and Henri [Polano] to “Komfraktion der rgi,” 26.3.1936, 534/5/245, 62,
rgaspi; Exekutivkommitee der ish an Hauptleitung des Seeheizerverbandes Dänemarks,
no date, 534/5/245, 140–145, rgaspi. I have not found any agenda for the ish Executive
Committee Meeting in March 1936, presumably held in Paris?
As stated on the letterhead of the ish Bulletin, Service d’Information et de Presse de l’imd.
Some of its issues are filed in 534/5/246, rgaspi.
Report by René, 24.12.1935, 534/4/508, 167–171, rgaspi.
Boris Ginzburger (signed) to nn, Paris 29.3.1937. This letter is one of the few documents
about Shelley’s fate. It is a type-written letter added with hand-written insertions of names
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f igure 37	
Information and Press Service of the ish, the bulletin published by the ish
Secretariat from Rouen/Paris when the organisation had shrunk into a mere
liaison office for Interclubs; No 20 of 10 August 1935, filed in ho 144/20657, tna.

and organisations as well as the signature ‘Boris Ginzburger’. The original letter, most
probably in hand-writing, had been addressed to someone at the French Party. A typed
copy of the letter was sent by comrade Duclos to Moscow and, for reasons not known,
one copy of it (or was it the original dispatch?) is filed in Luigi Polano’s personal file, 495/
221/425, 81–83, rgaspi, indicating that it either was used by him in his investigation on
the ish in spring 1937 or was added to his personal file by someone at the International
Control Commission as part of an internal assessment of Polano. ‘Boris Ginzburger’
was perhaps the alias of French communist Roger Walter Ginsburger (1901–1980), who
assumed the name Pierre Villon as a member of the French Resistance. Ginzburger is
known to have worked as ish instructor in Antwerp in 1935 and collaborated with ish
Secretary Charles Tillon, see Claude Willard, “Villon, Pierre,” (2019) Le Maitron, https://
maitron.fr/spip.php?article134754.
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The approvement of the internal control commission did not clear the air but
resulted in the intervention of comrade Paul who claimed the investigation to
be faulty and called for the nomination of a new control commission. Deter protested, refuted Paul’s insinuations about Shelley having added forged receipts to
the ish accounts, and demanded to wait for Shelley’s return to hear his explanation. However, Deter’s protests were overruled and a second internal control commission was nominated, consisting of comrades ‘Robert’, ‘Barri’ and Henri (Luigi
Polano). A thorough investigation followed with disastrous results: The accounts
were declared a forgery as several receipts consisted falsifications and irregularities. The commission criticised Deter, who had been in charge of the accounts,
for having failed to check Shelley’s receipts and use of ish funds. Deter, in turn,
responded that he had trusted Shelley and there never was any suspicion against
him. On the other hand, comrade Robert rejected Ginzburger’s call for an investigation on the cooperation between the ish and the PCF. According to him, the
task of the commission was to check the accounts of the ish, not its operations.
Ginzburger, however, received a box containing the receipts of the ish and was
ordered to hide them in a safe place.158
Shelley never returned to Paris. Documentation about his translocation is
lacking although he seems to have been working for the ish Sovbureau until
March 1936 when he disappeared from the stage.159 Whether the investigation
on the ish accounts and the accusations of falsifications were used against
him is not known. None of his comrades knew what had happened to him,
only a German surveillance report from the Second World War revealed that he
was one of the millions who succumbed during Stalin’s purges and the Great
Terror. Accused for having a bourgeois background, for serving as an officer in
the Polish army, and for being a Polish spy during the 1920’s, he was arrested
by the nkvd on 25 July 1937, sentenced to death on 25 December 1937 and
shot the same day, most probably in the cellar of the Lubyanka Building in
Moscow.160
158
159
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Letter by Boris Ginzburger, Paris 29.3.1937, 495/221/425, 82–83, rgaspi.
My claim of Shelley placement at the ish Sovbureau rests on two letters addressed to
him. The first one was sent by Deter about the committee of the unemployed in Antwerp
being infested by fascists, see André to “Alexander” with handwritten add: “Für Adolf,”
9.1.1936, 534/5/245, 10, rgaspi. The second letter contained information about Hermann
Knüfken and his activities in Antwerp, see “Für Adolf,” no date [stamp: 13.3.1936], 534/5/
245, 60–61, rgaspi.
“Alfred Brunon Bem,“ https://pl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alfred_Brunon_Bem; Wladislaw
Hedeler, “Möglichkeiten und Grenzen bei der Erstellung von Kollektivbiographien,”
in Biographisches Handbuch zur Geschichte der Kommunistischen Internationale. Ein
deutsch-russisches Forschungsprojekt, eds. Michael Buckmüller und Klaus Meschkat
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The downscaling of the ish Illegal Secretariat was a consequence of the
dissolution of the ish as the mouthpiece of the red seamen’s unions and the
revolutionary trade union oppositions within the maritime transport workers’
unions. None of them existed anymore by spring 1936; the red seamen’s unions
and revolutionary trade union oppositions had either been dissolved or had
amalgamated with the existing unions. The communist fractions within the
unions were part of the national parties, not the ish. What remained were the
Interclubs whose status remained to be defined –were they to constitute the
backbone of a transformed ish or to be transferred to the national unions?
The members of the ish Illegal Secretariat pushed for the first alternative,
namely to transform the ish into the headquarters for the dissemination of
propaganda via the Interclubs. Officially, local groups rather than the ish were
to operate the Interclubs.161 Seemingly, the rilu Secretariat initially backed
the idea as is evident in its outline for future work in the Caribbean, projecting
the ish to organise Interclubs in Colon and Panama.162
Among the public activities of the ish in late 1935/early 1936 were its calls
for an international anti-war campaign and boycott of the transport of military
material to Italy and Japan. The turn-out was rather meagre as the campaigns
were concentrated to ports with existing Interclubs, namely Copenhagen,
Dunkirk, Esbjerg, Marseille, New York, Rotterdam, Rouen and Stockholm, and
liaison persons stationed in Antwerp, Bergen, Calais, Karlshamn, London,
Luleå, Narvik, Sundsvall and Trondheim. Top priority was on work in the
French and Scandinavian ports as the ish Illegal Secretariat regarded them to
be of highest strategic importance.163 By March 1936, however, the ish leadership must have recognized that its last remaining pillar was a hollow one as
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(Berlin: Akademie-Verlag, 2007), 416. On the purges within the Comintern during the
Great Terror, see further Arch Getty and Oleg V. Naumov, The Road to Terror: Stalin and
the Self-Destruction of the Bolsheviks, 1932–1939 (Yale: Yale University Press, updated and
abridged version 2010 [1999]).
Bericht über die Internationalen Seeleuteklubs und einige Vorschläge zu ihrer weiteren
Tätigkeit, 31.3.1936, 534/5/245, 107–117, rgaspi. The author(s) of the report has not been
identified. The document itself was written in Moscow, perhaps by Shelley who worked
at that point at the ish Sovbureau. However, it is likely that the author used material
forwarded by the ish Illegal Secretariat such as excerpts of evaluation reports on the
Interclubs in Copenhagen, Rotterdam and Stockholm. Remarks in the beginning of the
text points towards the text being at least drafted by Deter and Polano.
Anträge zur Arbeit in Zentralamerika, 15.2.1935, 534/5/1037, 26, rgaspi. If the ish was
ever instructed to establish the proposed Interclubs is not known. Anyway, these plans
never materialised.
Henri [Polano], André [Deter] and Ad [Shelley] to “Cher camarade,” Report on activities
1935/36, 534/5/245, 12–34, rgaspi.
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the ish Illegal Secretariat lacked the financial and organisational capacity to
support and monitor the activities of the Interclubs.164
The members of the ish Illegal Secretariat made an evaluation of the situation in March 1936. None of the Interclubs had received any funding from
the ish since 1933 and the national parties had been lukewarm in supporting
their activities. Several Interclubs had ceased to exist, notably those in England
and the USA. Others were not anymore subordinate to the ish, such as those
in France. Hitherto, the Interclubs had worked in close cooperation with local
and national revolutionary trade union opposition groups but as these units
had either disappeared or been amalgamated, the remaining Interclubs in
Denmark (Copenhagen and Esbjerg), France (Marseille, Rouen and Dunkirk),
the Netherlands (Rotterdam) and New York (the Scandinavian Seamen’s Club,
a new establishment founded in 1935, see below) as well as the liaison offices in
Antwerp, Gothenburg, Liverpool, Malmoe, Oslo, San Francisco and Vancouver
were to be run as joint establishments by the communists and socialists. Their
main task was to focus on work among foreign seamen as well as to propagate for the ‘unity’ within the trade unions. Therefore, following the example
of the Scandinavian unions who established the Scandinavian Seamen’s Club
in New York, other national maritime unions, such as the English, French and
Greek, were to establish liaison offices or branches in foreign ports.165
Deter and Polano outlined several scenarios for a future operational superstructure of the Interclubs. Most of the national parties, they claimed, were
in favour of transferring all Interclubs to the itf as part of a joint agreement
between the itf and the ish. The two comrades rejected the idea, declaring
that such a move would inevitably lead to the liquidation of the Interclubs as
the itf and the national unions had little interest of supporting their operations. Instead, they proposed the formation of a new unit, termed ‘Society for
the support of the international seamen’s clubs’ (Gesellschaft zur Förderung
der internationalen Seeleuteclubs). The idea was to transform the ish into the
named cover organisation, adding to its leadership a group of well-known public persons such as Jensen and Tillon of the legal ish, the British veteran trade
unionist Tom Mann, the German author Theodor Plivier, as well as leading
labour union leaders such Bevin, Fimmen and Spence. The crux of the matter
was that the plan had to be approved in Moscow.166
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Bericht über die Internationalen Seemannsklubs und einige Vorschläge zu ihrer weiteren
Tätigkeit, 31.3.1936, 534/5/245, 107–117, rgaspi.
Bericht über die Internationalen Seeleuteklubs und einige Vorschläge zu ihrer weiteren
Tätigkeit, 31.3.1936, 534/5/245, 107–117, rgaspi.
Bericht über die Internationalen Seeleuteklubs und einige Vorschläge zu ihrer weiteren
Tätigkeit, 31.3.1936, 534/5/245, 113–114, rgaspi.
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The new guidelines reflected the establishment of the Scandinavian Seamen’s
Club in Brooklyn, New York in 1935. Initially, the club closely cooperated with the
Norwegian Seamen’s and Stokers’ Union. However, the Norwegians cut their support when they realised that the club was run by the communists, whereupon
the club was supported by the Danish and Swedish unions.167 Its intimate connection to the communists was not farfetched. In 1938, Richard Jensen strongly
backed the nomination of Georg Hegner as head of the club in Brooklyn.168 A similar attempt to establish a club for Greek seamen in New York was made in 1936.
Polano received a positive answer from ‘Angelos’ who stated that the Spartacus
Educational Club was frequented by Greek seamen as did other workers of Greek
nationality.169 This was highly interesting news as the Spartacus Educational Club
claimed to be a worker’s club and attracted the radical segment of the Greek seamen (in comparison to the Greek club run by the Seamen’s Church Institute at 25
South Street) and was added on the list on recipients of literature from the ish.170
Moreover, at one point there also existed a section for French seamen at the Clarté
office in New York, although not much is known about it apart from a reference to
it in the mailing list of ish publications (see Map 4 and Table 17).
Similar positive news were also heard from Chile, England and South Africa.
In spring 1936, a Chilean comrade visited the ish Illegal Secretariat and Deter
and Polano convinced him about the idea to set up an Interclub in Valparaiso.
The comrade returned to Chile and managed to accomplish his mission,
backed by the “progressive segments” among the Chilean seamen. Similar to
the Greek club in New York, the establishment in Valparaiso was not an outright Interclub or used the name in public but rather a “centre for the educational and cultural uplift of seamen.”171 In Liverpool, a group of dockers and
seamen met in mid-November 1936 to launch an Interclub.172 In Cape Town,
167
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Finn Olstad, “Norsk sjømann eller internasjonal proletar? Striden mellom Norsk
sjømannsforbund og den skandinaviske sjømannsklubben 1935–
41,” Arbeiderhistorie
(2010): 101–119.
Handwritten letter by Richard Jensen “Kort udlalelse angaaende Georg Hegner Rejse til
Amerika,” enclosed in 495/208/41, 43 –46, rgaspi; German translation of Jensen’s letter,
dated 5.7.1938, in 495/208/281, 17–19, rgaspi.
Letter from “Angelos” to Henry [Luigi Polano], New York 21.9.1936, 534/5/246, 24, rgaspi.
“Henry: Einige Bemerkungen,” in Konferenz am 18. und 19. Januar 1937. Diskussion zum
Referat Henry: Spanien und Berichte aus den einzelnen Häfen bezw. Ländern, no date
[ca. January 1937], 534/5/247, 35, rgaspi.
“Henry: Einige Bemerkungen,” in Konferenz am 18. und 19. Januar 1937. Diskussion zum
Referat Henry: Spanien und Berichte aus den einzelnen Häfen bezw. Ländern, no date
[ca. January 1937], 534/5/247, 35, rgaspi.
Seamen’s and Dockers’ Group. Meeting held Sunday, October 25th [1936]. [Copy] Received
November 17th, 1936, 534/5/246, 58–59, rgaspi.

map 4	
Global extension of Interclubs and liaison offices, 1936
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table 17

List of Interclubs, ca 1936/37

Name

Address

Country

[no information]

Gomez, Cochrane 552,
Valparaiso
15/i Gothersgade, Copenhagen
Toldbodgade 16, Copenhagen
11 George Street, Glasgow

Chile

International Seamen’s Club
Havnearbeiders Club
Trade Union and Workers’
Social Club
Club International des Marins
Synd. des Dockers, Bourse du
Travail
Spartacus Educational Club
Interklubb
International Seamen’s Club
Club de Marins
Scandinavian Seamen’s Club
Scandinavian Seamen’s Club
Scandinavian Seamen’s Club
Scandinavian Seamen’s Club
Scandinavian Seamen’s Club
Scandinavian Seamen’s Club
Clarté
Union Recreation Center

9, rue de l’Ecluse des Bergues,
Dunkerque
Rue de l’Academie, Marseille
269 W. 25th Street, New York
Kronhusgatan 1 B, Gothenburg
Brunnsgränd 4 2 tr., Stockholm
Calle Ancha No. 1, Barcelona
202 South Broadway, Baltimore
1433 Annunciation Street, New
Orleans
565 Henry Street, Brookly,
New York
257, West Bute Street, Norfolk
23rd Drum Street, San Francisco
903, S. Palos Verdes Street, San
Pedro, Cal.
148 West 46th Street, Room 606,
New York
32 Clay Street, San Francisco

Denmark
Denmark
Scotland
France
France
USA
Sweden
Sweden
Spain
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA

source: list of addresses of clubs, 2.3.1937, 534/5 /2 47, 71, rgaspi

a “dockers’ cell” (Dockerzelle) had been formed after an English comrade had
visited the port on a mission to set up an Interclub. The dockers’ cell was in
contact with Polano and started to receive anti-fascist propaganda material for
distribution among German and Italian crews.173
173

“Henry: Einige Bemerkungen,” in Konferenz am 18. und 19. Januar 1937. Diskussion zum
Referat Henry: Spanien und Berichte aus den einzelnen Häfen bezw. Ländern, no date
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Luigi Polano was called back to Moscow during the latter half of 1936 and
resumed his work at the ish Sovbureau (or what was left of it). At this point,
the ish Sovbureau seems to have shrunk into a liaison office for the dissemination of material in the Pacific while the ish Illegal Secretariat in Paris covered
the Atlantic. The contours of the operations of the ish in fall 1936 is grasped
in a letter from comrade “Jack” of the “Bureau du Pacific” in Los Angeles to
Polano. Jack’s office was the pptus (or what was left of it) and he informed
about the work among Japanese and Chinese seamen. The assistance of the
ish was highly esteemed, Jack noted, as the Japanese printed matters by the
pptus were distributed through the global nodes of the ish (i.e., the remaining Interclubs). “Before the Japanese were watching all ships from US. Now
they have to worry about ships from all countries and they are very much
alarmed. They really imagine that tons of literature gets in every month. The
little incidence reported at Cape Town is valuable especially because now
they realise that there is not a single important port that is ‘safe’ from dangerous thoughts.” In similar ways did agitation material reach Chinese seamen,
including the pptus publication the “Chinese Seamen”, mainly distributed
via Liverpool.174
4.2
“They Shall not Pass!”: Spain and the ish
Much has been written about the involvement of the Comintern and especially the Soviet Union in the Spanish Civil War.175 The international solidarity campaigns in support of the victims of the Spanish Civil War as
well as the International Brigades are well documented and analysed, both
from a national, transnational and international perspective. Although the
Ethiopian conflict had elicited a global anti-fascist consciousness regardless of skin colour, the Great Powers had prevented concrete actions to
fight Italian imperialism. For people activated and radicalised during the
Ethiopian conflict, the civil war in Spain became a new opportunity to
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manifest their proletarian solidarity by volunteering in the pro-Republican
International Brigades.176
The decision to set up the International Brigades had been made by the
Executive Committee of the Comintern in September 1936. The recruitment
was to be carried out by the national communist parties. As the European
governments, including the German and Italian, as well as the Soviet Union,
had signed a non-intervention treaty to prevent escalation of the conflict on
24 August 1936, the enlistment to the International Brigades became illegal.
For example, the Danish Parliament passed a law prohibiting volunteers from
going to Spain on February 25, 1937; in Sweden, a similar ban was adopted on
March 3, in Norway on March 17.177
The nationalist coup attempt and the subsequent civil war in Spain became
the launching point for the first unified international anti-fascist solidarity campaign. The initiative was taken by the World Committee on War and
Fascism on 30 July 1936 when it sent a telegram to the Labour and Socialist
International to call for joint actions. The World Committee was formally non-
partisan, but advocated the idea of the People’s Front as part of the defence
against fascism and Nazism. However, the social democrats regarded the World
Committee as a disguised communist organisation and were initially suspicious of plans to set up a coordination committee for international humanitarian aid for Spain. The initiative was discussed during late summer before
the initiators succeeded in launching the so-called Coordination Committee
at a conference on 7–11 September in Paris. In parallel with this initiative, the
Labour and Socialist International and the International Federation of Trade
Unions set up the ‘Spanish committee of the International Solidarity Fund’ as
part of the Matteotti Fund. The two committees organised relief and humanitarian aid to Republican Spain until 1939; the International Solidarity Fund distributed humanitarian aid worth approximately 50 million French franc, while
176
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the Coordination Committee’s contribution amounted to about 800 million
French franc.178
At the same time as the conflict escalated in Spain, the purges in the Soviet
Union culminated in the Moscow trial in August 1936. Foreign communists
were also affected.179 Concerns spread among maritime transport workers: why, what was going on? Socialists and social democrats raised critical
questions, the communists were at loss.180
The ish never launched a campaign to support of the Spanish government
or to recruit volunteers for the International Brigades. It simply did not have
the authorisation to do so as agitation and propaganda work among the maritime transport workers had been transferred to the communist parties and
their sea cells. However, due to the ban on the recruitment of volunteers, this
had to be conducted as a covert mission. Key centres for mobilising volunteers
were the Interclubs where information and recruitment actions could be carried out outside the authorities’ supervision and control. Although the ish did
not any longer control the few remaining Interclubs, the ish Illegal Secretariat
initially tried to coordinate their activities in tandem with those of the local
sea cells and communist parties.181
The clandestine recruitment campaign on the waterfront must have benefitted from anti-Nazi demonstrations in July. Called by the ish Secretariat
to protest against the death sentence of Etkar André by the Hamburg court,
demonstrations were organised by the communists in Belgium, Britain,
Denmark, France, Iceland, Norway, and Sweden.182
The radicalisation and the increased critical global awareness among maritime transport workers can be exemplified by two texts published in the Swedish
journal Hamn-och sjöproletären in 1936. In the first, the author lamented that
violence and destruction had triumphed in Ethiopia. Fascism meant nothing
but war, and Fascist Italy had violated the rules of the war when using poison
178
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gases in its warfare. The lesson of the defeat in Ethiopia was that the fight
against fascism required a united front and unified action.183 Just as fascism
seemed to celebrate its greatest triumph, the second text was published –the
strike of the Spanish seamen had ended in total victory for the workers! None
of the previous strikes had succeeded in forcing the shipowners and capitalists
to capitulate and agree to revolutionary improvements for the seamen: 8-hour
workday for all occupational groups in the Spanish merchant fleet and general
increase of salaries. In addition, the crew was given the right to control the
use of food allowances. Hiring agencies were regulated and uniform mustering
expeditions would be set up in each port. Overtime work would be paid, paid
holidays were introduced. Sensational was the clause that shipowners who laid
up ships were obliged to hire security guards on a daily basis for surveillance
and other work on the laid up vessels. These security guards would consist of
mariners who were over 45 years old.184 If Ethiopia emerged as the antithesis
in the fight against fascism, the Spanish Second Republic materialised as the
mariners’ Promised Land. The nationalist coup d’état in July 1936 was therefore
nothing but a combined fascist-capitalist attack on the working class.
The maritime transport workers and their unions supported Republican
Spain at an early stage. So did the ish Secretariat, which assigned itself the role
as a channel for disseminating news about Spain. Already at the end of August
1936, the ish Secretariat published a plea for solidarity with the Spanish people.185 News and information about anti-fascist actions conducted by the
Interclubs in support of Republican Spain followed during autumn although
the role of the ish Secretariat as instigator of the activities is unclear.186
The Last Mustering: Paris, January 1937
4.3
Representatives of the Interclubs gathered in Paris in January 1937 to discuss
the campaign in support for Republican Spain, the illegal recruitment of volunteers to the International Brigades, and the future work of the Interclubs.
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Present were comrades from Belgium, England, France, Spain and Sweden.
Whereas the recruitment of volunteers had been a success, the coordination
of boycotting ships bound to Spain had hitherto failed. The main challenge
was the lack of information about the cargo and destination of a vessel: Was it
loaded with war material destined for the rebels? Adolf Deter and Luigi Polano
(the latter one seems to have arrived from Moscow for the conference) emphasised the importance of continuously providing the ish Secretariat with information on various actions so that it could present them in its bulletin as ways
of combatting fascism in practice. If the destination of a ship was unclear, the
ish Secretariat was to be immediately notified as it claimed to have the capacity to determine its route. Besides, Deter urged the comrades to ensure that
the actions of the Interclubs were strictly legal and were sanctioned by the
national unions.187
The second item on the agenda was the transformation of the Interclubs
into ‘centres for the cultural and political education of maritime transport
workers. Assessing the operational basis of the few remaining units, Deter
and Polano realised that their existence was doomed. Outright Interclubs had
ceased to exist in England, France and Norway. Work in Dunkirk, Marseille,
Rouen and Liverpool was conducted by the communist fractions and members
within the unions, activities in the Norwegian ports had collapsed, as there
were only a few members left. Apart from Antwerp, Dunkirk and Marseille,
work among foreign seamen was negligible, and the network of liaison persons
on board the ships had more or less collapsed.188 The Interclub in Rotterdam
had been transformed into a “cultural club” (Klub voor culurele Ontwikkeeling
en Outspanning voor Transportarbeiders), that in San Francisco into a “Union
Recreation Centre”, and the club in Vancouver was the “Bureau of the Seafarers’
Industrial Union.”189 In Greece, the quasi-fascist Métaxas government had
crushed the communist fraction within the Greek Seamen’s Union. Polano
had tried to launch an international campaign to support the extra-territorial
radical groups of Greek seamen in Antwerp, Buenos Aires, Cardiff, Marseille
and Rosario but its outcome has left few (documented) traces.190 The Interclub
187
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in Marseille, the previous main agitation centre for work among Greek and
Italian seamen, had shrunk into a club for French communist mariners.191 On
the other hand, the German “Aktivgruppe” (action group) in Antwerp claimed
to be in contact with 150 out of 1,000 German vessels.192
The only really good news was the establishment of a new Interclub in
Barcelona. The victorious strike of the Spanish seamen in 1936 had been led
by a ‘unity committee’. It had set up the Interclub immediately after the strike
and started its operations in a new building on New Year’s Day 1937. Large
signs and billboards in the harbour area directed the seamen to the club. The
premises must have been impressive and resembled those in Hamburg and
Leningrad. The club had at its disposal nine rooms on the ground and first
floor of the building, including a library, a reading room, a meeting hall, a
bar with twelve tables, a leisure room with a billiard table, an assembly hall,
and a gym. The club was run by a collective leadership, most of whom were
communists.193
Commenting the fate of the remaining Interclubs, comrade Webster, the
secretary of the seamen’s and dockers’ group in Liverpool, supported their
transformation into “cultural centres” and proposed that the ish should
send an instructor to supervise this process. The new centres, he suggested,
were to be called ‘Centres of Maritime Transport Workers’ as the existing
name, International Seamen’s Clubs, had negative connotations among non-
communist maritime workers. His proposal was met with general acclamation.
Comrade Nilsson from Sweden informed that the clubs in Gothenburg and
Stockholm were already in the process of reorganisation, comrades Maurice
from Le Havre and Ali from Rouen noted that the local groups planned to
set up cultural centres at the local premises of the seamen’s union. Webster
also urged to focus on engaging women –interestingly, for the first time ever
was this topic on the agenda of a meeting. “We have hitherto not realised the
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important role women have conducted in the Interclubs and in our work on
the waterfront,” Webster noted.194
The ish Illegal Secretariat decided to transform the Interclubs into cultural centres as an outcome of the discussions at the January 1937 conference.
A few of them, such as the Copenhagen Interclub was to be liquidated and to
be replaced by a reading hall run by the Danish maritime unions. The club in
Gothenburg was to be transformed into a unity club for all maritime transport
workers; the club in Stockholm was to be fused with the social democratic seamen’s club.195
4.4
Maritime Transport Workers and Militant Anti-fascism
Joining the International Brigades was an expression of militant anti-fascism.
A substantial number of the recruits were maritime transport worker, among
others 800 of the 3,000 US American volunteers were seamen,196 120 out of 659
Swedes,197 82 out of 152 Norwegians and one-third of the Danish and Finnish
volunteers.198 Communist mariners constituted a large, if not the largest, segment among the volunteers.
Richard Jensen in Denmark engaged in a different form of militant anti-
fascism. Auguste Dumay together with Émile Sellon organised the France-
Navigation freight company in April 1937 as a cover for the illegal transport of
war materials to the Republican government.199 On behalf of the Comintern
technical bureau in Paris, Jensen officially chartered or bought nine steamers, officially in the name of the Spanish government, and staffed them with
reliable comrades who had been members of the Danish rfo to smuggle in
194
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weapons and military supplies to Republicans. Officially banned by the international non-intervention agreement of August 1936, the Soviet Union and the
national communist parties were not to be linked to these clandestine operations. The consignments to the Spanish government were therefore to be
kept secret and arranged under cover of some type of legal activity.200 Jensen’s
company, which came to be known as the Jensen Shipping Company, was officially owned by the Spanish state and handled the transportation of weapons purchased in Denmark, Sweden, Finland, Estonia, Latvia, Romania and
Mexico.201 British intelligence uncovered his operations in August 1937 when
his camouflage freight company Franaviga Shipping Company bought the SS
Tusker. Under the name Lola, the steamer was registered in Panama and went
from Copenhagen to Constanza in Romania where it was scheduled to pick up
a load of Polish weapons officially destined to Greece. However, the Romanian
authorities doubted the freight order and when it became clear that the cargo
was on its way to Spain, the permit was revoked.202
Jensen’s operations had no links to the ish. His shipping organisation does
not figure in the Gestapo material that painted the ish as a sabotage organisation or in their reports on the Wollweber League. Neither are there any
references on him or his shipping organisation in the few remaining reports
from the ish (Illegal) Secretariat in the autumn of 1936 and the winter of 1937.
Tellingly, there was no representative from Denmark at the January 1937 meeting in Paris.
5

Liquidation

The last chapter of the ish was written in Moscow. The U-turn of the
Comintern, the transition to and implementation of the ‘Popular Front’-tactics
had made the rilu and its organisations redundant. The disbandment of the
rilu started in 1936.203 In early 1937, the leadership of the Comintern started
to discuss the fate of the ish. Polano was ordered to comply a report on the
activities and outreach of the ish. Noting that all legal sections of the ish had
merged with parallel organisations in the various countries, the ish at present
200
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table 18

Liaison centres and units of the ISH, early 1937

Country

Port

Algeria
Canada
Chile
Denmark
France
Netherlands
Norway
Spain
South Africa
Sweden
United Kingdom
USA

Oran
Vancouver
Valparaiso
Copenhagen
Bordeaux, Le Havre, Marseille, Rouen, Dunkirk
Rotterdam
Haugesund
Barcelona, Gijon, Santander
Cape Town
Gothenburg, Helsingborg, Stockholm
Cardiff, Glasgow, Liverpool
Baltimore, New Orleans, New York, Norfolk,
Philadelphia, San Francisco, San Pedro

source: l’i.m.d. et l’unité syndicale (no date, stamp:13.iv.1937), 534/5/2 47, 172–
180, rgaspi

did not have any real organisation. What remained was its (illegal) secretariat
in Paris and a network of liaison offices, Interclubs and ‘cultural centres’ in 25
ports, see Table 18.
Only three Interclubs were monitored by the ish, namely those in Dunkirk,
Gothenburg and Stockholm. Three of the units were controlled by the unions
or local ‘unity’ groups (“Clubs syndicaux:” Barcelona, Copenhagen, Le Havre,
and San Francisco), while those in Glasgow and Liverpool as well as the
Scandinavian Seamen’s Clubs in the USA were autonomous clubs. The units
in Antwerp and Rotterdam as well as the Greek Seamen’s Club in New York
were reading halls monitored by the ish, those in Haugesund, Helsingborg
and Rouen were reading halls controlled by the unions, whereas the unit in
Marseille constituted of the communist seamen’s cell.204
Following Polano’s assessment, the ecci charged rilu General Secretary
Lozovsky to prepare a memorandum on the future activities of the ish.205 In
204
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line with earlier considerations of the ish Illegal Secretariat, Lozovsky suggested to quietly liquidate the ish and replace it with a new unit called ‘Bureau
for the Support of the Culture and Educational Activities of Among Marine
Workers’. The Bureau was to be under direct control of the ecci and was projected to support the work of the parties and communist trade union fractions
in the Interclubs and the itf-affiliated unions. Its main task was to help the
mobilisation of maritime transport workers for the struggle against fascism
and war, for support to the Spanish Republic and the Spanish people, for the
defence of the Soviet Union, and for achieving unity within the ranks of the
itf. Globally, the Bureau was to extend its network of International Seamen’s
Clubs “in the ports which are of big importance for the point of view of the
foreign seamen who come there (Oran, Algiers, Alexandria, Vera Cruz, Sydney,
Cape Town, Buenos Aires, Rosario, etc.).” The Bureau was to come out openly
as an editorial office of the weekly bulletin termed “Information Bulletin for
Seamen and Port Workers,” to be published in English, French, German and
Spanish.206
The projected Bureau was never established. The ecci rejected Lozovsky’s
plan on 23 June.207 Two days later, Comintern Secretaries Florin, Gottwald,
Marty and Pieck voted to liquidate the ish,208 the ecci confirmed the decision on 27 June 1937.209 No official announcement, no public declarations, the
shutdown of the ish was a quiet affaire.
Polano’s assessment directly affected Adolf Deter’s position. He certainly
had backed the transformation of the ish into an information bureau, perhaps even pushed for it as is indicated in his and Polano’s reports from 1936.
However, Polano’s report to the Comintern as well as the instructions of the
ecci for Losvosky seemed to have propelled a new audit of the accounts of the
ish. What followed is unclear. Boris Ginzburger claimed that Deter approached
him on 1 April 1937 and asked him to return the hidden box containing the
invoices of the ish. Ginzburger refused to do, stating that he would only do so
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if orders came directly from the rilu headquarters. Deter was furious; perhaps
an indication that he had been accused for cooking the books?210
If Deter was part of a new internal investigation of the ish in spring 1937
is not known. His personal file at the Comintern Archives does not contain
any information for him misusing or embezzling funds. Any accusations are
lacking in his autobiographies although this is not surprising as he wrote them
in 1949 and 1951 and he might have deliberately omitted such information.
However, his correspondence to Moscow in 1937 reveals that he had not been
informed about the liquidation of the ish. Instead, he seems to have been
confident of the acceptance of the plan of transforming the ish into a special information bureau for directing the activities of the former Interclubs.
In April 1937, he asked Polano to prepare a series of brochures to be sent to
the former Interclubs on the Bolshevik revolution as well as on the danger of
fascism.211 In May, he informed Polano about the plan to set up a Scandinavian
seamen’s club in Shanghai, what he needed was contact information of the
Chinese seamen’s and docker’s unions to be forwarded to the Scandinavian
comrades. However, his letter of May 1937 signalled anxiety about what to do: “I
have not received from you any news for the last 8 months. […] Please, write
me soon so that I can send you further information about our movement in
England.”212 A few weeks later, he forwarded copies of letters he had received
from the usa.213 Moscow remained silent, no news from Polano. In June,
Deter’s anxiety turned into distress: “Dear brother Henry, we have written to
you several times in recent times …” (Lieber Bruder Henry, ich habe dir in der
lezten Zeit wiederholt geschrieben …) Deter’s letter was coded and personal,
similar to the others he sent to Moscow during the latter half of 1937, some of
them addressed to “Henriette” and “Maria” as if he was writing to a girl friend
or female relative. Deter had expected Polano to return to Paris “to spend your
holiday with us,”214 i.e., to continue his work at the ish Illegal Secretariat; he
himself was not in a good shape and had been ill but now recovered (perhaps
an indication of the internal investigation during spring 1937?) yet faced a new
personal setback as he was unemployed. “I previously wrote to you about the
210
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pitiful state of affairs of our company [i.e., the ish]. The situation turned worse
during the last weeks. Work was at first down-scaled to a minimum to keep the
personnel, then salaries were cut and now we have all been sacked.”215 Deter
worried about how to take care of his family as money was short for paying
rent and social securities, buying food for the children and paying school fees.
“I virtually have any Sous left.” Was it a personal crisis or did he describe the
impending collapse of the remaining activities of the ish? “Please write to our
uncle and ask him to help us.” Was the “uncle” Solomon (Alexander) Lozovsky,
were the “children” the (former) Interclubs?216
Polano did not come to Paris to spend his “holidays” with Deter. In September,
Deter was desperate. Still no news from “Henriette”, Deter was extremely worried (grosse Sorgen) about the fate of the “family” and the “company”. The
“company” was almost defunct, as its “turnover” had declined drastically during the last months. Deter had been without “salary” for four months and was
unable to pay his “bills”. The “children” were with their “grandparents”, Deter
had not been able to give them anything. “My uncle had not been in contact
for years although I have written to him several times.”217
News from Moscow finally reached Deter in early in October 1937. Probably
contacted by Polano, Deter was finally informed about the liquidation of the
ish. “This was not a very positive news,” Deter replied to “Maria”, and complained that he did not know what to do next. Neither the “uncle” nor the
“first mate” (Steuermann) had replied to his letters and Deter begged “Maria”
to inquire from them about his fate. Deter had tried to keep the “company”
running all the time by borrowing money to pay for the expenses but now,
as the “company” was to be dissolved, he would face a grave financial crisis.
Was the “first mate” Polano who, Deter claimed, knew him very well and certainly would understand his situation?218 A few months later, Deter received
a letter from Polano who confirmed the liquidation of the ish and informed
Deter about his task to wind up the “company.” Similar instructions had been
sent to “Gaston” by the “uncle” (Lozovsky?). Deter immediately commenced
with closing the office and disposing its furniture to cover at least part of his
expenses.219 Deter was then transferred to coordinate the illegal trade union
215

216
217
218
219

Ich hatte dir ja schon einmal geschrieben dass es bei unserer Firma sehr schlecht aussieht
mit der Arbeit. In den lezten Wochen ging es immer mehr bergab. Erst wurde die Arbeit
eingeschränkt um Entlassungen zu vermeiden, dann wurde das Gehalt gekürzt und nun
sind wir alle entlassen worden.
André to “Lieber Bruder Henry,” 21.6.1937, 534/5/247, 231, rgaspi.
André to “Liebe Henriette,” 9.9.1937, 534/5/247, 231, rgaspi.
André to “Liebe Maria,” 5.10.1937, 534/5/247, 239, rgaspi.
André to “Liebe Henriette,” 6.12.1937, 243, rgaspi.
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operations in Germany.220 In March 1938, Comintern Secretary General Georgi
Dimitrov sent Bohumir Smeral to switch off the lights at the ish office in Paris
and finalise its liquidation.221
220
221

Lebenslauf Gustav Adolf Deter, Abschrift 27.9.1950, 495/205/188, 64, rgaspi.
[Dimitrov,] Anweisung für Gen. Smeral, 20.3.1938, 495/73/76, 6, rgaspi.

Postscript
Was everything in vain? Was the quest of the communists to radicalise maritime transport workers a project that was doomed to fail from the beginning?
The organisation of maritime transport workers through trade unions and the
politicisation of the struggle for better wages and working conditions is a complex story that forms the red thread in every presentation of the history of the
national maritime transport workers and their unions. As a rule, the narrative
is presented as the advances and adversities of a trade union. Global changes
such as the transition from sailing to steamships or political and military conflicts that hamper or prevent commercial shipping form the framework for the
history of national shipping and maritime professions.
The national narrative of maritime transport workers is part of the global
history of the twentieth century. However, the narrative of the political struggle within the maritime transport workers and the radicalisation of the maritime transport workers during the interwar period is (mostly) absent in the
public presentation of the national maritime museums and usually only
forms a footnote in the self-representation of the national unions. Rather than
addressing the complexity of the interwar period, the presentations and self-
representations tend to highlight the unity of the rank-and-file workers against
the onslaughts of the shipowners and capitalists.
The Red International of Labour Unions (rilu) had set up the International
of Seamen and the Harbour Workers (ish) as a radical counterpart to the
International Transport Workers’ Federation. It was launched after the
Comintern had initiated its ultra-left turn in the late 1920s, expressed through
the ‘Class-Against-Class’-doctrine. This doctrine would permeate both the
tactics of the communist parties in relation to social democrats and left-wing
socialists and the communist opposition within the various trade unions and
in the national organisations. The doctrine imposed an uncompromising position vis-à-vis ‘the other left’ and branded social democracy as ‘social fascism’.
The social democratic leadership was accused of capitulating to and of cooperating with the bourgeois parties and capitalist employers. According to the
‘Class-Against-Class’-doctrine, this was a betrayal of the working class and, by
extension, prepared the way for a fascist takeover of power. The communists,
therefore, had to cease all cooperation with the ‘social fascists’. The rilu followed suit, demanding that the communist-controlled revolutionary trade
union oppositions were to attack the social democratic and/or socialist leadership of the unions with ultimate aims of taking control of the unions.
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The fragmentation of the labour movement during the First World War had
deeply affected the rhetoric of the communists. The divide widened to a rift in
the aftermath of the Bolshevik revolution in Russia in November 1917 and the
failed revolutions in Finland, Germany and Hungary in 1918 and 1919 as well as
the post-war crisis that affected Britain, France and the United States in 1919.
For representatives of the radical left, the moderate left emerged as the great
traitor, symbolised by the German Socialist Defence Minister Gustav Noske’s
‘betrayal’ when he called the German Reichswehr to quell the Spartakist uprising in 1919.
The beginning of the 1920s was a time when the communists sought direction –cooperation with the radical left in some countries, parliamentary work
where the party was legal. With the establishment of the Red International of
Labour Unions and the launching of the International Propaganda Committees
in 1921, the activities of the communists and the radical/revolutionary opposition within the trade unions would be coordinated. There was no rigorous
organisational hierarchy; the International Propaganda Committees were
essentially political information platforms with a limited number of functionaries rather than a structured organisation with affiliated member organisations. The basic idea was that the communists would work within the unions
and gather and lead the opposition; the International Propaganda Committees
were to provide the means for the opposition to publicise their position as
most of them lacked their own propaganda tools.
The establishment of the ish in October 1930 was the culmination of a
process that started in the early 1920s. Initially being a syndicalist idea to set
up a Seamen’s International, leading actors in Moscow rejected the plan and
instead amalgamated the radical seamen with the other revolutionary transport workers under the direction of the International Propaganda Committee
of Transport Workers or ipc-t w. As a result of the self-criticism for having
failed to expanded the revolutionary opposition within the unions, focus
was on ‘action’ rather than mere ‘propaganda’ as was indicated by the adaption of its new name, the International Propaganda and Action Committee of
Transport Workers or ipac-t w, in April 1928.
The ‘Class-Against-Class’-doctrine affected and framed the activities the
rilu, the International Propaganda (and Action) Committees, including the
ipac-t w, and the revolutionary opposition groups within the trade unions. The
result was a split of the labour movement, fuelled by the worldwide economic
depression that governments and employers sought to counteract, usually
through wage cuts, rationalisation of the production process and the closure
of production facilities. The trade unions and the labour parties stood between
two evil choices –either to seek compromises to reduce the sufferings of their
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members or to enter into a confrontation with employers and the capitalists.
As a rule, they chose the former path and thus gave way to the uncompromising stance of the communists towards the ‘reformists’ or moderate labour
movement and parties.
Communist criticism of social democracy and the moderate labour movement generated a global response during the 1920s. Soviet Russia was presented
as a state that had realised the ideals of equality, brotherhood and freedom
regardless of colour or race; in the eyes of activists and radicals, the Bolshevik
revolution paved the way for a global movement against the prevailing colonial, racist and chauvinist world order. The Comintern and Soviet Russia, from
1922 the Soviet Union, appeared to be the only actors who uncompromisingly
heralded to ‘proletarian international solidarity’. This was true both in the fight
against colonial exploitation and for self-determination of colonial and ‘semi-
colonial’ nations as well as in the question of membership of trade unions and
the exclusion of ‘the other’. The communists and the representatives of the
moderate labour movement stood on each side of the gap that divided the
trade unions. The former ones demanded that unions be open to everyone
regardless of ones’ colour and rallied behind the slogan ‘equal pay for equal
work regardless of colour or race’ while the latter ones emerged as the protectors of the interests of its (fee-paying) members. Not surprisingly, as the global
economic depression deepening during the early 1930s, the communists presented themselves as the champions for all unemployed, non-unionised and
oppressed.
Interwar communists portrayed the Soviet state as the ideal society. This
was an image that was effectively nurtured and disseminated by both the
Comintern and the ISH. It was a kind of positive propaganda: In the course of
ten years, the ‘fatherland of the workers’ had developed into a modern booming industrialised state and whereas the capitalist countries recorded a drastic
economic decline after 1929. What the propaganda never revealed were the
costs and sufferings of Soviet industrialisation –the collectivisation campaign
and the eradication of the kulaks in the late 1920s and the famine in Ukraine
in 1932. Neither did the Comintern or rilu ever admit being subjugated to the
orders of the Kremlin nor being limited by Soviet realpolitik. This was especially evident after 1933, when Soviet foreign policy was not necessarily anti-
fascist, anti-Nazi, anti-colonial or anti-racist.
However, the discrepancies between Soviet realpolitik and the call for international proletarian solidarity of the Comintern and rilu were obvious as
early as 1932, if not earlier. The first –in retrospect –sign that Stalin put the
interests of the Soviet Union ahead of the Comintern and proletarian international solidarity occurred during the Manchurian crisis in 1932 when, unlike
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the Comintern, the Soviet Union did not protest against Japanese imperialism.
The following year, the Soviet Union refused to participate in the boycott of the
Swastika flag and announced via the Comintern that a trade boycott against
Nazi Germany –proposed by the Labour and Socialist International –was not
on the agenda. The Soviet Union did not protest against the persecutions of
the German communists, nor did Moscow cut its diplomatic relations with
Berlin. Instead, the Soviet Union renewed its trade agreement with Germany.
During the Ethiopian crisis, as Stalin wanted to maintain relations with France
and Italy, no boycott of Italian vessels or prohibition of export of food and raw
materials from the Soviet Union to Italy was ever declared. During the Spanish
Civil War, the Soviet Union officially stood on the side of the Republic and provided the Republican army with weapons but at the same time took care of the
gold reserves of the Spanish Central Bank.
Some communists became frustrated and disillusioned with the ‘wait-and-
see’-politics of Moscow in 1933. George Padmore, fugitive secretary of the
International Trade Union Committee of Negro Workers in Paris, already in
the fall of 1933 wanted to start cooperation with non-communists in the global
anti-colonial struggle; he was excluded from the Comintern and the cpusa
in April 1934, citing that he had violated the ‘Class-Against-Class’-doctrine.
Padmore himself stated that he broke with the communists when it became
clear to him that Stalin intended to sacrifice the anti-colonial struggle in
favour of stabilising the Soviet Union’s relations with France and the United
Kingdom. Another who already re-evaluated his position in 1933 was Albert
Walter, Secretary of the International of Seamen and Harbour Workers, who
accused the hardliners within the KPD of having betrayed the cause of the
working class.
However, it is unclear how Albert Walter’s accusation should be interpreted.
Was it the betrayal of the revolutionary trade union opposition and of his
stance on the International of Seamen and Harbour Workers? Walter had been
involved from the start in the formation of militant and radical maritime transport workers as opposition groups within the existing trade unions, and was
one of the leading players among the radical mariners in post-war Germany.
As many other radical mariners, he had started as a syndicalist but subsequently joined the communist party and emerged as the leading figure of the
communist opposition within the seamen’s section of the German Transport
Workers’ Federation. He was also one of the leading figures in the International
Propaganda Committee for Transport Workers during the 1920s. When the
International of Seamen and Harbour Workers was founded in October 1930,
Walter was elected secretary of the organisation and emerged as its leader in
1932 until the Nazis imprisoned him in March 1933. Walter and his organisation,
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including all affiliated member organisations, the red trade unions and revolutionary trade union oppositions, wholeheartedly embraced the ‘confrontation’-
tactic of the rilu. Walter never made a call for cooperation with the social democrats, neither did the International of Seamen and Harbour Workers made call
for a common front against the Nazis before early March 1933. Was the betrayal
in Walter’s opinion that neither the rilu nor the Soviet Union went out and
condemned Nazi Germany?
The ‘confrontation’-tactic officially went into the grave in the fall of 1935.
This decision also meant that the various communist organisations founded by
the rilu after 1928 became obsolete, among them the International of Seamen
and Harbour Workers. However, the decision also meant the end for the rilu.
The Popular Front-tactic was equal to the united front and this meant that
trade union organisations and independent opposition would merge with the
social democratic/socialist organisations and trade unions. What was never
stated was that the radicalisation process and ‘confrontation’-tactics had been
a mistake.
The balance sheet of the communist trade union politics during the interwar period is complex. Despite numerous calls for a ‘united front’ before 1928
or the calls for a ‘united front from below’ after 1928, the communists never
gained a substantial influence in maritime trade unions in Europe and North
America. In fact, the communist-led revolutionary trade union opposition
remained weak and was further split by the implementation of the ‘Class-
Against-Class’-doctrine. Some local strikes and blockades initiated and led by
the communists were won but none of the national strikes of maritime transport workers. The internationalisation of national strikes by the ipac-t w and
ish by calling for coordinated transnational boycotts and refusal to enlist on
striking vessels proved (in many cases) impossible to implement as long as the
national unions refused to adhere to the call of the communists.
A different picture emerges if one focuses on the global outreach of the
International Propaganda (and Action) Committee of Transport Workers and
the International of Seamen and Harbour Workers. Already Bob Reinalda
and Reiner Tosstorff have highlighted that the rilu, in contrast to the Labour
and Socialist International, emerged during the 1920s as a global player as it
attracted trade unions from the Global South. The zenith was perhaps as early
as 1925 when Chinese as well as the Indonesian trade unions affiliated with
the rilu and the ipc-t w envisioned a Pacific outreach. Two years later, this
outreach was but history due to the smashing of the communist-controlled
trade unions by the ‘imperialists’ (the Dutch colonial state) and the ‘nationalists’ (the Guomindang government). The ‘Third period’, in contemporary
communist rhetoric a phase of capitalism starting in 1928, together with the
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focus on ‘action’ marked the beginning of a new push of the rilu and ipac-t w
towards the Global South. Perhaps it was the intervention of James W. Ford at
the rilu World Congress in 1928 who brought the question of organising black
(“coloured”) seamen for the first time into the forefront. By late 1928, the organisation of ‘colonial’, i.e., Chinese, Indian, Indonesian and Japanese, seamen was
broadened to include the mobilisation of black seamen and the call for opening the unions for them. Latin America, too, gained interest in Moscow after
1928 and resulted into the establishment of formal structures for directing and
monitoring trade union activism on the continent.
The ambition of the ish was to emerge as a global player. Building on the
organisational structures and political rhetoric of the ipac-t w, the ish portrayed itself as the champion of all maritime transport workers irrespective
one’s creed, nationality or race. The affiliated national revolutionary trade
union oppositions and red maritime unions were instructed to apply anti-
discrimination and anti-racism among among their members, to demand for
the same principles to be applied by the national unions, and to combat all
sort of white chauvinism. The ideal proved difficult to implement in practice.
The Nazi takeover in 1933 shattered the global ambitions and outreach
of the ish. Anti-fascism was put in the forefront, the decision in Moscow in
late 1933 to downplay the ‘confrontation’-tactics and focus on strengthening
the opposition within the national unions affiliated to the itf was in retrospect the deathblow of the ish. The ish dropped its ambition to reach out to
colonial and black seamen. Instead, this was to become the objective of the
communist-led opposition groups within the national unions, which after 1934
were not controlled or monitored by the ish but by the national communist
parties and their sea cells. The ish, in turn, shrunk into a North Atlantic and
European player who tried to coordinate and influence the activities of its few
remaining affiliated groups and organisations. However, this backfired as the
grand strategy in Moscow envisioned the amalgamation of the ish with the
itf. By 1935, communist global trade union strategies and tactics –propaganda
and action directed and led by a central unit –had ended in a cul-de-sack. The
final dissolution and liquidation of the ish was a quiet affaire.

Appendix 1
Timeline
1919

March

Establishment of the Comintern

Moscow

1920

July

Establishment of the ituc

September

Congress of the Peoples of the East

Baku

December

Conference of syndicalist organisations

Berlin

1921

July

–Establishment of the rilu
–Establishment of the ipc-t w

Moscow

August

Inclusion of seamen in ipc-t w

Moscow

1922

January

Congress of the Toilers of the East

Petrograd

November

2nd rilu World Congress

Moscow

July

3rd rilu World Congress

Moscow

August

4th ipc-t w Conference

Hamburg

1925

June

Conference of the Transport Workers of the
Orient (Canton Conference)

Guangzhou

1926

March

–2nd Continental Conference of Marine Workers Montevideo
–Comite Continental de Obreros Maritimos y
Portuarios

November

Communist uprising in Indonesia

Batavia

April

Guomindang attack on communists

Shanghai

May

–Pan-Pacific trade union conference
–Establishment of the pptus

Hankou

December

Guomindang attack on communists

Guangzhou

April

– 4th rilu World Congress
– 5th ipc-t w Conference + ipc-t w → ipac-t w

Moscow

July

establishment of the itucnw-r ilu

Moscow

January

International conference on strike strategy

Strassburg

May

–Conference of maritime transport workers
–Comité Marítimo y Portuario Latino
Americana

Montevideo

August

–2nd Conference of the Transport Workers of
the Pacific
– P
 an-Pacific Secretariat of Transport Workers
(tost)

Vladivostok

1923
1924

1927

1928

1929
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July

–(First) World Negro Conference
–establishment of the itucnw

Hamburg

August

5th rilu World Congress

Moscow

October

–Conference of maritime transport workers
–establishment of the ish
–1st Plenum of the ish Executive Committee

Hamburg

November

– ish Secretariat (Albert Walter)
– itucnw Secretariat (James W. Ford)

Hamburg

April

ish Illegal Secretariat (Adolf Shelley)

Hamburg

September

2nd Plenum of the ish Executive Committee

Hamburg

November

itucnw Secretariat (George Padmore)

Hamburg

1932

June

ish World Congress

Altona

August

Meeting of the ish Executive Committee

Amsterdam

1933

January

Scandinavian Conference

Copenhagen

March

itucnw Secretariat Hbg => Paris

Paris

– i sh Illegal Secretariat Hbg => Copenhagen
(Pechmann + Shelley)
– I sh Secretariat Hbg => ik Copenhagen
(Richard Jensen)

Copenhagen

June

Meeting of the ish Executive Committee

Paris

August

– ish Secretariat (Wollweber)
– i sh Illegal Secretariat (Deter + Pechmann +
Shelley)

Copenhagen

December

ecci Commission on seamen’s work

Moscow

April

– i sh Illegal Secretariat Cph => Antwerp (Deter
+ Shelley)
– i tucnw Secretariat Paris => Antwerp (Otto
Huiswoud)

Antwerp

June

–Meeting of Copenhagen Initiative Committee

Copenhagen

–Meeting of the ish Executive Committee
– Plan: ish Secretariat (Jensen + Schaap + Tillon)

Antwerp

itucnw Secretariat (Huiswoud) Antwerp =>
Amsterdam

Amsterdam
Rouen

1931

1934

October

1935

November

ish Secretariat (Tillon)

March

ish Illegal Secretariat (Deter + Polano + Shelley) Paris
Antwerp => Paris

June

Meeting of the ish Executive Committee

Paris

December

ish Illegal Secretariat (Deter + Polano)

Paris
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1936

1937

1938

January

itucnw Secretariat (Huiswoud) Amsterdam =>
Paris

Paris

March

Meeting of the ish Executive Committee

Paris (?)

Fall

ish Illegal Secretariat (Deter)

Paris

Spring/
Summer

ish Illegal Secretariat (Deter)

Paris

January

Meeting of Interclub representatives

Paris

March

Polano’s report on the ish

Moscow

May

Lozovsky’s plan for ‘Bureau for the Support of
Moscow
the Culture and Educational Activities of Among
Marine Workers’

June

– ecci: Liquidation of the ish
– ecci: Liquidation of the itucnw

Moscow

December

ecci: Dissolution of the rilu

Moscow

March

Finalisation of ish and itucnw liquidation

Paris
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Identification of Senders and Recipients in Letters Sent from/to the ish
Secretariat 1933–1937, Filed in the Comintern Archives

rgaspi

Place and
date

Sender

Recipient

1a

534/5/236,
79

Kopenhagen, Ad.;
nn
15.7.1933
Schmidt
Ruid?
[Rudoplh?]

Stamp: 3AUG.1933

2

534/5/236,
80

[?], 15.7.1933

Schmidt

nn

Stamp: 3AUG.1933

3b

534/5/236

[Moscow],
[27.10.1933]

Henri

Shelley
[corrected: Schmidt]

69/No.4/3Ex.
27.x.33

4c

534/5/241,
6 –7

[?], no date

Stolarski

Sekretariat der rgi

37/69/No.51/Sekr./2Ex.
2.i.34

5d

534/5/241,
74 –88

[?], no date

nn

nn

37/69/N0.20/See/3Ex.
20.i.34

6e

534/5/241,
110

[Antwerp?],
16.5.1934

André

Lieber Freund

7f

534/5/241,
230 –231

[?], 23.8.1934

Ad.;
Henry

André

Handwritten add: “an
Rudolph”;
Reference to the
recent trip of Ad. to
Sweden

8g

534/5/241,
232 –236

[?], 3.9.1934

Henri

Ge. Alexander

Reference to Ad.,
André, Sch.

9

534/5/241,
237

[?], 10.11.1934

Ad.

Sowbüro der ish

10h

534/5/241,
253 –266

[?], 26.10.1934 Adolf;
André

Komfraktion des
Vollzugsbüro der rgi

Remarks

Remarks on “André
Rudolph”, ”Henry”/
”Henry Maurice”;
Wollweber,
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Appendix 2: Senders and Recipients in Letters, 1933–1937
(cont.)

rgaspi

Place and
date

Sender

Recipient

Remarks

11i

534/5/241,
296 –297

[Antwerp?],
12.12.1934

Rudolf;
Georges;
Leo;
René

Komfraktion des
Vollzugsbureaus

12j

534/5/241,
298

[?], 12.12.1934

René;
Leo;
Georges;
André

Komfraktion des
Vollzugsbureaus

13k

534/5/241,
299

[?], 12.12.1934

Leo;
Ulrich;
René;
Rudolf;
Georges

Komfraktion des
Vollzugsbureaus

14l

534/5/241,
306 –307

[?], no date

George

Dear friends

Stamp: 10.Dez.1934

15m

534/5/242,
4–6

Paris, 21.1.1935 Georges;
André

Komfraktion der rgi

Handwritten
add: “Gen Heckert”;
References to
Jusefovich, Wollweber,
Polano

16n

534/5/242,
47–48

[Paris],
19.2.1935

Georges;
André

Komfraktion der rgi

17o

534/5/242, [Paris], 3.1935 Georges
94fp –95bp

Komfraktion der rgi

References to Leo, Ad.,
Polano

18p

534/5/242,
103

[?], no date

Georges

Alexander

Handwritten
add: Adolf;
Handwritten
add: “erledigt 23.iii.35
Heckert”

19q

534/5/242,
114–116

[?], no date

nn

Sekretariat der ish

Stamp: 7.APR.1935

Reference to Polano
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(cont.)

rgaspi

Place and
date

Sender

Recipient

Remarks

20

534/5/242,
117

[Paris],
11.4.1935

Georges;
André

Komfraktion der rgi

References to
Jusefovich, Polano,
Wollweber;
References to
members of
rilu European
bureau: René,
Monmousseau, Gitton

21r

534/5/242,
118

[Paris],
11.4.1935

Georges;
André

Komfraktion und bk
der rgi

References to
Jusefovich, Polano,
Wollweber;
References to
members of
rilu European
bureau: René,
Monmousseau, Gitton

22

534/5/242,
120

[Paris],
24.4.1935

Georges;
André

Komfraktion der rgi

References to
Wollweber and Polano

23s

534/5/242

[Paris],
12.4.1935

André;
Georges

Komfraktion der rgi

Reference to comrade
(“Genosse”) Edward

24t

534/5/242,
188 –194

[Paris],
15.6.1935

Henry

Komfraktion der rgi

Reference to Adolf,
André, Henry

25u

534/5/242,
201 –228

[Paris],
26.6.1935

Ad.;
And.;
Hen.

Alexander

26v

534/5/243,
15 –17

[Paris],
3.7.1935

nn

W.G.

References to Ad. and
Henry

27w

534/5/243,
68 –70

[?], no date
[13.8.1935]

nn

Werte Genossen

Reference: 51/Nr. 604/
3Ex/Sekr.A
13.8.1935

28 x

534/5/243,
112 –114

[Paris],
5.10.1935

nn

Liebe Freunde

Reference to “our
letter dated 3 July”
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rgaspi

Place and
date

Sender

Recipient

29y

534/5/243,
5.10.1935

[Paris],
5.10.1935

Adolf

Herr Alexander

Reference to Henry,
André, Ja[c]k, Tillon

30z

534/5/243,
123

[Paris],
24.10.1935

Adolf;
Henri;
André

Komfraktion der rgi

filed: 8234–1 26/x i
1935

31aa

534/5/243,
125 –126

[Paris],
24.10.1935

Ad.;
Henri;
André

nn

filed: 8235–1 26/x i 1935

32

534/5/243,
138 –141

[Paris],
29.10.1935

Ad.;
Henri;
André

Komfraktion der rgi

33

534/5/243,
149 –151

[Paris],
6.11.1935

Adolf;
Henri;
André

Komfraktion der rgi

34bb

534/5/245,
60 –61

[?], no date

nn

nn

Handwritten add: “Für
Adolf–letztesExemplar!”;
stamp: 13.März1936

35

534/5/245,
62

[Paris],
26.3.1936

André;
Henri

Komfraktion der rgi

Reference to
comrade “J” in the
Danish Stokers’
Union = Jensen

36cc

534/5/245,
66 –80

[Parsi],
[30.3.1936]

Henri;
André

Cher camarade

37dd

534/5/245,
107 –117

[?], no date

nn

nn

38ee

534/5/246, New York,
24 –25
21.9.1936

Angelos

Henry

39ff

534/5/246, [?], 10.11.1936
52 –54

Jack

Henry

40gg

534/5/246

Henri

Alexander

[Paris],
7.12.1936

Remarks

[?]/93/Nr. 101/5 Ex./
S. Abt.
[?].3.1936
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rgaspi

Place and
date

Sender

Recipient

41

534/5/247,
76

[Paris],
15.3.1937

André

Henry

42

534/5/247,
85

[Paris],
27.3.1937

André

Henry

43

534/5/247,
181

[Paris],
25.4.1937

André

Henry

44

534/5/247,
204

[Paris],
10.5.1937

André

Alexander

45

534/5/247,
224

[Paris],
24.5.1937

André

Henry

[Paris],
9.9.1937

André

Henriette

46hh 534/5/
247,231
47ii

534/5/247,
239

[Paris],
5.10.1937

André

Maria

48jj

534/57247, [Paris],
243
6.12.1937

André

Henriette

Remarks

Add: “für Henri”

aT
 ype-written letter with hand-written signatures. Ad. = Adolf Shelley; Schmidt = Wollweber; Ruid? = unidentified. Concerns activities against the Nazi-flag and criticism of itf about Russian harbour workers.
b Type-written letter with handwritten signature; from Polano (“Henri”) to Wollweber (“Schmidt”).
c Copy of type-written letter; Stolarski = Alfred Shelley who resided at this point in Moscow.
d Copy of type-written document, Material über die ish und über die Arbeit unter den Seeleuten und
Hafenarbeiter (Material on the ish and on work among seamen and dockers); probably written by Adolf
Shelley in Moscow.
e Concerns Albert Walter; sent to someone who is asked to further this information as soon as possible “nach
drüben” (to the other side), i.e., Paris?
f Copy of type-written letter in German, type-written signatures. The author of the letter can be identified
as Ad[olf Shelley]. Henry = Polano: Shelley uses “Henry” when referring to Polano. The letter indicates that
André [Adolf Deter] was in Copenhagen as he just was about to leave for Sweden. The remark “an Rudolph”
is likely to have been added in Moscow when the document was either received or filed.
g Type-written report in German singed by “Henri” = Polano, indicating that the document is a translation
into German probably made in Moscow. The report is addressed to Alexander Lozovsky, and states that
Polano had travelled to England and France and was running the ish Secretariat while Andé (Adolf Deter)
and Adolf (Shelley) were absent. “Sch.” is probably Shelley.
h Type-written letter on organisational reorganisation of illegal and legal secretariat. Reference to “Henry”/
”Henry Maurice” = Polano who at this point resided in Moscow.
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(cont.)
iC
 opy of type-written letter with typed signatures, original either in German or translation
into German. Seems to be joint letter by the ish Secretariat (Rudolf and Georges) and rilu
European Secretariat (Leo and René), provided that Rudolf = Adolf Deter, Georges = Adolf
Shelley (for possible identification, see letter no 18). Reference to Polano (proposal to send him
as instructor to Spain) indicates that the latter resided in Moscow.
j Copy of type-written letter with typed signatures. Statement in text “wollen wir (es und
ish)” identifies text as joint report by the ish Secretariat and rilu European Bureau on the
Copenhagen movement.
k Copy of type-written letter with typed signatures, report on joint meeting between ish (Rudolf
and Georges), rilu European Bureau (Leo and René) and “Weltkomitee” (World Committee
against War and Fascism; Ulrich).
l Copy of type-written letter with typed signature. Most likely sent to someone in England, probably a leading member of the Minority Movement as it concerns work among seamen, dockers
and railway workers. Main part of the letter deals with the Copenhagen movement, indicating
that the author could have been Shelley?
m Type-written letter in German; indicates that Wollweber and Polano were in Moscow; proposal to send Polano to Latin America.
n Concerns differences with in cp Sweden.
o Probably same type-writer as used in letter (15); Leo = Leo Pechmann, Ad. = Adolf Schelley;
renewed proposal to send Polano to Latin America
p Handwritten letter in German, signed by Georges, the add: “Adolf” could indicate that
“Georges” was Adolf Shelley’s pseudonym while running the ish Illegal Secretariat in Paris?
“Alexander” was most likely Alexander Lozovsky.
q The author is probably Heckert.
r Type-written letter in German, same content as letter no. 6 but with remarks on budget needed
for ish ec plenum.
s Concerns the relocation of “Edward” = Otto Huiswoud and the secretariat of the itucnw
to Paris.
t Report on the ish plenum in Paris, 29–31.5.1935. German translation of the report, signature
“Henry” = Polano.
u Report by Ad[olf Shelley], And[ré = Deter] and Hen[ri = Polano] to Alexander [Lozovsky] on
the ish.
v Sender probably André/Adolf Deter as the author of the letter refers to Ad. = Adolf Schelley.
Reference to “Henry” and his planned travel to Latin America indicates that Henry = Polano as
the ish intended to send Polano to Latin America and author uses “Henry” instead of “Henri”
for the latter.
w Type-written draft letter, concerns situation in Denmark; probably written in Moscow.
x Probably same type-writer as letter no. 9, could indicate that sender/author was rather André/
Adolf Deter than Georges/Adolf Schelley?
y Type-written letter but not the same type-writer as no 11. Reference to the imminent departure
of “Henry” to Latin America indicates that Adolf = Adolf Schelley used “Henry” as Polano’s
pseudonym instead of “Henri”.
z Original signatures; “Henri” = Polano.
aa Concerns situation in Sweden, must be attachment to letter no. 15.
bb Type-written encrypted letter concerning probably Hermann Knüfken’s [“Nr. 1] activities in
Antwerp. The handwritten add “für Adolf” indicated that Adolf Schelley resided in Moscow
at this point. Code filed in 534/5/245, 11.
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cc R
 eport on the ish, signed by André = Deter and “Henri” = Polano, was enclosed in Henri/
Polano’s letter, dated 30.6.1936 (534/5/245, 65); same report as document, dated January 1936
and signed by Henri, André and Ad.[olf Shelley], filed in 534/5/245, 12–34.
dd 
Draft version of report on work of the Interclubs, Bericht über die Internationalen
Seeleuteklubs und einige vorschläge zu ihrer weiteren Tätigkeit, written in Moscow. It is likely
that the author of the report was Adolf Shelley.
ee Report on Greek Seamen’s Club in New York sent to Henry/Polano.
ff Information about activities of Pacific Bureau to Henry/Polano.
gg German translation (?) of letter from Henri/Polano to Alexander [Lozovsky].
hh Encrypted letter from André/Deter to Henrietta = Polano.
ii Encrypted letter from André/Deter to “Maria” = unidentified.
jj Encrypted letter from André/Deter to Henrietta = Polano.
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